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Abstract— Globalization of higher education concurrently means
the internationalization of students and this changing scenario
demands for a paradigm shift in the roles and management of
Student Affairs (SA) office. This research contribution is crafted
to highlight the responsibilities and functionalities of Student
Affairs office in higher education academic institutions. It
presents the road map for the SA professionals to cater the
upcoming demands of international students at the foreign land.
The challenging state of affairs like academic and personal
counseling, Socio-cultural integrity, language barriers, alienation
and home sickness, housing and living are considered while
presenting this abstract landscape. This research article is an
outcome of experimented techniques and experience gained by
the authors in the capacity of foreign students, SA professionals,
researchers and the volunteers at the International cooperation
office of student affairs. The specific role of Student Affairs office
for the foreign students is presented while executing the interview
and survey based research methodology at the Northwestern
Polytechnical University (NPU), Xi’an China.

role of SA as the bridge between International students and the
university. This paper exclusively elaborates the research
based paradigms for student affairs to deal with international
student community. The challenge to the SA is to open
individuals and groups to the interaction necessary to an
interdependent world and to a more encompassing identity of
being human.
Section II of this paper presents the responsibilities of the
student affairs during the life cycle of the foreign student at the
domestic university starting from the pre-arrival information
till the alumni registration. The case study of Northwestern
Polytechnical University, Xi’an, China, is presented in Section
III, where the Authors investigated the emerging roles of SA
for the international student as a volunteer. Section VI
concludes the article with some recommendations.

Keywords- Student Affairs; Education; Management; Personality
Development; Foreign Students

Student Affairs is considered as the hub of all activities in
any university. It is the focal point of external and internal
activities. It acts as the problem-solver and facilitator for the
students [2]. Owing to the influx of many foreign students, the
new roles of SA have emerged. The Authors have outlined the
following roles and responsibilities of SA in the life cycle of
foreign students while highlighting the pre and post arrival
services and also the mature phase with departing time
services.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The wave of globalization has spurred the communication
and transportation revolution that has opened the new
possibilities for movement of people, information, ideas, and
images. Finally, the emergence of global economy brought
urgency to the educational task of internationalizing the
campus. National and International organizations, academia
and Industry have initiated number of scholarship schemes
that have given an extra impetus for the mobilization of
students across the borders for sharing the culture and
technology. The post 9/11 geo-political developments have
opened new avenues of business and education for Europe,
and Asia. A significant flow of students has been observed
during the past decade towards Europe and also towards South
East Asia including China. This enhanced trend of education
at foreign universities has highlighted the role of University
administration and especially the student affairs office to
upgrade and update their role specifically for the foreign
students. Student Affairs is considered as a bridge between the
international students and the University so it is required to
clearly define and highlight the roles of the SA as an agent to
provide quality services to the international students.
The Handbook of Student Affairs Administration and
professional associations, NASPA[1] and ACPA outline the
various roles of SA but this paper addresses only a specific

II.

ROLE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS IN THE LIFE CYCLE OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

A. Pre-Arrival Phase
SA has to perform a special role before the arrival of the
foreign students. It acts as a liaison between university and the
international student. After the confirmation of Admission, it
is the responsibility of the SA to upgrade and update the
prospective student about the visa procedures, life and living
at university, registration and Studies. It is suggested to
develop the pre-arrival hand book and delivered to the
prospective students after their admission confirmation. It
should include the websites and relevant persons along with
their contact details. Authors have found the following
expected services of SA via survey from the various
International Students.
i.

Information About Visa And Immigration
SA provides the basic information to the incoming students
about the visa and immigration. They sometimes provide them
with the invitation letter and give them details about the
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required documents. SA also intimates them about the legal
status of their student visa and the requirements to renew it. It
should also provide the custom rules of the country along with
the list of prohibited items.
ii.

Expenditure Details
SA develops the list of approximate expenditures incurred by
the students including the tuition fee, utility charges, food,
housing, laundry, transportation, internet and telephone,
medical and health insurance, books and stationery. It may
include the expenditures for living with spouse and kids. It
helps the prospective students to plan their budget and
finances accordingly.

iii.

Housing Information
SA helps the incoming foreign students to choose for their
first destination as a university hostel, shared accommodation
or the youth hostels. SA provides them the details including
the map, distances and the price list along with the
availability.SA helps then to coordinate in booking the place
and making agreements.

iv.

Life at University
SA is the first window for the international student to know
about the life and culture at the campus so it is the
responsibility of the SA to provide the real and unbiased
picture of the university to the prospective students while
mentioning the research contribution and facilities, Library
collection and access, curricular and co-curricular activities,
sports and leisure attractions, societies and clubs, sociocultural and religio-ethnic liberty and the prospects of studying
and living at the campus.

v.

Life in City
Every city has its own wonders and specialties with distinct
culture and civilization.SA should give a picturesque view of
the city in which the campus is located in order to give the
sense of second home to the aliens.SA acts as the ambassador
of country so it should portrays the hospitality jargons while
highlighting the scenic views and culture of the city. It should
also mention the bordering cities or countries to attract the
incoming guest students.SA may include the food, markets,
shopping centers, parks, museums, historical places, clubs and
cinemas as the pull factors.

vi.

Scholarships options
SA gives a brief overview to the prospective students
about the possible ways of getting funding to support their
studies and living through scholarships, research/teaching
assistantship, internships or on-campus job options. This helps
the students to foresee their budget constraints and control. It
also helps them to collect relevant documents and certificates
to apply for the possible sources on their arrival.

vii.

Pre-Arrival Check List
SA should provide the pre-arrival checklist to the
prospective students to ease their settlement procedure in

addition to their jet-lag. It may include the required
documents, initial local currency, clothing and shoes, food
items and daily use items. It also includes the arrangement for
first arrival and reaching to the campus, housing and
transportation along with the map of university and city with
basic know-how of the language spoken at the destination
B. Initial Settlement Phase
The most important time for SA to deliver its services and
hospitality is the time of arrival of international students at the
campus. The new students are alien to everything and full of
queries and unknown fears in addition to home sickness and
long way travel from their native countries. In most of the
countries, the foreign language is an added issue for the
student to communicate and respond. Initial settlement phase
requires a lot of administrative tasks and sometimes the
bureaucratic procedures frustrate the foreign students. This
section elaborates the tasks to be performed by the SA in the
post-arrival phase of the international students.
i.

Reception
The foremost task of SA is to manage for the reception of
the foreign student. It is required to receive them from the
airport or the bus station and take them to their dormitory or
their housing arrangement. The first meal arrangement or the
orientation of the basic necessities is crucial at the first
instance. This is the time to develop first impression of the SA
and show the hospitality to the international student.
ii.

Police registration
It is the requirement of nearly all the countries to get
registered at the local police station within 24 hours of
arrival.SA should guide the students for the police registration
and provide them with the required documents. It is better to
assign some local student or staff of SA to accompany them
for the initial tasks.
iii.

Bank Account
Students are required to open their local bank accounts for
all type of transactions including the scholarship money and
the money transfer from their home countries. SA should
assist them to open their bank accounts with the issuance of
electronic cards and internet banking activation.

iv.

Academic Registration
Student Affairs should guide the students for academic
registration at the respective departments. SA should arrange
the meeting of students with their respective academic
coordinators and research supervisors. Students should be
provided with the classes schedule and SA should provide
them the plan marking the location of class rooms,
laboratories, seminar rooms, library, auditorium and other
related centers related with academics.
v.
Orientation Seminar
Student Affairs office should manage the orientation
sessions during the first week of arrival of the students. It can
be provided in the recorded video format on the university
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website for the students who join late. It may include the
presentations from different societies and clubs along with
stalls from some book sellers. The orientation seminar should
strictly include the information about the following matters:
a. Procedure for Visa Extension/Resident Permit
b. Map of the University and City
c. Housing Information and facilities
d. Local and University Transportation schedules
e. Procedure to get ID cards and University email
f. Social Networking Information
g. Health Matters and getting Insurance
h. Information about societies and Clubs
i. University Disciplinary rules and regulations
j. Academic Regulations
k. Degree Requirements
vi.

Welcome Party
Student Affairs should manage a welcome party in honor of
the new students to create an atmosphere of cultural and social
integrity among the students and to provide them a platform to
know each other and also to develop affiliation with the
old/senior students. It is the time for socio-cultural integrity
and absorbing the new students in the culture of the campus. It
is also an added advantage if different cultural performances
are arranged to share and admire each other’s the culture and
civilizations. The food and drinks with dance and music makes
the festivity eternal.
C. Mature Phase
International students choose foreign universities for
academics and technological excellence. Students may join for
short term courses / projects or for the degree programs. SA is
the bridge between international students and the host
university. It is the sole responsibility of SA to assist
international students in their academic and cultural pursuits.
The Authors have outlined the following role demands of the
SA as gained by the survey conducted among the current
international students.

i.

Career Counseling
Students at each stage of their life needs the career
counseling from the experts. It is required that SA must
arrange seminars and individual sessions for the international
students to guide in their chosen paths. SA should collaborate
with their local industry and academia for the professional
support and guidance.

ii.

iii.

Scholarships and Internships
SA should communicate effectively among the
international students about the scholarship and internships
offers. SA should assist the students in fulfilling the
requirements of the offers. SA may help the international
students to search for on-campus jobs and also as the RA/TA
opportunities.

iv.

Language Club
International students always have a handicap in learning
the local language and this language barrier bars them from
interaction and socialization. SA should develop and run the
language club for the international students to learn and
experience the local language out of the class room
environment.

v.

Women and Children Centre
SA must take care of the families of the students by
providing the proper care and facilities for the children and
women. A child care center and pre-school facilities are
provided for the children of the international students.

vi.

Disability Services
SA should take care of the natural disabilities of foreign
students or their family members by providing them the
necessary help and services.

vii.

Socio-Cultural Integrity
Learning at the foreign university is a two-fold process;
one to learn the technology and knowledge and the other is to
be acquainted with the foreign culture and developing the
sense of cosmopolitans. The underline idea is to broaden the
horizon of living and develop interdependence attitude to
survive as a collective human beings. SA can play a strong
role in cultivating the sense of unbiased and sharing attitude
among the students in order to sketch a portrait of global
village. SA should manage the followings to develop this
sense of one-ness among the students:
a. Arranging Cultural ,Historical and Recursion Trips
b. Organizing Cultural Evenings
c. Coordinating Sports and Leisure Events
d. Facilitating Workshops and Seminars
e. Providing Racial, cultural, and religious Autonomy
f. Discouraging Gender Discrimination
g. Equal opportunity for everyone to join Societies and
Clubs
h. Access to social Networking at the Campus via
FTP/LAN

Emotional Therapy
International students are always at the risk of emotional
tension especially at the time of arrival or during the stress viii.
Project Hunt Assistance
times of examinations,
projects
and
meeting
other
International students always want to experience the highacademic deadlines. Foreign culture and language can also
tech environment of the host industry for the execution of their
cause emotional threats so it is the responsibility of SA to
projects or internships. SA should manage the way for this
apply some emotional therapies techniques in the form of
collaboration and interaction and this can result in gaining the
individual counseling sessions or by providing them the
skilled human resource for the host country.
platform and opportunities to jettison their fears and assimilate
the new culture and life.
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D. Departure Time
Goodbye times are always remembered throughout the life
span. First and last impressions are always printed in our
minds so SA has to play a vital role near and after the
graduation time of the international students. Authors have
outlined the following roles of the SA at the departure time,
collected by the survey of the graduating and passed out
students including the Alumni.

individual questions were pertaining to the subheadings of the
different phases of International students in Section II. The
figure 3 shows the importance of each phase and emphasized
the importance of initial settlement phase with 37%
weightage. The pre-arrival phase comes at the second level of
importance. Departing phase is least important with 11%
response and Mature Phase got the 23% need level.

i.

Degree and Transcript
SA should support the students in the clearance of
different issues at the time of graduation that may include the
clearance from the Library, finance department etc. A student
affair is supposed to develop the standard operating
procedures for the conferment of degree and transcript along
with different certificates. SA is also responsible for
communicating with the students and holding the Graduation
Ceremony.

ii.

Job Assistance n Job Fairs
It is considered as the responsibility of the SA to hold
open house, Job Fairs and to arrange Job interviews for the
passing out students with the collaboration of academia and
industry. It should also provide the workshops like Interview
Skills, resume and covering letter writing, Job Hunt and
looking for scholarships and internships.

Fig. 1. Demographic Distribution of International Students

iii.

Souvenirs and Group Photographs
SA is also responsible for organizing the farewell party
for the graduates to share their happiness and to congratulate
them on achieving one of their milestones of life. SA may
arrange for the group photograph of the graduating session and
disembark them with some souvenirs having the monogram of
university as a good-will gesture.

iv.

Research Feedback
SA may execute the feedback research at the
commencement of the degree program to gather the
information about the services provided by the SA and about
their overall stay at the university[3]. This research can help
the SA and university administration in redefining their goals
and procedures for the provision of better quality of services.

Fig. 2 Studies/Programs of International Students

v.

Alumni Registration
SA should extend its Alumni list always and motivate the
graduates to become the part of the Alumni association. It will
provide the university and graduates to interact with each
other and share the university activities and events.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND CASE STUDY

This research is survey and interview based questionnaire
type. It is executed at NPU, Xi’an, China with the
collaboration of International cooperation office. International
students enrolled in different programs at different levels were
selected as the specimen as shown in figure 1 and 2. A
questionnaire consisted of four major phases as discussed in
Section II were filled by the International students. The
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Fig. 3 Percentage Response for Four Phases of the life cycle

IV.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research contribution revealed an important role of
Student Affairs professionals for the burgeoning influx of
International students to the foreign universities. The global
economy and the wave of globalization have paved the way
for students to enhance their cultural and technological
acumen while studying at the foreign universities. The
enrolment of foreign students has put extra responsibilities on
the student affairs office to facilitate them. This research was
done by gathering the inputs from the international students of
different origin and education levels and the findings are
elaborated to provide the road map for the SA professionals to
execute their emerging roles and responsibilities. It has been
found that the Initial Settlement Phase is the most crucial one
for SA and international students. This research is a blue print
for any university to design the frame work of SA office
specifically for the international community of students.
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Abstract
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is currently the dominant system
in many countries worldwide. From “energy & atmosphere” criteria a building can get 17
possible points and 8 of this come from “optimize energy performance” sub criteria. It is highly
remarkable since 26 points is required for LEED certification. Since there is no universal green
building certification, a system such as LEED is instantly recognizable in their respective
countries and it is also used in Turkey. It is hard to say that LEED certification maintains
international compatibility. For example, heating degree day (HDD) are quantitative indices
designed to reflect the demand for energy needed to heat a building. Cooling degree day (CDD),
reflects the amount of energy used to cool a building. Turkey's diverse regions lead to
sustainability-complexities, as follows: Erzurum is the one of the coldest city in Turkey because
of its geographical characteristics. The city is located in north eastern part of Turkey. Antalya
lies in the Mediterranean region and it has the highest solar global horizontal radiation. While
CDD value for Antalya is extremely high compared to Erzurum, the heating energy demand or
HDD for Erzurum is almost 7 times that in Antalya.
Keywords: CDD (Cooling-Degree-Day) - HDD (Heating-Degree-Day); Energy; LEED
(Leadership-in-Energy-and-Environmental-Design); Sustainability; Turkey.
Introduction
Economic and environmental concepts of sustainability can work together in a manner consistent
with the emergence of the state policies of the countries has become an important part of
sustainability. Energy protection policy has become an important issue in developed and
developing countries, following the global recognition in building industry to create Sustainable
Built Environment. Therefore, implementation of an energy rating procedure to assess buildings
is becoming more popular. The most representative and widely used building environment
assessment schemes are Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) developed by
the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method (BREEAM) launched by the U.K. Building Research Establishment (BRE)
1

(Rivera, 2010). In general, both systems promote the concept of green building, awareness and
consciousness to contribute a sustainable environment. One of important credits throughout the
two schemes, which is also the essential factor in the overall effort to achieve sustainable
development, is the consumption of energy. It is clear that a robust and credible building
environmental assessment scheme will play a key role in assessing building energy performance.
From “energy & atmosphere” criteria of LEED certification, a building can get 17 possible
points and 8 of this come from “optimize energy performance” sub criteria (Kubba, 2009).
Sustainability begins with climate (Kubba, 2009). Seasonal energy consumption calculations
play an important role in calculating heating and cooling loads of any household (Duryamaz et
al., 2000). Precipitation and temperature records provide important information about the
weather conditions of a region. Nevertheless, the degree-day method is one of the simplest and
reliable energy estimation techniques for energy analysis in buildings (Buyukalaca, 2001).
Degree days are originally used to evaluate energy demand and energy consumption (Dombayci,
2009; Moss, 1997). Heating degree day (HDD) are quantitative indices designed to reflect the
demand for energy needed to heat a building. A similar index, cooling degree day (CDD),
reflects the amount of energy used to cool a building. Heating degree-days (HDD) and cooling
degree-days (CDD) provide considerable ease in estimating heating and cooling loads of
buildings, energy planning, and determining the dimensions of HVAC systems (Satman and
Yalcinkaya, 1999). The use of degree-day methods in the energy analysis of buildings is
presented in several studies (Matzarakis and Balafoutis, 2004; Christenson et al., 2006;
Newsham et al., 2009). Turkey's diverse regions have different climates. For instance, Erzurum
is the one of the coldest city in Turkey because of its geographical characteristics. On the other
hand Antalya lies in the Mediterranean region of Turkey and it has the highest solar global
horizontal radiation. While CDD value for Antalya is extremely high compared to Erzurum, the
heating energy demand or HDD for Erzurum is almost 7 times that in Antalya. It is clear that
same percent of energy conservation for heating and cooling will not cost identical in both cities.
This leads us to ask how LEED can be reliable in any environment.
This paper introduces rational criticism of the LEED-system in terms of its suitability for
international applications. Answers will be found for the question if LEED is a feasible basis for
the local geographic, climatic conditions of Turkey? An overall-map of Turkey is shown in fig.
1, including the cities of Antalya in the Mid-South and Erzurum in the North-East. The values of
longitude, latitude, and elevation for Erzurum and Antalya provinces of Turkey are shown in tab.
1. The locations of these both cities give interesting comparisons for the influence of the local
climates and the influences on the built environment. Therefore these both cities and local
climatic circumstances are the basis for comparing the use and feasibility of the LEED-system in
this paper, with the focus on energy-consumption of buildings.
Figure 1
Table 1
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2. Energy-consumption of buildings: Materials and methods
The contribution of a building to environmental problems is increasing significantly. For
example, a considerable amount of energy is being used for the heating and cooling of a building
to maintain its resident‟s thermal comfort. And that amount of energy is different within different
local circumstances. As for example in Turkey, the need for cooling is much more evident than
in The Netherlands, whereas in for example Iceland the need for heating is much more evident
than in Saudi Arabia. However, it is also related to different perceptions of „heat‟ and „cold‟,
being caused by different (cultural) backgrounds between groups of people; in other words: How
are people used to certain cold and/or warm conditions? To keep the comparisons and analyses
in this paper as „neutral‟ as possible, the „perception‟-aspect is not considered in this paper,
because also Turkish-perception might be different from other (European) perception (see also
e.g. Akiner and Tijhuis (2007)). This paper therefore generally focuses on „computational‟
differences, using well-known mathematical formulas in the field of energy-consumption.
Nevertheless, the influence of such perceptions/cultural backgrounds will still play an
influencing role if one is merely focusing on thermal „comfort‟ etc. instead of just focusing on
the (differences between the) energy-consumption. The concept of degree-days originates from
the work of Lt-Gen. Sir Richard Strachey (1878). Degree days are calculated by referring to
Hitchin (1990) which describe climate classification methods for ASHRAE standards
(ASHRAE, (2001)).
Hitchin (1983) proposed a relatively simple formula for heating degree-days:
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(1)

where Dm is the monthly degree-day value, θb is the base temperature, Nm is the number of days
in the month,  o,m is the mean monthly temperature, and k is a location specific constant given
by:
k

2.5



(2)

where   is the standard deviation of the variation in temperature throughout the month.
Unfortunately   is rarely known by the typical user, and Hitchin suggested the mean k value of
0.71 for inland areas (Hitchin, 1981). The benefit of Hitchin‟s formula is that it is quick to use
and requires only limited information.
Two classical equations for the cooling and heating of a structure are:
for cooling:
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and for heating:

C
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(4)

where Qp is the heating system output (at full load), dθ/dt is the rate of change of the building
temperature. C is the effective thermal capacitance of the building given by:

C   c p V f

(5)

n

where Vf is the volume of the structural element that is thermally responsive (m3), ρ is the
density of the element (kg·m–3) and cp is the specific heat of the element (kJ·kg–1·K–1) for n
active elements.
2.1 Heating energy estimation: A basis
The following equations are based on accurate and well-defined input values; for their derivation
see Day and Karayiannis (Day and Karayiannis, 1998; Day and Karayiannis, 1999a; Day and
Karayiannis, 1999b), Day (2005) Day et al. (2000; 2003).
U ' =(∑AU+1/3NV)/1000

(6)

where U is the fabric U-value (W·m–2·K–1), average U was selected as 0.3 for this study (average
for outdoor brick, concrete out and inner layers, plasterboards, glazings etc.), A is the component
area (m2), N is the air infiltration rate in air changes per hour (h–1) and V is the volume of the
space (m3).
Subtracting this gain-related temperature rise from the internal temperature gives rise to the
concept of a base temperature, thus:
θo = θsp - QG / U '

(7)

where  o,m is mean monthly outdoor temperature (°C), QG is average casual gains to the space

(kW), θsp is the set point temperature (°C), and U ' (kW K-1) is building heat loss coefficient.
24-hour mean internal temperature can be calculated as:
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where ∑θi is the sum of the overnight internal temperatures, Q p is plant output capacity (kW),
(t3 – t1) is the length of unoccupied period (hours), (t3 – t2) is length of the preheat time (hours), τ
is the building time constant (hours), (t2 – t1) = (t3 – t1) – (t3 – t2) is the length of time the plant
was off (hours), respectively.
where τ is the building time constant (h), obtained from:



C
3600U '
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where C is the building thermal capacity (kJ K-1)
and t2 is the optimum switch-on time, obtained from:

t3 - t2 
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with the optimum plant switch-on temperature, θso (°C), obtained from:
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The base temperature can be found as (Day et al., 2003):

b  i 

QG
U'

(13)

Calculation of degree-days and fuel consumption follow the same procedure as for the
continuously heated case with this revised base temperature.
The estimated fuel consumption, F(kW·h) is found from:
F = (24 U ' Dm) / η

(14)

where η is overall seasonal heating system efficiency, and 24 is the conversion factor from days
to hours.
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Fuel consumption is converted to cost by:
F × cost of fuel (Cg) ($)

(15)

The fuel consumption can be converted to carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by multiplying by the
relevant carbon dioxide factor, Cf. Tab. 2 gives these factors for a range of fuels.
Table 2
The carbon dioxide emissions, in tonnes, are then given by:
Carbon emission = (Cf · F) / 1000 (tonnes)
ΨE(95%), the uncertainty in the energy estimate for 95% of all calculations is defined as;
ΨE(95%) = 130 Dm–1.3 × 100
Similarly, the seasonal uncertainty equation is;
ΨE(95%) = 1600(∑Dm)–1.35 × 100
where, and ∑Dm is the sum of monthly degree-days over the heating season.

(16)
(17)
(18)

2.2 Cooling energy estimation: A basis
The energy extracted from the air is given by:

 c p  ao   c   m
 h fg g o  g s 
QE  m

(19)

where QE is the rate of heat removal from the air (kW), m is the mass flow rate of the air (kg·s–
), cp is the specific heat of air (kJ·kg–1·K–1), hfg is the enthalpy of vaporisation of water (kJ·kg–
1
),  ao is the outside air temperature (K),  c is the off-coil air temperature (K), and go and gs are
the outside and off-coil moisture contents respectively (kg(water vapour)·kg–1(dry air).

1

This load can be broken down further into its components:
QE = Qfabric +Qsolar +QI +Qfan +Qfa(S) +Qfa(L) +QL

(20)

where Qfabric is the fabric gain (kW), Qsolar is the solar gain (kW), QI is the internal sensible gain
(kW), Qfan is the heat imparted to the air by the fan (kW), Qfa(S) is the net sensible heat extracted
from the fresh air (kW), Qfa(L) is the fresh air latent load (kW) and QL is the room latent load
(kW). The fabric gain is given by:
Qfabric = U ' ( θeo - θai)

(21)

Where θeo is the sol-air temperature.
The net sensible heat extracted from the fresh air, given by:
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(22)
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where m is the mass flow rate of the air (kg·s ) and cp is the specific heat of air (kJ·kg ·K–1).
The fresh air latent load can be combined with the room latent load to give the latent heat
extracted from the air:
 h fg g o  g s 
Q fa ( L )  QL  m
(23)
The heat imparted to the air by the fan is given by:

Q fan 

vP

 fan

 m c p  s  c 

(24)

where v is the volume flow rate of air (m3·s–1) and it is assumed as 20 m3/s for this study, ΔP is
the pressure rise across the fan (kPa), ηfan is the fan efficiency and θs is the supply air
temperature (°C). The latent load can be treated as an equivalent sensible load, and the moisture
difference converted to a notional difference in air temperature across the coil as follows:

 h fg go  g s   m c p  'L
m
where  'L is the notional latent temperature difference (K).
Rearranging Equation 25 gives:
h fg
g o  g s 
 ' L 
cp

(25)

(26)

Putting in typical values for hfg and cp of 2450 kJ·kg–1 and 1.02 kJ·kg–1·K–1 respectively gives:
(27)
 ' L  2400g o  g s 
Various sensible loads on the coil in terms of their contribution to the supply air temperature can
be calculated in three ways. These are the fan gain, room casual gains (internal and solar), and
the fabric gain:
v p
Temperature rise due to fan gain =
(28)
m c p  fan
where Δp (Pa) is the fan pressure and ηfan is the fan efficiency.
Temperature rise due to casual gains =

Temperature rise due to fabric gain =

QS
m c p

U'
 'ao,day  ai 
m c p

(29)

(30)

where θai is the occupied internal air temperature (°C),  'ao,day is the monthly daytime outdoor
temperature (°C). All of these component loads can be combined and expressed in terms of
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temperature differences, i.e. each load is defined as the air temperature drop across the coil
associated with that load:


Q
v p
U'

(31)
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where Qs = Qsolar +QI
In terms of energy extracted over time this can be re-expressed as an integral:
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The integral on the right hand side of Equation 32 (i.e. in the curly brackets) is the cooling
degree-day total, with the term inside the square brackets being the base temperature. In order to
find the monthly cooling degree-days average monthly values of the variables in the square
brackets can be used. In the case of moisture, the average difference can be found from a form of
Hitchin‟s formula:

g O  g S  

gO  g S
1  e  k g O  g S 

(33)

where g O is the mean monthly outdoor moisture content (kg·kg–1).
Notional temperature rise due to latent load on the coil by combining equations 27 and 33.

 'L  2400 

gO  g S
1  e  k g O  g S 

(34)
where gs is the supply air moisture content (kg·kgdry air–1), go is the monthly mean outdoor
moisture content (kg·kgdry air–1), also gr is the room moisture content (kg·kgdry air–1).
km (hitchen constant at moisture) is found from:

km 

2.5

g

(35)

O

where  g O is the standard deviation of outdoor monthly moisture content. For London, k lies in
the region 1220 to 2300 with a mean value of 1700 (Day et al., 2000).
Depending on the thermal capacity of the exposed mass the load on the cooling system can be
mitigated if these gains can be stored and effectively released outside of occupancy hours.
  t3 t1

 i   i (3)   sp   e   1 sp   'aonight 







(36)
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where  i is the change in the temperature of the building fabric (K) and (t3 – t1) is the
unoccupied period (h).
In this case  'aonight should be the average overnight outdoor air temperature (°C). This change
in fabric temperature can be multiplied by the thermal capacity of the structure, and divided by
24 x 3600 to give the average rate of gain that will be absorbed by the structure, QC , during the
whole day:

QC 

C  i 
24  3600

(37)

QC will have the opposite sign to the gains as it is mitigating the load on the plant.
The mitigation of gains due to night-time cooling of the fabric:
t t

3 1
QC
C

 e   sp   'ao,night 
m c p
m c p  24  3600
(38)
where  'ao,night is the mean monthly overnight outdoor temperature (°C)

Base temperature is;
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Cooling degree-days:

Dm 
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(40)

where  o,m (°C) is the mean monthly outdoor temperature.
According to the first law of thermodynamics, in a reversible system we can show that:
Qhot = Qcold + W and W = Qhot − Qcold
(41)
where Qhot is the heat given off by the hot heat reservoir and Qcold is the heat taken in by the cold
heat reservoir.
CoPcooling = Qcold /(Qhot - Qcold) = Tcold /(Thot - Tcold)

(42)

Similarly;
CoPcooling = Thot /(Thot - Tcold)

(43)
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where Thot and Tcold are the absolute temperatures of the hot and cold heat reservoirs respectively.
It can also be shown that CoPcooling = CoPheating − 1. Note that these equations must use the
absolute temperature, such as the Kelvin scale. CoPheating applies to heat pumps and CoPcooling
applies to air conditioners or refrigerators.
Energy consumption of the chiller is calculated by:
24  m c p  Dm
Fchiller 
CoP
(44)
where CoP is the plant average Coefficient of Performance.
The well-known mathematic calculations, presented in this paragraph, are the basis for further
comparisons of energy-consumptions of buildings. The resulting values are therefore seen as free
of human/cultural influences regarding for example „thermal comfort‟ etc. They are just focusing
on calculating energy-consumptions, thus being the basis of comparing the use of energy by the
built environment, i.e. in this paper the considered building-projects.
3. Comparing the average climates of Antalya and Erzurum: Results and findings
Heating and cooling energy demands of selected cities are shown in fig. 2 plus tables 3, 4, 5 and
6. Meteorological data for these cities were obtained from both domestic and international
resources (NOAA, (2011); TMS, 2011). For instance HDD for Erzurum is almost 5 times that in
Antalya; on the other hand CDD for Antalya is almost 7 times that in Erzurum. Degree days can
provide a simplified method for energy estimation (for heating and cooling) that requires less
data input, and can be used to assess rapidly how energy consumption may be influenced by
major design decisions (Hitchin and Hyde, 1979). The relation between degree days and energy
consumption can also give prior approximate information before construction starts (Matzarakis
and Balafoutis, 2004).
Figure 2
Table 3
Table 4
Table 5
Table 6
3.1 Case study: Comparison of two building projects
For this comparing case-study, a five storey 60 meters x 60 meters reinforced concrete
University Building was assumed to be built in Antalya and Erzurum. Glazing constitutes 30%
of the external walls and considered as behaves like a wall. Approximately 200 occupants are
existed in the building. The floor is cast in-situ concrete, and the office-space are partitioned
using plasterboard partition-walls. Tab. 7 below shows the areas of each component, together
with typical values of density and specific heat. The effective depth of mass is set to be 30 mm1
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for the external walls and ground and internal floors, and 15 mm the plasterboard partitions. The
thermal capacitance, C, is the product of the four preceding columns of tab. 7 below. This gives a
value of C for the building of 2.06 × 106 kJ·K–1. In the further tables 8 and 9 the comparing
calculations are made, based on the specific mathematical values in each situation.
Table 7
Table 8
Table 9
Highlighted parameters in tables 8 and 9 are most significant parameters of heating and cooling
calculations. Analyzing the above tables with calculated values of heating and cooling energy
consumption, give the following overall-results: These calculations showen in tables 8 and 9
gives us a clue about the suitability of application of LEED certification for the different
geographic and climatic regions by comparing two cities from different geographical regions of
Turkey.
These overall-results give interesting food for thoughts, especially in the field of considerations
for the usefulness of the LEED-system in different climates/regions such as Turkey. Especially
because the restricted possibilities for a neutral comparison of the results, based on for example
LEED system analyses, should at least lead to a more serious consideration when choosing a
certain (LEED) certification system for sustainability-issues. And although the BREEAM-system
is also not a perfect system, it is always good to consider more than one system when selecting to
work with sustainability-certification. But, of course, in the end there should not be any
confusion about which system to choose for…!
4. Conclusions and recommendations
Climate considered design plays a vital role for designers, engineers and architects in order to
measure the degree of success of a sustainable design. Popular way of assessing the
sustainability of the buildings is to apply a worldwide famous rating system LEED. But is is
LEED reliable when distict local geographic and climatic conditions of a country is considered?
This study is an answer for this question. Heating estimates were done for Antalya and Erzurum
in winter month December. The tesults lead to the following main conclusions:
1. There is a huge difference between fuel consumption and CO2 emission of same size of
building in both cities. In Erzurum fuel cost for heating the same building is more than 4
times of that of Antalya in winter. Although a LEED certified building conserves around
35 % of energy for heating in both cities, contribution of Erzurum in terms of money will
be more beneficial.
2. However when cooling estimates for Antalya and Erzurum in summer month June were
done, it is seen that there is a huge difference between electricity consumption and CO2
emission of same size of building in both cities. In Antalya electricity cost for cooling the
same building is more than 42 times of that of Erzurum in June.
11

The above main conclusions lead to the following main recommendations:
a. Although a LEED certified building conserves around 35 % of energy for cooling in both
cities Antalya and Erzurum, contribution of Antalya in terms of money will be more
beneficial.
b. And although the authors do not make any preference for any system (i.e. LEED or
BREEAM or…?), the results clearly show that LEED Certification System can be more
international system if geographical and climatic differences are also taken into
consideration, instead of just using a straight forward percentage based evaluations, when
giving credits for a building.
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Figure 1. Map of Turkey; Antalya and Erzurum are located in southern and eastern part of
Turkey, respectively (Eurodialogue.org, 2011).
Figure 2. Annual HDD and CDD for some provinces of Turkey from all geographical regions of
the country at Base temperature 18 °C using five succesive years‟ temperature data (2006 to
2010). (Calculated by Hitchin's formula (Hitchin 1983)) (NOAA (2011); TMS, 2011).
Table 1. The values of longitude, latitude, and elevation for the cities considered in the study.
Table 2. CO2 factors for various fuels (BR, 2006).
Table 3. 5 year average (2006 to 2010) cooling degree days (HDD/CDD) at distinct base
temperatures in °C for Erzurum, Turkey (41.27E, 39.92N) ). (Calculated by formulas from the
materials and methods section, (NOAA (2011), TMS, 2011)).
Table 4. 5 year average (2006 to 2010) cooling degree days (HDD/CDD) at distinct base
temperatures in °C for Antalya, Turkey (30.73E, 36.70N) (Calculated by formulas from the
materials and methods section, (NOAA (2011), TMS, 2011)).
Table 5. Mean daily temperatures for each month (average of 5 years from 2006 to 2010) for
Antalya and Erzurum in °C. (NOAA (2011), TMS, 2011).
Table 6. Monthly solar potential for Antalya and Erzurum in W/m2 (NOAA (2011), TMS, 2011).
Table 7. Calculation of thermal capacitance for proposed university building.
Table 8. Heating calculated for Antalya and Erzurum in winter month December.
Table 9: Cooling calculated for Antalya and Erzurum in summer month June.
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Abstract
External wall of blocks of flats or industrial buildings characterizes the whole impression of
the building. The external thermal insulation composite system is a technical measure that
fulfils standard demands on buildings, secures the functions of older external wall so as to
work as if it was a new building and improves the look of the building.
The developments of science and technology and globalization is accompanied by
developments in building and construction and building materials. On the other hand, this
allows for occurrence of new types of faults and problems. The presence of microbiological
film on parts or even whole walls of insulated buildings is more and more in the attention of
building experts, and owners of buildings as well who put into reconstruction of external
walls a lot of financial resources. For these reasons, we hear more and more often about the
phenomenon called "biocorrosion of external walls ".
Keywords:
biocorrosion of external thermal composite insulation systems, algae, biocide substance
INTRODUCTION
Biocorrosion means any undesirable changes in characteristics of building constructions,
materials or products caused by microorganisms and organisms belonging to various
systematic groups.
The knowledge of destruction processes by microorganisms is older than first scientific
records about these problems. Even the first Nomad nations in Sinai desert were looking for
appropriate surfaces to write down their petroglyphs, not using the stones with green surface.
The writings were maintained brushing, polishing and painting of the surfaces to prevent the
destructing process caused by organisms, especially fungi, algae and moss.
The effects of biocorrosion of external thermal composite insulation systems (ETICS) are
varied. They depend on environmental, physical, chemical, technical and technological
factors which cannot be separated from each other but have to be understood as a specific
interactive system.
RESULTS OF RESEARCH
The basic outer and easily visible effects of biocorrosion are changes in colour of the final
look of the ETICS. Research shows that the changes caused by micro-organisms are mostly to
black, green, orange, brown-orange or pink colour or red spots.
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Picture 1: Most common colours of ETICS with biocorrosion
The change in characteristics of the base and the whole ETICS is the worst effect,
endangering mostly its stability and functions. The change is represented by incrustation,
surface sediments, gaps, creation of shells, salt production, slime, cohesion of ETICS, holding
of water and decreasing of hydrophobising ability. These changes are caused by the ability of
micro-organisms to use minerals from the building material in oxidation processes and by
chemical processes directly caused by metabolism.
The solutions of decontamination and reconstruction or maintenance can be found in different
studies of biocorrosion. The first task is to find out the types/species and the amount of microorganisms in the base and choose a suitable and effective way of decontamination. The results
from previous studies show an interesting fact – the best base for vegetation on the whole
plaster is from acrylates and dispersions. The vegetation is only rarely found on a layer of
silicates.
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Picture 2: Graph of the ratio of final layers of plaster on the buildings
In the following part of the article, a practical example of assessing the causes of biocorrosion
of external wall with the final layer of plaster being a silicate is shown.
1. PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
The external wall of a block of flats with ETICS in Nitra, Slovakia shows defects, mostly
visible as green or black vertical lines.
The building is a four storeys high building system T 06B in an older part of the city from
approximately 1970s. The former external wall (before ETICS) is a self contained concrete,
240 mm deep, plastic surface paint – PVAC, PLASTEX or PORAKRYL from 1970s. The
1

building has two separate dilatation parts – one with thermal insulation and the other without
it.
The part without thermal insulation is in direct contact with the new insulated external wall –
north wall – ETICS consists of:
 Adhesive mortar
 Insulation material (polystyrene)
 Stiffening layer
 Final thin-layered silicate plaster.
The final layer is coloured – grey and white, alternation of colours is based on the horizontal
layout of the windows. The age of the thermal insulation is approximately 6 years. There are
no passages, air-conditioning or vents on the external wall.
Tin work - the sheet covering of the roof is new, changed during the process of thermal
insulation. The parapets of windows were mostly changed also during the process, sometimes
after it when changing the windows. Overlapping of the parapets over the ETICS varies
because of changes to windows done at a different time by the owners of the flats. The
surroundings of the building are flat; there are old trees, small bushes and grass. The area is at
the end of the city, close to agricultural soil, 2 km from the river Nitra. Green moss can be
seen directly near the external wall on the ground, sidewalks and concrete entrances.
2. FINDINGS
A probe into the ETICS was not made because the system was currently in guarantee.
Therefore, penetration of biological organisms into the layers of the system could not be
proven in the laboratory. The findings and the first conclusions are based on the inspection
and microbiological tests.
 On the north wall with ETICS visible black and green vertical sediments could be
seen.
 Sediments (identified by microbiological tests as anaerobic micro-organisms – green
mononuclear algae in symbiosis with fungi creating the primary phases of moss) could
be seen on the external wall locally; green colour dominating lower than 1st floor and
black colour dominating higher than 1st floor and around windows.
 Microbiological organisms were found in the area where the two colours change
because when applying two colours, a tape is used which creates undulation on the
external wall. Microbiological accumulations in vertical direction can be seen near the
windows, under the outer parapets. They can also be found near vertical undulations in
periodical lines which often occur because of hanging working platform used during
the process of insulation.
 Gaps in the final layer were found on few places, but were only caused by mechanical
damage. Microbiological organisms were found near this damage.
 Deformation of insulation or other anomalies were not noticed. Intercourse of
insulation was noticed – white lines near black sediments.
 On the external wall without ETICS, green and black sediments could be observed
near places of splashing water, on the edges of panels and almost on the whole surface
of the grey part of original external wall.
3. DIAGNOSTICS
The aim of diagnostics of technical condition of ETICS is to find information and technical
data to assess the requirements put on ETICS. The diagnostics is executed through visual,
basic, preliminary and detailed observation and research where the method is not set but
2

depends on surroundings and specific requirements on the function of the insulation. It is
important that the diagnostics is made by a person educated and competent in the area of
biocorrosion, together with biologists.
The aim of microscopical analysis in the example of the building in Nitra was to determine
the origins of the microbiological accumulations and to eliminate the idea that the problem is
only esthetical – dirty external wall.
Biological material was taken from the external wall at two places 10x10cm.
 First off take – sample 1 was taken from the wall with ETICS, near the entrance in an
area of colour change.
 Second off take – sample 2 was taken from the wall without ETICS in an area with
colour adjustment (PVC).
Each sample was taken with a different knife so as not to contaminate them and put into
a separate plastic bag with airtight closure. They were marked and sent to the laboratory.
The analysis in laboratory showed that the direct origins of the film on the plaster are green
monocellular algae. There were also many fibres of microscopical fungi which could create
primary phases of moss (symbiosis of fungi and algae).
Cultivation of samples in the laboratory allowed for determining the species more
specifically. Microbiological sediments on the external wall were mostly identified as aerobic
and sub aerobic micro-organisms existing in the nature in soil, wet areas and back-waters.
 Tetracystis sp. (Chlorococcaceae, Chlorococcales, Chlorophyceae)
 Pseudococcomyxa simplex (Mainx) Fott (Chlorellaceae, Chlorellales, Chlorophyceae)
 Chlorella vulgaris Beij. (Chlorellales, Chlamydophyceae)
 Klebsormidium flaccidum (Kützing) Silva, Mattox et Blackwel (Klebsormidiales,
Charophyceae)

Picture 3: Microscopic fungi with green algae (Chlorella species); zoom in 400x
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Picture 4: Grains of a green algae from the Klebsormidium species; zoom in 400x.

Picture 5: Grains of microscopical fungi with algae between them; zoom in 200x.
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Picture 6: Green algae from the Pseudococcomyxa (ball- or egg- like cells) and Chlorella
(ball-like cells) species; zoom in 1000x.
To identify specifically the reason for microbiological material on external walls with ETICS,
detailed diagnostics like these are recommended:
 Contactless surface thermo diagnostics of the building which can help to determine
whether there is any condensation of water on the external wall; elimination of the
sources of dampness can limit future presence microbiological organisms.
 Sample of the biological material from the ETICS – probe into the layers of ETICS
including the base. The electron-microscopical method can help to identify the
characteristics of the biological material on the surface, as well as under it. Usually,
the depth of the penetration of the biological material into the base is determined and
then the seriousness of the biocorrosion and technical and technological solutions can
be decided.
4. REASONS FOR PRESENCE
To determine the reasons for formation of biocorrosion of ETICS and to decide the solutions
for decontamination, it is necessary to consider all related knowledge about biocorrosion.
1. The basic knowledge is the issue of fact of the external wall, especially in relation to
the surroundings and quality of technological realization of insulation (e.g. tin-work,
critical details, windows, flatness of surface etc.).
2. Additional important knowledge are the conditions for existence of microbiological
material on the surface of ETICS, for instance light, dampness, temperature,
availability of nutrition, acidity and related environmental effects.
4.1 The issue of fact of the external wall in relation to the surroundings
 The external wall is orientated to the north, in an area with relatively high with
humidity and shadow from coniferous trees.
 The window parapets are not covering the ETICS enough; they are of different sizes.
Biocorrosion visible in the corners of the windows.
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 Microbiological material is present under the parapets, near probable condensation of
water on the external wall caused by inadequate sheet covering (heat leakage from
inside).
 Undulations of the external wall can be found (near colour change, caused by hanging
working platform) with presence of pollutants.
 Microbiological material was also found on the original plaster – the base under
ETICS. The standards in Slovakia (STN 73 2901) do not consider the solutions for
this problem.
4.2 Conditions for existence of microbiological material
The basic condition for existence of microbiological material is water and nutrition.
 It is enough for micro-organisms to exist in area with sufficient air humidity. Further
sources of water (e.g. condensation, rain) are only improving the conditions.
 The nutrition – organic material – is gained from pollutants present on the surface of
ETICS and undulations. Some species of micro-organisms use minerals and salts in
oxidation and are able to live and grow even after using up all the nutriments because
their dead parts create new organic material on the surface which can be reused again.
 Acidity plays an important role in the presence of micro-organisms on ETICS. Acidity
around 9 pH in a damp environment is ideal for development of algae.
Silicate plasters are alkaline construction materials. The acidity lowers over time due
to carbonization. For this reason, algae can often be seen 4-6 years after the realization
of insulation.
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Picture 7: The ratio of age of diagnosed buildings with biocorrosion on ETICS
During the manufacture of plasters various substances are added to prevent formation of
moulds. The substances eliminate the formation of microbiological contamination after the
realization of insulation, but only for a certain time. The initial resistance of plasters against
micro-organisms lasts usually for 2 or 3 years.
4.3 Main causes of biocorrosion
The main causes of existence of microbiological material on the ETICS of the building in
Nitra are influenced by several factors from several phases of the life of the building.
The factors are mostly from the preparation phase:
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 Underestimating or not respecting the environmental conditions for existence of
micro-organisms when suggesting the type of plaster.
 Insufficient preparation and decontamination of the original base before the realization
of ETICS.
From the realization of ETICS phase:
 Keeping of water from raining and presence of nutriments because of undulations on
the final layer of the external wall.
 Local condensation of water on the surface of the external wall near windows caused
by inadequate sheet covering and insufficient parapets.
The easily visible changes in colour are only the simplest sign of biocorrosion, often thought
to be esthetical problem.
But the penetration of biological accumulations into ETICS causes changes in characteristics
of the base and can endanger the stability, quality and required functions of ETICS.
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR SANITATION/CLEARAGE
There are several methods of sanitation which can be used:
Indirect methods are long-term in prevention and elimination of biocorrosion but often not
very easily executed.
They slow down the growth and development of algae by modification of physical, chemical
and environmental characteristics of the base to create unsuitable conditions (less pores,
specific biological substances, regular maintenance by chemical substances, elimination of
high air humidity, removing of trees and allowing for more sun etc.)
Direct methods are short-term and require to be regularly repeated but are easily executed.
The method of direct mechanical, physical, biological and chemical intervention destroys,
eliminates and removes microbiological organisms and cleans the external wall.
In the case of the building in Nitra, direct mechanical method of sanitation in combination
with chemical intervention was recommended. The following method was used in practice
many times and therefore is approved:
 Control of sheet covering and adding it where necessary, control of undulations of the
plaster;
 Application of one layer of biocide substance with a roller on the whole surface
(spraying of the substance is not recommended because it is hard to ensure
a continuous layer and there is a danger of contamination of the surrounding
environment);
 It is necessary to clean the external wall with power water after 24 hours of effect of
the biocide (cold water, no abrading substances). If presence of microbiological
organisms only locally, cleaning can be realized with brushes;
 Ensure periodical check of presence of microbiological material on the external wall
(2-3 years after application of biocides);
 If necessary, ensure repetition of decontamination or adding of biocide substances
when renewing the external wall.
The most appropriate time for application of biocide substances is the time of growth of algae
– spring or autumn.
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Picture 8: Evolution diagram – management of decontamination of ETICS
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CONCLUSION

To eliminate and inhibit the photosynthetic organisms like algae and moss other solutions can
be found in many different sciences, for example using algaecide materials.
To preserve important buildings, the growth and development of micro-organisms is stopped
by swabbing or spraying of chemical toxic substances - algaecides. The most approved
substance to decontaminate gravestones, sculptures and historical buildings is bluestone (35% solution of CuSO4 – copper sulphate) and formalin (2%) or algaecide substance based on
sulphates of iron, aluminium and Egyptian gum.
The effect of biochemical materials like enzymes and antibiotics on prevention of
biocorrosion of buildings was tested in the past and proved to be successful. However, the
amounts used were so big that applying on vast surfaces is not recommended due to high
costs and very short-term effect.
When using any biocide substance, it is necessary to firstly try it out on a small area and wait
24 hours to observe and interference – destruction of the base or the layers of ETICS. It is
also recommended to check the effect on the layers in laboratory because chemical reactions
can cause various esthetical faults – colour changes or stains on the plaster.
The choice of a specific technology of decontamination depends on the magnitude of
biocorrosion, technical conditions, extent of damage to ETICS or its layer. To achieve the
required effect, combination of more methods of decontamination may be used.
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Abstract
Photo documentation is an important part of documentation which has largely spread by the
explosion of digital photography. In parallel to that the demand for the management of this
excessive amount of photos grew. The photo documentation should be linked with other,
more traditional tools related to construction management. For this purpose analytical
framework was developed with an aim to develop an efficient and effective photo
management linked with the basic ontological concepts aimed at comprehensive description
of the construction process.
The article will present a conceptual development of a tool aimed at comprehensive photo
integration to the entire construction management framework and the tool itself, which is
running on the developed principles. The development of the tools was not straightforward
because it was necessary to resolve several specific bottlenecks such as: development of
adequate data integration paradigm, identification of suitable set of standard classifications,
identification of the key communication processes related to photo documentation as well as
positioning of the photos in construction specific conditions. Especially in the positioning of
the photos innovative solution was developed and verified which is based upon the QR-codes,
which are suitable for direct harmonization with the construction programming process. This
solution is enabling spatial positioning in places without GPS signal and direct relationship to
the workflow planning and monitoring process. Photo documentation proved to be especially
important in the life-cycle management and O&M (operation and maintenance) processes as it
is able to track the features of the construction object through long time spans.

Keywords: photo, documentation, construction management, ontology

Introduction
Photo documentation has always been an important tool used for the realistic capture of the
moment. In this way it has always been used for the systematic preservation of the complex
information recorded in the process of photography. The historical importance and use of
some photos has been verified in several cases, enabling reconstruction of monuments and

giving better understanding of historical processes. In the territory of the Republic of Slovenia
historically significant work was done by the Janez Puhar (Predan et all 1989) and travelling
daguerreotypist Johann Bosch in the mid-19th century when the development of different
photographing technologies was under way From this period is perhaps the oldest
photography of a construction site in Slovenia shown on figure 1.

Figure 1: Constuction of the railway bridge at Borovnica from 1855, photo taken by Johann
Bosch (Prochaska 1898).
With further development of photography based upon the film (Leica) the photography
expanded to much broader use, but the real change was introduced with the development of
digital photography, which was introduced to broader use in early nineties. Since then the
digital photography process is under way, making the photo documentation process cheaper
and easier to store and exchange among different users. This is also the case for the photo
documentation process in the construction activities which can take much advantage from the
developed technologies.
1.1. Challenges of photo documentation in construction activities
With the increased number of photos taken, the management of the waste amount of photos is
becoming the rising challenge. They are part of the communication process among broad set of
stakeholders in the construction activities. Different authors refer to different types of
communication processes among construction stakeholders (Magdič 2007, De La Garza 1998,
Scott 1995), but only limited reference is given to the authors referring explicitly to the photo
documentation in the construction process (Murray and Thorpe, 1996). The theory was also
verified with on-field research work, where it was identified that the existing process of photo
documentation management in construction activities in Slovenia is rather stochastic. Based upon
the questioning process which encompassed 25 companies related to construction activities, none

of them have systematic, centralized management of the photo documentation. Photos are
managed mainly on the level of individuals, which have photos usually arranged by construction
site and dates. All the contacted individuals agreed that the process of finding a specific
photography is time consuming and not always successful. For this purpose we have started a
development of a tool for integrated management of photography in the construction activities.
This has lead us to the development of the internet based application for the exchange of spatiallydefined photos which has been introduced by several large developers of internet applications (i.e.
Google Picasa). The idea of specific application, separate from these providers was to develop a
customized environment, which would enable smooth integration with specific requirements of
information management of construction activities. A special identified requirement was to enable
spatial positioning in indoor environment of multi-floor buildings under construction.
The importance of the photo positioning in the photo-documentation domain is substantial.
Photography has to be clearly positioned in space in time – where and when it was taken. The
problem of spatial positioning of the photos as documents could easily be resolved in the situation
where GPS signal is available. The possibilities in using the GPS signal in the positioning of the
photography are diverse from pairing the photo time stamp with the GPS track to the positioning
of the photo directly as many cameras have already integrated GPS receiver and tagging. With the
development of electronic compass and tilt sensor the direction of the photo could be identified as
well. This positioning system is efficient in situation where GPS signal is available which means
that its use is quite efficient in the case of different infrastructure construction, but quite inefficient
in the construction of buildings. Different technologies were screened for the internal positioning:
Active Badge (Want 1992), WIPS (WiFi – based positioning system); ultrasound signal
positioning: Active Bat (Ward 1997), Cricket (Smith 2004), Radio signal positioning: GSM,
A-GPS, Locata (Rizos 2011), IMST ipos, Ekahau, WhereNet, UWB, Bluetooth, SpotON,
RFID, Ubitrack, CyberCode, EasyLiving and other radio, microwave, ultrasound, and optical
indoor positioning systems (Gu 2009).
All listed indoor spatial positioning tools have specific shortcomings, mainly high cost of the
relative infrastructure (sensors, transmitters), which could be justified in specific cases and
activities, where fixed infrastructure framework enables development of permanent adequate
indoor positioning system (i.e. hospitals). This is seldom case in mobile construction sites, which
have poor infrastructure, and constantly changing environment.
For this purpose we have identified the suitability of the optical positioning system which is based
upon indirect positioning via the logical assignment of specific optical character to the specific
location. For this purpose QR codes (Quick Response Codes) were recognized as suitable tool.
The recognized advantages of QR codes are:
- They can contain longer data strings than bar codes and have improved reading
performance;
- They have error correction capacity (i.e. level H QR codes have 30% correction capacity);
- Their suitability is based upon the logical definition of specific elements;
- They can be read by on different platforms (mobile phones, tablets etc.) with different
applications.
The information (ID) identified encoded in the QR code can contain the logical location
information, defined in the process of definition of the building in the design stage as shown in the
figure 2. In this way the construction process basically adopts the functionality of the QR code
which was initially developed for the process control and tracking parts in vehicle
manufacturing.

QR code definition in the
project design (position,
floor)

QR code ID relative to the
specific work order

QR code ID relative to the
supervision and
controlling activities

Assigned QR code ID to the
photography

QR code ID relative to the
construction element and the
construction activity related to
this element

QR code ID relative
to the operations and
maintenance activities

Figure 2: conceptual integrative role of the ID of construction element related encoded in the
QR code, note a specific process of QR code definition within the project design stage.
The design stage definition of the QR codes where spatial position is assigned to each
individual QR code (QR code ID) is shown on the figure 3.

Figure 3: Example to the assigned positions to the QR codes IDs.

Figure 4: Integration of the pre-defined position of the specific QR code, work order and
photo-documentation.
The identified process proved to be efficient in the positioning of the photo documentation in
the construction process of buildings in specific test case. Before it could be implemented on
a broader scale it will have to be integrated in the construction project management software
itself so the QR codes with the identification of different positions, work orders and processes
will be generated automatically, and related integration of photo-documentation module
would be seamlessly integrated in the construction information exchange system.
Practical experiences show that other ways of indirect positioning is possible as well. Specific
situation could namely be observed in the case of linear infrastructure where the adoption of
stationary referencing could be applied beside the GPS positioning of the photos.
2. Photo documentation and ontological approach to the construction management
Recognizing the importance of the photo-documentation we have developed the internet – based
application for the management of the archive of the photography which is specially adapted to
the follow – up of construction process. Following are the key features which were recognized
during the development process:
-

Modular development of the photo documentation system – as different partners in the
construction process use different information management standards and tools the

-

modular concept of the additional documentation for the management of photos is
essential.
Efficient spatial documentation composed by logical positioning and spatial positioning as
shown in the previous paragraph.

Another aim of the research work was the integration of the photo-documentation in the
ontological description of the construction process. The ontological framework applied for the
ontological integration of the photo-documentation in the description of the generic construction
process was Omniclass construction classification system (Omniclass 2006). Based upon the
verification of the developed internet application for the management of the construction activities
photos we have developed a tagging system that enables the integration of Omniclass
classifications in the application. On the figure 5 the overview of the Omniclass classification
structure and relative tagging of the photo-documentation is presented.
T32 - Services
T11 – Construction by functions

T31 - Phases
T33 - Disciplines

T12 – Construction by form
T34 – Organizational roles

Construction photodocumentation tagging

T13 Spaces by function

T35 - Tools

T14 – Spaces by form

T36 - Information

T23 – Products
T22 – Work results
T21 – Elements

T41 - Materials
T49 - Properties

Figure 5: Overview of the Omniclass classification tables and their possible use for the
tagging process in the photo-documentation management application.
Based upon the verification of standard tags which are always assigned to the photography in
the developed application: spatial position, time, person, ID of the photography, we have
recognized that the tagging of the photography according to the entire Omniclass
classification framework would be completely unfeasible. Adaptive approach was therefore
used based upon the fact that usually users of the photo-documentation application do not use
the entire classification set, but limited, usually specialized classifications. For this purpose
internal, company based, classification were integrated in the application for the tagging
purpose.

4. Conclusions
With the increased amounts of photos taken by different stakeholders involved in the
construction process the photo-documentation management has become a challenging issue.
Different approaches of the photo-documentation management applied by the professionals
in the field of civil engineering have motivated the authors to develop a photo documentation
management tool adapted to the requirements of civil engineers. Resulting internet-based
server of photo-documentation has several advantages in comparison to public available
applications (i.e. Google Picasa). Special attention was given to the modular integration of the
photo-documentation to the exiting information management tools, spatial positioning of the
photos in the closed buildings where there is no GPS signal and ontological classification
system necessary for the custom adopted tagging of each photography.
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Abstract
This article is dedicated to the action of climatic factors on the appropriate choice of ETICS,
and the environment in which it is realized and the affects the implementing ETICS and the
methodology used, and climatic conditions at different and varying conditions according to
geographical location, which is largely underestimated, and therefore it often happens that it
affects the final quality of implementation. This article addresses the issue of underestimation
of this subject.
ETICS Definition:
External Thermal Insulation Composite System – ETICS. An on-site system of industrial
products provided by suppliers consisting of at least the following components as selected
specially by the system manufacturer for intended ETICS application: System-specified
thermally-insulating material, System-specified base layer of one or more layers, where at
least one is reinforced, System-specified adhesive and system-specified mechanical fasteners;,
System-specified reinforcement, System-specified final surface treatment, which may include
a decorative layer.
Introduction
Technology insulation of buildings particularly in new construction can be problematic,
because the difficulties from a technological point of view. Causes of individual problems in
thermal insulation systems are from different origins and backgrounds. Most common
problems are associated with poor application of thermal insulation system itself under harsh
climatic conditions.
For example:  Failure of technological regulation as a result of negligence
 Failure to technological break
 Failure to meet the temperature criteria in the application
Recently, a major problem becomes underestimated because of sudden weather changes.
When planning the various processes and taking into account long-term weather forecasts is
often the case, such as sudden rainfall, which may range between 1.5 to 4 hours, and may
even have characteristics of a weather storm, there is a radical change in air temperature, it
can make the difference up to 15 ˚ C. This fact undoubtedly influences the quality of every
step. Therefore it is important to be able to reveal specific problems in the various stages of

completion of technological stages. But even though the majority of these problems become
more controversial in their origin. It is very important to try to prevent such problems.
Restrictions on the implementation of insulation systems under construction Technological
phase ETICS and its verifiability and are clear within existing regulations of ETICS, which is
equivalent to building products which are incorporated into the buildings in accordance with
site documentation, which is required of the building (Note C to Directive. 89/106/EEC). The
crucial technological operations in the execution of ETICS according to STN 73 2901 are:
the preparation of the substrate (standard Article 4), bonding insulation boards (standard
Article 5), anchors, anchor spacing (standard Article 6), the creation of the reinforcing layer
(cl . Standard 7), making the final finish (standard Article 8). At each stage of this specific
process a problem can occur, affecting the overall quality of the completion of the works. In
terms of evidential value which may be based on scientific measurements and specific
normative values to identify these problems (for better overview see; Scope of Problems):
Restrictions on the implementation of insulation systems under construction Technological
phase ETICS result in clear faults and existing regulations remain that ETICS is based on the
application and process of building products which are incorporated into the building in
accordance to the site documentation, and mounted systems, which are equivalent to part of
the building (Note C to Directive. 89/106/EEC). The crucial technological operations in the
execution of ETICS according to STN 73 2901 are: the preparation of the substrate (standard
Article 4), • bonding insulation boards (standard Article 5), Implementation of ETICS in
unsatisfactory ambient temperature / substrate - Art. 3.4.1. Ambient temperature (50-30 ° C)
and Art. 3.4.2 The surface temperature of the substrate (min. 5 ° C) if the manufacturer
documentation provides otherwise. Monitoring must be carried on site, and verified with a
calibrated meter. Records must be obtained from the construction (assembly) documents.

Restrictions with insulation systems to implement technological steps of completion of the
ETICS and the verifiability of clear problems under the current regulations retain that ETICS
are corresponding to buildings and incorporated into the building in accordance with site
documentation mounted system, which is the equivalent of building norms (Note C to the

Directive. 89/106, Implementation of the unsatisfactory flatness - Art. 4.1.3 Flatness of the
substrate, the maximum deviation of flatness in the case of connection ETICS substrate as the
adhesive is 10 mm / 1 m, in conjunction with adhesive anchors and spacing is a maximum of
20 mm / 1 m.
Restrictions insulation systems to implement technological steps of completion of the ETICS
and the verifiability of errors clear, Implementation of the flatness of unsatisfactory
reinforcing layers - Art. 7.12 Flatness reinforcing layer; recommended that the value of
flatness deviations of 1 m should not exceed the value corresponding to the maximum grain
size of the filler in plaster with an increase of 0.5 mm. It is necessary to re-measure the
flatness of the slats with a length of 1 m.
Failure to comply with the maximum joint width (joint width Art. 5.7), the thickness of
thermal insulation material (Article 5.2 Thickness of thermal insulation material), envelope
sealing material (Article 07.11 Protection smoothing compound in the process of reinforcing
layers) and the maximum distance from the wall at the attachment profile (Article 5.1 of
fastening profiles). It is proven to make accurate measurements to achieve thickness permitted
levels laid down in the standard in the documentation or manufacturer's documentation.
Project solutions in various stages of construction technology ETICS, which are clearly
defined in the standard or design documentation,
• Art. 5.1 Attaching profiles - profiles are fastened with screws at maximum 0.5 m apart with
a gap of more than 3 mm between profiles
• Art. 5.8 Backing Width - use scrap boards is possible only if their width is less than 150
mm,
• Art. 5.11 Height dragging grid reinforcement - reinforcing grid height by dragging the outer
surface of the insulation boards must be at least 150 mm,
• Art. 6.3 Replacing the spacing of anchors at the edge of the building and doubling the
number - less than 1 mA up to 2 m,
• Art. 6.8 Replacing the spacing of anchors - the depth of the borehole must be made of 10
mm longer and installation of expansion joint, boundary walls and ceilings must be at least
100 mm.
• Art. 7.7 Size of the reinforcing strip reinforcement grid in window openings - openings in
the corners before the making of reinforcement layers must always construct diagonal
reinforcing glass fiber mesh reinforcement strip with minimum dimensions of 300 x 200 mm.
• Art. 7.8 Gain overlapping reinforcing grid - at the intersection of two ETICS differing only
in the type of thermal insulation material without joints granted must be made belt
reinforcement within a distance of at least 150 mm on each side contact strips or overlay

reinforcement grid width of at least 200 mm (100 mm to each side of the contact insulation
boards), if documentation ETICS not impose other solutions.
Art. 7.10 overlapping bands - overlapping, reinforcing strips at the intersection of the grid
must be vertically and horizontally at least 100 mm. In any standard, this article defines the
exact boundary length dimension and its on-site inspection is necessary to have certified
calibrated length scale by which an expert may demonstrate compliance, respectively, or noncompliance with the requirements.
Visual color errors - resulting non-compliance with the appropriate color tone finish;
inappropriate brightness factor HBW finish - the minimum value required by the
manufacturer, usually should always be greater than 25%.

In addition, these problems can be identified and other technological problems in the various
technology stages, in most cases are based on visual evidence sufficient photographic
evidence. One of the biggest impacts on the implementation of the climate factor, because
non-suitable climatic conditions, then implementation is very difficult, or impossible.
Implementation of insulation in different parts of the country may be fundamentally different
and a different course of implementation. At present, this fact is very much underappreciated.
The Slovak Republic is divided into several climate zones, and despite the fact that among
them extreme differences occur, as in other countries, this difference may result in
significantly different stages of climate yearly.
Work will address the impact of climatic factors, based on the choice of technology that was
given to the geographical location of that particular building in Slovakia. From our experience
it is known that the very initiation of the implementation works of reconstruction of
residential buildings it should take several lengthy steps. Particularly in BD (apartment
buildings/blocks) with many owners, each of which has a different opinion if the decision
itself comes up many times at the end of construction season to determine precisely the

adverse climatic conditions. Nevertheless, the quantity of the decision after meeting the
individual steps (such as: the design, structural assessment, and determine the method of
financing, building permits, and Contractor. This may largely affect the procedure itself,
technology and the resulting quality.
What factors may affect the implementation of the ETICS?
• Climate (physical and chemical)
• Technical
• Financial
• Social
• Time
Climatic factors
• Current Weather
• Climate zone / geographical location
• Current season
Physical
• Temperature
• Humidity
• Power and Light
• Wind speed,
solar radiation
Chemical Reactions
• Acid rain
• Aggressiveness salt

Tackling in Slovakia and abroad
On addressing the concerns related to problems of contact insulation system, are due to failure
to comply with adverse climate impacts are working properly. We can rather say that most of
the operational processes addressed and application are rather partial to respect the criteria
specified by the manufacturer about the direct application of the insulation system.
Importantly, persons responsible for monitoring weather forecasts and explicitly unfavorable
conditions, can suspend some processes. Clearly, the adaptation of the technology itself and
its application is very important.
It seems abroad, the problem has not so much discussed, but also should be noted that the
majority of countries where there are major differences in different climates zones. Acceded
to the more general guidelines in conjunction with authorized institutions and the producers
themselves, something similar as well in Slovakia, but directly by the choice of specific
methodologies and sophisticated analysis of key environment has not yet agreed upon.
Proof of errors in the implementation of the ETICS
In highlighting potential problems in the implementation of the ETICS or its use must take
into account:
1st Correct composition of the system - in effect a valid declaration of conformity
(conforming products are CE marked)
2nd Technological stage of completion of the system and the possibility of problems and
clear provability under applicable law.
3rd The resulting state of unexpected climate event after its implementation.
Slovakia has so far ignored aspect of the climate division of the country given the size of the
territory and its minor variations.
The characteristic structure of the contact insulation system

Conclusion
Preplanning, scheduling, inspections, and controls, and monitoring the overall complete process and technology
application of ETICS on multiple-floor buildings and larger buildings is detrimental to quality for the short,
medium and long term it’s product life cycle.
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Abstract
Fundamental condition of high quality building structure is the offer of good quality building
material which meets all the standard and legislative requirements.
The second important aspect for achieving high quality structures is compliance with
construction technologies and finally a good project supervisor, who is acquainted with
technologies as well as legislation. All this can be achieved only by constant training in the
field. The paper deals with current issues of lifelong learning with an emphasis on self-the
education of managers - project supervisor.
Keywords : Lifelong Learning, supervisors, association
Introduction
Lifelong learning has become an integral part of the structure of our society. More than ever,
in connection with it, there have also developing new concepts for implementing lifelong
learning policies. Lifelong learning both enhances the prospects for individuals and increases
the chances of sosiety to succeed in global competition

1. Lifelong Learning in Slovakia
The most presumable reason for origination of Lifelong Learning Strategy is the need of
systemic covering of existing subsystems of education. To open them interactively and
connect them into functional relationships complemented by lifelong learning so that they
meet real requirements of common people, employees, employers, officers in public
administration and educational institutions, that they ease the access to permanent education
and thereby open the way to new levels of knowledge which also opens the way to raise the
employability during all active life of a citizen.
The term Lifelong Learning (LLL) has already been defined clearly in Memorandum of
European Commission about Lifelong Learning Programme as a targeted uninterrupted
educational activity which purpose is to improve knowledge, skills and competence. European
Commission in the newest announcement for European Committee about Implementation of
Lisbon Strategy perceives the lifelong learning as a corpus covering all systems of learning
that means formal, non-formal, informal and also all levels of preschool education, education
at a primary school, secondary school and university, and further levels of education, for
example PhD studies.

1.1 Formal Learning
It is an intentional activity, performed in organized and structured way in regard to place,
targets, time and resources. It refers to institutions dedicated to education and professional
training. It leads to obtaining of qualification and to granting of officially acknowledged
documents.
1.2 Non-formal Learning
It is performed beside main forms of education and professional training; usually it is not
accomplished by issuing of official documents about gained qualification. It can be organized
at schools beyond their main activities, in organisations which were created to complement
learning programmes in formal system, at workplaces, organisations of interest etc.
1.3 Main target of LLL in Slovakia
This is to build up lifelong learning so that the system will facilitate the access to repeated and
flexible obtaining of new qualifications to citizens by the means of gained high quality
education, in addition to formal system also in non-formal one and in system of informal
learning, with the help of complex consulting services during all human life and thereby to
sustain the highest possible employability and to raise the population number participating on
the lifelong learning up to 15% by keeping the equality of opportunities.
1.4 Analysis of the present state of LLL
Programme statement of the Government of the SR for years 2006 - 2010 sets as its aim to
raise efficiency and quality of the fulfilment of the National Lisbon Strategy (MINERVA),
particularly in the areas – investment into citizens, education and employability, innovations,
science and research, information society and business environment.
Development of learning and education in spirit of modern European and world-wide trends
has to be based on the support of knowledge-based economy which creates the social
environment, rules, models as well as real possibilities for economic exertion of an individual.
1.5 National Strategic Reference Framework of Slovak Republic for years 2007 – 2013
Programme period of 2007 - 2013 is for Slovak Republic the first programme period in which
it will be possible to use resources from EU funds during all its duration due to the document:
National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRR). This document is stating national priorities
and ensures that the help from funds will be used according to Strategic Directions of
Community.
It also determines connection among priorities of the Community and National Programme of
Reformation. Strategic part of NSRR comes out of vision of economic and social
development of Slovakia which is formulated as “General convergence of economy of SR of
EU average in the way of sustainable development”;
Improvement of the situation is also made by the Act No. 568/2009 Coll. on Lifelong
Learning, Further Education and amending further acts.

1.6 Basic structure of information system for LLL:
Database of certified educational constitutions.
Database of certified lecturers and managers of non-formal learning.
Database of accredited learning programmes in module version.
Database of authorised subjects for verification of results of non-formal learning for gaining
of qualification.
1.7 Modules of information system of LLL:
Certification of providers of education
Accreditation of learning programmes / activities
Certification of lecturers and managers of non-formal learning
Authorisation of subjects for verification of results of non-formal learning for gaining of
qualification
Innovative Centre of Non-formal Learning
Supplementary modules of information system
2. Conclusion
On the ground of these principles the association SASDARS originated, respectively was
founded, which means Slovak Association of Project Supervisors and Construction Executors
which. Is a selective, non-profit, non-political organisation and public utility, a voluntary civil
association providing permanent periodical training raising professional knowledge in the
field of construction technologies and materials, of building up, maintenance, repair,
renovation of panel and mounted buildings, technologic regulations and Slovak Technologic
Standards.
Increased attention will be devoted to project supervisors and planners who will be interested
in raising their professional qualification. The lectures will be held by top specialists from the
group of teachers of Slovak University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, where
SASDARS has signed a Frame Contract.
We will welcome if we make at this conference new contacts and cooperation which can
develop common interests and targets leading to the raise the level of erudition of
construction experts, quality of buildings and the society itself.
Main focus of the activity and targets of SASDARS are illustrated in the chart 1.
Organisational structure and main focus of the activity and targets of SASDARS are
illustrated in the chart 2. During our events which are arranged within a frame of STU the
students and PhD students from other EU states who we already have preliminary agreements
with, will be included into lecture activities.
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Abstract
The construction budget is a really important document that is designed for providing
preliminary information about the construction costs. It is an organic complementary of the
technical plans, containing both technical and economic data. The construction budget is a
historical concept that may have become even more significant due to the development of
trade. Its form and content have been constantly changing.
The paper discusses the development of the construction budget from the very beginnings in
the ancient times till the modern era. Through examples provided from all over the world it
could be seen what served as a basis of the budget, how it looked like and what was its
significance.
Keywords: construction costs, history, norms.

Introduction
The construction budget has always been an integral part of every construction project
documentation, since money has always played key role. This article attempts to show that
this is not a new concept; knowing the expected and actual costs of a building project was
important even in the ancient times. Even though the settlement of the accounts happened
according to the work performed and the materials used, the preliminary estimation of costs
was a significant task. This method suggests that it was in the masterbuilders’ interest to use
more expensive materials. Due to the wide variety of technologies, materials etc., this system
could not work this way in today’s modern world. Naturally, the development of the
construction industry – owing to the appearance of new materials and trades – brought a
change in the form and content of the construction budget as well.
Let’s see some examples from various eras and places!
1. Ancient Times
1.1. Hammurabi, Babylon
Unfortunately not many written records from the ancient times survived. As a result we do not
know what kind of notes Imhotep – the first architect, engineer, chancellor, physician and
artist – made about the building of Djoser’s pyramid in Saqqara in the 3rd millennia BC.

We can find laws on the remuneration and responsibilities of the masterbuilders already in the
18th century BC in the Code of Hammurabi (Figure 1). The consequences of malpractice are
described as well.

Figure 1: Hammurabi’s Code of Law (Haney)
“228. If a builder has built a house for man, and finished it, he shall pay him a fee of two
shekels of silver, for each SAR built on.
229. If a builder has built a house for a man, and has not made his work sound, and the house
he built has fallen, and caused the death of its owner, that builder shall be put to death.
230. If it is the owner's son that is killed, the builder's son shall be put to death.
231. If it is the slave of the owner that is killed, the builder shall give slave for slave to the
owner of the house.
232. If he has caused the loss of goods, he shall render back whatever he has destroyed.
Moreover, because he did not make sound the house he built, and it fell, at his own cost he
shall rebuild the house that fell.
233. If a builder has built a house for a man, and has not keyed his work, and the wall has
fallen, that builder shall make that wall firm at his own expense.” (Johns, 1904)
The wages of different trades – e.g. carpenters, masons – were also regulated. Unfortunately,
the exact amounts are illegible now.
“If a man hire an artisan, the wage of a … is 5 SE of silver; the wage of a brickmaker (?) is 5
SE of silver; the wage of a tailor is 5 SE of silver; the wage of … is … SE of silver; the wage
of a … is … SE of silver; the wage of a carpenter is 4 SE of silver; the wage of a (?) is 4 SE of
silver; the wage of a (?) is … SE of silver; the wage of a mason is … SE of silver; so much per
day shall he pay.” (Harper, 1904)
1.2. Egypt
In the New Kingdom period (1550-1070 BC), during the reign of Amenhotep I, a new village
Deir-el-Medine was founded, which became the home of the artisans and their families, who
worked on the tombs of the pharaohs and produced the equipment used at the funerals. At

first there were two, later four scribes, whose tasks were to record who worked/did not work
that day and why, and to make a bill of all the materials and tools used and the labor paid.
(Kákosy, 1998)
1.3. Vitruvius, Rome
Marcus Vitruvius Pollio lived in the 1st century BC in Rome, worked as architect and
engineer. In his treatise called De Architectura (Figure 2) he summarized all there was to
know about architecture.
In the first book, he mentions that costs could be calculated with the help of arithmetics:
“It is true that it is by arithmetic that the total cost of buildings is calculated and
measurements are computed, but difficult questions involving symmetry are solved by means
of geometrical theories and methods.” (Vitruvius, 1st cent. BC)
Vitruvius believes that the architect should not demand the use of materials that can only be
brought from very far, for a considerable amount of money. He promotes the application of
materials that can be found nearby. In addition, in his point of view, the architect should
always keep the needs and financial background of the owner in mind when he is planning the
given building. (Vitruvius, 1st cent. BC)
Later, in the last volume, he writes about the significance of cost estimation. He brings a
Greek example to prove his point.
“In the famous and important Greek city of Ephesus there is said to be an ancient ancestral
law, the terms of which are severe, but its justice is not inequitable. When an architect
accepts the charge of a public work, he has to promise what the cost of it will be. His estimate
is handed to the magistrate, and his property is pledged as security until the work is done.
When it is finished, if the outlay agrees with his statement, he is complimented by decrees and
marks of honour. If no more than a fourth has to be added to his estimate, it is furnished by
the treasury and no penalty is inflicted. But when more than one fourth has to be spent in
addition on the work, the money required to finish it is taken from his property.” (Vitruvius,
1st cent. BC)
In his opinion, it is an example that should be followed in Rome as well.
“Would to God that this were also a law of the Roman people, not merely for public, but also
for private buildings. For the ignorant would no longer run riot with impunity, but men who
are well qualified by an exact scientific training would unquestionably adopt the profession of
architecture. Gentlemen would not be misled into limitless and prodigal expenditure, even to
ejectments from their estates, and the architects themselves could be forced, by fear of the
penalty, to be more careful in calculating and stating the limit of expense, so that gentlemen
would procure their buildings for that which they had expected, or by adding only a little
more. It is true that men who can afford to devote four hundred thousand to a work may hold
on, if they have to add another hundred thousand, from the pleasure which the hope of
finishing it gives them; but if they are loaded with a fifty per cent increase, or with an even
greater expense, they lose hope, sacrifice what they have already spent, and are compelled to
leave off, broken in fortune and in spirit.” (Vitruvius, 1st cent. BC)

Figure 2: Vitruvius’s De Architectura (Live Auctioneers)
2. Middle Ages
2.1. Yingzao Fashi, China
Standardization has a long tradition in China. The first regulation on construction – Yingshan
Ling (National Building Law) – was introduced by the Tang dynasty (7th-10th century).
Unfortunately only fragments of this have survived. In the 11th century, Wang Anshi initiated
several reforms. One of them was the abolishment of the corvée, which meant that from then
on the laborers would be paid for their services. Earlier, for example during the reign of Qin
Shi Huang – the first emperor (3rd century BC) – unpaid craftsmen had been building his
mausoleum and the Great Wall, the predecessor of the one we know today. This law together
with the flourishing economy and the development of technology truly propelled the
construction industry. In order for the materials used and work performed to be better
controlled, and consequently the construction costs as well, the building elements and work
processes had to be standardized. The compilation of the Yingzao Fashi started in 1072, but it
proceeded rather slowly. In 1097 Li Jie – superintendent of state buildings – was appointed to
finish the work. After years of research and consulting with masterbuilders, the work was
published in 1103. This edition consisted of 34 volumes that covered 5 big topics. The first
two books (Zongshi, Zong li) contained basic data: mathematical formulae, technical
definitions, information on construction. The second big unit (Zhidu) – volumes 3-15 – was
the summary of the standards, regulations, specifications. It described how the architectural
elements should be designed, summed up stonework, carpentry and decorative painting
technologies and knowledge on brick and tile making. Part of the first page of volume 8 can
be seen on Figure 3. The third part (Gongxian) – volumes 16-25 – dealt with labor norms and
gave an estimate of the labor costs depending on trade, season etc. The fourth section (Liaoli)
– volumes 26-28 – discussed the material norms and summarized the standardized sizes and
types of materials. Furthermore, mixture proportioning was also included. The last part
(Tuyang) – volumes 29-34 – contained illustrations of joints, structural details, technologies
and decoration patterns. (Hua, 2006)

Figure 3: Original Half-Leaf of the First Page of Volume 8, Shaoding Reprint Edition (Hua,
2006)
2.2. Guild System, Hungary
In Hungary the first guilds appeared in the 14th century, during the reign of the Anjous. Due to
the characteristics of them, the secrets and techniques of the trade were passed from master to
apprentice; outsiders did not gain insight into them. Louis the Great introduced a law in 1376
to regulate the prices and practice of the Saxon guilds. The operation of the guilds was
concentrated in Transylvania and Upper Hungary under the Turkish occupation. In
Transylvania first the prices of the smiths and locksmiths were regulated in 1572, secondly, in
1609 the prices of the masons and brick makers were determined. The prices increased by
approximately 1-3 % annually. Those who asked for more for their services were punished. In
1622 Balázs Kamuthi was appointed to supervise the prices of the guilds. In Bratislava the
councils had to pay attention, so that the customers were not deceived. (Szinnyai–Kocsis–
Zádor, 1992)
For example, here are the prices of a masonry guild from Košice in 1627:
- construction of one unit of brick wall: 1.25 Ft (Forint)
- construction of a single chimney: 12 Ft (smaller one: 6 Ft)
- plastering of 16 m3 of wall: 1 Ft
The guilds were local businesses. Usually they worked in their cities on minor constructions.
2.3. Royal Building Workshops, Hungary
The so-called building lodges, which appeared in the 12th-13th century and flourished in the
14th-15th century, were work organizations with many members. They got connected to each
other and formed systems. Whether they were characteristic of Hungary or not is a debated
topic. The predecessor of the lodges was the fraternity of the stonemasons. The members kept
all the trade secrets, they even communicated with each other by using sign language. The
lodges did not share their experience, methods with outsiders either. These organizations were
very similar to the royal building workshops.
The royal building workshops played an important role in Hungary. The constructions
ordered by Sigismund and Matthias in the 15th century were not only significant on a

domestic, but also on a European level. In spite of the fact that Sigismund was constantly
traveling, the building of two royal castles – Buda (Figure 4) and Visegrád – started during
his reign. He hired artisans himself. (Mályusz, 1984)

Figure 4: Buda, Hartmann Schedel: Nuremberg Chronicle, 1493 (Wikipedia)
The constructions of the castles in Buda and Bratislava were very similar. The specialty of the
organization was that the economic-administrative and the technical-artistic management
were separated. The economic-administrative office (Bauamt), which had a well-defined
hierarchy, dealt with hiring laborers, procuring materials, controlling the use of them and
settling the accounts with the king. In 1427 Sigismund appointed György Rozgonyi and his
brother, István as directors. They had to know all incomes and expenses precisely. The king
paid based on the invoices handed in to him. An account of the latter from 1434 has survived.
The scribe of György Rozgonyi made weekly records of the wages of the laborers and the
most important materials used for 28 weeks, from March 8 till October 16. Concrete
administrative issues were dealt with by the sollicitator laborum, János Berényi Kakas. Other
positions were the clerk, the dicator, the sollicitator, the apprentices and the guard. (Szűcs,
1958)
The wages were determined according to the wage system in Bratislava, which was the same
as in Vienna. The wages in the winter were 20% lower than in the summer due to the shorter
working days. The survived accounts add up to about 4228 golden forints. After adding the
presumable costs of the works performed in the winter, the sum is about 7800-8000 golden
forints for 1434, which is a significant amount of money. (Szűcs, 1958)
The castle and church constructions ordered by the noblemen close to the king – Kanizsai
family, Miklós Garai and Pipo Ozorai – and the construction of the castles in Visegrád and
Tata ordered by King Matthias went down in a very similar manner.
3. Modern Era
3.1. Pál Beregszászi
In the 18th century, owing to the mercantilist approach to economy, people were not
only interested in what they got for they money, they also wanted to know how the master
calculated the price.

Pál Beregszászi (1790-1865) was an engineer, who wrote many books on different
technical topics, such as architecture and drawings. He was a professor at the drawing school
in Debrecen from 1819. His first book, in which he wrote about how to calculate the costs of
building constructions, was published January 15, 1819.
The book consists of three large sections. The first one introduces the units of
measurement of length, area and volume and how they should be calculated with. Three
copperplates summarize them. The second part discusses how the various structural elements
of the building should be expressed in quantities. Beregszászi suggests that the building
should be broken down into small elements, which have to be marked by numbers and letters.
A corresponding plane figure or geometric solid has to be assigned to each element in order
for the quantities to be determined. At the end of this section the necessary items are listed
together with their dimensions. The third part contains the material and labor norms that can
be taken into consideration when estimating the costs. For example, for the “dry” tiling of 38
square feet of roof 150 roof tiles (taking into account the size and the amount that goes to
waste), 1.5 cubic feet of slaked lime, 3 cubic feet of sand, 1/4 day of mason’s and 1/3 day of
laborer’s work are needed. (Beregszászi, 1819)
In addition, an example for calculating the costs of a three-story building is also
shown. The floor plans and cross-sections can be found on the fourth copperplate belonging
to the book. According to the sample budget, the masonry and carpentry works are broken
down into material and labor costs for every item, in case of the items of other (joinery, metal,
blacksmithery, glazier etc.) works material and labor prices do not appear separately. The last
chapter of the example is the summary sheet (Figure 5). (Beregszászi, 1819)

Figure 5: Summary Sheet of the Sample Budget in Beregszászi’s Book (Beregszászi, 1819)
Beregszászi (1819) states that many factors have to be taken into consideration when
the costs are estimated:
- the geotechnical properties of the soil
- the terrain
- whether the excavated earth will be used later
- whether the earth should be reinforced
- the amount and type of necessary materials
- the price and dealer of them
- the amount and type of necessary labor
- their standard rates

-

whether the equipment, laborers and materials should be provided by the
masterbuilders.
Beregszászi believes that the costs have to be defined tightly, meaning that the masterbuilders
should not make low bids in order to ensure getting the job. They cannot trust that even if the
price of the building would escalate, the owner would settle the invoice anyway. When the
contractor calculates the price based on his method, he has to add ca. 10 % to the sum in order
to cover unforeseeable costs as well. (Beregszászi, 1819)
3.2. Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects
In 1857 the guilds were deprived of their rights, the judgment of the right to practice
the given profession was taken over by the administrative authorities. In 1872 the operation of
the guild system came to its final stop. Consequently, great battles were fought over the
licenses to design and construct. The construction industry did not place limitations,
botchwork became widespread. Businessmen appeared, who were not professionals, they only
provided capital. A new industry law was introduced in 1884 in an attempt to make order and
stop the freedom-induced anarchy. Industrial corporations appeared instead of the guilds. The
masterbuilders formed their own in 1886, which published different studies. The companies
were privately-owned; the construction management solutions were trade secrets, kept in little
black books. However, architectural handbooks were published from time to time.
The Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects was founded in 1867. It launched
two periodicals: Construction Industry and Bulletin of Hungarian Society of Engineers and
Architects.
Antal Hencz’s article on how the architectural competitions should be organized was
published in the latter in 1870. He discussed how detailed plans and cost estimations had to be
made and that reforms needed to be introduced.
Even at that time, the budget was an essential part of the bid submitted in the course of a
public procurement process. The committees believed that the architects had to call for bids
from the masons, carpenters etc., while Hencz – an architect himself – thought that this
approach is very expensive and time-consuming. He suggested that the architects should only
apply with preliminary drawings and only the winner should provide working drawings
together with a budget. In his opinion, the decision should also be based on factors other than
costs, due to the fact that costs may be miscalculated and the committees never studied
whether the costs corresponded to the plans. They were always fascinated by the beautiful
drawings and the small numbers. Hencz recommended that the committees should explore the
prices of different works and determine the total costs themselves, if they wanted to compare
the drawings based on them; it was best not to bother the architects with any calculations.
(Hencz, 1870)
Károly Benkó’s articles on cost analysis were published in two back-to-back issues of
the Bulletin of Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects in 1892. He discussed the
difficulties one could face when creating the budget and how complicated it was to express a
given task in monetary units. He mentioned that certain construction guides existed; however,
the data they contained were not precise enough. He believed that the dimension was not
sufficient for determining the unit prices, many incidental circumstances had to be taken into
consideration. Even the prices the craftsmen provided were inadequate, owing to the fact that
these artisans determined their prices arbitrarily. They did not keep records of their expenses,
they tried to succeed with a set price and if they did not manage, they would never know the
possible causes. To support his theory on the attitude of the craftsmen, Benkó mentioned that
sometimes the difference between the bids of various artisans could be as large as 10%, even
though they did not calculate with such a great profit and purchased the materials at the same

place. According to him, budgets usually failed to contain the costs of transporting the
construction waste, cleaning the construction site and other similar activities. In order to make
an adequate budget the following needed to be considered: the direct costs should be
determined by grouping the necessary materials and labor and other items – eg. company
overheads – had to be expressed in percentages, finally, the profit should be added. (Benkó,
1892)
3.2. Heinrich Diesener: Praktische Unterrichtsbücher für Bautechniker
Heinrich Diesener was an architect and the director of the building school in
Oldenburg. His book series, Praktische Unterrichtsbücher für Bautechniker, was published at
the end of the 19th century. The sixth volume deals with construction costs. The Hungarian
edition was translated by Ignácz Ritter and was published in 1899. It also contained the
regulations issued by the Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects.
According to Diesener (1899), a list of the necessary materials together with their
prices and the costs of labor are needed in order to make the budget. Having floor plans,
elevations, cross-sections and large-scale drawings of the special structures or decorative
elements at disposal are essential to precise calculations. There should also be a separate item
for the unforeseeable costs, which would cover all expenses resulting from unexpected
situations during construction. This amount has to be expressed as a percentage of the total
cost. In case of new buildings, it could be around 5%, while in case of renovations,
restorations it could be equal to 10%. Diesener believes that it is better to determine a
somewhat greater total sum, because everyone would be pleased, if it cost less in the end.
Cost estimations could be done based on the empirical price of one floor m2 of the given
building type. The book contains the form in which the different materials are sold and how
the amount of labor could be surveyed and calculated. (Diesener, 1899)
Diesener (1899) recommends that the budget should have 21 chapters, starting with
the earthworks, going on to masonry, carpentry, sheet metal, joinery works and ending with
miscellaneous works. In case of the second (Artificial Reinforcement of Soil), third (Masonry
Works) and fifth (Carpentry Works) chapters the costs of materials and labor have to be given
separately, while in case of all other items the prices of them can be added up. Material prices
have to include the cost of transportation as well. Miscellaneous works can involve various
items which do not fit into the previous chapters, for example, installation of building services
and bells. In addition, the costs of construction, for example, the rent of necessary equipment,
the costs of establishing a construction office, plus the overheads, the price of cleaning and
the unforeseeable costs mentioned before could also appear here. The cost of site supervision
can also belong here but it could be a separate item as well. The costs of making the plans and
the budget should appear as well. These are either determined based on the fees defined by the
Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects or the parties agree on a fixed price.
(Diesener, 1899)
The budget can be divided into three main parts: the calculation of the quantities, the
materials needed and finally, the costs. In case of smaller projects, these do not necessarily
appear separately. The first section is especially important in case of those items whose
quantities cannot be determined directly from the plans. The second is valid for masonry,
carpentry works and roof tiling. The text of each item should clearly indicate how it has to be
carried out and what exactly the price includes. (Diesener, 1899)
There is also a sample budget included in the book (Diesener, 1899). Figure 6 shows the first
chapter, Earthworks. The quantity, detailed description, unit price and price are given for both
items: excavation and transportation of soil.

Figure 6: First Chapter of the Sample Budget in Diesener’s Book (Diesener, 1899)
4. 20th Century
Zsigmond Gothárd’s article on the proper budget and the significance of settling the
accounts was published in the Bulletin of Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects in
1933. Gothárd (1933) says that carrying out the construction from the available amount of
money and using suitable and durable materials are as important tasks of an architect as
designing practically arranged and beautiful houses inside and outside. In order to make an
adequate budget the architect has to discuss every detail with the client, select the most
appropriate building materials. The quantities are calculated based on the plans. The precise
wording of each item is key because this way the contractor knows exactly what is expected
of them and the client knows exactly what they are paying for. The estimate can be given by
applying unit prices, then the “subcontractors” should be sent a call for bids. If the
calculations were correct, the difference cannot be more than 5-10%. After the construction,
comes the settling of the financial matters. In this phase, the surveyed quantities and actual
prices are given for every item; the total sum is calculated based on these. (Gothárd, 1933)
István Bertóty’s paper on the calculation of costs of highway construction projects was
also published in the Bulletin of Hungarian Society of Engineers and Architects in 1936. Due
to the development of road construction during World War I, the budgets related to these
works had to be altered as well. One of the most important tasks of the institution dealing with
the matters of the roads was to perform unit price analyses. The calculation of costs of road
construction projects was done in the following steps:
1. accurate calculation of the costs of previous road construction projects (recalculation)
2. determining the costs of different works for unit area (unit price calculation)
3. evaluate the components of them (unit price analysis)
4. creating the budget of new projects based on empirical prices (cost estimation)
5. rationalization
There were four different types of cost: material, labor, transportation and overheads. In
order for the recalculation to be precise enough, all of these had to be recorded properly
together with the working hours, performance and circumstances in the construction log.
Overheads included the operational costs of the company, which were divided among the
projects and expressed in percentages. If the recalculations were done in case of a large
number of projects, the next project’s costs could be estimated quite accurately.
Bertóty believed that the public interest was served best if those contractors won the job
who managed to construct the given road from the amount of money they set in their
quotation and make profit at the same time. Usually undertaking a project below cost resulted
in poor quality and unfair labor wages. It could not be expected of the contractors to reveal

their unit price analyses, although it would have been beneficial for all contractors. (Bertóty,
1936)
Conclusion
All the examples shown above are attempted to illustrate that the construction budget has
always been a very significant part of the project documentation. The price of the buildings
has always been an important factor. It could be seen that the constant development of
construction technology and appearance of new trades and materials caused the budget to
change as well. It has become more and more precise. The makers tried to include even the
unforeseeable costs in order for the estimations to be better. Also recalculations were done to
aid the making of future budgets.
In Hungary in 1949 the construction industry was brought under state control, which led to
great changes in the practice of making the budget as well. Separate organizations were
founded to determine norms and prices. The budget was standardized and the prices were
maximized. This period could be the topic of another paper.
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Abstract
The knowledge definitions and classifications in construction are numerous and contextually
oriented. However, the most appropriate is the classification to the „explicit“ and the „tacit“
knowledge whose correlation has been conceptually explained by the SECI model (Nonaka,
1994). By analysing the organisational knowledge flow two related organisation forms have
been recognised: the hierarchical and the heterarhical. The hierarchical forms represent the
stable, formal organisation which can be compared to the usual mechanicistic organisation
structures in construction. The heterarhical forms are self-organising and can be compared to
the temporary project forms in construction. The stated conceptualisation has been called the
„hypertext“ and it represents the theoretical base for knowledge flow analysis in project
organisation forms of construction. By using the "Thematic Literature Analyses", the
assessment and knowledge acquirement processes within the project organisation forms and
the effect the project organisation form discontinuity has on the knowledge flow has been
explained.
Key words: project knowledge, knowledge flow, hypertext organisation, project discontinuity

1. Introduction
The organization can also be analysed as a complex system of gaining, shaping, distributing
and using knowledge. Since the organization functions in the dynamic and dependable
surroundings of adjustable marketing and technological circumstances, the adjustment to the
surroundings is based on the organisation processes of learning and acquiring adequate
knowledge. The organisation system knowledge is therefore a measure of its organisational
ability. Knowledge characterisation in construction and knowledge flow interpretation in civil
engineering production is based on abundant, transdisciplinary and heterogeneous references
which have been analysed by a "Thematic Literature Analyses".
1.1. Knowledge classification and definitions
Knowledge classifications and definitions are numerous and contextually oriented. They
range from the simplest constructions to the complex conceptual and philosophical
constructions such as „the eastern“ and „the western“ epistemology (where the term

epistemology has the sense of the philosophy area that teaches knowledge). Generally, we use
to define knowledge as a comprehensive usage of information and data linked to the potential
of human abilities, competences, ideas, intuition, beliefs and motivation. In the same time
knowledge is a dynamical human process of adjusting personal beliefs to generally accepted
truths. Knowledge is a contextual category because it can be analysed in relation to the
environment and the way and economics of its usage.
Knowledge can be classified in many ways (the practical and the theoretical, the inner and the
outer, personal, public and shared knowledge, „hard“ and „soft“ knowledge, historical and
anticipational), but one of the most often used classifications in the references is the one
classifying the knowledge as „the explicit“ and the „tacit“ one. The tacit knowledge is based
on personal experiences of individuals and is usually expressed by human behaviour in forms
such as value judgements, ways of understanding and forming of opinions, reflexive
reactions, talent, driving motivation and similar. It is therefore understandable that the tacit
knowledge is difficult to articulate. On the contrary, the explicit knowledge is a codified
knowledge stored out of the individual in the data base, documents and manuals and other
permanent media. The relation between the explicit and the tacit knowledge is thus often
compared to a sailing iceberg whose smaller, explicit part visibly protrudes out of the sea
while the tacit knowledge remains immersed and hidden beneath. However, there is no strict
oppositeness between the explicit and the tacit knowledge: the tacit knowledge is required if
the explicit, the codified one is to be used. When analysing the organisation systems the study
of tacit knowledge „codification“ is of special interest and there are many references dealing
with this issue, out of which the contribution of Nonaka (1994) and their knowledge creation
SECI-model must be singled out. Besides codifying knowledge, knowledge transfer can also
be performed by knowledge „personalisation“. While the codification strategy is based on the
distribution of the explicit knowledge using tools such as expert systems, artificial intelligence
and data base browsers, the personalisation strategy is oriented towards tacit knowledge
distribution using the means that are not based on information communication technology
(ICT) but on immediate human interaction. It must also be pointed out that ICT is used in
codification strategy in immediate decision-making while in personalisation strategy it is a
communication support.

2. Knowledge classification in construction
The special role and the structure of contextual construction knowledge contributes to the
uniqueness of the construction. According to Wetherill et al. (2002), knowledge in the
construction field can be divided into three categories: knowledge of domain, organisation
knowledge and project knowledge as presented in table 1. The stated classification has a
hierarchical character where by shifting from the knowledge domain towards the project
knowledge the content of the tacit knowledge increases while the content of the explicit
knowledge decreases. Tacit knowledge develops within the individual or through project
teams, while the explicit knowledge is created by processes, procedures and routines which
can be codified.

Table 1. Construction knowledge classification according to Wetherill et al. (2002)
Domain
knowledge
Organisational
knowledge
Project
knowledge

Information and data are widely available (to all or most organisations
within the domain) and primarily organised in electronic data bases.
Specific knowledge the organisation has, intellectual capital of the
organisation which also implies knowledge about who possesses certain
skills and experience including the experience acquired at projects as
temporary organisation forms.
All kinds of project knowledge including the recorded and unrecorded
memory about processes, problems and solutions.

The comprehensive division of knowledge area was presented by Scott (2001) in his work
„Institution Theory“. This division was adopted by numerous researchers who have been
using it when interpreting the knowledge flow in construction. Scott has divided knowledge
into two fields: the technical and the institutional knowledge field. The technical knowledge
field is primarily explicit. It represents a codified vocational knowledge which is usually
easily accessible and organised into material or virtual data bases (not within the individual).
Such knowledge is easily distributed and stored. In relation to the very organisation the
explicit - technical knowledge is stored in outer and inner knowledge „bases“. The outer
knowledge bases are easy to access because they contain a totally codified „know-what“
knowledge whose accessibility is conditioned by the existing knowledge level only. In
intraorganisational knowledge bases (manuals, codified procedures, processes, standards,
vocational experience and skills and general internal „know-how“ knowledge) the presence of
tacit knowledge is significantly larger and it often represents „key“ to technical knowledge
application. The dichotomy of explicit and tacit knowledge is far less prominent in knowledge
stored in intraorganisational bases.
According to Scott (2001) the institutional knowledge field is divided into the regulative,
normative and culturally-cognitive area. The institutional knowledge has a prominent local
character and is of key importance for forming the local knowledge. The local knowledge is
of key importance for forming specific institutional arrangements. The difference between
particular institutional relations creates an institutional imbalance which results in the
institutional uncertainty and the creation of additional institutional transaction expenses.
The regulative area is characterised by mostly explicit knowledge related to the processes
based on legislatively-political and economically-managing action. It is usually made of
descriptive law categories with stimulation or coercion measures and means of economicallypolitical action. This kind of knowledge is mostly stored in outer, codified and easily
accessible knowledge bases which are organised in such manner that the access requires a
relatively lowest level of the user's existing knowledge (prior related knowledge).

The normative area comprises system of values and norms. The values are associated to
expectations and preferences while the norms are directed towards the specification of
methods, processes and routines. The normative area is made of prescriptive categories within
the social life such as professional roles, norms and forms of behaviour, organisation culture
and standard. It is partly based on the explicit and partially on tacit knowledge which results
from the local environment and culture of the individual, the group and the organisation. To
the lesser extent his kind of knowledge is stored in the interorganisational bases of explicit
nature and to the larger extent in the very persons in form of the tacit knowledge.
Culturally-cognitive area is based on the social behaviour which is made of culture and the
cognitive behaviour which is made of mental models based on the ability of personal
observance and decision-making. Therefore they mostly have the characteristics of tacit
knowledge stored within the individual. It must be observed that many a knowledge has
characteristics of two, three or even all four areas. The example of the technological
knowledge in construction is in that sense significant: the technological knowledge is
expected to be the dominant technical knowledge of explicit nature. However, it possesses a
strong institutional normative and culturally-cognitive component without which the transfer
of technologies is not possible. The tacit knowledge is included into technological knowledge
far more than expected. It is also interesting that its scope is not reduced by applying modern,
sophisticated technologies, on the contrary (Perrin, 1990)! Figure 1 presents the knowledge
areas in relation to the knowledge nature.

Fig. 1 Construction knowledge areas in relation to knowledge nature

One of the knowledge characterisations connected to construction relates to the „Collective
adjustment“ (Dubois and Gadde, 2000). The collective adjustment is a form of acquiring
knowledge through (mostly long-lasting) collective effort of all construction production
factors which uses primarily technical and regulatory knowledge in terms of creating
industrial standards, regulatory elements such as the procurement system, standardisation of
skills and roles. The collective adjustment occurs in community of practice, Brown and
Duguid (1998). The authors suggest that in construction the majority of knowledge is
collective, collectively preserved and sustained exactly within such communities. The
community of construction practice also influences the creation of joint culture and mental
models and generally represents a large informal coordination mechanism which plays an
important role in linking the participants.

3. Integration of explicit and tacit knowledge in construction
The most frequently used concept of explicit and tacit knowledge integration in construction
was set by Nonaka already in 1994 by his SECI model. The concept is based on the
continuous dialogue between the explicit knowledge and the tacit knowledge category and is
achieved through a dynamic sequential number of processes as shown in Figure 2. The
abscissa determines the epistemological dimension (epistemology is the science of knowledge
and therefore the epistemological dimension here determines the knowledge character: the
explicit or the tacit knowledge) while the ordinate determines the ontological dimension
(ontology represents the theory of categorisation so the ontological dimension here relates to
different organisational levels). In practice, the socialisation processes represent the division
of individual knowledge among individuals who are in the immediate environment
(observation and repetition). The externalisation represents the articulation of tacit knowledge
(groups and project teams adopt processes and routines). The tacit knowledge is transformed
into organisational tacit knowledge by internalisation (which corresponds to the traditional
learning concept). The interdependency of the explicit and the tacit knowledge is of key
importance for organisational learning implementation. This also defined the role of the
managers who are in charge of human (tacit) capital transformation into the structural
(explicit) one. The next important epistemology is that the tacit knowledge has two
dimensions: the first one is „the technical“ dimension which comprises personal skills that can
be articulated as „know-how“ and has a special significance in construction - Pathirage et al.
(2007). The authors explain that explicit knowledge is commonly defined as „knowing about
facts and theories“. The second is the „cognitive“ dimension which consists of mental models
and value systems (Nonaka and Konno, 1998).

Fig. 2 SECI-model of knowledge flow by Nonaka (1994)

4. Knowledge flow and organisation structure
The knowledge flow can not be analysed without comprehending and knowing the
organisation structure (Kogut and Zander, 1992). Nonaka's „Dynamic Theory of Creating
Organisation Knowledge“ presents an appropriate basis for a comprehensive knowledge flow
analysis in construction production situation. It discusses the “Knowledge Creating
Organisation”, and presents the existence of two connected organisation forms: the
hierarchical and the heterarhical. The hierarchical forms represent a stable, bureaucratic,
formal organisation which in construction can be compared to the usual mechanicistic
organisation structures (the functional, the divisional, the matrix one). The heterarchical forms
are non-hierarchical and self-organising (which implies self-organisation due to
environmental influence) and can be comparable to temporary project forms in construction.
Nonaka explains that the stable, formal, hierarchical forms are more efficient and effective in
non-focused knowledge browsing while the self-organising forms are more efficient and
effective in reaching the „deep“ knowledge in focused browsing. The hierarchical forms
mostly perform tasks of combination and internalisation (SECI-model) while the selforganising forms perform tasks of socialisation and externalisation. In general, the positive
effects of hierarchical form effectiveness and stability are combined with the dynamism of the
horizontally spread intrafunctionally loosely coupled project forms whose function is to solve
particular tasks. The subject-related discoveries were conceptualised by Nonaka by
„hypertext“ organisation presented in figure 3. Three levels of „hypertext“ organisation must
be pointed out: the project level (the level of self-organising forms), the business level (the
level of formal hierarchical forms) and the knowledge base level. Among the three mentioned
levels there is a dynamic knowledge flow by which the knowledge created at project level is
stored in the knowledge level to be classified and processed and then used within the whole
„hypertext“ organisation.
Fig. 3 „Hypertext“ organisation according to Nonaka (1994)
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Different authors have used this paper as basis for explaining the organisation form role in the
construction knowledge flow (Dubois and Gadde, 2002; Doree and Holmen, 2003).

5. Organisation form and organisation integration in construction
Role determination of organisation forms is of key importance for dissemination of their
integration. In construction analysis integration of the following key participants has been
considered: the clients who are representing the customers (end-users, project holders,
initiators, sponsors), the providers who are represented by contractors (immediate product
performance) as well as designers who design the products and the suppliers who are
positioned in borderline industries developed round construction and supply it not only with
material, products, equipment and adequate resources, but also with knowledge and
technologies and are therefore dominant bearers of construction innovative potential.
Construction participants can in principle be integrated directly or indirectly. A direct
integration of participants relates to a direct integration of their stable (formal) organisation
forms (different forms of horizontal and vertical integration). The integration is effectuated by
different forms of integrating relations whose objective is to result in tight organisation
structures. This circumstance however creates a constant need for mutual factor effect
adjustment. Therefore, alongside a more effective and efficient value creation for the client
based on such integration is mostly based on swapping knowledge, such integration also
produces special risks which can be caused by instability of particular participants. The tighter
the relations among stable participants organisation forms are, the higher the risks. Such
integration is not characteristic for construction production situation - it is mostly effectuated
within the classical, stationary, production industries.
The way of integration within the construction comes out from the characteristic complexity
made of production discontinuity, high insecurity level and special interdependence form. The
production discontinuity results from the fact that all enterprises are time-limited (by a clearly
defined beginning and end of activity). The time component has a strong economical and
organisation influence on all the factors. The production discontinuity causes a knowledge
flow discontinuity and therefore the centralised management in terms of time and financial
control is somewhat difficult. The high level of insecurity results from the fragmented
knowledge about the environment which is created as a set of different local knowledge
(knowledge about local resources, local regulatory surrounding). It is certain that under such
circumstances the centralised management and decision-making is quite difficult so a
decentralisation and „lowering“ of the management level to the real competence level and the
best understanding of production conditions is necessary. Therefore, a comprehensive local
coordination and local adjustment is required. The mentioned complexities eventually result
in creating temporary organisation forms which have a higher level of operational
independence and are physically separated from the stable hierarchical form. The stable
hierarchical forms are defined by a comprehensive repetitive and re-combinatory action. The
temporary organisation forms are defined by a local and/or specialised action.
In construction the temporary organisation forms are usually called „project forms“ or
„projects“ (POF). The organisations in which the projects appear are called „discontinuity“
organisations (as opposed to the „stable“ organisations). From the knowledge flow point of
view, the project organisation forms represent a horizontal (non-hierarchical) organisation

structure. The projects are usually defined as temporary endeavour undertaken to create a
unique product, service or result. With a clear definition of time aspect, the focus is on
uniqueness of the project effect. This uniqueness in construction results from the uniqueness
of the client's requests, uniqueness of the production (mostly product design) and the location
uniqueness. The project organisation forms can be included within the stable hierarchical
forms (as it is usual for a functional organisation), can be partially included (in form of a
weak matrix structure) or with a high level of independence present in strong matrix
organisations and different forms of project-made organisations.
Figure 4 represents a generic form of interorganisation integration of participants in a project
environment. It can be seen that each factor (the client, the provider and the supplier ) can act
through one or more project environments in different combinations. It must also be noted
that the interorganisation integration of factors within the project environment is very strong.
The project environments can be integrated into heterarchical network structures: each factor
can have more project environments and integrate them into the network with a boosting
effect on the knowledge flow.
Fig. 4 Participants integration generic form in project environment

6. Project organisation effect on productiveness
In construction POF represents an organisation form which is of significance for reaching the
productivity level of the whole production system. In that sense positive POF effects
contributing to the productivity are numbered:

- Local adjustment – adjustment with no (negative) consequences on the remaining part
-

-

-

of the organisation system. Local adjustment is faster, more economic and more
thorough.
Buffering in case of unexpected circumstances and environment influence. Resources
enable the robustness of the whole organisation system.
Creation of sensory abilities resulting from local adjustment, decentralisation and local
coordination. Sensory abilities develop as the consequence of local exposure. They are
developed independently and with effects which are larger than the effects of
organisation systems which can not develop such an efficient unique sensory
mechanism.
Variety creation, Zollo and Winter (2001), which is based on uniqueness and
detachment (in this paper „varieties“ represent adaptable solutions). A creation of
larger number of adaptable solutions is enabled because there are no organisation
system limitations. The POF identity is based on a larger number of varieties.
Self-determination in action creates larger efficiency because there are no organisation
system limitations.

6.1.Project organisation form discontinuity effect on knowledge flow
To apply forth with the stated analysis of efficiency and effectiveness of project organisation
forms, the ability of creating varieties must be pointed out as a key means to creating
assessment process and knowledge acquirement in knowledge flow. Although the project
organisation forms have a high potential of creating and forming the varieties and thus a high
potential of knowledge acquirement, there is also a complexity which maintains the
knowledge transfer processes within the entire knowledge flow. This complexity results from
the discontinuity of presence, discontinuity of process and discontinuity of production.
The issue of presence discontinuity results from the temporary and occasional presence of
particular individuals or professional groups of project team members. They enter the project
when the project processes are already in motion and leave it after having achieved their
professional task, works, group of works, process or role while project processes are still in
progress. Therefore, although there is a continuity of relations and factor integration, it is
mostly achieved under conditions of presence discontinuity of production participants. The
presence discontinuity results in further negative circumstances of the knowledge flow: the
project organisation forms in construction usually include a large number of participants so
the assessment processes and knowledge acquirement are performed by numerous and
heterogeneous participants. It is therefore very difficult to control the knowledge flow within
the project. The process discontinuity is the result of simultaneous sequential and parallel
performance of interdependent activities which emphasizes the diversity and the
numerousness of the participants. It must be concluded that the experts who are constantly
present in project organisation forms will contribute to knowledge flow under discontinuity
conditions more significantly than the experts who are occasionally (partially) present.

The production discontinuity has an additional negative effect on knowledge flow. The
discontinued production based on the production order of the client mostly causes creation of
temporary project organisation forms primarily due to reduced risk. Krainer (1995) points that
„....the fact that projects occupy only a bracket in time and thus have neither history nor
future, allows evolutionary processes little scope for improving performance“. The temporary
character of the project prevents creation of „organisation memory“.
Construction production is determined by a relatively long project life cycle. In the process,
some projects are less exceptional due to the repeatedly different project activities (they are
largely of a repetitive character). They are exceptional primarily due to the differently
involved staff. There is an objective impossibility to involve the same design staff on repeated
projects with a long life cycle. This is the reason for an increasing need for project knowledge
integration and storage.
6.2.Knowledge assessment and acquirement processes in project organisation forms
In the locally decentralized area of project organisation forms there is a vast potential of
„know-how“ knowledge and specialised, technological, problem-oriented and organisation
knowledge. The project organisation forms are oriented towards the project task achievement
under restricted resource conditions (with stress on time resource restriction) and are usually
not capable of creating mechanisms for instant knowledge storage. Project organisation forms
primarily create organisation structure related to the project realisation. This organisation
structure serves for transferring operational information which are processed by particular
project experts.
The integration and knowledge storage processes are time and money consuming and usually
do not occur at project level. Therefore, the knowledge assessment and acquirement are
performed by individual experts - individuals or groups of individuals. In his „Transactive
Memory Theory“, Wegner (1987) has explained the three key sub processes of knowledge
acquirement within the project environment:
- the process of continuous knowledge renewal about what kind of knowledge other
experts possess (within the project organisation forms),
- transfer of one's own knowledge to more competent experts who will store knowledge
more easily,
- acquisition of knowledge stored by other experts within the unique knowledge storage
system.
This sub processes create „transactive memory“, that is, memory about knowledge transaction
in individuals and/or groups. The project organisation forms can minimize the need for using
the existing stable hierarchical organisation system if there is knowledge about „who to seek
information/knowledge from“ or „who knows what“! Such knowledge is called „metaknowledge“. Project teams will use transactive memory the more effectively the more

independent they are in process mapping within the relation „task - expert - expert
knowledge“.
Since it is a strongly project-oriented industry, it is typical for construction to have the
processes of knowledge assessment and acquisition occur within the project environment. In
every construction business the project environment can be relatively easily recognised.
Therefore the knowledge created within the project environment can also easily be recognised
as project knowledge. It can be concluded that solely transaction sub processes form the
knowledge acquirement processes. However, the knowledge transfer based on transaction
theory and expert knowledge will primarily relate to socialization and internalization
processes as stated by Nonaka (1994) in his „Dynamic Knowledge Flow Theory“. The
socialization and internalization processes will occur exclusively under conditions of
immediate communication among individuals or an efficient indirect communication which is
enabled by the communication infrastructure. The projects as separate units naturally intensify
immediate communication and refer individuals one to another. Therefore it can be concluded
that the project environment also has an intensifying effect on tacit knowledge transfer.

7. Conclusion
The knowledge acquirement and assimilation processes on projects are based on transactive
processes and transactive memory as previously explained. It has also been pointed out that
POFs do not create storage, codifying and transformation processes as a rule. Nevertheless,
such possibility should not be completely rejected, especially in cases in which due to the
scope of the involved resources and long project life cycle there are conditions for creating the
knowledge storage processes and mechanisms. Several authors (Kamara et al., 2002)
introduce such possibility in construction production. In that sense the „Project Knowledge
Manager“ concept can be mentioned. It assumes presence of a project knowledge manager, a
project knowledge file and an integrated workflow system. The strategy for achieving such
project knowledge is passed on soft strategy (organisation and cultural activity of the
individual) and on hard strategy (ICT usage). This initiative is described as being a specificity
far from growing into construction practice.
It must be pointed out that besides the well-known reasons for project creation (risk
reducement, economical reasons) the need for knowledge flow among production factors
considerably contributes to creation and formation of project environment. The paper deals
with the theoretical basis which explains the knowledge flow within the project environment.
It must also be pointed out that the contemporary construction engineering concepts such as
the Performance Concept, the Constructability / Buildability Concept, the Concurrent
Engineering Concept and different integrated procurement models have been created on an
timely and comprehensive production factor integration because of knowledge flow (transfer).
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Abstract
A partnership is collaborative effort and relationship between parties to achieve mutually
agreed objectives. Partnership involving the public and private sectors should be carefully
structured to avoid potential problems because of the different value systems. An approach
needs to be outlined to an integrated management system for the management of risk and
value. Perceptions of risks will vary among the different stakeholders, creating the need for
effective risk communication. Delphi method identified a set of criteria for the selection of
inception, development and management of relationships on projects. Results indicate that
organizations tend to find an alternative approach to obtain a competitive advantage. There
needs to be greater integration of traditional project management with the functional
management, and the information processing with the relationship approach.
Keywords: Construction, Stakeholders, Relationships, Uncertainty, Risk

1. Introduction
To manage stakeholders in construction successfully, the answers should be clarified: Who
are the stakeholders and what is stakeholder management? No single definition of a
stakeholder has been universally accepted. A stakeholder can be an individual, a group or an
organization. There are many definitions of the term stakeholder in the literature (Clarkson,
1994, 1995; Madsen and Ulhoi, 2001; Cleland and Ireland, 2002; Bourne and Walker, 2005;
Olander, 2007). Stakeholders need to have some kinds of stake, right or ownership in the
organization (Post and Je, 2002); bear some risks in the investment of capital, human
resources or something of value in a firm (Clarkson, 1994) or have a stake in the project
outcomes (Olander, 2007). Such a view is useful for identifying parties that have direct
economic relationships with the organization. However, it excludes those parties that do not
have ownership or a stake in the organization but are able to exert influence on the
implementation of a project using non-economic methods (Chinyio and Olomolaiye, 2010).
Therefore, the definition of stakeholder should not simply be based on economic factors.
A stake is an interest or a share in an undertaking while a stakeholder is an individual with a
stake (Weiss, 2006). Moloney (2006) argues that stakeholders are individuals or groups that
benefit from an organization. Stakeholders can affect an organization‟s functioning, goals,

development and survival. Stakeholders are beneficial when help achieve goals and are
antagonistic when oppose mission.
In effect, stakeholders have power to be either a threat or a benefit to an organization (Gibson,
2000). Sometimes stakeholders will trigger project schemes in other organizations (Orndoff,
2005). Individuals and organizations need to be wary of stakeholders and their influences.
Diverse sources can trigger stakes, e.g. stakes can be influenced by economic and other
considerations. Mintzberg (1995) reckons that stakes can have cultural or political origins too.
If stakeholders can have a negative influence on us, why should we deal with or bother about
them? The reason is that most often you cannot do without them. Organizations often depend
on external stakeholders for resources, services, information, etc. Our operations make us
interact with several stakeholders. Most often, an organization would depend on others for
something and this can give the latter some leverage (Frooman, 1999). The argument is that
stakeholders have claims, rights and expectations that ought to be honored and not taken
lightly (Carroll and Buchholtz, 2006). Businesses must recognize their stakeholders and
manage them and vice versa.
2. Stakeholders in Construction
The checklist of stakeholders in a construction project is often large and would include the owners
and users of facilities, project managers, facilities managers, designers, shareholders, legal
authorities, employees, subcontractors, suppliers, process and service providers, competitors,
banks, insurance companies, media, community representatives, neighbors, general public,
government establishments, visitors, customers, regional development agencies, the natural
environment, the press, pressure groups, civic institutions, etc. (Newcombe, 2003; Smith and
Love, 2004). Each of these would influence the course of a project at some stage. If diverse
stakeholders are present in construction undertakings, then the construction industry should be
able to manage its stakeholders.
Construction projects normally involve such diverse stakeholders as clients, end-users, customers,
consultants, contractors, financial institutes, green groups, governmental agencies and local
communities. Construction stakeholders can be categorized into two groups according to their
legal or contractual relationship with a project: internal (or primary) stakeholders and external (or
secondary) stakeholders (Madsen and Ulhoi, 2001; Cleland and Ireland, 2002; Winch, 2002;
Olander, 2003). Internal stakeholders refer to those who are members of the project coalition,
provide finance or have a legal or contractual relationship with the project. External stakeholders
are those who influence or are influenced by the project, but are not normally engaged in
transactions with the project and may not be essential to the survival of the project (Chinyio and
Olomolaiye, 2010). Parties such as owners, consultants, suppliers, customers, users, contractors
and financial institutes are usually internal stakeholders, while the public community, local
residents, local or national authorities, interest group may vary according to the project.
Since participants‟ inputs are often interdependent, conflicts may arise in some circumstances.
Stakeholder management requires stakeholders to simulate as many risks and conflicts as
possible, identifying project goals and ensuring goal commitment among stakeholders (Leung and
Liu, 2003). It is essential to effective stakeholder management to ensure that stakeholders work in
a team throughout. Therefore, the identification of key stakeholders and their objectives are
important to achieve project success. Although different kinds of stakeholders are involved in
each particular project, stakeholders in construction can also be classified into five main groups:

clients, consultants, contractors, external public parties and external private parties (Chinyio and
Olomolaiye, 2010). Clients, consultants and contractors can be grouped together as internal
stakeholders, while the remaining parties are considered external stakeholders.
Construction projects typically involve the use of various consultants. Appropriate and capable
project consultants are indeed fundamental to the success of a project. A project manager is the
key person in the project team, and his or her capability and working style largely determines the
way the other consultants operate, and to a great extent determines the fate of a project. The
project manager needs to plan, direct, organize and supervise the overall construction process as
well as develop staff at the construction phases, while specific consultants, such as architects,
geotechnical engineers, structural engineers, building service engineers and surveyors, mainly
contribute their professional knowledge to the project throughout the design, tendering and
construction stages (RIBA, 1991).
Apart from the clients and project consultants, the contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers are
the other key internal stakeholders during the construction phase. Conventional project
management focuses mainly on the management of internal stake- holders. However, it is also
crucial for the success of a project to establish a good relationship with the external stakeholders,
as a building product often influences a whole environment and is affected by the expectations of
society and the requirements of government authorities. The external stakeholders can be divided
into two categories: external public parties and external private parties. External public parties are
public organizations involved in construction projects, including government authorities, labor
unions, trade associations and nationalized industries (Chinyio and Olomolaiye, 2010). As each
party has different objectives and there may be some conflicts between the objectives and the
actual situation, it is necessary to identify the risks involved in construction projects and the
stakeholders associated with them.
3. Stakeholder Management
The survival of any organization depends on its ability to develop and maintain effective and
continuing relationships with its stakeholders. In business, communication in its various
forms is the primary tool used for building long-lasting relationships and partnerships.
Stakeholders can be grouped into the following categories: internal to the project, internal to
the company and external to the company (Chinyio and Olomolaiye, 2010). Once the
stakeholders are identified and a project team is assembled, it is essential to identify the
possible resistance level to the project of each stakeholder. Attention should be focused to
better leverage stakeholder power and influence and to identify possible risks.
Stakeholder communication is critical to the success of every project in every organization. A
well-planned communication process helps maintain good relationships between the organization
and all its stakeholders. An organization has its internal and external stakeholders. In recent years,
the term „partnering‟ has entered the vocabulary of construction management. It creates a truly
win/win situation for the owner, and all other stakeholders (Chinyio and Olomolaiye, 2010). A
stakeholder is someone who is potentially impacted by the project and/or who has an impact on
the project as shown below. Communication can be classified as verbal (projected as oral, written,
and/or electronic) and nonverbal (expression, expressive behaviors, and/or body language).
Communication networks are another aspect of direction and flow of communication. Such
networks may affect the group‟s completion of the assigned task on time, the position of the
leader within the group, or may affect the stakeholders‟ level of satisfaction in occupying certain

positions in the network. Effective project management requires that the stakeholders involved in
a project are identified and their relative power and levels of interest clearly identified. As part of
this process, consider all the people who are affected by the project and have an interest in its
successful completion.
The first step required in the development of an effective communication program is to produce a
list of people and organizations that are affected by a project. It should be clear that some might
be interested in the project while others may not. The second step is to map out the stakeholders
using the power/interest grid as shown in Figure 1. In the power–interest map (Gardner, et al.,
1986), the owner will have high power and influence over the projects and high interest in its
successful completion, while the general public may have high interest, but is unlikely to have
high power over the project.

Figure 1. Power and Interest Map (Gardner, et al., 1986)
4. Relationship Approach to Construction Stakeholders
Relationships add value, the tools and techniques being as good as the hands they are in.
Relationships are seen as means to improve project performance and client satisfaction, achieved
through relationships between people, between people and firms, and between firms as project
actors that can be actively managed socially. It is based in social theory and tends to focus upon
effectiveness. A relationship approach acknowledges the context and conditions that can disrupt
rational applications and produce particular, often unpredictable, outcomes or events. Yet, the
approach also recognizes that there are patterns of phenomena and activities that produce general,
often regular, events and outcomes (Smyth and Morris, 2007; Smyth et al., 2007). Indeed, one of
the key themes of the relationship approach is that the management of relationships is likely to
achieve a better balance in managing both general and particular project factors, the known and
the uncertainty, with less risk and greater success (Pryke and Smyth, 2006).
The relationship approach is also inclusive of „relational contracting‟, typically through
procurement initiatives, for example partnering and supply chain management (Smyth and
Edkins, 2007). The relationship approach provides conceptual and practical scope for a proactive
approach as well, for the development of effective relationships (for example using or
organizational learning, emotional intelligence, relationship marketing and management, and
through trust (Pryke and Smyth, 2006).

5. Research Methodology
The survey was conducted in Belgrade, Serbia, and was administered by email to the potential
respondents who had been contacted and had expressed interest in participating. The targeted
respondents were construction professionals such as project managers, engineers, architects, and
quantity surveyors who had extensive working experience in project management.
The Delphi Method adopted in this research consisted of four rounds. In the first and second
rounds of Delphi questionnaire, it was intended to gather a set of exclusive selection criteria in the
Serbian construction industry. The respondents were asked to provide minimum of five criteria
for the selection of most appropriate procurement system in the first round of Delphi. The second
round of the questionnaire dealt with all the criteria provided in the first round, and experts were
asked to state the importance of criteria. In the third round of questionnaire, a list of criteria with
corresponding questions was presented, and the respondents were requested to assess the
suitability of each procurement system against each selection criterion.
While analyzing the data, the focus should be on the opinion of the group rather than that of
individuals. Therefore a concordance analysis, which measures the consistency of the experts‟
responses over successive rounds of the Delphi, was adopted. In the fourth round of the Delphi,
respondents were provided with results from round three. They were asked to reconsider the
scores of the utility factors and see whether they would adjust them. The consistency of the results
over two last two rounds were analyzed and compared.
This study was undertaken with relative success in that a response rate of 80% was achieved. The
80% response achieved in this study is relatively high and considered to be acceptable for the
purposes of this research.
Finally, there was a problem of indirect communication with the experts. The respondents had to
interpret the questionnaires, and incorrect interpretation had occurred. The respondents requested
further verbal explanations for the utility factors, and clarifications on the criteria questions also
were needed.
Delphi Method is highly formalized method of communication that is designed to extract the
maximum amount of unbiased information from a panel of experts. The consistency of the results
over two last two rounds were analyzed and compared. This study was undertaken with relative
success in that a response rate of 80% was achieved. The 80% response achieved in this study is
relatively high and considered to be acceptable for the purposes of this research.
Finally, there was a problem of indirect communication with the experts. The respondents had to
interpret the questionnaires, and incorrect interpretation had occurred. The respondents requested
further verbal explanations for the utility factors, and clarifications on the criteria questions also
were needed.
6. Research Results
The following table 1 shows the "average" of the utility factors provided by the eight experts in
round four, and score provided in round three were also showed. Respondents were asked to tick
(✓) indicating the utility factor remained the same.

w = Kendall coefficient of concordance (the larger the w, the better the consistency among the experts),
α = significant level
Utility factors (sustainability of each procurement system against each criterion)

Criteria sufficiently consistent, α < .05
67.5 30
1. Gaining competitive 87.5 50
advantage
Enhancing existing resources w=.521, α=.001
50 40
76.3 60
2. Trust in stakeholder
Shared learning,
collaboration, greater
transparency and trust
w=.405, α=.006
80
90
3. Personal relationships 92.5 80
performance, appearance,
and blame-orientated
w=.521, α=.001
76.3 40
4. Tactical relationships 93.8 90
Heroes, champions, role
w=.521, α=.001
69.4 75
57.5 60
5. Strategic relations
Formal relationships,
career & organizational
politics w=.294, α=.038
48.8 60
6. Position in structural 74.4 75
and operational context
Power, status, influence
w=.751, α=.000
64.4 65
61.3 70
7. Systematic or
procedural approach
Personal relations, social
or legal obligation
w=.4071, α=.006
60
40
8. Disposition to context 76.3 50
and roles - Character,
personality, attitudes
behaviour w=.540,
α=.001
67.5 60
61.3 50
9. Internal functional
HR, job function, (inter)
departmental relations
w=.707, α=.000
97.5 60
60
60
10. Internal structural
Line manag., peer, system
relationships, communic.
w=.658, α=.000
Criteria which are not sufficiently consistent, α > .05
78.1 65
68.8 50
11. Collaborative
culture w=.242, α=.084
77.5 90
71.3 70
12. Learning
stakeholder perceptions
w=.056, α=.812
70.6 65
73.8 70
13. Educating and
informing stakeholders
w=.180, α=.206
79.4 75
72.5 80
14. Securing
participation and trust
in the risk management
w=.100, α=.550
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Table 1. Utility factors provided by experts in round four
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Your Score

Management
contracting
Average

Reconsidered

Your Score

Management
Novation

Average

Reconsidered

Your Score

Average
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Integrated system
Completive design & Enhanced design
Build
& build
Your Score

Reconsidered

Your Score

Average

Reconsidered

Average

Traditional system
Sequential
Accelerated

Average

Selection Criteria

Your Score

Note:

7. Data Analysis and discussion
Delphi method identified a set of criteria for the selection of inception, development and
management of relationships on projects. Eight questionnaires were received from the experts,
and there was no further drop out from the round three of Delphi. Most of the experts recognized
their utility factors provided in the previous round and had made adjustments to their scores. The
consistency of the experts‟ utility factors was again computed using the SPSS package to
calculate the Kendall coefficient of concordance. The same analysis shows that consistency of the
experts‟ ranking for procurement system against each criterion improved over the successive
round. The coefficients of concordance for all the criteria improved from 0.69% to 23.7%. In this
round of Delphi, eleven criteria were considered to be sufficiently consistent when compared to
ten in previous round. At the 0.05 significance level, the criterion time predictability was
consistent. Results are summarized in Table 2.
The results show that experts had some difficulties in assessing the stakeholder perceptions (α =
0.755), educating stakeholders (α = 0.135) and securing the trust in the risk management (α =
0.240) in relation to the procurement system with the significance level greater than 0.05. This
implies that experts had rather different view on utility factors of these criteria, therefore these
criteria was removed from the selection model.
The results indicate that competitive design and build method provides the best way of enhacing
existing resources (mean utility factor 91.9), and need for utilisation of personal relationships
(mean utility factor 93.8). In addition it suggest indication of systematic and procedural approach
(mean utility factor 93.8), and taking advantage of internal functional (mean utility factor 93.8)
and internal structural relationships (mean utility factor 100). The enhanced design and build and
the novated design and build are the most appropriate options for practising the formal relations
(mean utility factor 95). In the traditional method tactical relations were found to be used the most
(mean utility factor 92.5), while tactical relations are used to take advantage within the system
(mean utility factor 96.3). In the management contracting, the stakeholders will be taking
advantage of shared learning, collaboration, greater transparency and trust (mean utility factor
86.3).
Coefficient of concordance
Selection criteria

Significance
Level
Round
Round
3
4

Round 3

Round 4

Improv.
(%)

1. Gaining the competetive advantage

0.524

0.539

0.78 %

0.001

0.001

2. Trust in stakeholder

0.405

0.417

2.96 %

0.006

0.005

3. Personal relationships

0.375

0.422

12.5%

0.01

0.005

4. Tactical relationships

0.527

0.575

8.4%

0.001

0.000

5. Strategic relationships

0.294

0.363

23.7 %

0.038

0.013

6. Position in the structural and operational context

0.751

0.759

1%

0.00

0.000

7. Systematic and procedural approach

0.407

0.389

-

0.006

0.008

8. Disposition of the individuals in relation to the context,

0.540

0.571

5.7 %

0.001

0.000

9. Internal functional relationships

0.707

0.790

11.7 %

0.00

0.000

10. Internal structural relationships

0.658

0.691

5%

0.00

0.000

11. Building a colaborative culture

0.242

0.489

10.2 %

0.084

0.002

1.Learing about stakeholder perceptions

0.056

0.066

17,90%

0.812

0.755

2. Educating and informing stakeholders

0.180

0.210

3%

0.206

0.135

3. Securing the participation and trust of stakeholders in the risk manag. process

0.100

0.169

0.69 %

0.55

0.240

Significant level < 0.05

Significant level > 0.05

Table 2 Concordance coefficient of utility factors in round four

This research is part of research project “New tendencies in building design and construction
management”, realized at Faculty of Construction Management, Belgrade.
8. Conclusion
Results findings indicate that organizations tend to find an alternative approach to obtain a
competitive advantage by utilizing different relationship approaches. An understanding of how to
deal with people and their concerns is a big step towards good stakeholder management practice.
Stakeholder management is also about making and managing relationships. Failure to manage
stakeholders can impact negatively on individuals and organizations. Organizations should be
able to identify their stakeholders and sustain their relationships. Furthermore, relationship
approach will help the organisations to achieve increased process and organizational efficiency,
and having foresight of upcoming issues.
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Abstract
Value in construction has been considered increasingly in last decades, particularly with
development of Public Private Partherships and increasing attractiveness of emerging
markets. The purpose of this paper is to present the process for obtaining value parameters in
the unknown or new market utilizing Delphi technique and obtained results in Europe
Western Balkans (WB) region with twelve local experts. In markets such as WB there is no
reliable historical data or relevant construction data-bases for potential investors. To
overcome this deficiency and to give support to decision making processes in Project`s early
stages, a four rounds Delphi technique was conducted. Utilizing Kendall’s coefficient of
concordance it was determined that value parameter weighting score for four different types
of buildings have been agreed amongst experts and total of fifty parameters were selected as
relevant. These parameters will be used in further support to construction project decision
making process.
Keywords: Value, Construction, Value driver, Delphi, Western Balkan

1. Introduction
When starting a construction project one assumes, mostly through experience, what is the
value that project will bring to investors, consultants, contractors and other stakeholders.
However, value of the project greatly depends on the perspective of the observer and which
stakeholder is considering it. So, how is value perceived on the construction project?
“Concept of value historically has been presented within an economic perspective in terms of
the ratio of costs to benefits ... however, other authors have presented value in terms of use
qualities, esteem features linked to ownership characteristics; exchange properties; cost
characteristics, normally the sum of labour, material and other costs.” (Kelly et al. 2002). The
concept of Value is based on the relationship between satisfying needs and expectations and
the resources required to achieve them (PD 6663:2000). If end result of the project is to be
considered as a success, investors as the project instigators have to bear in mind the value that
the end user will experience. “Three basic elements provide a measure of value to the user:
function, quality, and cost. These elements can be interpreted by the following relationship:
Value = (Function + Quality)/Cost.

Therefore, we can say that Value equals the most cost-effective way to reliably accomplish a
function that will meet the user's needs, desires, and expectations.” (Dell'Isola 1997). There
are four basic elements that provide a measure of value to the user. To use project
management terms, these are performance, time, cost, and risk.” (Stewart 2010). The question
is: are these the only parameters that impact the value of the project?
2. Value Parameters
Whole life Value principles should be considered when analysing the project value
parameters. Traditional approach to project values ended with construction and start of
operation (Arditi 1998). However, the property owners/users have embraced the WLV as the
cost generated throughout operation of the property grossly outweighs the planning and
construction costs. However, different expectations from different organizations throughout a
project’s life and the lack of data, monitoring targets, and long-term interest for many key
players are obstacles to be overcome if WLC is to be implemented.
The client's value system is at the heart of the goal definition and comprises the following
seven elements which may be explored and ranked using the pairs comparison technique:
Time, Capital cost (CAPEX), Operating cost, Environment, Exchange or resale, Aesthetic/
esteem, Fitness for purpose (Kelly et al. 2002). Also, Construction Best Practice Panel
(CBPP) for benchmarking are: Construction cost, Construction time, Predicted design cost,
Predicted design time, Defects Client satisfaction product, Client satisfaction service,
Profitability, Productivity and Safety (Kelly at al. 2004)
Value drivers are: Maximize business effectiveness, Ensure effective project management
and delivery, Achieve the required financial performance, Minimize building operation and
maintenance costs, and environmental impact, Impact positively on the locality and Comply
with third party requirements (NAO 2004).
Additionally to difficulties in defining and analysing value parameters in a sophisticated
marked such as USA, UK or other West European countries, the option of entry into
emerging markets such as Western Balkans (South Eastern Europe) is considered.
Same would apply for any markets that are handicapped by lack of reliable data, established
procedures, construction industry data bases and KPI`s. As a first stage in defining value
parameters in unknown and possibly high-risk markets is the transfer of whatever existing
local experience into useable form.
This is achieved through Delphi technique where country expects identified that can transfer
understanding of local marked related values, traditions, present conditions and expected
futures. This will then be used as a base for potential investor consideration and definition of
value parameters in country specific local terms and eventually be used as support system for
decision making in early stages of the project.
The value parameters and utility factors from the Delphi survey will be used in further study
and model formation for support system for decision making in early stages of the project.

3. Research methodology
The Delphi method is a structured communication technique, originally developed as a
systematic, interactive forecasting method which relies on a panel of experts. (Linstone at al.
1975). The Delphi technique is recently being applied in many complex industries in which a
consensus is required to be achieved. An example of this is the development of residential
areas (Anatharajan and Anataraman, 1982) and theory and design application (Corotis et al.,
1981). The process is completed after a pre-defined stop criterion (e.g. achievement of
consensus, number of rounds) and the mean scores of the final rounds are determined as the
results. (Rowe at al. 1999). Delphi is based on the principle that forecasts (or decisions) from
a structured group of individuals are more accurate than those from unstructured groups.
(Rowe at al. 2001). Graphical representation of Delphi method process is shown at Figure 1.
Figure 1 - Graphical representation of Delphi method process (Cekic 2006)

Development of goals, programs and
process of research study
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internationally successful construction
companies

Analyse of questionnaires of first Delphi
round
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meaning
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criterions with
different meanings

Analyse of questionnaires of first Delphi
round and consolidation of the list

Accepted by less than 50%
of experts

Selection of criterions
from consolidated list
by group of experts

Selection criteria which have not
fulfilled expectations

List of selection criterions accepted by more
than 50% of experts

Selection of international markets, criterions
for utility factors and preparation of
questionnaires of the third round of Delphi
method

Statistical test of questionnaires of round
three, and the calculation of a coeficient of
concordance (W) for the utility factor

Round four of Delphi method - re-assessing
the score in the light of the everage values
scored by the panel of experts

Statistical test of questionnaires of round
four

Selection of criterions
with significance level
α < 0.05

Final list of international project selection
criteria for international project portfolio

α≥0.05

The success of Delphi method depends foremost on selection of the participants. Emulating
the expected scenario where potential investor considers undertaking projects in the unknown
market, various types of construction industry participants were considered.
Also, in investigating local market conditions in Western Balkans it was determined that there
were very few permanent investors with repeat business in construction. Market primarily had
one-off clients who constructed building for their own use and would be interested in
refurbishment or expansion in matter of years, or clients who invested in construction
primarily for sale. Some of the investors could not be located in country as they moved to
other markets. Local government investors (financing through budget) are severely limited in
their operation and options through restrictive public procurement laws and regulations and
could not be considered for this study.
Considering other potential project stakeholders as a source of local market condition and
values, professional companies such as project managers, designers and contractors as well as
the relevant local authorities were considered. Designers and Contractors as well as local
authorities have a limited project involvement in their respective project phases, so Project
Managers remained as the best available source of information. Project Managers are usually
actively involved in the construction projects throughout their life-cycle, starting with
business case, briefing, planning and design, through procurement and construction.
When considering the situation in the West Balkans market one Project Management
consultancy was identified as the company which had experience in the whole region. In
order to check the consistency of the responses and check for “one company one
understanding” approach, representatives of 3 more consultancies were included; however
these representatives were based in Serbia with extensive regional knowledge. Total of 12
representatives were included in the study all of whom have extensive working experience in
the construction industry and are directly involved in the management of construction projects
in region.
4. Research results
It is intended that this Delphi method results will be used in further study of value parameters
and their application as support to decision making in early project stages. These results
present valuable bases for further application as they have provided region specific
background information into market and construction industry specifics of the Western
Balkans region. Once Client (property owner/developer) values are cross-referenced with
such provided data, a true measure of value parameters on new and fairly unknown market
will be much better applicable than only proceeding with Client values and requirements.
All 50 parameters now spread in two major groups: Value Drivers - “soft value” parameters
with 6 sub-categories and Critical factors - “hard value” parameters with 8 sub-categories,
totalling 14 groups now represents the selection model. Soft value parameters are shown at
table 1, and hard value parameters are shown at table 2.

Table 1 – Soft value parameters

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.
5.1
5.2
5.3
6.
6.1
6.2

Asymptotic
Significance

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Kendall`s W

3.

Shopping
malls

2.1
2.2

Hotels

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.

α

Residential
Apartments

1.

Value Drivers - “soft value”
parameter
1. Maximize business
effectiveness
Staff satisfaction
Operating costs per head
Productivity per employee
Number of complaints
Revenue per unit area
2. Ensure effective project
management and delivery
Industry Best Practice
Project Management Guidelines Gateway Review
3. Achieve the required financial
performance
Capital Cost
Payback
Whole-life Cost
Building operating and
maintenance cost
4. Minimize building operation
and maintenance costs, and
environmental impact
Annual cost of heating, cooling
and lighting
Annual cost of cleaning and
maintenance
Frequency of periodic
maintenance
5. Impact positively on the
location of the facility
Company image
Views of local planning authority
Public or private survey results
6. Comply with third party
requirements
Planning approval
Public survey

W

Business
(Office)

Utility Factors

87.50
93.75
85.00
73.33
73.33

40.00
42.50
40.00
82.50
73.33

78.75
70.00
68.33
93.33
94.17

67.50
75.00
66.67
63.75
79.58

0.554
0.910
0.812
0.590
0.484

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001

65.83

65.42

91.67

87.08

0.872

0.000

64.17

51.67

85.83

80.83

0.859

0.000

87.92
73.33
85.00

97.50
86.25
72.92

67.92
69.17
81.67

86.25
80.42
70.83

0.709
0.461
0.240

0.000
0.001
0.035

80.83

55.00

91.67

77.50

0.779

0.000

85.83

61.25

92.50

79.17

0.628

0.000

75.83

50.83

80.83

78.75

0.555

0.000

71.67

49.17

88.75

82.08

0.897

0.000

72.50
60.83
72.92

50.83
84.17
50.83

90.00
75.00
79.17

69.17
70.00
67.50

0.767
0.447
0.587

0.000
0.001
0.000

70.83
54.17

83.75
69.17

88.33
78.33

82.50
78.75

0.398
0.604

0.002
0.000

In the questionnaire a list of parameters sorted in two general sets were presented: Value
Drivers - “soft value” parameters with 6 sub-categories (Maximize business effectiveness,
Ensure effective project management and delivery, Achieve the required financial
performance, Minimize building operation and maintenance costs, and environmental
impact, Impact positively on the locality and Comply with third party requirements) and
Critical factors - “hard value” parameters with 8 sub-categories (Project scope, time, cost,
quality, contract/administration, human resource, risk, and health and safety) that had been
found from previous research studies and literature were also included for their reference.

Table 2 – Hard value parameters
Kendall`s W

Asymptotic
Significance

8.2
8.3
8.4

Shopping
malls

2.3
2.4
2.5
3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
5.
5.1
6.
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
7.
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
8.
8.1

Hotels

2.
2.1
2.2

α

Residential
Apartments

1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

Critical factors - “hard value”
parameters
1. Scope
Clarity of contract
Effective preplanning
Project levels of decision making
Understanding of project
requirements
2. Time
Project time constraints
Constraint by government
regulations
Rapid decision making
Overrun duration
Adequacy of time
3. Cost
Rapid decision making
Cash flow certainty
Precise project budget estimate
Over budget possibility
4. Quality
Material quality
Construction quality plan
Contracted work quality
5. Contract-admin
Mutual-trusting relationships
6. Human resource
Team communication
Leadership-team management
Motivation for project
Monitoring and feedback
Skilled personnel
7. Risk
Risk identification
Risk response
Coordination with subcontractors
Risk management techniques
Financial stability of client
8. Health and safety
Management of work safety on
site
Hazard identification
Health and safety records
Management responsibility

W

Business
(Office)

Utility Factors

74.17
69.17
74.17

77.92
71.67
55.83

91.67
95.83
89.17

76.67
88.33
93.33

0.402
0.688
0.803

0.002
0.000
0.000

80.83

63.33

97.08

94.58

0.928

0.000

70.83

83.33

84.58

94.17

0.652

0.000

61.67

78.33

79.17

85.83

0.688

0.000

68.33
61.67
60.00

80.00
71.67
68.33

88.33
87.50
85.83

81.67
77.50
74.17

0.656
0.703
0.678

0.000
0.000
0.000

65.83
75.00
94.17
80.00

81.25
95.00
76.67
56.67

80.83
85.42
82.08
79.17

92.92
83.33
91.67
83.33

0.621
0.422
0.361
0.531

0.000
0.002
0.005
0.000

80.00
65.00
71.67

66.67
75.00
80.83

91.67
93.33
95.83

75.00
85.00
90.42

0.580
0.666
0.810

0.000
0.000
0.000

60.00

70.00

85.00

75.42

0.672

0.000

76.67
64.58
66.67
58.33
70.00

67.08
77.50
54.58
68.33
62.50

95.83
92.50
84.17
92.50
91.67

92.50
79.17
84.17
77.50
89.17

0.937
0.787
0.797
0.805
0.695

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

82.08
74.17
64.58
68.33
70.00

61.67
67.50
75.00
57.50
85.83

96.67
96.67
94.17
84.17
76.67

88.33
92.08
81.67
77.50
85.00

0.816
0.840
0.750
0.576
0.450

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001

80.00

85.00

95.00

87.50

0.409

0.002

72.50
58.75
65.83

80.00
73.33
78.33

88.33
65.42
74.17

81.67
69.17
72.50

0.310
0.384
0.326

0.011
0.003
0.008

Out of total suggested 282 parameters in 14 categories, 251 separate parameters were initially
registered. These parameters have been grouped by similar meanings and combined.
Altogether 251 criteria divided in 14 groups were identified. Answers were generally
balanced between Serbia (6 experts) and rest of the region (6 experts).

5. Discussion
The purpose of the research was explained to experts in personal communication, and they
were informed that there would be four rounds of questionnaires. In the first round of Delphi,
experts were asked to provide a list of value parameters (value divers and critical factors) that
they considered to have the greatest influence in the building construction project in Western
Balkans from the perspective of the Client investing in the development for operation and use.
Larger discrepancies over ±100% were noted on Soft Value Parameters in Maximize business
effectiveness (Staff satisfaction, Productivity per employee, Number of complaints), Ensure
effective project management and delivery (Construction Industry Standard KPIs) and
Impact positively on the location of the facility (Company image, Design awards, Public or
private survey results, Views of local planning authority). For Hard Value Parameters these
were Time (Adequacy of time), Cost (Rapid decision making, Adequate tender sum), Quality
(Design quality plan), HR (Skilled personnel), Risk (Risk management techniques, Risk
response) and SHE (Health and safety records) and they have shown similar discrepancies.
It is interesting that three of the parameters were excluded in that next stage (Design awards,
Adequate tender sum, Design quality plan) while Construction Industry Standard KPIs was
excluded in the last stage of Delphi technique further reducing regional discrepancies in the
final parameter selection to 4.78%. With this data, we can conclude that there is no major
difference in the region on how the value parameters are understood as relevant based on the
location of practice of the experts (Serbia vs. rest of the WB region).
The experts were asked to indicate the relative importance in the contribution to the value of
the building construction project in West Balkans of these 27 (over 50% experts nomination)
plus additional 58 (10% to 50% expert nomination) parameters that had been identified in
round one of the Delphi survey. In conclusion, list of 52 parameters have been summarized,
sorted in two major groups (soft value parameters-value drivers and hard value parameterscritical factors) and 14 (6+8) sub-categories and carried into Delphi third round.
From the Delphi round two questionnaires, we have found that the parameters obtained were
sufficiently consistent. For the round three questionnaires, 52 parameters, which were agreed
by 60% or more experts has been examined in Round three of Delphi method. In the Fourth
and final round of Delphi method Scoring table showing the "average" of the utility factors
provided by the 12 experts and individual scoring was provided to all 12 participants. To
obtain a measure of consistency, a statistical test was applied involving the calculation of a
coefficient of concordance (W) for the utility factors provided by the experts using the SPSS
version 19 computer package. Kendall's W (also known as Kendall's coefficient of
concordance) is a non-parametric statistic. Out of initial 282 value parameters, 50 parameters
spread through 14 categories (8 Value Drivers - “soft value” parameters and 6 Critical factors
- “hard value” parameters) have been determined to be relevant through four Delphi rounds
by the group of 12 experts with extensive construction industry and local market conditions in
Western Balkans. Finally, a selection model is formed that will be further used in support to
decision making in early project stages.
The study presented in this paper is part of research project “New tendencies in building
design and construction management”, realized at Faculty of Construction Management,
Union University, Belgrade.

6. Conclusion
This paper details the process and results of investigating value parameters on the
construction projects in Western Balkan region. Adopted procedure was Delphi method which
has proven to be appropriate for obtaining the utility factors for the value parameters in
construction projects as a statistically significant consensus has been reached. Application of
Delphi method proved as a good choice in the environment where there are very few reliable
sources of construction industry relevance.
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Abstract
Currently, the majority of constructions are not completed on time (according to contractual
terms). Problems usually don´t occur in the first phase of the construction, that means the
implementation of structural works is fluent. But the finishing works are underestimated in
practice, especially in terms of time. This situation is caused by the fact that it is not devoted
sufficient attention to their planning and dependencies between them. It suggested the
possibility of establishing priorities for each finishing work in this contribution. These
priorities reflect the importance of each activity from the view of contractor. The article also
includes the use these priorities in scheduling.
Keywords: finishing, scheduling, priorities

Introduction
In construction practice, every building consists of a large number of processes. These
processes are divided into two groups, the structural processes and the finishing processes.
Finishing processes as opposed to the construction site in particular is characterized by higher
labor intensity, higher costs, less volumes, higher demands on the profession, represented
a large number of subcontractors. Schedule various finishing processes in compliance with
technological procedures and define the relations between them is very difficult task. In
practice, almost no schedules are designed to take into account all the above. These plans also
do not reflect the requirements, conditions, and constraints of all the construction participants
and the building with its specific finishing processes. The main participants are the investor or
building owner and the contractor in the construction. Taking into account the requirements of
the investor and contractor to the finishing processes can be expressed by introducing
priorities. These priorities are next used in the initiation of the relations among the scheduled
activities. In the text below, what the investor and contractor priorities are, and the basic
parameters of the building (especially finishing processes) are described. It also includes how
these priorities can be expressed and how they can influence the building process.
2. Priorities and basic parameters
2.1 The building owner´s priorities and the building contractor´s priorities

In the text above, there was mentioned that current schedules, done now in the building
industry, neither reflect the building owner priorities nor the building contractor´s priorities.
Priorities express requirements and conditions and also the constraints of both of the most
important construction participants. At first these priorities have to be defined; then they need
to be evaluated; and then they can be used in the process of creating the schedule. If someone
would like to take into consideration the construction participants´ priorities by scheduling, he
needs to implement the basic parameters that define all the relevant characteristics of the
project – building. These basic parameters were chosen in paper and are also the basic
parameters of a project globally:





Costs – (C)
Time – (T)
The quality of the building process – (Q)
Scope of the building - (S)

It is possible to evaluate each of the basic parameters. To every parameter a criterion on the
basis of this evaluation can be assigned. Every building project can be evaluated by these
following criteria:








Costs – C – express the necessity of adequate financial sources for the realization of
the building project. The amount of the costs is determined for both the above-cited
participants. Neither of them would like to exceed the budgeted cost and lose their
profit. For that reason “The amount cost” will be the criterion for this parameter.
Time – T – every production process and also the building process and any activities
take place over time. This means each one of them has a beginning and an end. “The
observance of the beginning and ending terms of the building process” is chosen as
the criterion for this parameter.
The quality of the building process – Q – represents the sum of the observance of a
material´s quality and the observance of the relevant building methods. A lot of
changes occur during the realization of a construction. In many cases the material
specifications are changed and consequently also the technological rules are modified,
but the quality of the building process must remain untouched. “The acceptability of
any changes in the building process´ specifications without an impact on the final
quality of the construction processes” is chosen as the criterion for this parameter.
Scope of the building – S – the parameter which means the architectural and technical
drawing and documents that include “what will be constructed”. It is the most
important input for creating the time schedule. Many changes in the scope are initiated
during the building process. But it is relevant when changes appear during the
realization. The lead time should be adequate for the amount of any changes in order
to keep the contracted terms. “The acceptability of the change of the scope in
connection with the scheduled beginning of the appropriate building process” is
chosen as the criterion for this parameter. Despite any changes the final deadline
should be kept.

A summary of the chosen parameters and criteria is in tab. 1.

The basic parameter

The criterion

The symbol

Costs

Amount of costs

C

Time

The observance of the beginning and ending terms of
the building process

T

The quality of the
building process

The acceptability of any change in the building
process´ specifications without an impact on the final
quality of the building

Q

Scope of the building

The acceptability of any change in the scope in
connection with the scheduled beginning of the
appropriate building process

S

tab. 1 The basic parameters and the criteria
The importance of priority of any criterion can be expressed through its weight. The weight
will be indicated as the “Degree of the acceptability of change” of any criterion for every
basic parameter in this case.
The weight of any criterion can only be evaluated after a detailed analysis of the
requirements, conditions and constraints of any building. We will use the term “weight
vector” when referring to all the weights, which expresses the priority of all criteria.
The most important construction participants are the owner and the contractor. For that reason
the weight vector will be determined for both of them. The weight vector expressing the
building owner´s priorities will be “the weight vector of the project” and its symbol is - wP. It
takes into consideration that one criterion is either more or less important than another,
including the personal preferences of the building owner or investor. The symbols of the
weights for any criterion that are included in “the weight vector of the project” are in tab. 2.
The criterion

The symbol of
the criterion

The symbol of
the weight

Amount of costs

C

wP(C)

The observance of the beginning and ending
terms of the building process

T

wP(T)

The acceptability of any change in the building
process´ specifications without an impact on the
final quality of the building

Q

wP(Q)

The acceptability of any change in the scope in
connection with the scheduled beginning of the
appropriate building process

S

wP(S)

tab. 2 The symbols of the weights forming the weight vector of a project
The weight vector of a project finally equals wP = [wP(C), wP(T), wP(Q), wP(S)].

The weight vector of project - wp is valid for the whole building project and for all the
activities it is identical. When we change the weights of one criterion, we can receive another
variant of the time schedule, which can help us choose an optimal schedule, including the
building owner´s requirements.
The building owner´s priorities have already been defined. Now we need to determine the
building contractor´s priorities. These priorities will reflect the building contractor´s
opportunities, capabilities and experience for the realization of the construction.
Every project, especially building, includes many activities that have to be accomplished for
the achievement of the objective – the building, especially finishes. So the time schedule of a
building project consists of activities and the relations between them. To determine the
priorities of the building contractor, the same criteria were chosen as for determining the
building owner´s priorities. In contrast to the building owner´s priorities, the building
contractor´s priorities are evaluated for every activity that has to be accomplished. The
weights express how every activity is deliberated from the building contractor´s point of view
and how he is capable of realizing it. We will also use the weight vector when referring to all
the weights of every activity. This weight vector was denominated as the “weight vector of
an activity – wA”. The weight symbols for any criterion that is included in “the weight vector of
an activity” are in tab. 3.
The criterion

The symbol of
the criterion

The symbol of
the weight of
the criterion of
activity Ai

Amount of costs

C

wAi(C)

The observance of the beginning and ending
terms of the building process

T

wAi(T)

The acceptability of any change in the building
process´ specifications without an impact on the
final quality of the building

Q

wAi(Q)

The acceptability of any change in the scope in
connection with the scheduled beginning of the
appropriate building process

S

wAi(S)

tab. 3 The weight symbols forming the weight vector of activity Ai
The weight vector of activity Ai finally equals wPAi = [wAi (C), wAi (T), wAi (Q), wAi (S)].
The scale of measurement can be pre-defined to express a sufficient ratio of the importance
among all the criteria. A range from 1 to 5 was chosen to evaluate the importance of the
weights. Every number from the range represents a verbal expression as follows:
1 – Unlimited acceptable change of a criterion
2 – Limited acceptable change of a criterion – until 50% over plan
3 – Limited acceptable change of a criterion – until 10% over plan
4 – Unwanted change of a criterion

5 – Unacceptable change of a criterion
This evaluation of the weights tells us how ready the building owner or building contractor is
to admit a change in any criterion.
2.2 Final priorities of the chosen criteria
The final priorities will be received after multiplying the weight vector of the project - wP by
the weight vector of the activity – wAi. In principle every activity has to be multiplied to the
weight vector of the project and its form is:
wP . wAi

= [wP(C) . wAi(C), wP(T) . wAi(T), wP(Q) . wAi(Q), wP(S) . wAi(S) ]

(1)

The four numerical data are the result of this product – one value for every criterion.
Analysis of the weight vectors’ product
The weight of any criterion can receive a value from 1 to 5 for both weight vectors. By the
mutual multiplication of the values for one criterion from both the weight vectors it is
possible to reach the combination of numbers included in tab. 4. There are all the potential
combinations of weights for criterion “T” in this table.

(T)

The value of the weight from
the vector of the activity - wAi

Product
wP(T) x wAi(T)

The value of the weight from the vector of project - wP (T)

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

2

4

6

8

10

3

3

6

9

12

15

4

4

8

12

16

20

5

5

10

15

20

25

A

B

C

D

E

F

tab. 4 The potential combinations of the weight vectors´ product
The interpretation of tab. 4:
The table is divided into several coloured fields. Every field represents a certain number or
numbers that are the result of the weight vectors´ product. The interpretation of every
coloured field is as follows:

A and B – represent the values of a weight with a low priority both from the building owner
and the building contractor´s point of view. Activities with these values can be well
optimised. The light green fields can be better optimised from the building owner´s point of
view. The dark green fields can be better optimised from the building contractor´s point of
view. This means the building contractor has a free hand in scheduling these activities to keep
all the principles of building technology.
C– represents the value of a weight with an average priority. Activities with this value can be
assigned to any coloured field. Activities can be optimised average.
D– represents the values of a weight with a high priority from the building owner´s point of
view. This means the building contractor has to consider these priorities by creating the
schedule, and so he has to optimalize.
E– represents the values of a weight with a high priority from the building contractor´s point
of view. The impact is that he does not have to considerate the building owner´s priority as
such, and he can realise the activity as he is capable of complying with the contractual
conditions.
F – represents the values of the weight with the highest priority. This means that every
activity with these values is important from the points of view, of both the building owner and
building contractor. If the product is equal to 25, the criterion will not accept the change with
this value. The activity cannot be optimised, and it is usually on the critical path in the
schedule.
Attribute of criticality and of determination final priorities
Following tab. 4 it is possible to assign a criticality attribute to every number. The critical
attribute verbally expresses how every activity appears from a realization point of view after
the application of both the building owner and the building contractor´s priorities. We can
determine if the activity is or is not problematical or critical. The chosen attribute of criticality
for every potential combination is in tab. 5 below.
Attributes of criticality
Low (BO, BC)

Low (BO)

Middle (BO)

High (BO)

Critical (BO)

Low (BC)

Small (BO, BC)

Middle (BO)

High (BO)

Critical (BO)

Middle (BC)

Middle (BC)

Middle

High (BO)

Critical (BO)

High (BC)

High (BC)

High (BC)

High (BO, BC)

Critical – High
(BO, BC)

Critical (BC)

Critical (BC)

Critical (BC)

Critical – High
(BC, BO)

Critical
(BO, BC)

BO – building owner, BC – building contractor
tab. 5 Criticality attributes
The final priorities can be obtained on the basis of tab. 5. But we only have verbally defined
priorities. If we want to calculate the final priorities, it is necessary to transform this verbal
valuation to numerical data. Tab. 5 has 25 fields (5 x 5). Different numbers from 1 to 25 have
to be assigned to every field for the uniquely determined final priorities. It is in ascending
order, which means the higher the number, the higher the priority. There are the uniquely
determined final priorities for every criticality attribute in tab. 6:

The final priorities
1

3

6

10

15

2

5

9

14

17

4

8

13

20

21

7

12

19

23

24

11

16
18
22
tab. 6 The final priorities

25

This order was achieved by comparing the criticality attributes and the values obtained from
the weight vectors´ product using these rules:




Key point – The building owner always have the higher priority because the
building contractor performs the building owner´s requirements,
It is not the only priority; it has its constraints (technology, possibility of
realization), where the building contractor´s priorities are higher,
The key activities are those activities where the building owner´s priorities and
the building contractor´s priorities are identical.

Symbols denoting the final priorities of “i” activity for any criterion are in tab. 7 below:
The criterion
Amount of costs
The observance of the beginning and ending terms of the
building process
The acceptability of any change in the building process´
specifications without an impact on the final quality of the
building
The acceptability of any change in the scope in connection with
the scheduled beginning of the appropriate building process

The symbol of the final
priority of “i” activity - Ai
PAi(C)
PAi(T)
PAi(Q)

PAi(S)

tab. 7 The symbols of the final priorities for every criterion of the “i” activity
And, at last, the final priority of the “i” activity with the symbol PAi will be the sum of the
final priorities for all the criteria of the “i” activity.
PAi = PAi(C) + PAi(T) + PAi(Q) + PAi(S)

(2)

It is not difficult to calculate the final priority for one activity. The building process consists
of hundreds of activities. Then the calculation of the final priorities for all the activities would
be time consuming. For that reason the “tool for the calculation of the final priorities” was
made in Microsoft Excel with VBA Macro. This tool calculates the final priorities after
inputting the weight vector of the project and the weight vector of the activity for all the

activities; in addition, it enables export to the Microsoft Project (the application for
scheduling and management of every project).
2.3 Conclusion
Using priorities for creating a schedule for the building process, especially for finishing
processes can help to identify whose activities will be critical or problematic, although they
are not on a critical path after application of network analysis methods. The proposed method
of prioritization can also be used for change requests and for implementing any changes to the
basic time schedule. The abovementioned tool for calculating the final priorities is possible to
use for scheduling because it enables exploitation in most building companies that work with
Microsoft Project software. In this way we can prevent unsuccessful realizations in the
building process, which means not observing the terms, condition of the contract, money,
quality of finishing processes, etc.
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Abstract
Time and cost are the two main parameters in project management. In a project many
resources have to be applied which have different work patterns. In some case maximal
constraints have to be integrated in the model too. These features make the time optimization
problem NP-hard. In practise there are some time optimization software which can handle
work patterns while using maximal constraints is limited. Time-cost trade off problem is not
used in practise at all because there is no solution to handle these features. In this study an
algorithm is transformed and analyzed which is made for a transit problem and uses departure
dependent run time.
Keywords: time-cost trade-off, calendar, work pattern

1. Introduction
1.1 The Time-cost trade off problem
The first publication of time-cost trade-off problem in activity on arc network was in 1959. in
the work of Kelley and Walker [1]. They gave a solution based on linear programming. In
1961. Fulkerson [2] and Kelley [3] worked out and published another solution based on the
maximal flow algorithm. The problem originate in the minimal cost flow problem which can
be found in the work of Ahuja [4]. For accelerating the algorithm in 1969. Klafszky [5] and
later in 1992. Klafszky and Hajdu [6] shown further opportunities also based on maximal
flow algorithm.
The network is a set of nodes and directed arcs, shortly it is a graph or digraph. Let A be the
set of arcs and N be the set of nodes. Let the size of sets be N  n and A  m . The network
has a start ( s ) and an end ( r ) node. So there is at least one P(s, r)  {x1  s, x2 , x3,..., xk  r} path
through every i  N \ {s, r} . Denote aij the minimal duration assigned to the activity on the arc
ij as the rush time. Let K aij the daily cost of the rush time. Denote bij the duration assigned to
the activity with optimal daily cost ( Kbij ) on the arc

ij as

the normal time. Further costs

between the two extremes can be determined with linear interpolation. The gradient of the line
is

cij cost

intension can be originated from the known data

data can be seen on Fig. 1.

cij 

K a ij  K bij
bij  aij

. The relationships of

cost
K aij



cij   tan( )

Kbij

aij

bij

time

Figure 1. Relationships of data
The problem is an integer-programming problem. According to the formula of the cost
intension it is not sure that cij is integer. In this case the least common multiple can be
determined for cij , ij  A and the cost intentions become integers by multiply them with this
value. In case of aij  bij let cij  0 .
According to the engineering practice it is necessary the possibility of using maximal
constraints for durations. They are directed opposite to the reading and given negative time
parameters. They are only logical constraints so there is not object to realize any resources.
Therefore it does not make sense to define cost intentions. The practical parameters of
maximal constraints are aij  bij  0 and cij  0 , which are required to the future.
The aim of the problem is to find the solution with minimal cost level in case of arbitrary
T deadline.

 ( Kbij

ijA

 (bij   ij ) cij  min

where  ij is the realized duration time on the arcs.
By drop out the constants it remains that

 ij cij  max

ijA

1.2. Time dependent durations
The possibility of changing durations based on an arbitrary system is a demand of many
practise area. Several theoretical achievements are for minimal path – maximal potential
problem as this is the base of more important area like telecommunication or transition. One
of the first solution was presented by Klafszky [7] in 1972. Elemental definitions can be find
in it like departure time, waiting time and transit time.
In 1993. the book of Ahuja et.al. [4] summarized the solutions in scheduling and flow
problem at that time and show the way for further research. Time depending duration can be
find in it. On the arcs (e) of the network there are durations (w(e)) which have a constant part
(a(e),b(e)) and a parameter (λ) . According to the changing-system w(e)=a(e)-b(e)∙ λ. New
achievement is the limitation of waiting times. This shortest path problem is worked out for
acyclic graph. The problem was also searched by Karp and Orlin [8] and Levner [9]. In this

papers there is the possibility of applying circles but in a restricted way. By the definition of
the problem it is impossible to evolve non-positive circles in the network. The book of Cheng
et.al. [10] gives a good summarize for the further achievements in this topic.
Especially for engineering practice Hallefjorda and Wallaceb [11] worked out a duration
changing-system. According to the paper all the activity in the project has a requirement for
some resources. The availability of resources can be shown in a work pattern which is defined
according to a basic calendar. This work pattern determines the progress of the activity.
Different resources can use different work patterns. If an activity requires more resources then
its progress can be determined based on the section of the work patterns.
For example it is typical to use human resources in 5-days week. If the basic calendar contains every day, then
the work pattern of this resource is shown in Fig. 2.
basic calendar
human resource

Mon
W

Tue
W

Wed
W

Thu
W

Fri
W

Sat

Sun

Mon
W

Tue
W

Sat

Sun

W

W

Mon
W

Tue
W
W
W

Figure 2. An example for the work pattern
In case of more resources the progress of the activity is in Fig. 3.
basic calendar
resource 1
resource 2
progress

Mon
W

Tue
W
W
W

Wed
W
W
W

Thu
W
W
W

Fri
W

Figure 3. An example for applying more resources

The work pattern of the procedures without resources can be used the basic calendar. The
realized duration  ij is the number of necessary workdays. The calendarized duration is
depended on departure time of the procedure ( i ). The concept of “calendarize” was defined
by Franck et.al. [12] and it is used in a project scheduling model. Let dij be the calendar
defined for all the arc ij  A . It is a T long vector and has the following values
1, if the necessaryresourceis avaliableon the day t
dij (t )  
0, otherwise

According to this the calendarized duration can be defined. It must be distinguished whether it
is positive or negative.
 ij ( i )  min

i  ij

 d (t ) ,  ij  0

t  i

Reading of minimal constraints: what is the minimal time from a given departure time which
consists exactly the necessary number of workdays?
 ij ( i )  max

i

 d (t ) ,  ij  0

t  i  ij

Reading of maximal constraints: what is the maximal time backwards from a given finish
time which consists exactly the necessary number of workdays?

2. Calendarization of the time-cost trade-off problem
2.1. Definition of the problem
For the calendarized time-cost trade-off problem over the parameters aij , bij and cij it is need
to define dij for ij  A and the deadline T . As it was already mentioned let  ij be the realized
duration. Of course aij   ij  bij , ij  A . Costs belong to the resources so they rise only if work
is done which are the days where dij (t )  1 .
For example let the parameters of an ij procedure be the following: aij  3 , bij  6 , cij  20 ,
dij  1111100111
11 . Let the departure time be i  4 . The rise of cost is shown in Fig. 4.
potentials
work pattern
cost level
the procedure

20
15
10
5

4
1

5
1

6
1

7
0

8
0

9
1

10
1

Figure 4. An example for the rise of cost

It can be assigned a i potential to i  N , which is the earliest occurrence of the node. The
greatest one is the deadline of the project. The aim is to find the scheduling (  and  system)
with minimal cost level to a given T . The problem is similar to the one with constant
durations.
 ij ( i )  i   j  0
  ij ( i )   aij ( i )

 ij ( i )  bij ( i )

(1)

 cij   ij  max

ij A

2.2 Analyzing of the problem
The conditions of the problem is similar to the ones in case of constant durations. It gives the
logical conclusion for trying to apply the algorithm of the constant problem with some
modification. But this is impossible on more scores than one.
1. In the first step of the algorithm it is need to find an admissible solution. It starts with
a minimal cost level so it basically use normal times (    ij  bij , ij  A ) for the
procedures. This assumes a minimal f flow which is usually zero ( f  fij  0, ij  A ).
In case of calendarization it is very probable that the  system based on such  system
is infinite as the durations are defined only in the length of T .
2. The maximal flow algorithm determines a minimal cut in the network which creates
an S  N and R  N disjoint sets. In case of constant durations i , i  R potentials
reduce uniformly with a value  originated in the minimal cut. In case of
calendarization the potentials cannot reduce with the same value because of the
changing of the durations.
3. The time-cost trade-off problem with constant durations based on a linear
programming primal - dual problem pair declares exactly that nonzero flow can be

only on critical paths. Here it is always realized. Step by step more paths become
critical. Moreover if a path becomes critical, it stays so further. In case of
calendarization it is not guaranteed to be any critical paths or to stay it critical in
further steps.
So the algorithm based in maximal flow is not proper in more point of view.
3. Adaptation of the transit problem
The time-cost trade-off problem is used in more optimization model. Of course there can
be different goal functions and boundary conditions. However their base of solution can
be applied and adopted for other problems. In the book of Cai et.al.[13] there is a transit
problem of which data management is same like here as the durations can be changed
depending on their departure times.
3.1. Definition of the problem
The model is a transit problem of which aim is to find the shortest path with minimal cost.
So the scheduling part of the problem is a minimal path – maximum potential problem.
The project model uses maximal path – minimal potentials problem. There is precedent
for adaptation the shortest path problem to longest path by multiply it with -1. The
question is that in this case the adaptation is possible and it is proper for the boundary
conditions determined in (1).
In the project model the waiting times on nodes are unlimited so the proper problem of the
more worked out ones is named TVSP-AWT-S (Time Varying Shortest Path problem
with Arbitrary Waiting Times - Speed up). Using the notation of the book the basic
element of the algorithm is da (i, t ) which is the cost of a P(s, i) at the time t . The algorithm
examines time intervals t  1,..., T risen by one at a time at determines the reachable nodes
and the minimal cost assigned to them. Topological order of nodes make it simpler. The
examination is







d a ( j, t )  min d a ( j, t  1)  c( j, t  1); min
min
d a (i, u )  c(i, j, u )  c (i, j ,  , u ) 
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The notation of the book is different from this paper. The confrontation of the parameters
is in Table 1.
Notation of the book
c(i, t )

c(i, j, t )
c(i, j,  , u)

Reading
Changeable cost of waiting for a
time unit on the node i
Changeable cost assigned to the
normal duration on the arc ij
The cost of acceleration which is
depended on the rate of
acceleration (  ) and the
departure time ( u )of the arc ij

Notation of this paper
This cost is not determined
( c(i, t )  0, i  N , t  1,..., T )
This cost is constant
K bij

bij   ij  cij

Table 1. Notation in the transit problem and in this paper

The minimal cost on node j at time t can originates in two cases:
1. Transition is on node j already at time t  1 so at time t it is need to wait a time unit
on the node.
2. The transition arrives to node j at time t through an ij  A arc. It starts in one of the
preceding node ( i ) at time u . So the total cost of transition is the summation of the
cost of transition to the node i at time u , the cost of transition on the arc ij at time
u and the cost of acceleration.
The basic element must be modified for the project model. As it mentioned its scheduling is
the longest path problem where all the paths are determinative. The occurrences of nodes are
examined in every time unit, so i  t  0,..., T , i  N \ s. Denote  i (t ) the minimal cost on node i
if i  t . According to this the basic element of the algorithm is



 j (t )  min  j (t  1);






  i (ui )  (bij   ij )  cij 

ijA




The first opportunity is waiting on node j . Because of the composing of the calendarization
this case never can be determinative.
In case of path finding it must be considered that the preceding i1, i2 ,..., ik nodes can be in
connect with each other. The determined u1, u2 ,..., uk values must fulfil the conditions (1). This
means further difficulties.
3.2. The algorithm
It is statable that the structure of data and the demonstrated basic element is proper for using
the algorithm worked out by Cai et.al. The flowsheet of the modified algorithm is on Fig. 5.
It is trivial that the cost of the start node is zero at any time as there is nothing to generate cost
before that. The cost levels of all the other nodes are not known. The algorithm finds minimal
cost levels, so if they are set to  , in case of any feasible  and  system it will reduce.
The parameter j identifies the currently examined node. t is the time. It originates in the
boundary conditions of the problem that if a j node is available with zero cost in time t  1 , so
 j (t  1)  0 , then in case of more time the cost must be zero too, so  j (t )  0 . The parameter k
is the index of the preceding nodes. x and y are auxiliary variables.
During the examination of the node j it takes the preceding nodes in reversely of the
topological order. At first it examines if it is possible to achieve node j through the arc kj  A
in time t . If it is not possible then further examination is unnecessary and  j (t )   . Otherwise
it finds that uk time and  kj (uk ) duration which achieve the node j at time t and their total cost
level is minimal. Meantime the connections of the preceding nodes must be checked. The
minimal costs from the preceding nodes are summarized in the parameter x . This is
comparable with the former result  j (t  1) . Because of the definition of the problem
x   j (t  1) . In the algorithm this examination is done for j  N \ {s} and t  0,..., T as it is
rational to set zero time parameters.

Start

Input data :

[ N , A],T , aij , bij , cij , dij , ij  A

 s (t )  0, t  0,..., T
 i (0)  , i  N \ {s}
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Figure 5. The flowsheet of the algorithm



3.3. Analyzing of the algorithm
To apply the algorithm without any limitation it should handle the maximal constraints which
results negative time parameters and circles.
3.3.1. Negative time parameters
The algorithm examines only the incoming arcs and compares the result with ones for former
date. So it can give optimal solution in case of only nonnegative durations. This feature is true
even in case of constant durations ( dij (t )  1, ij  A, t  0,..., T ).
For example let look at the problem defined in Fig.6. The network on the left shows the input data. There are
aij , bij and cij parameters in order on the arcs. The network in the centre shows the case when t  0 . As it seems
node 2 and 3 are not available in this time. The network on the right shows the case when t  1 . Node 2 is not
available still now, but node 3 would be as on the path P1(1,3)  1,3 1,3  1 and on the path P2 (1,3)  1,2,3
1,2  2 and  2,3  1 . The cost of achievement this node is  3 (1)  20 . At this point there are values for
 2 (0)   2 (1)   . To get the real value of  3 (1) it should be given  2 (2) but it will be determined just in the next
iteration. So according to the algorithm  3 (1)   .

2,3,10
1
1,2,10

2
-1,0,0
3

t=0

σ=∞
2

σ=0
1

t=1
τ=2
σ=0
1

3
σ=∞

τ=1

σ=∞
2
τ = -1
3
σ=∞

Figure 6. Counter-example for negative durations

3.3.1. Negative time parameters
The algorithm gives right solution in case of containing only nonpositive circle. It means that
the summation of durations in the circle is not positive. This assumption can be achievable in
two ways.
1. There is only 0 durations in the circle.
As the algorithm examines only direct connections, the cost of achievement of the
nodes can never change.
For example let look at the problem defined in Fig. 7. The network on the left shows the input
data. There are aij , bij and cij parameters in order on the arcs. The topological order cannot be
defined because of the circle. The cost of achievement of node 2 is determined by the arcs
(1,2) and (4,2) . At first  2 (0)   4 (0)   . In the first step t  0 . The algorithm examines node 2 .
At this time  4 (0)   as it will be examined later. According to this  2 (1)   is the result of the
examination. This effect is true in case of every node in the circle at every t time.

0,0,0
1

0,0,0

2
0,0,0

3
0,0,0

σ=∞

t=0

3

σ=0

σ=∞

1

2

4

4
σ=∞

Figure 7. Counter-example for applying circles

2. There is negative and positive durations in the circle. This case was already
excepted before.
4. Summary
The model demonstrated in the paper is a time-cost trade-off problem for project
management. It shows how to handle calendar for different resources and its difficulties. The
algorithm based on a transit problem. It is detailed and proofed that this algorithm cannot
handle maximal constraints which is a limitation for applying.
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Abstract
Construction industry is observed as one of the worst and the most ineffective industrial
branches in which only 1/3 of projects fulfill basic project management (PM) criteria.
Therefore, this paper presents a novel methodology, for selecting the best solution for road
construction projects, in regard time and cost criteria. The methodology relies on evaluation
combination of direct (material, work and equipment) and indirect costs (derived from SPON
methodology). Furthermore, it shows how optimal project scenario can be selected only after
at least the two cost scenarios have been put together. Nevertheless, further research is
needed, particularly in finding the critical activities which mostly influence project cost and
time.
Keywords: road project, duration, cost, optimization, alternatives, construction
Introduction
Building processes take place in different conditions using certain resources. Optimal
realization of a project is the use of available resources in a rational way, i.e. achieving an
optimal balance between quality and cost (Radujković, 1999; Radujković, 2009). However,
defining the time period in which the project should be made presents a great challenge for
construction companies (Vukomanović, 2008). Rationalization of technological processes and
the organization has a direct effect on construction costs, as well as the time in which the
project should be finished, resulting in lower costs of construction projects on the market
(Kerzner, 2003).
Today, construction industry is observed as one of the worst and the most ineffective
industrial branches where only 1/3 of projects fulfil basic project management (PM) criteria,
which is visible in costs, time and quality (Standish-group, 2009). In spite of that construction
companies have not yet taken serious measures to improve their PM potential (Neely, 2002;
Bauer, 2004; Beatham, 2005). Since construction industry is project-oriented when compared
to production, the work is done each time in different conditions, characterized by rapid
change and uncertainty of the process (Vukomanović, 2007). Croatia has experienced, over
the last 8 years, a large growth of infrastructure projects, especially in road construction.

Infrastructure projects have always had great economic importance for every economy and
therefore a special attention has to be focused on the above-mentioned problems (Izetbegović,
2004). The main prerequisite for participation in the market is competitiveness, which is
reflected in the organizational and technological competitiveness, and competitiveness in
terms of cost and time of building construction projects, including quality of performance
with minimal defects. Extremely high competitiveness is reflected in construction companies
whose primary activity is building the infrastructure in which road construction plays a major
role (Neely, 2002; Kennerley, 2002). Roads as a part of the infrastructure enable
communication and their quality demonstrates the level of development of a certain
civilization. It is therefore of great economic importance to build the construction projects
related to road construction within the best possible relation between duration and cost, taking
into account the significantly higher cost of construction of such facilities in relation to other
construction activity (Ugwu, 2006).
The process of optimization involves proposing alternative solutions and finding the best one,
or proposing a set of organizational measures to improve the conditions of use of resources
with the aim of production with least expenditure of all forms of energy (Radujković, 2005).
This paper presents a conceptual framework for the optimization of the cost and time of road
construction. The methodology that is displayed can help construction companies in
improving the practice of project management, which consists of analyzing different
alternatives with the S - curve, direct and indirect costs of road construction in the SPON
standard (Langdon, 2009). Six alternative solutions of road construction project were
analyzed. In this way, the optimum point was identified (the point of inflection of the overall
curve of direct and indirect costs) and practical ways of finding the optimal duration and cost
of road construction were presented.
How to get the optimum point?
The methodology consists of evaluation of different alternatives by S-curves, direct and
indirect costs in time. The road is of the 5th category, of the level of service E in the hilly
terrain of the stone material. It is intended for mixed traffic, and the total length of the road is
917.61 m. Direct costs were determined by the method of additional calculations (Radujković,
2010), i.e., analysis of the cost of material, work and equipment by place of origin of the cost
(some parts of the companies in which the costs incurred) and by cost (individual effects, i.e.,
products and services, regardless of where costs incurred). Direct costs are reduced in order to
increase duration, meaning that a longer period of time results in lower construction costs.
Still, after a specific value for the further extension of life, direct costs change the trend and
begin to grow (Harris, 2006). Indirect costs were determined using the British standard for
calculating indirect costs, as they could not be recorded and calculated directly by the place of
cost. They are divided into fixed - time loose and variable - time-related costs, where timerelated costs increase linearly with the duration of the project. Summary curves of direct and
indirect costs is of a concave shape where the minimum point is the optimal cost and project
duration.
Basis for the analysis and calculation
The basis for the analysis are the bills of quantities used for contracting performance of the
object performing the calculation between investor and contractor, and planning production

resources and time performance. Plateia is used to create bills of quantities, which is a
software package for designing roads and other civil engineering facilities. Plateia is based on
Autodesk programs within AutoCAD / MAP / Civil 3D, and is characterized by great
simplicity in operation and comprehensiveness.
In order to conduct cost analysis we need machinery performances, i.e. performances of basic
machinery for earthwork and of transportation equipment in the building. World practice is
mainly engaged in the calculation of hourly effects of those machines that operate cyclically
and on the work of which the "human factor" has the greatest impact (Bezak, 2009).
Calculation of the performance evaluation of construction machinery and transportation
equipment gives approximate values of the planned "practical" performance and in principle it
can not be precisely calculated, but provides only the basic principles for the calculation.
Calculated performance is always the assumption of the expected value (Linarić, 2008).
Cost analysis is conducted for each item of the work described in the bill of costs, and
calculated for all the direct costs of the items that include the necessary material, labor and
machinery for the production unit. The process of cost analysis requires the highest possible
accuracy (Radujković, 2010). However, during the development of plan prices all conditions
and changes that will occur during execution are not known, and planned cost is often
different from the actual price. Gala - software for construction is used for the cost analysis in
this paper. Gala is a software package for business organization, calculation, planning,
expenditure control and accounting performed works. It is used in order to integrate cost, time
and quality into an integrated system for project management (Vukomanović, 2008).
Bill of costs, which is an essential part of technical documentation, comes after cost analysis.
It must be clear and unambiguous because works are contracted and accounted according to it.
It contains clear and detailed description of work. A plan or a Gant chart is made to get
background for the control and evaluation of the works.. WBS - developed structure of the
project is made for the purposes of the schedule. Cost estimate and time schedule are made
using the Gala software package.
The analysis of technological and organizational variants
Six different technological and organizational solutions of road construction project were
analyzed. Direct costs were reduced in function of increasing duration, i.e. longer term
construction resulted in a lower cost. Indirect cost is linearly increased with the duration of
the project.
Machines with the highest performance, i.e. most expensive machines, were used in variant 1,
which resulted in the highest direct costs in the amount of € 645.145,72. Indirect costs in
variant 1 are the lowest due to the short period of completion of 44 days, amounting to €
143.493,89. Total variant 1 amounts to € 788.639,61. Machines used in the variant 2 are the
machines with the lowest performance, i.e. the least expensive machines. Direct costs
amounted to € 352.944,88 while the indirect costs in variant 2 (taking into account the longest
period of execution, which is 139 days) are the highest, amounting to € 271.438,23. Total for
variant 2 is € 624.383,11. Machines with slightly larger effects than in variant 2 were used in
variant 3. The results obtained are the direct costs in the amount of € 371.576,13. The
duration of execution is for 33 days shorter than in variant 2, or 106 days, and indirect costs
amount to € 225.751,36. Variant 3 is the cheapest option with the total amount of €

597.327,49. In variant 4 direct costs amounted to € 594.438,82 which is € 222.862,69 more
than in the variant 3 taking into account that compared to variant 3 the machines with higher
performance, i.e., more expensive machines, were used. Duration is 59 days and accordingly
the indirect costs amounted to € 163.627,08. Total for variant 4 is € 758.065,90. Direct costs
in variant 5 are € 12.673,88 lower than in version 1, the most expensive variant according to
direct costs, which amounted to € 632.471,83. Consequently, the performance of the
machines is slightly lower than in version 1, and higher than in the variant 4. Indirect costs
amounted to € 157.232,98, while the duration is 54 days, i.e. five days shorter than in variant
4. Total variant 5 is € 789.704,81 and represents the most expensive variant. Variant 6 is an
alternate version of variant 5, where an excavator in the excavation is used instead of
bulldozers and loaders. This results in lower direct costs in the amount of € 505.609,87 which
is € 126.861,96 less than variant 5. However, the duration 18 days longer than variant 5, i.e.
72 days. Indirect costs amounted to € 180.402,60. Total for variant 6 is € 686.012,47.
Different values of duration have been obtained by the analysis of the different variants in
relation to the costs shown in Table 1. Direct costs decreased as a function of increasing
duration, while indirect costs increased linearly with increasing duration (fig. 1). Variant 1
(V1), despite the highest direct costs did not result in the highest total costs, because of the
indirect costs that are higher in variant 5 (V5). Variant 2 (V2), in which the machines with the
least performance (the lowest direct costs) are used, has not taken a leading position as the
overall cheapest variant due to the extremely large indirect costs, which are caused by long
duration of execution. Summary curves of direct and indirect costs has a concave shape where
the point of "T" (fig. 1) represents the minimum or optimal cost and project duration. Variant
3 (V3) represents the optimum in duration of 106 days and cost in the amount of €
597.327,49.

Table 1: Costs and duration of individual variants

costs
[€]

Variant

Direct costs [€]

Indirect costs [€]

SUM (DC+IC)
[€]

Duration

V1

645.145,72

143.493,89

788.639,61

44

V5

632.471,83

157.232,98

789.704,81

54

V4

594.438,82

163.627,08

758.065,90

59

V6

505.609,87

180.402,60

686.012,47

72

V3

371.576,13

225.751,36

597.327,49
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Figure 1: Direct (DC) and indirect (IC) costs in time
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Conclusion
Road construction is an important sector of economy due to its impact on overall economic
growth and as such requires significant financial resources. Therefore, special attention
should be focused on optimizing the duration and cost of road construction projects.
This study has introduced a practical way for deriving the optimal duration and cost for a road
construction project. Results of this work suggest that the optimal variant of the construction
should be based on the relation of the amount of direct and indirect costs at a time. Presented
methodology should be used in the planning phase of a construction project where the
influence on the project is high and cost of making any changes is low. These results provide
new light on construction calculation, since they show great advantages compared to current
common practice in Croatia, based on the coefficient of indirect costs. In future research, it is
necessary to compare the method of indirect cost factor with this methodology and thus to
define guidelines for the selection of optimal standards of technology and organizational
variants of construction projects and thus help construction companies to make more efficient
and effective estimates of construction projects.
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Abstract
To keep up with the pace of modern time and rapid development of information technologies,
modern project management computer software is used in the teaching process at the
Polytechnic of Zagreb, Department of Civil Engineering. Various types are used, from
proprietary to open source, from complex to simple, and they have been applied on one group
of courses i.e. on Management in Civil Engineering.
It should be pointed out that Civil Engineering Department has had over forty years of
experience in the organization and development of professional study programmes. Since it
foundation it has been carrying out undergraduate professional study programmes (first cycle
degree – 3 years) with four different areas of emphasis. From 2005 onwards it has been
running a graduate professional study programme (second cycle degree – 2 years) as well.
In this paper software solutions used at the Polytechnic of Zagreb will be reviewed and its
effect on the teaching process will be considered. Knowledge acquired throughout the first
and second cycle degree will be assessed as well.
Keywords: project management computer software, study programme, teaching process
1

Introduction

These modern times we live in constantly require learning of new knowledge in all fields to
keep up with the pace of new technology development, and the field of project management is
no exception. To better prepare our students at the Polytechnic of Zagreb, we applied modern
project management computer software to one group of courses, i.e. on Management in Civil
Engineering. This software is applied on our study programmes, the 3-year Professional Study
Programme and a 2-year Polytechnic Graduate Professional Study Programme.

The project management process is very complex; it consists of knowledge areas like scope
management, time management, cost management, resource management, etc. Due to their
complexity only some of the mentioned knowledge areas can be processed in detail through
the learning process at our study programmes. In the learning process we tried to make our
students ready to take on the challenges that they could encounter during their future work in
civil engineering practice.
2

Project management computer software

2.1. Introduction
There are many types of project management computer software, for any of the project
management knowledge areas. Computer software usually covers one to three knowledge
areas, because the coverage of more of them would be unnecessary complex and probably
would be of no or little use to most of project managers. Usually the knowledge areas covered
are time management, cost management and resource management. Areas such as risk,
procurement or communication management are very specific and are usually covered
independently or in large software that covers the whole field of project management.
2.2. Types of project management computer software
2.2.1. Types by implementation
The implementation of project management computer software can be computer desktop
oriented or can be web oriented.
2.2.1.1. Computer desktop oriented software
Computer desktop software is an application that runs on a single user computer, and many of
the software solutions are written in this way. Usually this is the type of software that has the
most user friendly interface.
One of the biggest problems of this kind of software is that they are used on one computer and
if a user wants to use it on another computer he must first install it, which is a time consuming
process and it can produce licensing difficulties with some proprietary software. Similar
problems occur when new versions of the software appear, which then usually requires
uninstalling the previous version and installing the new one. This problem is surpassed with
new software update capabilities.
Many of them don’t have a multi-user capability but can interchange computer project files
between different computers, either locally or through the network (either local – intranet, or
external – internet).
2.2.1.2. Web oriented computer software
Web oriented computer software is a type of software that runs in a web browser and the
server application is accessed through the network (either local – intranet or external –
internet). This has some obvious advantages over the desktop oriented software. The biggest
advantage of this type of software is that it can be accessed on any computer with local or web
access and requires only that a web browser is installed. If a new version appears the
application is easily updated on the central server. These kinds of applications are multi user
from the start and they allow easy communication between project collaborators.

Most common problem is that the application can’t be accessed when the user’s computer is
offline which can be a problem if a user is on a remote location. Speed of the application is
limited with the connection speed between the local computer and the central server.
2.2.2. Types by the number of users
By the number of users, the applications can be divided into two basic groups: single user
applications, and multi user applications or collaborative applications.
2.2.2.1 Single user software
Looking at them, single user applications and desktop oriented applications look the same, but
the terms must not be mixed, because single user applications are written in a way so that
strictly one user can access it at a time, and with desktop oriented applications there is a
possibility of collaborative use. Single user applications are used in such projects (usually
small) that can be planned by one individual or if the project is such that it can be planned in a
strict top-down method with a small project team.
2.2.2.2. Multi user or collaborative software
This type of software is intended for two or more users which modify different parts of the
plan simultaneously. Although it seems that web oriented software is the same as multi-user
software, these terms also must not be mixed, because multi user software is always intended
for more than one user to use it at a time, while web oriented software can be intended for a
single user to use it at a time. This type of software is used most frequently for various kind of
projects, but is generally used for more complex projects with large project teams.
2.2.3. Integrated software type
This special category of computer software lists software that integrates some sort of project
management knowledge areas, like time management or cost management with various other
company activities. These software solutions are custom designed to fit specific company
needs and are as such unique.
2.2.4. Types by the license type
Generally there are three main groups of license types; Open-source, Proprietary, and Saas
(Software as a Service).
2.2.4.1 Open-source
“Open-source software (OSS) is computer software that is available in source code form: the
source code and certain other rights normally reserved for copyright holders are provided
under a software license that permits users to study, change, improve and at times also to
distribute the software.” (Wikipedia)

2.2.4.2. Proprietary
“Proprietary software is computer software licensed under exclusive legal right of the
copyright holder. The licensee is given the right to use the software under certain conditions,
but restricted from other uses, such as modification, further distribution, or reverse
engineering.” (Wikipedia)
2.2.4.3. Software as a Service
“Software as a service (SaaS), sometimes referred to as "on-demand software," is a software
delivery model in which software and its associated data are hosted centrally (typically in the
(Internet) cloud) and are typically accessed by users using a thin client, normally using a web
browser over the Internet.” (Wikipedia)
2.2.4.4. Differences in software by license type
The differences in these software solutions do not arise from the license type itself, but from
the circumstances in which they are written.
For example open-source software is generally written by individuals and teams for no fee at
all, and as such has the upside that it is free of charge. On the other side it usually has small
capabilities, and variable user support (some solutions have no support at all, some have it in
written form via user manuals or FAQ’s, and some have it even in helpdesk (mail or phone)
form). In general open-source software solutions are good applications, adequate for smaller
projects and are usually limited to just time management, cost management and resource
management. Also they have limited capabilities in terms of multi-user usage, which is often
poor.
On the other hand proprietary software is almost the opposite from open-source, it has a
downside that it has a price which produces larger initial expenses, but on the other hand
offers bigger possibilities and usually better user support. In general proprietary software
solutions are also good applications, adequate for simple and complex projects (some
software solutions), and can often offer multi-user interfaces and collaboration.

3

Project management computer software taught at the Polytechnic of Zagreb

3.1. Planner 0.1.4.4 – http://live.gnome.org/Planner

Figure 1. – Planner 0.1.4.4 – standard view
License – open-source
Capabilities:
 Time management – gantt chart
 Resource management
 Printing
Good
 Gantt chart making (task defining, task linking)
 Calendar adjusting
 Help system
Bad
 Resource management – not intuitive
 Graphical view setup – very limited options
 Reports – non existent
 No cost management

3.2. OpenProj 1.4 - http://www.serena.com/products/openproj/index.html

Figure 2. – OpenProj 1.4 – standard view
License – open-source
Capabilities:
 Time management – gantt chart, network diagram
 Resource management
 Reports
 Project tracking
 Printing
Good
 Gantt chart making (task defining, task linking)
 Resource management
 Reports
 Importing/exporting data
Bad
 Graphical view setup – very limited options
 Interface – not intuitive

3.3. Gantt Project 2.0.10 – http://www.ganttproject.biz/

Figure 3. – Gantt Project 2.0.10 – standard view
License – open-source
Capabilities:
 Time management – gantt chart, PERT chart
 Resource management
 Project tracking
 Printing
Good
 Gantt chart making (task defining, task linking)
 Resource management
 Importing/exporting data
Bad
 Graphical view setup – very limited options
 Reports – non existent
 No cost management
 Resource graph – non existent
 Project tracking – non existent
 Help system – non existent

3.4. Microsoft Project 2007

Figure 4. – Microsoft Project 2007 – standard view
License – Proprietary
Capabilities:
 Time management – gantt chart, network diagram
 Resource management
 Project tracking
 Reports
 Printing
Good
 Simple user interface
 Gantt chart making (task defining, task linking)
 Graphical view setup
 Reports – making and printing
 Cost management
 Resource graph
 Project tracking
 Help system
 Good “out of the box” functionality
Bad
 Limited capabilities when tracking multiple projects – not applicable to Server version
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Conclusion

There are various project management software solutions on the market today. Like all
information technologies, project management software is evolving rapidly to keep the pace
with modern times and the demands that are put in front of project teams. It is almost
impossible to imagine project management today without the use of modern computer
software. For that reason we tried to give our students on both study programmes various
skills on project management software usage.
Since our students have little or no experience with this kind of computer software, we had to
adapt the learning process to meet the needs and at the same time meet the abilities of our
students. All of the students are taught basic skills and basic principles of this kind of
software, and they are given a firm basis on which they can explore and learn this kind of
software during their future practice in civil engineering practice.
Students on the Polytechnic Graduate Professional Study Programme, who are employed
while studying, had very positive opinions on the learning of this kind of software. They said
that in their opinion it will definitely ease them their current jobs and it will open new
possibilities for their personal development in the future.
For all of the mentioned reasons, we are convinced that the learning of modern project
management computer software is a vital part in the learning process at the Polytechnic of
Zagreb, and that it can give significant knowledge to any student regardless if they have some
or no working experience at all. Because of that we will continue to adapt the learning process
and to constantly upgrade it to maintain the level of knowledge given to our students.
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Abstract:
Maintenance of buildings is important not only for increasing their value, but also for the
preservation of cultural heritage. This paper presents maintenance management overview at
ten Dubrovnik hotels. A semi-structured interview with persons responsible for maintenance
was carried out. Since Dubrovnik is a town under UNESCO protection and as such attracts
many visitors, and besides the cultural attractions, the hotels are an important resource in the
region. Most of the surveyed hotels were built in the 1970s, except for one hotel built at the
end of the 19th century. The hotels have undergone reconstruction in the last ten to fifteen
years. The analysis shows that all the hotels have a technical department conducting
maintenance. The average proportion of personnel in the technical department amounts to
approx. 8 % of the total number of hotel employees, and depends on the types of services
offered by the hotel, i.e. the hotel category. Nine hotels use contracting services. Proprietary
funds are used to cover general maintenance costs by all hotels with loans amounting to a
ratio of 40% of costs. New IT systems are being introduced in order to modernise and
digitalise systems for detecting and registering repairs, resulting in better quality and timely
maintenance management. Furthermore, there is continual investment in training technical
personnel through participation at professional seminars.
Key words: hotel, maintenance management, Dubrovnik
Introduction
The business environment has raised the strategic importance of the maintenance function in
organisations which have significant investment in physical assets (Tsang, 2002). According
to Lee (1987) the condition and quality of buildings reflect public pride or indifference, the
level of prosperity in the area, social values and behaviour. Hotels, today are in business
providing space for costumers in which can eat, drink, relax, do business, etc. (Johns and
Lockwood (2002). The Dubrovnik hotels are today one of the most sought after tourist
accommodation facilities. Therefore, the quality of service in satisfying the most demanding
guest must be at an enviable level. Good maintenance has a large role in maintaining and
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increasing the value of any facility and in preserving cultural heritage. However, maintenance
budgets do not always meet ever - increasing needs and priorities must be set for different
aspects of maintenance works (Lo et al., 2000). Hotel maintenance represents a challenge for
any technical department responsible for maintenance. Even though here are four thousand
available beds in non-renovated hotel accommodation in the Dubrovnik region, in the mid
and late 1990s and later as well, the arrival of new owners and investors initiated a wave of
reconstruction, renewal and new construction of devastated facilities. All types of
construction works are carried out, new facility systems are installed along with the most
modern engineering equipment. Consequently, the renewed hotels became a desired holiday
destination and a place for conducting business meetings for domestics and foreign guests.
In order for the renewed hotels maintain their quality service at the highest possible
level for the longest period of time, a modern maintenance department is essential. The
organisation of the maintenance department and utilised human resources, continual
education and training of department personnel, contributes to successful undertaking of all
tasks on general and investment maintenance.
This paper presents by conducting semi-structured interviews with technical directors
of hotel maintenance departments, and gaining insight into the current state of maintenance
management in particular hotels and all its associated functions, the current state of hotel
maintenance in the Dubrovnik region. In addition, the paper also presents the organisational
aspects of hotel maintenance and the personnel structure of employees. Together, they cover
the whole scope of professional knowledge necessary in undertaking works, planning
maintenance before and after the season, and financing issues relating to the gathering of
offers and contracting works. The sample used to collect information includes some of the
most leading Dubrovnik hotels: Hotel Hilton Imperial, Hotel Grand Villa Argentina, Hotel
Dubrovnik Palace, Hotel Libertas Rixos, Hoteli Importanne Resort Dubrovnik, Hotel Croatia,
Hotel Grand Park Dubrovnik, Hotel Astarea, Hotel Lapad, and Hotel Lero.
2. Research Method
The semi-structured interview method with persons responsible in the hotel
maintenance departments is used to get information about current situation of maintenance
management at ten Dubrovnik hotels: Hotel Hilton Imperial, Hotel Grand Villa Argentina,
Hotel Dubrovnik Palace, Hotel Libertas Rixos, Hotel Importanne Resort Dubrovnik, Hotel
Croatia, Hotel Grand Park Dubrovnik, Hotel Astarea, Hotel Lapad, and Hotel Lero.
A survey questionnaire was used for the hotels consisting of 34 questions divided into
four categories:
1. General information (title, address, owner, capacity, year built, year of most recent
reconstruction)
2. Structure of employees involved in maintenance (organisation structure, organisation
structure of technical department, total number of employees, number of employees in
the technical department, workforce structure, reliability of contractors, employee
education and training, etc.)
3. Planning maintenance and financing (maintenance plans, reliability of standardised
facility inspection forms, manner of detection and registering damage, IT systems,
financing maintenance, etc.)
4. Maintenance works (maintenance of building elements, roofing, façade, insulation,
lifts, landscaping, installations, technical equipment, etc.)
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A short summary is provided below concerning the state of maintenance for the mentioned
hotels in Dubrovnik. A detailed presentation of the cuurent situation of maintenance
management for each hotel, and lists from surveyed respondents can be found in Falkoni
( 2010).
3. Results and Discussions
Table 1 shows fundamental characteristics of the analysed hotels. It is evident that the largest
hotels were built in the 1970s, and that all the hotels have been renewed in the last ten to
fifteen years. The hotel category ranges from three to five stars.
Table 1: General information on the hotels
The Hotel

Hilton

Argentina

Palace

Astarea

Park

Lapad

Lero

Importanne

Croatia

Libertas

Year built

1895

1963

1972

1970

1968

1912

1971

1963

1973

1971

Year of
last
reconstruct
ion

2005

2002

2004

1995

2008

2008

1998

2007

2007

2007

5-star

5-star

5-star

3-star

3-star

4-star

3-star

4-star

3-star

5-star

147

172

312

373

254

163

150

230

497

254

Hotel
categories
No. of
rooms

Following inspection of the capacities for the analysed hotels, Table 2 provides a presentation
of the total number of hotel employees and the number of technical personnel in the hotels
conducting maintenance.
Table 2: Number of hotel employees and percentage of those employed in the maintenance
department.
Hotel
Total
employed
Employed
in tech.
dept.
Percentage
of tech.
personnel
(%)

Hilton

Argentina

Palace

Astarea

Park

Lapad

Lero

Importanne

Croatia

Libertas

68

115

161

110

90

73

70

80

180

156

8

12

16

7

7

6

4

6

15

13

11.7

10.4

9.9

6.4

7.8

8.2

5.7

7.5

8.3

8.3

The average percentage of technical personnel amounts to approx. 8% of the total number of
hotel employees. In the analysis, the Hotel Imperial exceeds this percentage of technical
personnel by about 30%, whereas the hotel Lero deviates from the acquired percentage of
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those employed in the maintenance department by about 20%. This deviation from the
average indicates that the numbers and organisation of maintenance personnel depends on the
quality of service (hotel category), whereas the organisation of the department run by the
technical manager needs to be taken into consideration.
A successful hotel maintenance service that can undertake all the necessary tasks in a quality
and timely manner requires a complete spectrum of professional knowledge. According to the
figures gained from the interview, electricians and mechanics comprise 47% of the
department, followed by plumbers at 13%, whereas construction works and gardeners
comprise 22%. Of course, the essential factor in any department is the manager with his or
her professional education and organisational abilities who makes sure that each department
segment functions properly
All maintenance department employees must be conscious of their role in order to
react in a timely manner to possible faults. On the other hand, many workers are trained and
possess high professional knowledge. Keeping in mind these two reasons, given below is a
presentation of the organisational structure for a technical department typical for this analysis
of current maintenance management situation of hotels in Dubrovnik. Having analysed the
respondents replies, the conclusion is that there exists a “typical organisational hotel
maintenance structure” as presented in Figure 1.
TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT
MANAGER
ASSISTANT
TECHNICAL
MANAGER
WORK SAFETY
PRACTICES
OFFICER

ELECTRICIAN

MECHANIC

PLUMBER

CONGRESS
TECHNICIAN

BOILER
ROOM
MECHANIC

I.T.

GENERAL
TECHNICIAN

CONSTRUCTION
WORKER

POOL
TECHNICIAN

GARDENER

PAINTER

ASSISTANT
WORKER

HANDYMAN

MASON

Figure 1 . Typical organisational maintenance structure for the analysed hotels
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Collecting information “in situ” has verified that investment maintenance by hotels
generally utilises contracting services. Nine out of ten hotels use contracting services for
investment maintenance and primarily for more complex building operations. In regards to
general maintenance, all technical departments stated that they were capable of fulfilling all
the required works for general maintenance except for tasks (lifts, attests, etc.) legally
regulated by stipulated rules and ordinances, and which are therefore conceded to an
authorised service personnel.
Even though the technical department personnel must complete numerous works
orders before and after the tourist season, it should be noted that there is a constant interest by
maintenance managers that all workers be adequately trained. Therefore, departments provide
opportunities for their workers to attend seminars, ongoing training, lectures run by
manufacturers providing utilised technologies. The need for continual education has been
recognised by technical services in the analysed sample, with eight out of ten hotels
organising education for their employees by sending them to seminars for the maintenance of
various facilities, works safety practices and seminars held by equipment manufacturers.
Furthermore, workers are familiarised with operations from other technical services.
All analysed hotels conduct planned maintenance, with yearly maintenance plans
representing 100% of the respondents. Besides yearly plans, eight out of ten hotels have
shorter-period maintenance plans, mostly monthly and quarterly plans. It is important to note
that maintenance plans represent the fundamental backbone in planning maintenance costs. A
technical form containing essential information such as date of manufacture, frequency of
use, damage detection, ability to conduct repairs, etc. is used when planning necessary
maintenance operations. Therefore, they provide crucial information when compiling any
maintenance plan.
The method of detecting and registering newly occurring repairs is essential. All
analyses of hotels contain four main ways of detecting repairs shown in Figure 2.

HOUSEHOLD

USER

HOUSEHOLD

REGISTER OF
REPAIRS
(RECEPTION)

REGISTER OF
REPAIRS
(RECEPTION)

TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT

TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT

TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT

TECHNICAL
DEPARTMENT
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Figure 2. Method of detecting and registering repairs
Each of these ways of detecting repairs is equally present in the Dubrovnik hotels.
Namely, it is evident that hotel visitors including all hotel employees assist the technical
department in detecting damage. Only such an approach leads to the successful removal of
faults and damages to the satisfaction of all facility users.
Registering repairs is done in the register book located at the hotel reception and is
subsequently available for all to inspect. Even though this method of registering events
remains fairly common in registering repairs, there is currently a progression to a somewhat
more modern registration method using IT systems which besides manually entering
information also utilise automatic detection and registration of newly-occurring repair based
on in-house parameters. Such systems provide directions for further steps required in repairs.
When analysing samples, seven out of ten hotels use this type of IT system for registering
repairs. As an IT offers some important opportunities and (r)evolution for maintenance
management (Pinetlon, et. al., 1999), it can be expected that IT will be even more important
in the future for efficient maintenance management in these hotels.
General maintenance costs for all hotels is covered by hotel finances, whereas the
financial scheme for investment maintenance costs as a ratio of proprietary funds and loans
amounts to 60/40%. The collected date expressed as a percentage of general and investment
maintenance costs is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Relationship between general and investment hotel maintenance costs
Hotel
General
maintenance
costs. (%)
Investment
maintenance
costs. (%)

Hilton

Argentina

Palace

Astarea

Park

Lapad

Lero

Importanne

Croatia

Libertas

80

50

60

50

20

40

30

20

20

20

20

50

40

50

80

60

70

80

80

80

Besides the Hotel Hilton Imperial and Hotel Dubrovnik Palace, general maintenance
costs do not represent the majority of maintenance costs. Investment costs represent a major
proportion of construction costs in maintaining the Dubrovnik hotels analysed in this paper.
A backdated period of five years was taken into consideration. Hotels that carried out their
investments prior to the observed period today have greater general maintenance costs than
their current new investments.
The analysis also points out that those hotels that went through their most recent
reconstructions ten years ago or more have today significantly larger investment maintenance
costs. Investors (hotel owners) upon recommendation from the maintenance department,
decide to carry out long-term cost-effective and well planned investments due to the
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obsoleteness and reduction in basic asset values and poor utilisation. They also opt to replace
old assets and investments with new technologies that are more developed and modern
providing better quality services and on account of their advanced functionality can increase
revenue.
3. Conclusion
On the outside beautiful, on the inside comfortable. Satisfied guests, and even happier
owners. These ideal images of Dubrovnik hotels provide the basis for organising maintenance
departments. During interviews with persons responsible for hotel maintenance in order to
gain insight into the current situation of maintenance management of hotels, a particular
situation often arose: relaxed guests on vacation versus the quickly-paced maintenance
personnel on their way to repairing recent damage. The hotel must ensure optimal conditions
for the provision of excellent services to guests and to retain current guests. Therefore, the
hotel maintenance service is one of the most important functions in the hotel.
The analysis of the current state of maintenance management in Dubrovnik ten
leading hotels revealed that not one hotel completely outsourced hotel maintenance to a
contractor or company specialising in hotel maintenance. The reason for the lack of this hotel
and maintenance company symbiosis, otherwise present in the maintenance of residential
premises, lies in the fact that such highly specialised companies do not exist in Dubrovnik.
Another reason is the traditional lack of trust towards outsourcing services where those
companies undertaking such services would also carry out similar services for the
competition in the same region. The conclusion is that Dubrovnik has a market and need for
companies specialising in hotel maintenance, companies ready to respond even to the most
urgent interventions within an acceptable deadline.
All hotels have the ability to conduct general maintenance tasks and simpler
investments. Contracted construction companies utilising proprietary resources undertake
more complex construction operations in hotels. Such works often require closing down a
section of the hotel, and sometimes even the whole hotel. For this reason, hotels endeavour to
undertake such works outside of the peak tourist season or in the period the hotel remains
closed.
Trends leading to the modernisation and digitalisation of systems used to detect and
register repairs are clearly evident with the introduction of IT systems in maintenance
departments. Such moves provide better quality maintenance and timely fault repairs.
Evidently, following the renewal and reconstruction of the Dubrovnik hotels, the
technological modernisation process is continuing, including the use of new construction
materials, new types of insulation and installations, which besides providing better
functionality and appearance, also encourages sustainable development, energy efficiency,
and the general satisfaction of all hotel users.
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Abstract:
This paper shows the way of managing a project of reconstruction and upgrading the
infrastructure of the existing water supply and sewer system (Project) that is used by 850 000
inhabitans of Zagreb. European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) provide
funds (60 mill EUR) for Infrastructure Investments in the Zagreb municipality, in relation to
improvement of existing water and sewerage services.
Protection, reconstruction and development program of the water supply system has been
designed and created with a desire to upgrade, restore and optimize the present water
supply system. The Project primarily aims at providing an effective and functional sewer
solution with the purpose of raising life quality and protecting Sava aquifer, with intention to
rationalize impacts of sewer system performance in its integrity from technical and economic
aspects, and within a context of relevant water management, urbanization, ecological and
other plans and jurisdiction.
The project comprises the following activities: Project Management and Coordination;
Designing infrastructure objects and network; Project Procurement Service; and Supervision of
Works in construction phase under Croatian Building Act and other related and applicable
local laws and regulations and under FIDIC Contract Conditions for Construction (Red Book).
The project is to be considered as part of Croatia´s EU accession process, as well as the
creation of conditions for strong and sustainable economic growth through increased
competitiveness, to improve people´s lives and help the country´s covergence with EU income
levels.
Key words: investment project, EBRD, project management
1. INTRODUCTION
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), in its Strategy for Republic Croatia
for the period 2010 – 2013 (EBRD, 2010), states that the Bank is the largest financial investor
in Croatia, investing over 2 billion EUR since it started operations in 1994. The Bank's current
portfolio (end of March 2010.) amounts to 1.204 million EUR, invested in 79 projects. In 2009
the Bank invested 248 million EUR as a response to the economic crisis. One of the Bank's
operational priorities for the period up to 2013, (EBRD, 2010) is to prepare local and
regional environmental infrastructure projects, particularly in the field of waste water and solid
waste, in coordination with projects to be co-financed with EU funds.
Project of reconstruction and upgrading the infrastructure of the water supply and sewer
system (Project) is Infrastructure project, and financial means are secured from the EBRD credit
line to Zagreb Holding, the Investor. Total investment costs amounted to 60 million EUR. Project
realisation started at 2008 and should be finished at 2011, i.e. to ensure that latest
performance certificates are issued by December 2012.
The project´s field of activity is determined by its commencement, spent budget, achieved
quality and period of implementation. The aim of the project determines the initial, i.e. planned
standards regarding the budget, quality and period of implemetation. (Marić et al., 2007)

The overall objective of the Project is to improve water and wastewater services in the city of
Zagreb. This paper shows the way of managing a project of reconstruction and upgrading the
infrastructure of the existing water supply and sewer system (Project) that is used by 850 000
inhabitans of Zagreb. In addition, the Project is expected to assist the participating Zagreb
Holding to comply with the Croatian and EU standards concerning water supply and
wastewater.
The aim of this paper is to show briefly on a specific example how to approach organization
and management of infrastructure projects by meeting the European project management
standards at the same time, which could help potential participants in future projects, either
partially or fully financed by EBRD or the European funds, to implement similar projects
successfully.
1.1. Water Supply and Sewer Sectors of Zagreb
An organized water supply system of the City of Zagreb dates from 1878. The overall
available capacity of the system is approximately 4,500 liters per second or around 390,000
cubic meters per day, which is considered enough for fulfilling daily needs of the present
system during its peak time. The pipe line of the water supply system is made of different
kinds of material and is approximately 2,600 kilometers long. The main problem of the water
supply system stems from the fact that, over a long period of time, insufficient means have
been invested into maintenance of the system, thereby causing significant leakages.
In Zagreb, affordability issues and lack of resources have limited the development within the
sector and made long-term planning difficult. Consequently, maintenance of the existing water
supply system has been low. Hence, the water supply system in Zagreb municipality is in need
of major repair and new investments. (Institut IGH, 2009).
Zagreb’s sewer dates from the 17th century, as supported by documents mentioning sewer
canals of Grič and Kaptol, settlements from which Zagreb later developed. Nowadays,
Zagreb’s sewer system comprises approximately 1,800 kilometers of collectors, collecting
canals and a network of public canals, while construction process of GOK (main sewer) system
and Central facility for waste water purification of the City of Zagreb (CUPOVGZ) is in its
final stage. Sewer system covers roughly 88% of the total city area, meaning that 120,000
citizens are not connected to the sewer. It is estimated that additional 450 kilometres of sewers
are required to cover the need of the Zagreb municipality. (Institut IGH, 2009).
1.2. Strategic Framework for the Project
Pursuant to previous development plans and to adopted Strategic plan on development of
activities: sewer system development and reconstruction from 2005 until 2015 (7/2004), a
Sewer system enhancement and development program of the City of Zagreb (2008 – 2011)
has been created, with a main purpose of developing basic capacity of a sewer system of the
City of Zagreb (construction of collectors, collecting canals, pump stations, airing canals and
other hydraulic hydropower facilities), thereby creating conditions for further construction of
public sewer canal network, and Water supply system reconstruction and development
program (2008 – 2011). (Institut IGH, 2008).
One of many tasks stemming from this Program is solving project documentation issues and
obtaining location and construction licenses as a basic precondition to a systematic construction
and functioning of water supply and sewer system of the City of Zagreb.
2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
2.1. Water Supply

The strategic objective of the water supply project is to provide sufficient water quantities of
adequate quality, in compliance with planned needs, and to achieve the necessary level of
water supply dependability for all users, including aquatic eco-systems and those connected
with water.
The Project will contribute towards meeting of these objectives in the Project area by (Institut
IGH, 2008):
• Provision of adequate water conditioning of drinking water in cases of inadequate
water quality within water supply systems;
• Reduction of water losses within public water supply systems to ensure efficient
operation of water supply systems, rational use of water resources and decrease in
health risks;
• Raising of connection rates to water supply systems in areas with low connection
rates;
• Increasing of public water supply efficiency and reliability, with introduction of
economic water price.
Protection, reconstruction and development program of the water supply system has been
designed and created with a desire to upgrade, restore and optimize the present water
supply system through its implementation, both from technical and financial perspectives, with
the following benefits (Institut IGH, 2008):
• Central management of the water supply system will be completed and enhanced.
• Supervision and water leakage control will be enabled, and significant loss
reduction ensured.
• It is estimated that, by implementing the Project, total costs: the system will be
improved by pressure lowering and regulation will be ensured, directly cutting on
losses and ensuring significant electrical energy savings. The total number of pipeline
cracks will decrease as well, leading to lower maintenance costs.
• Development and reconstruction of the system will ensure its optimization, i.e.
operating with lower total costs; further development of the water supply system in
accordance with development and needs of the City, and provide consumers with
supplies of drinkable water, approximately 3% greater than before.
• By its reconstruction, the water supply system will reach rural areas of the City of
Zagreb (e.g. Brezovica), areas with a small number of inhabitants but with a great
need for network construction ensuring regular supply of drinkable water.
The Project foresees construction of approximately 13 kilometers of new main pipelines and
bringing water to rural areas, thereby fulfilling preconditions for further construction of some
80 kilometers of the new supply network (Institut IGH, 2008).
2.1. Sewer system
The strategic objective of the sewerage project is to preserve surface waters and groundwater
that are clean upstream of watercourses, highland watercourses and especially groundwater
as storage for population supply. The Project primarily aims at providing an effective and
functional sewer solution with the purpose of raising life quality and protecting Sava aquifer,
with intention to rationalize impacts of sewer system performance in its integrity from technical
and economic aspects, and within a context of relevant water management, urbanization,
ecological and other plans and jurisdiction. At the same time, it ensures greater employee
effectiveness while monitoring, controlling and maintaining safe and effective sewer system
performance.

The Project will contribute towards meeting of these objectives in the Project area by (Institut
IGH, 2008):
• Enabling effective and functional drainage of the central Zagreb city area, i.e. left
bank of river Sava, where dangers of rain and sewer water flooding (basement and
ground areas, surface spills) are reduced to minimum;
• Systematic construction of a sewer at an upper part of Mala Mlaka pump site spill,
which encompasses areas of Novi Zagreb – west and Brezovica, where sewer issues
have been solved by construction of collecting pits, and construction of approximately
60 kilometers of sewer network, collecting and public canals included, is foreseen by
the Program. Planned construction will connect 18,000 inhabitants and their respective
small and medium-sized properties to the sewer;
• Restoration and construction planned for the eastern part of the City of Zagreb
encompasses Kozari put, Kozari bok and Resnik, ensuring sewage to approximately
14,000 inhabitants; 2,200 connectors to the public sewer system are foreseen for
ensuring good life quality and protecting spill areas in Sašnak, Žitnjak and Petruševec
pump sites.
Construction of basic drainage system capacity is realized as well as sewage network in total
length of approx. 125 km, where connection to the drainage system is possible for approx.
40,000 inhabitants of the City of Zagreb (Institut IGH, 2008).

Picture 1. Existing water supply system in the City of Zagreb
3. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL STAKEHOLDERS IN THE PROJECT
In the wider sense, all persons of organizations participating in any way in the Project during
its implementation or after completion are stakeholders in that Project, i.e. different interest
groups. The first step in the stakeholder analysis is to identify these stakeholders.
In this Project, they are numerous, the public, nearby inhabitants and the town authorities. The
principal stakeholders in this Project are Investor, the Consultant and the Contractor. Table 1
shows the identified interest groups – stakeholders in the Project, with a description of their
interest, possible influences and evaluation of their significance or importance.
Table 1. Interest groups in the Project

INTEREST GROUPS
INVESTOR
- CITY OF ZAGREB

REPRESENTATIVE OF
INVESTOR
- ZAGREBAČKI
HOLDING,
EMPLOYEES OF
„VODOOPSKRBA
AND ODVODNJA“

EBRD

INTERESTS OR NEEDS
To provide reliable
water supply and
sewage
services for the
population of Zagreb
municipality
at affordable prices
Fulfill obligations toward
administrative bodies of
the City of Zagreb –
Financial and
administrative control of
the Project.
To develop their
working environment
and to
secure their job
opportunities
To maximise the effect
of invested capital
and to improve the
environment of the city
and the region.

INFLUENCE
Political,
administrative, most
influence in the early
stage of the Project

Influence through the
Project
Implementation Unit
in the sense of
financial and
administrative control

IMPORTANCE OF
INTEREST GROUP
Most influence in
the early stage of
the Project

Significant influence
on all Project
stages

Administrative and
financial control of
Project

Significant influence
on all Project
stages
Significant influence
on all Project
stages

CONSULTANT,
DESIGNER AND
PROJECT
SUPERVISION BODY

Successful completion of
Project, reference and
financial benefit

Technical and
consulting support,
control of complete
Project

CONTRACTORS

Successful completion of
Project, reference and
financial benefit

Work execution,
quality of executed
works, proposal of
new technical
solutions, deadlines

Significant influence
on individual
Project stages

THE PUBLIC CITIZENS OF
ZAGREB

To have access to clean
water and ability to
connect to public sewer
system at affordable
prices.
To maintain a clean
environment in Zagreb
municipality

Significant influence
through the media
and political bodies

Significant influence
on all Project
stages

4. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. General Approach and Methodology
Project management approach has been designed with special care and attention to the
following aspects of the project implementation:
• Optimization of manpower and other resources;

•
•
•

Focusing on quality control in all project activities and in the preparation of the
reports;
Careful monitoring for the timely execution of the project;
Focus on continuity to ensure beneficiary involvement.

4.2. Tasks by individual Project processes
The project comprises the following four main processes: Project Management and
Coordination, Designing infrastructure objects and network, Project Procurement Service; and
Supervision of Works. (Feketic et al., 2009) Main tasks and task holders are defined for each
process.
4.2.1. Project Management and Coordination
A concept of an integrated project team consisting of experts pertaining to different profiles
and qualifications will definitively result in well designed, suitable, cost-effective and feasible
design solutions. It will also enable an orderly and systematic method of allocating the
required assignments to team members, thus ensuring a smooth implementation of the project
using the highest possible level of competence and experience.
Project management team implies the implementation of a methodical approach to identifying,
examining and finding solutions to all possible problems, all in compliance with the
requirements specified in the Terms of Reference. The project team consists of all participants
in the project and all stakeholders who are in some way involved in the project.
One of EBRD requierements on the Project was to establish a Project Implementation Unit (PIU).
The Project Implementation Unit consists of members who are managers of individual packages
of works on behalf of the Investor. The PIU holds weekly meetings to coordinate with other
project team members (designers, consultants on the Project, authorized representatives of
contractors, subcontractors and supervising engineers).
Project Management cover all aspects of project implementation, and include managing and
defining, inter alia (Institut IGH, 2008):
• Project Scope in all his phasis – initiation, planning, definition, verification, change control;
• Project programme which include a detailed Project programme (using appropriate
presentation format: e.g. linked activity programmes) for completion of the Project showing all activities and key events for design, approvals, procurement, construction,
completion;
• Project budget which include a detailed cost budget as well as cash flow forecast for the
Project;
• Project procurement plan;
• Project risk matrix which include a risk matrix outlining the key challenges and risks
associated with the Project and the measures proposed to deal with them;
• Organizational planning in terms of staff;
• Communication plan – communication lines and targets, frequency, reporting, timely
information distribution;
• Defining the priority projects selection and their periodic updating;
• Cooperating with any relevant authority on any issues pertaining to implementation of the
Project;
• Control and approval of the main Contractor’s work schedules, mobilisation of staff,
equipment and resources;

Supporting the PIU to coordinate the work of all other consultants involved in the project, inter
alia:
• Ensuring that other consultants are provided with necessary documentation and other
assistance, in order that they may meet the objectives of their assignments:
• Receiving and analysing the tenders;
• Supervision of implementing progress;
• Risk analysis and reporting to the Employer;
• Control and approval of the main Contractor’s manuals;
• Approve in accordance with the requirements of the Employer tests of completion;
• Endorsement of all deliverables of projects and confirmation in writing that invoices
submitted by the Contractors reflect the progress of the contracts;
• Identify and advise the Client to initiate the procedures for any necessary local or state
licences, permits or other approvals, including but not limited to Site access, Building
permits for permanent and temporary works as appropriate, licences;
• Support the Employer in ensuring compliance with the Loan Agreement and other
agreements;
• Ensuring that all applicable environmental procedures required by EBRD are being
adhered to and that the PIU is duly informed about the procedures;
• Ensuring that all matters concerned with the Project implementation are properly
executed within the relevant EBRD rules and Croatian laws and regulations.
4.2.2. Design
The designs are performing for 7 water supply projects and 8 sewer projects.
Functions within the team were assigned, and jobs have been specified, which performed by
every team member during the term for the preparing of the relevant technical documentation.
Main tasks of designing infrastructure objects and network are (Institut IGH, 2008):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Collect and prepare all information relevant for finalising the conceptual design, permit
design and/or detailed/working design for the contract;
Perform all the necessary investigations in such a way to provide sufficient information to
enable the formulation of a site-specific design;
Perform the design according to (7) terms of reference for water-supply and eight (8)
terms of reference for sewer;
Perform the design according to requirements of Croatian Law, including the Law on
spatial settlement and construction and other regulations, and international standards,
where appropriate;
Develop technical solutions based on the best industrial practice and innovative solutions;
Obtain necessary approvals and permits by authorities for design;
Prepare the Employer’s Bill of Quantities and Specifications.

4.2.3. Project Procurement Services
The Project Procurement Philosophy shall be based on “Best Value” goods and services, but for
each main package matters such as Investment Cost and total “Life Cycle Cost” shall be
considered. Since the project shall be mostly financed by the EBRD, the EBRD Procurement Rules
and Guidelines shall be observed and implemented throughout the Procurement process. This
implies that a selection shall be made for the most appropriate form of Contract / tender from
the EBRD standard forms and from those available from the “Federation International des
Ingenieuers de Conseil” (FIDIC) (FIDIC, 1999).

Consequently the Project Procurement Strategy shall be to efficiently Procure specified goods
and services, in name, on behalf and for the account of Employer, on a “Best Value”- basis in a
World Wide market from financially sound and reputable sellers with proven track records in
the sector whenever possible. In addition sufficient assurance must be obtained from bidders as
regards their capability to produce the required goods and services within the project time
constraint.
Procurement services understanding following tasks:
• Tender preparation and publication;
• Tender evaluation;
• Contract award.
4.2.4. Supervision of Works in Construction Phase
Supervision is conducted under FIDIC Red Book 1999, MDB Harmonized Edition March 2006,
and Supervising services are prescribed by Croatian Law on Construction: Law on Construction
(Official Gazette – 76/07) and all other relevant laws and regulations specified in each
Detailed Design for particular Work Components.
The implementation of laws and regulation are established through the normal work procedure
by the Croatian Licensed Engineers who are members of the proposed Supervision team.
5. CONCLUSION
This Project is of great importance to the City of Zagreb. The overall goal of the Project is to
improve the quality of water supply and sewerage services in the City of Zagreb.
The most important aspect of a successful project management is a high standard organisation
of work which implies that all project participants are fully aware of their responsibilities, task
assignments and deadlines.
It is also important that the key project personnel recognizes the relation between various task
assignments in order to act in due time. The main purpose of managing such a Project is to
complete the project within the anticipated time schedule, budget and quality assurance by
means of the established procedures.
To meet its objective of EU membership, important economic and social challenges will have to
be overcome. The reduction of Croatia’s external vulnerabilities, the completion of the country’s
EU accession process, as well as the creation of conditions for strong and sustainable economic
growth through increased competitiveness, to improve people’s lives and help the country’s
convergence with EU income levels, are the priorities.
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Abstract
Dynamic development of construction technologies in interaction with global market and
mobility launch new requests on legislation in civil engineering and urban planning. Building
control systems (BCS) are traditionally based on good practice although scientific research
can give reliable predictions on possible outcome of intervention in BCS. In the present study
meta-analysis of parameters which influence the efficacy of the BCS were determined by
integrating scientific, business, enterprise and administration data revealing their impact on
the construction industry and public interest. Results show that organisationally BCS can be
based on public, private, mixed as well as dual concept and procedurally, systems can use
total control, risk-based or random check approach. Presented findings using comparative
research gives suggestions on more efficient BCS which can be monitored by application of
actual calculations of new interventions in administration procedures and give projections of
their outcome. Such BCS requests interdisciplinary approach.
Keywords: building control systems, construction industry, public interest, efficacy
1. Introduction
Urban and other development for commercial, industrial, transport, energetical or social
purposes is often accompanied by building of different construction works which put in front
of organized community demand of their control. In some cases different basic standpoints of
involved parties may raise conflicts in development of relevant policies. Community must
assure that space provided for construction development is utilized accordingly to urban
planing and that construction works are safe for its residents and other influenced parties. The
community has also the obligation to enable an investor to carry out his needs and objectives
for which his construction work is planned. Construction work itself as well as the activities
that take place in the construction work represent a potential source of profit or other benefit
both for the investor and community. Therefore, it is community’s responsibility, on national,
regional or local level to organize legal framework for the erection of the construction works
as well as the BCS, in order to provide proper safety and protection not only for human
health, but for material goods too. Moreover, the legal framework and building control system
should allow an appropriate freedom of the economic area in which economic operators and
construction industry’s subjects operate.
According to World Bank’s ―
Doing Bussiness‖ Reports, the complexness and duration of the
building control procedures have great impact on the ranking of the economic freedom in
examined countries. An overal regional wiev of the duration of the building permits
procedures is shown in table (tab.1).

Table 1.

Average regional official time for building permit issuance
Region
East Asia & Pacific
Eastern Europe & Central Asia
Latin America & Carribian
Middle East & North Africa
OECD
South Asia
Sub-Saharan Africa

Days
174,3
257,2
229,3
186,6
161,5
244,6
271,1

(Source: Doing Bussiness Report 2009)
The ranking of the investors climate and economic freedom of the national economies on the
basis of duration of the administrative activities associated with building of the construction
works shows the relevance of the defining adequate legal framework and the successful BCS.
This task should be conducted by taking into consideration constant, dynamic and fast
development of construction technologies, regulations, enterprise as well as changes in natural
and social environment that generates complex systems of their interaction. Also, global
market, mobility of persons and freedom to perform services launch new requests on
legislation and regulations in civil engineering and urban planning. Therefore, optimal
solutions for legal framework and BCS are not any more possible to find solely within
construction sector, but has to be based on interdisciplinary approach.
2. Research of building control systems
According to some basic investigations (van den Heijden and de Jong, 2009), BCS are rarely
subject of interest within academic community. This fact is hard to understand, having in
mind that efficacy of the building control system has tremendous impact on the investment
climate and the business results of construction industry.
When conducting scientific research of the building regulations and BCS, one should take
into the consideration the quality of rules that are defined by building regulations, and
whether this rules will lead to the compliance, the enforcement strategy, the enforcement style
and the enforcement actors (van den Heijden and de Jong, 2009).
Enforcement strategy includes tactical choices such as resources, targets and monitoring of
the system and types of action which can be base on sanctions for non-compliance by fines
and penalties or on spontaneous obedience to the regulations reached through positive
incentives. Building control systems are often based also on the mixed strategies that can be
described as a synergy between punishment and persuasion (Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992).
Enforcement strategy can also be concentrated on risks, which most usual percieved
advantage as more effective, efficient and legitimate due to prioritized enforcement activities
and more analitically based choices (Hutter, 2005). On the other hand, disadvantage of the
risk concentrated system is that it might lead to the false sence of security and the blindeness
to the new risks.

Enforcement style can be shortly described as a relationship between building control officers
and the building operatores. This style can vary from pure legalistic one, with limited or no
elasticity in enforcing the rules to the advisefull one (van den Heijden and de Jong, 2009).
As for the enforcement actors, there are also variety of possibilities in the building control
systems. Traditional government agencies and building control officers are in majority of
regimes supplemented by private persons and/or bodies performing different roles in BCS. It
is not rare that BCS includes also self-controlling activities giving the building operators
oportunity to prove their compliance with the regulations. The concept of „enforced selfregulation―(Ayres and Braithwaite, 1992; Braithwaite, 1982) is also known as a model in
which public sector is supervising the rule-making process by a private sector, while the
compliance is agreed between private and public sector.
Described scientific framework for evaluation of the BCS, and scientific research of the
building regulations and building control problems can give information on possible outcome
of any intervention in BCS. Usually used ―
best practices‖ approach has not such potency.
3. Efficacy of building control systems
3.1 Key parameters of building control systems
Although scientific research in the field of building regulation and BCS building control
system is not very intensive, number of information is available from business and
administrative research on assessment of the building control mechanisms and their impact on
the construction industry and public interest in construction sector.
In current study, a meta-analysis of data sources was performed in order to determine the key
parameters which influence the efficacy of the building control systems. Data sources were
selected:
- by the entity which performed research: academic community, business community, entities
responsible for building control systems and other entities,
- by the aim of the research: research and assessment of the regulatory framework and
building control systems, comparison of best practices as well as case reports on
rationalization, optimisation and simplification of building control systems,
- by time frame: majority of analysed data were published within last ten years.
The results of the meta-analysis were evaluated regarding their impact on the BCS and
assigned to one of the three groups: parameters that covers regulatory framework, parameters
that covers organisational component and parameters that covers financial component of the
building control system. The results of meta-analysis are shown in following tables (tab.2, 3
and 4).
Table 2. contains results of meta-analysis regarding regulatory parameters that have
significance for the BCS. The results shows that the quality of regulations and the need that
complexness of the procedures and documentation for the construction works should be
proportional to the risk are the most important parameters in this group.

Table 2.

Regulatory framework key parameters ordered by frequency

No
1

Parameter description
quality of regulations

2

procedures
and
proportional to the risk

3

interaction with the administratively
connected sectors
limitations of deadlines for certain
procedures
balance between responsibilities of the
accountable
persons
and
control
processes
singular procedures
clear and strict formal procedures
flexibility of the regulations
clear and strict definitions
poised development of the building
control system
priority to the projects of community
interest

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Data source

documentation

UN, 2007 (4x); FIAS 2001; Hamdy and Sader,
2008 (3x); Moullier, 2009 (2x); Hsueh, 2010;
Vancouver City Building Inspector, 1995
Subedi et al., 2008 (2x); Fučić, 2003 (3x); Fučić,
2007; Meijer and Visscher, 1998; Hamdy and
Sader, 2008; Moullier, 2009; Hsueh, 2010;
Fučić, 2003 (3x); FIAS, 2001; Geginat and
Malinska, 2008
4 Fučić, 2003; FIAS, 2001; Moullier 2009 (2x)
UN, 2007; FIAS 2001; Espinosa, 2009; Moullier,
2009
van den Heijden, 2010b; FIAS 2001 (2x);
Subedi et al., 2008; Fučić, 2003; FIAS, 2001;
UN, 2007; Hamdy and Sader, 2008;
Yau, 2009
van den Heijden et al., 2007
Hsueh, 2010

The results in Table 3. show the frequency of the building control organisational key
parameters. In this case, the level and mode of the participation of the private sector, and the
need for managing building control procedures are the most frequent parameters.
Table 3.
No
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

Organisational key parameters ordered by frequency

Parameter description
Data source
level and mode of the private sector van den Heijden et al, 2007; Yau, 2009; van den
Heijden, 2010a (3x); van den Heijden, 2010b
participation in building control system

(4x); van den Heijden, 2009 (4x), Hsueh, 2010;
Espinosa, 2009; Geginat and Malinska, 2008;
FIAS, 2001; Moullier, 2009 (5x); Hsueh, 2010
(9x);

management of the building control
procedures
life-time
training
of
building UN, 2007; Fučić, 2003; Yau, 2009; van den
Heijden, 2009; FIAS, 2001; Moullier, 2009 (3x);
professionals
Hsueh, 2010 (2x); Blair, 2005)

capability of the entities involved in Subedi et al, 2008; van den Heijden et al, 2007;
Yau, 2009 (2x); Moullier, 2009 (2x); Hsueh, 2010
building control activities

(3x); Blair, 2005; Geginat and Malinska, 2008;
UN, 2007; Fučić, 2003; Fučić, 2009; Fučić, 2007;
Meijer and Visscher, 1998; van den Heijden,
2010a; van den Heijden, 2010b

balance between responsibilities of the
accountable
persons
and
control
processes
public awareness and support to Subedi et al, 2008 (2x); UN, 2007 (2x); Yau,
2009; Espinosa, 2009;
regulation enforcement
availability
of
regulations
and Yau, 2009; FIAS, 2001; Moullier, 2009; Hsueh,

14
15

instructions
cooperation of all actors in the building
control system
supervision of the building control
system
cooperation between central government
(drafting the regulations) and local
government (enforcing the regulations)
professional’s
awareness
regarding
regulations
capability of central government
proportionality between capability of
person conducting the control and the
matter of control
capability of building professionals
management of the system

16

capability of the economic operators

8
9
10
11
12
13

2010 (2x);
UN, 2007; Moullier, 2009; Hsueh, 2010; Blair,
2005; Espinosa 2009;
Pedro et al, 2010; van den Heijden, 2010b; van
den Heijden, 2009 (2x)
UN, 2007; van den Heijden et al, 2007; Moullier,
2009 (2x);
Subedi et al, 2008 (2x); UN, 2007
Subedi et al, 2008; Moullier, 2009;
Meijer and Visscher, 1998 (2x);

Fučić, 2003; Moullier, 2009;
van den Heijden and de Jong, 2009; van den
Heijden, 2009
Fučić, 2003

Table 4. contains results regarding financial parameters. Although analysed data sources
contains less data on this matter, the results shows that the cost of the building control system
is the most significant parameter.
Table 4.

Financial key parameters ordered by frequency

No
1

Parameter description
cost of the building control system

2
3

cost of the non-formal payments
cost of the non-compliance

4

building costs

Data source

Yau, 2009; Hsueh, 2010; Blair, 2005; Espinosa,
2009 (2x); Geginat and Malinska (2008
FIAS, 2001 (2x); Moullier, 2009
Fučić, 2007; van den Heijden, 2010a; Moullier,
2009
Subedi et al, 2008; UN, 2007; FIAS, 2001

3.2 Rationalisation, optimisation and simplification of building control procedures
Aside to the determined key parameters, meta-analysis shows that the problem of
understanding the importance of verifing construction works compliance with assigned
conditions (although these procedures burden the economy) is noticeable. Without an efficient
BCS, the regulated requirements for the construction works make little impact (Pilzer, 2005).
For instance, recent natural disasters which hit countries with develeped building regulations
resulted in high victim numbers and vast collateral damage because of low building
compatibility with the assigned conditions (UN, 2007).
An important element in compatibility assessment is issuing of building permits. They are
relevant in fulfillment of the essential requirements for construction works. At the same time
they guarantee minimal safety standards for the public and the investors must be aware that
bulding control authority is consequent in applying clear technical requirements. Therefore
building permit issuing systems must exist and be efficiently applied (Moullier, 2009).

In numerous building control systems building permit is used to protect different types of
public goods, such as prohibiting construction near airports or environmental protection from
potentialy hazardous emmisions. Accordig to that, issuing of the building permit protects
public interest not only regarding building itself, but also regarding it’s influnece on the
surrounding environment (Moullier, 2009). However, the side effect of conducting many
procedures while issuing a building permit may be an increase in expenses of the entire
construction project for up to 5 % (Hsueh, 2010).
Therefore, central and local governments often enter the procedural reforms which are
concentrated on administrative questions of issuing building permits (Cordova-Novion,
2007). This approach is understandible, because the reason for the duration of the building
permit issuance is seen only as a result of administrative procedures and formalities
characteristical for bureaucratic environment. However, some researches (Fučić, 2010; Yau,
2009) have shown that it is possible to apply quality control principles used in other industries
to the construction activities. According to that, it could be possible to replace administrative
procedures for verification of complinace with the regulated requirements with the procedures
based on the quality control principles.
Therefore, one can conclude that the rationalization, optimisation and simplification of the
building control procedures should not be based solely on the modification of the
administrative procedures. They should be based on the approach that would integrate all
parameters which influence efficacy of the BCS, respecting simultaneously the impact on the
construction industry and public interest in construction sector. Confirmation of such
approach can be found in the determined key parameters of BCS (Table 2, 3 and 4). Almost
none of the frequently engaged parameters has administrative or formal character.
3.3 Organisation of building control
From the organisational point of view, building control systems can be classified as public,
private and mixed systems. Dual concept, where at the same time exists equally public and
private system is also possible.
Pure public system, in which all of the components and activities of the building control
system are performed by public bodies, according to the relevant comparative studies (Pedro
et al., 2010) are relatively rare. Only five European member states (Greece, Hungary, Ireland,
The Netherlands and Slovakia) out of 27 examined, perform building control activities
exclusively by public agencies or bodies.
The most of the European member states have mixed BCS. That means that part of the
building control activities are performed by a public bodies or agencies, and the rest are
performed by private persons. However, further similarities between systems are hard to
detect, since in every system different set of activities is foreseen and the public and private
involvement in the system also differ.
United Kingdom is the only European member state with dual building control system. Public
bodies and private persons perform the same building control activities, and they are in
competition. Similar systems can be find outside Europe, in Canada (van den Heijden, 2010a)
and Australia (van den Heijden, 2010b).

Exclusively private system does not exist in any of European member state.
Procedurally, BCS can rely on the total control, risk-based or random check approach
(Building Control Alliance, 2007).
4. Conclusions
Integration and interpretation of the comparative meta-analysis results produces suggestions
on possible directions of governing the transition of the non-effective BCS in favourable
direction.
According to almost all consulted data sources, and in particular comparative research of
European building control systems (Meijer and Visscher, 1998; Mikulits, 2006; Pedro et al.,
2010) shows that system of building control should aim to cover four phases in the realisation
of a construction work:
- a phase of preliminary construction approval within which the investor collects information
about the local conditions which could affect his construction realisation,
- a phase of detailed verification whether the building will fulfil the prescribed requirements;
verification is conducted while issuing the building permit and based upon various
calculations,
- a phase of construction, during which site-inspections are performed,
- a phase of construction finalisation when the building’s compatibility with the initial project
is verified.
The above mentioned phases can be further divided on particular issues. However,
justifiability of some of these issues as a part of BCS might be questionable (e.g. aesthetic
considerations or handling fees), because they do have impact to the efficacy of the BCS but
they do not contribute to the safety of the construction:
- planning process and planning consent (contents of the phisical plans and issuing of the
location permit, or location consent),
- existing building and demolition (removing of existing building and proper procedures),
- protected property quality and environmental aspects (questions regarding construction work
built inside or nearby nature/cultural protected area or when construction work is a possible
threat for the environment)
- road access, infrastructure - cost sharing (equipment of the building plot with infrastructure),
- neighbour consent/right to appeal (justification of the neighbours rights in the building
control procedures),
- approval of actors accountable to the authorities (architect, designers, contractors - the actors
accountable for compliance of the construction work to the prescribed conditions and
requirements),
- particular submissions with the application (the contents of the application for the building
permit),
- the issuing of building permits in parts (possibility that building permit can be issued for the
phases of the construction work),
- aesthetic considerations – relating to surrounding environment (the question of evaluation of
the architectural design of the outer shell of the building),
- particular building control issues (checking activities of the relevant authority regarding e.g.
fire, accessibility, structural safety)

- procedures in case of deviations from planning or building permit,
- completion procedures: permit of use and completion certificate (procedures before the start
of the use of the construction work),
- handling fees.
Other than that, the BCS should also deal with the following issues:
- administrative division of responsibility on which the system is appointed (central, regional
or local government),
- responsibility for the design of the construction work (capability of accountable persons),
- verification of the design regarding physical-planning aspects (central, regional or local
government)
- competence for verification of the design regarding technical aspects (building control
authority, professional association, authorized private person, or no verification),
- verification of the design regarding connected administrative sectors (building control
authority, investor)
- competence for issuing of the building permit (building control authority, authorized private
person),
- competence for site-inspections (building control authority, authorized private person,
designer, self-certification, no inspections)
- empowerment for construction suspension or termination (building control authority,
authorized private person, designer)
- competence for final inspection of the completed work (building control authority, no
inspection)
- competenece for issuing of the occupational permit (building control authority, authorized
private person, no occupational permit)
- supervision of BCS (central, regional or local government).
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Abstract
On site conditions are changing dynamically during the construction and various
factors which impact on the smooth and safe continuance of work are entering the
construction process. Construction site can be divided into different areas according to their
purpose and we can analyze them in terms of risk. Based on the map of cumulation
of risk on construction site areas during tracked period it is possible to obtain
information about the level of security zones.
The aim of this paper is to highlight the necessity of analyzing the
construction site areas with a view to appropriate plan of arrangement of these areas within
the construction site at the stage of pre-construction planning of contractor. The result of
such a proposal will be a safer operation and construction process.
Key words: construction site, onsite safety, construction planning

Introduction
In preparation for construction we have to deal with issues of proper placement of all
components of construction site. We determine relationships between elements and
evaluate the anticipated needs and requirements for a successful and smooth running of
construction. Especially complex buildings and

construction in cramped

conditions

are pointing out the importance of good planning for the purpose of higher effectivity and
cost savings.

The temporary facilities of construction site are generating surface, respectively
space

requirements on site. This

article

focuses

on improving

and optimizing the

location of areas needed for the purpose of construction. Model case was studied.

Types of areas within the construction site
In general, we may divide areas for this purpose as following:
a.

Traffic areas
i.

Delivery and transportation of stock

ii.

Transport of laborers

b.

Storage areas

c.

Preparation and installation areas

d.

Working areas

e.

Areas for construction site facilities – containers

f.

Areas under risk

a.

Traffic areas indicate the need for delivery and transport of materials on site,

including

the

transfer to

stock

areas, respectively directly

to

the

area of

processing. This category includes the communication area for the movement of workers
within the site. This is particularly the guidance of regular movement of workers from the
changing room or sanitary facilities on site to a place where they currently carry
out construction processes.
b. Storage areas reflect requirements for continuous supply of the building. This may be
closed or open air areas within the site or eventually inside the building where the material
needed for construction will be stored. The proposal of these areas is depending from the
supply cycle opportunities.
c.

Preparation and installation areas are used for the preparation, production, or

cleaning

of elements that

will

be directly installed or frequently

re-used in

construction. These areas are usually proposed close to crane available radius and close to
storage places of particular materials or elements.

d. Working areas are areas that are directly in place of processed structure and its close
surrounding area. It includes the space that staff need for building up these structures,
including ancillary and support structures, i.e. 600-800 mm.
e.

Areas for construction site facilities – containers of construction site have

predetermined value, based

on calculations and

estimated

number

of deployed

workers. Usually are these containers placed near the entrance to the site. The size of the
need of this area can be eliminated by placing it above each other.
f.

Areas under risk are located in close proximity to the hazard. This is a particular

area over which construction activity takes place. In this case it is a specific type of area
that is not proposed but rather considered on the basis of work processing analysis. It
is surely the important part for proper evaluation of cumulative risk map.

Figure 1
Picture
1 Construction
Construction site
site area
area types
types

Determining the size, dimensions and location of areas
It

is appropriate

to

assess and

analyze the

overall

structure as

a

whole

and then individual building processes in terms of their requirements in the circumstances
when defining areas within the site. It is necessary to find the right balance between all the
available space requirements and do the design of the structure breakdown so that
especially continuity of work and also safety are maintained.

During the preparatory phase, we already have enough information to draw up the
estimated size and location of areas. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Area breakdown structure processing

First we mark the working areas as they are defined by project. In the next step they
will be divided into traffic areas, preparation and installation areas and construction site
facilities – containers. These three categories are interconnected the most and so for their
design is mutually influenced. For transportation we try to allocate the smallest but
sufficient area. Based on the histogram and then the calculation we can assume needs for
the operational and social facilities. Area for preparatory work and installation can be
determined in accordance with the requirements of the technologies and processes. After
the allocation of these areas it remains the area which will serve for storage purposes. We
consider this therefore as last because we can influence it by appropriate supply cycle.
We can determine the amount of material and speed of construction progress from
schedule. Thus we get the data, with the help of which we define storage areas.

The last area that is assigned is area under risk. They have not designed but directly
given by the manufacturing process analysis. However we include them into consideration in
order to complete the resulting map.

Color range and creation of maps
To

reflect

the level

of

risk of

areas

it is

necessary

to choose

the color

range, respectively numerical designation. On the basis of assigning numbers to each
area there will be cumulative risk map created. Simply speaking, it will be the map of
frequency of use. The main idea behind this approach is that the more the area is used the
greater the likelihood of a collision is.

green
1

blue
2

yellow
3

orange
4

red
5

Chart1 Color range and number assignment

By gradual

analysis of

building processes we determine

which areas within

the site are the essential parts. We determine labor, transportation, storage, preparation
or assembly areas and then areas, which are under risk by any other construction activity for
each process. Only the activities that are taking the place at the same time are taking into
account.
Using available information from the work schedule we can assign the time data to
each area on the site to determine their needs. The dynamic map will be created on
this principle there , which reflects the intensity of area use in selected period or eventually
during whole construction.

Figure 3 Intensity map of used areas

Figure 3 shows the intensity of use of the site for purposes of bricklaying. This activity
is isolated from other ongoing activities. Figure 4 shows the evaluation of the other ongoing
activities that are performed at the same time according to schedule - the cumulative map.

Figure 4 Cumulative map

Conclusion
For this specific case of building there were construction processes analyzed in terms
of space needs at the site. The resulting cumulative map shows that the intensity of land
use is different. In some areas it reaches the level at which it is necessary to consider

either the increased safety or to change the location of areas. The aim is to optimize the
resulting cumulative map

of the

area and

deploy

areas

to

lower

the

level

of intensity. Contractor has the opportunity to affect good design of overall safety of the site
already in pre-construction phase. He may also take into account requirements such to keep
communication or an escape routes loose as they must remain available throughout
the building.
This method can be combined with computer technologies and it needs to be more
automated, it is otherwise very laborious. But on the other hand it gives to pre-construction
planner solid and quality tool for the right layout design of areas that are essential for
safety and continuity during construction.
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Abstract
In my contribution are described quality assurance education process at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava (Slovakia). The Slovak
University of Technology in Bratislava was founded in 1937. The Faculty of Civil Engineering is the largest engineering faculty at the University Quality of education process
depends on many important factors, like high qualification of teachers, good infrastructure
concerning the education, library with new books and journals from all over the world,
effective university information system etc. In the process of continual increasing the quality
of education process we can implement quality management system according to ISO
9001:2008 and another higher levels of Quality management like Total Quality Management,
reengineering, Kaizen method and model of excellence CAF (Common assessment
framework). Implementation of these quality management philosophies at university
education process can lead into increasing quality of teachers and our customers-students and
through them to application of new world knowledge and experiences to practice.
.
Keywords: Quality, assurance, education, process, university

Introduction
Quality of education process depends on many important factors. The most serious of them
is quality and qualification of university teachers and researches responsible for quality of
pedagogical process. Five years ago the rector of Slovak University of Technology in
Bratislava decided to develop and implement new quality management trends in university
and in all its faculties. Pedagogical process at university is the most important activity,
because the students are our main customers and our main objective is to offer them the best
information and knowledge, which help them to find fulfilment in practice after finishing
university study. To reach this aim it requires to implement many other qualitative factors
described at this contribution. I cooperated at this process at university and tried to implement
the best features of more quality management approaches and philosophies with aim to find
the best solution concerning the increasing of pedagogical process quality at university.
1. Education system
A new system of study introduced after 1989 at the Faculty has recently been further
updated to a credit-based modular-unit system. The first part of the study, a three-year course

(180 credits), leads to a bachelor's degree. It gives the student the theoretical background
necessary for further specialisation together with the basics of civil engineering. To broaden
the students' educational perspectives, courses in the arts and social sciences, including
philosophy, sociology, law, psychology and aesthetics, have been added to the curricula.
The second part of the system, which is aimed at developing special skills in the chosen
specialisation, is completed by a thesis. Its successful completion results in the award of the
Diploma in Civil Engineering - Dipl. Ing., an M.Sc. equivalent degree. This part lasts two
years (120 credits) and permits students to implement their individual goals for their
vocational education and specialisation. Thereafter, a four-year Ph.D. study programme is
offered to students with a M.Sc. degree.
The new study plan provides three means by which foreign students can attend courses
offered by the Faculty. Presently they can enter the B.Sc. and M.Sc. courses held in Slovak
after taking a Slovak language course. An English-language B.Sc. and M.Sc. programmes are
currently being prepared for foreign students and will initially be open to approximately 20
participants. An individual study programme is arranged for each Ph.D. candidate. The
candidate is monitored by a supervisor and a commission. The study programme also includes
teaching activities and a seminar in a foreign language. Ph.D. students can pursue their
doctoral thesis in Slovak or a foreign language.
The civil engineering training is supported by education in foreign languages (English,
Russian, German and French) at all levels of instruction provided by the Department of
Languages. Instruction in the Slovak language is also offered for foreign students. An
extensive offering of athletic activities by the Department of Physical Education also supports
the engineering training.
FIG. 1 shows existing structure of accredited study programmes at our faculty. My
Department of Building Technology in cooperation with Institute of management is guarantor
of study programmes concerning the field of technology and management in construction:
The Department of Building Technology provides instruction in subjects including the
Technology of Building Processes, Building Technology, Building-service Technology, Site
Equipment Theory, Computer-Aided Preconstruction Design, Project Management,
Preconstruction Design of Renovation, Environmental Protection During Construction,
Facility Management and Quality Management.
Research activities are mainly focused on the optimisation of site facilities, optimal usage
of machines and multiple-machine groups, methods and criteria for optimum decision-making
in preconstruction design, project and maintenance management, total building quality
management, environmental protection during construction, health protection and nsafety
management in construction, simulation models of building processes, non-destructive
testing, techniques and procedures of building renovation.
Tab. 1 shows study programme Building Technology and Management in Bachelor degree.
Tab. 2 shows study programme Building Technology in Master degree.
2. Factors influencing quality of pedagogical process
The process of pedagogical process planning starts by proposal of study programs by
guarantors approved by top management of faculties in framework of accredited fields of
studies. Study programs are each year approved by scientific committee of SUT faculties and
by academic senates of faculties. After this process study programs are publicized for teachers

Accredited Study Programmes: Bachelor degree (Bc) .
1. Civil and Transportation Engineering
2. Hydraulic Engineering
and Water Resources Management
3. Geodesy and Cartography
4. Building Structures and Architecture
5. Environmental Engineering
6. Building Technology and Management
7. Civil Engineering (in English language)
8. Mathematical and Computational Modelling

Accredited Study Programmes: Master degree (Ing.)

1. Civil Engineering Structures
2. Transportation Structures
3. Building Structures
4. Civil Engineering in Urban Areas
5. Hydraulic Engineering and Water Resources Management
6. Hydraulic Engineering
7. Land and Water Resources Management
8. Sanitary Engineering
9. Landscape Engineering
10. Geodesy and Cartography
11. Architectural Constructions and Design
12. Buildings and Environment
13. Building Services
14. Technology of Build Environment
15. Building Structures and Architecture
16. Economics and Building Industry Management
17. Building Technology
18. Building Materials and Prefabrication
19. Constructions and Environment
20. Civil Engineering (in English)
21. Mathematical and Computational Modelling

Accredited Study Programmes: Degree philosophies doctor (PhD,)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Theory and Structures of Civil Engineering
Geotechnics
Applied Mechanics
Engineering Hydrology
Hydraulic Engineering
Sanitary Engineering
Landscaping
Geodesy and Cartography
Theory and Structures of Buildings
Theory and Technology of Build Environment
Sectorial and Cross-Sectional Economics
Non-metallic Materials and Building Masses
Building Technology
Applied Mathematics
Forensic Engineering

FIG. 1

Accredited study programmes at the Faculty of Civil Engineering

TABLE 1: FIELD OF STUDY - BUILDING INDUSTRY
Guarantor: prof. Jozef Gašparík, PhD.
STUDY PROGRAMME: BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT (Bachelor degree -Bc)- 3 years
Subject
History of architecture
Geology
Geodesy in construction
Construction design
Building chemistry
Descriptive geometry
Mathematics I, II
Building construction statics
Physics
Building material I,II
Building construction I., II., III.
Bases of law
Structural mechanics
Soil mechanics and building
foundation
Building services I,II

N
S
20
10
10
20
20
10
20
10
10
10
10
20
10
10

Semester
Depart- N.
ment
ARCH
22
GEO
05
TGE
03
BCO
08
MEN
15
MDG
11
MDG
11
SME
14
PHY
13
MEN
15
BCO
08
HUS
21
SME
14
GEO
05

10

BSE

18

Macroeconomics
Technology of building processes
I,II,III
Atelier creation

20
10

EBM
BTE

21
16

5

Technical practice

5

BTE
BCO
BTE

08,
16
16

Economics and construction
management
Elective subject
Building thermic techniques
Reinforced concrete structures
Building costs and value
Steel and wood supporting
elements
Building construction management
Environmental management
Seminar to bachelor work

10

EBM

12

10
10
10
10
10

BCO
CSB
EBM
STS

08
01
12
09

10
10
5

BTE
BTE
BTE

16
16
16

Final bachelor work
Excursion

5
20

BTE
BTE

16
16
Total

1
L/S

C

0/2 sc
2/2 e
2/2 e
0/2 sc
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/3 e

2
5
5
2
5
5
6

2
L/S C

3/3 e
3/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e

7
6
5
5
6

3
L/S C

2/2 e
2/2 e
2/0 sc
3/2 e
2/2 e

5
5
2
6
5

2/2 e

5

4
L/S C

L/S

C

6
L/S C

2/0 sc 2
2/2 e 5 2/2 e

5

1/1 sc 3

2/2 e

5

2/1 e

4

3
weeks
,c
2/2 e 5

5

0/4
sc

2/1 e 4 2/1 e
2/1 sc 4
3/3 e
2/2 e

0/2
sc

25

30

25

30

25

30

25

30

25

5

5
6
5

2

2/2 e

5

2/2 e

5

2/2 e 5
1/1 sc 2

0/9 sc 10
1
week,
c
30
25 30

TABLE 1: FIELD OF STUDY - BUILDING INDUSTRY
Guarantor: prof. Jozef Gašparík, PhD.
STUDY PROGRAMME: BUILDING TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT (Bachelor degree -Bc)- 3 years
Subject
Physical training
Foreign language
Elective subject
Structural mechanics II
Management principles
Politology
Bulilding acustics and lighting
Transport buliding design and
realization
Building construction IV.
Reinforced concrete structures II.
Building services III
Water building design and
realization
Technology of building elements

N
S
20
10

Semester
Depart- N.
ment
PTR
20
FOL
19

10
10
10
10
10

SME
EBM
HUS
BCO
TEN

14
12
21
08
02

10
10
10
10

BCO
CSB
BSE
WRM

08
01
18
06

10

MEN

15

1
L/S

C

2
L/S C

3
L/S C

4
L/S C

5
L/S

C

0/2 c - 0/2 c - 0/2 c - 0/2 c
0/2 sc 1 0/2 sc 2 0/2 sc 1 0/2 e

2

2/1 e
2/1 e
2/1 e

6
L/S C

4
4
4
2/1 e
2/1 e

5
5

2/1 e

5
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e

5
5
5

2/2 e

5

and students through Academic Information System (AIS) of faculties. On WEB site of SUT
and faculties are detailed information about all pedagogical system. Main responsibility for
quality of pedagogical process has top management of faculty (dean of the faculty, vice-dean
for education and guarantors of study programs). For quality of education process are
responsible guarantor of study subjects, lecturer and heads of seminars. Important role during
the pedagogical process planning and realization have pedagogical council, the members of
which are guarantors of key subjects of study program. This council is responsible for quality
evaluation of pedagogical process and its quality improvement. The council is open for
students, teachers and practice and requirements of this people implements into increasing the
quality of study programs, teaching plans and revision of study literature.
Communication between students and faculty management is realized by meetings with dean,
vice-deans, guarantors of study programs. Students have representing persons in academic
senate and council of dean. Once a year we have meeting of all academic community, where
are questions concerning the quality of pedagogical process analyzed. Factors influencing the
quality of pedagogical process are illustrated in figure 2, where are described key activities of
this process and responsibility of faculty management.
3. Quality evaluation system of pedagogical process
Basic activities concerning the quality monitoring and evaluation of pedagogical process are
illustrated in figure 3. Final responsibility for quality of pedagogical process has dean of the
faculty. Dean delegates this responsibility into vice dean for education process and especially
into guarantors of study programs. This top management of faculty is responsible for:
 accessibility of all information concerning the pedagogical process for teachers and
students of all degrees (bachelors, masters, PhD.)
 timely approval and publication of study programs,
 timely assurance of schedule for students and teachers,
 function and readability of academic information system (AIS) for students and
teachers,

TABLE 2: FIELD OF STUDY - BUILDING INDUSTRY
Guarantor: prof. Jozef Gašparík, PhD.
STUDY PROGRAMME: BUILDING TECHNOLOGY (Master degree-Ing, M.Sc.- 2 years )
Subject
Building planning
Project management
Concrete technology I.
Building modelling
Technology of building renovation
Elective subject
Elective subject
Site equipment and management
Finance management
Technology of reconstruction
Technology of finish processes
Technical practice

N
S
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Semester
Depart- N.
ment
BTE
16
EBM
12
MEN
15
BTE
16
BTE
16
BTE
EBM
MEN
BTE
BTE

16
12
15
16
16

1
L/S

C

2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/1 sc

6
5
5
2
5
4

Quality management in construction
Strategic management and marketing
Building testing methods

10
10
10

BTE
EBM
MEN

16
12
15

Technological project I,II
Excursion

10
10

BTE
BTE

16
16

Thesis
Building law
Environmental protection and
management
TOTAL
Physical training
Elective subjects
Mathematical statistics
Building pathology
Engineering networks
Economical-mathematical
optimization methods
High-rise reinforced structures
Technology of engineering buildings
Technology of historical buildings I,
II
Computer using in building planning
Engineering ethics
Building technical equipment
reconstruction technology
Steel and wood structures
Reality evaluation
Non destructive testing
Technology of water buildings
Community services and region
development
Personal management
Forensic engineering
Landed law

10
20
10

BTE
HUS
BTE

16
21
16

20

PTR

20

10
10
10
10

MDG
BTE
SEE
EBM

11 2/1 sc
16 2/1 sc
17 2/1 sc
12

10
10
10

CSB
TEN
BTE

10
20
10

2
L/S C

2/2 e
2/1 sc
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e
3 sc
weeks

3
L/S C

4
L/S C

5 2/2 e 5 2/2 sc 5
3 2/1 sc 3
5
5
5
5
2
2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e

5
5
5

0/4 sc 5 0/4 sc
1
2
week
Sc
O/9 sc
2/0 sc
2/2 sc
23

30

4
4
4

23 30 23 30
0/2 c - 0/2 c -

2/2 e

5

01
02
16

2/2 e
2/2 e
2/2 e

5
5
5

BTE
HUS
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FIG. 2: Structure of pedagogical process activities
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assurance of modern didactic technique for pedagogical process in teaching rooms
and laboratories (personal computers, data projectors, video projection, laboratory
instruments and equipment etc.),
accessibility and actualization of software using during pedagogical process,
yearly evaluation and measurement quality of pedagogical process.

Very important factor of pedagogical process evaluation represent results of teachers quality
evaluation by students through academic information system by form of anonym
questionnaire, where each lecturer and head of seminar can find after finishing the semester
evaluation of his or her pedagogical work. This information has also guarantor of study
program and in case of bad teacher evaluation guarantor must prepare corrective and
preventive actions for future activity of pedagogue. Guarantors of study programs and study
subjects have responsibility for checking the quality of pedagogical process by form of
inspection of lectures and seminars. Monitoring of pedagogical process quality involves
these activities:
 input quality control of subject syllabus, teaching literature, didactic technique and
professionalism of teachers,
 continuous quality control of pedagogical process by inspection of lectures and
seminars quality level, quality of documents and necessary records etc.,
4. Model CAF
The Common Assessment Framework (CAF) is total quality management tool inspired by the
Excellence Model of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) and by the
Model of the German Speyer Academy. The CAF model is provided to European public
sector organizations as a simple tool to amply management techniques aimed at performance
improvement. The CAF model is based on the assumption that organizations achieve
extraordinary results in performance in relation to citizens/customers, employees and society
on the basis of leadership, strategy and planning, employees, partnerships and processes. It
provides a view of the organization from different angles and at the same time, it holistically
analyses the performance of organization.
The CAF model has the following main aims [4]:
 Introducing the principles of TQM into public administration,, lead organizations
methodically while understanding and applying self-assessment in the phase of
transfer from a planning and performance system to a fully integrated PDCA cycle
(PLAN-DO-CHECK-ACT) developed by Deming.
 Support self-assessment of public sector organizations in order to obtain a structured
picture of the organization and subsequently, ideas for improvement activities.
 Serve as a bridge between various models used in quality management.
 Support bench learning between public sector organizations.
The structure of nine areas (fig. 4) determines the main aspects requiring attention during any
analysis of an organization. Criteria 1-5 relate to preconditions characteristics of the
organization. These determine what the organization does and how it approaches its tasks in
order to achieve the desired results. Within criteria 6-9, results achieved in relation to
citizens/customers, employees and society are measured. Key performance results are
evaluated using measurement and evaluation of internal indicators. Each criterion is divided
into sub-criteria. The 28 sub-criteria define the main areas that must be considered during
organizational self-assessment. Organizations with more then 70% points can participate on
the competition for the National Quality Award.
Model CAF is useful to implement after development and implementation of Quality
Management System(QMS) according to ISO 9001:2008. QMS represents very good basis for
application of higher quality management philosophy, like TQM (1), KAIZEN, reengineering
and model CAF. Faculty of material engineering of SUT were in year 2009 in final step of the
National Quality Award concerning the implementation of model CAF in Slovakia. My
organization CEMAKS (Quality Management Centre in Construction), which is holder of

QMS certificate according to ISO 9001:2008, uses model CAF as a tool for continuous
improvement of quality products and services.
It is not important, which quality management philosophy at university will be implemented.
The main activities must be focused into our customers-students and society, where our
graduates will later work. University must involve all employees into process of quality
improvement of all activities, especially education process, because by this process direct
influences the quality of our graduates.
ENABLERS (500 points)

RESULTS (400 points)

People
results
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People
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and
planning
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Partnerships
and
resources
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Processes
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Customer
oriented
results
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Key
performance
results
100 points

Society
results
100 points

INNOVATION AND LEARNING
FIG.4: CAF Model Structure (2)
CONCLUSION
In my contribution are described knowledge concerning the implementation of Quality
Management System in education process at the Faculty of Civil Engineering of the Slovak
University of Technology in Bratislava. All quality factors analyzed in contribution helped us
to increase quality of education. At this time we try implement the best features of higher
quality management philosophies, which principles are also described at last chapter. I
believe, that these experiences and knowledge can help other education institutions to develop
and implement quality management approach, which will lead into satisfaction of students,
teachers and all society.
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Abstract
Continual quality improvement is one of the basic strategic principles of Quality Management
System (QMS) according to requirements of ISO 9001:2008. Construction companies, which
plan to work effectively, move forward and be successfully on market at home and abroad,
they must remember this reality. In our contributions are analyzed higher levels of Quality
Management philosophies, like Total Quality Management, KAIZEN, reengineering and
model EFQM, which can help to increase quality level of construction companies. In our
contribution are described basic principles of these management approaches and possible
effects due to their implementation in construction companies.
Keywords: quality, management, construction, company, system, management levels

Introduction
Quality is a key factor leading to business success, growth and enhanced competitive position.
A construction firm must organize itself in such a way that human, administrative and
technical factors affecting quality will be under control. The most of construction companies
implement in practice requirements of ISO 9001:2008. This standard is very good bases for
continually improvement of construction company quality management with aim to satisfy
requirements of customers-investors and building users. Building contractors therefore try to
find new ways for development their existing quality management systems. On fig. 1 there are
illustrated some world trends and higher levels of quality management philosophies, like
Total Quality Management (TQM), KAIZEN method, reengineering or model EFQM with
new revision in year 2010. Also new revision of ISO 9004:2009 “Managing for the sustained
success of an organization. A quality management approach” was developed with aim of
continually increasing the quality management level in organization. According to this
international standard construction company should develop the quality management system
(QMS) to ensure the efficient use of resources, decision making based on factual evidence
and focus on customer satisfaction and the needs and expectations of other relevant interested
parties. The construction company can achieve sustained success by consistently meeting the
needs and expectations of its interested parties by balanced way. With aim to achieve
sustained success top management of construction company should have a long term planning
perspective, continually monitor and analyse the company environment, identify all its
relevant interested parties, continually engage interested parties and informed them about

company activities and plans, identify associated short and long-term risks and deploy
strategy for minimizing them, anticipate future resource needs including the useful
competences of the employees, establish processes appropriate to achieve the company
strategy and policy with ability quickly react into changes, ensure that employees in company
have opportunity for learning for their own benefit and for increasing the vitality of a
company and establish and maintain processes of innovation and continual improvement..
Q - QUALITY MANAGEMENT LEVEL
REENGINEERING

ISO 9004, TQM, KAIZEN EFQM
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FIG.1 Quality Management levels

According to fig.1 there are several ways, how to increase quality management level in
construction company. In introduction there are described some principles of ISO 9004:2009,
which has features of higher quality management philosophies, like TQM, KAIZEN, Model
EFQM and reengineering. In next parts of our contribution we will analyse principles and
basic features of these higher forms of quality management..
1. Total Quality Management (TQM)
Total Quality Management is approach of company management focused on quality, which is
based on the participation of all its employees and aiming at:
 long-term success achieved through satisfied customer,
 prosperity of the organization as a whole,
 benefit of all members of the organization.

TQM demands changes of attitudes and behaviour of the employees of the organization in
relation to customers (internal and external) and fulfilling of their duties in a controlled and
coordinated manner [1].
Effects of TQM implementation can be direct (minimization of problems and complaints) and
indirect (growth of consumer confidence to organization, detection of hidden abilities of
employees, increasing of company culture).
Basic steps for TQM development and applying [2]:
 understanding the importance and commitment of an organization to apply TQM in
practice,
 create organizational preconditions for TQM,
 plan and application of effective Quality Management System (QMS) according to
ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 9004:2009,
 education of construction company employees and suppliers,
 effective communication and teamwork between company management levels,
 motivation and reward of employees for achieved results,
 continuous quality improvement at all sections of construction company.
2. KAIZEN Method
Method of KAIZEN is method of continuous quality improvement based on the creative
thinking of employees developed in Japan (KAI – improvement of processes, procedures,
services, ZEN – continuous process refers to everyone).
The aim of KAIZEN method in construction company is continuous improving quality of
building processes and products, improvement of all processes in the value chain of
construction activities, effective using of company costs, mass initiative of all company
employees (company management, researches, administrative staff etc), effective motivation
system, orientation on staff and increasing their performance and working activities, staff are
holders and co-creators of company image.
Principles and methods of KAIZEN are similar to TQM philosophy:
 focusing on customers (investors, interested parties, building users),
 application of TQM philosophy,
 quality circles (managers, workers),
 discipline during all process realization (managers, workers),
 continuous quality improvement of building process planning and realization,
 effective cooperation between contractor and suppliers..
Method of KAIZEN requires to pay attention to any improvement of company production
activities and participation of all company employees in improving processes and services.
Any improvement is analyzed and the positive and negative impacts are examined. Basic
management tasks are: creating and improving standards, frequent meetings to solve
problems, strong support from top management, active work from bottom, motivation for
improvement efforts and reward for creativity.
3. REENGINEERING
Reengineering is philosophy (developed by Hammer and Champy) (3) based on fundamental
rethinking and radical redesign of organization processes to achieve dramatic improvements
in critical measures of performance such as quality level, cost and time. Reengineering was

successfully implemented especially in production and service companies, but this philosophy
can be implemented also very effective in construction company. The aim of this philosophy
is finding new ways for maximal effects of offered products and services.
On fig. 2 are illustrated changes induced by reengineering.
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FIG 2 Changes induced by reengineering
For reengineering processes are characteristic simplicity, its integration and reduction into 5 7, effort for zero mistakes, self control and especially innovation and creativity. On fig. 3 is
illustrated the map of reengineering processes implemented for construction company. Each
key process has manager (owner of process) and process team created by internal employees
and external specialists especially from information technology field..
Internal employees work at given time at process of reengineering development and
implementation, come from different functions, which are involving to process, and know
process or minimum those parts of it, with which they are meeting at their job.
External persons do not work in processes, which must be improve through reengineering,
can bring to work pf process team higher level of objectivity and different view over this
work, have role to break stereotypes, come from environment out of company process, must
know hear and good communicate, must have ability to debate in wider relations and fast
study with aim to understand process, in which they will work and must have fantasy and
ability to formulate conceptions and transplant it for realization(3). External co-operators help
to internal employees implement radical changes concerning the increasing of quality level,
time and cost reduction. On fig.4 is example of reengineering structure of company.
Basic principles of reengineering are:
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FIG 3: Map of reengineering processes of construction design company
effective communication and teamwork of all employees,
monitoring and implementing of world trends concerning the education and research
catching,
 application of information technology in all levels of management
Reengineering in comparison to TQM and KAIZEN is radical redesign of existing processes
with aim to achieve maximal effects in quality, time and cost. All employees are very
effective utilized. It is modern philosophy especially for younger managers, who are creative
and aspire to achieve high level of knowledge.



3. Model EFQM
The EFQM excellence model is an European model based on Total Quality Management –
TQM. It is designed for all organizations that are interested in continuous improvement and
progress towards excellence.
The main purpose of the EFQM model is self-assessment of the organization in order to
achieve continuous improvement of quality. It helps identify strengths and opportunities for
improvement and encourages solutions. It allows for an independent view on the organization

and its functioning. The EFQM model is a basis for assessment and evaluation of a business
aspiring to receive the European Quality Award (EQA), but also the National Quality Award.
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PROCESS
PROCESS
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Effectivee process
realization
Internal
External
workers
worker
Design, planning, realization,
monitoring, creativity

REENGINEERING STRUCTURE
FIG 4: Reengineering company structure

In order to win the EQA, the model must be applied for at least three years and yield the
corresponding results.
The EFQM model may be used in any business as well as any government organization
(however, the Common Assessment Framework – the CAF model is specially designed for
public administration).
3.1 Structure of the EFQM model (4)
The EFQM model is based on 9 criteria (fig. 5): leadership, policy and strategy, people,
partnerships and resources, processes, customer results, people results and key performance
results.
The first 5 criteria are enablers (what the organization has) and the remaining 4 criteria are
results (what the organization achieves). All criteria are divided into sub-criteria; the total is
32 sub-criteria.
The diagram of the model, together with score for each criterion is shown in fig 5. The
direction of arrows shows the dynamic nature of the model. Innovation and learning help
improve enablers, which leads to improved results. This process is continuous. Criteria and
sub-criteria of the model are very sophisticated and deal with all areas of the organization,
even with the environment surrounding it. The model emphasizes the ethical principle crucial
for those who are exceptional.
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FIG. 5: EFQM Model Structure (last revision in year 2010)
3.2 Problems and areas for improvement regarding application of EFQM model
Application of the EFQM model in Slovak organizations is currently not a very frequent
activity (5). Although the model seems simple, its application is a complex process in terms
of time and resources.
The EFQM model can be described as a higher form of quality management in organizations.
It is starting to be implemented mostly by organizations, which have successfully passed the

introduction and certification of the Quality Management System (QMS) according to ISO
9001 and look for ways to further improve the quality of their products.
However, the management in most organizations fails to realize that this approach to
improving quality is not as simple as it seems at the first sight. Although the nine main criteria
of the EFQM seem like they were encountered when building the QMS, the EFQM model
contains a series of sub-criteria (32), which require a very detailed description of the
functioning of the organization and many of the sub-criteria are often misunderstood by the
management. Thus, the enthusiasm with which the management welcomes the introduction of
the EFQM model begins to fade when the model is implemented in practice.
A deeper study of the EFQM model makes directors come to conclusion that the whole
process is too bureaucratic. Organizations often meet the EFQM requirements, but fail to
record their results sufficiently and as required.
When aspiring to the National Quality Award or the European Quality Award, the company
has to prepare a self-assessment report according criteria of the EFQM model, on the basis of
which it is assessed. The preparation of the self-assessment report is an extremely complex
and time-consuming process and requires involvement of key employees from all areas of
business. Incorrect definition of processes and results in the self-assessment report may result
in a low score of an otherwise successful organization from the professional EFQM auditors.
This leads to disappointment, conflicts and rejection of the whole process.
Conclusion
All higher described quality management methods can help to construction company with
developed QMS to find next way of quality improvement. It is not necessary implement all
philosophies. From different quality management theories and methods top management of
company can use some principles and features and implement them in a process of quality
improvement. We support use at this process especially reengineering method and EFQM
model. The path towards excellence according to the EFQM model is a long-term process that
must be upheld by the whole business from the top management to the last employee.
The current competitive environment in the global marketplace requires organizations to
continuously improve quality. This applies not only to products, but also to processes and
management. Today, it is often not enough to satisfy customer needs, but it is necessary to
exceed them. This requires excellence in organizations. Higher analysed quality management
methods can help to construction companies as a tools for continually improvement of their
existing management system and achieve higher satisfaction of customers and success on
market.
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Abstract:
Project management style are different but their results is that they will differentiate from each other.
Project management 9 areas of project management is standard, but how to use it one of the items
essential for achieving project objectives (time, cost, quality). In this regard it in this paper is to
investigate ways to use the standard optimal method to achieve objectives to reach.
The purpose of this study is the first to introduce the areas of project management and cis paid to how
to organize the field and in the end to introduce a general framework for management of projects to be
paid.
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Introdaction:
Today, many projects are managed But in most project management, project planning and project
control only know Project management 9 areas, while the true meaning of the standard project
management should be one after the other Be used in the management of each project to the results of
the project, is expected to achieve Therefore we find it in this paper is to introduce the different areas of
project management to address each Each role and each of the affected areas and In the management
of each project contract.

Time Management
Elements of Effective Time Management
Time goes by at the same rate no matter what one does. One can not speed it up or slow it down. Unlike
the other resources that one manages, there is no way to control time. The best one can do is take
charge of oneself in the framework of time, investing oneself in those things that matter most in one’s
life.
Effective time management requires reducing the impact of the time stealers and increasing the
effectiveness of a manager in getting the things done that need to be done. The following are the

important elements that combine to enable a manager eliminate distractions, interruptions and
inefficiencies in the work process to make the most of time management.

A. Evaluating How Time is Used

The first step of effective time management is identifying how a manager is using his time. This can be
done by

I. Activity Time Log:

The first step to managing time better is to find out how managers are currently spending their time.
Keeping a Time Log is a very effective way to do this. Through an Activity Time Log, managers can make
a list of the activities or tasks that they spend time on. The very act of measuring is often enough to raise
their unconscious habits into their consciousness, where they then have a chance to scrutinize and
change them.

Cost Management
Cost is one of the three pillars supporting project success or failure, the other two being schedule and
performance.
Projects that go significantly “over budget” are often terminated without achieving the project goals
because stakeholders simply run out of money or perceive additional expenditures as “throwing good
money after bad.” Projects that stay within budget are the exception, not the rule. A project manager
who can control costs while achieving performance and schedule goals should be viewed as somewhat
of a hero, especially when we consider that cost, performance, and schedule are closely interrelated.
The level of effort and expertise needed to perform good cost management are seldom appreciated.
Too often, there is the pressure to come up with estimates within too short a period of time. When this
happens, there is not enough time to gather adequate historical data, select appropriate estimating
methods, consider alternatives, or carefully apply proper methods. The result is estimates that lean
heavily toward guesswork. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that estimates are often not viewed
as estimates but more as actual measurements made by some time traveler from the future. Estimates,
once stated, have a tendency to be considered facts. Project managers must remember that estimates
are the best guesses by estimators under various forms of pressure and with personal biases. They must
also be aware of how others perceive these estimates.

Scope Management

The PMBOK® Guide defines the Project Scope Management Plan as the output of the scope planning
process.1 This document defines the processes that will be followed in defining scope, documenting
scope, verifying and accepting scope and completed deliverables, and controlling and managing
requests for changes to the scope. In agile, the iterative and incremental process itself is what manages
scope. Unless documentation is required for auditing purposes, no additional document outlining
procedures for scope management is needed. Scope is defined and redefined constantly in agile, as part
of the planning meetings—in particular, release planning and iteration planning—and by the
management of the product backlog. Remember, resources and time are typically fixed in agile
approaches, and it’s the scope that is allowed to change. However, when fixed-scope projects are
required, it is the number of iterations that will change, in order to accommodate the need for a full
feature set prior to release. Additionally, one of the success criteria in traditional projects is the extent
to which we can “stick to the scope”; in agile, it is more important to be able to efficiently and
effectively respond

to change. The success criteria in agile thus changes to “Are we providing value to our customer?” The
primary measure of progress is working code.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Develops, implements, and coordinates quality assurance programs and activities; develops,
implements, and maintains procedural systems that improve and monitor quality of patient care
programs and activities; consults with department management regarding program needs,
policies and procedures, and prepares plans to ensure quality patient care; reviews State and
Federal quality assurance regulations, monitors department fee compliance and recommends
needed changes; prepares reports, correspondence, special studies and research; serves as staff
consultant to the Quality Management Committee, Quality Improvement . Peer Review, Central
Valley Quality Improvement Committee, Northern California Quality Improvement Committee,
Quality Improvement Committee . Task Force, Policy Committee, Medication Monitoring
Committee, and Ad Hoc consultant to other committees and work groups related to Quality
Management, policy review, or staff education as needs are identified; develops and facilitates
staff training based on identified needs; chairs the County Interagency Quality Improvement
Committee and performs other duties as required to accomplish the goal of quality assurance;
oversees cultural competency plan; presents to consumers on consumer rights and problem
resolution; provides monitoring and quality control services; oversees client satisfaction and
problem resolution processes; evaluates the effectiveness of policies and procedures; oversees
credentialing and processes and provides satisfaction surveys; prepares and maintains
correspondence and reports; and provides back-up for clinicians within the Department of
Behavioral Health in completing telephone screening, assessments, authorizations and referrals
for clients seeking mental health services.

Human Resources Management

Human resources alignment means integrating decisions about people with decisions about the
results an organization is trying to obtain. By integrating human resources management (HRM)
into the agency planning process, emphasizing human resources (HR) activities that support
broad agency mission goals, and building a strong relationship between HR and management,
agencies are able to ensure that the management of human resources contributes to mission
accomplishment and that managers are held accountable for their HRM decisions. This is
especially important in light of the Government Performance and Results Act’s (GPRA) push to
align all agency activities, including HRM, toward achieving defined agency strategic goals and
measuring progress toward those goals.
In fiscal year 1999, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) embarked on a special
study to determine how much progress Federal agencies have made toward aligning HRM with
agency strategic goals in support of HRM accountability and agency mission accomplishment.
Our key findings and conclusions are summarized as follows.

Communication Management

The process of determining the information and communications needs of the project
stakeholders:
Who needs what information?
When will they need it?
How will it be given to them?
Inputs include:

Communications requirements: sum of the information requirements of the
project stakeholders.
Communications technology: the technologies or methods used to transfer
information back and forth amoung project elements.
Constraints: factors that will limit the project management team’s options.
Assumptions: factors that will be considered true, real, or certain for planning
purposes. (Assumptions generally involve a degree of risk and may be identified
here or in the risk identification process).
Methods used during communications planning: stakeholder analysis done to obtain
the information needs of the various project stakeholders.
Outputs include: Communications management plan. Includes:
What methods will be used for gathering and storing information.
Who should receive the information and how will it be sent.
A description of the information to be distributed. (including formats)
Schedules showing when each type of communication will be produced.
A method for updating the communications plan.
The Communications Management Plan is a subsidary element of the overall
project plan.

Risk Management
This

Risk Management Standard is the result of work by a team drawn from the major risk
management organisations in the UK - The Institute of Risk Management (IRM),The
Association of Insurance and Risk Managers (AIRMIC)
and ALARM The National Forum for Risk Management in the Public Sector. In addition, the
team sought the views and opinions of a wide range of other professional bodies with interests in
risk management, during an extensive period of consultation. Risk management is a rapidly
developing discipline and there are many and varied views and descriptions of what risk
management involves, how it should be conducted and what it is for. Some form of standard is
needed to ensure that there is an agreed:
• terminology related to the words used • process by which risk management can be
carried out • organisation structure for risk management • objective for risk management
Importantly, the standard recognises that risk has both an upside and a downside. Risk
management is not just something for corporations or public organisations, but for any activity
whether short or long term.The benefits and opportunities should be viewed not just in the
context of the activity itself but in relation to the many and varied stakeholders who can be
affected.

Integration Management

Technological development is a result of a number of technological changes in goods production
methods and service offering, the changes themselves being the result of the application of the
newly-acquired knowledge. Technological changes can be classified into a number of
technological revolutions on the basis of the criteria considered dominant in the technological
development. Some authors regard the relationship between man and technology in the
production process as the criterion; some other – the process of the complex revolution of
production means still others – the use of knowledge. Taking into account the use-of-knowledge

criterion, P.F.Druker distinguishes three phases of technical and technological (but also
economic and social) changes:
industrial revolution (or the first technological revolution) – application of knowledge to
tools, processes, products;
productivity revolution (or the second technological revolution) – the application of
knowledge to work;
management revolution (or the third technological revolution) – the
application of knowledge to knowledge itself

Procurement Management

The Procurement Management sets forth guidelines and processes that are to be followed to
ensure measurable and satisfactory performance against contractual obligations.
This document describes the functions and activities necessary for, Raytheon as the Prime
Contractor, to manage Subcontractor tasks Additionally, it defines and documents the selection,
procurement and management of subcontractor and vendor efforts, ensuring quality performance
and on time delivery at the best cost value to NASA.

Conclusion:

Project management is a field of nine of the nine areas, four main areas, and 4 scope is minor.
And other areas between the two areas can no longer communicate.
Time management, cost, quality and range of human resources management major, communications,
procurement and sub-risk areas have been designated Management of integration between the main

and secondary areas are established. The main areas of project management is considered as
basic needs, Goals should be specified in the project and sub-areas as needs are secondary.
But this does not mean that there are secondary to the project sub-areas should not be a prerequisite
for the realization of the main areas. Therefore, each project must manage all areas of the techniques
used to achieve the results defined in the project.
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Abstract
In the Croatian construction industry, design and construction are separated both
organizationaly and regulatory. The problems facing the construction industry worldwide are
universal. Decisions taken at the early stages in the project life cycle have greater potential of
influence on the final outcome of the project than those taken in the later stages.
Construction of high voltage substations, as infrastucture facilities is complex project,
requiring close co-operation between experts from different fields. Long-term planning
assumes easier integration of future systems in the entire network, and simplifies integration
of elements in design and construction process. The complexity of the project requirements
has a great impact on the costs of the project so it is necessary to compare alternative
solutions and its impact in phases of design, construction, maintenance and use of facilities.
By applying principles of buildability in the construction of high voltage substations it is
possible to implement solutions through preliminary and basic design simplifying the
execution, achieving customer needs and reducing costs.
Keywords: buildability, constructability, project management, design, construction, high
voltage substations
Introduction
Construction industry is characterised by high level of fragmentation, process which began in
the mid-19th century and which in comparison to other industries is unique. Project
throughout its realisation passes through phases, each phase involving different participants.
Project management uses different techniques and tools to integrate ideas, participants,
design, construction and other factors. One of the key issues is the fragmentation in which all
the participants of a project act as the part of their own organizations and participate in the
project without sufficient cooperation and communication.
Terms 'buildability' and 'constructability' are taken as synonymous. In the article, for
consistency reasons 'buildability' is taken in preference to 'constructability', except when
referencing or quoting authors who have chosen the alternative.
1. High Voltage Substations
1.1. General
Electric Power System is part of infrastructure facilities, planning and construction of which
is in long terms planned throughout Strategy and Program of Physical Planning of Republic of
Croatia and Electroenergetic Study. National Environmental Strategy and National

Environmental Action Plan determine the use of land, development of infrastructure facilities
and other relevant conditions for physical planning.
The task of Transmission and Distribution Operator is to provide consumers with the
electrical energy necessary and in sufficient quality with the least cost. Reducing the cost
components of the power system is the goal that should be strived for and which ultimately
contributes to satisfying the consumer needs through the price of kWh. For customer it is not
only important that the delivered electricity is of good quality but also how much will he pay
for it.
The main facilities of the Transmission Electric Power System are transmission lines,
switchyards and high voltage substations. High voltage substations are facilities that allow
intersection of several transmission lines in the network, their mutual connection and
disconnection. Switchyards with multiple voltage levels connected and disconnected by
power transformers are called high voltage substations. High voltage substations consist of the
civil and electrical parts. Civil part implies outdoor planning and building facilities and the
electric part main and auxiliary switchyard and grounding.
1.2. Planning and construction
Considerable financial resources are required for optimal planning and construction of new
and rehabilitation and upgrade of existing facilities so careful and thorough examination is
necessary for optimal development in the future.
Cost estimation of construction of high voltage substations is made in early stage of project
since construction is planned on annual basis according to design cost estimation. Financial
resources need to be provided and incorporated in long term funding of infrastructure
facilities.
Planing, design and construction of Electric Power System is initiated by Transmission and
Distribution Operator . Infrastucture facilities, must in procurement process follow the
determinants of Public Procurement Act.
1.3. General characteristics
High voltage substations are characterized with significant amount of equalization in the
sense of technical solutions applied, so quite accurate cost estimations are possible in early
stages of planning.
From the above mentioned it can be concluded that costs can be predicted with tolerable
accuracy, using parametric models and analogies, and experiences from previous projects.
Assuming that data considering site conditions, transport abilities accessability and scope of
work are available, it is possible to plan funding for the design and construction.
Most common mistakes during cost estimation are:
1. scope left out
2. not understanding the technical difficulty
3. changes

Former can be avoided by close cooperation of experts from different fields including
construction and maintenance experts working closely at the early stages in the project life
cycle, while potential of influence to the final outcome of the project is greatest.
Civil part of high voltage substations implies outdoor planning and building facilities.
Common practice is to divide civil works in four groups according to their function in the
switchyard:
1. Substation outdoor planning (plateau, roads, water supply system and sewage)
2. Switchyard foundations , cable trenches and cable ducts
3. Switchyard steel structures
4. Building facilities
1.3. Cost analysis
Throughout cost analysis and participation in design, preparing bills of quantities, bid analysis
ans supervision of construction in high voltage substations, following is identified as cost
significant groups of items:
1. Switchyard steel structures
2. Foundations of gantries, apparatus supports and transformers
3. Cable trenches
4. Building construction
5. Earthworks
2. Buildability
2.1. Fragmentation
Fragmentation has been stressed out over the years in many reports, such as the Emmerson
Report (1962), Banwell Report (1974), Simon Report (1994), Latham Report (1994), Egan
Report (1998).
The Latham Report, titled Constructing the Team, was an influential report written by Sir
Michael Latham, published in July 1994 as a governmental and industry review of the
methods of procurement and the contractual arrangements, which apply in the UK
construction industry. Summarised, the key issues of the Latham Report are following:
 Clients are the driving force in promoting good design which provides value for
money in both total costs and cost in use.
 The procurement route should be based on the type of the project and the amount of
risk the client wishes to take.
 Design briefs should be prepared after the client finalises his ideas on project and
determines amount of risk he is willing to take.
 Effective design is crucial, it demands leadership, coordination of efforts, 'everything
covered', a well-informed client, no 'fuzzy edges' between parts, no deficiencies in the
information provided, signing-off work for correctness as work is completed
 Contract should include specific duty for all parties to deal fairly with eachother, firm
duties of teamwork, a clear definition of roles and responsibilities of all parties, risk
allocations, defined scope, fair, promt and secure payment to all parties
 During Selection and Tender procedures consideration should be given to quality as
well as the price, a lead manager, burdensome qualification procedures, value for
money, cost in use







Factores which determine performance include adequacy of safety considerations,
ability of operatives, improved trainings, relevant professional education
Teamwork on site depends on fair treatment for all parties
Dispute resolution should be speedy and fair
Payments should be secure and protected against insolvency of a party
The liability for defects post-completion should be properly adressed

The Egan Report, titled Rethinking Construction, was an report on the UK construction
industry produced by an industry task force chaired by Sir John Egan, published in November
1998. Main issues of the report are following:
 The UK construction industry needs to improve. There should be less fragmentation,
increased profitability, more capital investments, more investments in research and
development, more and better training, diferentiation between price and cost
 Targers for improvement should be set and commitment given to the needs of
customer, quality and people, the team and the process should be integrated arround
the product, and the management should be commited to improvement throughout the
organization
 The construction process should be improved by more proces repetition on projects,
integrating all team members in a manner which uses their full range of skills to
diliver value to the client and focus on the end product, continuos product
improvement, correct implementation of project, partnering throughout the suply
chain, maintance of the improvement
 Improvement achieved by developing a better culture in industry by providing a
decent working conditions, more and better training, production of design which
consider the need of construction and project end use, use of standardised components
where possible, improved regulatory controls and implementation of long-term
relationships.
All this reports stress out interesting parallels as well as differences between the problems
identified and solutions recommended, which leads to conclusion that the problems facing the
construction industry worldwide are universal, while the differences can be explained by
reference to differing approaches to project organisation and underlying social, political, and
legal factors in each country.
2.2. Response of construction industry
As a response to shortcomings stressed out in mentioned reports, Construction Industry
Research and Information Association (CIRIA) in 1983 gave focus on the concept of
'buildability'. CIRIA defines buildability as 'the extent to which the design of the building
facilitates ease of construction, subject to the overall requirements for the completed building'.
At about the same time in US, Construction Industry Institute (CII) provides the definition of
constructability as 'a system for achieving optimum integration of construction knowledge
and experience in planning, engineering, procurement and field operations in the building
process and balancing the various project and environmental constrains to achieve overall
project objectives'.
In the beginning of 1990s, Construction Industry Institute Australia (CIIA) amended the CII
definition of Constructability to 'A system for achieving optimum integration of construction
knowledge in the building process and balancing the various project and environmental
constraints to achieve maximisation of project goals and building performance'

2.3. Implementing buildability
CIIA together with CII have produced a best practice manual which identifies
Constructability Principle files (CII 1986, CIIA 1992):
 Implementation advice on how organisations can establish a constructability
programme.
 Flowcharting indicating the applicability of the principles of constructability at the
various stages of the project life cycle.
 Executive summaries of the principles of constructability.
 Twelve principles of constructability.
 Database to record examples of savings from constructability.
Mapping the twelve principles of constructability on the procurement process recognized by
CIIA leads to the table (tab 1.) which illustrates the importance of the given principle in the
given stage of the procurement.
Feasibility

Conceptual
design

Detailed
design

Construction

Postconstruction
●●

1.

Integration

●●●

●●●

●●

●●

2.

Construction
knowledge

●

●●●

●

●

3.

Team skills

●●●

●●●

●●●

4.

Corporative
objectives
Available
resources
External
factors

●●●

●●●

●●●

●●

●●

●●●

●●

●

5.
6.
7.

Programme

●

●●●

●●

8.

Construction
methodology

●

●●●

●●●

9.

Accessibility

●●●

●●●

10.

Specifications

11.

Construction
innovations

12.

Feedback
●●●
●●
●

●●

●●

●●●
●●●
●●●
very high importance
high importance
lesser importance
no influence

Table 1.
2.4. Constructability in practice
For a successful implementation of buildability management, the client should first put
together a programme, with clearly specified primary project objectives and allow buildability
to be incorporated as a project performance attribute. Buildability objectives should be clearly

identified. Each member of the project team should be familiar with his role and
responsibilities. It is important to recognize the significance of timing of the input by various
team members. Taking into consideration the Pareto principle, which states that decisions
taken at the early stages in the project life cycle have greater potential of influence on the final
outcome of the project than those taken in the later stages.

Figure 1.
As illustrated in Figure 1, maximum ability to influence occurs when constructability is
considered during the earliest stages of the project, and these changes are most cost-effective
early on. Constructability maximizes benefits to the owner by affecting the total project,
starting in the early planning and design phases when industry knowledge and experience is
infused into the design process (AISC Design Guide 23: Constructability of structural steel
buildings, 2008).
The main intention of buildability is to produce the best product with regard to the best
possible use of resources. Taking into consideration significant impact that decisions taken at
the early stages of the project life cycle have on the maintenance and replacement of
equipment, it can be concluded that this has to be taken with attention.
Type of procurement form adds additional impact to implementation of buildability. Design
and build form of procurement provides early contractor input into the decision making
process. Design-bid-build form of procurement, on the other hand, leaves the contractor aside
throughout the entire design process. Once involved, his proposals and recommendations,
although valid, would probably result in changes in design, time delays and changes of costs.
The key to the successful implementation of constructability is having effective
communications between members of the project team, and while a design and build form of
procurement can streamline the lines of communications, the team members themselves must

be committed to the constructability concept if a successful outcome is to be achieved, (Mc
George, Palmer 1997, 2002).
2.5. Design principles
CIIA, CII and others after analysing numerous case studies and design situations have put
together 16 design principles to demonstrate the benefits of constructability (CII 1986, CIIA
1992):
1. Investigate throughly
2. Consider acess at the design stage
3. Consider storage at design stage
4. Design for minimum time below ground
5. Design for early enclosure
6. Use suitable materials
7. Design for the skills available
8. Design for simple assembly
9. Plan for maximum repetition/standardisation
10. Maximise the use of plant
11. Allow for sensible tolerances
12. Allow a practical sequence of operations
13. Avoid return visits by trades
14. Plan to avoid damage to work by subsequent operations
15. Design for safe construction
16. Communicate clearly
2.6. Constructability review
By incorporating constructability reviews into the design process at an early stage, project
delivery is more assured and results in fewer post-construction disputes. A constructability
review and analysis comprises a review of documentation and its completeness and adequacy
for the task at hand, and an analysis of buildability, logical sequencing, scheduling and
complexity of project elements. The main objective of a constructability review should be to
minimise or eliminate potential change orders and schedule delays during construction by
ensuring that the construction documents are fully co-ordinated, complete and buildable.
The most qualified 'constructability reviewers are those individuals that have dealt with the
by-product of bid document errors and omissions in the field. Supervisors, inspectors, or
managers who have been involved in resolving unclear construction conditions or settling
change orders and claims have an excellent background that can be applied in the up front
constructability reviews' (Pruett, 2004).
It is essential that the review and analysis process is systemised so that it follows a set
procedure. Either an expert computerbased system or a simple matrix can be used. The
required elements are arranged in a sequence allowing all components to be located and easily
applied. Following a constructability review, the designer incorporates the constructability
comments.

3. Buildability in the construction of high voltage substations
3.1. Fragmentation
In the Croatian construction industry, design and construction are separated both
organizationaly and regulatory. Physical Planing and Building Act, official gazette 76/07,
states that designer can't be employed by the contractors company on the same project. On the
other hand, high voltage substations, as infrastucture facilities, must in procurement process
follow the determinants of Public Procurement Act, official gazette 110/07.
If former is placed in the contest of standard procedure of planing, funding, designing and
construction, a few obstacles in implementing buildability can be percieved. First, as
infrastucture facilities, high voltage substations are in long term planned throughout Strategy
and Program of Physical Planing of Republic of Croatia and Electroenergetic Study and
accordingly plans for construction of new and rehabilitation and upgrade of existing facilities
are prepared by Croatian Transmision and Distribution Operator. Plans for annual
construction projects are made according to design cost estimation. It is clearly visible that
design-bid-build form of procurement is deeply penetrated in the system. Second issue is
time. Not once have we witnessed that process from conceptual planning till beginning of
construction lasts for years. During that period of time, construction technologies change,
equipment enters new inputs, design has to be updated to meet new conditions and as a result
new costs are generated and prolongations inevitable.
3.2. Procurement alternatives
As stated before design-bid-build form of procurement leaves the contractor aside throughout
the entire design process, resulting in complete lack of communication between designer and
contractor during the design phase and automatically placing them on opposite sides. On the
other hand design and build form of procurement provides for early contractors input into
decision making process. Another alternative is selective tendering. Being in the position to
be chosen eventually, during the design stage contractor will be willing to provide a person
which will be a part of the team, have opportunity to participate and incorporate his solutions
during design process, but also will be in position to better estimate the cost and the scope of
work in final bid.
3.3. Implementing buildability
Succesfull implementation of buildability is possible only if comunication between members
of the project team is effective and if team members are commited to the buildability concept.
Management considerations which are common to all projects, regarding successful
construction management are following (Holroyd 2003):
1. Competency - competent relevent to project envisaged.
2. Adequacy - adequate resources need to be provided in order to carry out a project.
3. Time - for a job to be done properly and 'right the first time' time should be adequate.
4. Teamwork - Teamwork gives us the oportunity to use the skills of others and not have
to rely on ours alone. It encourages others to take ownership of the task. People strive
harder to ensure that their job is succesful then they would to ours.
5. Effective comunications - for the project to be successful end product must comply
with initial requests. This requires a clear comunication through construction chain.
6. Fairness - in order to perform well project members need to be treated fairly.
7. Honesty, integrity and truthfulness - are characteristics of team members we all enjoy

working with.
In order to implement buildability in a project it is important to establish a constructability
programme including flowchart indicating the applicability of the principles of
constructability at the various stages of the project life cycle. As a result executive summaries
of the principles of constructability should be prepared. At the end, database to record
examples of savings from constructability should be prepared for future references.
Computerbased system or a simple matrix can be used depending on the complexity of the
project.
4. Conclusion
High voltage substations are infrastucture facilities with significant amount of equalization in
the sense of technical solutions applied. In design and construction, experts of different fields
have to work closely in order to achieve fully functional complex facility. Implementation of
construction knowledge and available technologies, taking into consideration site conditions,
transport abilities and accessability, significant progress in detailing can be made in design
stage that would ease the construction.
Future requirements and upgrades in compliance with Electroenergetic study can be easily
integrated in current projects if all team members are familiar with them at the right time. It is
better to plan in advance than cope with existing inadequate conditions.
If maintenance service representatives would be included in design stage, lots of problems
arising from inadequate design solutions could be avoided. Beside detailing, valuable
decisions and planing to meet required performance objectives in sence of constructabilityoriented maintenance has to be taken into consideration. Required durability of facility needs
to be carefully analysed and incorporated in design.
The main objective of a buildability should be to minimise or eliminate potential change
orders and schedule delays during construction by ensuring that the construction documents
are fully co-ordinated, complete and buildable. A constructability review should also seek to
eliminate redundancy in quality control reviews.
Finaly, implementing buildability as project management technique, significant improvements
can be achieved in the sence of quality, time and cost management, accomplishing customers
needs.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the minimization of equipment maintenance cost while maximizing its
uptime. The problem is approached through a real-world case, more specifically the statistical
analysis of an existing maintenance program of 795 diesel generators used for telecom radio
base stations over a period of 12 months. Both faults and preventive maintenance actions have
been reviewed to determine their impact on equipment availability. The results of this analysis
indicated that there is no correlation between generator's antiquity or climatic conditions and
failure events. Furthermore, cases have been determined in which the availability figure has
not been proportional to the number of failure incidents – meaning that a few failure incidents
have been responsible for increased downtime and that the existing system of preventive
maintenance has not resulted in marked improvements over the generator's operational period.
Two parameters, namely failure “repeatability” and “critical malfunctions” have been found
significant in this case. Further investigation of these parameters with the purpose of
incorporating them into the planned maintenance program may drastically affect the
generators' uptime and, in effect, may lead to more economical maintenance programs
overall. It is argued that the methodology and findings of this study may be an invaluable
depart for practitioners and researchers dealing with equipment reliability and maintenance
issues in several disciplines for both developing economical and effective preventive
maintenance programs and for estimating more accurate equipment productivity figures.
Keywords: diesel generator, reliability, maintenance, failure, downtime

Introduction
Equipment’s ability to perform at the required capacity is desirable as it has a positive impact on
both operational cost and productivity. In order to achieve this goal, maintenance procedures have
been employed aiming at prolonging equipment’s useful life by enhancing reliability at the lowest
possible cost. In this paper, we deal specifically with generator sets, i.e. quite complex
electromechanical systems, usually classified as construction machinery (Budny et al., 2009),
requiring specific maintenance methods. For example, generator sets cannot be maintained

according to their components’ lifetime, as it has been found (US Army Corps of Engineers,
2006) that this does not lead to increased availability. The maintenance procedures used in
generator sets are similar to those of internal combustion engines’ maintenance (Budny et al.,
2009). In brief, they can be distinguished in preventive, proactive, corrective, fixed or scheduled
time maintenance and replacement procedures (Edwards et al., 2003).
The mathematical basis for developing maintenance procedures is the classical reliability analysis,
which in turn is based on probability theory. Mathematical models are applied to the study of
equipment failure data (Misra et al., 2008). In particular, the Weibull probability distribution is
broadly used for electromechanical systems. On the other hand, simplified reliability models
using statistical methods of appropriate indicators develop useful graphical representations.
Besides their simplicity, they assist in identifying critical points for developing improvement
procedures and in measuring Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), a convenient tool for making
effective decisions in equipment management (Trindade and Nathan, 2008).
It has been found (Caterpillar, 2010) that the replacement time of components estimated by the
application of the above methodologies decreases maintenance cost by three times. Furthermore,
the daily maintenance cost can be drastically decreased (by more than 50%) by optimizing
preventive maintenance intervals according to reliability criteria (Lanza et al., 2009). A system
can be resolved into subsystems according to the white box technique in order to obtain insight
about the total functional state of machinery. This can help in reviewing and developing effective
actions within a maintenance strategy. Systematic measuring of a process in combination with
reliability analysis should be used in a total productive maintenance strategy which focuses in
continuous development of equipment and manpower. Reliability centred methods and
techniques are prerequisites for such maintenance management (Smith and Mobley, 2008;
Hastings, 2010). Costs from using reliability techniques in preventive maintenance can be
reduced by 50% in relation to traditional approaches (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2006).
In this paper, we examine the failure data of 795 generator sets, which are used in rural
telecom base stations (fig.1) and are installed over a wide geographic area.

Fig.1 Typical rural radio base station and the generator set compartment

The objective is to evaluate the functional condition of the equipment and the effectiveness of
the maintenance policy. In doing so, the critical points are determined so, in turn, it is possible
to estimate the improvement of the generator’s operation if these critical points were taken
into consideration. The methodology used is divided in two steps. First, a functional diagnosis
using the reliability and hazard functions is performed, and secondly operational performance
is examined. The reliability function assists in determining the possibility of satisfactory
performance for any given point of time, during a year for the existing conditions.
Additionally, the limits of operational life of equipment can be determined from hazard rate
function. By focusing on the failure of subsystems, it is possible to explore the critical points,
like subsystem fault type, repeatability and environmental (climate) impact. Finally, a process
can be developed focusing on opportunities and necessary actions to decrease downtime.

2. Background & Mathematical Analysis
2.1. Description of the Data
The generator sets are used as main or standby power sources in rural radio base stations of a
mobile telecom company. Failure data represent an amount of 1155 fault logs for a period from
February 2010 to January 2011. Some of the data elements that are processed are incident
duration, machine type, installation area and fault type. The samples of generator sets are
deployed throughout the geographic area of Greece. They are classified according to their power
capacity in three categories: 10-20 kW (53% of total installed number), 20-30 kW (38% of total
installed number) and 30-50 kW (9% of total installed number). Every category contains
machines with similar technical characteristics. Every generator set is assumed as a white box
which is composed of five subsystems:
a) [E] Electrical distribution system (electrical panel, protective devices),
b) [C] Control and electronic system (control and protective circuit, governing, automatic
voltage regulator, different sensors, etc.),
c) [El] Electrical system (generator, starter, alternator, engine’s heating device, battery, charger,
etc.),
d) [En] Engine (moving parts, exhaust system, radiator, etc.),
e) [F] Fuel system (fuel distribution, piping, tank etc.).
All systems are connected in series and dependare dependent on one another. Hence, a failure in
one subsystem results in a total system failure. The data concerns all failure calls, as recorded
from the telecom company’s surveillance centre. The installed areas are divided according to
climate conditions in four areas A, B, C, and D, with D having the worst conditions. The
percentage of installed generators per area was 28% in A, 28% in B, 36% in C and 8% in D.
2.2. Application of a Mathematical model
Weibull’s distribution has been used in the determination of the reliability equation R(t) and the
hazard function h(t) since it is the most applicable model for such kind of machinery (Townson et
al., 2003). The specific Weibull parameters β and n are determined through an analysis of failure
data based on the linearization of the cumulative probability function, F(t) (Caresse and Ottone,
2006). In next paragraphs, the basic functions that are used for reliability study in every
subsystem are presented (Caresse and Ottone, 2006; Rausand and Høyland, 2004). Thus, the

probability density function of the Weibull distribution is given by:
(1)
where: β is the shape parameter, n is a scale parameter and γ is a position parameter.
Accordingly, the failure cumulative density function is:
(2)
The reliability function R(t) is given from:
(3)
and the hazard rate h(t):
(4)
Some assumptions were made for simplicity reasons. After any repairs, the machine returns to its
initial status (as good as new) and every action and maintenance practice, which is applied to the
generators, is the same for any of them. Also, after repair, we consider that there wasn’t previous
use, meaning that the position parameter γ=0. Our assumption does not import any important error
in the final results because the generator set subsystems are complex systems. This means that
they consist of a large number of spare parts and after any repair’s replacement, the possibility of
failure is shared in other parts or subsystems. The function R(t), which represents the total
system, is composed of the five serial connected subsystems. Therefore, the general equation
of reliability of a generator set is:

(5)

Where: i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 accordingly for E, C, El, En, F subsystems
After determining the reliability function per type of subsystem, equation (5) is used to
calculate the reliability function of the total system and produce the relevant curves. The
estimation of parameters (β and n) for the total function was performed for the period from 0
to 8760 hours. After several repetitive trials of different values of shape (β) and scale (n), the
parameters were estimated and the most applicable values were chosen by eliminating errors
between the calculated and estimated reliability curves over the fifth decimal. This led to the
development of the reliability and hazard functions contained in tab.1.

Type of generator set
20kW≤Power<30kW

10kW≤Power<20kW

30kW≤Power<50kW

Tab.1 Reliability and hazard rate functions per genset type
In conducting a graphical reliability analysis, the basic equations for calculating the mean times
and average availability are represented in equations (6), (7) and (8). We consider an annual
operational period which is thereafter analysed per month. From the collected data we use the
duration and number of failures. The mean time between failures (MTBF) per month is calculated
using the equation (Benbow and Broome, 2009):
(6)
Where: n the number of machines or equipments, m the duration of operation and r the
number of incidents.
Calculation of Mean Down Time (MDT) per month is given by (Marquez, 2007):
(7)
where: i= 1,2,3,...n, is the number of incidents and DTi the downtime for i-th failure.
Average availability,

for a repairable system as good (Rausand and Høyland, 2004):
(8)

where: MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) equals to MTBF and MDT equals to MTTR (Mean
Time To Repair), both according to our assumptions for this case.
The statistical evaluation has variable figures of mean times and cumulative number of faults
to operation period (year divided in months), installation areas (A, B, C, D) and subsystems
(E, C, El, En, F). It is targeted to focus on general issues like downtime and cumulative number of
faults and in some specific issues like repeated faults, climate impact and operation hours. Two
indicators are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the maintenance process. One is the fraction of
MTBF/MTTR. It is a curve that should have an approximate steady slope if the maintenance
program is executed efficiently and if repairs have a positive effect to the system’s operation. On
the contrary case the repair actions are characterized by poor execution. The second indicator is
the percentage % MTBF/MTTR which represents the difference between months (previous and
present). If there is a deviation of this function to time, between positive and negative figures, we
can conclude that the maintenance program doesn’t have a clear target and feedback from the
field is insufficient.

3. The Results
3.1Operation and maintenance of generator sets
The hazard rate curves in fig.2 have been created based on the functions of tab.1. They are
useful in evaluating the component operation. Comparing their form with the basic "bath tube
curve" it is evident that the hazard rate is decreasing after the initial high value. According to
literature (Dhilon, 2006), there is a division of "bath tube curve" in three functional areas, the
initial, the useful life and the wear period (age related). As indicated by h(t) curves (fig.2), the
generator sets are in their initial to useful life operating period which implies a random
occurrence of faults. If the slope in the h(t) curve were increasing then the functional status
would be on the wearing area, and the faults would be caused by physical degradation.

Fig.2 Hazard rate graphs

Fig.3 Average operation hours till failure
Fig.3 investigates the relation of antiquity to fault incident frequency. The average operation

Time in the moment of fault is presented per month and is compared to the total number of
faults for a month for a year period. The generators are in their useful life condition.
The repeatability of failures is investigated in fig.4. Repeated fault is the incident that occurs
more than two times in the same machine and concerns the same subsystem. We measure the
total number of repeated faults per subsystem and their percentage of the total fault in the
same category. As it is represented, the main issue is in control system. It is noteworthy that
most of incidents in the fuel system are repeated (fig.4) and they are the fourth most common
fault reason (fig.6).

Fig.4 Repeated faults per subsystem
The parameters like critical malfunctions and climate impact in machine failures are
investigated in relevant graphs as follows. Examining the repeated incidents, it is observed
that the control system, the engine and fuel system have the most significant impact on
downtime (fig.4; fig.6).

Fig.5 Number of failures per subsystem

Fig.5 represents the total number of failures that occur per subsystem. The majority of faults
concern the engine’s subsystem. This is something expected, because the engine is a bigger
and complex system than other four and it is significant that contains moving parts. Another
critical measure is downtime. This is evaluated by MDT which is calculated from equation
(7). In fig.6 MDT measured per subsystem. Thus, it can be investigated which part of
generator set has the most ease repairing. Control system [C] and electrical distribution [E]
faults are the critical issues. Control system needs more attention on fault resolving and
repairing actions.

Fig.6 Mean downtime MDT, per subsystem
Fig. 7 shows the distribution of failures in four climatic zones that represent the installation
areas. The total number of faults is presented per installation zone. Zones from A to D
represent mild to harsh climate conditions respectively.

Fig.7 Number of failures per climatic zone
The downtime per zone it is measured in fig.8. This graph reveals problematic areas

concerning possible logistic issues, accessibility difficulties and time-consuming repairing.

Fig.8 Mean downtime MDT, per climatic zone
Mean Cumulative Down Time (MCDT) per month is shown in fig.9 for a period of a year.
We can examine if there is any unusual increase (located in September for types 20-30kW and
30-50kW) and evaluate the contribution in total downtime per type. The frequency of failures
is increased on area A (fig.7) and the MDT is greater for climate zones B and A, than
installation areas with the worst conditions (fig.8). From the Mean Cumulative Down Time
(MCDT) curve in fig.9, it is observed that only for 10-20kW type, there is a linear constant
slope. For other two types, the curve has an increased slope after October. This means that
total downtime is affected more from generator types that have the smaller number of failures.

Fig.9 Mean cumulative downtime, MCDT graphs
Fig.10 and fig.11 represent the ease of maintenance performed and how it can be improved
accordingly. The measures for 30-50 kW could not be evaluated because of the wide variation
in values MTBF/MTTR. This worsening of curve slope has to do with accessibility problems

in base station because of weather conditions, spare parts logistic issues, problems from new
management techniques and applied modifications in engines. The indicators MTBF/MTTR
and %MTBF/MTTR are used to evaluate overall maintenance actions (preventive-correctiveproactive-fixed time) for types of 10-20 kW and 20-30 kW (fig.10, fig.11).

Fig.10 Repair evaluation MTBF/MTTR graphs

Fig.11 Improvement percentage %MTBF/MTTR graphs
3.2 Discussion.
The equipment reliability can be further improved. Comparing the reliability average measure
(close to 30%) at the end of operation period to the high figure of availability (over of 99%)
we can conclude that a lot of resources are spent for keeping the equipment up running. This
also means that there are a significant percentage of hidden failures that degrade overall
performance without being noticed on scheduled maintenance checks. The average operation
time, at the moment of a failure, does not indicate that the incidents are relevant to age of
machines (fig.3). This is an upcoming result as previously indicated by the hazard rate curve.
It is observed that when operation hours decrease the total number of failures increased. This

conclusion strengthens the assumption "as good as new" after repair. Downtime is affected
more from subsystem with the most increased repeatability and fewer faults (fig.4; fig.6). It is
shown, that generator types (by 47% of total installed) with fewer number of faults have a
higher impact on the total downtime (fig.9). Climate conditions could not be correlated with
operational issues. Also, although most of the stations are located in area C the numbers of
faults are greater in the A and B areas (mild climate) (fig.7; fig8). Maintenance effectiveness
(fig.10; fig.11) defines the need of taking actions in methods and practices which are used in
maintenance. Also, overall management of this process has to revise their target and evaluate
the results of total actions that take place in a year.
4. Conclusions
The study of a significant number of machines located in different areas provided an
opportunity to explore a real world problem in which some major issues in equipment
managing were unveiled. These were repairing cost, the length of useful life and the proper
replacement time. The analysis that was performed is practical and can be applied in a
maintenance management program because it focuses on the detection of critical issues. By
analysing the parameters of "critical malfunctions" it is possible to isolate subsystems that
need attention in maintenance. The "repeatability" of faults is investigated per subsystem in
order to measure the effectiveness of repairs. Also, this can be a basic guide for hierarchical
interventions per subsystem in diesel generators. This process can drastically decrease the
number of failures and improve equipment’s operation. Reliability analysis combines a set of
objective measures that could be cooperating with a failure cause diagnosis process. Hence,
scheduled maintenance tasks can be reviewed in an effective manner. Preventive and fixed
time maintenance could be improved taking advantage of this analysis resulting in decreasing
the relevant cost. It is necessary to use reliability centred methods to prolong the useful life
for equipment and decrease replacement cost. A general reliability model for a construction
machine could be the subject of further study. The collected failure data from diesel
generators can be used to study this mathematical model and the two significant factors.
These are the operational environment and the common applied maintenance techniques for
such machines.
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Abstract
Maximal-type relationships have been known in the network planning techniques since the
very beginnings. (Roy, 1959) (Battersby, 1966) A different name was used for them back
then, for example, Battersby called them „backward acting‟ links. In spite of the fact that these
logical dependencies have been taught in project management education since the sixties, the
most widely used project planning programs do not support their applications. One reason for
this could be that, in case maximal-type relationships are defined in a network, time analysis
and resource allocations are different. (Hajdu, 1997) Recently, maximal-type logical
dependencies have become subjects of research, however, standard terminology and
definitions (e.g. critical path, floats) still do not exist.
The paper attempts to discuss the scheduling, solvability, evaluation issues that can surface
during the application of maximal-type relationships in a consistent way. It also tries to call
the attention of the software developers to the significance of the use of this half-century-old
methodological tool.
Keywords: Maximal-type precedence relationships, network modeling, Precedence
Diagramming Method, time analysis.

1. Before CPM
Official history of network scheduling techniques dates back to the late fifties of the last
century when the development of PERT, CPM and MPM techniques took place. However, an
important forerunner has to be mentioned here, Adamiecki‟s harmonygraph also called as
harmonogram (Adamiecki, 1931).

Figure 1: Adamiecki’s Harmonygraph (Weaver, 2006)

According to him, the first version of the harmonogram was used in 1896, although we know
only the version that was described and published in 1931.
In the harmonogram each activity was represented by a scaled paper stripe, and the current
schedule and duration of the activities were depicted by black clips. In the header of the
stripes the name and the duration of the activity and the list of preceding activities could be
seen.
The stripes representing the preceding activities were always to the left of the stripe of the
activity in question. A harmonogram can be seen in Figure 1
Admiecki has also developed a very sophisticated way to record the progression of the plan,
(e.g. actual start and finish dates) and the historical data of tracking was displayed in the
harmonogram in a very elegant way (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Tracking Activities in the Harmonygraph (Adamiecki, 1931)
All in all, the harmonogram could be mentioned as the first “modern” technique that has kept
the logical dependencies among activities.
It is hard to tell whether the harmonogram has any impact on the modern network techniques
(PERT, CPM, MPM). Probably directly not, because Adamiecki published his work in his
mother tongue, that is in Polish. (Adamiecki, 1931) On the other hand, Adamiecki had a lot
of presentations during his career and he could have inspired many practitioners, and
academicians who used the result of his work in their own practice. In fact it is still not clear
who could be credited for the invention of “traditional” time analysis, as PERT and CPM
techniques were much more than this, and some forerunners of these techniques had to exist.
History of network techniques
The history of PERT started in the mid-fifties with the Polaris program (Malcolm et all,
1958), when the Navy‟s Special Projects Office (SPO) together with a consultant firm BoozAllen and Hamilton and Lockheed were to develop a new technique to coordinate the abovementioned development program. The result was a sophisticated stochastic network which has
never gained so huge popularity as CPM or Precedence Diagramming. We have to mention
here that some kind of reinvention of the PERT concept comes back in today‟s Precedence
Diagramming-based applications in order to perform risk analysis.
The history of CPM also dates back to the late fifties, when Du‟Pont, an international
chemical concern developed a new method to help and optimize its maintenance work. The
team, which was led by Kelley and Walker, developed a technique that could have been used

to optimize the project direct cost. (Kelley and Walker, 1959a) (Kelley and Walker, 1961b)
(Kelley and Walker, 1989b) The computer they used for the calculation was a Univac, the
third in the world but the first in the civil, non-military world. More on the history of CPM
can be read in the work of Weaver (Weaver, 2006). This model was a cost optimization model
and the algorithm was based on the relatively newly invented linear programming (Dantzig,
1949).
The model was too sophisticated for engineers; computers and computer applications were
not available. Therefore engineers made simplifications and instead of performing cost
optimization, they performed only time analysis, which could be done manually as well.
During the decades hundreds of embellishments, new algorithms have been developed but
cost optimization is still not part of the project management practice, and CPM has less and
less weight in practical applications due to the relatively difficult graphical portraying and its
narrow modeling capabilities.
Parallel to the developments taken place in the United States, Europe invented its own
network technique the so-called Metra Potential Method (MPM) (Roy, 1959), (Roy, 1962).
This method applied the activity-on-node concept in displaying the network, and laid down
the basis of applying the different precedence relationships. In fact it was so sophisticated that
it introduced the maximal relationships! Despite the fact that Roy published his work in
French, European researchers discovered his work and added new precedence relationships to
the model. At the early mid-sixties MPM could handle all the minimal and maximal
relationships which are used today. Minimal relationships are: Start-to-Start, Finish-to-Start,
Finish-to-Finish and Start-to-Finish relations with lead/lag time, while maximal relationships
are known as: max-Start-to-Start, max-Finish-to-Start, max-Finish-to-Finish and max-Startto-Finish relations with lead/lag time.
Almost at the same time, or a bit after the work taken place in Europe, the Precedence
Diagramming Method was developed in the United States based on the work of different
researchers e.g. John Fondahl, who introduced the activity-on-node concept for CPM
(Fondahl, 1962). Precedence Diagramming and MPM network technique could be seen as the
same, they are both an activity-on-node network, where different minimal and maximal
logical relationships between the start or finish point of any two activities can be given, and
the primary aim of its analysis is to determine the project duration and the early and late start
and finish dates of the activities. Maximal relationships were not allowed in the original
Precedence Diagramming, and widely known scheduling programs developed in the US still
cannot handle maximal relationships, while “locally” used European applications can do this.
This is the reason why maximal relationships are still not an essential part of the project
management practice. For the last decade maximal relationships have been reinvented, and
have been subject of different research and investigation.
2. Precedence Diagramming
Precedence Diagramming – or MPM (as it called in Europe) – is a deterministic network
technique with the primary goal of time analysis. It has two important elements: activities and
precedence relations. Definitions for activities and precedence relations are the following.
Definition 1. (Activity): An activity is a process that should be carried out with the same
intensity without interruption.

Definition 2. (Minimal relationships): A minimal relationship describes the minimum
duration (z) that has to elapse between the start or finish points of any two activities. The
following minimal precedence relations can be used: Start-to-Start-z; Finish-to-Start-z; Startto-Finish-z; Finish-to-Finish-z.

Figure 3: PDM and Linear Scheduling Representation of FSz relationship
Figure 3 explains the definition in case of using Finish-to-Start-z relationship. The half-line
that originates from the start of B and leads to the right shows the possible starts for activity
B.
Definition 3. (Maximal relationships): A maximal relationship describes the maximum
duration (z) that is allowed to elapse between the start or finish points of any two activities.
The following maximal precedence relations can be used: max-Start-to-Start-z; max-Finishto-Start-z; max-Start-to-Finish-z; max-Finish-to-Finish-z.
The figure below explains the definition in case of max-Finish-to-Start-z relationship. The
half-line that originates from the start of B and leads to the left shows the possible starts for
activity B.

Figure 4: PDM and Linear Scheduling Representation of max-FSz relationship
For justifying the usefulness of maximal relations the following examples will be shown.
A small sewage pipeline project has to be carried out in two parallel streets: A and B.
Earthwork, pipe laying, and refilling are consecutive tasks, so the relation between them is
FS0 in both streets. This can be seen on the figure below. (Figure 5)

Figure 5: Example #1. No Leveling Performed
The same group of workers carry out all the activities, so because of limited resources,
leveling has to be performed, the result of which can be seen on Figure 6.

Figure 6: Example #1. Results after Leveling
It can be seen that the duration of the project has changed from 10 to 20 days, and the length
of work in both streets has increased: from 10 to 20 days in street A, and from 10 to 13 days
in street B. Because of the resource limit it is obvious that the minimal project duration cannot
be shorter than 20 days, but a definitely better solution would be, if the length of work could
be the minimum in both streets, eg. 10 days in A and B as well. This is shown on Figure 7,
where maximal types of precedence relations were applied to determine the maximum
duration of the work in street A and street B as well. Maximal relations (maxFS10 and
maxFS10) are plotted in curved lines.

Figure 7: Applications of Maximal Relations for Getting a More Realistic Result after
Leveling
Tremendous examples could be cited to justify the usefulness of maximal precedence
relations, but as the size of this paper is limited, they will not be.
3. Time Analysis and Resource Planning When Maximal Relationships Are Applied
When maximal relations are allowed some problems can arise during time analysis.
Traditional time analysis cannot be applied in these cases. The reason for this is that during
the calculation maximal relations are converted into minimal ones. As a result of the
conversion, the direction of the relations will be the opposite. This is explained in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Max FS z and its Equivalent Minimal Relation
To justify this, (2) should be simply multiplied by -1. During the conversion loops can appear
in the network. Algorithms that can solve time analysis are based on longest path algorithms
that can handle loops. Algorithms used in case of maximal relations are based on iteration
where at least one activity can get its final start and finish dates in each and every iteration.
This means that maximum n iterations have to be performed for getting the final result. This
can be read about for example in Hajdu‟s book (Hajdu, 1997). (Let n be the number of
activities in the network.)
Maximal relations can produce situations when no solution exists. Figure 9 will prove this
statement. It can be seen that the two half-lines representing the possible starts of B, based on
the relations, have no common parts. Time analysis in this case would lead to a never-ending

chain of iterations, so if we do not have the final results within n iterations, then we can be
sure that no solution exists.

Figure 9: Scheduling Conflict Can Arise When Maximal Relations Are Used
Leveling algorithms that are based on the order of activities cannot be used during time
analysis either. As widely spread project management applications are based on this approach,
it is not enough to change the algorithms used for time analysis, leveling algorithms have to
be renewed as well.
4. Calendars in Scheduling
Calendars are, unfortunately, very rarely subjects of detailed investigations. Time analysis or
different resource allocation algorithms are usually not tested when calendars are used in
projects, despite their serious effects on calculations. This is especially true when both
minimal and maximal types of relations are used in the network. It can be stated and proved
that sometimes no solution exists when we would say - based on calculation without calendars
- that there is, and there is a solution when we would say that no solution exists. The first
statement will be proved below. Let‟s examine the following two figures. (Figure 10 and 11)
In Figure 10 the two half-lines stand for the possible starts of B defined by the two relations.
As they have a common part, a solution for this network exists.

Figure 10: Solution Exists
Let‟s use different calendars for the same project. Let activity A and B and FS5 relation use a
5-day calendar (working days are from Monday till Friday, weekends are non-working
periods) while maxFS6 uses a 7-day calendar, meaning that every day is a working day.
Figure 11 shows all the possible starts of activity A within a week. Arrows plotted with

continuous lines show the possible starts of B based on the FS5 relation, while arrows plotted
with dashed lines show the possible starts of B based on the maxFS6 relation. While a
solution existed when there were no calendars in the project (it practically means that only
one calendar is allowed), in case of more calendars there is no solution for this project.

Figure 11: Solution Does Not Exist in Case of Different Calendars
5. Conclusions
Maximal relations are an important part of project scheduling theory, despite this only a few
applications can handle these kinds of relations. Precedence Diagramming and MPM
techniques developed concurrently, their basis are the same, that way maximal relations could
easily be incorporated into Precedence Diagramming Method.
Maximal type of relations requires different calculation rules during time analysis, and
resource leveling as well. Usage of different calendars in a project can lead to serious
computational problems, previously solvable projects become non-solvable and vice-versa.
Standardization of the calculation, when maximal relations are allowed, – especially in case of
different activity, resource and relationship calendar – would be essential. In the absence of
this standardization, different tools will be applied, which will result in different solutions for
the same project, due to their own calculation rules. Such situations should be avoided.
This standardization would be led by the leading project management organizations.
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Abstract
Paper is focused on public contracts, primarily on the issue of determination economic and
financial capacity as condition for participation on public contracts. The problem is analyzed
and solved in the field of public works contracts (construction works). This field has many
specific features. The practice shows that contracting entities determine values of particular
indicators of economic and financial capacity heterogeneously. This leads to may problems:
contracts can be manipulated deliberately, strict criteria can be attacked as discriminatory by
unsuccessful tenderers or on the other hand mild criteria may cause the contract will be
awarded to ineligible candidate. The paper brings results in the form of recommendations for
contracting entities obtained by long term investigation of authors in the field of public works
contracts.
Keywords: contracting entity, economic capacity, financial capacity, public works contracts,
qualification requirements

1. Introduction
Practical experience shows that it is very difficult to define requirements by contracting
entities for qualification of tenderer (hereinafter referred to as “supplier” as well) in public
procurement by means of qualification requirements. Inconsistent determination of
qualification requirements may lead to many problems - contracts can be manipulated
deliberately, strict criteria can be attacked as discriminatory by unsuccessful tenderer or on
the other hand mild criteria may cause the contract will be awarded to ineligible candidate.
Analysis is made on public works contracts, i.e. public contracts on construction works
(schools, civic buildings, transport constructions, etc.). The paper is focused on economic and
financial qualification requirements, particularly on insurance policy, the subject of which
consists in a professional risk indemnity insurance concluded by the tenderer, on balance
sheet indicators and on statement of the overall turnover of the tenderer.

2. Legislative Framework for Public Contracts in the Czech Republic
Public contract is a contract in writing concluded between contracting entity and one or more
tenderers, having as its subject-matter supply of products or provision of services or the
execution of public works. The procedures for the award of public contracts are provided by
Act No. 137/2006 Coll., on Public Contracts which incorporates the relevant regulations
(directives) of the European Communities. This Act distinguishes three types of contracting
entities – contracting authority, subsidised contracting authority and sector contracting
authority (in §2). The second contracting party, the tenderer is a natural or a legal person that
supplies products, services or executes works, if it has its registered office, place of business
or permanent residence in the territory of the Czech Republic, or a foreign tenderer.
Public contracts are classified according to the subject matter as:
- public supply contracts (particularly purchase, hire purchase, rental or leasing of
goods (products),
- public services contract (contract other than public supply contract or public works
contract)
- public works contract (inter alia the realisation of a work which is the outcome of
building or installation works and, if appropriate, also related design or engineering
activities; realisation of construction works stated in Annex no. 3 of this Act).
Following text is focused on public works contracts especially.
3. Qualification Requirements of Contracting Entities
One of the important requirements which all of tenderer/candidates must fulfil are
qualification requirements. Qualification represents a set of requirements defined by law and
contracting entity by which the tenderer proves its capability to perform the contract.
Qualification requirements shall be met by suppliers that have proven their compliance with:
a) Basic qualification requirements pursuant;
b) Professional qualification requirements pursuant;
c) Economic and financial qualification requirements pursuant;
d) Technical qualification requirements pursuant.
The fulfillment of basic and professional qualification requirements are defined by law. The
contracting entity cannot retreat from them and the supplier must always be fully
demonstrated. The contracting entity chooses economic, financial and technical qualifications
according to its requirements under a specific public contract and may be required.
Economic and financial qualifications should be documented as the total available economic
capacity of the supplier and its financial stability.
It’s always necessary to take particular account of the following contract parameters when
determining contracting entity requirements for these qualifications:

Subject matter;

Estimated value;

Means of implementation (especially in the case of complex objects filling).

The contracting entity may require that the supplier should submit one or more of the
following documents:
a) a third party liability insurance contract taken out by the supplier;
b) the latest balance sheet drawn up pursuant to special legislation or certain parts of such
balance sheet; or
c) information of the overall turnover of the supplier identified pursuant to special
legislation, and/or the turnover of the supplier in view of the subject-matter of the
public contract, for up to three previous financial year; if the supplier was established
later or demonstrably commenced activities relating to the subject-matter of the public
contract later, it will suffice to submit information on its turnover for all financial
years since its establishment or since its commencement of the relevant activity.
The contracting entity, in relation to the economic and financial qualification is obliged to:
a) determine the scope of any required information and documents;
b) describe the manner of proving compliance with those qualification requirements; and
c) define the minimum level of such qualification requirements reflecting the type, scope,
and complexity of the subject-matter of public contract.
3.1 The third party liability insurance contract taken out by the supplier
Investigation shows that the third party liability insurance is required in overwhelming
majority of public works contracts in practice in the Czech Republic. This insurance can be
proved by individual insurance contract as well as by CAR/EAR insurance contract
(construction all risk / erection all risk). Those two types of insurance contracts differ from
each other in some provisions (especially in specification of insured persons and hence in the
definition who is "third party" which is the merit of the thing). It is impossible to observe the
dependence of variables on examined sample (see Table 1). But for significant part of
contracts required sum insured is approximately equal (or similar at least) to the expected
value of the contract.
Table 1: Comparison of Expected Values of Contract and Required Sums Insured for the
Third Party Liability Insurance Contract
Investigated
Public
Tender
(1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Expected Value of
the Contract
[CZK]
(2)
12 000 000
12 000 000
20 000 000
21 000 000
22 000 000
23 000 000
24 000 000
26 000 000
32 000 000
33 500 000
38 000 000

Required Minimum
Sum Insured
[CZK]
(3)
5 000 000
15 000 000
20 000 000
20 000 000
5 000 000
11 000 000
50 000 000
10 000 000
16 000 000
50 000 000
30 000 000

Sum Insured to
Expected Value of
the Contract
[%]
(4) = 100 x (3)/(2)
42
125
100
95
23
48
208
39
50
149
79

12
39 000 000
20 000 000
51
13
44 200 000
40 000 000
91
14
51 400 000
50 000 000
97
15
52 000 000
10 000 000
19
16
53 500 000
50 000 000
94
17
63 000 000
100 000 000
159
18
65 000 000
40 000 000
62
19
80 000 000
85 000 000
106
20
90 000 000
100 000 000
111
21
320 000 000
400 000 000
125
22
450 000 000
400 000 000
89
Note: 1 EUR = 24,3 CZK (June 2011)
Note: Data in Table 1 are obtained from the Official Site of Public Contracts – Publishing
subsystem (IS VZ US).
Note: Expected value of the Contract excluding VAT.
This situation often leads to the fact, that contracting entity requires excessively high
insurance cover for large projects and insufficient insurance cover for small projects. It must
be taken into account that even minor works can cause a great damage to the third party. Each
construction project is unique, that's why the risk exposure should be assessed for each project
individually. In addition, the problem is that the indemnity limits may be depleted during the
period of insurance on other construction contracts. Anyway, all construction/erection works
should be insured by CAR/EAR insurance policy to cover damages to others than third
parties.
Considering mentioned facts authors recommend following extent of third party liability
insurance (see Table 2).
Table 2: The recommended minimum required sum insured
Expected value of the
Up to 6 mil. CZK
6 – 20 mil. CZK
contract (EV)
70 % of EV, but
Recommended sum
min. 5 mil. CZK
always at least 5
insured
mil. CZK

Over 20 mil. CZK
50 % of EV, but
always at least 15
mil. CZK

The distribution of public works contracts according to the expected value of the contract
used in the table corresponds to the Act No. 137/2006 Coll., on Public Contracts.

Above-the-threshold public contract is a contract with estimated value equal or
greater that the financial threshold stated by the Act; threshold for public works
contracts is 125.451.000 CZK;

Bellow-the-threshold public contract is a contract with estimated value equal or
greater than 6.000.000 CZK for public works contracts (244.900 EUR) and less than
the threshold for above-the-threshold public contract (the simplified bellow-thethreshold procedure is applicable just for contract with estimated value less than
20.000.000 CZK);

Minor public contract is a contract with estimated value less than 6.000.000 CZK.
If the subject matter of the contract is to undertake construction work under hazardous
conditions (e.g. repair or reconstruction without service/traffic interruption), it is

recommended to require a higher value of the sum insured. However, in standard cases the
sum insured should not exceed 100% of expected value of the contract.
3.2 The latest balance sheet
The contracting entity may require the last balance sheet prepared in accordance with special
legislation (Act No. 563/1991 Coll., On Accounting) or a part of such balance sheet.
Possibilities for contracting bodies to choose any indicator is not limited by law, but the
contracting entity should realize that in the event of a dispute will have to clearly justify why
it defined the right to determine the demand for qualified, therefore, to prove that the
determined parameters and values are not discriminatory.
During our research non-discriminatory parameters were specified for all types of public
works contracts; consider the following data in the area of the financial stability of suppliers.


The short-term financial stability (short-term assets and liabilities are those that are
due within 12 months from the date of issue):

Current ratio = current assets / short-term liabilities


recommend value at least 1.5

(1)

recommend value at least 0.5

(2)

The long-term financial stability

Total debt = foreign capital / total assets

Authors recommend that the contracting entity should always clearly define which rows of
the balance sheet have to be used in the calculation of parameters. Only in this case objective
comparison of the values of particular tenderers can be provided. E.g. considerably lower
value of the Current ratio shows the excessive extent of reserves in the balance sheet of the
supplier. Higher value of the Total debt increases the risk of financial instability of the
supplier but does not always mean a negative characteristic of the supplier (low costs of
foreign capital can positively contribute to the overall Return on equity).
3.3 Information on the overall turnover of the supplier
The assessment of recommended minimum value of required overall turnover in each of the
last 3 years should be based on the duration of the contract and its expected value.
During the examination of selected sample of public works contracts (Adamec, J. 2010) it was
found, that contracting entities set this requirement only on the basis of their own decision.
In many cases, minimum required amount of overall annual turnover is very high in respect of
the expected value of the contract, for some cases it is very low. No dependence of these
variables was traced to the observed sample (see Table 3).

Table 3: Comparison of Expected Values of the Contract and Required Minimum Annual
Turnovers
Investigated
Public
Tender
(1)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Expected Value of the
Contract

Required Minimum
Annual Turnover

[CZK]

[CZK]

(2)
52 000 000
51 000 000
23 771 000
19 950 000
16 600 000
23 000 000
26 000 000
18 422 000
22 229 000
28 669 000
290 000 000
82 383 000
88 000 000
68 000 000
35 000 000
93 935 431
275 126 821
93 500 000
115 000 000
28 524 343
39 980 000

(3)
75 000 000
150 000 000
60 000 000
90 000 000
90 000 000
90 000 000
180 000 000
90 000 000
90 000 000
90 000 000
600 000 000
50 000 000
264 000 000
400 000 000
115 000 000
300 000 000
450 000 000
100 000 000
600 000 000
70 000 000
60 000 000

Annual Turnover to
Expected Value of the
Contract
[%]
(4) = 100 x (3)/(2)
144
294
252
451
542
391
692
489
405
314
207
61
300
588
329
319
164
107
522
245
150

Based on the research, following formula for calculating the volume of the required turnover
was provided:

 0,5  ED 
12 * EV * 

12 

MAT 
ED

(3)

where MAT is required minimum annual turnover of construction works, EV is expected value
of the contract and ED is expected duration of the contract (in months).
Mentioned formula is universal, i.e. is applicable for contracts with expected duration up to 1
year as well as for contracts with expected duration over 1 year. Using this formula it is
possible to avoid the danger that for the long-term contacts inappropriately high MAT will be
required and, on the other hand, for short-term contracts required MAT will be insufficient.

By documenting the required overall turnover tenderer demonstrates the capability to perform
adequate annual amount of construction works. If the subject matter of the contract is to carry
out specific works, the minimal amount of the overall turnover of specific works may be
required in the same amount as the value of EV.
4. Conclusion
Authors of this paper believe that the values of economic and financial requirements are very
important as the basic condition for participation in the tender to award the public contract.
Set values of qualification requirements must meet the conditions of transparency and nondiscrimination. For this reason, it seems to be appropriate to determine uniform formula /
procedure for setting these values up. In this way it is possible to avoid targeted behaviour of
contracting entities in setting qualification requirements in order to limit the range potential
suppliers.
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Abstract
One of the most typical construction equipment of today’s constructions is the tower crane.
Numerous construction technologies are almost impossible to be carried out without these
machines. How and why have these become the chief machines of today’s modern
constructions? People have always striven to perform their work in the simplest and most
effective way, making it easier by using tools and machines. Master builders were no
different. Inventing and applying newer and newer machines to transport materials to the
given level were the cornerstones of the development of the construction industry. Lifting
equipment, especially cranes, have gone through great improvements. We can pick one or two
typical examples from every historic era. Through learning about these machines, we can see
how we got from the simple sweep wells to the steam-powered cranes with slewing platforms
and latticed booms.
Keywords: construction machinery, construction history, lifting equipment, hoisting device,
technical development, tower cranes
1. Ancient lifting machines
1.1 Egypt and Mesopotamia
The development of hoisting machines has always been strongly tied to history and
architecture. Most of the time cranes and different lifting equipment were used to make work
and everyday life easier. In order to fulfill many different needs several types of lifting
machines have been invented and developed to perfectly fit the certain task.
The first tool that should be noted in the history of lifting machines is the shadoof or
swape (img.1) used in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia several thousand years ago. This
device was a counterpoise-lift used to draw water. It is a really simple construction that
consists of an upright post on which a horizontal pole is suspended. There was a bucket
(initially made of leather) on one end of the pole and the counterweight on the other end. This
device was used in agriculture only and not in construction. Although, developed construction
tools like the level and the pendulum were used in Egyptian architecture, pulleys were

unknown at the time. Ramps and wooden sleds were used to move huge elements carved of
stone.

Image 1: Ancient representation of the Egyptian Shadoof
1.2 Greek and Roman inventions
The flourishing Greek culture is well known for its education, science and technical
advancement. It is not surprising that it was the cradle of hoisting machines based on winches
and pulleys that eventually replaced the earthwork ramp used in Egypt. The crane was named
after the "large wading bird” both in ancient Greek and Proto-Germanic because of the
resemblance in the shape of the device and the animal.
The first documented block and tackle pulley system and the theory of lifting is
believed to have been developed by Archimedes. It was reported that even an entire warship
laden with men was lifted in the Syracuse harbor using his compound pulleys. “Give me a
place to stand, and I will move the earth.” [8]
Greek architecture has developed the art of stone carving to almost perfection. The
carving technique became increasingly refine and the need for a more precise technique to
transport, lift and place stone blocks appeared. Several studies state that special holes and
cuttings were made to the stone blocks to be able to lift the heavier ones. [2] This provides
evidence that the Greek had a method for lifting building elements that was based on some
kind of hoisting device. (img. 2)

Image 2: Greek construction equipment (cuttings, holes, boreholes for ropes and hooks)

In early building practice two basic types of hoisting machines were developed (img. 3).
They were both made of wood with a very similar structure. The trispastos featured a block
containing three (two upper and one lower) pulleys, while the pentaspastos had a block
containing five (three upper and two lower) pulleys. The weight was lifted by ropes in the
case of both devices.
According to archeological records scientists assume that using the trispastos a weight
of 150 kg, with the pentaspastos a weight of 450 kg could be lifted by a single person. When
doing physical work for a longer period of time a man can exert an effort of 50 kg, but with
the help of the pulleys and the transmission the maximum load limit could be extended to well
above the limit without the use of machines. The size of the crane also determined the
maximum lifting limit. More people working together with one machine could allow the
lifting of several thousand kilograms of building material at a time. [4] These cranes served
not only to lift large building elements in order to construct mighty buildings, but smaller
cranes operated by 1 or 2 people also accelerated the work of smaller groups of laborers by
making their work more efficient.
All these factors together made it possible that the construction of one of the most
important temples of the classical age was extremely quick. The Parthenon was completed
within 15 years on the Acropolis in Athens (447 BC. – 432 BC.). Considering building
conditions at the time it was a surprisingly short construction timeframe, since an enormous
amount of stone had to be moved to finish the project.
Image 4. shows the construction of the Parthenon and a contemporary pulley hoist. It is
clearly visible that there were two pulley-wheels supporting the lifting process with the lifting
rope coiled on the standing pulleys. To make it easier for the operator to turn it, thin wooden
arms stick out of the wheel [10].

Image 3: Trispastos and pentaspastos after the description of Vitruvius

Image 4: The construction of the Parthenon

Greek and Roman cranes are not entirely different, pulley hoists were also used during
Roman constructions. Although, the advanced military science affected many areas of the
society including the building profession.
Vitruvius in De Architectura [4] dedicated a whole chapter of his book to hoisting
machinery. He gives a detailed structural description of the trispastos and the pentaspastos,
and also outlines the process of their assembly. He also mentions a masterful machine type for
quick usage, and warns that only experienced workers should use it. Pulley hoists were
capable of moving material only vertically, but the polyspastos was able to turn around (img.
5), it could be turned to one side along with the weight lifted. Its basic structure is simple: a
huge vertical column is tied to the ground by four ropes in each direction. Turning was
considerably easier around this single pole that it was in the case of the three-legged
trispastos. A complicated pulley system ended in three ropes in each direction, therefore it
was possible to lift the weight from three direction. This ensured a quicker and more flexible
solution during construction.
The fact that highly advanced scaffolding systems were developed during Roman
constructions must also be noted. Along with the lifting machines introduced above, these
scaffolding systems facilitated the building process and remained indispensable for the
following generations.

Image 5: Polyspastos after Vitruvius

2. Medieval cranes
After the fall of the Roman Empire development came to a halt and regression started
that significantly affected all areas of life including building. Development started to revive
again from the 11th century and a new feudal society started to evolve. Agriculture and
handicraft was in the mainstream of development, thus new tools and equipment of
construction came from these fields.
Hoisting devices powered by a treadwheel (magna rota) were not a complete novelty,
they appeared in ancient times and Vitruvius also mentioned them [4]. These machines were
found in water - or wind-powered mills. The treadwheel was always made of wood, but they
existed in several different forms – many of them remaining up till today.

The first type of treadwheels was powered from inside. Their most important structural
element was a huge – 5-6 m diameter - wooden wheel with a horizontal central shaft that was
human or animal powered from the inside. This wheel was connected with the shaft to two
spike wheels that coiled the rope lifting the weight (left side of img. 6). Treadwheels operated
from the outside were powered by humans stepping on ribs attached to the outside surface of
the wheel (right side of img. 6). Manpowered operation was proved to be much more
efficient, since more precise movements were possible to make.
In addition to the usage of the treadwheel in mills it was discovered that using an extra
rope it is possible to lift weight that was under the level of the treadwheel. This is what we
call the treadwheel crane. A special construction was equipped with double treadwheels, one
on each side of the crab for the lifting rope. 20-25 people could be working with it at a time.
(img. 7)
These cranes had an important role in the building of churches, cathedrals and
monasteries. It would have been impossible to erect the extremely tall roman and gothic walls
and towers. Due to the work of several orders many codices and religious manuscripts were
illustrated with images displaying treadwheel cranes.[12]
The crane was initially placed on the ground and as construction proceeded they were
dismantled and reassembled on massive beams capable of supporting the weight of the
hoisting machine. Heavy material was then transported horizontally from here. Medieval
cranes – just like the polyspastos were able to turn, hence they deserve to be recognized as the
true ancestors of nowadays tower cranes.

Image 6: Treadwheel operated from the inside (left) and the outside (right)

Image 7: Codex illumination with a treadwheel crane

These cranes were very successful in delivering building material to upper stories, in
moving ships in harbors, and also in accelerating excavation of material in mines. Treadwheel
cranes kept their special position as the prime hoisting machine for centuries – they were in
use up until the end of the 19th century with some of the surviving even until today.
3. Renaissance innovation
The Renaissance brought an inspiring boom after the Middle Ages. This was a time of
resurgence that introduces numerous new discoveries, inventions and novelty to people’s
lives. Records from the ancient era came up to light, so the wisdom forgotten long ago
returned to be a part of common knowledge. Explorations and blooming worldwide trade in
the 15th and 16th century opened up Europe to the rest of the world. In the Renaissance age the
different crafts – sculpture, metalwork, architecture and decorative arts – all formed
workshops for more efficient production and in order to more precisely fulfill client’s needs.
An outstanding city of the era was Florence where the greatest artists worked on building the
city. Artist had to excel in many different fields: painting, sculpting (carving and casting).
Building assignments incorporated not only the planning, but the construction itself along
with all the needed hoisting machines. This was a time of great polymaths like Fillipo
Brunelleschi and Leonardo da Vinci.
Brunelleschi designed (and several times redesigned) the dome structure of the
Cathedral of Florence that ignited so many debates. It is a sandstone and marble double shell
dome. There was no scaffolding used for its construction, since the structure could bare its
own load even during construction. Brunelleschi was clearly aware of the fact that
contemporary hoisting machines were not capable of lifting and precisely placing building
material to a height of 100 m which was needed for the special dome structure.

Image 8: Taccola’s drawing of Brunelleschi’s oxen-powered hoisting machine
– shown with a horse

The Opera del Duomo – the office directing and controlling the construction of the
dome – opened a competition for the hoisting machine. Brunelleschi designed a hoisting
machine powered by two oxen (1420-21). Bars pushed by the oxen were connected to the
central shaft which was rotated on a wooden deck downstairs inside the dome. Gear wheels
were installed to the top and bottom of the central shaft connecting to a third considerably
bigger gear depending on whether the weigh is to be lifted up or lowered down (img. 8). This
was a significant innovation. The function of lifting or lowering of the weight could be
switched in an instant, which made the direction of the movement reversed without losing
time needed to refit and adjust the machine. This saved time and money during construction.
The three different horizontal arbors allowed for three different lifting speed with minimum
effort. Although, this device could not turn around.

Image 4: The castello on Leonardo da Vinci’s drawing

Another hoisting machine designed by Brunelleschi, the castello (1423-24) was much
ahead of it’s time. It has a strong resemblance to present-day tower cranes regarding both
proportions and movement (img. 9). It could lift and turn the weight and also made sure that it
did not swing when the crane turned to one side. It could turn around a full circle. Its
operation with gears seemed to be really efficient. First, the weight had to be lifted, then,
keeping the equilibrium, the weight had to be turned to one direction and the counterweight to
the other at the same time with the help of two horizontal gears. Since the movement of the
weight was horizontal, there was no need for a rope here, only vertical gears assisted the
lifting process. A staff of four people was required to operate the crane: one lifted the weight
with a rope, the remaining three turned the boom with the weight on it to the desired
direction. The castello was also placed inside the dome. [3]

The oxen-powered hoisting machine and the castello proved to be so strong and useful
that they remained in service even after the death of Brunelleschi. The two devices formed a
unit inimitable for centuries.
It is still disputed why these structures sank into oblivion. Brunelleschi prohibited the
making of drawings or descriptions of his inventions. Still, there was one of Verrochio’s
apprentices that observed the master’s work with particular interest, made drawings of
Brunelleschi’s inventions and designed machines of his own based his findings.
Only fragments of the heritage of Leonardo da Vinci are known, yet he left behind an
incredible amount of unfinished work including several plans of hoisting machines: plans of
devices ahead of their time that were rediscovered and realized many centuries later. Out of
the numerous studies I would like to highlight one significant invention, a device used for
lifting machines (img. 10). It consists of a pair of gears, one turning to one direction the other
to the opposite direction. The wheels that are connected with a horizontal shaft are rotating
while a rope attached to them is coiling onto the wheels lifting the weight from the ground.
The purpose of the machine is to convert the altering movement to a rotating movement. [5].
During the construction of numerous buildings in the Renaissance and Baroque era
hundreds of hoisting machines were engineered, but unfortunately it would be impossible to
touch on all of them in this article. All have their roots in wooden gears, pulleys, and their
cooperation and combination that allowed the birth of several hundred variations. These
reliable machines assisted the work of building masters for long centuries.

Image 10: The movement converting device of Leonardo’s hoisting machine
4. Cranes of the industrial revolution
The industrial revolution was the next worldwide movement that ignited changes in
many areas of life. The steam engine invented by James Watt (1769.) fundamentally changed
the role of machines in people’s lives. A world that was unimaginable before opened up. Steel
and iron gave strength and durability to tools, thus also to cranes playing an important part in
the construction industry.
The breakthrough happened thanks to railroad construction. Initially the railroad
network started to be built using human and animal power, but this method turned out not to
be an inefficient building technique. Vast amounts of soil and material had to be moved that

required a huge number of people. Investment companies used tricky solutions to accelerate
projects and motivate contractors to increase productivity. From this point on it was worth
sacrificing time, money and energy on developing more advanced building technologies and
machines.
William S. Otis employee of Carmichael & Fairbanks developed a steam-powered
“crane excavator for excavating and removing earth” (img. 11). This was basically a crane
fitted to a railroad car that easily could move on the completed rail system. The crane
structure allowed not only the excavation of soil in front of the machine, but it also could be
turned to its sides. Since the machine was patented by Otis in 1839 competitors could start
modifying and further developing it only after the end of the patent period around 1870. [10]

Image 11: Patent design of the crane-excavator by William S. Otis, 1098
The invention of Otis was a breakthrough in the world of construction machinery. With
this single machine he designed the first excavator and introduced the first steam crane to
railway construction.
The steam crane existed in a fix and in a mobile version. In case it was mobile it could
run on railroad tracks, therefore consisted of two main parts: a strong lower frame and a
negotiable crane body built upon the frame. It was also possible to connect this frame to a
steam locomotive, thus its transportation became easy. Usually the steam engine was at the
back of the machine this way also serving as a counterweight. These cranes were usually used
for demolition, so they were often called demolition cranes. Image 12 clearly shows that jib
structures started to become more sophisticated. Truss structures made of steel appeared.
They achieved a double purpose: lifting heavier weight and smaller self weight. This
structural design kept the steam crane in use for a long time, even until 1980 in some cases.
[6]

Image 12: Steam engine crane

5. The predecessor of today’s’ tower cranes
After the invention of the steam engine the course of events speeded up. Nikolaus Otto
invited the first four-cycle internal-combustion engine, which triggered huge changes both in
transportation and another machinery.
Julius Wolff, in his company, the Maschinenfabrik Julius Wolff & Co. built and
publicized the first modern tower crane designed directly for construction works in 1913
(img. 13). These first generation Wolff cranes were fabricated of heavy iron and steel. Their
assembly and disassembly was laborious and slow. Irrespectably of this disadvantage several
thousand pieces were produced and sold in the following centuries. These cranes represent a
milestone in the history of modern hoisting machines and cranes. Finally, with the
specialization of tower cranes there a brand new era of the history of cranes begun. [9]

Image 13: Building of a Wolff crane
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Abstract
The paper deals with the management of the public procurement from the aspect of the
submitter. In the frame of the public procurement is crucial to define appropriate criteria to
find the optimal solution of the public contract assurance. The issue solved in the paper is
focused mainly on financial qualification criteria intended for the selection of the suitable
supplier. There exist more kinds of economic qualification criteria (e.g. the insurance
contract), in the paper there are taken into account only indexes coming out of accounting
statements of the applicant. In the paper there are described possible indexes of financial
analysis suitable for the valuation of the applicant´s financial situation in order to ensure the
optimal proceeding of the public contract realization. The paper is also oriented on
determination of marginal values of defined indexes.
Keywords: Management, Accounting Data, Public Procurement, Criteria

1. Introduction
Awarding of public contracts is in the Czech Republic defined with the law n. 137/2006 Coll.
about public contracts in the version of last amendments (next only „law about public
contracts“). Law about public contracts step by step defines the person of contracting body of
the public contract. Here is in detail described the person of contracting authority, but there
are also defined next specific categories of contracting bodies, the subsidised contracting
entity and sector contracting entity. In the next part the law about public contracts defines the
public contract, which is here classified from the aspect of the subject of the contract as
a public supply contracts, public service contracts and public works contracts.
From the aspect of the estimated value it is possible to divide public contracts into above-thethreshold public contracts, below-the-threshold public contracts and small-scale public
contracts. The law also determines the possibilities of the utilization of particular award
procedures. Generally the law defines six variants of award procedures. Open and restricted
procedures is possible to use for any public contract, utilization of the other award procedures
(negotiated procedure with publication, negotiated procedure without publication, competitive
dialogue, simplified below-the-threshold procedure) is conditioned with the fulfilment of in
law defined suppositions. The law also defines all processes, procedures, terms and limits,
which is in awarding of public contracts necessary to respect. Very important is also the
determination of evaluation criteria for the choice of the best offer. The law determines only

two criteria, the economic advantageousness of the tender and the lowest tender price. For this
paper is the key area the definition of qualifications prerequisites for the specification of the
requirements on the economic operator (supplier). Qualifications prerequisites are defined in
several levels. At the first level there are defined basic qualifications prerequisites; next level
is created with professional qualifications prerequisites, technical qualifications prerequisites
and economic and financial qualifications prerequisites. Requirements for the fulfilment of
qualifications prerequisites are defined by contracting body in the announcement about the
start of the award procedure. The structure of basic qualifications prerequisites is defined with
the law. In the case of professional qualifications prerequisites the supplier presents the
statement from the business register or with other similar document proving the professional
ability of the supplier. In the frame of technical qualifications prerequisites can contracting
body require e. g. the overview of important works realized in the list three years, the list of
technicians of their departments intended for own realization, the specific technical equipment
and next possible documents proving the technical qualification of the supplier. The last
group of qualifications prerequisites is economic and financial qualifications prerequisites.
Typical qualifications prerequisites are insurance agreement or the information about the total
revenues of the supplier. However the paper is focused mainly on the requirements connected
with the accounting statements of the supplier and requirements on the value of specific
indexes coming out from the accounting statements of the supplier. [1], [4]
2. Accounting data
Accounting data used for the valuation of the qualification of the supplier have the form of
information listed in closure accounting statement, in the balance sheet, the profit-loss
account and the cash-flow statement. In following sub-chapters will be generally described
the structure of particular accounting statements. [2], [3]
2.1. Balance sheet
The balance sheet is the basic accounting statement, which duty to create it comes out from the
law about accounting n. 563/1991 Coll. The balance sheet provides information connected with
the property and capital structure of the company. It is based on the balance principle, which
allows mapping of changes in the property and in the capital in the time horizon. It is possible to
find here the data from the present and previous accounting period. The structure of the balance
sheet is following:

BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
1. Fixed assets
- Intangible fixed assets
- Tangible fixed assets
- Long-term financial assets

LIABILITIES
1. Equity
- Registered capital
- Capital funds
- Funds from profit
- Economic result

2. Current assets
- Inventory
- Long-term receivables
- Short-term receivables
- Short-term financial assets

2. Other sources
- Reserves
- Long-term payables
- Short-term payables
- Bank loans

3. Accruals
Assets totally

3. Accruals
Liabilities totally

Tab.1 Balance sheet
Fixed assets are specific with their lifetime, which should be longer then one year. The attrition of
this property is expressed with the depreciation. To the group of intangible fixed assets belong e.g.
software, licenses or patents, tangible fixed assets are e.g. buildings, halls, cars or computers and
long-term financial assets are e.g. commercial papers.
Current property has a short-term character. Its turnover is in the time horizon of one year. For the
production process it is necessary its fluent creation. Inventory can be in the form of bought
inventory (material, goods) and inventory of own production (created by in the frame of own
activity - unfinished production, intermediate products, products). Long-term and short-term
receivables arise in the frame of relations with investors, state and employees. Short-term
financial property includes money on bank account or cash and short-term commercial papers.
Liabilities of the company are created with own and other resources. The most important are the
basic capital and the profit on the side of own recources and bank loans and payables on the side
of other resources.
2.2. Profit-loss account
The profit-loss account is the next basic accounting statement, which is according to the law about
account compulsory. Here are recorded revenues and costs for the accounting period; the output is
the economic result for specific accounting period. Revenues and costs are structured into five
groups according to the following scheme.

PROFIT-LOSS ACCOUNT
Revenues from sold goods
- Expenses on sold goods
= Sale margin
+ Production
- Production consumption
= Added value
- Personnel expenses, taxes and fees, depreciation, other operating costs
+ Other operating revenues
= Operating economic result
+ Financial revenues
- Financial costs
= Financial economic result
- Income tax on ordinary income
= Economic result for ordinary activity (operating and financial)
+ Extraordinary revenues
- Extraordinary costs
- Income tax for extraordinary activity
= Extraordinary economic result
= Economic result for accounting period (ordinary and extraordinary)
Economic result before income tax
Tab. 2 Profit-loss account
The item “Economic result for accounting period” enters the balance sheet on the side of
liabilities as equity.
2.3. Cash-flow statement
Cash-flow statement provides information about the movement of financial sources (incomes and
expenditures) during the accounting period. Incomes and expenditures are here divided into three
groups of activities:
 operating,
 investment,
 financial.
3. Financial analysis
3.1. Basic information
The financial analysis is the tool for the valuation of the economic and financial situation of the
company. Basic inputs for the financial analysis are “historical” accounting information. For the
internal financial analysis it is possible to use the intra-plant accounting data and next intra-plant
information. The internal financial analysis can serve as groundwork for the strategic financial
planning. The external financial analysis is intended for the valuation of the company by the
external subject (the bank, the business partner) to find out its financial capability. For purposes of
the external analysis usually are not disposable internal data, it is possible to use only the closure
accounting statements. In the frame of the paper is the attention posed on the ratio indexes.

3.2. Absolute indexes
Absolute indexes are in the form of particular item of the balance sheet. The valuation of these
indexes is realized with the horizontal and vertical analyses. These analyses provide only the
frame overview on the property and capital structure of the company in time. Horizontal analysis
solves the development of particular indexes in the time horizon of the monitored period and
vertical analysis solves the vertical structure of closure accounting statements.
3.3. Ratio indexes
Liquidity indexes
The liquidity means the „speed“ of the change of particular property items into the cash form
without bigger additional costs. The company has a good liquidity, if it is able to cover own
liabilities and these liabilities to pay in time. It is clear, that liquidity of the company is closely
connected with the solvency. There are distinguished three degrees of liquidity.
The first degree of liquidity is called Cash Ratio and it calculated in the following way:

CR 

SFA
SD

(1)

Where: CR expresses the Cash Ratio, SFA means Short-term Financial Assets and SD are Shortterm Debts.
Short-term financial assets are defined as all financial property including money on bank account,
cash and short-term commercial papers. Short term Debts are the debts with immediate or shortterm maturity, e.g. short-term payables, short-term financial accommodations or current bank
loans. The recommended value of this index should be in the interval from 0,2 to 0,5. [3]
The next degree is the Quick Ratio, which is created in the following way:

QR 

(  CA  INV )
SD

(2)

Where: QR expresses the Quick Ratio, ∑CA means the sum of Current Assets, INV are Inventory
and SD are Short term Debts. The recommended value of this index should be in the interval from
1 to 1,5. [3]
The third degree of liquidity is called Current Ratio and it is calculated according to the
following formula:

CuR 

 CA
SD

(3)

Where CuR is the Current Ratio, ∑CA means the sum of Current Assets and SD are Short term
Debts. The recommended value of this index should be in the interval from the interval 1,5 – 2,5.
[3].
The capital structure indexes
These indexes express the relation between own and other sources of the property coverage, that
means the sources necessary for financing.

The Debt Ratio is the first index representing the capital structure of the company. It serves for
the calculation of the total indebtedness. It concerns about the rate of other capital (the total debt)
to total assets of the company.

DR 

TD
A

(4)

Where: DR is the Debt Ratio, TD expresses the value of Total Debt and ∑A is the sum of all
assets in the company. The maximal value of the Debt Ratio should not be higher then 0,8. [3]
Equity Ratio is the completing criterion for the valuation of the total indebtedness. It expresses
the rate of the financial independence of the company.

ER 

E

A

(5)

Where: ER is the Equity Ratio, E means the Equity and ∑A is the sum of all assets in the
company.
Profitability ratios
Generally it is possible the profitability to define like the basis for the active development of each
company. It is necessary for next investment activities in the business. It can be also signed like
the efficiency of the specific activity or efficiency of the capital invested into specific activity. The
profitability is generally expressed like the rate of the profit to analyzed magnitude. For these
purposes there are distinguished three categories of the profit:
 EBIT - earnings before interest and taxes,
 EBT - earnings before taxes,
 EAT or NP - net profit.
ROA (Return on Assets) expresses the total efficiency of the company and its ability to reach the
profit. It reflects the total profitability of the company not regarding the used sources for financing
of the specific business activity.

ROA 

P

A

(6)

Where: ROA is Return on Assets, P represents preferred category of the profit (EBIT, EBT, NP)
and ∑A are Total Assets.
ROE (Return on Equity) serves for valuation of the profitability of the capital invested by
shareholders or owners of the company.

ROE 

P
E

(7)

Where: ROE is Return on Equity, P represents preferred category of the profit (EBIT, EBT, NP)
and E is the Equity.

ROS (return on sales) expresses the relation between the profit and sales, here is very important
the choice of the category of the profit, in this case it concerns about the net profit.

ROS 

EAT
S

(8)

Where: ROS is Return on Sales, EAT expresses the net profit (Earnings after Tax) and S are
Sales.
Assets Management Ratios
Assets management ratios serve for the monitoring of the company from the aspect of the assets
and liabilities management.
TAT (Total Assets Turnover) provides information about the profitability of the total assets used
in the business in order to maximize sales.
TAT 

A
S

(9)

Where: TAT is the Total Assets Turnover, ∑A are Total Assets and S are total annual Sales.
ART (Accounts Receivable Turnover) expresses the rate of sales to receivables. Completing
index for this valuation is the Debtor Days Ratio (DDR).

S
AR
AR
DDR 
 360
S
ART 

(10)
(11)

Where: ART is the Accounts Receivable Turnover, S are Sales, AR are Accounts Receivable and
DDR is Debtor Days Ratio.
PTR (Payables Turnover Ratio) is created with the relation between sales (it is also possible to
use costs or some kinds of costs) and payables.

S
PA
PA
PTP 
* 360
S

PTR 

(12)
(13)

Where: PTR is Payables Turnover Ratio, S are Sales, PA are Payables and PTP is Payables
Turnover Period.
3.4. Summary indexes
Summary indexes are created with particular ratio indexes; their giving ability is not as direct as in
the case of ratio indexes. The reason is the multiplication of particular ratio indexes, when the
result is created only with one number. This final value already has more information character.
However in the case of the need of the fast basic information about good or worse financial

situation of the company these indexes provide quite general overview on the total economy of
the company.
4. Proposal of the set of economic criteria coming out from accounting data
4.1. Requirements of submitter
According to the law about public contracts the contracting body can for the fulfillment of
economic and financial qualifications prerequisites require one or more of these documents:
 the insurance agreement,
 the last elaborated balance sheet,
 information about the total sales of the supplier.
This paper is focused only on the supposition of economic and financial qualifications
prerequisites coming out from the balance sheet and the profit/loss account. The output of the
paper is the supposition of the set of ratio indexes of the financial analysis suitable for the
proof of economic and financial capability of the supplier to realize the public contract.
4.2. Creation of the set of indexes
Higher cited economic and financial qualifications prerequisites, which come out from the
law, have only recommending character. However they are formed quite generally, from this
reason is necessary to determine detailed indexes, which can help to the selection of suppliers.
It is necessary to mention that these indexes must have non-discrimination character and their
required values should be well reasoned.
Liquidity index
The ability of the company to keep own mature liabilities belongs to basic requirements for the
proving of the capability of the business partner. Indexes of liquidity should belong to the basic
indexes in the frame of economic and financial qualifications prerequisites. For the valuation
of the qualification of the supplier it is possible to use any from higher mentioned indexes;
however the best is the quick ratio. The cash ration expresses the actual financial condition of
the supplier, but it is dependant on the state of the short-term financial property at the last day
of the accounting period. And this state should not necessary directly describe the financial
condition of the supplier for the day of the valuation and from this reason some suppliers can
be discriminated. The current ratio provides the complete information about the state of
current assets, but it can be influenced a lot with the volume of inventory, which should not
necessary mean the liquid property able to cover liabilities of the company. The quick ratio
expresses the ability to cover own short-term payables with the short-term financial property and
with receivables. Both items of the current assets it possible to consider having high liquidity and
regarding the payment ability of debtors the solvency of the company is ensured.
Capital structure index
The bigger indebtedness should not necessary mean for the company the threat of an existence. In
the case of the low price of the foreign capital it can be very efficient situation supporting the
development of the company. However for the contracting body is the rate of the indebtedness the
key index from the aspect of the financial health of the company. It is necessary to know the value
of the rate of the indebtedness from the reason of ability of the supplier to cover own debts and
next the ability of the financial assurance during the realization of the public contract. The

recommended index in this area is the debt ratio. In the frame of civil engineering is the branch
average value around 0,6, it is possible to accept values till 0,8.
Profitability index
For the company there are indexes of profitability very important from the aspect of the ability of
the company to achieve own economic objectives. While previous groups of indexes characterize
the financial stability and the capability of the company, indexes of profitability valuate more the
ability of the company to reach the profit and to achieve the efficiency in the utilization of
production resources. Low profitability of the company should not necessary mean the decreasing
of the reliability against business partners including the contracting body. The assessment of
minimal values of some of these indexes could have discriminating character. From this reason
are not these indexes suitable for the valuation of the economic and financial capability. In the
area of the company’s profitability it is possible to use only the index of total sales to prove the
ability of the company to realize the contract of the specific range.
Turnover index
Assets management indexes valuate the company from the aspect of management with particular
property items and also with some items of short-term liabilities. Value of these indexes is
dependant on the character of the business activity and on the company. It is very difficult to
define optimal or marginal values of these indexes not to be discriminating. From this reason it
possible to recommend at least the marginal value of the index - payables turnover ratio, this
value should not be lower then 1, that means minimally one turnover per a year.
4.3. Case study
In the following case study is illustratively presented using of higher defined indexes for the
valuation of the economic and financial qualification of the supplier in the frame of the awarding
procedure for the supplier of the public building contract. The supplier is characterized with the
balance sheet and the profit/loss account described in tables 3, 4 and 5.
Balance sheet - assets
Total assets
Fixed assets totally
Intangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets
Long-term financial assets
Current assets totally
Inventory
Long-term receivables
Short-term receivables
Short-term financial assets
Accruals

31.12.01
39 768
5 416
0
5 416
0
34 128
15 597
3 411
7 943
7 177
224

31.12.02
47 533
1451
0
1451
0
45 823
16 760
0
15 596
13 467
259

Tab. 3 Case study – Balance sheet of the company assets

31.12.03
35 373
1339
0
1339
0
33 899
16 102
0
11 636
6161
135

Balance sheet - liabilities
Total liabilities
Equity
Registered capital
Reserve funds
Profit / loss - previous year
Profit / loss - current year
Other sources
Reserves
Long-term payables
Short-term payables
Bank loans
Accruals

31.12.01
39 768
19 278
17 420
0
0
1 858
20 342
0
2 477
17 865
0
148

31.12.02
47 533
2 886
200
0
-45
2 731
44 581
0
11 327
33 254
0
66

31.12.03
35 373
5 202
200
20
2 666
2 316
30 030
0
9 017
20 866
147
141

Tab. 4 Case study – Balance sheet of the company - liabilities
Profit / loss account item
Revenues from sold goods
Expenses on sold goods
Sale margin
Production
Production consumption
- Consumption of material and energy
- Services
Added value
Personnel expenses
Taxes and fees
Depreciations of intangible and tangible assets
Revenues from disposals of fixed assets and materials
Net book value of disposed fixed assets and materials
Other operating revenues
Other operating expenses
Operating profit / loss
Financial revenues
Financial expenses
Profit / loss from financial operations
Income tax on ordinary income
Profit / loss of current accounting period

31.12.01
32 502
27 391
5 111
60 933
49 213
26 411
22 802
16 831
12 884
143
1 045
483
28
839
698
2 961
1
68
-67
1 036
1858

31.12.02
32 246
26 487
5 759
71 136
57 507
29 757
27 750
19 388
14 502
132
558
212
0
546
1 052
3 902
1
85
-84
1 087
2 731

31.12.03
32 831
27 417
5 414
64 436
50 748
28 203
22 545
19 102
14 498
143
899
0
0
933
1 160
3 335
1
100
-99
920
2 316

Tab. 5 Case study – Profit-loss account of the company
In the following table they are defined calculated values of suggested indexes for last three years.
Indexes
Quick Ratio
Debt Ratio
Payables Turnover Ratio

31.12.01
0,85
0,51
4,59

31.12.02
0,87
0,93
2,32

31.12.03
0,85
0,85
3,25

Tab. 6 Results of indexes valuation
From the table 6 follows that the valuated company fulfils only requirement for the value of
payables turnover. Regarding the fact that in other indexes the required values are not reached the

company does not fulfil economic and financial qualification prerequisites for the supplier of the
specific public contract.
5. Conclusions
The paper deals with the issue of the determination of economic and financial qualification
prerequisites for the attendance of the supplier in the awarding procedure of the public contract
realization. The purpose of the determination of criterions is to ensure the required level of
economic and financial stability of the supplier, which is one of suppositions of non-problematic
realization of the public contract.
In the introduction of the paper there are generally provided basic information defined in the law
on public contracts. Next there are described accounting statements, which serve as input sources
for the economic and financial valuation of the company. In the next part of the paper there are
summarized particular ratio indexes used for the financial valuation of the company. The main
part of the paper solves the choice of ratio indexes suitable for the economic and the financial
valuation of the supplier. There were chosen three indexes that were then tested in the case study.
From the case study follows quite big difficulty to achieve right values, when the profitable
company does not pass qualification prerequisites in awarding procedure. But it is necessary to
mention that the priority of the contracting body is not the economic success of the company, but
its financial capability which is proved with suggested indexes.
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Abstract
The building industry belongs to the most risky production branches. Nevertheless there are
some organizations able to testify a low level or even zero amount of accidents.The main
reason of these successes is growing up the field of safety and health protection at work in
thinking and practical acting to the highest level, i.e. posting it an equal and integral part of
planning and fulfilling practical tasks, that eventually go beyond these tasks. The base of
success in any activity is a reasonable motivation. In the field of safety and health protection
at work its goal is to motivate the workmen to take care of their health especially through
knowing and maintaining legal safety regulations.
Keywords: safety system, safety at work, health protection, zero amount of accidents,
motivation, the care of health

Introduction
Considering risks at work, the building industry belongs to the most risky production
branches. Demanding and complex constructions which require perfect preparation are being
built enormously quickly. So a strictly maintained and minutely elaborated system of
safeguarding the safety and health protection of the work staff at work must be its integral
part.
Based on a statistical observation it is becoming evident that in spite of rising demands on
building works, accidents at work show a declining tendency. Even there are organizations
that in spite of complex conditions can testify a zero level of accidents. It is not simple to
reach such a state and experience points to the necessity of changing the inner approach of all
participants to the field of safety and health protection at work. Also a narrow cooperation of
the management with the employees as well as a unanimous approach to the enterprise´s goals
is important.
Neglecting or underestimating protection of work as well may lead to health damage. To
detect what are the motivation factors of people at work that guide their behaviour is just the
most difficult task in the field of safety and health protection at work.
1. Safety and health protection at work analysis
Safety and health protection at work in the building industry is a very complex field that can
be analyzed in different aspects.
One of the aspects can be that in view of the object protection it is necessary to safeguard the

safety of both the work staff and the construction vicinity.
In the aspect of space the workmen can be protected in their activities:
- prior to the construction start,
- directly in the realized objects,
- on building sites,
- outside building sites.
In the aspect of time and the life cycle of constructions the safety of workmen in the
following activities can be considered:
- before starting the construction,
- during the construction,
- during the utilization of a construction work,
- during the construction liquidation.
When looking at the construction participants possibilities it is possible to determine who and
in what phase and how can guarantee the work staff and the vicinity safety, i.e.:
- the architect still in projecting the building work, i.e. for example, by an aimed
suggestion of elements and constructions that can at the same time be also protective
devices during construction as well as utilization,
- the architect by elaborating a Plan of safety and health protection at work in which
before arranging the building site he will define the basic safety steps during
realization,
- the contractor during realization by his system of managing the safety and health
protection at work,
- the owner and customer by applying safety steps in maintenance, repairs and buildings
liquidation.
A review of the safety and health protection at work in the aspect of analyzing reasons of
work accidents is important and especially necessary. This is closely connected also with
a field of preventive and remedial steps which always lead to an effect and require a selection
of such solutions that will be the most effective for the organization.
In analysing safety and health protection at work it is conventional to use a system approach
to make the matter transparent.
2. System of safety and health protection at work
Thanks to mostly the developed world countries, the field of safety and health protection at
work has become a certain system. This system outwardly is presented and safeguarded by
two ways:
- the first way leads via the state by means of legal instructions and other regulations to
safeguard safety and health protection at work that gradually are being uniformed
worldwide on the basic principles. By such a means an outer press is applied first of
all on employers to guarantee safe work conditions for their employees;
- the second way leads via the very participants of the working process by means of
their mutual cooperation. It is expressed by self consciousness and readiness to
maintain legislation. Via this way an inner press is induced that creates the individual
motivation for a certain behaviour.
In the system of safety and health protection at work the following points are limited for all
participants of the working process:
- duties,
- rights.

Since the largest group consists of employers and employees, it is convenient to analyse this
group.
The duties are prominently determined by the employers, which are distinctly responsible for
the state of things at working places in this field. Adequately they are also addressed to the
employees. They can be expressed by two words, i.e.:
- duty to maintain (legal instructions and other regulations to safeguard safety and
health protection at work),
- duty to collaborate (mutually in safeguarding safe working conditions).
Rights are authorized first of all for employees. They also can be summarized in two words:
- right to be informed on all that has bearings on safety and health protection at work,
- right to have a commentary on all that concerns safety and health protection at work.
The system of safety and health protection at work can be described by certain characteristics
that outwardly are expressed as:
- science status to solve certain tasks, such as, e.g. to value risks, scientific methods,
means and instruments are used,
- readiness for making compromises, since the aim of this system is scientific seeking
a compromise between invested means to protect workmen and merits of their
protection,
- complexity, for the system must satisfy the task of creating the protective system,
which is simultaneously able to control, motivate, reward and sanction,
- limits bounds of requirements, since it defines the lowest measure, minimum
requirements to safeguard a safe course of the working process, while it does not limit
using more strict criteria.
3. Judging risks
The system quality of safety and health protection at work is practically expressed in a certain
number and seriousness of work accidents. A high quality can be reflected even in a zero level
of accidents. To reach this state a detailed deep-going analysis is necessary, where a wide
spectrum of influences has to be followed. Its result will be a suggestion of measures which
can be based on different needs either from prevention or remedy.
In activities linked with prevention at their start there is a demanding task of judging the risks.
The risks analysis gives us the basis for suggesting steps to exclude or at least to minimize
risks.
In suggesting remedial steps detecting the reasons of an undesirable event is of great
importance. Through a statistical analysis by means of coding the sources and reasons of
working accidents are detected only perfunctorily. In spite of this through an aimed
orientation to some problems (e.g. by directing to prevention at work in high places or in
slithering, stumbling and falls down in a workplace etc.) the state of things shows some
improvement.
In fact the highest percentage (60 – 70%) of work accident reasons falls in the group where
the reasons of the health damage are the defects of personal assumptions for a full-quality
professional performance, absent physical assumptions, flaws of the sensory system, negative
personal traits and immediate psychic and physiological states such as using the dangerous
methods or processes of work, an unauthorized behaviour against an order or instructions,
eventually keeping to stay in a dangerous space. In investigating these cases the most frequent
questions are: why the worker acted like that? It means the question of the motivation of that
behaviour needs to be answered.

3.1. Zero accidents level
P. Lexa (2003) describes experience in organizing cases successful in getting a zero accident
level. The basic difference compared to these who don´t reach such successes in the field of
accidents at work is in the very approach to safety and health protection at work. The main
principle of the given approach is creating a system of safety and health protection at work
and its privileged status in the organization even going farther than the plant´s production
aims. This approach should be accepted by all and every body from the top management up to
the last workman not only e.g., concerning the principal contractor of the construction works,
but also all subcontracting subjects.
Generally it is required and legislatively fixed that carrying of the employees´ health at work
and of bettering their work conditions should be an equal and integral part of planning and
fulfilling work tasks. This is not enough. If the top aim is a zero accidents level, the work
protection must become the topmost priority.
In fact the conditions of introducing this approach are not identical in all organizations, so the
used methods, means and instruments will be different. Where a high consciousness of the
workmen´ responsibility for their health and keeping regulations, instructions and orders is
a regular way of behaviour, there motivation brings through a just rewarding a corresponding
effect. In the opposite case it is needful to strengthen the controlling function of the system of
safety and health protection at work also by using sanctions in cases when breaking its laws is
conscious and sometimes also with the consent of the nearest superiors.
Parallel with strengthening the stature of safety and health protection in an organization it is
necessary to cement also the competences of the workmen who satisfy managing, executive
as well as controlling functions in the field.
4. Effect of the suggested steps
Based on considering risks or also detecting reasons of work accidents adequate steps are
suggested and applied. They serve to eliminate or at least to minimize risks.
The steps suggestion contains a legislatively fixed hierarchic succession that should be
maintained. This succession is directly linked with the constructions preparation stages, so it
is necessary to consider the field of safety and health protection at work as early as in the
phase of the project preparation.
A great number of lethal cases and health damages are caused by wrong decisions still during
the planning phase of a construction, i.e., still prior to the start of any construction works.
Accordingly, the first step in suggesting the measures is still in this stage of preparation to
suggest constructions with the view of their safe realization, exploitation and also liquidation.
The second step is the phase of realizing preparation, in which it is possible through apt
measures to intervene into the safety of workmen and their health protection at work through
selecting convenient methods and work organization.
As measures of protection the means of collective safeguard are used up to the state when
through these two steps the risks are excluded or eliminated to the minimum.
Among the latest in the suggestions hierarchy of steps belong:
- personal safeguards,
- personal protective work means,
- safety and health markings at work.
Each of these measures reduces in a certain measure endangering the workmen at work and at
the same time it also represents certain financial and time requirements for their realization.
The final effect is reached considering the consequences that will be brought up by the state

when convenient steps are applied and the state when these steps are neglected.
To calculate this effect will be the most difficult task in every organization for it is needful:
- to calculate expenses and time to safeguard a certain step,
- to determine contributions that will be brought in by excluding or minimizing a risk,
that means also to calculate the expenses and time needed for remedy, i.e.,
a workman´s coming back to a work process and for redressing the losses.
Yet, the final impact of safe working conditions is much wider not only in the form of
a higher productivity of labour, but first of all in the general workers´ consciousness as well
as in the firm´s position on the market.
5. The influence share of psychic on the workmen´s behaviour
The field of safety and health protection at work is directly linked with the workmen´s health
and life, i.e. with the dearest they have. From the analysis it ensues, that the largest share of
work accidents is because of the risky workmen´s behaviour. They often do also
consciousness breaking legal instructions, rules and other orders for safeguarding safety and
health protection at work.
On the other hand not every risky behaviour ends in health damage. This leads to the
necessary analysis of the worker´s behaviour motivation and to seeking answers to the
question, why the same behaviour under identical conditions ends in different consequences.
The answers can be found only through the minute investigation of the workmen´s psychic.
All the other steps and methods are only supporting means in the individual decisions of the
responsible people.
The field of the human psychic and his motivation for a certain behaviour includes more than
only knowing and applying safe methods and rules. It is connected first of all with the
worker´s values hierarchy in which the health and life protection in his/her consciousness
must take the highest place. Consequently only organizations that have been aware of this
principle reach the state of a zero level of accidents and have been taking care to hold it on
a long time.
Conclusion
The state and its organs of control share much in the state of safety and health protection at
work, most of all through legislation. The European Union´s organs as well take much care in
this field to make it better. Their great aspiration is maximum strengthening the statistic´s role
to get a review of the situation in this field. Yet, in statistical evidences from investigating
work accidents reasons, the claim to focus more attention especially to the workers´ psychic is
not stressed. For this reason the final results are disfigured to a large extent.
The next development in the field of safety and health protection at work should be directed
more to individuals and their motivation to risky behaviour.
Calculating the safe work effect that could persuade the responsible people of safety and
health protection at work being supremely important in an organization can make their
attitude better.
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Abstract
The good title on property and projects that respects the urban plans is the prerequisite for the
smooth land and project development of urban areas. In many transforming countries, such as
Slovakia, the substantial problems arise, when developers initiate the projects and have to
clear the property title, consolidate the land and provide the necessary infrastructure.
Although the land registration has the long tradition in Slovakia, nevertheless the quality of
records has been influenced negatively by frequent political and legislative changes. The
existing situation complicates the land and urban development, since it generates the
additional development risks and legal costs that we shortly illustrate on the project
Kadnarova.
Key words: land development, land ownerships, developers, land registration
Introduction
During the last twenty one years Slovakia has undergone the substantial institutional changes
that have enabled to develop the land and real estate market where the developers, banks,
customers, private construction firms, consultants and other important partners operate. The
privatizations, restitutions, the introduction of the local democracy, and approximation of the
law to the standards of European Union has profoundly changed the business environment in
which the urban development and construction is taking place. Yet not all legislative issues
has been satisfactory solved, privatization was not realized without the negative side effects,
the restitutions revealed the problems of the unknown owners of the land, the cadastre does
not have the complete information about the land ownership in Slovakia. We address these
issues in the first part of the paper.
The historical legacy complicates the urban development process in practice, and we address
these problems in the second part of the paper. In the third part of paper we provide the
example of the development project Kadnárova in the locality Úžiny – Rinzle.

1. Historical milestones influencing the land ownership in Slovakia
The territory of Slovakia was governed by the different states during last 200 years. Before
1918 Slovakia was the province of Hungary in Austro-Hungarian monarchy. In 1918 it
became the part of Czechoslovakia. Czechoslovakia was multiethnic country and the tension
among the ethnic groups has culminated before World War II. During the WW2 the Slovakia
became independent country de jure, but de facto it was the dependency of Germany. Shortly
after its establishment the Slovak southern regions as well as Ruthenia were ceded to
Hungary. Slovakia was again included into Czechoslovakia in 1945, but the most eastern part
of the country – Ruthenia became the part of the Soviet Union. The democratic system in
Czechoslovakia was dismantled in 1948 and the country became the part of the Communist
bloc. The country tried to reintroduce the democracy in 1968 during the Prague spring but the
Soviet intervention stopped this effort in August 1968 and reintroduced the strong control of
the political and civil life. The totalitarian regime in Czechoslovakia was dissolved in 1989.
During the period from 1991 and 1992 the tension between Slovakia and Czech political elites
was growing and culminated by the split of Czechoslovakia into two independent states.
The political changes had the profound impact on development of the land ownership, land
management and land market. The land register – the cadastre - was introduced by AustroHungarian Emperor Joseph II based on triangulation and detailed survey during 1817 – 1861
for military and tax purposes.
During the last 200 years the land ownership in Slovakia was changed radically several times.
After 1918 the Czechoslovakia have implemented the extensive land reform and expropriated
the substantial portion of the land from Hungarian and Austrian aristocrats. The land was then
sold and distributed to peasants and former members of Czechoslovakian legions that were
fighting against the Central powers during the World War I. During the World War II the
property of Jews was expropriated and given to the new owners, but later it was mostly
restituted. After WW2, part of the ethnic Hungarian population in Slovakia was exchanged for
the Slovak population in Hungary, and almost 3 millions of Germans had to leave
Czechoslovakia, and their property was also expropriated. After WW2 several waves of
nationalization of land and business brought almost total end of the private ownership.
During the Socialist period the regime differentiated between the private property and the
personal property. Private property had the negative connotation, while there was allowed
some limited personal property. The land policy of that period may be characterized by the
belief in common or social ownership of property. (Mierzejewska, 2004) As the best way of
the allocating the resources was considered the allocation of resources according to the central
planning; and the associated suppression of the individual private ownership rights of
property (Dale & Baldwin, 1999). Such policy was reflected by profound changes in
legislation concerning property rights and ownership, concentration upon usage rights as
opposed to ownership rights. The communist legislation also discouraged or inhibited trading
in land and property, and the expansion of the state as owner/occupier or user of the land. In
the urban areas the socialized building were built without regards to the property rights. The
new housing units were not registered by the cadastre, since the role of cadastre was reduced
in the important way. Disorder in Cadastre continued and many property transactions were
not registered properly. (Machajdiková, Špirková, & Bábelová, 2011).
The transition of Slovakia to market economy brought the necessity to develop the well
functioning land market. The properties and land were restituted, and it was necessary to
update the records in the Cadastre. This proved to be the difficult task. First of all the
inheritance legislation is the legacy of Hungarian laws, according to which the property has
been usually distributed evenly among all heirs. This means that multiple ownership of the
small plot of the land is not something unusual in Slovakia. If the value of property was very

low, the heirs were not interested to undergo the heritage process with the high transaction
costs. Second, the property titles are often not clear since the records are missing. The
consolidation of the property by public or private actors is then the lengthy and expensive
procedure.
After the year 1990 the word “planning” obtained negative connotation, as something that
restricts the development, makes barriers for free initiatives and deforms market. The urban
planners lost a large part of their influence for the future development, newly elected local
self-government lacked the resources necessary for the development of the cities. Thus the
city development became very much dependent on the private initiatives. The city
representatives lacking the skills to deal with the private investors took quite permissive
stance toward the city development. The last 20 years then brought on the one hand the fast
development of buildings for the service sector, the refurbishment of the urban downtowns,
but on the other hand exacerbated plenty problems such as passenger transport modal split,
congestion, and lack of affordable housing units.
Transition to market economy in Slovakia was thus accompanied by the growing number of
brownfield areas (Finka, 2010). The industrial structures in Slovakia were to a large extent the
results of the socialist industrialization, which gave the preference to the development of the
heavy industry integrated into Soviet bloc economic system. Inefficiency problem, loss of the
Eastern European markets, and sometimes ill-conceived privatization had stopped the
existence of many former socialist factories. For instance in Bratislava 40% of the former
industrial areas has become brownfields. (Stanilov, 2007).
The pressing questions of the land development are the financing of the infrastructure. Today
it is mostly realized by private sector; however there also exist the system of subsidies. In case
of the construction of the housing units for the low-to-moderate income people the non-profit
organization or the municipality may obtain the subsidy from the government. The state funds
are however limited and distributed on the basis first-come first-served. Also there exists the
system of the state aid (Zákon o štátnej pomoci, 1999) for foreign companies that intend to
create the new job places in Slovakia. The total amount of state aid depends on the locality.
The company that will localize its activities in the disadvantaged region is eligible for
obtaining higher aid from the state. The part of this aid can be used for the development of the
infrastructure.
After 1989 the need appeared, to solve the injuries on land owners from the years 1948-1989
and at the same time to solve the problems with fragmentation of land plots, large number of
co-owners, incomplete land registration, inaccessible land plots and disparities between legal
and real state of art in land plots ownership and use. The necessity for land consolidation was
moreover underlined by entering Slovakia to EU, as the land consolidation plays an important
role for better allocation of agriculture land for implementation of EU financed measures for
agriculture entrepreneurs.
The Slovak constitution protects the land ownership rights and it is fully respecting the
Charter of Fundamental Rights and Basic Freedoms. For example in the article 20 of
Constitution of Slovak Republic it is stated:” Expropriation or compulsory restriction of
ownership rights is possible only to the extent and in the public interest, on the basis of law
and for appropriate compensation”.
Expropriation must be in accordance with the aims and objectives of land-use planning and
this is usually demonstrated by the territorial decision. Expropriation is carried out in return
for compensation. The compensation is provided in monetary form if a separate law or
agreement between the original owner and the new owner does not allow other method.
(Finka, Prikryl, & Semsroth, Oesterreichisch-Slowakisch-Tschechisches Handbuch der
Raumplanungsgebriffe, 2000).

The transition to the market economy brought also the restructuring of the construction and
banking sector. The dominance of the large construction companies was finished, many
flexible small and medium enterprises has emerged. The foreign companies with their knowhow started to operate in Slovakia. The banking privatization and restructuring after 1998
enabled to develop the healthy and innovative financial sector that was the important
prerequisite for the development of the real estate markets and urban development. This
enabled to introduce the mortgage credits, project financing schemes, and to develop life
insurance companies, pension funds and special real estate funds (with some similarities to
REIT structures) that are providing the liquidity for the real estate markets. Gradually the
development sector emerged, although the functions of the developers and construction
companies are often mixed in practice. Also we can observe the development of the real estate
brokerage. Thus the sophistication of the private actors in the urban areas was growing
substantially, while the public sector having lower access to funding was not developing its
capacities fast enough.
2. Land development problems
The developer that wants to develop the property must first of all examine the legal status of
the plot which the developer would like to acquire. Regarding the fact that the ownership
rights not only authorize but also oblige the owner to certain duties according to valid legal
regulations effective in the Slovak Republic; at choice of plots and other real estate for
construction, it is necessary to take the mentioned factors into consideration. It means that
before the property purchase it is necessary to make sure that the plot is suitable for the
intended investment project so that after acquiring of ownership it will be possible to obtain
all resolutions and permissions which are required for construction in compliance with
construction rules which legally regulate construction realization in the Slovak Republic.
In practice it can happen that the plot would be suitable for construction activity but the
problem arises from the fact that there is no access road to the plot of the owner or there is not
direct entrance from the public road. It is a serious problem if the plot intended for investment
construction is limited by plots and buildings which belong to other owners in the frame of
neighboring relations.
If the owner of the plot does not have the access road to his/her plot, it is useless for him/her
for construction activity if the agreement with the owners of neighboring plots and
constructions is not achieved. The situation with the access road to the plot would be possible
to solve with some owners of neighboring real estate. There are few alternatives taken into
consideration:
 in the case that there is a vacant plot, one alternative of a suitable solution would be to
conclude an agreement on the basis of which the owner of the neighboring plot would
sell his/her plot to the owner of the plot on which the intended investment construction
is an access road would be solved through the newly acquired neighboring plot on the
basis of the purchase contract,
 another alternative of problem solution with the access road could be to conclude a
substitution agreement on the basis of which the plot owner with the investment
project will offer to the owner of the neighboring plot another plot to which he/she
will transfer the ownership rights on the basis of the substitution agreement and at the
same time by such a change will gain the right to the plot of a neighbor, from which
he/she can built the access road to the plot on which he/she plans to realize a
construction in the frame of his/her investment project,

if there are already the structures standing on the neighboring plot, developer who
intends to develop the property. This owner has to arrange ownership rights also to
these buildings which are on the neighboring plot.
The basic assumption of the successful solution to the access road to the plot of the owner
with the investment project is again the agreement on ownership transfer with the owner of
the neighboring real estate, therefore not only to the plot but also to constructions on the
contractual basis.
The owners of neighboring plots can solve it by concluding the purchase agreement on the
basis of which the plot and buildings owner will transfer the right to mentioned real estate to
the owner of the plot with investment project while this owner as purchaser pays the agreed
purchase price.
The mentioned subjects can conclude a substitution agreement on the real estate in question if
the owner with the investment project is able to offer to the owner of the neighboring plot and
constructions such real estate which is by its value adequate to exchanged real estate so that
he/she is willing to conclude the substitution agreement about his/her plot and buildings.
Basic assumption is always a consensual manifestation of both parties to contract (owners of
neighboring plots in questions), because it is not possible to force the owner of neighboring
plot to conclude the agreement.
At analysis of legal status of neighboring plots and other real estate it is necessary to focus
attention and assess also such facts whether the plot and constructions staying on them are in
the ownership of the one and the same subject. If it is found that the owner of the plot is one
subject and the owner of structure is different from the plot owner, it is important to check if
the structure built on the plot of the other owners has all necessary permissions related to
building activity. If it was found that the structure was built without the building permission
or without complying with it, it would be so-called "black construction" i.e. not authorized
construction and about its future existence would be by eligible to decide the particular
building office in compliance with the building regulations and other executive regulations. If
at checking of the legal status to real estates in question was found that the construction on the
neighboring plot was built by the construction owner without the consent of the plot owner, it
would be unauthorized construction, i.e. the construction on a plot of another person. This
serious illegal status could be solved only by objectively and locally competent court on the
basis of legal action of the plot owner issued against the owner of illegal structure by which
the plot owner would ask the court to arrange the ownership to illegal construction against the
owner of this construction. But the solving of ownership relations via legal channels is a big
complication at disposal with real estate because it results in investing of considerable
financial sources to legal proceeding (legal charges, legal representation, charges of expert
and other evidence etc.) as well as also a distinctive time shift at solving of ownerships
because the legal processing concerning the arrangement of ownership to the illegal
construction can last few years. For the owners of real estates in question it means that up to
judgment going into effect the owners cannot dispose with the mentioned real estate freely
(e.g. to transfer the ownership right by agreements to another subject) and cannot start the
new construction until the solving of law-suit, or additional buildings, superstructure or
another building activity with the exception of maintenance building activities on already
existing buildings which is necessary to do to prevent the life and health endangering of those
who legitimately use the existing constructions.
Another problem of the project are running inheritance processes on several plots resulting in
time shift against the original planned time table and with extra excessively high financial
costs which were not expected and which were created due to plot inappropriateness and not
settlement of ownership relations in connection with investment construction.


In the context of above mentioned facts it is possible to state that the developer in the Slovak
Republic faces pressure from several sides; that is why it is important for him/her to limit to
minimum risks which can result e.g. in relation to building site acquiring.
Inevitable condition of application for territorial permission and building permission in
compliance with the valid Slovak legislative is to justify the ownership or other right to the
plot. Many developers rely on the copy from the cadastre i.e. title deed. In the same way also
bank institutions, which finance the developers, behave. Unlike the neighboring countries e.g.
Poland or to a certain extent Germany, the situation in the Slovak Republic does not guarantee
that data stated in the cadastre correspond to facts. The cadastral office only keeps the register
of real estate ownership relations as it results from submitted deeds. Its power and mainly its
duty to investigate this legal flawlessness are very limited. If the developer or authorized legal
office wants to investigate the history of ownership relations than it is in Slovakia distinctly
unflavored (Obmedzenia rizík developera, 2004).
Fatal results which often lead to stopping of construction and finally also the whole project is
thwarted and the developer suffers from lost or legal impeachment of his ownership or other
rights to real estate (Hudecová, 1997).
This situation in Slovakia is influenced by quite a number of negative aspects, mainly in
consequence - already over 50 years - of suppressing principle SUPERFICIES SOLO CEDIT,
i.e. principle that a building is a part of the plot. Some cases emerge where developer's
ownership right was impugn successfully e.g. because of a restitution claim application or
because of the action of detinue where he/she can lose his/her good reputation. Assurance of
ownership or other rights to the plot is crucial for the developer. The condition of a successful
investment or developer's project is thorough due diligence which together with the insurance
of the ownership right in the form of so-called title insurance (insurance of ownership right insurance against financial loss which arose due to the attack of ownership right to the insured
real estate and/or due to invalid or irredeemable creditor's lien) seems to be the only effective
way how the assignee - buyer (but also an investor, bank or pledgee) effectively protects
against possible risks.
Since the land is a key factor in the investment project, it significantly influences its final
price (Szekeres, 2008). The choice of land must be based on analysis of several key data, such
as the exact size of the land, and its use – i.e. what type of land it is and whether the special
regime is imposed on it. For instance the land may be located in historically protected area; it
may have one or more owners. The title of property should be examined in detail, that is
whether the owner bought the land or he obtained it as the heritage or gift, or the title was
transferred from the other legal or natural person. Moreover it is necessary to find out whether
the land is burdened by mortgage, easements and whether it is equipped with the
infrastructure, or whether it is easy to connect it to the utilities (Špirková & Ivanička, 2009).
It is surprising how many acquired titles registered in the cadastre of real estate suffer from
relative or even complete invalidity. Not rare are the problems of incorrect definition of
transferred real estates, signature of not illegible persons, incorrect or even missing power of
attorney, absence of necessary permissions at state property solving, breaching of legal
processing, breaching of legal processing at municipal real estate, hidden lien, right of refusal
or other rights related to real burden and so on (Špirková & Ivanička, 2009).
3. Example of land development in the area of Úžiny - Rinzle
The project Kadnarova located in the area of Úžiny Rinzle is one of many projects which
started in Bratislava at the beginning of the year 2008, i.e. in the time when it was not clear to
which extent the turbulences of the world crisis will affect also Slovak real estate and
financial market. The demand for new housing came with the growth of the economy,

employment and real salaries, the most distinct in localities with industry growth, new
investments mainly in the Bratislava region.
Project "Kadnarova“ is situated on the neglected vineyards. Building site is situated in a quiet
area on the Small Carpathians foot in nearby of public transport.

Fig. 1 Developed area “Úžiny – Rinzle”

3.1 Land selection and important information
In our case the plot is in private ownership, but it has several owners and in some cases there
are running inheritance procedures. Unproductive vineyard is situated on the plot in question
and so it is necessary to build infrastructure. The accessibility of the plot in regard to the
necessity to build an access road represents the problem as well. At present it is obstructed by
the garages in private ownership with the issued building permission. The plot under the
garages is not in the ownership of the garage owners but in the ownership of the capital city
Bratislava with which the owners have the signed rental contract. It means that in the frame of
the whole project preparation it is necessary to solve legally also this problem.
One of the determining factors for the developer is just the way of the land use, which is
defined by the master plan in the particular locality - in this case the municipality Bratislava
Rača. In the term of the plot choice for residential construction the important factors are the
factors of area utilization intensity and their utilization for capacity calculations in suburban
zone of the Z tables which are the part of the text part of Bratislava Master Plan for this
municipality:
Area characteristics - area serving for housing on multi-floor residential houses;
 Functional utilization - prevailing function in the area are residential houses and over 4
floors above ground with the minimal share in the prevailing function 70% (share of
the total above ground floorage), acceptable functions are residential houses up to 4
floors above ground, the acceptable functions in limited extent are flats in the objects
serving for other functions e.g. business; not acceptable functions are hypermarkets,
shopping centers, petrol stations with car repair services, industrial parks etc.
 Supplementary regulation - in the particular area it is possible to determine the
maximum number of floors or the type of building.

The planned project is located close to currently realized development projects focused on
housing construction - Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Present constructions in the neighborhood of the project Kadnarova

Conclusion
The fragmentation and unclear ownership in Slovakia makes the rational land use in urban as
well as in agricultural areas difficult process. The political transformation, changing
legislation on property rights, several waves of expropriation, nationalization, privatization,
different approaches for keeping land register records throughout the history, application of
specific inheritance laws etc. had led to the present land ownership structure. The
consolidation of the property by the public and private actors is then lengthy and expensive
procedure. In spite of these problems the land market is functioning again, which is the basic
prerequisite of land development.
During twenty one years that have elapsed since the velvet revolution that has triggered the
transition of Slovakia to market economy, the institutional structure for the real estate and
housing development has emerged. The banking and construction sector restructuring and
privatization, emergence of the development companies, real estate brokers and their growing
sophistication - created the new forces that were necessary for the implementation of the
substantial changes in the built environment and the land management.
In spite of the positive changes the developers encounters the problems, when buying the land
for suitable development. Solution of the ownership problems may take a long time, which

decelerates the urban development, and makes the development more expensive. Some of
these problems we have tried to illustrate on the project Kadnarova in the locality Úžiny
Rinzle.
Than the question arises, what should be done, so that the land development should become
simpler? The question is not easy to answer. The solution is financially very expensive: more
investment is needed to the development of the Cadastre, to consolidation of the land in
Slovakia, the principle SUPERFICIES SOLO CEDIT should be respected by the Civil law,
the enforceability of Building act should be realized, the building police introduces etc. Is it
possible that these changes will be accelerated if the government decides to introduce the advalorem tax from property? Again such institutional change is already very expensive to
realize in the short time, and the state budget does not have the financial sources to fund it.
Therefore we rather expect the very gradual amelioration of the present situation, which will
take many future years.
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ABSTRACT
The complex relationship on the market, competitive business environment in the past
few decades, cause the implementation of construction projects as "the best value for
money." Such implementation requires a more complex approach to estimate project
costs, in difference from traditional one, which mostly takes into account only the
initial/purchase value of the asset.
Complex approach to assessing costs mean taking into account both the initial and the
costs incurred throughout the operational lifetime of the building.
In addition to the cost of designing and building the assessment include the costs of
maintenance and demolition of a building or its elements. Apart from the economic point
of view, the total project costs should considered the construction and architectural value
of the project, in terms of their most influential alternative design of the building and its
elements.
The total life cycle cost (LCC) may exceed many times the initial cost of construction.
What is important to emphasize is that the decisions made in the early phases of design /
planning have a strong influence on the total project cost because the common opinion is
that 80% of LCC are defined during the first 20% of project time, in planning / designing
phase.
It is therefore necessary to understand the long-term consequences of decisions and to
explore and define the relevant parameters of the cost estimates early in the project.

INTRODUCTION
Investment project is called successful when quantified benefits exceed quantified costs,
that, if both are reduced to the same time horizon, the objectives are reached.
Successfulness of the project is measured with the ratio between resources spent and
value achieved. With less resources spent, during execution and maintenance phase, or
whole life of the project, and achieved better project characteristics, the project is more
successful.
The rating of project performance against set goals is, from investors standpoint, most
applicable in early stages of the project, when decisions made have the greatest
influence on project costs.
Investor´s perspective includes all project phases including pre-project phase and the
project phase.
Construction and project management focus in traditional management approaches, is on
the delivery of the facility. The project performance rating and later evaluation should
focus on creation of viable business entity of which the facility is only one part, taking into
equation the market dynamics.
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LIFE-CYCLE COSTING
Instead of traditional approach to make acquisitions only based on resource initial
purchase cost, the life -cycle costing theory appraise items based on their total lifetime
costs.
One of the definition of life- cycle cost:
"The life cycle cost of an item is the sum of all funds expended in support of th item from
its conception and fabrication through its operation to the end of its useful life"
(White,G.E.and Ostwald, P.H.,1976)
The concept is gradually derived over time, and it can´t be attributed to one author in
particular. It was actively promoted in the mid-to -late 1970s (Sherif, Y.S. and Kolarik,
W.J.,Omega 1981, 9, 287-296. History of the life cycle costing concept , UK Department
of Industry, Committee for Terotechnology).
A Guide to the Project management Body of Knowledge (PMI Standards Committee,
1996) proposes some definition of the models, some can be found in Project Management
Handbook edited by Cleland and King (1988) and in other textbooks.
LCC seeks to optimise the cost of aquiring, owning and operating physical assets over
their useful lives by attempting to identify and quantify all the significant cost involved in
that life, using net present value technique. (Woodward, 1997).
One of the most original contributions ever to the body of LCC knowledge was provided by
Kaufman (1970).
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The life cycle formulation is described in 8 steps, the formulation is shown on Figure 1:
1. Establish the operating profile (the proportion of time in which the equipment will be
working);
2. Establish the utilization factors (in what way equipment will be functioning while in
operating mode);
3. Identify all the cost elements;
4. Determine the critical cost parameters (factors which control the degree of costs
incurred during the life of the equipment);
5. Calculate all costs at current prices;
6. Escalate current costs at assumed inflation rates;
7. Discount all costs to the base period;
8. Sum discounted costs to establish the net present value;

ELEMENTS OF LCC THEORY
In LCC theory following elements have been identify:
- Initial capital costs - all the costs of buying the physical asset and bringing it into
operation
They can be divided into three subcategories: purchase cost, acquisition/finance cost and
installation/commissioning/training costs.
- Life of the asset
There are five possible determinants of an asset´s life expectancy (Ferry, 1991):
Functional life
Physical life
Technological life
Economic life
Social and legal life

(the period over which the need for the asset is anticipated)
(the period over which the asset may be expected to last
physically)
(the period until technical obsolescence dictates replacement due to
the development of technologically superior alternative)
( the period until economic obsolescence dictates replacement with
a lower cost alternative)
(the period until human desire or legal requirements dictates
replacement)

- The discount rate
The appropriate discount rate will vary significantly from organization to organization and
will need to be determined by the skill of the industrial accountant rather than by mere
arbitrary selection.
- Operating and maintenance cost
Operating cost include direct labour, direct materials, direct expenses, indirect labour,
indirect materials and establishment costs. The estimation of these costs is calculated on
the basis of predicted and actual experience o the performance of similar assets
(Bitros,1976).
Maintenance costs include direct labour, materials, fuel power, equipment and purchased
services.
Maintenance costs can be broken down into:
- regular planned maintenance
- unplanned maintenance
- intermittent maintenance
3|Page
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- Disposal cost - These cost include cost of demolition, scrapping and selling the asset.
- Information and feedback
Implementation of smart information system is highly dependent of project success. The
quality of cost estimates depends on historical data and statistical methods which as
assumptions and estimates are in great percentage uncertain.
The information that are collected are financial, duration (time) related and quality related
for design, implementation and operation / maintenance phase of the project.
Data collection over asset´s life-cycle provides a source of intelligence for future
decisions.
- Uncertainty and sensitivity analysis
Uncertainty analysis and risk management must form the basis for project development it permeates every decision and action on the project. It must not be done as on-off
activity but must be continuous and respond to project dynamics.
Risk generally arise from uncertainty, and should be approached as integral part of
project management within integrated structure.
Macedo et al. (1978) identified the following five major sources of uncertainty:
- differences between the actual and expected performance of the system subsystems
could affect future operation and maintenance cost;
- changes in operational assumptions arising from modification user activities;
- future technological advances that could provide lower cost alternatives and hence
shorten the economic life of any of the proposed systems;
- changes in the price levels of a major resource such as energy or manpower, relative to
other resources can affect future alteration costs;
- errors in estimating relationships, price rates for specific resources and the rate of
inflation in overall costs from the time of estimation to the availability of the asset;
Blanchard (1972) suggested following should be the subject of sensitivity analysis:
- frequency of the maintenance factor;
- variation of the asset´s utilization or operating time;
- extent of the system´s self-diagnostic capability;
- variation of corrective maintenance hours per operating hour;
- product demand rate;
- product distribution time;
- the discount rate;
The communication system is therefore essential in enabling teams to undertake repeated
cycles of planning evaluation in initial phase and throughout its life.
As a result of LCC analysis Department of Industry (1977) propose following cost trade offs in asset ownership, as shown in Figure 2:
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Figure 2. Cost trade-offs in asset ownership
As regards to the proposed example, following may be considered (Woodward, 1997):
- devote more resources to the R&D stage to increase reliability and
maintainability and thereby reduce maintenance cost;
- increase machine efficiency to reduce scrap;
- spend more on automation (higher initial cost) leading to lower manning costs;
buy a more expensive machine with longer life;

LIFE- CYCLE MODELS
Further development on this subject in last few decade is in developing the life-cycle
models.
The purpose of project life cycle models is to illustrate simply the "progress philosophy" of
the projects to promote better understanding and a better communication within the
projects.
It will be hard to review all life cycle models proposed, and we here describe the most
usuall ones, for technical projects:
-

Straightforward project life-cycle approach;
Control-oriented project life-cycle approach;
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Quality-oriented project life-cycle approach;
Risk-oriented project life-cycle approach;
Fractal project life-cycle approach;

Straightforward project approach model for technical projects consider projects in two
phases: a preproject phase and the project itself. These phases can be broken down into
subphases each following the milestone - decision point, after feasibility analysis and
evaluation of project goals.
The Control-oriented project life-cycle approach model highlights one of the main roles of
project manager: checking that the product that is being made fulfills its specifications all
along the implementation phase and that the project progresses satisfactoriliy in
complience with set goals.
Quality-oriented project life-cycle approach model helps to understand the integration of
quality management process in ther management field. The acceptance of the delevered
product must be done in accordance with its designed functions and according to the
documentation associated.
Risk-oriented project life-cycle approach model is divided in two common phases.
Preproject phase is the same as in straightforward model and project phase is divided into
three subphases:
- a planning phase during which cenarii are elaborated
- execution phase
- closeout phase
Main purpose of scenario phase is to plan risk responses to which the project manager
must steer the execution phase within acceptable limits.
Fractal project life-cycle approach model describes the projects concerned with
overlapping or fuzziness of interfaces between phases, the spreading of responsibilities
and decisions that are made complicated when OBSs deal with the matrix organizations of
projects and the uncertainty and imprecision associated with the execution of the project.

LIFE - CYCLE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The conceptual model, called the life-cycle project management (LCPM) model which is
proposed by Ali Jaafari (PMJ 2006) has following core functions:
- Installing a project´s core business objectives as the basis of decision-making
throughout its life
- Integrating and utilizing all downstream and upstream information sets in decision
processes
- Providing for the creation an promotion of consistent and fully integrated contractual
relationships
- Delivering the project in a single phase, promoting integration and concurrency of
activities
- Promoting effective and instantaneous communication
- Enabling real-time evaluation of project status versus the underlying business
objectives
- Providing a framework for nonstop risk/uncertainty evaluation and value addition
- Furnishing maximum flexibility to accomodate change and achieve innovation
- Placing equal emphasis on stakeholders´ interests vis-a-vis the interest of project
participants
- Improving efficiency through full utilization of the information technology
6|Page
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LCPM, (Ali Jaafari, 2006), focus on three objective functions:
- Financial objectives (equity, internal rate of return, cost/worth ratio)
- Customer satisfaction objectives (functionality, operability, aestetics, quality and user
satisfaction)
- Due diligence objectives (reducing exposure to risks and liabilities, including compliance
with statutory requirements)
With these criteria application in all project phases rating and evaluation processes it is
possible to respond to abovementioned core functions. The LCPM approach is
opportunistic and driven by risk/rewards throughout the project´s life. It aims at
internalizing and resolving uncertainties favorably, as far as possible (Jaafari, 1998)
Traditional PM
facility delivery

objectives
market dynamics
basis for resource
acquisitions
data acquisition
phases of the project

not evaluated
initial purchase cost
not transparent
planning, design, procurement,
construction
multiple data creation
for each phase separately

information process
evaluation

LCPM
creation of viable business
entity
evaluated
total lifetime costs
constantly
single phase
full utilization of IT
real-time

Table 1. Traditional and LC project management - main differences
INTEGRATED PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COST MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
To achieve success, the project is to be run in one single phase and in proactive way.
The alliance concept ensures such a project management in accordance with agreed and
equitable risk/reward formula.
Contractual Arrangements for a Project Alliance

Financiers
Owner/Operator A
Finance
Agrement
Contractor B
Owner/Operator

Alliance
Agrement

The project
Alliance
(a+b+c+d+e=100%)

Contractor C

Contractor D

Key:
Contractual Relationship
Collateral Relationship

Firm E

Figure 3. Integrated Business System
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LCPM model is described as strategy that will fulfill the following key requirements:
- Enabling simultaneous inclusion of the upstream and downstream business information
with the relevant design, procurement, construction, and operational information, as a
basis for developing decisions and plans;
- Placing utmost emphasis on early identification and exploitation of available
opportunities for value creation and risk reduction during the currency of the project;
- Eliminating as far as possible nonessential activities, particularly in project
administration; (Jaafari, 1998)
To fulfill these requirements the traditional work breakdown structure is aborted and the
project is divided into parts instead of work packages for design, supply and construction.
Also, the role of project manager is here considered as a facilitator for the teams to craft,
develop, and implement a viable business entity (Jaafari, 2006).
CONCLUSION
LCC is a concept with aims to optimize the total cost of asset ownership. The development
of the LCC concept was presented here from its beginning at late 1970s through
development of the models for technical projects until the project management theory
developed in last few years.
The main idea of the concept can be supported through constant and structured data
collection over asset´s life-cycle because it provides a source of intelligence for present
and future decisions.
Taking into consideration the uncertainties and risk involved into the estimates based on
experience and historical data, it is clear that the project success can be achieved only
with excellent team communication and with integral information system on the project
and within the management organization.
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Abstract
In present globalize society is even for construction companies important to consider
questions not only of economical growth, but also by means how to sustain this growth and
transfer its advantages to the whole society. It is not enough to pragmatically look at profit
indicators, but also it is important to consider impacts of company's social and environmental
activities. The era of the economical recession created new epoch - the era of responsibility. It
was never so important to demonstrate company's leading position, communicate its values
and visions, restore the trust and reasonably manage resources, because responsible behavior
usually leads to trust, loyalty and goodwill between customers, business partners and other involved
parties. Corporate social responsibility helps to create values and is a moral compass in business
environment.
The aim of the paper is to present the influence of the key factors on the economical growth
and development of the construction industry.
Keywords: economical indicators, globalization influence, construction sector, opportunities,
corporate social responsibility
Introduction
The construction sector represents an important source of income for any society, so this has a
big influence on the gross domestic product for the country. The innovation in the
construction field helps in raising the productivity of the construction sector for the countries
and also participated in maximizing the GDP for the countries. The using of innovation in the
construction sector become a necessary matter for any international construction company in
order to satisfy the different international needs and finish the different projects in a little
period and in a high level of quality.
1. The European construction – from boom to recession
The construction sector has historically witnessed cyclical patterns to its developments. These
may be linked to consumer confidence, the availability of credit (often in the form of
mortgages), political events (such as a construction boom in Germany following
reunification), or general economic cycles. The peaks and troughs in construction activity
tend to be more amplified than those for the whole economy, perhaps as a result of large
projects being postponed and/or cancelled during periods when economic output slows or
contracts.

In recent years the construction industry has been highly concentrated in Spain, while this
sector has also been of major importance for the Polish and Cypriot economies. Around one
quarter of all persons employed in the Polish non-financial business economy were employed
within construction activities in 2007.
Against this backdrop, the credit crisis and economic downturn have had some serious
implications for the EU-27 construction sector. Employment has fallen sharply in many of the
Member States, particularly in Spain and the Baltic countries. This downsizing of the
workforce is reflected in declining output, as the EU-27 index of production for construction
fell 14.2 % between the first quarter of 2008 and the third quarter of 2009. [1]

Construction is a vital sector of the European economy. In the Euroconstruct countries in
2009, despite severe recession, it was worth €1.316 billion, or 11% of total GDP, and
employed up to 12 million workers.
The current recession will go down as the most challenging in the industry for decades. The
global economic and financial crisis hit all sectors of the economy, but none more than
construction. The Euroconstruct Area saw construction output fall by 8.8% in 2009, after a
3.1% reduction in 2008. A further contraction of 4% is expected in 2010. By the end of 2010
the European construction industry had been in recession for three years.
Looking across Europe, there is a clear dichotomy between the Western European countries
and the Central & Eastern European members of Eurostat. At one extreme, Ireland, Spain and
Portugal are expected to record further deep cuts in construction output in 2010. At the other,
Poland has been barely scathed by the global crisis and its industry is expected grow by 10%
in 2010. As a rule, in Western Europe the construction recession has been more severe than
the overall economic downturn. The opposite is the case in Central & Eastern Europe, where
the construction sector has acted as a stabilizer for the overall economy. Looking forward, the
prospects for Western Europe are for a sluggish but gradual pick up in construction activity in
2011 (+0.6%), gathering pace in 2012 (+1.8%).[2]

Figure 2: Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and construction output

Notice: in the Slovak construction output were accounted PPP projects, but they were stopped

1.1 Development of the Slovak construction sector
The Slovak construction sector has entered a new era. After a long period of growth, the latest
years (2009, 2010, 2011) were showed a decline in the volume of construction. The main
reason for such a change was the world economic crisis, which was also affecting Slovakia,
with the long-term impact on Slovak construction.
As the latest results show (performed in May 2011), the expectation of industry decline has
heavily increased. For 2011, 50% of respondents expect the industry to decline this year. On
average these enterprises (total sample) forecast the construction sector decline at 1.8%, but if
we take a more detailed look, the reality could be much worse: over 20% of respondents
expect a decline of more than 4%.
With regard to sales developments for 2011, companies expect their sales to follow the overall
construction sector’s direction and for average sales to 0.9% growth in 2011 (the current
forecast). Improvements are connected with changes in the overall sector (and economy),
which are expected for the period 2012 – 2013, when average sales growth should improve to
15%.
The main driver for the sales slowdown is a decrease in demand.

Figure 3: Development of the Slovak construction production in the years 2005-2010

Source: The Building Contractors Union of Slovakia, 05/2011

1.2 The obstacles to growth for Slovak construction companies
Most of the construction companies interviewed (89% in 2009, 90% in 2008) confirmed that
they are experiencing obstacles in their business growth. If we take a closer look at the
portfolio of constraints indicated, we can see that the key factor limiting companies’ business
growth is insufficient demand, which has swiftly grown from 26% of the respondents in 2008
to 43% of the companies in 2009 and 100% in 2011. The next factor was stiff competition, at
49% (49% in 2008, 33% in 2007). The most significant change is in the area of labour
resources, which is viewed as a limiting factor by far fewer companies in the year 2011(3%)
than the year 2008 (72%). This is explained by the increased number of workers in the labor
market as a result of the reduction in demand and number of projects. [3]
Other obstacles include:
● Insufficient demand
● Weather conditions
● Insufficient labor resources (skilled)
● Insufficient financial resources
● Bureaucracy (dealing with public authorities)
● Competition
● Escalating cost of materials
● Escalating labour costs
● Other
2. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Corporate Social Responsibility can make a significant contribution towards sustainability
and competitiveness, both in Europe and globally.
The European Commission's definition of CSR is:

"A concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business
operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis."
Corporate Social Responsibility is part of the Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth.
It can help to shape the kind of competitiveness model that Europe wants.
The adoption of CSR practices in Slovakia to date has been mostly spearheaded by private
companies, often multinationals that are expanding their operations consistent with their own
best strategic interests. Many companies that have been sensitive to their employees’,
customers’ and communities’ desires and perceptions have found a compelling business case
for accommodating these desires and perceptions, beyond strictly legal and regulatory
requirements.
In most cases, governments have generally seen that CSR can serve society’s interests, and
have been satisfied that lead companies are aligning themselves with business practices under
the pressure of the “market”. Governments appear to have been satisfied with an implicit
policy of remaining aware and sometimes endorsing private-led initiatives while monitoring
and enforcing compliance with regulations, without an explicit policy to broaden or promote
CSR. This has been a relatively passive or disengaged policy stance, and has served countries
with vibrant formal business sectors relatively well to date.
The challenge facing governments in Slovakia is to acknowledge, to the maximum degree
possible, the perceptions and values of the business sector and voluntary nature of CSR and
build on these, while recognizing that the countries’ obligations to meet European
environmental and social standards, and often dependency on exports as the “economic
driver” requires actions that may be contrary to these perceptions. To encourage such actions
may involve educating and negotiating for a stronger role for the governmental initiatives,
enforcing national policies to conform to EU standards, and assisting firms in meeting them.
CSR and the economic crisis.
CSR is more relevant than ever in the context economic crisis. It can help to build (and
rebuild) trust in business, which is vital for the health of Europe's social market economy.
It can also point the way to new forms of value of creation based on addressing societal
challenges, which may represent a way out of the crisis. [4]
2.1 CSR implements in construction companies
It is important to implement the corporate social responsibility in the organization as the CSR
is a prolong commitment by business to ethical behavior, sustainable contribution towards
economic development, while, improving the quality of the workforce and local community
and society at large. Further definition of CSR is a commitment to improve community well
being through discretion business practice and contribution of corporate resources. For
elaboration, the concept of CSR is essential to examine on how companies manage the
business processes to produce an overall positive impact on society.
The management toward CSR can be developed by considering the quality of operation in
terms of people and processes, identifying the nature of business and any potential positive
impact on society in the various areas. Besides, CSR is where business firms operate in
society that offers them opportunities to make profits, simultaneously; in return they have the

obligation to serve societal needs which is social responsibility. Hence, CSR is a framework
for measuring an organization’s performance against economic, social and environmental
parameters towards an essence in building sustainable businesses, which need healthy
economies, markets and communities.
The construction industry makes a vital economic contribution in terms of employment, so
with CSR, unnecessary risks can be avoided by incorporating safe design and sick building
syndrome. In the end, the construction industry reputation and image will able to stand out
when there are social core values are take into account and not only for profit based.
3. Green Growth Strategy
Green growth indicators and tools can help expand economic growth and job creation through
sustainable use of natural resources, efficiencies in the use of energy, and valuation of
ecosystem services. Innovation, supported by a strong intellectual property rights system, and
is key to countries' abilities to achieve economic growth, create green jobs, and protect the
environment.
Why green growth? The crisis convinced many countries that a different kind of economic
growth is needed. In response, many governments are putting in place measures aimed at a
green recovery. Together with innovation, going green can be a long-term driver for economic
growth, through, for example, investing in renewable energy and improved efficiency in the
use of energy and materials.
By analyzing economic and environmental policies together, by looking at ways to spur ecoinnovation and by addressing other key issues related to a transition to a greener economy
such as jobs and skills, investment, taxation, trade and development, the OECD can show the
way to make a cleaner low-carbon economy compatible with growth.
Towards Green Growth provides recommendations to help governments to identify the
policies that can help achieve the most efficient shift to greener growth, focusing, for
example, on:










green jobs and social aspects
green taxes and regulatory approaches
industrial restructuring and renewal
fiscal consolidation
green technologies
green construction industry
peer reviews
co-operation between OECD countries and emerging economies
involvement of stakeholders [5]

Conclusion
Several factors will play a significant role in improving the sector’s competitiveness in the
future, such as the use of ICT in materials and buildings (intelligent buildings), for
presentations internally and externally (visualization), for communication with customers and

among the partners within a construction project, and for process control (monitoring and
tagging activities, materials and equipment). In procurement as well as during the
construction process the use of e-business improves information sharing and virtual
collaboration.
Most of the factors which influence and drive change in the construction sector will affect it
in the years to come. Most of the driving forces mentioned in this report are external factors,
which are changing the framework conditions, against which the actors, for example,
companies, employees, and sector organizations, will have to act. [6]
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Abstract
Managers run companies and projects with the purpose of achieving maximum business results
through the direct control of labour performance and considerable financial resources. For
someone to become a good manager or project manager it is not enough to be “talented” for the
job or to have a wish to do it. These are no more than good motivation for a person to embark on
the challenging journey of acquiring the variety of knowledge and skills without which he or she
cannot expect to do the demanding and responsible managerial work successfully.
Specialisation in business management, known as MBA, is today probably the most highly
respected qualification in the business world. It is a form of additional high education in
management, because it provides knowledge and skills that enable students to master business
processes more easily, and to adapt to globalisation processes more quickly and painlessly.
In 2002, the International MBA in Construction programme was launched at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering, specially designed and adapted to the construction industry’s specific needs, as
“general” MBA programmes are not always suitable for engineers holding managerial jobs in
companies and/or in construction projects. Problems that have emerged from the introduction of
the programme are presented as well as the suggestions for the new teaching methods and the
new approach to knowledge transfer in construction management.
Keywords: Education, MBA, Construction
INTRODUCTION
The MBA qualification was originally offered by the “prestigious” American, and later from 60ties European business schools, with the AACSB, AMBA or EQUIS* accreditations being
necessary stepping-stones on the way to validating and offering the degree. MBA programmes
*

AACSB – American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
AMBA – The Association of MBAs
EQUIS – European Quality Improvement Scheme
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and curricula have developed along “capitalist” market principles and represent a Western
interpretation of management and leadership. It was an “élite” business qualification for potential
leaders and senior managers.
MBA course’s objective, according to Kempner (as cited in Kretovics, 1999) is: “to develop
managers who will run efficient, profitable enterprises in a competitive world for the creation of
wealth in society”. Boyatzis (et al.2002) see the objective of graduate management education as
preparing people to be outstanding managers and leaders.
The last fifteen years have seen a massive expansion of the Master of Business Administration
(MBA) provision around the world, with virtually every university business school having one,
and some having more than one. The supply of places largely exceeds demand as the market is
flooded with a range of MBA programmes offering different modes of delivery and different
specialisations and (which is even more important) with different quality of knowledge offered to
the students.
MBAs are expanding, and are proclaiming their individuality and distinctiveness. According to
Purcell (2005), the European MBA market has grown by almost 40 per cent over the last ten
years. Examining the UK MBA market, Armstrong (2005) states that there has been a 31 per cent
rise in part-time students during the last decade, a 23 per cent rise in distance learning and a 57
per cent rise in full-time student numbers over the same period. Burnson, 2003, reports a
“significant rise” in MBA students from Europe going to study in the USA. Ters (2003) reports a
significant increase (“several hundred students”) in the number of Russian students studying for
MBAs at Western business schools. There has also been an “MBA boom” in China Hulme
(2004) with 10,000 students enrolled in MBAs in 2001 (contrasting with 100 enrolled students in
1991.).
MBA courses and their methods of delivery now differ enormously. There are one-year and twoyear degrees, full-time and part-time degrees, campus-based versus distance learning MBAs,
“consortium MBAs” with foundation companies, single company programmes and others,
including action learning approaches (Nicholls et al, 1995). Birchall and Smith (2000) view the
MBA market as having considerable potential for a diverse range of business school offerings.
Should MBA be offered with specialisations, for example, to address certain niche markets (e.g.
an MBA in Health Sector Management, or an MBA in Marketing), or should it remain focussed
on a generalised, all-round curriculum supposedly applicable to everyone? At the moment, none
of the answers to these questions are clear as conflicting views are held both within and between
institutions, and for and against the MBAs.
MBA specialisation is the most highly respected qualification in business in new – former
Eastern European countries and it is perceived as a form of additional high education in
management. In these, so called transition countries such as Croatia and other COFY countries
that are moving from centralised/ socialist/communist economies towards free
market/capitalist/western economies, the knowledge of how to manage western style organised
companies effectively.
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The knowledge of how to manage western-style organized companies effectively is of paramount
importance and very much in demand for all kinds of managers-to-be in Croatia. Thus the huge
need for “western-style” business education and the growing demand for MBA courses in our
part of the world.
The aim of all MBA programs is very clear - to prepare their graduates for managerial roles, help
them gain a better understanding of the industrial and business world and its needs, enrich their
skills and provide them with competences relevant to their careers. So there is no doubt that we
need the kind of education provided by an MBA.
But the best method of delivering knowledge to MBA students is yet to be decided. There are
many questions and a lot of different answers and in this paper we will try to answer to some of
them.
2. MBA IN CONSTRUCTION? WHO NEEDS IT?
When it comes to the construction industry, the MBA programmes offering “general managerial
training” have to be modified, as they are not entirely appropriate for the needs of construction
managers. Construction differs fundamentally from all other industries, because in a “normal”
industry the product changes its place and the production factors (people and machinery) are
static. In construction it is the opposite – the product (the site, the building under construction) is
static and does not change its place. When the “production process” is finished “the product”
stays where it was made, while the production factors (people and machinery) move on to the
next location – to the “next product”.
For year civil engineers, all over the world, have been successfully heading building and
construction companies as well as different large-scale projects (dams, nuclear plants, ports, etc).
They have proved their technical knowledge, skills and expertise while working in different
economic and political environment. However, very often they had problems managing
companies and projects (particularly in managing time and cost/finances effectively) as they had
no formal knowledge or training in management and/or project management. Managers run
companies and projects with the purpose of achieving maximum business results through the
direct control of labour performance and the flow of considerable financial resources. The overall
purpose of management is to help the organisation achieve its objectives. For the company this
means achieving profitability and liquidity, thus guaranteeing survival. A good manager can save
a bad company, whereas an incompetent manager can ruin a good company.
The founder of modern management Henri Fayol (1949), speaking generally about the
knowledge necessary for managerial work, as early as 1949, established the correlation between
technical and other general (economic, sociological, managerial and other) knowledge for various
job positions in the management hierarchy. The level of “general knowledge” grows as one
climbs up the managerial ladder. Every manager knows well that the higher his/her position in
the managerial structure is, the less he/she has “to do” with solving technical/professional
problems and the more time and energy he/she spends in solving “all the other” problems in the
company.
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In a survey (Katavić, Đukan 1989) that included engineer Faculty of Civil Engineering
University of Zagreb graduates, from 1955 to 1985 the specific managerial features and “the most
important” knowledge and skills for a construction manager were identified. The result of the
respondents’ evaluation was a rank list of the ten most important skills and knowledge for the
construction manager, the first being „command of technical knowledge and professional skills”.
They firmly expressed the view that a person must in the first place be a good engineer to be a
good manager. They placed the ability to control expenses last of the ten most necessary kinds of
knowledge.
In 2001, field research (Katavić,Cerić 2002) about the essential knowledge and skills that the
successful manager in the construction industry should possess was undertaken again.
Respondents ranked knowledge in management science (analysis, planning, organisation,
motivation, control) topmost. Project management (planning methods, resource management, risk
analysis etc.) was considered second most important knowledge by 91% respondents, and
economics came third (accounting, marketing, finances, international economic relations etc.).
Obviously the perception of manager’s functions has changed. More and more civil engineers
and other technical graduates are aware that they need additional education in the “management
field” and the demand for multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary knowledge is progressively
increasing.
3. MBA IN CONSTRUCTION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ZAGREB
The International MBA in Construction programme started in February 2003, as a TEMPUS
project of Zagreb University (Faculty of Civil Engineering and Faculty of Economics), in
cooperation with partner institutions from the EU - Great Britain, Germany and Slovenia.
Teachers from Dundee University, Reading University, Salford University, Technische
Universität München, American College of Management and Technology in Dubrovnik and the
University of Ljubljana lectured together with their colleagues from the University of Zagreb. We
have an international teaching staff with very different philosophies and cultural backgrounds.
In June 2003 the University of Zagreb Senate approved the proposed curriculum making it one of
two MBA graduate business management programmes in Croatia that have University Senate
evaluation, and is has been recognised as an international university postgraduate course. The
programme carrieda total of 120 ECTS credits in three terms of teaching and a master’s thesis.
Due to the Bologna reform postgraduate studies for further scientific training have been abolished
and specialist post-graduate studies introduced as a key element of lifelong education. Thus the
existing postgraduate course was modified to meet the new requirements.
In May 2009 the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports of the Republic of Croatia and in
June 2009 Zagreb University Senate gave a final approval of the modified international
interdisciplinary university specialist program MBA in Construction. In January 2011. the third
generation of students enrolled. .
The International “MBA in Construction” given at the University of Zagreb (for details see
www.grad.hr/mba) is a programme that focuses on construction with the purpose of providing
present and future construction managers with knowledge in various non engineering fields
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necessary for understanding and mastering complex management processes. Educating civil
engineers to manage successfully, as proposed in our International “MBA in Construction”
programme, has as its objective to expand the circle of knowledge “consumers” by providing
engineers with new multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary competencies and knowledge.
The program is intended for all participants in the building process ( such as investors, designers,
builders, consultants, project managers ) as well as for those from corporate management ( future
managers and /or construction company owners ).
It targets professionals who want to improve their knowledge, gain access to new information and
to master skills that improve their professional efficiency .
The program lasts three semesters of lectures and the curriculum is based on 90 ECTS credits
(for more details visit www.grad.hr/mba). It consist of:






10 mandatory courses
4 elective courses
3 case studies
2 critical analysis
final paper

On completion of the program a candidate is obtaining an academic degree - university specialist
in MBA in Construction
The program consists of three groups of subjects Katavić, Matić (2006):
- general business-management subjects (organisational behaviour and organisation design,
business strategy, business ethics, human resource management, decision-making theory,
negotiating and business protocol)
- economic subjects with a special accent on construction (business statistics, marketing strategy,
international marketing, accountancy and finances)
- construction subjects (project planning and control, project management, legal regulations in
construction, building maintenance, environmental protection management).
In general, at least two teachers teach each subject, one of them Croatian and the other from a
European institution, creating a synergy of knowledge and experience as they demonstrate recent
national and international practice. Even when they speak of general subjects, the teachers adapt
their lectures to the specific requirements of the construction industry. The material (especially in
the group of economic subjects) has also been modified for students of a technical profession,
making it easier for them to follow and understand the non-engineering material.
Each semester the teaching is held in five 15 hours weekend modules in Zagreb, and one 8 day
module at the Centre of advanced academic studies, University of Zagreb in Dubrovnik. The
students’ “isolation” and all-day intensive work greatly increased their commitment and allowed
them to completely focus on internalising new knowledge
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Intensive socializing with colleagues and teachers creates a background for abundant, direct,
formal and informal communication where problems and their solutions are aired, presented and
discussed publicly and without hesitation. This is leading to the development of group synergy,
which besides a positive feeling of belonging is also achieving group intelligence and group
reasoning, thus creating a network of people who think about the problems of Croatian
construction in a similar way.
It is this inter-relationship - quality, time and money - that should be crucial in harmonizing study
effectiveness and efficiency. A serious analysis along these lines is also important because the
students’ previous efficiency (the number who got their master’s degree within the given term)
was very low. Obviously a correlation must be established between the efficiency of a study such
as MBA in Construction and the choice of methodology for knowledge transfer.
4. EVALUATING THE METHODOLOGICAL FORMS OF STUDY
As it was said before, on the “MBA market”, there are one-year and two-year degrees, full-time
and part-time degrees, campus-based versus distance learning MBAs etc. What is the “best” way
to receive knowledge for our student being a civil engineer or similar, working within the
construction industry or related to, 30 – 40 years old, already middle ranked manager, usually
with a family, and with no time to spare ?
How to maintain the continuity of good quality university education and at the same take into
account the reality of the lack of time for education is a problem that faces not only students and
their future employers, but in the first place university teachers, who are expected to be the
bearers of knowledge transfer. The solution for this problem demands a different, more flexible
approach to studying, where the student, his needs, wishes and possibilities will be placed in the
foreground. New technologies have become an inseparable part of everyday life resulting in
increased pressure for their more efficient integration in educational processes also. But
technology without “brains” is nothing – you can not make a computer deliver a good lecture you
need a good teacher.
If we wish to succeed with our MBA in Construction programme we need to find less time
consuming ways of knowledge transfer, but in the same time maintaining the high level of
teaching quality. The rapid and fundamental changes to lifelong education, especially in
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary fields (like MBA in Construction), the use of the new elearning technologies for knowledge transfer by trained highly-qualified professional teachers is
probably a possible solution for our problem.
If we start, in addressing this problem, from rationalizing resources, in the first place time, we
must consider the introduction of e-learning (learning from a distance) as a possible solution. Elearning is a radical structural change “from above” and requires the complete re-engineering of
classical studies. The most usual reason for structural changes in the system is re-engineering
resulting from the introduction of information technology. When studies are re-engineered to
accommodate information technologies, then it is not the exchange of information in itself that is
decisive but the synergy of contacts and the interactive work and relationships between the
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participants in the process, in this case of students and teachers, which encourages structural
transformation and which is designed to result in certain improvements and advances.
However, it is not yet quite clear whether this is the best way. Professional circles do not yet
agree about the desirability of e-learning as an extremely flexible method of knowledge transfer.
We show below the SWOT-analysis of e-learning as demonstrated by Kathawala et al.(2002) We
have compared traditional MBA study methods and e-learning as a new method. Many elements
of the analysis can be generally applied to all e-learning methods because they are not specific to
MBA programs only.
S – Strengths - comparative advantages of e-learning vs. traditional methods





the global increase in the use of e-learning for MBA programs – the main advantage of
introducing the new technologies is considered to be the possibility for the mass
dissemination of knowledge to dislocated students, combined with rationalisation of
absence from work;
rationalization of teachers’ time, who do not have to take frequent trips but can transfer
knowledge from any place where they dispose of the necessary equipment;
easier adaptation to the specific needs of every student.

W – Weaknesses – comparative disadvantages of e-learning vs. traditional methods





terms of enrolment: the possibility that some universities may change enrolment
requirements (will they still require GMAT or will some other kinds of knowledge be
necessary for enrolment, e.g. knowledge of IT);
financial aspect: e-learning is as a rule cheaper than classical studies, but not in
institutions that insist on high-quality programs and teachers;
institutions that want a top program must invest a lot in equipment (fast computers, the
necessary software, technical support for the entire system and, of course, especially for
teachers and students);
quality: one of the main arguments against e-learning is the somewhat lower quality of
the existing distance MBA studies, because they are not on the quality level of the
recognised traditional-method MBA studies.

O - Opportunities – what can institutions do to emphasise the advantages of e-learning




according to some sources, world companies and governments spend about US$40
billion a year on the education of their employees, with growing e-learning participation
(from US$1.8 billion and 700,000 students in 2000 it grew to US$5.5 billion and 2.2
million students is 2002);
universities with a weaker tradition have the opportunity of securing a larger part of the
MBA e-learning market from the peak universities, which decide to introduce new
methods only sporadically.

T -Threats - are the warnings that must be taken into account less they become shortcomings
that can completely “destroy” the MBA program that uses e-learning
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changes in teaching form: there is a great difference between the traditional and virtual
teaching of students. The American university teachers’ association finds teaching by elearning more time-consuming and intensive for the teacher because an unavoidable and
mandatory part of the teaching process includes individual written communication with
each student;
change of data base: traditional data bases, such as books, will give way to new combined
data bases, which provide teachers with incomparably greater possibilities of creating
coherent study courses;
change of teaching place: it is a great change to replace a classical classroom with a
virtual class in which people communicate by e-mail and similar communication tools;
changes in student characteristics: greater emphasis is placed on ethics (plagiarizing,
having others write papers), personal motivation (no one and nothing forces the student to
fulfil certain obligations and tasks), self-discipline, organisational and analytical abilities.

One of the main objections to e-learning is the lack of personal student-teacher contacts and the
non-existence of personal contacts among students. In this sense the research of Ponzurik et
al.(2000) shows that various methodological forms can be used to achieve a consistent structure
of lectures, however, some educational adaptations are necessary in the case of e-learning.
The problems observed during the first two generations of the postgraduate "MBA in
Construction" study course led as seeking for a new approach to knowledge transfer. But we plan
to go slowly .We do not believe that our students (Central and Eastern Europe) population are
ready for such a drastically change (not to mention the readiness of our teachers). Further on it is
our firm believe that the personal contact between student and teacher and student and teachers
among them self is very important and adds additional value to the programme Lectures in the
form of direct communication are the quintessence of studies, they are their most creative part,
the personalisation of knowledge in the creative choice of material, manner of presentation,
synthesis of experience and standpoints which can be influenced and which therefore have a
motivating and inspiring effect on both associates and students. This effect cannot be achieved in
a mechanically-based relationship in a virtual environment.
It is therefore our firm believe that the use of only e-learning for MBA in Constriction under
Croatian conditions would not answer its purpose. However it is certain that the future of a MBA
in Construction definitely depends on the possibility of finding new ways of knowledge transfer
that will require less absence from work. Our target market are young ambitions managers who
desire new knowledge and are ready to invest in fulfilling their wishes and needs. Their greatest
problem in the realisation of this goal is lack of time, so management studies are faced with the
task of finding optimum solutions that will retain and even advance study quality and at the same
time shorten the time of absence from work.
5. CONCLUSION
To summarise, there is no doubt that the traditional concept of MBA studies demands a certain
degree of re-engineering through a careful and gradual introduction and combination of
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traditional and new technologies of knowledge transfer, such as for example e-learning.
However, it is also certain that the time resource should be optimised through structural
adaptation based on continuous organic growth, not on sudden leaps.
Part of this adaptation process is the introduction of information technologies geared at creating a
fast, efficient and expense-acceptable model of managing the information necessary for the study
process, in an environment of full electronic connection. This is relatively easy to achieve and at
the same time saves time because it is incomparably easier to follow the flow of information than
the flow of physical documents (applications, seminar papers, exams, literature, chosen courses).
A prerequisite is creating an IT infrastructure and system of organised approach to and storage of
data.
Thus, we should conclude our paper by answering questions raised on the introduction - we need
MBA programs. The aims of MBA programmes in general and MBA in Construction in
particular are very clear - to prepare their graduates for managerial roles, help them gain a better
understanding of the industrial and business world and its needs, enrich their skills and provide
them with competences relevant to their careers.
New technologies have become an inevitable part of everyday life, which has led to increasing
pressure to integrate them more efficiently in education processes, because new media enable the
lifelong and continuous learning of people in the information society environment. The online
education is a fast growing business and its growth is supported by the competitive advantages
the online education has, and the potential opportunities for students, professors and universities.
Many world universities have introduced so-called hybrid models of study at some post-graduate
level courses (especially specialist studies), which combine traditional methods (direct contacts
between students and teachers) and e- learning. One of the options in the further development of
MBA in Construction lies along these lines, towards the gradual introduction of e-learning in
some subjects whose contents and accompanying literature are such as to satisfy the criteria of
excellence.
Direct communication between each individual student and teacher, among students and between
the students as a group and the teacher must be made possible and simple. This will give
communication using information technologies a synergic effect of creating a group intelligence,
if not as a substitute, then as a supplement and catalyst for the original communication directly
realised during lectures and the formal and informal personal communication between teachers
and students. Therefore, what we are looking at is adapting the studies by introducing IT
technology as a necessary and desirable first step in the modification and advancement of the
existing MBA in Construction programme.
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POOL CENTRE KANTRIDA
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SUMMARY
Organization of construction process of the project “Indoor Swimming Pool Centre Kantrida”
was an actual challenge since it had to include a range of specifics and aggravating
circumstances such as unfavorable geo-mechanical conditions, small areas for organizational
purposes, absence of an unique installation register, unstable slope, the fact that the existing
Olympic swimming pool had to be functional during the whole period of construction and
more. The exceptional technical complexity of the project had to be also considered.
For the project to be successfully completed and for all parties involved to be content, a
project team has been formed according to Strabag’s organizational structure, which has
outguessed the possible organizational problems, risks, technologies and time management.
The team has made good preparations, has been in detail involved in the construction process
und was able to establish good communication between the team himself and with other
parties.
The employer and the company have supported the team during the whole period of
construction process.
The result of such outstanding cooperation was a successful completion of a very complicated
project within given deadlines.
Key words: team, organisation, preparation, communication, engagement, support.

1. Introduction
Not so long ago, during the walk around the Rijeka’s town area Kantrida, only the open sea of
the Kvarner-bay would attract our attention. Today we have a different view. The prospect of
a modern architecture at the seaside along with the carefully arranged environment will amaze
everyone.
At the location, where there used to be only a 50 m long Olympic swimming pool with an
engine room and two smaller facilities near the pool (figure 1), the authorities of Rijeka
decided to build a new sports and recreational centre. At pleasure of all citizens of Rijeka as
well as athletes from all around the world, we have built a superb new swimming pool centre,
which, with the modern technological equipment and carefully planned architecture, as well
as with the outstanding performance, enables the city of Rijeka to host the most important
European and world swimming competitions.

This project has been shortly after completion recognized all over the Europe, so that the city
of Rijeka was granted to host the European Championship in Small Swimming Pools, which
was held from 11.-14. December 2008.
The fact, that all athletes and swimming pool users obtained superb sports and recreational
conditions was also of extreme importance.
An object of such purpose had to comply with all necessary provisions and standards, and the
determined deadline for completion of the works had to be respected. Good organization of all
execution works, good coordination at the site and carefully planned time and resource
management were excellent preconditions.

Figure 1: View before the commencement
of works

Figure 2: View after the completion of the phase 1

The execution of works on the construction of the swimming pool centre and the realization
of the project were granted to the business association between Strabag d.o.o. and GP Krk d.d.
The complexity of the process indicates the fact, that the construction comprised 28 buildings,
while 32 building permits and their additions have been obtained.
Two construction phases have been planned.
The most of the project development was executed within the phase 1 (figure 2), and all
necessary procedures and facilities were built for purpose of an undisturbed progress of the
European Championship in Small Swimming Pools, such as:
-

indoor swimming pool centre Kantrida (figure 3)
garage (figure 3)
filling of the beach and the promenade (figure 3)
reconstruction of the street Podkoludricu (figure 3)
reconstruction of the street Istarska (figure 3)
areas for vehicles and pedestrians (figure 3)

The central building was the indoor swimming pool centre (12.000,00 m2) with an Olympic
swimming pool 25x50 m, a warming up swimming pool 10x25 m and a children’s swimming
pool 5x10 m.
The completion deadline for the phase 1 was June 2008.

Figure 3: Overview of the execution units within the area
The phase 2 included the construction of a diving pool (figure 4), stands for viewers and
secondary rooms beside the outdoor pool figure 5) as well as arrangement of the seaside and
horticultural arrangement of the environment (figure 6).

Figure 4: Diving pool

Figure 5: Stands for viewers

Figure 6: Horticultural
arrangement

In relation to the complexity of the project, we were aware from the beginning that a good
organization and time management will be the key to success.
Therefore, to prepare the project as good as we could, we have decided to involve the Faculty
of construction in Rijeka in the project preparation, Mrs Dijana Car Pušić with her associates.
2. Preparation phase
2.1. Special and aggravating circumstances
First we have considered the specifics of the location and the project as well as aggravating
circumstances of the construction since we had to include them in the organization and time
management.

Some of the specifics were:
-

a few available areas which could be used for the purpose of site organization
unfavorable geo-mechanical conditions on the construction locations
existing unstable slopes
difficult approach with tight and stiff existing roads
numerous large profile installations on the construction location which had to be
removed
absence of an unique installation register
in the middle of the site there were an Olympic swimming poll which had to stay
functional and connected with all installations during the whole construction period
for over 1000 users (mostly children), who daily visit the existing Olympic swimming
pool we had to secure safe access and pool use.

2.2. Functioning of the existing swimming pool during the execution of works
Due to the fact that the existing swimming pool had to be in function for the whole period of
construction, it was necessary to organize the site and to make that possible.
Temporary facilities have been arranged with offices for employees, sanitary facilities and
locker rooms.
Since the pool users were mostly children, the safe access was of utmost importance, so
organizing had to include planning of an approach for the pool users to their new rooms
(figure 7).

Figure 7: Plan of approach

2.3. Organization of areas
Organization of site areas was of extreme importance for the functioning of the site, especially
in relation to the specific location of the site (directly next to the seaside) and just a few
available areas.
Organization of the areas at the site was performed as shown on this chart (figures 8 and 9):

Figure 8: Organization of areas

Figure 9: Positioning of the crane into the pool

2.4. Complicated elements
During a detailed review of the project, we have marked important elements, which needed to
be handled with special attention.
These complicated elements were of utmost importance to the project and they affected the
execution of all other works, as well as the final completion deadline.
These elements have been carefully analyzed and the technology of their execution was
determined in advance.
One example of an object with complicated elements is the central object of the indoor
swimming pool centre. The most complex part, on the location of the Olympic pool, had four
critical elements (figure 10):
- a built up section beam, with rails for the gliding of a movable roof on it (figures 11
and 12)
- RC oblique pillar of complex geometry with pretensioned cables, as support for steel
carriers of the fixed roof section (figure 13)
- Toroidal wall on the north side of the object with extremely complex geometry
(figures 14 and 15)
- The entire steel roof structure (figures 16 and 17) which consists of a larger south
section which can be opened while sliding along the rails positioned on the concrete
beam on the bottom and on the steel beam on the top, and of a fixed north section,
which leans on the steel beam with one end, and with an other end it leans on the RC
pillar of complex geometry.
The roof is being held by a system of tie rods from the top, which is a specific feature of the
roof, while the total weight of the steel roof structure amounts over 600 t.
A special organization and installation study has been elaborated for this segment of
execution.

Figure 10: Complex elements on dilatation A of the central object
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2.5. Time management
In order to meet the agreed final completion deadline, it was necessary to elaborate good time
plan which would include all project specifics, risks and performance technologies (figure
18).
That time schedule defined the dynamics of execution.
First a general time (follow up) schedule has been elaborated with marked important
deadlines which simply had to be met without exception from all parties involved in the
construction process (figure 19). During construction, we have made mini follow up charts for
periods from 2-3 weeks, in which works have been analyzed in detail.

RC works
15.12.’06. - 23.03.’07.

concrete prefabricat
elements
19.03.’07. - 10.04.’07.
Ending construction works
– Podkoludricu street
12.02.’07.

concrete
prefabricat
elements
RC works

21.02.’07. - 21.04.’07.

16.11.’06. - 25.05.’07.

RC works
08.12.’06. - 05.04.’07.

Figure 18: WBS structure of a time schedule

Figure 19: Time schedule with important
dates.

3. Execution phase – important elements which have affected the final success of the
project
3.1. Preparation
During the commencement phase, it is important to review the whole project, to notice the
dangers, risks, to make good basics for time management, to organize the site areas carefully,
to define technology.
At this point, there is enough time to find suitable solutions and answers to problems, with a
minimal affect on the outcome of the project.
A delayed and an unsuitable response to problems can affect negatively the progress of the
project.
Good project preparation means more chance for success.
3.2. Communication
Due to the fact that the project is very complex, and since there were several activities going
on at the same time on a small location, the activities had to be coordinated, and good and
strong communication between the team and all other parties was essential.
The site team held meetings at the site every day, and once a week also with all project
parties.

It was clear from the beginning that the access to the site will be aggravating, due to the fact
that the access road was tight and stiff, and needed to be reconstructed in detail. Within the
site zone there was very little available area, so that the deliveries to the site had to be made
continuously. It was extremely important to achieve good and powerful communication and
coordination with our business associate GP Krk, who was working on the arrangement of the
access roads.

3.3.

Resolving a problem- on example of the roof

The most complex element on the central object, i.e., on the indoor swimming pool, was the
roof above the Olympic pool.
The roof geometry was very complicated, and some specific details needed to be solved, such
as sealing, rails, connections between segments, side details of segments etc.
Since the project consists of a movable roof which glides on rails and which in large section
entirely opens above the swimming pool, the execution of the roof presumably includes
complicated details and solutions.
That was the point that affected the entire project, and we had to work as a team to resolve the
problem. Strabag initiated and formed a team, who was designing and drawing the solutions
for individual roof details.
As members of the team involved were also Mr Dušan Džodan, an expert for aluminum
structures, fronts etc, Mr Dragan Ribarić, an expert for statics, since the details required an
additional steel substructure, and manager of execution of steel structure and roofing from the
part of Strabag d.o.o.
After verification and confirmation of a solution for an individual detail, elements of that
detail would be produced immediately, and afterwards executed and installed at the site.
Engagement of a team of experts on the timely solution of a problem resulted in a compliance
with the final completion date entirely.

3.3.

Strabag's organizational structure of the project team

In terms of a necessary fast adjustment to emerging situations, when is necessary to meet the
agreed deadlines, to execute works with quality, observe this execution, to pay attention to
details, and not to leave anything to chance, the properly distribution of works is crucial, and
within also the responsibility scope.
It is essential to the project, that every member of the team follows his commitments,
obligations and defined responsibility scope, so that the team knows, who is responsible for
an individual segment of execution.
That is the way how Strabag approaches the project, when it comes to organization of the
project team, not only on this concrete and complex example of the indoor swimming pool
centre, but also on other projects as well.
The organizational team structure is similar on the most of the projects.

The head of the project is the project manager, who manages the team of three or four civil
engineers, each responsible for an individual segment of works, one electrical engineer for
electro-technical installations and one mechanical engineer for mechanical and water
installations, and one merchandiser (figure 20).
Contracting, supply, execution, accounting and take over, as well as all other important
project procedures take place at the site.
The site functions as a small business unit, which enables the team to deal with all aspects of
the project and all relevant facts. The result is a good, fast and successful adjustment to
requirements of the project.

Figure 20: Strabag's organizational structure
3.5. Support and engagement of the Employer
One of the key reasons, why this project was so successfully performed, was indeed also the
engagement from the part of the Employer, especially Employer’s project manager, Mr
Zvonko Štimac, who was familiar with all details of the project, who took initiative when
necessary, und who didn’t allow any kind of conflict on any level.

4. Conclusion
We can draw the conclusion, that one demanding and above all complex project successfully
ended within given terms, at pleasure of all project members, due to the fact, that the team
approached the solution of important elements regarding organization and management from
the beginning, and due to the fact, that all members shared the same goal, to whose realization
they were all committed.
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Abstract
The research reported in this paper is a part of a wider study aimed at investigating the effects
of cultural differences on construction projects. One of the specific objectives of this study
was to discover construction professionals’ perspectives on cross-cultural training for
international construction projects. The research was carried out in three international
construction projects located in Qatar, Libya and Bulgaria. The researcher stayed in each of
these projects for 1 month for the purpose of data collection. Semi-structured interviews were
carried out with 76 construction professionals. Based on the findings, cross-cultural training
plays an important role in preventing culture shock. However, despite the importance of
cross-cultural training, it was found that all participants had never received formal crosscultural training. All of the interviewees highlighted the importance of a formal approach for
gaining necessary cross-cultural skills. The interviewees focused mainly on specific trainings
that provide training on one specific culture.
Keywords: cross-cultural training, culture, expatriates, international construction

Introduction
The importance of national cultural differences has become more critical for companies
operating in international markets or having employees from different cultural backgrounds.
Understanding and successfully managing cultural differences can provide several advantages
for project as well as company success (Kivrak et al., 2009).
An expatriate is a person temporarily or permanently residing in a country and culture other
than that of the person's upbringing or legal residence. Expatriates face challenges when
working and living in a foreign country. These challenges are substantially greater than what
they come across in the domestic arena (Choudhury, 2001). Expatriate failure is usually
defined as a posting that either ends prematurely or is considered ineffective by senior
management. Many researches showed that there is a high rate of expatriate failure (Hurn,
2007; Liu and Lee, 2008). One of the main reasons for the failure is lack of cross-cultural

skills to adapt to their new environment (Hurn, 2007). Cross-cultural adaptation includes
issues related to differences in culture and language, living conditions, and working
harmoniously with co-workers with different cultural backgrounds (Yavas and Bodur, 1999;
Jassawalla et al., 2004). Besides costs, expatriate failures can also have negative effects on the
image and reputation of the expatriates and companies (Hurn, 2007). Thus, many companies
operating in international markets have been looking for methods to improve the adjustment
of expatriates to their new environments. To improve expatriate adjustment, researches have
focused on two methods. The first is expatriate selection methods and the second is crosscultural training (CCT).
CCT can help expatriates adapt to living and working in new environments (Forster, 2000;
Bhawuk and Brislin, 2000). CCT can help expatriates to create realistic expectations with
respect to living and working in the host country (Black and Mendenhall, 1990). Like in other
industries, the increase in strategic alliances in construction also increases the significance of
cultural differences due to the interaction of people from different cultures (Shore and Cross,
2005). Previous studies and experiences in the construction industry showed that cultural
differences have an impact on daily businesses, either negative or positive, of construction
enterprises working nationally or internationally (Murray-Webster and Simon, 2004;
Michailova and Hutchings, 2006). It is also widely recognized that prior knowledge of a
culture and its people is essential if successful interaction is to occur. In this respect, CCT can
also significantly contribute to the success of international construction projects.
Tung (1981) defined CCT as ''any intervention aimed at increasing an individual’s capability
to cope with and work in foreign environment''. The objectives of CCT are to teach members
of one culture to interact effectively with members of another culture, improve functional
skills and to minimize ''culture shock'' for the expatriates during international assignments
(Harrison, 1994). Culture shock can significantly affect the performance of the expatriates and
consequently the performance of the company (Hall and Jaggar, 1997). The term culture
shock was introduced by Oberg (1960) and defined as the period of anxiety before an
individual feels comfortable in a new culture that is different from their own. Oberg (1960)
described four stages of adjustment: the honeymoon stage; the culture shock stage; the
adaptation stage; and the mastery stage. Many studies have found positive correlations
between CCT and a reduction in participants' experience of culture shock, adjustment in the
host country, and improvement in their performance on the job (Black and Mendenhall, 1990;
Bhawuk and Brislin, 2000; Eschbach et al., 2001). Despite the importance of CCT, previous
studies have shown that CCT provided by most international organisations is neglected,
insufficient or incomplete (Osman-Gani and Rockstuhl, 2009; Hutchings, 2003; Selmer,
2000).
CCT can involve many techniques and methods. Tung (1981) identified five different training
programs as didactic training, culture assimilator, language training, sensitivity training, and
field experience. Gertsen (1990) proposed a typology of training methods and identified two
kinds of training as conventional training and experimental training. In conventional training,
information is transmitted through a unidirectional communication whereas in experimental
training the trainer gets the trainees to participate by simulating real life situations (Waxin and
Panaccio, 2005). Then, according to Gertsen (1990), the training can focus either on the
notion of culture in general or on one specific culture (Fig. 1). Similarly, Gudykunst et al.
(1996) stated that the type of CCT method should be selected as either a learning approach
(didactic vs. experiential) or an approach that focuses on the content (culture-general vs.
culture-specific). There is no one type of training program that is determined as the most

effective method. Pre-departure training is the traditional form for CCT (Selmer, 2010). Postarrival training is another type of CCT that can be carried out in the host country after the
arrival of the expatriate. Selmer et al. (1998) stated that CCT should be sequential, starting at
pre-departure and continuing to the post-arrival phases. They recommended sequential
training that can enhance the efficiency of CCT.
Experimental Training

General
Experimental
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Specific
Experimental
Training

General
Culture

Specific
Culture
General
Conventional
Training

Specific
Conventional
Training

Conventional Training

Figure 1: Gertsen’s typology of cross-cultural training methods
2. Methods
The research reported in this paper is a part of a wider study aimed at investigating the effects
of cultural differences on construction projects. One of the specific objectives of this study
was to examine construction professionals’ perspectives on CCT for international
construction projects. The study was conducted using a qualitative approach to provide
enhanced understanding and generate rich descriptions of the concept of cultural training. The
research was carried out in three international construction projects located in Qatar (TurkishJapanese Joint Venture), Libya (Turkish-Libyan Joint Venture), and in Bulgaria (TurkishTurkish Joint Venture). The researcher stayed in each of these projects for 1 month for the
purpose of data collection. Semi-structured interviews were carried out with 76 construction
professionals working in these projects. The interviews were carried out in Qatar between
April and May 2009, in Libya between January and February 2010, and in Bulgaria between
August and September 2010. Each interview lasted approximately 1 hour. More than half of
the participants were Turkish professionals whereas the remaining participants were from 14
different nationalities including British, American, Japanese, German, Egyptian and Greek.
The questions were strongly shaped by the probing questions to seek further details. The
interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The data collected were coded and analyzed
using content analysis, based on guidelines provided by Gillham (2000) and Strauss and
Corbin (1998). Content analysis was completed with computer assistance using the software
program NVivo 2.0. This program was selected for its powerful data codification and data
searching capabilities. Finally, emerged themes from the data were identified and they are
reinforced with actual instances from the transcripts.
Little attention has been given in the literature for analyzing the CCT provided to Turkish
expatriates. Thus, this study has potentials to contribute to the CCT literature, particularly in

the Turkish context.
3. Study findings
During the interviews, each participant was asked to provide some personal information such
as educational background and professional experience. Based on the analysis, 37% of the
participants have more than 10 years' of experience in international construction. Half of the
interviewees have more than 15 years' of experience in the construction sector. Almost half of
the participants (49%) consist of civil engineers.
3.1. Culture shock
Approximately half of the participants indicated that they experienced a culture shock before.
Seven categories emerged from the analysis of the data: lack of experience, language
differences, lack of motivation, personality/mentality, lack of cultural training, lack of
company support, and different value systems.
The majority of the participants mentioned that having previous overseas experience can help
expatriates to prevent culture shock. They stated that the possibility of getting a culture shock
will be less if the expatriates have adequate experience in overseas projects and working with
people from different cultural backgrounds. Participants having previous overseas experience
stated that these experiences to a certain extent have facilitated their adjustments in their new
environment. This finding is in accordance with the literature. Anderson (2001) found that
previous overseas experience of expatriates had helped them to adjust to their new
environments. Similarly, Waxin and Panaccio (2005) showed that international experience
facilitates cross-cultural adjustment.
One significant theme that emerged from the analysis of the data was language differences
that can affect the adjustment of the expatriate. The interviewees expressed the importance of
using the common language between the project team members. Ineffective use of common
language was stated as one of the main reasons for conflict and thus, can lead to problems for
the expatriates. On the other hand, host country language skills were also considered as a
crucial factor in rapid adjustment. This finding is consistent with the literature. Some authors
suggest that language skills are more important than ever in reducing uncertainty in the new
environment (Osman-Gani, 2000), and send out positive signals of interest and willingness to
the host nation employees and business partners (Forster, 2000).
Some participants mentioned lack of motivation as a critical issue for culture shock. They
indicated that expatriates should have the necessary motivation to reduce the possibility of
culture shock. According to some of the interviewees, lack of motivation in performing
necessary job-related activities is a more critical issue than international experience or
language differences for experiencing culture shock. Motivation is also linked with
personality/mentality that is presented in the following category. As one manager commented:
‘‘It depends on how focused you are and what you want to achieve. If you come here
seriously and want perform to be a good professional person then you will not allow you to be
distracted. But if you don’t know why you are here then of course. I don’t think there is a lot
of culture shock for those who are serious. For those who are experts who are coming from
abroad. For them it is nothing’’.

Almost one-third of the participants reported that expatriates' personality and mentality are
significant factors for culture shock. According to these interviewees, flexibility, optimism
and enthusiasm can help expatriates to adjust in their new environment. At this point,
participants recommended that companies should select expatriates carefully, based on their
personalities and their ability to adapt to foreign cultures, in addition to their technical
problem-solving skills and knowledge. This finding is also in accordance with the literature
(Jassawalla et al., 2004).
Almost all of the interviewees mentioned that CCT can prevent culture shock. The
participants, who experienced culture shock, reported that if they had CCT before, the culture
shock that they experienced could have been reduced. Thus, lack of CCT seems to be a major
issue that causes culture shock. This finding is consistent with many previous studies
(Bawhuk and Brislin, 2000; Eschbach et al., 2001).
According to most of the interviewees, company support plays an important role in preventing
culture shock. The support includes pre-departure trainings, post-arrival trainings, providing
necessary skills training to adjust in the new environment, and providing social activities.
Previous studies showed that social support is one of the contributing factors on the
expatriates' success (Forster, 2000).
People can live together in harmony with different value systems. However, these differences
can cause serious conflicts. Most of the participants highlighted this issue during the
interviews. Differences in life styles, social life, foods, and traditions were all considered as
important factors to get culture shock.
3.2. Cross-cultural training
The participants overwhelmingly expressed the need for cross-cultural training. However,
despite the importance of CCT, it was found that all participants had never received formal
CCT. Four categories emerged from the analysis of the data: training, language training, predeparture training, and post-arrival training.
Based on the analysis of the data, all of the interviewees had never received a structured CCT.
However, some of the participants reported that their firms provided them some kind of
technical trainings rather than culture-oriented. The interviewees reported that these trainings
were focused mainly on information about the project and company, health and safety
training, and job responsibilities. The majority of the interviewees stated that they had gained
cross-cultural skills through informal learning. The informal ways of learning were reported
as learning from internet, learning-by-doing approach (Black and Mendenhall, 1990), learning
from books and learning from colleagues. However, all of the interviewees highlighted the
importance of a formal approach for gaining necessary cross-cultural skills. Thus, it is crucial
for the companies to provide a formal CCT for their expatriates.
Language training is generally rarely provided by most of the international companies. During
the interviews, almost all of the participants expressed the need for language training. Like
CCT, none of the interviewees received language training from their firms before. The
participants reported that miscommunication is one of the main problems during their day-today business in the project. Certain terms can have different meaning in different languages.
Therefore, they highly recommended language training before the departure or after arriving.
They also indicated that such training should include non-verbal communication. This finding

is consistent with previous studies (Hurn, 2007; Forster, 2000) in which language training was
highlighted as an important step for better communication with people from different cultural
backgrounds. Although some authors argue that CCT is more important than language skills
(Zakaria, 2000), language training should not be neglected since language skills become more
important in today's global business environment.
All of the participants agreed on the necessity of a formal pre-departure training. The
participants reported the importance of this kind of training mainly due to the interaction with
project team members having different cultural backgrounds. They stated that CCT is
required especially when the respective cultures are more diverse from each other. For
example, Turkish expatriates indicated that there was a need to have some knowledge of
Japanese culture prior to arrival to accelerate the adaptation period. Moreover, they also stated
that the need for having prior information about the host country culture. As one manager
noted: ‘‘It is necessary before the start of the project. I have to know what they are dealing
with or expect from the other side. Particularly if it is a JV, you have to understand the
mentality. There are some human factors which have to be considered’’.
Many of the participants recommended pre-departure training a few weeks before departing.
The interviewees focused mainly on specific trainings that provide training on one specific
culture. Most of the participants stated that information about different cultures in real-life
situations can be a good method to gain information about these cultures. Therefore, when
considering Gertsen’s (1990) typology of cross-cultural training methods, illustrated in Fig. 1,
it can be stated that most of the interviewees recommend 'specific experimental training' as
the effective training method. This finding is consistent with many previous studies (Waxin
and Panaccio, 2005) in which specific and experimental trainings were highlighted as a better
training method. Moreover, the majority of the interviewees recommend not only predeparture training but also post-arrival training so that pre-departure training would be more
effective.
Post-arrival training has potential impacts on the performance of expatriates (Selmer et al.,
1998). The majority of the participants highlighted the need for training after the arrival and
during the international assignment. Most of them focused on continuous training about
cultural issues. They reported that cross-cultural skills can be facilitated by training not only
at the preparatory stage but also during international assignment. Thus, it can be said that
sequential training, proposed by Selmer et al. (1998), was considered as a vital method for
CCT by most of the participants. Like in pre-departure training, for post-arrival training the
interviewees focused again mainly on specific and experimental training. These findings are
in parallel with many previous studies (Selmer, 2010; Gudykunst et al., 1996). As a result,
most of the participants prefer sequential and specific experimental training.
4. Conclusions
This study is based on interviews with construction professionals. In this study, construction
professionals’ perspectives on CCT for international construction projects were examined.
This research supports findings in existing literature. The analysis of the interviews showed
that despite the importance of CCT, there is a need for a structured CCT program. Based on
the findings, cross-cultural training plays an important role in preventing culture shock.
However, it was found that all participants had never received formal cross-cultural training.
All of the interviewees highlighted the importance of a formal approach for gaining necessary

cross-cultural skills. The interviewees focused mainly on specific trainings that provide
training on one specific culture.
The companies operating in the international market should not perceive CCT as a useless
expense. CCT can reduce the time to adjust in the new culture and reduce culture shock which
can affect the productivity of the expatriates. According to the analysis, besides pre-departure
training, post-arrival training should also be provided to the expatriates. As a consequence,
CCT can be sequential to ensure successful completion of the expatriate assignment.
On the other hand, technical competence should not be the only selection criterion of the
expatriates. Besides technical competence, the companies should also focus on personality
traits in expatriate selection to increase the possibility for better cross-cultural adjustment.
Moreover, based on the analysis, specific experimental training can be more beneficial for the
expatriates. Language training should also be provided to improve communication.
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Abstract
The paper presents the optimal route scheduling in construction management by solving the
traveling salesman problem (TSP). The TSP holds a significant potential for applications in
construction management. The purpose of this paper is to bring forward the solution of the
TSP to the wider expert community. In this way, the TSP model formulation, the applicability
of the TSP model and the commercially available software for modelling and solving the TSP
are introduced. An example of the optimal scheduling of supervision visits on the construction
sites by solving the TSP is shown at the end of the paper to demonstrate the applicability of
the TSP model.
Keywords:

Construction Management, Route Scheduling, Optimization, Traveling
Salesman Problem, Mixed Integer Linear Programming.

1. Introduction
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a well-known combinatorial optimization problem.
Given a list of locations and their pair wise distances, the task of the TSP is to find the
optimal route that visits each location exactly once. Despite its ease of formulation, the TSP
appertains to the class of combinatorial optimization problems that are hard to solve. One of
the first TSP-like problems was studied by Leonhard Euler in 1759 (Euler, 1759) whose
interest was in solving the knight’s tour problem. An accurate solution of the knight’s tour
problem would have a knight visit each of the 64 squares of a chessboard exactly once in its
tour. First descriptive formulation of the TSP can be found in a famous German handbook for
traveling salesman from 1832 (Voigt, 1832). The mentioned handbook handles the shortest
route along 45 German cities. Taking into account the travel conditions of that time, the
proposed 1832 German route might even be optimal.
Karl Menger seems to be the first researcher to have written the mathematical formulation of
the TSP. His work on the TSP was published in 1932 (Menger, 1932). In 1937, Merrill Flood
presented the optimal route scheduling for school buses by solving the TSP (Flood, 1956). A
significant contribution was made by George Dantzig, Delbert Fulkerson and Selmer Johnson
in 1954 (Dantzig et al., 1954), who expressed the TSP as an mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) problem and developed the cutting plane method for its solution. They
showed the effectiveness of their method by solving the 49-city TSP to optimality. Research
work presented by Dantzig et al. (1954) is an important milestone in the historical
development of the computer codes for solving the TSP. Optimization software for solving

the TSP has become increasingly more efficient over the last five decades. An obvious sign of
these improvements is the increasing size of the TSPs that have been optimally solved,
moving from Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson's solution of a 49-city problem in 1954 up
through the solution of an 85900-city problem given by Applegate et al. (2009).
The TSP holds a significant potential for applications in construction management. The
purpose of this paper is to bring forward the solution of the TSP to the wider expert
community. In this way, the TSP model formulation, the applicability of the TSP model and
the commercially available software for modelling and solving the TSP are introduced. An
example of the optimal scheduling of supervision visits on the construction sites by solving
the TSP is shown at the end of the paper to demonstrate the applicability of the TSP model.
2. TSP formulation
The TSP can be formulated as a MILP optimization problem. The general MILP optimization
problem may be presented in the following form:

subject to:

where:

(MILP)

objective function,
constants of the objective function,
continuous variables,
binary 0–1 variables,
left-side constants of the mixed linear (in)equality constraints,
right-side constants of the mixed linear (in)equality constraints,
domain of interest for the continuous variables,
domain of interest for the binary 0–1 variables,
set of the real numbers,
lower bound of the continuous variables,
upper bound of the continuous variables.

The general MILP optimization problem formulation includes the objective function
subjected to the various (in)equality constraints with continuous and binary 0–1 variables.
While the continuous variables are used for continuous optimization, the binary 0–1 variables
are used for discrete optimization. Both types of decision variables can appear only linearly in
the objective function and constraints of the MILP optimization problem. The TSP can be
mathematically presented in the following way: given an undirected graph consisting of
nodes, arcs and arc weights, the TSP is to find a route of the minimum total weight that visits
each node exactly once. The TSP model formulation can be given as:

subject to:

(TSP)

where:

constant: arc weight,
index: first node on arc,
index: second node on arc,
constant: number of nodes,
variable: position in the route at which the node is visited,
variable: decision about the selection or rejection of an arc in the route,
objective function: total weight of the route.

Each node represents the location that should be visited, while each arc
denotes the
available connection between the two locations. The arc weight
may represent the travel
cost, the travel time or the travel length between the two connected locations. Hence, the
objective function may represent the total travel cost, the total travel time or the total travel
length of the route. The binary 0–1 variables
are defined to perform the discrete selection
of the connections between the locations in the route. Connection between the two locations is
included in the route only if the calculated value of the assigned binary variable is equal to 1.
The connection is rejected if the obtained optimal value of the assigned binary variable is
equal to 0. The equality restrictions
and
ensure that each location
is entered and left exactly once. The mentioned constraints are not sufficient to ensure that the
TSP solution does not include several sub-routes, i.e. the routes not containing all defined
nodes. In this way, the set of inequality constraints
is defined to
prevent sub-routes.
3. Applicability of the TSP optimization model
The TSP optimization model is not only interesting from a theoretical standpoint but also
from a practical point of view. Besides the presented formulation, there are several extensions
of the TSP model which can be usefully applied in industry. For example:


Order picking in a storehouse (Ratliff and Rosenthal, 1983). The solution of the TSP
is used to determine the optimal picking route for ordered items within a large
storehouse that minimizes the total travel length.





Work sequencing (Garfinkel, 1985). The solution of the TSP is used to determine the
optimal sequence of the production works that minimizes the total preparative time of
the preliminary works. This extension of the TSP optimization model is applicable in
cases when the production works can be processed in any order.
Vehicle routing (Christofides, 1985). The optimal solution of the TSP is used to
determine for a fleet of vehicles which customers should be visited by which vehicles,
and in which order each vehicle should visit its customers. This variant of the TSP
optimization model usually contains additional time restrictions for the customers and
capacity constraints for the vehicles.

Applications of different variations of the TSP optimization model extend over several fields
in industry including logistics, engineering, operational research, computer science,
manufacturing etc., see e.g. references Lawler et al. (1985), Gutin and Punnen (2002),
Applegate et al. (2006). By this means, the TSP model can be applied for solving similar
optimization problems that frequently appear also in construction management.
4. Modelling and solving the TSP
For the purpose of solving the TSP, the optimization model formulation must be transformed
into suitable modelling software. The spreadsheet-oriented optimizers, such as MS Excel addins Solver, Evolver and What'sBest, are applicable tools for formulating small- and mediumsized optimization models with reasonable number of parameters to be filled on a spreadsheet.
On the other hand, the algebraic modelling languages, such as AIMMS (Bisschop and
Roelofs, 1999), AMPL (Fourer et al., 1990), GAMS (Brooke et al., 1988) and LINGO (Lindo
Systems Inc., 1988) may be used for large, complex, one-of-a-kind optimization problems
which may require many revisions to establish an accurate model.
The algebraic modelling languages are especially applicable in cases where a large number of
functional constraints of the same type follow the same pattern. Hence, the algebraic
modelling language may simultaneously formulate all the constraints of the same type by
simultaneously dealing with the decision variables of each type. Moreover, the algebraic
modelling language hastens a number of model management tasks, such as accessing the data,
transforming the data into model parameters, modifying the model, and analyzing the
solutions from the model. After the TSP model formulation is transformed into modelling
software, the defined optimization problem may be solved by the use of a suitable solver.
Since the TSP represents the MILP optimization problem, it can be solved by several
commercially available MILP solvers, such as CPLEX (CPLEX Optimization Inc., 1988),
LINDO (Scharge, 1986), OSL (IBM Corp., 1991), etc.
5. An application example
In order to show the applicability of the TSP model, the paper presents the example of the
optimal scheduling of supervision visits on the construction sites by using the solution of the
TSP. The following construction sites are included in the scheduling process:





reconstruction of the hotel building in Maribor,
construction of the distribution transformer station in Sladki Vrh,
construction of the business bank seat in Murska Sobota,
construction of the distribution transformer station in Mačkovci,













construction of the tourist apartment settlement in Moravske Toplice,
construction of the medium voltage cable conduit in Ložane,
adaptation of the distribution transformer station in Ljutomer,
construction of the community apartments for older citizens in Ormož,
construction of the sport hall in Ptuj,
reconstruction of the residential building in Slovenska Bistrica,
construction of the vinegar factory in Kopivnik,
construction of the cultural centre in Hotinja vas,
construction of the residential neighbourhood in Rogoza,
construction of the multi-purpose sport hall in Hoče,
construction of the business-residential building in Ruše.

The start point for visiting the construction sites is the supervisor’s office in Maribor. Only
the most commonly used routes between the construction site locations are included in the
scheduling process. The travel lengths and the travel times between the construction sites are
determined using the Google Earth (2011). The travel length and the travel time between the
supervisor’s office and the construction site in Maribor are neglected. It is presumed that the
travel lengths and the travel times are equal in both directions. The tasks of the supervisor
include various office works and supervision visits on the construction sites. Each
construction site should be visited two times a week. One working day in a week is available
for office works, while other four working days of the week are free to be used for
supervision visits on the construction sites. Around 30 minutes is usually required for
realization of the supervision visit on each construction site. Also 30 minutes per working day
are reserved for lunch. Eight-hour working day is presumed.
The construction sites are indexed as follows: (1) Maribor, (2) Sladki Vrh, (3) Murska Sobota,
(4) Mačkovci, (5) Moravske Toplice, (6) Ložane, (7) Ljutomer, (8) Ormož, (9) Ptuj, (10)
Slovenska Bistrica, (11) Kopivnik, (12) Hotinja vas, (13) Hoče, (14) Rogoza and (15) Ruše.
Travel lengths and times which are not included in the optimization process (i.e. nonexistent
connections and unusual routes) are denoted with ∞. Accordingly to the adopted index
notation, the matrices of the travel lengths and the travel times are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Matrix of the travel lengths between the construction sites [km]
Length
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
∞ 25.2 55.4
∞
∞ 13.1 56.8
∞ 32.4 25.6 17.9
∞ 9.4 11.4 13.7
25.2
∞ 41.5
∞
∞ 17.6
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
55.4 41.5
∞ 14.8 6.8 42.7 22.0
∞ 47.2
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 14.8
∞ 14.9
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 6.8 14.9
∞
∞ 24.8
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
13.1 17.6 42.7
∞
∞
∞ 44.5
∞ 25.7
∞
∞
∞
∞ 18.6
∞
56.8
∞ 22.0
∞ 24.8 44.5
∞ 17.4 33.9
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 17.4
∞ 23.7
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
32.4
∞ 47.2
∞
∞ 25.7 33.9 23.7
∞ 25.1
∞ 21.1
∞ 24.9
∞
25.6
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 25.1
∞ 12.6 12.3 19.4
∞
∞
17.9
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 12.6
∞ 5.9 9.3 11.9
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 21.1 12.3 5.9
∞ 5.1 5.1
∞
9.4
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 19.4 9.3 5.1
∞ 2.7 16.8
11.4
∞
∞
∞
∞ 18.6
∞
∞ 24.9
∞ 11.9 5.1 2.7
∞
∞
13.7
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞ 16.8
∞
∞

Table 2: Matrix of the travel times between the construction sites [min]
Time
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

:

1
∞
20
46
∞
∞
16
50
∞
30
22
20
∞
11
14
19

2
20
∞
45
∞
∞
22
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

3
46
45
∞
15
10
38
28
∞
49
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

4
∞
∞
15
∞
16
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

5
∞
∞
10
16
∞
∞
34
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

6
16
22
38
∞
∞
∞
41
∞
32
∞
∞
∞
∞
17
∞

7
50
∞
28
∞
34
41
∞
20
36
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

8
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
20
∞
30
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞

9
30
∞
49
∞
∞
32
36
30
∞
26
∞
21
∞
22
∞

10
22
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
26
∞
16
15
16
∞
∞

11
20
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
16
∞
10
12
14
∞

12
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
21
15
10
∞
8
10
∞

13
11
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
16
12
8
∞
5
24

14
14
∞
∞
∞
∞
17
∞
∞
22
∞
14
10
5
∞
∞

15
19
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
∞
24
∞
∞

The aim of the optimization is to find the optimal schedule for supervision visits on the
construction sites. The supervision visits should be executed by using the minimum total
travel length route that visits each construction site exactly once. The TSP model was applied.
A high-level language GAMS (General Algebraic Modelling System) was used for modelling
and for the data inputs/outputs. CPLEX was used to solve the defined TSP. The gained
optimal schedule for supervision visits on the construction sites is presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Optimal schedule for supervision visits on the construction sites

ID Construction site Travel length to the Travel time to the Time on the construction Total time
location
next location [km] next location [min] site [min]
[min]
A Maribor
13.1
16
30
46
B Ložane
17.6
22
30
52
C Sladki Vrh
41.5
45
30
75
D Murska Sobota
14.8
15
30
45
E Mačkovci
14.9
16
30
46
F Moravske Toplice
24.8
34
30
64
G Ljutomer
17.4
20
30
50
H Ormož
23.7
30
30
60
I
Ptuj
25.1
26
30
56
J
Slovenska Bistrica
12.6
16
30
46
K Kopivnik
5.9
10
30
40
L Hotinja Vas
5.1
10
30
40
M Rogoza
2.7
5
30
35
N Hoče
16.8
24
30
54
O Ruše
13.7
19
30
49
P Maribor
Lunch time†
60
Total:
249.7
308
450
818
Notes:

†

Permitted lunch time for two working days is 2 × 30 minutes.

The calculated minimum total travel length that visits each construction site exactly once is
249.7 km. The total time required for supervision of the construction sites is 818 minutes. It
includes 308 minutes of the total travel time, 450 minutes for realization of the supervision
visits on the construction sites and 60 minutes for lunch times in two working days. The

obtained optimum solution of the TSP shows that single supervision of construction sites can
be performed within the two eight-hour working days (i.e. 16 hours or 960 minutes).
6. Conclusions
This paper presents the optimal route scheduling in construction management by using the
solution of the TSP. The aim of this paper was to bring forward the solution of the TSP to the
wider expert community. For this purpose, the TSP model formulation, the applicability of the
TSP optimization model and the commercially available software for modelling and solving
the TSP were presented. An example of the optimal scheduling of supervision visits on the
construction sites by using the solution of the TSP was demonstrated at the end of the paper to
show the applicability of the TSP model.
The TSP model with some minor or major modifications can be successfully applied in
several fields of the construction management such as optimal route scheduling, scheduling of
supplies, order picking in a storehouses, work sequencing, vehicle routing, supervision
planning etc. The real-life TSPs that appear in construction management are usually not
highly combinatorial optimization problems and they can be efficiently solved by several
commercially available computer codes. Hence, the TSP model can be proved successful as
an alternative tool for solving various construction management optimization problems.
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Abstract
We can all agree on the fact that the only thing constant in life – and especially in the
construction industry – is change. One of the key documents in a building project is the
construction drawing package. A change in the plans has not only technical consequences, but
it also has an impact on the schedule, the human resource plans, and the financial processes
and plans, which, as a result affects a huge number of stakeholders. There is no doubt that
having the ability to manage and evaluate changes in drawings and plans easily and clearly is
a coveted state. This article describes common problems and introduces solutions of plan
management systems that offer an innovative solution for effective drawing and plan
management for the convenience of the entire project team.
Keywords: drawing management, information management,

1. Drawing management and control in the construction industry
1.1 Common practice and regulations
It is clearly visible that there is no national or generally enforced European guideline for
drawing requirements. In the European Union the legal background for drawing and plan
management processes varies. This is due to the differences in the approach of legal
authorities towards design processes and their regulation. There are countries, just like
Germany and the Netherlands where legal regulations enhance developing A&E drawings to a
construction drawing level and providing a cost estimate before the bidding phase. In
Hungary the process of selecting the general contractor can be started with having only the
design drawings in hand. This results in that the information available is not sufficient to
provide a proper cost estimate. Although, cost estimates are calculated based on design
drawings, since some investment and management firms prefer providing the contractor with
some kind of cost estimate. This per se would not be a problem. Complications start to appear
when this estimate is kept and used as a basis for tendering even after multiple changes in the
original drawings are made and several new features are added to the project for the client’s
request.
In case one would like to see clearly and tries to find a simple problem behind the chaos
on the surface and concentrates on the project itself and the management of that project he

will soon get to the good old project management triangle. It’s important to underline that the
ideal equilibrium of quality, time and cost started to shift towards time and cost while taking a
decent quality level naturally granted. In the 90’s the focus was on quality, due to the
problems of the cost-oriented approach in the socialist era. Unfortunately, minimizing time
has a few drawbacks that is visible even in the quality of drawings, since designers do not
have the sufficient time to complete drawings properly. Therefore it is really challenging to
prepare well-thought, sufficiently detailed and constructible drawings before the start of the
actual construction. This does not mean that these drawings do not meet the requirements set
by regulations. But it might result in situations where the design is determined by the
contractor’s or manufacturer’s capabilities.

Image 1: Project management triangle1
This is something that usually stays invisible in official business processes. In many
cases the technical solution comes from the contractor and this is what initiates the change of
the design. Under Hungarian legal regulations in a general situation designers are not
responsible for overrunning the budget. This along with the lack of proper preparation, results
in several conflicts throughout the project while all parties try to stick to their original budget.
This is why project managers have a very important role in the process, since they are to
balance cost, time and scope.
Conflicts in the project team can grow really serious as we experienced lately. However,
these problems are not new; they were present in the second half of the 90’s. At that time the
conflicts were resolved in a way that everyone dropped a few percent of their profit instead of
going to court in search of a legal solution. Nowadays many times all parties have to fight to
get the job at least at cost price. And this is not only because the economic crisis put
construction companies into a new and different situation. The strong competition and making
decisions without the information needed lead to further problems on the run.
Fast pace and cut costs affect quality negatively. The accelerated execution does not
take into consideration for example the operation and maintenance aspects. Although they are
very important in the case of public–private partnerships where the construction itself is only
1-1.5 years while the facility management is planned for at least 15-20 years. It must be
considered that more time would assure a higher quality. Besides allowing a reasonable
schedule, the sufficient professional knowledge (project planning, facility management), and
legal requirements also has a significant effect on the final outcome.2
In addition to this there is no generally accepted database that could be used when
calculating the budget and schedule. There exist free norm databases, but it is not legally
regulated which one should be used in the case of a public procurement for example.
Obviously, it should be used to regulate prices, but to set a rough interval for comparison and
evaluation. This would allow the calculation of an hourly engineering rate and the required
hours for certain tasks which would decrease risk in the project. Using a generally accepted
norm database would also be useful in relation to projects subsidized by the European Union.

2. Common problems and needs
2.1 Requirements of the construction process as a project
When discussing drawing management systems it was necessary to make a decision on
which phase of the project we concentrate on. General characteristics of drawing management
are very similar throughout the construction project, although there are some specialties.
Therefore it has been decided that the construction phase will be in the focus of this paper,
since it provides the highest number of special needs. In this phase drawings are circulating
not only among the designers and the general contractor but also among the client, the
subcontractors, authorities and several other stakeholders. This situation is really challenging,
since all parties have to get access to the latest version and the most up-to-date information.
What is more the information a stakeholder receives ideally should be optimized to their task
and role in the process, so that for instance a subcontractor gets only certain drawings of the
building where he actually works, and not all of the plans of the entire complex. Image 2
below demonstrates the importance of the flow of information. Even if there are only two
people at each company handling drawings a dozen people have to be notified each time.

Architect
Designer

Client (PM)

Designer

General

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

Subcontractor

Flow of information concerning drawings
Drawings transferred via e-mail or on CD

Image 2:Flow of information in a sample project
In order to find an efficient model for drawing management designers and contractors
have been asked to share their opinion and thoughts on the topic. These observations have
been organized into a spreadsheet below. Obviously, this collection does not cover all possible
needs and requirements of stakeholders.
Stakeholders
Client

Requirements



Project
management



“The building should be built
how I want it!”
Good correlation between the
rendered drawings and the
final result
support and background for
decision-making

Problems

Current common solution



“This not feasible!”




„Just do it!”
impressive 3d tools to attract
attention



The most comfortable solution
is preferred over the best
There is no constant decisionmaking, only ad hoc decisions
Approval is not overall



Task are divided into smaller
parts and distributed
Information is processed






Designers




General
contractor

Subcontractors








easy management of clients
approvals
easily track and manage
changes
notification of changes in
time
notification highlights the
reason and content of the
change



too much focus on the visual
effects, less attention to
feasibility



architect, designer take the
role of a PM







e-mailing list
a list of changes on drawings
markup on drawings

notification of changes in
time
notification nightlights the
reason and content of the
change
easy to make a hard copy



due to the numerous recipients
there is always someone who
does not receive the data
one change initiates so many
other that it is difficult to
follow
lack
of
entrepreneur
informatics education
although drawings have been
received electronically, they
have to be processed before
work can start





IT training
Order for printing service
Use of paper based drawings





Image 3: Some of the problems and needs of stakeholders throughout a project 3
2.2 Requirements for drawing management tools
Getting to know the opinion of several designers, contractors and manufacturers and
learning the experience and practice of several companies in the construction industry the
common problems related to electronic drawing management tools are summarized below:
Common problems of site managers and facility managers:
 difficult to track changes due to the huge amount of drawings and other project data
 difficult to notify stakeholders, the notification e-mails do not enclose all information
needed
 large amount of irrelevant information is sent to stakeholders
 administration and storage is problematic, the risk of human error is high
Common problems of assistants and the technical background staff:
 all the problems listed above
 general problems of paper-based information exchange
 long printing time required
 to create drawing lists is always a requirement
 limitations for e-mailing drawing files (size, number, to all stakeholders)
Common problems of designers:
 multi-team design projects
 it is difficult to adjust electronic plan management systems to every unique project
 problems of numbering drawings where a collective electronic plan management
system was used
 too much effort to feed related data manually, complicated user interface
 long time to upload multiple files
2.3 General requirements for computer aided drawing management tools
As a result of our research electronic management systems are should meet the
following general requirements:
 easy accessibility from around the world
 no need for any auxiliary applications
 incorporates a sufficient security system










easy to be tailored to the specific project or company
fulfills the needs of all users
capable of handling infinite number of projects with infinite complexity
clear and user friendly human interface
capable of automatic and direct information transfer
suitable for quick multitudinous drawing management
supports multi-language use
stable and constantly reliable operation

Obviously all the needs and requirements cannot be taken into consideration when
attempting to create a general system, since the construction industry is extremely large and
diverse with numerous specialties and special needs. The basic requirement of electronic plan
management systems is that they should perfectly fit at least one method and then it should be
possible to adjust it to unique requirements.
3. Drawing management models4
Plan management models are defined as a process management technique and
methodology that clearly defines the scope and responsibilities of efficient plan management
for all of the stakeholders in the project. The three basic scenarios for plan management are
categorized based on the direction of the information flow and the information transfer
method.
3.1 Horizontal drawing management model
Horizontal plan management is the process when information is passed on directly from
one stakeholder to the other. The following image illustrates this method.
Designer

General
contractor

Subcontractor

Manufacturer,
supplyer

direction of the flow of information

Image 4: Example of the horizontal drawing management model
This model, just like anything in the world has advantages and disadvantages. The most
significant advantage of horizontal plan management is that in theory information is
processed in every node or point of information transfer. This means that information is not
only transferred from one party to the other, but it is also sorted out and double checked, and
decisions are made. A decision could be that the general contractor decides to accept the plans
and give it on to a competent subcontractor. Or one can also decide that the plans are not
correct, and suggestions are made on how to revise and correct them even before passing it on
to the subcontractor. This workflow of constant supervision of the plans has a downside also,
since it requires too many resources and is also time consuming which, as a result, slows
down the whole communication process. In practice, this model is used with the simplest
electronic methods from e-mailing the plans to carrying it on a thumb drive or any other
personal data storage device.
In case our plan management system would like to use this model then we should pay
close attention to how the system shows changes initiated due to decisions of stakeholders.
Thus the accessibility and state of A&E drawings is determined by the decisions of the
stakeholders involved in the process.

3.2 Centralized plan management model
In the centralized plan management model there is at least one center of information
that allows the gathering and management of drawings and plans. The purpose of the model is
to have a central plan management system either at one of the participants of the project, or in
some cases at an external organization. This is an IT system that allows to store, view and
download drawings and project documents. The biggest advantage of this solution is that data
is accessible from a central source for all authorized stakeholders all the time. There is no file
size or attachment size restriction like in the case of e-mails, which eliminates a lot of timeconsuming and annoying circumstances. The system can be adjusted to the needs of the
specific project team and situation and information gets to its destination in an instant. More
advanced applications offer features like automatic notification.
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Manufacturer supplier

Image 5: Example for the centralized drawing management model
The disadvantage of this model is that usually not all the parties involved can access this
center due to infrastructural possibilities, IT background, legal circumstances or a
management decision. As a result, a certain part of communication and data exchange still
happens with the use of the simple tools in horizontal model outside the central system.
Usually this model is used by the designer, where an FTP or a web based central plan
management system is located at their office and maintained by the design office. It also can
occur that the design team uploads drawings to a data center operated by the general
contractor. This scenario assumes that the client strongly controls the project and successfully
enforces their requirements. It is also getting increasingly common that both the contractor
and the designers have a separate drawing management system. This is actually a proof for
the success of this drawing management method, and also the first step towards a more
complex drawing management model.
3.3 Complex drawing management model
In case there is more than one drawing management system in a project new and
unexpected problems arise. Sometimes the required amount of human labor increases. This is
a setback that has an additional risk also, the possibility for an increased number of errors due
to human intervention. Therefore there appeared a need for a more complex and automatic
information transfer system.
The biggest advantage of the complex drawing management model is that everyone
receives the information from one single central source. Drawings can be downloaded from a
central server. This way the required time for transferring data has been minimized to almost
zero. Everyone sees the most up to date plans all the time and it is clear who and when
completed certain drawings and who and when approved them. Although this system has
some disadvantages also. If day to day operation of the system is not well organized then and
it might be uneasy. All in all it can be declared that the complex drawing management model

was able to meet most of the requirements of the construction sector mentioned earlier. Still
there are many areas with a long way to go.
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Image 6: Example of the complex drawing management system
4. Evolution of drawing management solutions on the Hungarian market
It has become clear in Hungary that the ability to offer a suitable solution to these
problems and fulfill the needs mentioned above is a considerable business advantage. In the
late 80’s and early 90’s there was a boom in construction informatics. There existed IT
solutions in the construction industry at the time, but after 1990 the economic changes forced
the market to face several new challenges. Solutions offered by older systems were not
sufficient any more. All the significant design offices took part in this revolution and nearly
all of them started using electronic design solutions from the mid 90’s.
Contractors and manufacturers, the receivers of the designers’ products, also had to
keep up with the trend, this is why modern project planning tools appeared. It was easier for
manufacturers to keep pace with the development of information technology then for
contractors, since they could operate an IT system at a fixed place. In the meantime,
contractors needed to operate on-site offices at building sites. So they had to wait until the
turn of the century for mobile internet providers to set up their IT system and mobile office
anywhere they currently were working. Therefore the first revolution in construction
informatics took place in the early 2000’s. Cost estimation and budget management softwares,
project planning and controlling solutions have become popular. These tools aimed at
gathering all the information to one source.
The second “industrial revolution” in IT terms is happening at present where the
market concentrates on two main areas:
a) visual presentation of projects and effective transfer of technical data
b) decision support systems, and project management and planning support (business
intelligence)
All of the leading construction and real estate companies have introduced new
softwares and IT tools along with process control systems in their offices. Today information
technology has reached a level where all constructions can be monitored night and day
through a web camera, or a video conference can be initiated from the building site if
necessary. Companies owning a manufacturing plant or shop introduced production
management systems that could handle the information about the production plans and
monitor a certain level of automation. In the case of manufacturing and prefabrication this is
much easier to do so then in the case of contractors.
.

5. Specialization of IT tools and future prospects
Even those companies that do not use enterprise resource planning softwares use more
and more electronic tools and services to complete their work. In the case of a construction
project at the minimum there is usually some kind of cad software, a spreadsheet and
document management software, a PDF reader and an electronic mailing system. All these
applications have become a natural part of everyday work. Bigger companies or project
offices need more complex solutions to support their work. The second construction
informatics revolution offers a wide range of solutions for these offices. Obviously, it would
be impossible to give a throughout description and evaluation of the possibilities in this paper,
so I just would like to give some examples and demonstrate how they solve the problems
named by stakeholders above.
There are three main categories of drawing management systems considering their main
functions:
a) Static systems
b) Dynamic systems
c) Visual systems
Static systems focus on publishing drawings and quickly transferring information.
Planmanager and Plandoc are two softwares that are examples of the static system on the
Hungarian market. The biggest advantage of Planmanager is that it supports the search by
category in large amount of files and offers a possibility to keep log files. This means that it is
possible to search who and when logged in the system and downloaded drawings for example.

Image 7: Web site for uploading drawings to Plandoc
In Plandoc uploading vast number of files quickly is easy. It was possible to upload
1500 files to the system in less than an hour. The designer should only give the file name, and
from there on the system automatically places the drawing in the project file structure to its
place.5 It is a basic requirement for these systems to be accessible through the internet
anywhere anytime, and send notifications to the users of certain events (approval, withdrawal
etc. In addition to this different reports can be extracted from the system easily, like drawing
lists, approval lists etc.
In the case of dynamic systems the application also aims at supporting the processing of
additional technical data and most of the time they connect to a central database. Here it is a
much more difficult issue to extract and manage information from certain drawings. It is a
question how this information will actually be extracted from the drawing and structured
afterwards.
Allplan, Archidac and Revit and other leading BIM softwares can handle a number of
output formats, so it is possible that the additional information are incorporated in one file

with the drawings, or they also can be stored separately from the drawing itself in a .csv or
.txt attachment file.6 These files contain additional information of the objects in CAD. For this
reason it has become common that CAD systems not only contain but also can manage this
information.

4.

Image 8: List f concrete objects from Allplan
showing not only dimensions but the type of concrete also
Why is there a need for additional information? When using visual systems The
integration of processes in order to increase efficiency and minimize human intervention and
error is a common goal. These information represent the input for other different systems and
atomized processes can be initiated with their use. This is how more complex systems like
RIB iTWO and Newforma Project Center evolved.7 These softwares offer advanced enterprise
and project information management as well as highly visual modeling and 3D solutions.
They aim at combining CAD systems with ERP systems.8 So that changes in the 3D model
follow changes in the enterprise. As an example, clicking on an object in the model pops up a
sheet with where that item can be purchased and for what price. When talking about visual
systems the emphasis is still on the visual effect, the enchanting experience. Although it is
clear that these systems successfully combined the aesthetics with sufficient business
information.

Image 9: Future prospects for visual tools

The future will probably evolve towards even more advanced, real 3D models that
make an impressive experience and also can be used in meetings and conferences, even on
site for the workforce and so on.9 Today this technology is extremely expensive, but research
on this field is surely going to have results available for the market soon. Finally, it should
never be forgotten that no matter how fantastic electronic tools we have, they are only tools to
fulfill the needs of people. A successful project or building is based on the people who
actually use them.
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There are two registries of real property in the Republic of Croatia, the Land Book and the
Cadaster Office of real property (land). They are closely connected, thus the data in the
Cadaster are the basis for the title of land in the Land Book. However, the data on the owners
are not original Cadaster data, but they are taken from the Land Book.
As of January 1 1997 the property legal unity law has been re-introduced (superficies solo
cedit), meaning that a real property is made up of everything it is permanently connected to on
or under the ground. A land and a building on it are legally separated only in case of the right
to build, that is, in case of construction based on a concession contract.
This paper investigates if real property registries demonstrate the accurate picture of real
property, i.d. if they reflect what exists in nature. Special attention is paid to the entries of
buildings (objects) in land books and cadaster, and the provisions by the Land Registration
Act and the Act on State Surveying and Cadaster are analysed, as well as executive
regulations which regulate the changes in land development level, that is, the entry of
buildings into the land books and cadaster.
One section of the paper addresses the issue of illegal construction and entries of illegally
constructed objects into land books and cadaster, and analysed are the effects of buildings
previously entered into real property registries without valid building or occupancy permits.
Finally, the paper offers suggestions for a simplified real property entry procedure, and the
manner in which the real property records could reflect the accurate picture of real property,as
found in the field.
Keywords: Land book, cadaster, building, changes in real property development, illegal
construction
1. Introduction
There are two registers on real property in the Republic of Croatia, the Land Book and
Cadaster. While the Land Book is a public register of real property, the right to real property
and its holders, and represents the legal condition relevant to the legal sale of real property,
Cadaster is a technical register where real property is registered according to its number, area,

title and development. The time when public ownership was predominant has left its mark on
registers, and we can say that contemporary real property registers do not fully represent the
legal status of real property. There are numerous reasons to it. On the one hand, one of the
reasons has been poverty and the lack of care by the state for real property registers, on the
other, various obstacles that prevented the registration of relevant data, for instance payment
of real property tax as the requirement for registration in the Land Book, loss of social rights
due to real property ownership etc.
In this paper the authors will deal with the registration in the Land Book and Cadaster
pursuant to regulations in force, i.e. the Act on Land Registry1, the Act on State Surveying
and Cadaster2 and the Act on Physical Planning and Construction 3. We would also like to
point out some deficiencies in the regulations that prevent the registration of the actual state of
real property in Croatia.
2. The principle of legal unity of real property and illegal construction
Firstly, we would like to emphasise that the Act on Ownership and Property Rights4 reintroduced into Croatian legal system the principle of legal unity of real property (superficies
solo cedit). Article 9, par. 2 of the Act on Ownership regulates that the constructions on,
above or under the land surface built to stay there permanently, added or in any other manner
connected to it, belong to real property until separated from it. It means that the parts of land
of the relevant building and everything else connected with it are not there for a transitory
purpose.
Under Article 4 of the same Act parts of a building or other structures permanently connected
to a plot of land do not belong to it if they are legally separated by property law which
authorises its holder to own a building or other structure on that land, and the same applies to
buildings or other structures that are legally separated from the land or public property by the
right of concession which authorises its holder to own a building or other structure on that
land.
We can conclude from the above that the principle of legal unity of real property is always
effective, unless there is the right to build5 on the real property, namely if there is a
concession right on the property, and the building has been constructed according to the right
to build, respectively on the concession right.
We deem it necessary to point out that a person is the owner of the real property regardless
whether a building has been erected with the building permit or is an illegal structure.
3. Land registration and Land Court decisions
3.1. Types of land registration

1

Official Gazette, no. 91/96, 68/98, 137/99, 114/01, 100/04 and 107/07, 152/08, 126/10, Act on Land Registry
Official Gazette, no. 16/07, 124/10, Act on State Survey and Cadaster
3
Official Gazette, no. 76/07, 38/09, 55/11, Act on Physical Planning and Construction
4
Official Gazette no.. 91/96, 68/98, 137/99, 22/00, 73/00, 129/00, 114/01, 79/06, 141/06, 146/08, 38/09, 153/09,
Act on Ownership and Property Rights.
2

5

Pursuant to Article 280, par.1 of Act on Ownership and Property Rights, the right to build is a limited property
right on someone's plot of land which authorises its holder to own a building on the surface or under the land,
and permanent owner of the land is obligated to bear it.

Article 30, par. 1 of Act on Land Registry stipulates three types of land registrations: a
registration, a pre-registration and a note. Par. 2 stipulates that by registration property rights
are acquired, transferred, limited or terminated without a specific additional justification,
while the pre-registration, pursuant to par.3, is the entry which entitles the holder to acquire ,
transfer, limit or terminate property rights upon additional justification and in the extent
determined by the additional justification. According to par. 4 a note is an entry by which
relevant circumstances specified by law to be registered in land books are made visible, and it
can be a basis for particular legal effects.
Act on Land Registry also recognises an entry „make visible“. It is not a land registration,
since it does not entitle the holder to land registration rights, but it is entered in order to make
land books more clear, more complete, to refer to registrations in other land files, to register
changes in the composition, culture, area of a land unit etc.6
It is clear that the above mentioned entries do not enter changes in development into land
books, but they change the data in possession title, for the purpose of compatibility between
land books and cadastre (Josipović T., 2001). The changes in possession title are entered
according to public documents – cadastre application form and final decision in
administrative proceedings7, which are submitted to the Land Court by the competent cadastre
office pursuant to Art. 10, par.4 and 11, Act on Land Registry (Pahić, 2007.).
3.2. Land Court decisions
There are two situations regarding Land Court decisions:
1) when a Land Court which keeps the land books determines and orders registration
for a particular cadaster unit (decision on registration) – Article 106, par. 1, Act on
Land Registry.
2) When a Land Court only carries out the entry in the land register, which has been
authorised by another court or other competent body – Article 106, par. 2, Act on
Land Registry.8
Cases from the first item are classical land registration cases, when a Land Court decides on
land registration and brings the decision on the land registration and its implementation in the
land books (for instance, registration/pre-registration of right of property based on private
6

Entry „make visible“ can be entered acc. to Article 10, par. 4. Act on Land Registry, Art. 21, par. 3 of Act on
Land Registry, Art. 21, par. 5 Act on Land Registry, Art. 22, par. 2 Act on Land RegistryArtl. 23, par. 2 and .
Act on Land Registry, Art.. 98 Act on Land Registry etc.
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Article10, par. 4, Act on Land Registry:
The changes in cadastral number, shape, area or development of a plot of land are carried out in land books
according to the decision by a Land Court brought ex officio upon receiving the application form on the changes
in cadaster by a competent body. Immediately upon receipt of the cadastral application form start the
proceedings to change data in possession title (par.4).
Article 11, Act on Land Registry:
A competent body is obligated to immediately inform the Land Court about the changes in number, shape, area
or development of a cadastral unit 8par.1). Land Courts will inform competent cadastral bodies about all land
registrations relevant to the cadaster, eg. a write-off, regulation, division of land. (par.2).

documents – purchase, donation etc., hypothecation based on private documents, note on
appeal in the land procedure, note of an individual initiating the proper procedure etc.)
The second item describes a situation when another court or body is authorised by Act on
Land Registry or other act, to bring decisions on land registrations.
First of all, it should be noted that a Land Court is obliged to issue a decision on land
registration even in cases when another land court or a competent body have brought
the decision within their authority (article 106, par.2, Act on Land Registry)..
What are the land court's limits of investigation when a decision on land registration
has been brought by another court or a competent body?
Article 108, par.2 Act on Land Registry stipulates that the investigation by a land court is
limited by the following:
a) whether land registration has been authorised by a competent body or another court,
b) whether land registration is feasible given the entry condition of land books.
Other registration requirements are determined by the court or other competent body
authorising the entry, that is, an enforcement court, a probate court, a bankruptcy court or an
administrative body (Kontrec, 2005.).
Accordingly, the land court is required to check whether the land registration has been
authorised by another competent court or other competent body, and whether the land
registration can be implemented in the land book, considering the condition hereof.
Statutory provisions (by other Acts) on the court's or other body's competence to decide on
land registration must be taken into account.
To make an entry in the land book feasible the following must be considered: whether the
decision states the number of land registry record, if there is a land book predecessor and
whether there is a decision by another court or body (competent or incompetent depending on
special legislation), which is the basis for the land registry entry. The court must investigate
whether the person in whose name a right will be entered is properly labelled. Therefore,
regarding the investigation of the second category of conditions for land registration the
stipulations by Article 40 to Article 44, Act on Land Registry must be taken into
account.(Josipović T., 1998.).
Given the above mentioned it is evident that a land court is not authorised to investigate
regularity and legality, for instance, of a certificate of inheritance or a distress warrant, since it
would exceed its legal authority. 9
9

Article 40, Act on Land Registry – Registration predecessor:

Land book entries are allowed only against a person who, at the moment of submission of the motion of entry of
property, has been registered as an owner or holder of property for which the registration is required, or who is
simultaneously registered or pre-registered as the owner or holder or rights. (land registration predecessor).
Article 41, Act on Land Registry: if a plot of land or a land registration right have been transferred unregistered
onto one or more persons successively, the last holder may require that the land registration is done in his/her
name directly, if he/she proves a successive line of unregistered acquisitions from registration predecessors to
himself (par. 1). If a land registration which has been transferred from a testator to an inheritor has been
alienated, the acquirer of property will be allowed to register his/her right directly after the testator, if he/she
proves the uninterrupted series of acquisitions without registration from the testator (as registration predecessor)
to himself (par.2).
If mortgage claims which have been transferred to other persons have ended, mortgage debtor may demand a
reconveyance without entering the unregistered transfer (par.3).

In decision making the court must also take into consideration the clause by Article 107,
par.1, Act on Land Registry, which stipulates that the decision on the motion for entry of
property depends on the relevant state at the time the motion is submitted – in this case an
order or a decision by another court or body. Relevant is the moment of written submission in
the diary of land registry filings, Article 5, par.5, Act on Land Registry, related to Article 54,
according to Standing Rules.
It is important to specify what the decision on land registration must contain, in case the
decision has been brought by other court or a competent body within its jurisdiction.
The content of the decision based on the motion for entry of property is stipulated by par.2,
Article 109, Act on Land Registry as follows:
1) land file where the registration will be conducted, and if necessary land registry plot,
2) person in whose favour the entries shall be made and their address,
3) type of entry – registration, pre-registration, note,
4) item for which it will be entered,
5) documents on which the land registration is based,
6) the right which will be registered with its essential content,
7) an order to carry out the registration with the specific content.
Article 113, Act on Land Registry stipulates that every entry, besides the data from Article
109, par.2, Act on Land Registry, must contain the mark of the type of entry, day, month, year
and number under which the land court has accepted the motion for entry of property.
Article 65, par.1, of the Rulebook on Internal Organisation, land book keeping and other
affairs in land registration court departments (Land Registration Rules)10 specifically requires
that the original court decision must be conducted strictly according to the content of the
order in the decision (Article 112, par. 1, Act on Land Registry).
Pursuant to Article 65, par. 2 of the Rules, the decision must consist of the following:
1) the index of the cadastral municipality, the number of land registration filing where
the registration will be entered and the plot of land, and the areal boundaries which are
the limit to the right of common must be marked (Article 33, par. 2, Act on Land
Registry), precise marks of the ideal ownership shares, and registration entries related
to the required registration,
Article 42, Act on Land Registry: if a land registration right has been transferred to the inheritors upon the death
of registration predecessor, the inheritor's creditors may obtain the insurance of their claims from the identified
inheritor without previous entry of inheritors, but their claims will be insured only within the scope of the
inheritance. The regulation from par. 1 of this Article is applied when the real property, that is, land registration
right has been left escheat (par.2).
Article 43, Act on Land Registry: entries in land books will be allowed only on the basis of valid documents (as
stipulated by law, par.1). A document must clearly show legal basis for the land registration right, its change, its
limitation or its end.
Article 44, Act on Land Registry: entries into land books will be allowed solely on the basis of documents
without visible defects which could cast doubt on their credibility. If documents consist of several sheets, they
must be connected so that no sheets can be added to the document (par.1). The persons against whom or on
whose behalf the registration is demanded must be specified so there is no danger of confusing them with
another person (date of birth, personal identity number must be entered), and the place, month and year when
the document was composed must be specified (par.2).

10

National Gasette, no. 81/97, 109/02, 123/02, 153/02, 14/05; further on The Rules..

2) documents that are the basis for registration with proof of their being identical,
3) the right or the fact that has to be entered,
4) the persons in whose favour the registration will be entered and their addresses, to
avoid confusing them with other persons (date of birth, personal identity number,
father's name etc.),
5) legally determined type of registration, and the statement that the registration is
allowed, and if the decision is brought out of official duty (ex officio) that the
registration is ordered,
6) the order to conduct the entry with specified content into the land book,
7) if the motion has been entirely or partly refused, the reasons for refusal and the order
that the refusal is entered into the land book,
8) the order to deliver the decision which states the persons and their addresses to whom
the original documents and other attachments must be delivered, and cadastral office
and tax office when they are delivered the decisions out of official duty (Article 120,
121, Act on Land Registry).11
Also in the case of the implementation of the cadastral application form, when the changes in
development are registered in the land book, that is, the land registration of a newly
constructed building, the land court shall decide on the implementation of the application
form in the land book.
4. Land Book and Cadaster registration of real property
4.1. Changes in real property development in Land Book
The Act on Physical Planning and Construction also has an impact on the entry of buildings
into land books, or cadastral offices. Above all, an entry should record how the development
changes are carried out, namely, the land registration of constructed buildings in the land
books. Article 10, Act on Land Registry, par. 1, stipulates that the indexes of cadastral plots
in the land books must be consistent to the indexes in the cadastral register and cadastral
plans, and must specifically state the cadastral number of plots, their area according to the
11 11

Article 120, Act on Land Registry:
The decision on land registration proceedings will be delivered to the proposer, respectively to his accredited
representative, and to the persons on whose real property the registration right has been acquired, encumbered,
limited or terminated, as well as to the person against whom the note has been entered (par.1). The decision on
land registration is delivered only upon its implementation (par.2).The decisions on land registration proceedings
are delivered personally (par. 3).
Article 121, Act on Land Registry:
The decision which allows a complete or partial deletion of an entry is delivered to all the persons who have
registered or pre-registered rights on the right whose complete or partial deletion is allowed by the decision
(par.1). The decision on land registration or pre-registration which mortgages or ceded already registered rights
of the third parties is also delivered to the property owner (par.2).
The decision on pre-registration issued upon the motion submitted by the alleged accredited representative
whose power of attorney is not valid for registration is delivered to the authorizer (par.3). The decision on
registration or pre-registration is delivered also to the mortgagees (par.4).
The decision on the correction of the land registration will be delivered to the same persons to whom the
decision on the registration is delivered (par. 5). The decisions by the land court essential for the proceedings of
the cadastral competent bodies, within the scope of their jurisdiction, are delivered ex officio (par.6). The
decision by the land court on the land registrations regarding the acquisition of real property and the right to the
real property subject to tax liability are delivered out of official duty to the competent tax administration (par.7).

cadaster, as well as the buildings and other structures that permanently lie on the land or are
under its surface (development of land). Equally, according to par. 2 of the same Article,
court and other competent body’s decisions on land book rights must contain indexes and data
on cadastral numbers and areas of cadastral plots, as well as the information on the cadastral
municipality where the plot lies, as they may be indicated in the cadastral plot. When the
provision in Article 9, par.1, Act on Land Registry is added, which stipulates that land books
are based on the data in cadastral surveys, from the legal standpoint there should not be any
problems in practice, and the data in cadaster and land books regarding cadastral plots should
be identical.
But, the situation in practice is entirely different from the above mentioned provision, so that
cadastral plot indexes in land books and in cadastral register are neither identical, nor the
courts’ and other body’s decisions on land registration rights contain all the data required by
the provision in Article 10, par. 2, Act on Land Registry.
It is important to mention that, in legal real property business, according to the provision in
Article 10, par.3, Act on Land Registry, if the data in the land book differs from the data in
the cadastral registry, the data in the land book is relevant to the land registration rights, until
their change pursuant to provision in par. 4 of the same Article. Pursuant to the provision in
Article 95, par.3 in the Rules, the body authorised to implement changes in cadastral number,
shape, area or development of land in cadastral register will inform without delay the land
court by delivering the application form.
The application form that is submitted to the land court must be verified (accredited) by a
competent cadastral office that it has been written according to surveying regulations, and the
final decision of the administrative procedure with the application form has to be submitted. If
in case is the partition of land, then the application form has to be verified by a competent
administrative body (Article 120, Act on Land Registry), since, pursuant to Article 119, par.
1, Act on Land Registry, partition of land within the building area and the partition of land out
of the building area can be carried out only upon the decision on building conditions, site
development permit, decision on building plot and the detailed development plan.
A cadastral office delivers the application form to the competent land court (a court that keeps
the land book for the cadastral municipality where lies the real property in question). Article
98, par. 1, of the Rules, provides for the application form to furnish a note on admission and
the number in the filing record which means that every application form is entered in the
register and gets its “Z” number. Immediately upon the receipt of the application form the
land court will make visible that the procedure for changing the data in the possessory title
has been started. The head of the land book (or other land book official) pursuant to Article
98, par.1, of the Rules, must check and verify if the new situation complies to the situation in
the land book and the list of lands I and II, if the registered change, without further
investigation, can be implemented by a land court decision, if further procedure is necessary
and if the registered change partially or completely belongs to the land books kept by another
court.
The head of the land book (or other land book official) writes a report about the application
form which must contain the data from the land book on the lands in question, verification to
the compliance of the new situation with the land book, if there are discrepancies, state them,
verification to the feasibility of change in the land book and if there is a need for further
procedures.
The land court is obliged to bring a decision (order) about the application form ex officio,
accepting or refusing the change, and in case of refusal explain to the interested party the
reasons for refusal in list A. The decision issued by the land court regarding the application

form has to be delivered to all the persons whose rights have been registered in the land
registry record where the change has been registered and who have to be notified
according to the content of the decision and to the cadastral competent body with reference
to the number on the application form.
Application forms which were the basis for the change of data in the land book will be filed in
the recorder of deeds (Article 98, par.4, the Rules). It follows that every application form that
has been the basis for change of data in the land book has to be filed in the recorder of deeds.
Consequently, until The Act on Physical Planning and Construction came into effect, the land
court kept application forms by which the development changes were conducted, where the
land court had to keep record of the submitted permits for construction, a building permit and
licence for use, and if they were not enclosed, pursuant to Article 141 of the former Act on
Construction, the land court filed a note that a building permit and a licence of use were not
enclosed. In practice it really meant that the change in development was conducted, regardless
of whether a building was constructed on the basis of the building permit and the licence of
use.
The Act on Physical Planning and Construction has brought some novelties, which are also
related to the new Act on State Surveying and Cadaster. Namely, Article 326, par.1, The
Act on Physical Planning and Construction, stipulates that the provisions in Article 141, The
Act on Construction (National Gazette, no.175/03 and 100/04) are further enforced in the
procedure of registering a building in the land books before Act on Physical Planning and
Construction comes into effect. Paragraph 2 stipulates that the starting day of the registration
of building in the land book is the day when the application form was submitted to the
competent land court. According to par. 3, in the procedure of registering a building after the
Act came into force, and the building thereof was registered in the cadastral office before the
Act on Physical Planning and Construction was enforced the appropriate provisions of Article
268, 330, 331, 332 and 333, of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction are applied, in
which case the documents stipulated by the above Articles as the condition for the registration
of a building in the cadastral office are the condition for registering the building in the land
book.12
We would like to emphasise that, after October 1, 2007 and the enforcement of the new Act
on Physical Planning and Construction, land courts should not file notes stating that the
building registration does not have enclosed building permit, and licence of use. Namely,
according to Article 268, par. 1, the Act on Physical Planning and Construction, a cadastral
office files the building in the cadastral records if a licence of use has been issued on the
building which requires a building permit, or, a certificate of the main project, the final report
by the supervising engineer for buildings on which the decision on the construction conditions
are issued, the decision on the finalized state and the certificate on the finalized state, or the
certificate by a competent administrative body that the licence of use or any of the above
documents on the building have not been issued, unless the Act stipulates otherwise.
According to par. 2 of the same Article, a building will be registered in the cadastral records if
it has a formulated cadastral unit for the building being registered.
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State Geodetic Administration issued the instructions relating the procedure of cadastral offices and accredited
geodetic companies regarding Article 268, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 336, the Act on Physical Planning and
Construction. Cat: 932-01/07-01/23, Filing no.:541-04-3/5-0771, October 29, 2007. The instructions are
available on the State Geodetic Administration web page – www.dgu.hr

It would mean that the competent cadastral office takes care of the legality of constructed
buildings, since the office thereof could not register a building without relevant building
documents.13
The Rules on the land cadaster14 in Article 41, par. 1, stipulates that the buildings that are
registered in the land cadaster and the land book, and the registration thereof has been
proposed by a parcelation or other surveying study without the enclosed documents granting
building rights, are registered only in the cadastral plan in the separate layer of data.
Paragraph 2 stipulates that the registration thereof is conducted so that in the cadastral unit list
and in the possession list the land under the building is recorded as developed land, in terms
of Article 17, of the Rules15, and the rest of the land is registered in the cadastral unit for its
real use pursuant to the Rules (e.g. a yard). Paragraph 3 stipulates that the boundaries of the
type of use are drawn into the cadastral plan, while according to Paragraph 4 the note on the
type of use and house number of the building are recorded in the separate layer of data only in
cadastral plans that are kept in electronic form.
Additionally, the State Geodetic Administration, in its instructions of October 29 200716
distinguishes two situations. The first situation is the registration of buildings and other
structures started prior to the enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction,
for which the application form was not submitted to the competent land court. In cases when
the land registration procedure in the cadastral records started prior to the enforcement of the
Act on Physical Planning and Construction, and the application form for the land book does
not contain the documents stated in Article 326, par.3, the Act on Physical Planning and
Construction, a cadastral office is obliged to call on the applicant to submit the relevant
documents to the cadastral records. If the applicant submits the required documents,they will
be enclosed to the application form for the land book and the application form, copies of the
13

See provision, Article 38. the Act on State Surveying and Cadaster:
Buildings and other structures are, according to this law, the structures erected by construction for which this Act
stipulates that they shall be registered in real property cadaster. (par.1). Buildings and other structures can be
registered within the cadastral unit or within the right to build (par.2). Buildings and other structures can be
registered and recorded as individual structures if they constitute a separate technical-technological, that is,
usable unit. (par.3). Construction documents are relevant in case of doubt whether it is one or more structures.
(par.4). Buildings may be recorded and identified if they are permanent and if their layout is more than 10 square
meters in area. (par.5). Buildings whose registration is of high importance (e.g. transformer stations) and
buildings used for housing may be recorded and identified if their layout has less than 10 square meters in area.
(par.6). Residential buildings may be recorded and identified as buildings if their first level has been constructed
and if they are inhabited (par.7).
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Article 17, The Rules on Cadaster is as follows:
The data on the type of use of the cadastral unit, namely, its parts, are recorded by adding the data on the type of
use to the cadastral unit, or its part. (par.1). The types of use can be the following:
Farmlands – unclassified farmland, arable land, arable land – greenhouse, olive grove, olive grove – nursery,
vineyard, vineyard – nursery, garden, garden- nursery, meadow, grassland, reed patch and fish pond.
Forest land – forests and other forest lands.
Inland waters – river, stream, canal, lake, dam, retention lake, branch, marsh, swamp.
Seawater – sea, fish farm, mariculture.
Naturally infertile land – infertile land, rocks, barren land, dry stone wall, sand, landslide, ravine, sandbank,
rocky shores, pebbled shores, sandy shores.
Lands made usable – developed land, land under buildings, yard, park, land for sport and recreation, children
playground, open market, fairground, cemetery, beach, port, marina, airport, quarry, gravel pit, sand pit, open pit,
mound, mountain gap, lock, dump, street, town square, road, path, motorway, railway,
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plan and the final decision from the administrative proceedings shall be submitted to the
competent land court. If the applicant does not submit the required documents (building
documents), then the competent cadastral office will put an official note on the application
form that the applicant has not submitted the required documents from par.3, Article 326, the
Act on Physical Planning and Construction, and such incomplete application form will be
submitted to the land court, which should refuse it and return it to the competent cadastral
office.
The second situation is the registration of buildings and other structures after the Act on
Physical Planning and Construction came into effect, in which case the cadastral office is
obliged to apply the provisions in Article 268, 330, 331, 332 and 333, the Act on Physical
Planning and Construction. Subsequently, a cadastral office checks and determines if the
building is constructed according to the building documents, and if they are missing, the
application form shall not be submitted to the competent land court, but the building shall be
recorded in the separate layer of data, pursuant to Article 41, The Rules on Land Cadaster,
and the office is also obliged to inform the Building Inspection Service.
In any event, after the enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction, land
courts are no longer authorised to apply the provision of Article 141 of the Act on
Construction, of course in cases that were submitted after October 1, 2007. But, provision 141
of the former Act on Construction is applied to the cases that had been submitted to the court
by September 30, 2007 and had not been resolved.
4.2. Notes pursuant to Article 141.of the Act on Construction and their deletion
upon enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction
Land courts were obliged, when entering the change in development, namely when registering
a building in land books, to take into account the provision of Article 141 of the former Act
on Construction. Namely, paragraph 1, of Article 141, stipulates that the competent court shall
enter the constructed building into the land book if the licence of use has been issued on the
building thereof. Pursuant to paragraph 2, the buildings on which the licence of use is not
issued and the buildings for which at the time of construction the regulations did not require a
licence of use the land court shall register in the land book without the licence of use.
Paragraph 3 further stipulates that the competent land court will register a constructed
building with the land book without the licence of use if the building permit has been issued
and out of official duty will note in the possessory register of the land book (section A II) that
the licence of use has not been enclosed. Paragraph 4 stipulates that the competent land court
will exceptionally register ex officio the building in the land book without the building permit
and the licence of use (paragraphs 1 and 3) in the possessory register of the land book and
note that the licences have not been enclosed.
Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Article stipulate that the land court delivers the decision on the
registration of the building in the land book to the Building Inspection Service (par.5). For the
purpose of securing safe legal transactions provision in paragraph 6 of the same Article
stipulates that the decision on the registration of a building in the land book was brought
against paragraphs 3 and 4 of this Article and is null and void. Therefore, the fact that the
registration in the land book was conducted without notes according to article 141, Act on
Construction, does not mean that illegal construction has been legalised.
In case that the submitted application form shows, from the plan view, that a new or a
different structure from the one that was constructed previously was constructed, land courts
in the Republic of Croatia as a rule, and not as an exception, would allow the land
registration of the structure – building in the land book, but with the note that the registration
was conducted without an enclosed building permit or licence of use. Only upon the court’s

decision to implement the application form and the land registration of the building without
the enclosed building permit and the licence of use and the decision thereof delivered to the
register holders of land book rights, then the holders would be informed that the registration
had a note, and, if in possession of necessary permits, were entitled to demand the deletion of
the note by a new proposal.
This practice resulted in land books being full of notes stating that the registered buildings did
not have enclosed building permits or licences of use. However, land courts simultaneously
delivered numerous decisions to competent inspection services but it is not known if any
action was taken, that is, in how many cases building inspection service acted upon the
decisions of land courts.
If there is such a note in the land book according to Article 141, Act on Construction, then it
is recorded in the land certificate, and no one, neither buyer nor seller of real property could
claim that they have not been aware of this fact.
It has to be emphasised that Article 141 of the former Act on Construction is applied when
deciding on application forms that were submitted to land courts by September 30, 2007,
since as of October 1, 2007, the new Act on Physical Planning and Construction which
stipulates what documents must be enclosed for the purpose of deleting the notes written
pursuant to Article 141 of the former Act on Construction. (Crnčić & Končić, 2007.).
Procedures for deleting notes on building registration without building permits and licences of
use can be divided, depending on the type of building, fall into four categories:
1) structures constructed by February 15, 1968,
2) structures constructed on the basis of building permits by June 19, 1991,
3) reconstructed or repaired structures within the project of reconstruction of warn-torn
areas, whose building permit or other relevant document has been destroyed or inaccessible or not required at the time of construction, and the structures purchased for
the housing purposes pursuant to the Law on Areas of Special State Concern,17
4) structures constructed on the basis of building permit issued from June 20, 1991 until
the Act on Physical Planning and Construction came into force.
4.2.1. Buildings constructed by February 15, 1968
Article 330, par. 1, the Act on Physical Planning and Construction, stipulates that the
structures constructed before February 15, 1968, are considered to be constructed according to
the valid building permit, namely, another relevant document. Paragraph 2 stipulates that a
cadastral office, namely, Central Office at the State Geodetic Administration, issues the
certificate at the time of the registration of the structure from the paragraph thereof, and based
on information that the office has, such as cadastral records, cadastral plan, cadastre
registration, Croatian cadastral map, aerial photography, which are considered as evidence
that a structure was constructed by February 15, 1968.
It means that the owner of the real property may ask for the certificate from a cadastral office,
or the central Office at the State Geodetic Administration even without having a building
permit.
If the cadaster or the State Geodetic Administration do not have the data which is the basis for
issuing the decision from paragraph 2, Article 330, the Act on Physical Planning and
Construction, then the certificate is issued by a competent administrative body, and, pursuant
to par. 4 of the same Article, the inseparable part of the certificate must be the photograph of
the current state of the building and the copy of the cadastral plan with the drawn structure or
17
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a geodetic situational plan of the actual situation (situation) for the constructed structure on
the building plot which the applicant must enclose to the certificate application. Pursuant to
par.5, of the same Article, licences of use are not issued on the structures constructed by
February 15, 1968, and according to par. 7 a competent administrative body could not issue a
certificate at the time of construction of the structure if, at the same time, the proceedings
regarding the same structure have been undertaken by the building inspection service.
We can conclude from the above that in the case of a structure constructed before February
15, 1968, which has a note in the land book pursuant to Article 141 of the former Act on
Construction, the owner of the real property thereof must submit the proposal to delete the
note in the certificate by the cadaster or a competent administrative body which proves that
the building was constructed before February 15, 1968, and must enclose the view of the
current state of the structure and the copy of the cadastral plan with the drawn structure or a
geodesic situation plan of the actual situation.18
4.2.2. Buildings constructed according to building permits by June 19, 1991
The second category of buildings are structures constructed on the basis of building permits,
or other relevant documents issued by a competent body in the period before June 19, 1991.
The licence of use, pursuant to provision in Article 331, Act on Physical Planning and
Construction is not issued on these structures, and according to par. 2, a building is registered
in the cadastral records if the application has a valid building permit and a certificate that
there is no action regarding this building undertaken by building inspection service.
To conclude, if a structure is constructed in the period between February 15, 1968 and June
19, 1991, and at the time of entry of the structure in the land book the note was enclosed
stating that the building permit and the licence of use were not enclosed, the interested party
could successfully demand that the note is deleted on condition that they enclose a valid
building permit or other relevant document that substituted thereof at some period, and the
certificate that there is no action undertaken regarding that building by the building inspection
service.
4.2.3. Buildings reconstructed or repaired within the reconstruction project in the warstruck areas, with building permits or other legal documents destroyed or inaccessible
or at the time of construction not required, and buildings purchased for the purpose of
housing pursuant to the Act on Areas of Special State Concern
The war on the territory of the Republic of Croatia and the destruction of numerous buildings,
as well as the need to reconstruct these for the purpose of the refugees’ and the exiles’ return
are the reason for the provision in Article 332, Act on Physical Planning and Construction.
In case of structures constructed, reconstructed or repaired within the project by the Ministry
of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and the project by the Ministry of Culture, Article
332, par.1,Act on Physical Planning and Construction stipulates that these buildings are
considered to be constructed, namely reconstructed on the basis of the valid building permit if
the owner possesses the following:
18

In the judicial practice the question of structures being constructed before February 15, 1968 expert opinions
by certified court experts were accepted, while at some courts a special extra-judiciary procedures were taken to
verify the stated fact and after the final decision notes were deleted. It is our view that the legislator has a good
intention to have above certificates issued by a competent administrative body since it is qualified to estimate
and determine when a particular structure was constructed.

- a project according to which the building has been constructed or the photograph of the
current condition of the building,
- a copy of the cadastral plan with the building drawn in it or a geodetic situational plan of the
actual situation for the constructed structure on the building plot.
- a verification that the construction or reconstruction of the building has been conducted
within the project of repair of the buildings damaged or destroyed in the war by the Ministry
of Public Works, Reconstruction and Construction or the Ministry of Culture, e.g. the
reconstruction contract, act of public authority, report on the delivery of the building and the
like.
Paragraph 2 deals with the structures whose building permit or other relevant documents have
been destroyed or inaccessible due to a natural disaster, war or other destruction, action or
events, and with the buildings that were not required to have a building permit or other
relevant document at the time of construction. These buildings are considered to be
constructed on the basis of a valid building permit if the owner possesses the following:
- a certificate that the building permit or other relevant document has been destroyed or
inaccessible,
- a photography of the actual condition of the building,
- a copy of the cadastral plan with the drawn building or geodesic situational plan of the actual
situation for the constructed building on the building plot.
The third category of building are the buildings that the Republic of Croatia has bought for
the housing purposes according to the Act on Areas of Special State Concern (Article 332,
par.3, Act on Physical Planning and Construction). These buildings are considered to be
constructed on the basis of the valid building permit if the owner possesses the following:
- the copy of the cadastral plan with the drawn building or the geodesic situational plan of
the actual situation for the constructed building on the building plot,
- proof that the building has been bought for the housing purposes according to the Act on
Areas of Special State Concern.
A licence of use is not the requirement for any of these categories under Article 332, the Act
on Physical Planning and Construction. When implementing the application form for this type
of buildings, the applicant should submit the above documents, and if the application form has
been submitted prior the enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction, and
the notes have been recorded according to Article 141 of the former Act on Construction, the
required documents should be submitted for the deletion of the notes, depending on the
category of the building pursuant to Article 332, the Act on Physical Planning and
Construction.
4.2.4. Buildings constructed according to building permits issued from June 20, 1991
until the enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning and Construction
The last category of buildings are the structures constructed on the basis of the building
permit in the period from June 20, 1991 to the enforcement of the Act on Physical Planning
and Construction. Article 333, par. 1 of the Act stipulates that upon their request the investors
or owners are issued a certificate of use on these buildings by a competent administrative
body. The certificate verifies that the building has been constructed according to the building
permit regarding external dimensions and purpose. Pursuant to paragraph 2, the certificate
cannot be issued if the building inspection service is conducting a procedure regarding that
building, and also, according to Article 3, par.1, it does not apply to the constructed buildings
for which building permits were issued by the competent Ministry prior to the enforcement of
the Act on Physical Planning and Construction.

In this case the owner of the real property or the investor of the construction could require the
deletion of the note about the registration not having the building permit or the licence of use
enclosed, on the basis of the certificate of use issued by the competent administrative body
confirming that the building was constructed according to the building permit regarding
external dimensions and purpose.
5. Conclusion
Besides the regulations by the land registration law, many other laws influence the
registration in the land books. They directly or indirectly influence the registrations in land
books. Pursuant to new decisions Cadaster investigates the legality of the building and if it
finds that a building has been constructed without required permits, such a building shall not
be registered in land books with the consequence that such real property will have lower value
on the market, will be difficult to take a mortgage on it etc.
The procedure to legalize the illegally constructed structures is rather complex, and it remains
to be seen if the announced legal amendments and the legalization of about 150 000 illegally
constructed structures will be put into practice and what consequences it will have on the
landscape in the Republic of Croatia.
We can conclude that the records still do not represent the complete legal state of the real
property relevant to the legal transactions and it is essential that everyone within the scope of
their authority takes measures, not for the sake of foreign investors and their legal safety, but
for the sake of ourselves, so that land books and cadaster are quickly and simply renewed, so
that they fulfill their purpose prescribed by law of the Republic of Croatia. Only safe legal
transactions of real property can guarantee a faster development of economy, citizens and the
whole state.
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Abstract
The complexity of planning requirements and aims for energy-efficient buildings has
significantly risen, however the buildings are mostly planned with traditional planning
methods based on sequential planning model. The main hypothesis states that successful
energy-efficient and even -producing buildings can be realized only through more integrated,
interdisciplinary and life-cycle oriented design and planning processes.
The main research question this paper focuses on is the role of the client within the integral
planning process for energy-efficient buildings, and evaluation of the tools for support of
investor's decision making process, such as building certificates, life-cycle costs and analysis.
This paper presents the first results of the research of planning processes for energy-efficient
buildings from invesotr‟s perspective, which is a part of an interdisciplinary research project
“Co_Be”: Cost Benefits of Integrated Planning at Vienna University of Technology in
cooperation with several partners from planning practice.
As final result of the project, a 3-module Integrated Planning Guidelines for planers, investors
and policy makers will be developed, where as this paper serves as a fundament for
Guidelines for Investors.
Keywords: Integrated Planning, Energy-Efficient Buildings, Planning Tools, Life-Cycle
Costs

1. Introduction
Buildings count to the one of the largest energy-consumers within the EU – 40% of total
energy is used for the heating and increasingly for the cooling of buildings. (Schwarz, 2007)
If the current planning and construction practice is focusing on the minimisation of energy
consumption through implementation of codes and regulations; the future developments go
towards „energy-plus“-buildings.
The European planning practice has already adapted the measurements towards energyefficient building, for example through introduction of an obligatory energy certificate (Pöhn,
2010) The steps towards unification in building regulations for energy efficiency of building
hull have been set – Austrian example is the implementation of OIB-guidelines reflecting the
European codes, which already became part of Viennese building code. After the
minimisation of energy consumption, future action for the European Union climate protection

and energy supply strategies is based on “post-carbon society” concept, where buildings as
“power-plants” play crucial role. (Da Graca Carvalho, 2009) In this sense, much attention has
been drawn to the development of technology, construction and standardization of “energyplus” buildings, little effort has been made to crucially rethink the planning processes for new
buildings.
The interdisciplinary research project “Co_Be”: Cost Benefits of Integrated Planning at the
Vienna University of Technology evaluates for the first time qualitative and quantitative lifecycle cost and benefits of integrated planning. The project is carried out in cooperation with
partners from Vienna University of Technology as well as from planning practice and funded
by FFG (Austrian Research Funding Agency) and Climate Fonds.
The complexity of planning requirements and aims for energy-efficient buildings has
significantly risen, however the buildings are mostly planned with traditional planning
methods based on sequential planning model. The main hypothesis states, that energyefficient or even producing buildings can be realized only through more integrated,
interdisciplinary and life-cycle oriented design and planning processes. (König et al, 2010;
Kohler, 2007)
Upon this research, a model for best practice integrated planning (IP) process which focuses
not only on organizational and technical planning aspects, but also on interaction and
communication design of integral planning teams, will be developed and implemented in 3module Integrated Planning Guidelines for planers, investors and policy makers, which is a
final goal of the project. Middle-term goal is implementation of strategic steps for integration
of climate protection and energy efficiency aims within planning processes through policy but
also through growing awareness among stakeholders (investors, users).
This paper presents the first results of practice-oriented research of planning processes for
energy efficient buildings, as seen from the investors‟ point of view; upon which the module
Guidelines for investors will be build up.
2. Problem Statement
There has been much written and talked about IP, but it is seldom practiced. Despite the fact
that the Central-European region is leader in technology and know-how in energy-efficient
building -especially Austria and Germany, with the largest density of the passive-house
developments worldwide, the knowledge and experience on integrated planning practice is
still insufficient or even completely lacking in the region.
The investors have increasingly been requiring after “green buildings” and setting ambitioned
planning aims for energy-efficiency, however they are not ready to pay higher fees for
planning of sustainable buildings as for the planning of the traditional ones, even though the
“green buildings” require more elaborate planning due to its complexity (e.g. thermal
simulations).
Further on, bulk of literature implies on the client as crucial driving force for the
implementation of sustainability aims within integrated planning process. (Trocellini et al,
2006)
The decision making process for planning of sustainable buildings, needs new tools for
prediction and simulation of future performance due to the complexity of the coherences of
different factors such as building geometry, solar gains, Life-Cycle costs and life duration and
environmental impact of building elements. Since the early planning phase is crucial for the
future performance of the building throughout the building.

Figure 1: Change Potential versus Costs throughout the planning process
These tools are needed already in the early planning phases, both for planners and clients in
order to support the decision making process.
The international building certificates such as e.g. German Sustainability Buildings Society –
DGNB (2011), Building Research Establishment‟s Environmental Assessment Method, UK BREEAM (2011) or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design„, U.S. - LEED® (2011)
offer different sustainability-indicator structures (economic, ecologic and socio-cultural) in
form of checklists. In a so called “traffic-light” pre-check procedure a first evaluation of
sustainability performance of the building in planning can be obtained in quantifiable form
and offer as such a useful tool for investor. However, all further steps require significantly
more effort in terms of calculations and simulations, and are hardly manageable without
powerful software tools and databases due to the high complexity of parameters.
3. Research Question
The main research question to be handled within this paper is how to support the client's
decision making process within the integrated planning process for energy-efficient
buildings?
The significance of the decision-making process in the early planning phases on the future
performance throughout the Life-Cycle of the building has been demonstrated in the previous
chapter. In the early phases of the planning process, such as pre-design phase, there is an
infinite universe of possibilities at almost no cost – the planners and especially the investor,
who often is not construction or planning professional need customised tools for the early
planning phases which would support the decision-making process.
Therefore, the Guidelines for Investors should be developed, as a framework for support
and enabling of investors for development and management of energy-efficient, sustainable
buildings, together with evaluation and recommendation of tools for decision-makingsupport customised for the early planning phases.
Further on, the Guidelines should demonstrate the benefits of integrated planning, such as
decreasing of life-cycle costs, income stability through higher tenant satisfaction, and tax
advantages as one of results of the Co_Be project.

4. Research Method
The research methodology used for Co_Be is based on practice oriented case study,
employing descriptive research method. (Dul, Halk, 2008)
For the case study a number of best practice energy efficient buildings (BEEB) are objects of
research. The emphasis lies on investigation of planning processes of BEEB, however also the
buildings themselves will be documented (plan and photo material, tables with building
performance and description of construction and technology, POE).
The methods used for investigation of planning processes are semi-structured expertinterviews (Bogner, 2005) with stakeholders of planning process such as: architects,
engineers, investors, facility managers and users. Further on, informal interviews and
observation is also employed.
After the first step of investigation and analyses of BEEB a Best Practice Integrated Planning
Model (BPIPM) will be developed. The model again will be evaluated by BEEB-experts in
order to obtain model-verification.
After optimization, strategies for implementation of BPIPM in the planning practice will be
developed in form of Guidelines for Planners, Investors and Policy Makers.

Figure 2: Co_Be work plan
A quantitative and qualitative analysis and evaluation of traditional, consecutive planning
processes and integrated planning was carried out on hand on role-playing experiment. The
experiment took place within the course “Building Process Management” for students of
fourth semester of civil engineering together with higher semester architecture students. The
building task included design of self-sustained, energy-efficient, temporary smoothie-bar,
built out of renewable materials (wood). Planning teams including four roles of an architect,
civil engineer, client and business advisor were split into two clusters: cluster of traditional
planners (CTP) and cluster of integrated planners (CIP). In CIP team-members were grouped
together and worked on the given assignment simultaneously. In the CTP the roles, instead of
teams were grouped together, and worked on the assignment consecutively - scripts for
temporal scenarios were herby developed e.g. as follows: client briefs the architect, the
structural and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) engineering concept may
follow only after architectural concept is completed, the business advisor comes in the end
after the complete structure if finished. In the evaluation, the designs were judged upon the
preset criteria: design, construction, energy-efficiency, cost-efficiency.
For the particular research focus of this paper – integrated planning process for energy
efficient buildings from investors‟ perspective; the qualitative and quantitative research and
evaluation was carried out. As the qualitative research the open-ended interviews with
investors were conducted within the case study of planning processes for BEEB.

The quantitative research concerned evaluation of the tools for decision making process.
The tools that were chosen for evaluation were the Life-Cycle Costing (LCC) and Life-Cycle
Assessment (LCA) Methods from the building Certificate DGNB. (DGNB, 2011)
These tools have been chosen because they are relatively simple, so the calculations can be
executed without additional software tools, also the benchmark data is available from the
certificate-association.
The DGNB certificate was chosen since it is an international certificate and therefore of
interest for both private and institutional investors, also because it is the only certificate that
considers detailed calculation of Life-Cycle costs. For the evaluation the public domain of
DGNB certificate was chosen – so called BNB (2011) system - Evaluation system for Federal
Buildings (Bewertungssystem für Bundesgebäude) due to the data availability.
In the evaluation process of DGNB method, a winning design of the smoothie-bar from the
Role-Playing Student Competition was chosen, and was calculated on LCC and LCA.
5. Qualitative Evaluation – Investor’s perspective
Both literature and practice identifies investor as the driving force for the implementation of
sustainability aims. Therefore, special attention has been paid on the one hand research of
planning process as seen from investor‟s point of view, and on support and enabling of
investors to act in terms of sustainability.
The qualitative research by means of open-ended interviews focused on three main questions
for investors:
1. Describe the planning processes you are taking part in, your role within them and
difficulties
2. Describe the ideal planning process for you
3. Identify the key-indicators for success of your “green building”
Through the open-ended interviews deficits of planning processes were identified, main
difficulties for realisation of the energy-efficient buildings for investors, as well as potentials
and investors‟ needs.
The interviews resulted with development of following typology of investors:
1. Private investors
1.1. Professional private investor
(Developer for Bank, Fond, Construction company, etc.)
 builds seldom for own use
 builds mostly speculatively – sells or rents the buildings
1.2. Non-professional private investor
 “builds once in lifetime” - for own use
 gets very involved and committed to the sustainability task
 manages the building
2. Institutional Investor
Builds professionally, however represents public interests and is obliged to regulations
for commissioning of public buildings such as architectural competition and Federal
act on planning tenders (Bundesvergabegesetz). Often manages large stocks of
buildings, is experienced and has lots of data on benchmarks. Often does facility
management herself, even though seldom builds for own use – always for rent
however often in subsidised, or non-profit sector.

Due to the public character, the protection of public interests has highest priority, such
as climate protection and minimisation of CO2 emissions.
For the survey, three institutional and one representative of private investor were interviewed.
The private investor‟s intention was to build “…for very long time”. He did organise an
invited architectural competition, however the outcome of competition was “…it became
clear, that investor did not do his homework”. The clear, quantifiable planning aims
concerning sustainability were lacking. Through integrated planning process together with the
general planner it was possible to identify the clear aims and even to develop a relationship of
“…long-lasting friendship”.
The one of the institutional investors clearly identifies the obligatory open architectural
competition as hindering. “Bundesvergabegesetz actually hinders me to get the planners I
really want…“. “The main difficulty in communication with planners represents
Bundesvergabegesetz…”.
Open architectural competition is identified as further difficulty:
“Competition-phase is especially critical one…”
“It is very difficult to motivate the architects to actually fulfil the task as described in
architectural competition…!”
The phase before the competition, as the phase where the investor clearly has to define her
wishes for the competition is very difficult for the client:
“ … to make a competition call, the client has to know the functional and spatial programme,
as well as the energy-performance goals – this is the main task of the client.” and “…in
order to do this a planning-team for task-definition is already necessary.”
This is especially difficult, since not very many public, but also private investors are ready to
invest in planning teams for task-definition – also known as briefing or programming process.
Even if briefing is contracted, the same planning team will due to the Bundesvergabegesetz
not be able to actually take part or win the competition, so a new planning team has to be
contracted – this is seen as the major bottleneck within the process.

Briefing-Team:
Investor
User
Facility Management
Planner

Competition:
1 Architect

New Planning
team:
Investor
User
Architect
Engineer
HVAC
Facility
Management

Figure 3: Bottle neck in planning process
The clearly stated necessity was to contract one planning team all over the planning and
design process, or at least to be able to contract the whole planning team through the
competition instead of only architecture.

All of the interviewed parties agree that the point of team-formation is critical for projectsuccess – “…at pre-design phase all team members must be appointed. From here on
everybody must work together. It is much more difficult if one member joins later.”
“It is important that the team is formed till beginning of design phase in order to avoid costly
and time intensive changes, herby the architecture plays crucial role in the team.”
The topic of costs and planning fees – “…the higher the cost and time pressure – the higher
the pressure in team and the related problems. The lower the planning fees, the higher the
difficulties, since the reduction of the effort goes on account of the other team members”.
For decision-making process the investors clearly require tools. “The decisions that are met
are mostly based on qualitative declarations which are then translated into quantities, from
which € is the most important one – costs decide in the end.” But: “...there has to be tools
beyond €!”
The complex planning processes and the issues of sustainability are difficult to comprehend
for investors – “…the question is, how do I bring a decision?”
Simulation has been identified as an important tool for decision-making support, also
allowing development of different scenarios and option-based decisions.
6. Quantitative Evaluation – Tools
Based on the result of role-playing experiment, one of the winning projects was taken for the
simulation and evaluation of LCC and LCA. The BNB certificate criteria and methodology
was chosen, since it does not require additional simulation software, and due to the data
availability from the public domain of the BNB certificate.
The aim was to test the method for suitability for implementation in the early planning phases,
as support for client decision-making process, based on quantitative, option-based evaluation.
The project itself – a temporary, mobile smoothie bar, build of mostly renewable resources
(wood) and to be operated largely through renewable energy (solar gains) - is in the stage
between pre-design and design phase through the detailing grade. The smoothie bar itself was
conceptualised to be used for 5 years, mainly in the summer months. Throughout the wintermonths the bar had to dismantled and stored in the storage – both of which is connected with
extra costs.

Figure 4: smoothie bar project

6.1 Life-Cycle Cost Calculation
The costs-calculation method is based on cost-estimation, which is one of the earliest phases
in the cost-planning. (ÖNORM, 2009; DIN 2008).
Project data
GFA (Gross Floor Area)
Construcion costs
Life duration
Operation months
Total energy consumption
Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics output
Cleaning costs
Water use
Costs for yearly storage and dismantling

32.75
52 532.30
5.00
Mar.-Oct.
19912.03
14.40
1710.00
1800.00
20,67
3 800.00

m²
€
a
kWh/a
m²
kWh/a
€/a
m³
€

Table 1: Project Data
Calculation of Life-Cycle Costs was based on following cost-groups (DIN 276-1,2008):
 Selected construction costs
 Waste disposal
 Energy / electricity and water
 Sewage water
 Cleaning costs
 Operation, inspection and service
 Maintenance of HVAC
 Repair/Replacement of building construction and HVAC
Costs according to DIN 276-1:2008-12
Cost-Group

Description

€

300

Building structure

18825.88

400

Technical facilities

8880.20

Total

NET

27706.08

Table 2: Cost estimation for smoothie-bar
For the calculation the discounted cash flow (BNB, 2011) method was used, with the rate of
interest of 5,5%. For the time horizon of 5 years, present discounted values (PDV) were
calculated.

Life-Cycle Costs
Costs of building structure
Costs of HVAC
PDV of irregular payment for replacement of building structure
PDV of irregular payment for replacement of HVAC
PDV of regular payment for maintenance of building structure
PDV of regular payment for maintenance of HVAC
PDV of following costs for cleaning
PDV of following costs for energy
PDV of following costs for water / sewage
PDV of dismantling, construction, transport and storage
PDV total

18 938.84 €
8 921.82 €
415.57 €
199.60 €
596.16 €
803.45 €
14 657.25 €
14 824.17 €
286.99 €
16 227.08 €
75 870.92 €

Table 3: Life-Cycle Cost Calculation
The scenario-based evaluation considered the time horizons of 5 and 50 years of life time.
The allocation of the Life-Cycle Costs shows, that energy consumption, cleaning and
demolition, construction, transport and storage are the major cost-drivers and therefore the
main areas for optimization. Especially in the field of cleaning, there are unreliable and very
general benchmarks listed, which do not allow customized, demand-oriented planning
solutions. The importance of these topics should be taken into account, when developing of
LCC-optimization.

Figure 5: Option-based Life-Cycle Cost Calculation
Two scenarios (A and B) were also simulated for the energy consumption (see Table 1) of the
bar. The initial investment for the photovoltaic-system of an area of 14,40 m², which was
conceptualised in the project, at a price of 450 €/m² would sum up to 6.480,00 €.
The difference of the present value after one year is:
(price increase of energy: 4%, rate for present value: 5,5%)

Scenario A: With PV
C1 = (19.912,03 kWh -1710 kWh) * 1,04 * 0,17 €/kWh = 3.218,12 €
C0 = C1 / (1+0,055)1 = 3.050,35 €
Scenario B: Without PV
C1 = 19.912,03 kWh 1,04 * 0,17 €/kWh = 3.520,45 €
C0 = C1 / (1+0,055)1 = 3.336,92 €
The scenario B would result with Savings in energy consumption after one year:
3336,92 € - 3050,35 € = 286,57 €
The cost-benefit calculation over 30 years and sum the savings per year, results with an ROI
after approximately 27 years. With governmental subsidies of renewable energy (in Austria it
amounts 0,38 €/kWh) the Break Even point can be reached after 11 years.

Figure 6: Cost-Benefit calculation of PV-use
Therefore, the conceptualised use of PV for a buidling with life duration of only 5 years can
be regarded as cost-inefficient solution.
6.2 Life-Cycle Assessment
To calculate and describe all the BNB-certificate indicators related to LCC and LCA
assessment would exceed the scope of this paper, so we focused on for the certificate
weighting system the most important ones:
 Global Warming Potential (GWP)
 Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
 Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP)
 Acid Potential (AP)
 Eutrophication Potential (EP)
 Primary energy consumption, not renewable (PEnr)

 Total primary energy consumption (PEtotal)
 Demand on drinking water and sewage water
 Building-related Life-Cycle costs (LCC)
Due the fact that the smoothie-Bar is equipped with a large number of electrical appliances
(e.g. refrigerator, ice cube maker, etc.) on the extremely small space, the composition of
purchased electricity has significant importance for the Life-Cycle Assessment.
Two possibilities of electricity-mix-supply were considered:
 general mix (EGM) consisting of lignite, coal, natural gas, petroleum, uranium,
hydropower, windpower and others
 hydroelectricity (HE) consisting of 99,5% waterpower.
For the data on materials the ÖKOBAU.DAT database was used. (ÖKOBAUDAT, 2011).
In the Table 5 the environmental data of the used materials is gathered.

Table 4: Results of Life-Cycle Assessment related to [m²NFA*a] for a life-duration
of 5 years
The option-based LC-evaluation for EGM and HE electricity supply is presented in the
following table:
Life Cycle Assessment
Results
GWP [kgCO2-Equ]
ODP [kgR11-Equ]
POCP [kgC2H4-Equ]
AP [kgSO2-Equ]
EP [kgPO4-Equ]
PE_nr [kWh]
PE_total [kWh]
Drinking water [m³]

Target

Reference

Limit

39.90
3.50E-06
0.0105
0.217
0.0147
203.00
125.20
9.28

57.00
5.00E-06
0.0150
0.310
0.0210
290.00
219.10
18.56

79.80
2.50E-05
0.0210
0.434
0.0294
406.00
406.90
28.13

Smoothie-Bar (Project)
EGM
422.96
6.46E-05
-0.0143
0.782
0.0786
1596.62
1755.29
20.67

HE
41.19
2.33E-06
-0.0560
0.197
0.0260
-264.29
512.25
20.67

Table 6: Results of LCA related to [m²NFA*a] for a life-duration of 5 years

Figure 7: GWP assessment for EGM and HE electricity
The majority of emissions occurs through operation. This can be led back to the unfavourable
proportion of electrical appliances to the net floor area (NFA) and the resulting energy
consumption.

Figure 8: Percentage of SO2-Emissions during phases of
construction and operation
Another reason why the results (especially those calculated with EGM) are so far away from
the limit-value as defined by BNB, is that the BNB-certificate benchmarks relate to the officeand administrative buildings, and not to gastronomy facilities. The energy consumption of the
project amounts 19.912.03 kWh/a related to a NFA of 29,96 m², results with an energy
consumption of 664,62 kWh/(m²NFA*a). If we compare this with an ordinary office building,
which averagely has an energy consumption of 106,39 kWh/(m²*a) (Aiulfi, 2008), it is
obvious that we need adapted standards to compare with.

7. Conclusion
For the specific research question – requirements on planning processes for energy efficient
buildings form client‟s point of view – qualitative and quantitative research has been
conducted.
Through qualitative, interviews-based research, was found that all clients require and desire
for quantification-tools which would support their decision making process in the early
planning phases (pre-design and design). The clients, who are experienced in sustainable
building are also aware of necessity of clear aim setting – for this task a support of planning
team even before the architectural competition or beginning of planning process is necessary.
All of the interviewed investors see themselves as driving force and are committed to the
sustainability-aim, however are also aware of necessity for an integrated planning team,
which is based on trust. This is hindered through the competition as currently executed, where
investor has almost no influence on the setting or choice of planning team, therefore the
instruments of architectural competition as well as the Federal act on planning tenders are
seen as major hindering for the realisation of energy efficient buildings for institutional
investors.
The application and test of the LCC and LCA tool as decision supporting instrument for
clients showed, that data-suitability for a specific building task as well as the considered time
horizon of life-duration of a building play crucial role. In order for LCC and LCA to be
reliable, the environmental product declarations are necessary as well as improved
benchmarks for following costs such as cleaning and maintenance.
In general, the tools should allow support for development of customised strategies according
to special building task and suited for short-, mid- and long term time horizons.
The cost-benefit calculation of photovoltaic-implementation on the smoothie-bar project has
clearly demonstrated, that for the client in order to reach a proper decision, an option-based
evaluation is necessary – which even the current tools with lacking data are capable of.
Therefore, the planning processes for energy efficient buildings should finally leave the
traditional, sequential planning paths and build upon the option-based evaluation of possible
scenarios, which can be supported through current calculation methods and even more so
through strong development of computer-simulations and building information models.
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Abstract
The article deals with mistakes during building of assembled wooden house.
Focus is placed on analyzing the causes of mistakes and their placement in the process of
construction planning and implementation process.
As an example is given specific assembled family house from northern Bohemia.
Some defects and failure of this building have been rooted in the contract between the
investor and the supplier of construction.
Keywords: Assembled family house, contract of work, wooden house, investors, suppliers

Introduction
Residential is one of the basic living needs. The issue of satisfaction of this need is very
broad. Between the most affordable economically is currently (among others) "purchase" of
the house in form of the wooden house of turn-key delivery. This paper summarizes the basic
"mistakes" that have occurred and may occur in general. This paper summarizes the basic and
most important defects of implementation wooden family house across the entire investment
process, which the supplier has made to the implementation of the building in northern
Bohemia.
2. Phase of the investment process
Let us recall the most important phase of the investment process, which can lead to problems
which may adversely affect the outcome of the construction.
2.1. Project preparation
The first phase, which affects the overall outcome of the work, is project preparation. Because
the contractor of the construction method of resolving claims under its know-how is not
generally available any documentation project in terms of statics design. Vertical load-bearing
structures are made up of vertical wooden elements with rectangular cross-section
40/140 mm, whose relative position is ensured by the OSB boards. Boards are placed of
binding to the event. Axial distance between pillars has constructional character, it cannot be
clearly described. Horizontal load-bearing structures are made up of wooden beams, which
are placed in galvanized steel type boots, the exact type or method of imposition is not solved
by the documentation submitted, it is not possible therefore to assess the correctness of

execution. Boots are mounted on wooden planks 40/200 mm, mostly outside of the vertical
pillars. Fixing is carried out of nail junction, number, size or placement of nails is not
addressed in the documentation submitted, and it is not possible to evaluate the load carrying
capacity ceiling. Reinforcement of the building against horizontal forces from the roof is not
solved; it is assumed toughness of wall construction, which is not demonstrated by static
calculation. The cause of these gaps would probably be found in a small competency and
experience in processing of the project documentation, which customer with a contract to
supply turnkey cannot detect in advance.
2.2. Contract of work
The second, equally important, phase is the contract of work. Even if it is not a real phase of
the investment process, quality and sophistication of a contract of work has an indirect
influence on the outcome of the works. The supplier of prefabricated wooden houses is not
usually supplier of foundation of building, supplier usually produces object on baseplate
supplied by the investor. Great importance therefore plays a contract section, devoted to
takeover of foundation structure the required quality and accuracy. Here it should be
embedded in the Contract of work the consequences of deviations from design parameters,
since these deviations can have a negative impact on the whole construction and it is then
difficult to determine the level of causing for the resulting defects.
The actual contract is usually submitted by the contractor "standardized" contracts of work.
Here the investor usually the most common errors committed when he did not the contract reread or did not leave comment it by his lawyer, because contracts often contain articles that
would later complicate defect complaint. An example of this is a situation where it is
anchored in the contract that the drawing part of the project documentation in the event of
conflict, shall prevail budget. The consequence of such situation is when all the budget
omitted items are then the vendor supplied as extra work and inflates the price of the work.
It is also necessary to pay increased attention to the definition of standard materials,
especially for finishing. Since levels of this standard is then based price increases for
materials, which the investor chooses to implement (tiles, paving, etc.).
The contract must be clearly anchored the financial rules. Not only advance payments, but
also (and especially) the penalties arising from breach of contract articles (non-compliance of
terms, synergies, waste disposal, changes in supply, etc.).
Due to the fact that the family house is a product, it should be mentioned in the contract all
the essentials handover and takeover of the building, especially the actual implementation of
project documents, certificates and declarations of conformity of the materials and products,
and particularly the guarantee imposed on the family house.
All of the above points concerning the contracts were insufficiently prepared for a family
house, on the basis of which this article originated.
2.3. Construction management
Even at this stage of the investment process can be found in that case, a mistake that
ultimately led to the creation of failures on the object. For this error can be considered a valid
building permit issue despite the above mentioned deficiencies in the presented project
documentation. From a customer standpoint, these errors cannot be eliminated in any way
(the designer and contractor you can choose, but staffing of building's authority is given).
Choice of suppliers is, however, given the nature of construction activity considerably
complicated, inter alia, in view of the absence of independent moderated reference database.
Each supplier (logically) in an attempt to convince prospective buyer will submit a positive

reference only, to the existence of negative references there is for the future investor only a
very limited ability to find out.
2.4. The realization of object
The most important phase is the actual realization of object. I present it as the most important
because, as a result of this phase is the final work. At this stage, a number of errors from
previous stages could be eliminated, but usually there are a number of errors occur. On the
described object of family house the contractor also made a number of errors. These errors
can be categorized in many ways, for the sake of dividing the minor and serious. The most
serious mistake can be identified in non-compliance of the project in terms of location and
placement load bearing structures, failure of technology masonry (the chimney), use of poor
quality construction materials (a series of wooden elements showed considerable strain on
already fitting into the construction, some wooden elements did not meet the required
dimensions), incorrect implementation of details.
The result of the above, the building became a work which showed significant horizontal and
vertical deformation; the chimney was not capable of usage. Due to deformation of perimeter
walls was also limited functionality of fillings.
Failure to comply with the required technologies for the chimney, when its use, could lead
ultimately to burn the building, this defect can be so with regard to the safety of the use of a
house described as the most critical.
All these problems have become even due to underestimation of the previous phases of the
investment process. The project preparation has not respected the chance of elevation changes
by designing a suitable modular system, in the phase of the contract for work was missing
sufficient definition of competence for "technical" representative of investor (in order to solve
this fact had already under construction and not to handover the object), the implementation
phase then non geometric accuracy leading to the need for illegal material modifications
chimney, which the contractor tried to eliminate the previous problem.
3. Repair of faults and its impact on the technical side
Especially the last mentioned malfunction forced the contractor, despite repeated requests
from the customer and technical supervision to initiate remediation work. Remediation
consisted of dismantling the chimney and the creation of a new chimney. With regard to the
continuity of the roof creates a risk of future leaks in the building, because we had to redo the
roof permeability details have already raised roof covering layers, which is not in line with the
technological processes.
4. Other effects of faults
So far described facts are related to technical solutions and building defects and their impact
on construction and technical fields, taking into account possible technology design. But the
customer during the choice of living and technical solutions considered other sites of
construction. From a financial point of view was not more pronounced difference between
"classical" variant of the family house (ceramic walls) and option assembled wooden house
because the market price (as opposed to objective price) is comparable. For the customer,
determining factor was the speed of construction of designed assembled wooden house (with
the exception of the base plate) just ran dry quick installation without heavy lifting equipment
for vertical transportation of building materials. In comparison with the technology layout
brick of same house was solved within the half of the planned construction period (calculated

from the finished base plate). Here the solution of faults significantly prolonged the period of
construction: design, preparation and execution of remediation works postponed delivery
deadline so that the advantage of speed of construction by dry was completely erased.
5. Conclusion
This example is not typical (hopefully), but is ideal for demonstrating the possible errors as a
source of subsequent defects in all phases of the investment process. The popularity of dry
assembled turnkey construction is currently increasing, due to the speed of construction. The
market environment creates the conditions for supply companies that do not yet have
sufficient knowledge and experience in delivering turnkey, on both the design and prepreparation and in terms of implementation. It should be therefore paid attention to the
selection of companies, evaluation of their reference works and content of contracts of work.
It should be kept in minds that at present are non-binding standards (even if they are valid), a
specification of utility properties should be part of the contract.
Based on the example of the chimney, I tried to show the imbalance of the contractual
relationship under the contract for work, where the investor pays interim payments under the
contract and is not able to intervene in the implementation process through its technical
supervision, to eliminate any errors of implementation. This fact in his letter mentioned a
lawyer of contractor who warned investor that the payment is not made on the basis of
handover works, but performed works.
The article also tried to highlight to the unfavourable position of the parties contract of work
in relation to the guarantee for the work that is usually vaguely specified with regard to the
vendor warranties and guarantees subcontracting companies, which are usually shorter. Scope
of use of subcontractors and materials with a shorter warranty period however is usually not
specified.
The article is a sub project within the solution, solved in the framework of the ESF
Operational Programme Education for Competitiveness (CZ.1.07/2.2.00/07.0410) Project for
modernization of teaching at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Brno.
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Abstract: The paper describes the Polish Construction Law regulations adjusting construction
disasters. Construction disasters are unintended and rapid destructions of building or its parts,
as well as structural elements of scaffolding, formworks etc. Authors in the article present
statistical data of construction disasters occurring in the period of 2004-2009 in Poland.
Statistical data including type of building, technology, building dimensions, type of disasters
allow to analyze the situation in Poland. In the next part of paper causes of construction
disasters and circumstances were described. Identification of this factors is very important for
risk management and planning procedures including health and safety in construction.
Authors present also the role of The General Inspector of Building Control in Poland and its
responsibility in the aspect of Polish Construction Law.
Keywords: construction disasters, inspector of building control, disasters causes
Introduction
An act which governs proceedings in case of construction disasters in Poland is the
Construction Law of July, 7th, 1994 (uniform text: Journal of Laws, 2010, no. 243, pos. 1623
with subsequent amendments), further referred to as the Act. According to article 73 of the
Act: 1. a construction disaster is an unintentional and violent destruction of a construction
object or part thereof, as well as of structural elements of scaffolding, elements of forming
equipment, sheet piling and trench shoring. Not classified as construction disasters are:
damage to elements embedded in construction object, suitable for repair or replacement;
damage or destruction of equipment associated with building constructions; installation
failure.
The register of construction disasters in Poland is kept by the General Office of Building
Control on the basis of reports from district and provincial building control authorities which
are obliged to provide information to the General Inspector of Building Control under article
76 passage 1 point 2 of the Act.
1. Legislation on construction disasters
Polish Construction Law contains rules on construction disasters. Specific rules defining
procedures in the event of a construction disaster are defined in articles from 73 to 79 of the
Construction Law. In addition, article 92 passage 1 of the Construction Law defines liability
for breach of construction disaster regulations.

1.1. Construction disaster investigation - the competences of competent authorities
Receipt of construction disaster notification by a competent authority results in the initiation
of investigation into the causes of the construction disaster.
The investigation into the cause and circumstances of construction disasters is led by relevant
local building control authority of the first instance, which is the district or provincial building
control inspector (Article 76 passage 1, point 1 in conjunction with article 74 of the
Construction Law).
Provincial building control inspector is the supervisory authority of the first instance for the
investigation into causes of construction disasters occurring during construction works
(according to article 83 passage 3 in conjunction with article 82 passage 3) on:
1) objects or facilities located on technical strip, in ports and harbours, internal sea waters,
territorial sea and exclusive economic zone as well as other areas designed for maritime
traffic transportation;
2) hydro-engineering objects or facilities: dams, water discharge facilities, regulating
facilities, main drainage system facilities as well as canals and other water resource
management and use facilities, including associated objects;
3) public national and provincial roads including facilities and devices designed for road
maintenance and road transport as well as network utilities, located within roadway limits unrelated to the use of roads, and in case of expressways and motorways - along with objects
and equipment for handling passengers, vehicles and packages;
4) objects and facilities located within railway routes;
5) civil airports along with associated objects, facilities and equipment;
6) objects and facilities located in restricted areas.
District building control inspector is the supervisory authority of the first instance for the
investigation into causes of construction disasters occurring during construction works on
remaining objects and facilities, not listed above.
According to the provisions of the Polish Construction Law of July, 7th, 1994, the jurisdiction
of the district building control inspector with the authority of the first instance in case of
construction disasters includes the following functions and competences:
1. leading investigations into the cause of construction disasters (article 74)
2. receiving notices of construction disasters
3. the obligation to appoint, immediately after receiving notification of a construction
disaster, an investigative commission to determine the causes and circumstances of
construction disaster and the scope of activities necessary to eliminate safety risks to
individuals and property (Article 76),
4. the obligation to notify, immediately after receiving notification of a construction
disaster, a competent building control authorities of a higher level and the General
Inspector of Building Control (Article 76),
5. issuing decisions on protective measures in the event of a construction disaster
(Article 78),
Competent building control authorities of a higher level and the General Inspector of Building
Control may decide to assume leadership of investigation into the cause and circumstances of
a construction disaster.
A building control authority of the second instance is:
- General Inspector of Building Control in relation to provincial inspector of building control
(Article 88 of the Polish Construction Law)
- provincial inspector of building control in relation to district inspector of building control.

1.2. Investigative commission appointed by building control authority to determine the causes
and circumstances of construction disaster (Article 76 of the Polish Construction Law)
The commission appointed to determine the causes and circumstances of construction disaster
and the scope of activities necessary to eliminate the security risk for individuals or property
includes: a representative of competent authority as chairman, representatives of other
interested parties or materially competent bodies of government administration, local
government representatives, and, if necessary, appraisers or other persons with required
professional qualifications.
The following persons may also be called to participate in the activities of the
commission:
1. investor, owner or administrator of construction object or facility,
2. designer, representatives of contractor and construction materials’ manufacturer,
3. persons responsible for supervision of construction works.
Persons called to participate in the work of the commission are not nominated as its members.
The objective of their participation is to help explain reasons and circumstances of a
construction disaster.
Competent authority of building control may order the owner or administrator, by
administrative decision, to secure the construction disaster site and the construction object,
which suffered the disaster, arrange the site or perform other necessary operations and
construction works. The decision is immediately enforceable and may be announced verbally.
In the event of failure or undue delay in implementing the decision by the owner or
administrator of the construction object, the competent authority of building control will
ensure its implementation at the expense and risk of the obliged party.
1.3. Expert opinion commissioned by competent authority of building control on the causes of
the construction disaster (Article 78 passage 2 of the Polish Construction Law).
Competent authority of building control leading the investigation on the cause and
circumstances of construction disaster may commission an expert opinion, at the expense of
investor, owner or administrator of construction object, should it decide that such opinion is
necessary to issue decision or determine the cause of the disaster. Commissioning of an
expert opinion is authorized in a situation where both the authority of building control leading
an investigation into the causes of the construction disaster and the commission investigating
these causes lack sufficient knowledge to make the arrangements leading to a decision or to
determine the causes of the construction disaster.
1.4.The decision of competent authority of building control on the cause of construction
disaster (Article 78 passage 1)
Upon completion of the commission work the competent authority of building control
immediately issues its decision on the scope and timing of necessary works to organize the
construction disaster site and to secure the construction object for the period of construction
works restating the object to its appropriate state. Recipient of the decision taken after the
committee's work can only be the owner, investor or administrator of a construction object.
1.5. Proceedings in case of construction disaster - obligations of construction site
(construction works) manager, owner, investor or administrator of construction object.

In case of a construction disaster occurring in construction object under construction,
demolition or construction object in use, construction site (construction works) manager,
owner, administrator or user of construction object is obliged to:
1) arrange for immediate assistance to victims and prevent the spread of disaster
consequences, for example calling medical service,
2) secure the construction disaster site to prevent any changes of the site unabling competent
authorities of building control to conduct investigation (for example cutting of gas and energy
supply).
3) immediately notify of the construction disaster:
 competent authority (i.e. competent authority of building control)
 competent local prosecutor and the police
 investor, investor's supervision inspector and designer of construction object if
construction disaster concerns an object still under construction,
 other authorities or agencies interested in the causes or consequences of construction
disaster under specific provisions.
Prevention of the construction disaster site from any changes of the site unabling competent
authorities of building control to conduct investigation is not required whenever it is
necessary to conduct activities with the aim to rescue life of individuals or prevent the
consequences of construction disaster from spreading. In such cases detailed description of
the status of construction disaster site right after the disaster is required as well as all changes
in the status of the site with their exact position and marking on drawings, including also, if
possible, photographs.
Investor, owner or administrator of the construction object is obliged, after completion of
investigation proceedings, to undertake without delay all necessary steps to remove the
consequences of the construction disaster (Article 79 of the Polish Construction Law).
Failure to comply with the obligations set out above is an offense punishable by
imprisonment, restriction of liberty or financial penalty (Article 92 passage 1 point 1 of the
Polish Construction Law).
1.6. Responsibility for violation of the construction disaster provisions
Those responsible for a construction disaster are subject to professional liability and criminal
prosecution. Professional liability applies to persons performing independent technical
functions in the construction industry, i.e. designers, construction site (construction works)
managers, investor's supervision inspectors who have appropriate professional licences and
certificates and are members of appropriate constituency of professional association.
Moreover, those who fail to fulfil the obligations set out in Article 75 and 79 of the Polish
Construction Law (listed in paragraph 1.5 herein), which they are obliged to fulfil, fail to
fulfil the obligation to remove found damage or deficiency that may endanger life or health of
individuals, safety of property or natural environment and in particular may result in a
construction disaster (as defined in Article 70 of the Polish Construction Law) or impede
activities of competent authorities are punishable by imprisonment, restriction of liberty or
financial penalty (Art.92).
2. Construction disasters in Poland
On the basis of information, received from appropriate authorities of building inspection, the
Department of Building Inspection within the General Office of Building Control keep the
register of construction disasters. Annual analysis of causes for construction disasters in
Poland is also conducted. The information obtained from the General Office of Building

Control shows that in the period 1995 - 2009 the majority of construction disasters occurred in
housing construction (42.0%) and in farm buildings (38.8%). Majority of construction
disasters occurs when construction objects are in use (90.2%) with the remainder occurring
during construction works, renovations or demolition works. Information on reported
construction disasters in Poland, for which investigation proceedings have been completed, is
presented in table 1.The construction disasters presented in the table have occurred in housing
construction, industrial construction, farm buildings and other segments of the construction
industry (for example disasters occurring to construction objects of road, rail and water
transport ) both during the use of these construction objects as well as during construction
works.
Excluding the effect of external factors and reported cases of gas explosion, the main cause of
construction disasters in Poland lays in bad technical condition of existing construction
objects (table 2). Equally important cause of construction disasters is deteriorating quality of
construction works in Poland (execution faults, errors in conducting demolition work,
negligent assembly of formwork etc.).
Table 1. Declared construction disasters in Poland by type of construction.
Years
Type of
constructions 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Housing
32
98
60
44
49
127 147
72
65
80
52
93
252 430
99
construction
22
94
47
33
38
115 1129 62
53
64
39
84
235
bd
bd
In use
During the
10
4
13
11
11
12
18
10
12
16
13
9
17
bd
bd
construction
phase
Industrial
8
23
20
7
10
13
13
15
18
31
16
28
11
32
8
construction
4
22
12
4
6
10
11
9
14
26
11
26
9
bd
bd
In use
During the
4
1
8
3
4
3
2
6
4
5
5
2
2
bd
bd
construction
phase
Farm
4
86
6
9
12
159
81
35
27
48
40
149 220 577 117
buildings
3
85
4
7
9
154
76
35
22
44
38
144 220
bd
bd
In use
During the
1
1
2
2
3
5
5
0
5
4
2
5
0
bd
bd
construction
phase
7
21
13
15
30
17
86
45
16
28
24
68
37
74
45
Other
6
20
9
9
23
11
76
38
8
21
21
51
28
bd
bd
In use
During the
1
1
4
6
7
6
10
7
8
7
3
17
9
bd
bd
construction
phase
SUMMARY
In use
During the
construction
phase

51

228

99

75

101

316

327

167

126

187

132

338

520

1113

269

35

221

72

53

76

290

292

144

97

155

109

305

492

1067

246

16

7

27

22

25

26

35

23

29

32

23

33

28

46

23

Source: own study based on GUNB data.
The causes of construction disasters in existing construction objects in Poland include mostly:
 inappropriate operation of construction objects, including failure to carry out periodic
inspections and repairs, which in long term results in destruction of structure,
installations and ultimately may lead to the risk of construction disaster,

 overload of construction elements (for example snow overload),
 damage to elements of wooden roof rafter framing structure due to biological erosion
 fatigue and wear of materials used to manufacture construction products (eroded
bricks, plaster losses, crumbled welds)
 lawless dismantling of construction elements by so called “scrap collectors”,
 explosion of steel flue gas stack, turbine units, coal boilers, failure of equipment
automation, errors during renovation works,
 execution faults,
 dynamic interaction of heavy vehicle equipment.
The causes of construction disasters during construction works in Poland include among
other:
 construction works conducted without appropriate building permits,
 construction works conducted or supervised by a person without required building
license or with limited building license
 demolition works carried out contrary to construction work standards and without
supervision,
 lack of protection of excavations (trenches),
 lack of rigor in installation of scaffoldings and improper anchoring of the scaffoldings,
 technological flaws (defects) of precast elements,
 removal of roof slab formwork before concrete is bound (set),
 lack of connection between reinforcement of lintel and ring beam of construction
object.
 inappropriate installation of precast timber elements of roof rafter framing structure.
The conclusion of this information is that construction disasters are mainly resulting from
negligent execution and lack of proper investor’s supervision as well as irregularities in the
design and programming of investment projects.
Tab. 2. Disasters caused during building use without random accidents and the gas explosion.
Disasters causes

number of disasters
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

51

52

104

73

49

65

lack of supervision

3

4

bd

-

-

-

bad technical condition

31

27

bd

38

18

36

bad execution

16

21

bd

18

16

22

faults during the demolition

-

-

bd

4

1

0

scaffolding disasters

-

-

bd

2

0

0

faulty maintenance

-

-

bd

3

10

0

other

1

-

bd

8

4

7

during use (without random accidents and the
gas explosion)

Source: own study based on GUNB data.
Random causes of construction disasters usually include heavy snowfall causing an excessive
burden on roofs of construction object (as in case of the tragedy in 2006, for example) and
strong winds (Tab. 3). Snow and strong winds have been the cause of 70%-95% random
construction disasters over the last few years. Other reported causes include flooding, fire,
collisions of vehicles with construction objects, landslides, severe lightning, etc. Special
attention should be paid to the number of construction disasters caused by strong winds.
Climate changes which have been happening all over the world have also been present in
Poland. Rare atmospheric phenomena which have not been experienced before, such as wind

swirls or cyclones, which were particularly active in 2008, have been the cause of many
construction disasters. The most disastrous wind swirl which hit in 2008 was several hundred
meters in diameter and reach category four on the Fujita-Pearson scale (F4) which in other
words means winds blowing between 333 and 418 kilometres per hour. The wind swirl
damaged about 750 construction objects across two provinces.
Tab. 3. Disasters caused by random events (accidents).
Kind of random events
SUM
during use
during the construction phase
caused by snow
caused by wind
caused by fire
caused by car accident
other (flood, landslide,
atmospheric discharge, etc.)

number of disasters
2004
128
84
10
in other
in other
in other
in other

2005
65
46
3
in other
in other
in other
in other

2006
222
219
3
130
55
12
10

2007
425
no data
no data

2008
1044
no data
no data

2009
177
no data
no data

in other
401
10
6

0
1000
13
8

0
124
22
0

34

16

15

8

23

31

Source: own study based on GUNB data.
Some construction disasters have been caused by gas explosion (table 4) Despite more and
more innovative solutions in this field, even a relatively large proportion of resources in
Poland remains in a poor technical state and the authors predict that even in the long term this
problem is not likely to cease to exist in Poland . On the contrary, the number of construction
disasters caused by gas explosion has been increasing over recent years.
Tab 4. Disasters caused by gas explosion
number of disasters

Kind of gas

2004
8
1
7
0

SUM
natural gas
propane-butane
biogas

Source: own study based on GUNB data.

2005
15
5
10
0

2006
12
6
6
0

2007
22
5
17
0

2008
20
bd
bd
0

2009
22
9
13
0

Relatively small number of construction disasters is caused by negligent construction works,
however this is due to the fact that the number of existing construction objects is much greater
than the number of buildings or facilities currently under construction (Tab. 5).
Tab. 5. Disasters during construction works.
Type of construction works

number of disasters
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

32

24

20

bd

46

23

construction

25

5

17

bd

19

5

renovation

7

19

3

bd

23

12

demolition

bd

bd

10

bd

4

6

SUM

Source: own study based on GUNB data.

number of victims

Unfortunately as the trend of construction disasters in Poland is on the rise so is the number of
victims resulting from these disasters (figure 1). Continued long-standing trend applies to both
victims who have been injured in construction disasters and fatalities. The most tragic disaster
occurred in 2006 during International Fair in Katowice. A roof of a building which was 97
meters wide and 102 meters long collapsed under too heavy snow load while at least five
hundred people were inside that building. 65 lives were claimed and 140 people were
wounded as a result of that disaster, which dramatically impacts the number of victims
presented in figure 1.
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

wounded

killed
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2009

years

Figure 1. Number of victims in construction disasters in Poland (own study based on GUNB
data).
Most construction disasters occurs with regard to construction objects built between 10 and 70
years ago, much less relates to objects, which were constructed before the second world war.
This proves, unfortunately, a deterioration of performance and execution of construction
works as well as systems used in construction (for example large panel or large block
technology) in Poland.
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40,0%
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30,0%
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20,0%
10,0%
0,0%
2004
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Years

Figure 2. Percentage of disasters in Poland by building years (own study based on GUNB
data).

CONCLUSIONS
Despite the technological progress, construction disasters cannot be entirely eliminated.
However efforts should be made to reduce the risk of construction accidents and disasters as
well as to reduce negative consequences of accidents and disasters.
Over-saving during execution of construction works and during its operation is a constant risk
factor. Permanent selection by investors those building contractors who offer lowest price for
execution of construction works may result in lower standards applied by those contractors
and their failure to meet all obligations and to adhere to all legal regulations and provisions.
Attention should also be drawn to adequate quality of designing as the errors committed at
this stage are often the cause of many construction disasters.
Poland has had the experience with tragic consequences of weather anomalies such as wind
swirls, hurricane winds, long-lasting rain and snow fall. Similar experience also relates to
alarming reports of geological shocks in many regions of Poland. Legal regulations should
therefore be adapted to changing atmospheric conditions.
The time for application of European norms - Eurocodes in design and execution of
construction works - is inevitably approaching. Current progress (May 2011) of translation of
Eurocodes and their implementation into Poland’s set of norms suggests that still this year all
Eurocodes will be applicable in Poland. This will increase safety of design of construction
objects in Poland, since local norms are often less strict than European norms.
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Abstract
The construction site layout planning is inevitable for successful and effective construction.
Site temporary facilities impose the work environment for production process, whose product
is a building. The product quality and efficiency depends on quality and efficiency of site
work conditions. In construction is typical, that every “manufacturing facility” (site) is
unique, therefore it is necessary to make the site layout plan, not only building design.
The building site layout plan is eminent for effective building site management. The paper
analyzes the development in field of site layut planning and frameworks of planning
solutions. Moreover it presents the research in field of this document making and mentions
the value of activities connected with site layout planning. After implementation of new
designing technologies (3D, 4D, 5D, BIM) new opportunities for more effective building site
planning arose. The paper suggests the new opportunities in approaches to site planning from
site diemnsions, costs or safety point of view.
Keywords: construction, construction site, construction site layout plan, designing
technologies, site temporary facilities

Introduction
To increase the effectiveness and competitiveness, all construction participants are required to
look for new forms of planning and managing processes connected with construction planning
and managing. Nowadays trends strongly point out that the preparing phase affects
significantly all target parameters of construction – costs, time and quality.
Increasing of effectiveness and competitiveness in construction is in actual conditions of
technical development inseparably connected with development of information technologies
and knowledge systems. However, the building industry, as one from essential economic
sector, fails in this issue.
The probable development directions of communication and information technologies (CIT)
in construction by the year 2012 have been described (Hampl, 2005) in these construction
industry areas and activities:
 production, offer and sale of construction products and materials

 preparation and modelling, that should end in change of real property or region (financial,
capital, developer and design activity), including all assistant and preparation activities
 realization of designed model
 creation, enforcement, management and exploitation of control and legislative standards
and regulations.
In terms of software, application of standard operating systems for client stations and servers
is expected. On the other hand, development of virtual systems is probable (Peterčáková,
2010).
The methods of buildings modelling will change from standard to modelling from segments
(building elements), as initiatives of AECXML (Bentley) and BIM (Building Information
Modelling) suggest. Moreover, these changes allow application of basic building elements in
other sections of designing (budgets, schedules), of construction (production capacities and
planning of production and assembly) and of the building using. The building will be taken in
time cycles of its life and its service and maintenance costs will be estimated.
The communication and information technologies should model virtual processes or real
processes and their combinations existing in the process of a building modelling, realization
and using. The communication and information technique is known as a tool that is able to
accelerate and improve a decision process.
Any significant revolution is expected in field of pricing, budgeting and costing. This
revolution will come in information technology (IT) applications. The building elements
pricing by IT will depends on pace and level of implementation of complex building
modelling. Regardless of modelling phase, the studies, budgets, costing and actual costs
present the economic view of the built model (in phase of investment preparation) or the real
building (in construction phase).
The expected global change of the building reality modelling by CAD will require the change
of personnel capability and skills in field of the buildings design and delivery. The
methodology of Building Information Modeling (BIM) already exists. It takes relatively wide
scale of technical tools (Revit Architectural, AutoCAD Civil 3D, SEWER+, Advance Steel,
CADKON RCD, AutoCAD Electrical, Revit MEP, Robot Structural Analysis, AutoCAD
Plant 3D, AutoCAD Inventor Professional, …) as well as the applications in real construction
projects.
2. Application of knowledge systems in buildings design and delivery
The knowledge system is a random system disposing of much knowledge in a field
(Šeminský, 1999). It enables to make decision in specialized problem. If it were not for the
system, only an expert could be able to decide. The knowledge systems mission consists in
assisting with solving of problems that are solvable on the basis of productive methods
employing accumulated knowledge, while the algorithm solving methods are unknown. The
knowledge system is a programmatic system which is different from standard programs in
organizing and classifying of knowledge and its using by interaction with customer
(Peterčáková, 2010).
These knowledge database environments are normally employed to construction planning and
management: budgeting software, costing software, billing software, scheduling software,
software for project planning, optimizing and management as well as complex information
systems.
The Building Information Modeling (BIM) presents a revolutionary system of construction
projects planning and management. At the present time, the computer technique efficiency
pulled ahead rapidly. In addition to three main dimensions (x, y, z) is possible to put on many

other information about building elements. Modern trend of buildings design consists in
creation of a virtual model of the building, as complex as possible. The aim is to eliminate the
constructional faults already in design phase, to model virtually the construction sequence (4th
dimension – 4D) as well as to model the construction costs from structural and technological
point of view (5th dimension – 5D). The BIM is the process representing many more than just
new software. It requires the change of traditional practice in architectural design. There is
much more information in virtual model of the building than it used to be before. It is a
meaningful opportunity to improve designing, since it employs updated (not only spatial)
information about building elements in order to design the building model, while traditional
CAD methods employ just basic vectors, lines and their combinations to present objects and
elements. The BIM technology is an integrated process based on coordinated and responsible
information about project, from design, through structure, to service operations. The
architects, engineers, constructors and companies’ owners can apply BIM for easy creation of
coordinated, digitally design information and documentations. They can use this information
in more accurately visualisation, simulation and performance, appearance and costs analysis.
With this they are able to provide a superior and economically better design of a project. The
contribution of BIM consists in strong time saving and fault elimination as well as in
possibility of better communication during design phase of the building (Minks, 2007). The
BIM technology makes possible to identify the project before the construction is performed.
The 5D BIM technology operates on the principle of 4th and 5th data dimension addition to
three-dimensional building element. This design technology is dedicated to integrated design
of all determining parameters of intended building, from the design, through costs, to
construction time. Hence, it can be effectively employed by all construction participants.
Primarily, the investor should enforce such design system. By this means, the investor
together with designer, already in designing phase would be able to model (simulate)
architectural and structural conceptions in the context of the money, which he could invest.
Consequently, in connection with objective construction time estimated by such technology,
he can have relatively exact information about construction in any time; where, what and for
how much money is already done at the site. If the building participants share common
environment, their all activities, connected with the building design and delivery, are more
effective. As an example, there is the analysis of case studies from real constructions (Tab. 1)
that has recognized the BIM contributions and fields of application.
From the study is evident that in U.S. of Amerika the delivery technology is well
implemented. All the same in Europe is possible to find many building projects performed on
the basis of BIM technology. Above the BIM technology abroad are now under construction
other new process approaches to building projects delivery, which lead up to improvement of
collaboration management among building participants (IPD – Integrated project delivery,
IDDS – Integrated design and delivery solution). Technical environment is prepared,
collaboration processes established and it is high time to access responsibly to preparation of
people who would effectively apply the advantages of this environment.

Engineer

Contractor

Subcontractor /
Producer

Estate
administrator /
End user

Manufactory – General Motors
Coastguard stations planning
Medical centre – Camino Group
National centre of water sports
Government offices, San Francisco
100 of apartments, 11th Avenue, NYC
One Island East Office Tower
Parking house – Penn National
Business house - Hillwood
National Court, Jackson

Architect

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Investor/
Developer

Tab. 1 Application of BIM technology by construction participants (Eastman et al., 2008)
























































3. State of the art and trends in construction site layout planning
3.1 Brief foreign literature review
Site layout is (Said and El-Rayes, 2010) considered as the space on site, which is available for
temporary or general construction equipment, material layouts, and flows of all resources
involved in adding to the end product. In simple terms, it is the site area minus the end
product (although in some projects parts of the end product are used as part of the site area)
and in others there are off-site marshalling storage areas. Good site layout planning assists
(Tommelein et al., 1992) in minimizing the travelling time and movement costs of plant,
labor, and materials, activity interference during construction work, and site accidents, and
ensures that work on buildings and other construction positions is not impeded by the
thoughtless storage of materials on these locations.
The highly complex nature of site layout has emerged from some different study focuses.
Various topics on different aspects of site layout that were studied in the recent past included
the space conflict, the planning sequence of temporary facilities, the positioning of material
and equipment, the intelligent equipment selection system, the intelligent materials routing
system, multi-constraint site planning, the genetic algorithm for construction site layout, the
genetic optimization of site layout, routing system for large vehicles, GIS-based site layout
planning system, work space in multistory buildings and work space generically in a
construction method model (Lee et al., 2011). The site facility layout planning has a long
history of research in cost and preference optimization. Over the past 30 years, researchers
have developed many simple constructive heuristics for the facility layout problems. Several
different planning algorithms have been developed.
The facility layout problem has been concerned with finding the optimal facility arrangement
in the existing layout (Liang and Chao, 2008). From many artificial intelligence searching
methods, the tabu search is widely applied to the optimization problems. The efficient
strategies of tabu search algorithm have been developed to improve the layout in the facility
layout problem. The algorithm shows the rapid convergence of searching to solve the facility
layout arrangement.
If the requirements of the construction work are changed during the progress of a construction
project, the site layout should be altered accordingly. Under this situation the construction site
layout planning problems should be regarded as dynamic problems. Ning et al. proposed a

new method (Ning et al., 2010) using continuous dynamic searching scheme to guide the
max–min ant system (MMAS) algorithm, which is one of the ant colony optimization (ACO)
algorithms, to solve the dynamic CSLP problem under the two congruent objective functions
of minimizing safety concerns and reducing construction cost. Later, the researchers
suggested a decision-making process, which involves identifying problems and opportunities,
developing solutions, choosing the best alternative and implementing it. Therefore, designing
a good site layout plan is a decision-making process that involves first the determination of
the CSLP objectives, which are usually multiple, and the layout constraints. Second,
identification of the site facilities and the available site space (sometimes it is unequal-area
site), which is dynamic during the construction progress. Third, generation of the construction
site layout alternatives, which fulfill the layout objectives and constraints, and finally
evaluating and selecting the best site layout plan for implementation (Ning et al., 2011).
3.2 The construction site layout planning in Slovak conditions
Planning of construction conditions in terms of construction site layout planning is in our
country an integral of building design documentation. Hence, new possibilities of
construction site layout planning come as the result of new building designing technologies.
In term of construction phases and construction participants, the construction preparation is
divided in pre-project, project and building-technology preparation. The building site
planning is more or less an integral of all three.
In pre-project preparation phase new assumes for possibilities of building site operation are
formed. Investor or builder makes decisions about purchase or possibilities of already bought
land for their building-investment intentions. Land or site boundaries, its configuration,
accessibility or very immediate neighbourhood are limiting for next building site solution.
The project preparation is in term of construction participants, from its procurement point of
view in builder competence. This one should be performed by person qualified for building
designing who is responsible for design and delivery of project documentation for particular
building act (regional statement or building permission). The Construction Organization
Plan (COP) is an integral part of design documentation for building permission issue in which
construction conditions are for the first time more essentially analyzed. Following the
Building Code (Slovak law), the designer makes on COP and there he suggests conceptually
the construction sequence and the construction methods in order to the building office could
appreciate the construction especially in term of:
- building placement,
- public interests protection, environmental protection during construction, public health
protection, protection of residential areas, infrastructure and historically protected zones
and other protected areas,
- creation and maintenance of safe and health work environment at the site.
The building – technology preparation represents a systematically understood process of
optimal technology and building organization planning in order to create the conditions for
effective construction in agreed and contract terms. Moreover, the construction site layout
plan is one from documents of building - technology preparation. There are modelled
conditions of good and effective construction. Site layout can be defined as site space
allocation for material storage, working areas, units of accommodation, plant positions,
general circulation areas, and also access and egress for deliveries and emergency services.
Identifying of construction site temporary facilities, equipments, utilities and storage areas
(size, amount, type …) as well as their placement at the site are very important for easy
construction process. A well-planned site can minimize travel time, decrease time and effort

spent on material handling, increase productivity, and improve safety, and hence decrease
construction cost and time.
The Civil Engineering Faculty in Košice for a long time (from 1996) deals with the research
aimed at making and application of building-technology preparation documents in Slovak
construction companies. The results of the long-time investigation mention the trend in field
of Construction Site Layout Plan making and Temporary Facilities `s balancing (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Construction Site Layout Plan making and Temporary Facilities Balancing
Besides decisions about layout of construction site temporary facilities is important in
Construction Site Layout Plan designing to estimate their amount and dimensions.
Generally, to the overall success of a construction process is essential to reflect on:
 building land occupation
 conception of construction sequence
 construction site entries
 transport traces for critical material deliveries, storage places, dumps etc.
 road signs during construction
 construction site dewatering
 construction safety measures
 environmental impact of construction and reduction or elimination of environmental risks
(fencing, equipment wash racks, toxic waste dumps, ...)
 demands on storage facilities, temporary roads, crane tracks, subassembly spaces, fencing,
temporary water and power distribution systems, site accommodation facilities sewerage,
construction site office, and other units for construction work
 demands on plants and equipments for mortar and concrete technology (preparation), place
and equipments for reinforcement and formwork preparation, and other places and
equipments
 demands on social and hygienic accommodation facilities (temporary restroom facilities,
washrooms, . ..)
The construction site layout varies over the time as demands on particular construction
activities change. The „classical“ form of documentation suggests designing of construction
site layout plan before construction, respecting in advance proposed construction sequence.
However, working procedures, construction sequence and construction pace may commonly
change. It usually changes the demands on workers amount, on material, machinery etc.
Updating of construction site layout plan is in practice unusual. The planning of a site layout
in practice will depend upon a number of factors such as the time and money. The need for
careful site layout and site organization planning becomes more relevant as the size and

complexity of the construction operation increases, and especially where spare site space is
very limited.
Tab.2 Register of construction documentation
Construction
Organization
Plan
Construction
Site Layout
Plan

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Technical Paper
Construction Safety Plan
Construction Site Layout Plan – conceptual model
Technical Paper
Construction Site Layout Plan – detailed model
Costs of Construction Site Temporary Facilities
Schedule of Site Temporary Facilities Installation and Removal

4 . Application of CAD technologies in construction site layout planning
As from aforementioned analysis and from Tab. 2 results, the most important information for
construction site layout planning covers:
 time-spatial parameters of construction site,
 costs of construction site temporary facilities,
 construction worker safety.
The persons from the Institute of Construction Technology and Management, Faculty of Civil
Engineering of Technical University in Košice, deal in the long term with effective
approaches into construction conditions designing. There has been made the application of 3D
designing, where libraries of construction site temporary facilities (in 3D) had to be created.
Then, 4D simulation enabled to design construction site conditions regarding the construction
degree of completion. After addition of costs of installation, sale or rent of construction site
temporary facilities, the construction site layout designing in 5D environment arrived.
4.1 Time-spatial parameters of construction site in CAD environment
Several researchers have already realized the importance of time to site layout. They take time
as an important part of site planning. In their research, site spaces are organized according to
time and scheduling and developed the CAD based systems supporting dynamic layout
planning. The systems can alleviate space conflicts by adjusting the construction schedule and
a layout design system and are applied to conduct dynamic site layout. The 4D site planning
system introduced by Ma et al. (Ma et al., 2005) integrates schedules, 3D models, resources
and site spaces together with 4D CAD technology to provide 4D graphical visualization
capability for construction site planning. It integrates 4D building models and 4D site models.
The 4D building models are designed to link 3D models of the building under construction
with the schedule information through a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), whereas the 4D
site models integrate the schedule information with the 3D models of the facilities. This
structure not only enables resource, schedule and manpower management of the project, but
also provides convenience to 4D layout across the construction site. The 4D visualization and
the 3D dynamic site layout is a major step forward towards achieving dynamic site layout and
management of construction projects.
With establishment of 3D technology in construction design we were also prepossessed to
new methods of construction site layout planning. The Fig. 2 presents the construction site
layout plan in 2D form. It looks as “standard” plan, but it was developed in interconnection
with 3D environment (Fig. 3). It offers better “readability” of the plan. A plan consisting of

too many lines, textures, figures and the like usually seems to be chaotic, even though it is in
fact right solution. After transfer into 3D, the design is brighter even to construction
participants that are not able to read drawings. The 3D presentation allows having more
objective conception of construction site conditions as well as of connections with the site
neighbourhood. Such presentation creates background and assumes for better perception of
possible conflicts from occupational health and safety and environmental protection during
construction point of view.

Fig. 2 Construction Site Layout Plan in 2D (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009)

Fig. 3 Construction Site Layout Plan in 3D (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009)
The three-dimensional presentation of construction site layout brings new view of
construction conditions perception. In 3D is easy to visualize any section in plan (Fig. 4)
which is able to offer view of construction site layout in term of third dimension (height).
This is important mainly in construction sites within town residential areas or in case of more
cranes employment.

Fig. 4 Section or view of construction site layout (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009)
The aim of this part of our research on the topic of CAD technologies in construction site
layout planning consisted in creation of specialized databases of construction site temporary
facilities in 3D. Various visualisation methods were applied (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009).
It is possible to put necessary information to every facility in the database. This information
is useful in construction site layout planning. The CAD systems are able to calculate the
dimensions of various areas (stockyards, handling areas, temporary road areas …), their
cubature and to provide all needed lists of construction site temporary facilities (amount, type,
installation and removal costs, time of employment).
4.2 Modelling of construction site temporary facilities costs in CAD environment
Calculation of construction site temporary facilities costs is one from tasks in construction site
layout planning. It is important to estimate in advance the costs of construction site temporary
facilities installation, keeping and removal. It is essential to choose the right method for costs
budgeting. In budgeting of construction works is required to estimate the costs pertinent to
construction conditions thus the costs that were not estimated in phase of basic (informative)
prices evaluation. Basic prices generally involve costs of construction works and structures,
but do not imply other accessory charges relating to the building site location and to other
coincidences and individual conditions. The construction site temporary facilities costs
include costs of installation, keeping, service and removal of various facilities. The individual
calculation is one from methods of costing. For this method is typical that costs are estimated
on the basis of real demand and time of employment. It is the most perfect but also the most
exhausting method of costing.

Fig. 5 Application of methods for site temporary facilities costing
in Slovak construction companies (Peterčáková, 2010)

In this part of the research we have putted another information to construction site temporary
facilities in 3D databases. This information involved cost, eventually technological and time
parameters:
 price,
 time of employment,
 laboriousness ,
 information about facilities provider,
 date of facilities installation and removal,
 power demands, …

Fig. 6 Interactive tab specifying temporary facilities demands and costs (Bašista, 2011)
The knowledge database of construction site temporary facilities, representing a new model of
budgeting software (Peterčáková, 2010), that has been created in our Institute served as the
basis. The database is now consisting of more than 190 facilities ordered in 15 groups and is
still renewed. By implementation of necessary data about facilities into library or 3D
environment and by creation of needed mould is possible to generate an interactive tab
(Fig. 6) reproducing the suggested solution. The data provide information about total costs of
construction site temporary facilities, about capacity needs and about time of their
employment. Output information may be generated in various moulds. The challenge of these
problems research in the future consist in interconnection with time parameter in order to be
able to model the schedule of demands on installation and removal of construction site
temporary facilities, depending up construction schedule and pertaining demands on
construction site facilities.
4.3 Modelling of construction site safety through CAD environment
Designing for safety (DfS) is the normal process that incorporates health and safety hazards
analysis at the beginning of a design. This process starts with the identification of hazards. If
the hazards cannot be eliminated by engineering design or reduced by incorporating a safety

device, then warnings, instruction, and training are the last resort. This process has been
applied in manufacturing industry during the design process of products, equipment,
machines, facilities and work tasks. The concept of Designing for Construction Worker
Safety (DfCS) has been introduced by Gambatese in US (Gambatese et al., 1997).

Fig. 7 The ability of influence safety decreases as schedule moves towards start-up
(Szymberski, 1997)
From the Fig. 7 is evident that the ideal situation for construction safety to be a prime
consideration is in the conceptual and preliminary design phases. The designers play a pivotal
role in construction worker safety through their design decisions. The concept of designing
for construction safety can be considered as a viable intervention to improve worker health
and safety forasmuch as it is illustrated by the time/safety influence curve shown in Figure 1
(Szymberski, 1997).
The use of virtual reality (VR) is becoming very important as a future mechanism for
improving construction site health and safety. A simple virtual reality system can be used to
represent a 3D object that supports a “what you see is what you get” environment (Lingard
and Rowlinson, 2005). In recent years, there is a growing interest to improve construction
planning through the use of virtual reality and 4D CAD modelling of construction processes
and projects, 3D CAD with schedule time as the 4th dimension. As far as health and safety
management of the construction workplace, the 4D modelling offers a dynamic construction
work environment through simulation, and thus enabling design decisions related to health
and safety to be taken earlier at the design phase.
The Finnish project TurvaBIM – Building Information Model promoting safety in the
construction site process (http://www.vtt.fi/proj/turvabim/) is one from the most significant
research projects in construction safety risks prevention through CAD technologies in Europe.
The research project was carried out from 10/2007 to 2/2009 and was funded by the Finnish
Work Environment Fund, VTT and Skanska. The main results of the TurvaBIM project were
the three dimensional BIM-based site layout planning procedures and their testing. A static
three-dimensional site layout plan was considered as a basic method for creating a BIM based
site plan, in which case a site plan is created for various construction stages. The on-going
BIM Safety research project that was carried out from 4/2009 to 4/2011 and continued the
work started within the earlier TurvaBIM aimed to develop and test solutions for the planning
and management of construction site safety using more dynamic 4D site models. This means
that construction schedules are linked with the building parts, the temporary structures, and

site production equipment. BIM technology was applied to safety planning, safety
management and safety communications, and these activities were integrated into the 4Dconstruction management (http://www.vtt.fi/sites/bimsafety/). The BIM Safety research
project encompasses action research approach where the piloting of designed BIM-based
procedures in real on-going building projects will be the most important experimental task. It
means that the main research method is based on testing of solutions in real construction
projects. The research specialists identified these principal research categories (Sulankivi et
al., 2010):
 Education and training
 Analysis and anticipation of unsafe conditions
 Monitoring of conditions
 Communication and collaboration
The 4D CAD model is an innovative integration tool between construction design and
planning. It combines two separated information sources, a construction schedule and a 3D
CAD model. It helps create explicit visual perceptions of the construction sequence and be an
effective collaboration media for construction teams. The time-spatial dependability exists
between imminent risk and the space where the risk or hazard is underlies. The risk level
changes in time and space and visualization by 4D model allows better perception and
prediction of potential safety conflicts coming from construction operations and their
coordination. The dangerous space generated by dangerous activities can be analyzed by 4D
model and it is possible to suggest the measures to risk factors minimization and elimination.
Various studies point out that the 3D or the 4D visualization of virtual reality enable more
effective identification of safety risks than conventional 2D plans (Benjaoran, 2010). The use
of the 4D CAD model for this development brings many advantages and is suitable for:
- higher collaboration in risk management and safety planning,
- better anticipation of risk factors,
- creation of alternative solutions and examination of the designs
- providing of better and more objective ideas,
- detection of collisions and conflicts in construction work at the site
- instructions or as education material
- virtual tour of the site
- construction site review in various times or construction phases
- suggestion of assistant, temporary or protective structures
- better collaboration and communication among construction participants
- creation of schedule for safety, ...
Within the research intent on analysis and anticipation of unsafe conditions, the Construction
Safety Risks Decomposition has been provided in our Institute. The Following essential
groups of construction safety risks were identified and the risks were analyzed within these
groups (Kozlovská, 2008):
 RO – risks connected with construction operations being performed
 RSC – risks connected with site conditions (regardless of construction work performance)
 RC – risks connected with coordination of various construction operations
 RSN – risks influencing construction site neighbourhood
The all risks groups may be presented virtually in 3D environment (Fig. 8). Especially in
analysis and monitoring of the third group risks (RC) is necessary to apply the time parameter
(4th dimension) interconnection.

Fig. 8 Visualization of safety risks in 3D model (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009)
The significant contribution of construction safety measures visualisation consists in the fact
that 3D environment enables to design in detail for example protection equipments
(scaffoldings, handrails, ...) and following the generated list of material “bear in mind”
planning of these safety measures costs (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Planning of protection equipments (Kozlovská and Čabala, 2009)
Conclusion
The 3D CAD design technology in construction brings significant benefit to all building
participants. The inspectors from the building surveyor office as well as general public are
able already in the project permission phase to easy review the level of construction impact on
building environment. The designer can more effectively make the construction site layout
plan. It brings the most eminent benefit to the building constructor. The constructor is able to:
- prepare effectively all necessary construction site temporary facilities and make decisions
about their placement from construction site limitation point of view,
- evaluate his own inventory of facilities in connection with requirements for easy
construction,
- optimize the size and placement of storage spaces or temporary plants,
- optimize the choice of cranes and machinery equipments in context with necessary
performances as well as construction site conditions,
- coordinate the construction from workers safety point of view,
- respect the construction site configuration and structure and consistent elimination or
necessary adjustment of spaces for construction
- identify all potential risks connected with construction etc.

The real benefits of new approaches to construction site layout planning prove only in case
that automation and CAD technologies support all activities connected with building
preparation and delivery, from designing to building construction.
On the other hand, software companies in their research and development should primarily
aim at improvement of these functions:
 objects as integral part of libraries for site layout planning: for site layout support,
temporary structures, machinery and equipments including protection equipments
 construction site layout planning: construction site layout planning with need of spatial
modelling functions, earth’s surface and shelters modelling, more detailed 4D simulations
availability
 analyses of practices selection: space occupation, realization by various sources, spatial
collisions application, transport analysis and transport traces, analysis of practices and
equipments selection, analysis of protection equipments selection.
This article presents a partial result of projects VEGA No.1/0840/11 “Multi–dimensional
approaches supporting integrated design and management of construction projects” and
KEGA No. 124-038TUKE-4/2010 „Skills development for virtual design and management of
construction based 5D technologies“
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Abstract
The realization of certain projects carried out by the practical principle of inheritance
and copying Technology. But the practice itself in the same project, on the same and even
more at a different location, may assign a specific problem and thus a new organizational,
technological, design or performing challenges. In all stages of investment cycle appears need
for new ideas, inventions and technologies in the design, definition, execution and
maintenance. Views of the terrain and buildings on site are an important element for a rational
approach to solving given projects with existing or new technology and organizational
processes such inventions or copyrighted works, that set the process of designing in the
function of execution phases or organization and technology performance or maintenance of
construction.
Keywords: in-situ, technology, phases IC, invention

Introduction
For the realization of a project should be a range of activities or the processes of converting
inputs into outputs with a certain result. By iterative cycle of further upgrading or creating and
regulating the input of ideas, creates a realization of a goal or venture and project in a system.
The understanding of the system is depending on understanding the goals and technologies.
Thus, variable inputs and outputs and targets and the results are interweaving in given
concepts. It can be shown graphically as an iterative element (Figure 1) for the
implementation of various concepts.

GOAL

Organization
and technology

RESULT

INPUT
OUTPUT
of production system

Figure 1. Iterative element of technology system

Each realization is the production. Each realization is the production that is at the sime time a
function of the organization and technology. An important organizing principle is to
rationalize or set of measures to improve production that is constant improvement of
production and realization of a given project. Any improvement in the organizational or
technological cycle is an important component in the profitability of investments. For
investment projects there are four stages from conception to the maintenance. Each stage can
participate in the rationalization with focusing on a review of the terrain or objects on the site
(in situ) as an idea generator for new technologies. How high is the importance of field or
facility visit for designing new organizational - technological solutions and even the invention
is given through several practical projects implemented in all phases of the IC (Fig. 2).

IC

Figure 2. Phase of IC

'In situ' in the process of defining and conceptualizing

Figure 3. Mobile (cyclic) design - Lovrečica and Zagreb

Passing through the courts, in the contest for the church in Špansko in investment cycle,
adjacent towers already can be seen. By taking and generating circle gets mobile design
contest for the church (Fig. 3), and today raised the twin towers in the vicinity of an identical
form of a mobile element.
In situ at the stage of implementation, and maintenance
Today, the execution takes place mainly through the maintenance of facilities. During
maintenance or rehabilitation of buildings leads to the cost problem by choosing well-known
technology for the project. To be more economical and cost effective it is necessary to resort

to selecting a new method of construction as opposed to the constant and modified traditional
technology.
An example of repair hospitals Rebro chimney indicates that the design is in function of
selected construction technology. With the rationalization of the initial scaffold technology
and review of the field, has established a technology platform with the climbers and thereby
reduce costs nearly twice on the repair hospital Rebro chimney (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Repair of Chimney Rebro (designed and constructed)
The invention also includes an idea that was also born in reviewing the field of repair of the
bridge over the Sava River near Zapresic in Zagreb bypass (Fig. 5). Conceived technology
was heavy scaffolding with concreting of the river basin. Passing through partly drilled bridge
there is the concept of lifting heavier weights with opposite supporting and raising the bridge
to the imaginary.

Figure 5 . Repair the bridge over the river Sava near Zapresic with robotic technology
The idea was realized with the minimum cost of using two I-profiles that have raised large
weight reinforced concrete bridge structure and successfully repaired the bridge bearing with
new Teflon bearings.

Figure 6. Repair the bridge over the river Sava near Zapresic with new invention technology
Conclusion
In situ is at the stage of conception and definition of great help to integrate architecture and in
defining the precise dimensions of land and buildings due to measurement or visual error in
the field. These needs and solutions are also encouraged legislators to adopt a rational laws
that were in effect today. In addition, in order to rationalize the production, organization and
construction technologies have a major role. Thus the design becomes the function of
construction technology. Even the oldest traditional handheld technology can be rational. So
asks the eternal question of which technology/a method/ the way to be used to improve the
building. It is interesting that a large factor in creating the optimal production concept is
review of ideas on the spot, ie examination in situ. Abilities and skills of combining known
technologies, and the selection and creation of new concepts inventors with scientific theories
and practices of the simulations, modeling and reality akt on optimal direction. It is interesting
that the given examples were calculated with an imaginary or dumping prices. Therefore, the
rationalization is a welcome for the estimator which is also 'in situ' of great importance.
Therefore, all participants in the IC have benefit in the review of projects 'in situ' in order to
contribute to the profitability of the architectural production.
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Abstract
An organization (system) consists of the structure and the flow, which defines the unity of
arranged interrelated parts. The DSP method (Dynamic Structural Programming) integrates
the dynamic and the structural programming and provides for the dynamic modelling of
structures and the flow by means of a formula, which means a structure in the vectoral
system. The already existing organizational structure is thus upgraded by a regulator that is
inevitable for systems and provides for a business system to control projects at the level of
resources and days.
In order to accelerate the technological processes of planning and norming the engines
of companies that lead to the above mentioned controls and regulating a system, the discrete
elements of normatives should be replaced with DSP modelling, i.e. with a formula or, rather,
with an algorithm oft eh structure and the flow. These elements can in turn be standardized in
terms of models and optimized, which leads to the desired goals of any business including the
construction business as well.
Keywords: organization, system, structure, flow, standardization, dynamic structural
programming (DSP), model standardization of normization (MSN), control, regulator,
vectoral organization

Introduction
The organizational structure is defined by forming of the components of the technological
processes within a system whereas the flow (the relations among these structures) represents
the functioning of the system (organization). Among the presently developed organizational
structures, the one preferred is a matrix organization with a project stress, i.e. an organization
oriented on projects. This system of monitoring at the level of a project has proven ineffective
in the realm of finances. In order for the indicators of production to be monitored effectively,
the structure should be upgraded with a process monitoring of projects so that an obstacle in
the project realization can be promptly and easily detected.

Vectoral organizational structure
IIS – The integrated information system within the construction executi provides for the
monitoring of a project up to the level of resources. Thus the matrix axis is supplemented with
the resources axis as the third spatial axis, i.e. the third vectoral axis and hence the term
vectoral organizational structure (Fig.1).

Figure 1- Vectoral organizational structure or the project-process resource oriented matrix
structure (construction business system)
The further gradual branching of the system from processes to operations, procedures and
movements in a coordinate system presentation brings an n-dimensional system, i.e. the
vectoral presentation of an organization or a construction business system (Fig. 2)

Figure 2- Detailed vectoral organization structure at the level of proceses and operations with
the decision-making resource.

Monitoring the projects with IIS system provides for monitoring and regulation of a system
on the day- by- resource basis. This is the response to the most common temporal factor today
– the deadlines.
Flow of IIS-vectoral organization
The ways, i.e. procedures define the methods (technique) of the relatios within the system organization. From the
details to t he global scope, i.e. from the details to the system as a whole, the flow interweaves structures and
links the details into a system and it is represented by lines or links in a flow chart or data model. By means of
the standardization of the structural elements (attributes) of each technological process with the links or the flow
representing the communication in the process, the standard system models are obtained. Furthermore, by
means of a detailed modelling of the construction executi technological processes (i.e. by modelling the
realization of IIS-supported projects), the organizational-technological scheme is defined (Fig. 3) .

Figure 3 - A flowchart of a construction business project realization

4 Conclusion
This system provides for opening of new workplaces at the lower levels but yet of higher ranks if compared to
nowadays terms. The number of the normative and financial indicators that can be increased is to be established
by means of the further use of IIS and the vectoral organization type. The vectoral organization provides for the
control of resources in terms of norms and finances. Each dimension of the organization should define the
number of new workplaces to be opened in order for the company to gain an appropriate level of control, i.e. a
more rational, higher way of regulation of the resource management. Besides the contribution of the system to
the society, there is a contribution to the company in terms of the rational decision-making.
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Abstract:
Recycling building demolition waste in addition to environmental benefits is also
economically
interesting.
In
addressing
the
environmental
issues
it
is
recommended to give priority to recovery and rational utilization of waste with
regard to their basic characteristics before disposal respectively storage.
The quality of the finished product greatly influences its cost and the
possibility of its subsequent use. Obtained from demolition waste is usually
mixed and it is necessary to perform the separation now on the site, separated
by type of material. The whole control system is to achieve a high quality
finished product and the inclusion of material with respect to final use.
Keywords: waste, building demolition, recycling conveyer, economic comparison
1 Introduction
Some differences should be realised from reconsiderations modes of usage for secondary
materials and natural raw materials. Secondary raw materials generally provide worse quality
parameters than natural materials, which is why the utilisation of secondary raw materials is
limited.
Developments in the recycling of building materials, especially in concrete constructions,
has in recent years been closely linked to the development of new demolition technologies
and technical progress in grinding, separation of armature etc.
The usage of recycled concrete as an aggregate for construction concrete has brought about
new knowledge as well as problems. It is necessary to deal with the worst of properties
aggregates in recycled concrete, e.g. the heterogeneity of the recycled the quality compared
with natural aggregates, which results in a higher dispersion of the parameters (e. g.,
according to research on recycled aggregate concrete, concretes with recycled aggregates
have o 25% lower compressive strength than concretes with natural aggregates). [1]
2 State of the art
An evaluation of waste and the minimisation of its negative impact on the environment
have been included in the strategic tasks of Slovakia’s politics. Civil engineering and the
building materials industry provide a large arena for different waste evaluations. The tendency
is to create better conditions for a broader use of wastes whose storage poses a very high load
on the environment.
The notion of “charging waste“ means waste pooling, transporting, assessing and
liquidation. Act No.223/2001 Coll. states that waste assessment is a process for improving the
physical, chemical or biological properties of waste. Two basic methods of valuation are

distinguished – energy and material methods. The energy valuation method utilises waste to
obtain energy from the transformation process, while the material valuation method sees
waste as a secondary material for manufacturing useable products (including regressive
resumption and recycling). [2]
Table 1 shows the quantity of waste in the Slovak Republics from 1996 - 2003. It also
shows a comparison between the volume of solid mineral waste and building as well as
demolition waste. The quantity of estimated waste is also shown in Figure 1. and 2 (Partial
Monitoring System of Waste). [3]
Tab. 1 Quantity of waste 2008
Regional

Banská Bystrica Region
Bratislava Region
Košice Region
Nitra Region
Prešov Region
Trenčín Region
Trnava Region
Ţilina Region
Quantity of waste SR

Material
recovery
[t]

Energy
recovery
[t]

581 470,72 46 003,87
408 463,48 134 718,97
1 498 755,28 51 225,30
159 143,47
92 65,55
196 441,11 24 608,19
602 350,25 60 046,24
455 985,15
422,67
339 962,95 260 065,21
4 242 572,41

586 356

Incineration
without
energy use
[t]

Landfill
[t]

Another way
of handling
[t]

4 899,40
7 063,72
22 773,72
5 072,41
3 440,42
2 609,05
15 272,69
4 883,56

423 582,47
579 673,11
1 118 029,86
293 503,07
270 968,16
1 031 583,53
487 052,13
376 000,97

115 684,27
284 090,45
449 879,23
451 809,10
154 158,98
123 378,66
203 254,48
232 670,65

66 015

4 580 393,3

2 014 926

Together
[t]

1 171 640,10
1 414 037,64
3 140 662,23
918 804,54
649 610,25
1 819 968,08
1 161 980,29
1 213 569,89
11 490 273,02

Banská Bystrica Region
Bratislava Region
Košice Region
Nitra Region
Prešov Region
Trenčín Region
Trnava Region
Ţilina Region

11%
10%
16%
6%
8%
27%
12%
10%

The following items belong to the tasks of recycling building materials: building debris,
concrete, road materials, etc. Recycling in civil engineering represents the restoration of waste
the to production cycle for the primary raw materials targeted.
Concrete recycled - it is possible to use concrete recycled as aggregates in new concrete.
The utilisation of recycled concrete requires observing specific principles:
 consistent extraction and separation of particular building materials, metal, plastics,
wood and sorting out glass;
 consistent quality control of building waste, i. e., verification of the physical and
mechanical properties such as strength, bulk density, absorbability, pollution, etc.;
 investigation of the physical and mechanical properties of the materials obtained such as
properties of shapes, particle density, voids, absorbability, strength, etc.

Tab. 2 Quantity of building and demolition waste 2008
Regional

Banská Bystrica Region
Bratislava Region
Košice Region
Nitra Region
Prešov Region
Trenčín Region
Trnava Region
Ţilina Region
Quantity of waste SR

Material recovery
[t]
202 419,15
248 391,22
69 513,72
5 608,73
247 49,71
23 594,07
169 645,95
34 237,87
778 160,42

Energy recovery Incineration
[t]
without energy
use
[t]
44,62
427,20
106,30
0,80
1,00

52,17
261,80

2,00
33,26
13,18
626,36

140,02
455,99

Landfill
[t]

Another
way of
handling
[t]

Together
[t]

168 467,80 17 338,47 388 271,01
388 465,36 127 988,11 765 326,39
104 417,34 271 446,30 445 746,47
306 20,87 33 846,27 70 074,94
529 32,63 20 192,63 97 876,05
233 027,25 29 455,62 286 077,67
943 14,96 59 110,73 323 099,90
472 95,98 189 70,30 100 656,95
1 119 542,2

578 348,4

2 477 129

Banská Bystrica Region
Bratislava Region
Košice Region
Nitra Region
Prešov Region
Trenčín Region
Trnava Region
Ţilina Region

4%
13%
12%
4%
3%
18%
31%
16%

Asphalt recycled – is one possibility for particularly or completely retrieving natural
aggregates using repeated technology of road materials (aggregates, bitumen binder) from old
roads. Recycled aggregates are obtained from the milling or demolishing of separate layers,
perhaps from a whole road construction, and the subsequent modification of the materials
obtained. Recycling aggregates as a result of milling bitumen layers includes aggregate
conglomerates covered with bitumen.
Brick recycled – is aggregate from brick brash. Such aggregates are obtained from brick
fragments or grinding brick debris. Its bulk density is from 1,400 to 2,000 kg.m-3. It is
necessary to observe the separation of each debris material.
3 Verification of the properties of concrete recycled
In order to obtain a consistently valuation of the use of recycled aggregates and a
comparison of the different kinds of recycled concrete, it was necessary to perform basic tests
of the properties of concrete recycles and compare them with the properties of natural
aggregates. The concrete recycled, which was used for verification of the Road Scientific and
Research Laboratory (CVVL) and for comparison of properties with natural aggregates, was
taken from:
 an old brick factory in the Bratislava, suburb of Devínska Nová Ves – company:
Špeciálne činnosti, a.s. – separated storage rooms; material over crushed from

demolished concrete roads and concrete constructions in the HARTL jawed granulator
after crushing particles over 63 mm, mould and reinforcements were removed - (sample
1),
 the central storage of building waste in the port of Bratislava– company: Gaukum a.s. –
building waste from building demolition; material over crushed in the Resta reflected
granulator, max. particle size 150 mm; mould and reinforcement were removed (sample 2),
 waste storage in Bratislava’s Old Town – company: Gaukum a.s. – building waste from
the demolition of private buildings; material crushed in the Resta reflected granulator,
particles under 63 mm and over 63 mm selected, mould and reinforcement were
removed - (sample 3),
 natural aggregates (mined) from gravely sand location in Bernolákovo; grain size of
32 mm - (sample 4).
3.1

Sampling

The sampling and laboratory treatment of concrete recycled samples and natural
aggregates were realised due to the established STN norm:
 sampling according to STN EN 932-1,
 reducing of laboratory samples according to STN EN 932-2.
Sample 1 of approximately 800 kg and samples 2, 3 and 4 of approximately 4 500 kg were
stored at the Road Scientific and Research Laboratory of the Department of Transport
Construction and Traffic Engineering of the Faculty of Civil Engineering. Laboratory samples
were made from these samples for the appropriate tests.
Estimate of physical and mechanical properties
After gathering representative samples from the bulk samples 1, 2, 3 and 4, a laboratory
sample (sample minimised from the coarse sample assigned for the laboratory testing) was
prepared, and test portions and test specimens were made from these laboratory samples.
Then, according to the established STN EN, following physical properties of concrete
recycled and natural aggregates were determined:
 particle size distribution; sieve analysis according to STN EN 933-1,
 particle shape; shape index according to STN EN 933-4 [38] and flakiness index
according to STN EN 933-3,
 resistance to wear (micro-Deval) according to STN EN 1097-1,
 resistance to LA fragmentation according to STN EN 1097-2,
 determination of loose bulk density and voids according to STN EN 1097-3,
 particle density and water absorption according to STN EN 1097-6,
 coefficient of polishing of aggregates accelerated according to STN 72 1182,
 resistance to freezing and thawing according to STN EN 1367-1.
All the tests conducted performed were on the test portions and test specimens with the
determined weight according to the new STN EN; only the coefficients of the accelerated
polishing equipment listed in STN were used, because new equipment was hot available. The
results are shown in Tables 3a – 3d.
The fineness content (f) (passed a 0,063 mm sieve) of sample 1 was 1.7 %, that of sample
2 was 0.4 % that of sample 3 was 0.7 % and that of sample 4 was 2.3%.

The rate of fine aggregates (under 4 mm) of sample 1 was 44.5 % that of sample 2 was 9.4
% that of sample 3 was 27.6 % and that of sample 4 was 41.6 %.
Sample 2 contained a high rate of extraneous particles, mostly from crushed asphalt
mixture and bricks, the majority of which ranged between 63 and 250 mm, but a large portion
was also between 16 and 63 mm. The rate of extraneous particles from the recycled material
over 16 mm was up to 6.3 %. The rate of extraneous particles from the recycled material
fewer than 16 mm could not be determined, but there were also extraneous particles in
addition to the concrete grains.
3.2 Result of recycling material test
Recycling aggregates, which will be used for different building structures have to meet the
same demands as natural or artificial aggregates. No European standards have been published
for to evaluate applicability
Based on the results achieved, a testing sample could be recommended for an end purpose
from the following constructions:
a) Sample 1 could be used for concrete constructions, where a high coefficient of freezing
and thawing is not required (cement-concrete road pavement, concrete flats exposed to
frost),
a
high
coefficient
of polishing (floors, pavements, wearing courses of roads) and a high value of shape
characteristics.
It could mostly be used for hydraulically bounded and unbounded layers of base
constructions used in civil engineering, roads. After another separation, only small a
portion of these materials could be used for mortar production.
b) Sample 2 could only be use for hydraulically unbounded base courses.
c) Sample 3 could be used for bounded and unbounded hydraulic materials and for water
constructions.
d) Sample 4, as comparative aggregates (mined), could be used in all kinds of cement
concretes and for the base courses of roads. It could be not used for areas where high
polishing resistance is needed. [4]
4. Economic comparison
4.1 Economic criteria
An important factor in recycling consists of the economic criteria. A technical machine for
recycling involves primary costs for its use. The service costs of a machine are also high. The
consumption of recycling material will be secured only in the case where the price of the
recycled material will be lower than natural material, but recycled materials have to have
required parameters. For the achievement of the above-mentioned target, it is necessary to
ensure:






A sufficient source of recyclable waste.
The selection of suitable technical equipment for recycling.
A mode of recycling the material in the building process.
Consistent qualitative properties of the recycling materials.
Availability of a site for locating the recycling machines.

It can be seen from the above-mentioned criteria that building companies have a limited
ability to realise the recycling of building or demolition waste. The extension of recycling
technologies with regard to efficient processing needs:






4.2

The development of companies’ capacities in their basic activities for the recycling
process.
Resolution of financial requests for building waste storage at community dumps and at
closed mines.
Construction of local storage for building and demolition waste and its separation.
Extension of the recycling use of materials in the building process.
Upgrading equipment facilities, especially in the phase of preparing material to be
crushed and its separation.
Processing recycling applications

a) Analysis of recycling technology according to the following technical parameters – the
selection of useful machines and compiling equipment, list of technically applicable
machines.
b) Analytic system for rating recycling technology (the methods of LCA, EVV).
c) Analysis of selected recycling technology following economic parameters. (recycling offsitu, recycling in situ).
A definitive selection precedes a technical-economic comparison of variants. The optimal
economic variant is selected according to adequate technical variants, which have to be
looked at thoroughly.
For the sake of completeness, it is necessary to say, that the optimal variant is not always
that one which achieves a maximal commercial effect, minimal unit cost products. The choice
of a recycling mode has to be adapted to certain conditions.
5 Conclusion
The state of the art regarding waste treatment in the Slovak Republic urges us to recycling.
The state has supported dynamic progress with legislative measures, but this issue has no been
applied in building practice so far. Improvement could be implemented with a suitable
environmental of the existing technologies and thread providing for orderly progress in
treatment of waste recycling lines.
Recycling equipment could be applied mostly by waste treatment of concrete and asphalt
mixtures (road layers, demolition of concrete and precast structures).
Waste obtained from a building demolition is considered from the perspective of the
processing of the waste, because it requires the separation of individual kinds of materials,
which afterwards have to be processed separately (concrete, masonry, mortar, reinforcement).
The whole process of treating building materials is directed to wards reach the best quality
end product with the minimum respective comparative economic coefficient.
The quality of the end product distinctly affects its price and also its future use. Waste
obtained from demolitions is mostly heterogeneous, while it requires its separation right on
the a spot, depending on the kind the material of separated. The control systems priority is to
achieve high quality of the end product and material classification for its end use. In selecting
a recycling line, should be considered the kind and amount of material, the transport distance
and the location of the recycling line. [4]
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Abstract
Successfull conservation of ruins is conditioned by fast realisation of technological measures,
which should avert the threat of destruction of the most endangered parts of the contsructions
in their complexes. Therefore it is important to know in advance about the actual state of the
construction of ruins, with identification of their most endangered parts, together with ideas of
basic preservation measurements. For getting such a picture a draft for “Condition Surveys of
Ruins” was prepared (with co-authors), which can create a basis for preparation of
conservation works. To achieve a real success – a nationwide surveying needs to be
organized, which results in a common strategy. A draft for “Condition Surveys of Ruins” was
elaborated with support of the Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic.
Keywords: Ruins, Condition Surveys, Conservation, Strategy
1. Introduction
Most of torsos, which are a matter of present conservation acticvities, were originally built as
complete constructions (buildings, objects) and protected against negative influence of the
climate. A longtime conservation of ruins is in our climate (especially in Central Europe),
which fastens the dilapidation of building constructions, impossible. But we can try to slower
their dilapidation process significantly.

Fig.1 Constructions of a castle, highly endangered by destruction process, which will slowly
lead to lost of its original material and shape.

Before the process of conservation of ruins starts, Regional Bureaus of Protection of
Monuments in Slovakia (in abbreviation - KPU1) usually have only basic information about
their architectural development, history, archeology situations and monument values. And
what is even more important - they usually do not have enough information about the
construction-technology state of their construction and about actual degree of their
dilapidation. This results then into missing concepts for their urgent saving and also into lack
on information about possible ways of conservation - minimally of their temporary
stabilization. However, for appropriate decision making on conservation such information are
essential.
For the KPU it would be - therefore - very useful to have records, prepared by appropriate
experts in advance, which evaluate the state of constructions of the ruins. Especially
information on their actual state of their stability, as also of estimation of development of
destruction influences - Condition Surveys - would be very welcomed. For preparation of
such surveys, following methodic was elaborated2.

Fig.2, 3 Main entrance tower of a castle, which downfall was not only a lost of a huge
cubage of historical material, but it was also a principal lost to the appearance of the
castle.

1

KPU are responsible for issuing of binding decisions in the process of restoration and conservation of
architectural monuments in Slovakia.
2
In a group of authors: Vladimír Kohút, MSc., Ivan Staník, MSc., Jozef Závacký, MSc., Ass.prof., Dr. Oto
Makýš.

2. Condition Surveys
Condition Surveys constitute visual inspection of areas of ruins, which have to be elaborated
in two quality levels – simple and detailed. It refers (approximately) to the 1st and 2nd level
of visual inspections according to the Forensic Standard [Znalecký štandard, TASÚS, 1993]3.
In Condition Surveys, there is no material, stability, or any other probing considered, but the
complexes of ruins should be widely an in detail photographically and graphically
documented and by texts described.
Condition Surveys are therefore to execute especially by the use of methods of visual
inspection with a help of documentary equipment and computers. Their outputs are to be
elaborate in following forms:
 Simple inspection (summary, brief), which map the total of the ruin with the aim to point
up most endangered constructions, their parts, or details. The output of this level should
serve especially to the owner and the KPU as a basis for decision making on the
immediacy of saving works at the ruin as also for determination of the order of
conservation works.
 Detailed inspection (consistent, complex), which maps the total of the ruin for the needs
of detailed coordination of conservation works, as well for designing works and further
expertise, as also for the needs of archiving.

Fig. 4 Elaboration of Condition Surveys by the use of non-authorised persons - students of
the Civil Engineering Faculty.
3

Forensic Standard was elaborated for the needs of Forensic Engineers in Slovakia in cases of evaluating of
damaged constructions. It is mainly focused on modern constructions, but some parts of it are very good suited
for the work with historic constructions.

2.1. Aims of Condition Surveys
The main aim of Condition Surveys of ruins is to map their actual constructiontechnology state and to determine the needs of saving and conservation works.
Basic goals of Condition Surveys of ruins – in wide view - include:
 Specification of needs, kinds and extends of saving works for elimination of peoples and
surroundings assault and for prevention of lost of historical structure in a close time
period.
 Specification of kind and extend of safeguarding works, needed for minimizing of
damages and for prevention of future lost of historical structure.
 Specification of further steps for sustainable conservation of the ruin.
 Delivering of data about cubature a estimated financial costs of recommended saving,
safeguarding and conservation works,
 Evaluation of success of until now carried out constructional measures, including
recommendations of continuing, or change of present conservation ways.
 Specification of conservation and other construction technologies and materials, as a basis
for elaboration of methodic guidelines and Technology Instructions4 for further
interventions.
3. Structure of Condition Surveys
The following structure of Condition Surveys was elaborate on the base of applied overseas
backgrounds [ASHURST, J., 2006] with personal experiences from the processors:
Abstract of the survey
1.0
Description of the range
2.0
3.0
Description of constructions
4.0
Summary of emergency failures
5.0
Recommendations for saving and conservation works
Photographical documentation
Graphical annexes
Other annexes
4. Outcomes of the Condition Surveys
An important part of the outcome of Condition Surveys is to type the constructions
according to the level of endangering and identification of emergencies (see below). In simple
inspection level of the survey, it is enough to point out the most endangered constructions, or
sections of ruins. In detailed inspection, a complex evaluation of the whole range of ruin is
needed.
Inspections are followed by conceptual proposals of possible ways of saving, which are to
elaborate in a form of simple recommendations (i.e.: to support, to join, to mason a gap, to
4

According to actual „Construction Act“ of Slovak Republic are Technology Instructions documents, which
have to be designed in order to apply specific conservation Technologies on specific historical construction in
the cases that the works are not „covered“ by usual construction standards.

seal with mortar, to support by a beam, etc.). A survey is therefore not focused on solving of
the details of saving and conservation of ruins – this part of the work is left over for further
detailed expertise or designs. However, in a survey the estimated technological complexity of
realization should be reflected. This should include also related research and temporary
support construction, which can ensure the most endangered constructions.

Fig. 5, 6 Highly endangered torsos of constructions (stubs), which need conservation
intervention within next 10 years.
4.1 Basic Documents for Condition Surveys
As a basic document for a Condition Survey, a floor plan scheme of the range of the ruin is
needed. There is no need to use precise and detailed plans of the ruin – simple schemes are
sufficient (i.e. schemes, published in the book: BÓNA, M. – PLAČEK, M., 2007:
Encyklopédia slovenských hradov). The schemes have to be used for introduction of the basic
spatial and structural division of the ruin, system of photographical documentation and for
labeling of the most endangered parts of the constructions.
4.2 Division of a ruin into special entities and their classification
In the frame of preparation for the field works on a Condition Survey, it is important to create
a system of identification of the objects of the ruin. The existing constructions or their torsos
should be identified by the use of a simple and easily understandable system, which has to be
introduced into the schemes. For identification, the following system can be of a good use:

Tab.1 Abbreviations for identification of construction units of the ruins
Walls
Vaults
Stairs
Chimneys
Cisterns
....

W
V
S
Ch
C
...

Construction units are further to be divided in simple integrated constructions, i.e. by the use
of numbering with the sun (1,2,3...). In the case, that for some of the units of the ruin has well
known names, they can also be used. However, they have to be as overt words. Simple units
have to be further classified from the point of their state and a following list of the most
endangered parts of the ruin, including of the proposal for the way of their saving and its
timing, is to elaborate:
Tab.4.2 – List of emergency failures of the ruin
Identification
of the
construction

Description
Identification of the
Recommended
of the failure failure and way of repair
its reason

Measureme Commenta
nt
ry

Priorit
Referenc
y of
e picture
repair

Fig. 7 Example of a scheme of a castle, which is very well suited to be a basic document for
undertaking a Condition survey [Bóna, M. – Plaček, M. (2007)].

4.3. Recommendations for saving and conservation
The recommendations should content also an estimation of financial costs for each of the
phase of saving, or conservation:
5.1 Immediate interventions – with a need of realization up to 2 years
5.2 Immediate interventions - with a need of realization during app. 2-10 years
5.3 Further interventions – with a need of realization during app. 10-30 years
5.4 Focus and extend of recommended monitoring of constructions and terrain
5.5 Kind, extend and timing of standard maintenance

Fig.8, 9 Examples of the use of wooden supports for a quick and cheep stabilization of
highly endangered constructions.
4.4 Documentation
For documentation of the state of ruin in the frame of Condition Surveys especially
photographical documentation, graphical documentation and text description should be used.
5. Publishing and Storing of the Outcomes
The outcomes of Condition Surveys in its simple inspection level are to be dispatched in the
DIN A4 format, as a firmly bandaged document with integrated photographs and other
graphical annexes. As a part of the report, also CD/DVDs with the text and with all
photographs (those, which were not published) and other graphical annexes should be added.

The outcomes of detailed inspection levels of Condition Surveys have to be archived and
accessible in public library networks (in the ISBN network system).

Fig.10 Example of identification of existing constructions of a castle [Bača, M. (2001)].
6. Completion of Condition Surveys
On each locality there is the most important to elaborate the Condition Survey in its Simple
inspection level, because of preparing a basis for preparation of realizing of acute saving
works on constructions, or their parts, which are endangered by decay. A detailed inspection
level survey can usually be elaborated later. In the frame of the use of Condition Surveys, the
KPU should ask for them as a basis for their decision-making. However, the Condition
Surveys should not be elaborated by the officers of the KPU. They should be elaborated by
external experts – especially by relevant building construction specialist.
A basic question is also about who will order the Condition Surveys. This problem can be
divided for the first according the ownership of the ruin to localities, which do have clear
owners and they should therefore be the customers, and to localities, which stay in state
ownership (including not identified localities). Such should be for the first an issue of grant
support from various financial sources. In the second, the problem can be divided also
according to the level of elaboration – at detailed inspection levels it should be bounded on
the owners, but at simple inspection levels, which do map the most acute problems; Condition
Surveys could be a matter for grant supports.

Fig. 11, 12 Example of draughts of identification of crucial failures of a tower construction
and of possible concept for acute saving of it – unfortunately this initiative came
too late (see also Fig. 3)
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Abstract
Mathematical learning curve models can be used in construction for the prediction of the time
cost required to perform a future repetitive activity. The time required to perform a given
activity is fall in a repetitive construction work.
In this paper we investigate on application of learning curves for flat roof insulation
reconstruction work. Our evaluation is based on a survey done in 2009 spring in Budapest.
The survey was done for the needed construction time by bound parts of the flat roof for the
entire work and for the part technologies like the demolishing work or laying the boards of the
heat insulation. Several mathematical models are identified and each of these are used to
calculate the rate of learning that the best fits of data. The models are compared and evaluated
to each other and to the measured data.
Keywords: learning curve, construction time estimation, roof insulation

Introduction
The basic principles of learning curves are well understood. Learning curves imply that when
performing numerous similar or nearly identical tasks the effort is reduced with each
successive task. Learning curve theory can be applied to measure the cost and time, generally
in units of time, to complete repetitive activities (Farghal and Everett 1997). The cumulative
average time is the average time required to perform a given number of units. Method of
cumulative average time was used in the original formulation of the learning curve method in
Wright (1936) famous paper which was referred to as Wright’s Model. In practice a few
construction companies utilize learning curve computations on in-place construction costs on
ongoing construction jobs to make projections on the costs of future work to be performed.
Such uses are generally proprietary with little information being presented in the literature,
although it seems that learning curve principle can apply to repetitive construction operations
(Hinze, Olbina, 2004).

Learning curve theory is applicable to predict the cost/time of future work based on the
assumptions: there are repetitive work cycles with same or similar working conditions in
terms of technology, weather, workers as persons without delay between two consecuted
items. The direct labour hour required to produce the (x + 1)st unit will always be less than
the direct labour required for the xth unit. The reduction in time will follow an exponential
curve.
In this present paper we calculate the labour hour/square meter for each repeated activity.
Wright's linear model was

ln y = ln a + b ln x

or

y = ax b . (1)

where x is the cycle number, y is labour hours/square meter the time required to complete
cycle x, a is the time required to complete the first cycle, and b is a constant that reflects the
rate of learning. Wright discovered that laabour cost declines at a constant rate, the learning
rate, as production/cycles doubles.
In this paper we investigate on application of learning curves for flat roof insulation
reconstruction work. The objective of the paper is to apply different methods of representing
learning curve data and investigate which method can be used to give the most accurate
approximation. Unit, cumulative average, moving average and exponentially weighted
average with α =0.3 and exponentially weighted average with α =0.5, are presented to predict
the time of an insulation work.

2. Methods of data presentations
Unit is the original data that presents the time to perform one cycle of the insulation work.
Cumulative average is in the work of Wright (1936). He discovered that cumulative average
(CA) time decreased by a fix percent when output doubles. CA represents the average time or
cost of different quantities (X) of units.

CA t = (Y1 + Y2 + ...Yt 1 + ... + Yt ) / t. (2)
Where: t is the number of cycles. CAt is the cumulative average in cycle t. Yt is the unit data for
cycle t.
Moving average (MA) – in present paper is the average time of the last 3 cycles. Although
MA is an average like CA but in MA the most recent data are presented. Analyst can decide
how far back in time the data are still relevant. More points will help smooth the curve. In
extreme cases moving average are unit data or cumulative average.

MAt = (Yt + Yt 1 + Yt 2 )/3 . (3)
Exponential average (EA) is a weighted average of the most recent data and the previous one.

EA t = αYt + 1  α EA t 1 .(4)
EA t 1 = αYt 1 + 1  α EA t 2 .(5)

EA t 2 = αYt 2 + 1  α EA t 3 . (6)
That is

EA t = αYt + α1  α Yt 1 + α1  α  Yt 2 + 1  α EA t 3 . (7)
2

3

Where EAt is the exponential average time for cycle t, EAt-1 is the exponential average time for
cycle t-1. Yt is the unit data (time to perform activity) in cycle t and α is a number, in this present
paper it is 0.3 and 0.5.
Our assumption is that between Yt and x – between the time required to complete the activity for
a given cycle and cycle number -there is an exponential relationship, that is equation (1) holds.
So this is a straight line on log-log paper between lnYt and lnx and all the regression formulae
can apply to this equation just as they do to the equation. Mathematically this latter is solvable
for parameters a and b by least squares method.
3. Analysing the methods by a real construction project
3.1. Description of the project
The surveyed project was a reconstruction work of flat roofing. The building and the
construction work was divided to two separated part in time and space. One part of the
reconstruction was the tower (office) building that contained five pieces of flat roofs on five
different floors and the other part was the roofing of the hall building (Figure 1.). During the
reconstruction process the circumstances and the weather was ideal for roofing (sunny, 2633°C, no wind), the same amount of workers and the same persons did the entire erection. The
technology was repetitive within one part. The workers knew that they are monitored but they
were not informed what was measured and they were not disturbed.

Fig.1.
3.2. Description of the project (part 1.) the hall building
In this part of the reconstruction process the technology that was taken under consideration
contained the followings activities: slicing up the old water proofing, laying down 10 cm
thick heating insulation and fixing it to the roof by screws, spreading one layer of EPDM
rubber water proofing and melting it to the cape of the screws. The joining, the fixing of the
edges and the changing of the roof windows were not surveyed. The timer was stopped
whenever the workers took a rest or did any kind of other activity that was not surveyed.
The roof of the hall building was divided two 7 sections. The technology was repeated one
after the other section as shown on Figure 2. The area of the sections was not unique, so

during the evaluation we calculate by labour hours/square meter.
During the process of the 5th section a storm made some damage why the workers had to
repair the completed sections that were damaged. These two days were not measured but it set
back their progress.

Fig.2.
3.3. Evaluation by the different methods for the roof insulation of the hall building
Input raw data of the hall building are in column “Unit”. Dimension of the elements in
columns Unit, CA, MA, EA(0,3), EA(0,5) is labour hours/square meter.
cycles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Unit
2,132
1,789
1,588
1,54
1,575
1,546
1,541

Cumulative av.
2,132
1,961
1,836
1,762
1,725
1,608
1,558

Moving av.
2,132
1,961
1,836
1,639
1,568
1,554
1,554

Exp. Av. 0,3
2,132
2,029
1,897
1,79
1,726
1,672
1,633

Exp. Av. 0,5
2,132
1,961
1,775
1,658
1,617
1,582
1,562

ln(EA3)
0,757
0,708
0,64
0,582
0,546
0,514
0,49

ln(EA5)
0,757
0,673
0,574
0,506
0,481
0,459
0,446

Table 1. raw input data of learning curve

Logarithm of input data are in the following table.
ln(cycle)
0
0,693
1,099
1,386
1,609
1,792
1,946

ln(Unit)
0,757
0,582
0,462
0,432
0,454
0,436
0,432

ln(CA)
0,757
0,673
0,608
0,566
0,545
0,475
0,443

ln(MA)
0,757
0,673
0,608
0,494
0,45
0,441
0,441

Table 2. log of the input data

Linear relationships between ln(cycle) and ln(Unit), ln (cycle) and ln (CA), ln(cycle) and ln
(MA), ln (cycle) and ln (EA3), ln (cycle) and ln (EA5) are calculated based on principle of
least squares using Libreoffice 3.3 built in function “linest”.

Results of least squares method – b is the slope and a' is the constant - presented in tables
below based on the first 5 cycles of table above.
methods
Unit
CA
MA
EA3;0,3
EA3;0,5

ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)

b
-0,2057349857
-0,1355482963
-0,1929907932
-0,1338228144
-0,1802785541

a'
0,7343706753
0,7595739389
0,7811693854
0,7747219625
0,7707986877

Table 3. results of least squares methods

ln(b)
-0,143
-0,094
-0,134
-0,093
-0,125

learning rate
86,68%
91,03%
87,46%
91,12%
88,25%

In table 3 “b” is the so called learning coefficient where b = ln of learning rate / ln of 2
(assuming that learning coefficient is constant when cycles are doubles) and a'=ln(a), see
equation 1.
3.4.

Results for the roof insulations of hall building

In table 4. y values are presented based on the calculation of least squares.
cycles

Original

UNIT

CA

MA

EA; 0,3

EA; 0,5

1

2,132

2,084

2,137

2,184

2,17

2,161

2

1,789

1,807

1,946

1,911

1,978

1,908

3

1,588

1,663

1,842

1,767

1,873

1,773

4

1,54

1,567

1,771

1,671

1,803

1,684

5

1,575

1,497

1,718

1,601

1,75

1,617

6

1,546

1,442

1,676

1,546

1,707

1,565

7

1,541

1,397

1,642

1,5

1,672

1,522

Table 4. Results of the different methods in man-hours (hall building)

In order to compare the different type of methods we calculate accuracy as a difference
cycles
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Accuracy 1-5
Accuracy 6-7

UNIT
0,048
0,018
0,075
0,027
0,078
0,104
0,144
0,246
0,248

CA
0,005
0,015
0,006
0,009
0,007
0,068
0,084
0,042
0,152

MA
0,052
0,05
0,069
0,032
0,033
0,008
0,054
0,236
0,062

EA; 0,3
0,038
0,051
0,024
0,013
0,024
0,035
0,039
0,15
0,074

Table 5. Accuracy of the different methods (hall building)

EA; 0,5
0,029
0,053
0,002
0,026
0
0,017
0,04
0,11
0,057

between input data and result. It means calculation of absolute value between the
corresponding elements of table 1 and table 4. For example in column of MA the first element
in table 5. is calculated:

(2,132− 2,184 )= 0,052 .

Sum of these values from cycle 1 to cycle 5 are in row of “Accuracy 1-5” and sum of the rests
are in “Accuracy 6-7”. Less values in last two rows show more accurate result of learning
curve methods. The best method is exponential average with α=0.5, and second best is the
other exponential average with α=0.3.
In order to compare the EA with α=0.5 and unit data methods, estimate unit data Yt for 6th
and 7th cycles from the best - EA with α=0.5. Using equation (1):

1,565 = 0,5 * Y6 + 0.5 *1,617 ,
where from

Y6 = 1,513 .
It is closer to the original 1,546 than Unit data estimation: 1,442.
Calculating Y7:
1,522 = 0,5 * Y7 + 0.5 *1,565 ,
Y6 = 1,479 .

It is also closer to the original 1,541 than Unit data 1,379.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 5.

In Fig. 3-7. different results are presented. Fig. 3-7 show unit data, different averages as a
function of cycle and their estimation/prediction by least squares scheduling technique, where
we assume equation (1).
3.5. Description of the project (part 2.) the tower building
In the tower building part of the reconstruction process the technology changed because the
fixing of the heating insulation and the fixing of the EPDM rubber has changed from
mechanical fixing to gravel loading. The activities that were surveyed are the followings:
slicing up the old water proofing, laying down 10 cm thick heating insulation, installation of
the tin-plates, spreading one layer of EPDM rubber water proofing onto the horizontal planes
and gluing the rubber onto the vertical planes. All the time when the workers did any kind of
other activities the timer was stopped.
The tower building consists of 5 pieces of flat roofs above 5 different floors. Every flat roof
was a section that was taken under consideration (Fig. 8.). The areas of the sections were not
equal so during the evaluation we calculate by labour hours/square meter.

Fig. 8.
3.6. Evaluation by the different methods for the roof insulation of the tower building
Input raw data of the tower building are in column “Unit”. Dimension of the elements in
columns Unit, CA, MA, EA(0,3), EA(0,5) is labour hours/square meter.
cycles
1
2
3
4
5

Unit
3,837
2,975
2,755
2,644
2,544

Cumulative av.
3,837
3,406
3,189
3,053
2,951

Moving Av.
3,837
3,406
3,189
2,791
2,648

Exp. Av. 0,3
3,837
3,578
3,331
3,125
2,951

Table 6. raw input data of learning curve for tower building

Exp. Av. 0,5
3,837
3,406
3,081
2,863
2,704

Linear relationships between ln(cycle) and ln(Unit), ln (cycle) and ln (CA), ln(cycle) and ln
(MA), ln (cycle) and ln (EA3), ln (cycle) and ln (EA5) are calculated based on principle of

least squares using Libreoffice 3.3 built in function “linest”.
Results of least squares method – b is the slope and a' is the constant - presented in tables
below based on the first 5 cycles of table above.
methods
Unit
CA
MA
EA3;0,3
EA3;0,5

ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)
ln(y)=a'+b*ln(x)

b
-0,2521991473
-0,1636387753
-0,2311042267
-0,1617865946
-0,2187989596

a'
1,3122554636
1,3424677635
1,3674591866
1,3636944857
1,3580781239

ln(b)
-0,175
-0,113
-0,16
-0,112
-0,152

Table 7. results of least squares methods for tower building

learning rate
83,95%
89,32%
85,21%
89,40%
85,90%

In table 7 “b” is the so called learning coefficient where b = ln of learning rate / ln of 2
(assuming that learning coefficient is constant when cycles are doubles).
3.7. Results for the roof insulations of tower building
In table 8. y values are presented based on the calculation of least squares.
Original

UNIT

CA

MA

EA; 0,3

EA; 0,5

1

3,837

3,715

3,828

3,925

3,911

3,889

2

2,975

3,119

3,418

3,344

3,496

3,341

3

2,755

2,816

3,199

3,045

3,274

3,058

4

2,644

2,619

3,051

2,849

3,125

2,871

2,544

2,475

2,942

2,706

3,014

2,734

5

Table 8. Results of the different methods in man-hours (tower building)

In order to compare the different type of methods again we calculate accuracy as a difference
cycles
1
2
3
4
5
Accuracy 1-5

UNIT
0,122
0,144
0,061
0,025
0,069
0,421

CA
0,009
0,012
0,01
0,002
0,009
0,042

MA
0,088
0,062
0,144
0,058
0,058
0,41

EA; 0,3
0,074
0,082
0,057
0
0,063
0,276

EA; 0,5
0,052
0,065
0,023
0,008
0,03
0,178

Table 9. Accuracy of the different methods (tower building) between input data and result.

Less values in last row show more accurate result of learning curve methods. In this case the
best method is CA, and the second best is the exponential average with α=0.5.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 9-13 show unit data, different averages as a function of cycle and their estimation by least
squares scheduling technique, where we assume equation (1).
4. Conclusions
In this paper different methods of learning curve have been investigated to assess which one is
the best – the most accurate - to predict the time required to perform cycles in a roof
insulation repetitive work. This study was based on data of an insulation work performed in
2009 in Budapest. Results of this study show that exponential average with α =0.5 and
cumulative average give the most accurate of estimation of the real data. In our simply
prediction model the exponential average with α =0.5 gives the best prediction of the future.
Learning curve theory was applied well to a little number of repeated items if we use an
average for data presentation instead of unit data. Moreover if there is a noise in the working
conditions or a delay in working hours, probable the accuracy of predicting future
performance using one of the average methods is better than using unit data method. It is
because an average type method helps smooth out some of the noise in data.
This work is connected to the scientific program of the " Development of quality-oriented and
harmonized R+D+I strategy and functional model at BME" project. This project is supported
by the New Széchenyi Plan (Project ID: TÁMOP-4.2.1/B-09/1/KMR-2010-0002).
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Abstract
The construction of a technical project needs to thoroughly follow the approved design
and the actual technical specifications, to ensure that the “quality of the construction” satisfies
the needs of the customer. The quality of the final project, either in function or in nature, has
to be perfectly ensured, so that this technical work can be safe, functional and with a
minimum level of cost in maintenance and operation. The application of Total Quality
Management in large-scale projects ensure smooth workflow, minimize unforeseen factors
during that work (therefore also minimizing the cost), but also elevate it to a higher level of
immaturity Performance. TQM offers to the Managers a better perception of what’s going on,
thus they are positively involved in the system implementation and improvement to ensure
that the company’s reputation is endorsed. In this research,Total Quality Management is
applied by deploying the structure of Quality Assurance System of a given company, as well
as its Quality Assurance policies.
Keywords: Project Management, Quality, Total Quality Management,Quality Assurance
System

Introduction
The concept of a “project” expresses the assumption of responsibility for successfully
carrying out a "unique" work within a certain time. The result of this work is a new product or
service described as “project”.
A project exists only after a decision to address a specific need, when there is available
funding to support the implementation and where well-defined and measurable goals and
objectives exist.
The life cycle of each project refers to a logical sequence of activities to achieve its aims
and objectives consist of four phases: Start, Planning, Control and Finish. ?Republic of
Cyprus 2011)

1. Project Management
1.1 Quality
Quality is defined as the characteristics of a product or service, that not only meet the
requirements of the client, but also takes precedence over the similar products or services. The
certification of quality management in engineering projects (public and private) does not
mean keeping records for monitoring & control only, but a series of actions required to be
implemented by any construction organization implemented in order to guarantee high quality
results. Mitropoulos (2008)
1.2. Concept of Project Management
Project Management is a very important and vital process concerning design,
supervision and controlling of resources, procedures and events from any project initial
perception till completion. The project management should accept by implementation of
quality restrictions and constrains through the projects life circle for successful project
delivery and client satisfactory.
1.3.Application of Project Management
The need for Project Management was adopted when improper planning and lack of
coordination and communication during the projects, often lead to unsuccessful results,
overrun costs and delays.
1.4. Tools and techniques of project management
The process of project management can be organized into 5 basic procedures:
▪ Start Process, where needs are identified and all the necessary commitments to the
project objectives are made.
▪ Project coordination, where the organizational framework and plan of individual
operations are created.
▪ Project controlling, where the controls for the quality assurance and compliance with
the obligations and corrective action if necessary take place.
▪ Project risk management, where strategies are created for addressing the problems
observed during the construction of the project.
▪ Project close-down, where the substantive and formal closure of the project occurs by
the procedure of delivery and acceptance.
1.5. Benefits of effective Project Management
The effective Project Management does not eliminate all risks, problems and surprises,
but provides standard processes and procedures as to address and help prevent delay of the
project, the excessive budget or the unsatisfied stockholders, improper communication
management and unpredictable risks occurred throughout the project. Panagiotakopoulos
(2004)
2. Total Quality Management
2.1. Concept of Total Project Management

The model of Total Quality Management (TQM) has its origin in ideas and practices of
Edward Deming to use statistical techniques along with traditional management methods to
control production. It was adopted and disseminated widely by the Japanese during post-war
period. The model was further evolved by Juran and Crosby. In general, its philosophy uses
some basic principles such as commitment, participation, knowledge, continuous
improvement, focus on customers and suppliers and a large number of tools and techniques in
order to create the appropriate activities and concepts of TQM in practice. The TQM can be
characterized as a 'model administration’, and its success depends on the pursuit of optimal
combination of all factors in company’s production using not only the results of science of
administration, but also other sciences. It is based on continuous improvement and change
and directly related to the culture and attitudes within a company, giving great flexibility in
terms of design and implementation of project management and in particular improving the
quality for the benefit of the customer. It is characterized by practices and techniques based
on the following principles:
▪ Enhancement of the systematic structure of the company.
▪ Continuous improvement of administrative processes
▪ Focusing on customer
▪ All personnel should be involved in the production process
The Principles of TQM, therefore, summarized as follows (ISO 9000):
▪ Standardization activities and processes
▪ Use controls and inspections for compliance with the specifications
▪ Increased bureaucracy due to procedures and paperwork
▪ Compliance with the requirements
▪ Specific ultimate goal achieved through certification
▪ Inward looking processes
▪ The objectives are set internally based on the capacity of the company
▪ Statistic methods used as simple technical analysis of data
2.2. Cycle Plan-Do-Check-Act
The standards of ISO 9000:2000 series, consider that the production of a product or
service is a result of system processes. Therefore, the company should define and manage
these processes, so as the satisfaction of quality requirements to be scheduled and controlled.
All results produced through these processes (products or services) should be controlled and
scheduled in a continuous cycle of quality improvement plan-do-check-act, called as Deming
cycle. It consists of 4 stages, one after the other, with a fixed number that is constantly
repeated:
▪ Plan: the problems are clearly formulated, the objectives are set out, the characteristics
effluent and measurement methods are defined controlled and non-controlled studied factors ,
are specified and the appropriate procedures are designed.
▪ Do: determine the control parameters of the volatility and the optimal levels are
selected so as to minimize inconsistency in product performance and production.
▪ Check: as to confirm that the arrangements of the new parameters will improve the
performance in relation to the price and the initial arrangements.
▪ Act: The changes adopted or abandoned in accordance with the results of previous
process. (Moropoulou 2005)
2.3. Quality Manual

The Quality Manual is the documentation that demonstrates that a company follows the
appropriate procedures and "processes" to ensure proper management of all issues aimed at
confirming and meeting the requirements. It is a reference point for all matters relating to the
quality and serves as a basis for the quality internal and external reviews. It also includes a
brief presentation of the company and its activities, refers to the company's Quality Policy and
3describes the procedures applied in the Quality Management System. (Blesios 2005).
2.4. Procedures
The procedures convert a particular input into specific outflow from the resulting data
which indicates how well the company meets the customer needs. Normally, three types of
procedures are used:
▪ Core processes, for the purpose is to meet the needs of customers and to add value in
the final product.
▪ Support processes, for the purpose is to provide funds to the core procedures.
▪ Management processes, for the purpose is the decision-making, design strategies and
implement improvements in other processes of the company.
3. Brief description of the New Doha International Airport
3.1. General information of the project
The levels of passenger and cargo transport have been increased dramatically in the last
years in Qatar. In order to meet the rapid development the construction of the new airport was
necessary. Under the guidance of the steering committee, the design of the new airport, which
will replace the existing, was completed in January 2004. The new airport area is 22 square
kilometers located eastern of the current airport and is expected to serve 50 million
passengers, 2 million tons of cargo and 320.000 take-offs and landings airplanes per year. The
new airport will be an international landmark for the cultural, technologic, environment and
economic achievements of Qatar and is aimed to define a new model on the profitability of
airports and airlines, passenger handling and the standards of services. The program has been
splitted in contract packages awarded to construction companies all over the world.
4. Structure of the Quality System of a construction company that participates in the
construction of the new airport.
The quality plan of the construction company complies with the certification systems
ISO 9001:2000 (International Standard) and the requirements of the contract.
The quality policy is summarized as follows: the construction company is committed
not only to meet the requirements determined by the contract, but also to make every effort to
meet expectations and satisfactory of the customer. This objective is achieved by adjusting the
company’s management policies as to meet the institutional and regulatory obligations and
fulfill its commitment to its customers. The Quality System is supported by:
▪ The commitment of Directors towards the quality policy and objectives
▪ The organizational structure of the project
▪ The common procedures between the departments
▪ The quality plan
▪ The quality management procedures that complete the quality plan and describe the
means and procedures to be applied as to monitor the progress of the project.

▪ The quality plans prepared by the subcontractors and suppliers for their activities in
accordance with the documents mentioned above.
4.1. Management responsibilities – quality policy and procedures
The management and heads of departments in cooperation with the Director of the
company specify the quality objectives, which are measurable and frequently monitored. The
main quality objectives are the following:
▪ Approval of the design by the first submission to the customer
▪ Approval of all the work of the first inspection
▪ To achieve all the milestones of the project
▪ The progress of the project to meet schedule
▪ The final cost of construction not to exceed the original budget
▪ The client is satisfied upon delivery of the project
The project manager is committed to create and implement the quality management
system and continually improves the effectiveness of management procedures with a view to
customer satisfaction in accordance with contract requirements. It also specifies the general
organizational structure of the project and adapt the quality policy. The Quality Assurance
(QA) manager develops and implements the Quality Assurance Plan in line with ISO 90012000, ensuring that the Quality System has been developed and applied to all activities,
helping the project manager in planning the quality policy and development of quality
management system.
The company’s staff performing each task should be capable and trained to ensure
compliance with the quality procedures throughout the project duration.
Internal communication between departments and communication with subcontractors
and suppliers accomplish with meetings (weekly and monthly) and correspondence (letters,
internal notes, fax, mails). The Management shall ensure that the abovementioned
communication methods required for the effectiveness of the management system are
efficient.
4.2. Inspection, analysis and improvement
The purpose of inspection and control procedures is to monitor and verify compliance
of the work, the effectiveness and continuous improvement of the quality management
system. The implementation is measured by the following procedures:
▪ Scheduled internal audits
▪ Analysis of the inspection results (internal and external)
▪ Analysis of information by the customer
▪ Control of monthly data of the administrative control of each department
If the results are not satisfactory in any of the procedures, then the company’s
management must take immediate corrective action and to make the appropriate changes to
improve their performance.
The customer has the right to any work performed and throughout the duration of the
construction to inspect the materials, the quality of work and the reliability of inspection
system adopted by the construction company.
All departments of the company, in accordance with the quality management system,
are subject to planned internal audits by the QA manager to monitor the implementation and
effectiveness of their management procedures.
The QA manager where appropriate, collects and analyzes the data that establish the

effectiveness of quality management system. This analysis is providing information on
compliance with the requirements of the contract, customer satisfaction, characteristics and
progress of procedures, suppliers and subcontractors. The source of this information comes
from non-conformity reports, internal audit reports, corrective and preventive action reports
and records of inspections.
A corrective action takes place to eliminate the case of non-compliance and to prevent
the repetition. Describes the system to detect, correct and prevent the procedures failed to run
according to the quality management system.
4.3. Quality Management Procedures – Audits - Documentation
The QMP “control of material receipt storage & dispatch” intended to establish a
system that will provide adequate control over the function and management of the store. It
defines the methods used to ensure that the quality of materials, tools and parts is maintained
during receiving, handling, storage and issuance. Also applies to all materials, tools and parts
in the main store as well as in the site store.
All tools and materials received, in accordance with contractual obligations, and
recorded in the list of materials supplies and shall be provided with all necessary documents
certifying the quality.
The QMP “control of non-conforming product/item” is to ensure that all activities and
materials meet the specifications and contract requirements.”Non-conformity” means the
failure to accomplish a requirement. It is fully applied in all activities without any exception.
Product non-conformities concern the works or any part thereof that does not fulfill a
requirement of the contract, specification, codes and standards or good construction practice.
This procedure sets out how non-conformities are identified, recorded and monitored, and
identifies how appropriate corrective action is undertaken to avoid recurrence of the nonconformities. Any dysfunction observed during the course of a project must be analyzed in
order to identify the causes and resolve them to avoid their recurrence.
The QMP “material tracking system” describes a computerized Material Tracking
System (MTS) which will give a location and condition status of materials from design
release through installation. This procedure applies to all materials and equipment of critical
nature or of foreign origin as agreed upon by the client, which are specified in the BoQ. The
effective implementation of this procedure depends upon the continuous review of material
requirements by site management throughout the project.
The purpose of QMP “quality control inspection program” is to provide control and
describe the necessary actions to ensure compliance with the requirements of the contract and
the design documents. Specifies the duties and responsibilities of employees designated for
inspection and testing on site and control of subcontractors with regard to testing and
cooperation among themselves and with the company. Tests should be made by third parties
who must comply with procedures in accordance with contract requirements.
The QMP “Preventive and corrective action” describes the system for identifying,
rectifying and preventing existing and potential situations or processes that lead to nonconformance of the quality management system. All preventive and corrective actions that
can be applied to the company’s activities, processes, or systems are subject to this procedure.
The initial step in the process is to clearly define the problem and provide the evidence
describing the existing situation. This information may come from many possible sources. For

example, situations that require corrective and /or preventive actions may come from external
sources such as receipt of customer complaints. Internal quality audits, staff observations,
quality assurance inspections, trending data, and management review are all examples of
possible internal sources of information. The necessary data and other information is collected
that will be used to determine the primary cause of the problem.
The QMP “audits” identifies the general arrangements to be taken for audits concerning
responsibilities and requirements for planning and conducting audits as well as reporting and
record keeping. Internal audits cover all or part of the company’s management system and
execution processes. The results of internal audits constitute one of the principle sources of
data of management reviews, when they are examined. This procedure applies to audits
required by Management Review, or organized further to a specific request of a managerial
entity or a process coordinator.
5. Application of Total Quality Management at the Construction Company that
participates in the construction of the new airport.
5.1. Quality Control in the Procurement Department
The procurement department is engaged in the purchase of materials and tools at the
right time and the best price. Requires market research to identify suitable materials,
suppliers, payment terms, delivery terms, etc. In accordance with the procedure, procurement
gather the necessary information for carrying out supplies, keep separate folders for each type
of procurement, it is always informed about the cost of any material on the market and
maintain a supplier list for each item. Scheduled internal audits carried out in the department
to assess the implementation processes and identify any problems in order to improve the
effectiveness of the Department. During the internal quality audit carried out at the beginning
of the construction of the project were the following observations found and requested the
respective corrective actions. The presented job description and organization chart were not
approved at the time of the audit and the comparison sheets and quotations for materials were
not found. As a consequence since the responsibilities of personnel are not well identified,
coordination problems are created in the department. The corrective actions requested by the
auditor were to follow the procedures and requirements of the project in accordance with the
company’s Quality Management System, provide an approved organization chart from the
project director and provide resources needed to implement and maintain and continually
improve department’s effectiveness. During each audit, the findings from the previous audit,
verified that have been corrected successfully. By the next internal audits carried out in the
procurement department the procedure no observations found, this means that the procedure
has been followed and implemented.
5.2. Quality Control in the Store Department
The purpose of the internal quality audit is to assess the effectiveness of QMS
procedures within the responsibility of the Store Department and identify, if possible, any
possibility of improvement. During the internal quality audit carried out at the beginning of
the construction of the project where the following observations were made and the respective
corrective actions have been requested. The organization chart of the department was not
available at the time of the audit and the purchase orders from subcontractors were not
available, so no cross check could be performed against the P.O. The warehouse was
generally in good order; the selves were identified with letter and number code for easy access

to materials and hand tools in storage. The corrective actions requested by the auditor were
the approved organization chart and the updated filing to be provided at the next audit. By the
next internal audits carried out the records presented for evidence were kept generally in a
good order and the relevant certificates were attached with every delivery. The storage
facilities provided segregation and identification and particular attention was given to
protection from ground water and chemicals were kept in a controlled environment as per
manufacturer’s instructions.
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Summary
In the field of energy efficiency in buildings harmonisation of national legislation with European
legislation is, for the most part, related to harmonisation with European directives, among which
the most important one is the Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings, which is regarded
to be the umbrella directive for this field. The implementation of requirements under this
Directive is a complex task since only objectives which have to be fulfilled are set, without
defining the manner in which this should be done, whereas for Directive implementation also
other activities are necessary which precede or support implementation of the measures
prescribed by acts or subordinate legislation. The deadlines set for transposition (promulgation of
acts and subordinate legislation) and implementation of the Directive (full implementation of
requirements in practice), as well as the fact that in the Republic of Croatia the field of energy
efficiency in buildings is under the competence of two institutions, require that all necessary
activities be well planned. In the paper a model for the harmonisation of Croatian legislation with
the Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings is presented.
Key words: harmonisation, implementation, activities, energy efficiency of buildings

1. Introduction
The process of harmonisation of national regulations with European law is a complex task
requiring significant efforts by institutions responsible for the mentioned harmonisation, mutual
cooperation of these institutions, as well as support and cooperation with experts – external
associates.
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In the field of energy efficiency in buildings, harmonisation of national legislation primarily
relates to transposition and implementation (in practice) of requirements from European
directives. The umbrella directive for energy efficiency in buildings Directive 2002/91/EC of the
European Parliament and Council of 16 December 2002 on Energy Performance of Buildings
(hereinafter: EPBD Directive) which by its nature is a framework directive, sets objectives to be
achieved without providing solutions or proposals how they should be attained.
The EPBD Directive sets out requirements for the establishment of a general framework for the
calculation of the energy performance of buildings, for the determination of minimum energy
performance requirements for buildings, for energy certification of new buildings, existing
building which are sold or rented out, public display of energy certificates of buildings used and
occupied by public authorities if their total useful floor area exceeds 1000 m2, regular inspection
of boilers and air-conditioning systems.
Under conditions of divided responsibility for implementation of the EPBD Directive the need
arises for a clear definition of all the activities necessary for the implementation of each
requirement in practice: a detailed elaboration of the activities, their content, time schedule and
final deadline for completion, financial resources, assessment of administrative capacities and
distribution of tasks in line with the competences of the institutions.
2. Action Plan to implement the European directive on energy performance of
buildings in Croatian legislation
The Ministry of Environmental Protection, Physical Planning and Construction is responsible for
the implementation of the EPBD Directive, and in line with the respective competences, tasks are
divided between the Ministry of Environmental Protection, Physical Planning and Construction
and the Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship.
In view of the broadness of the parties concerned on which implementation of the EPBD
Directive has an impact and of the multidisciplinarity of the work to be carried out, a Committee
has been established for EPBD Directive implementation and for other issues related to the
implementation of measures for the increase of energy efficiency in buildings, which has the
following tasks: elaboration of activities and measures for EPBD Directive implementation,
preparation of proposals of necessary decisions and of a draft Action Plan, supervisory and
advisory role in systematic monitoring of the Action Plan realisation, proposing of other
measures aimed at increasing energy efficiency, and monitoring the implementation of these and
other measures adopted and implemented in the sector of buildings and aimed at energy
efficiency increase.
The Committee members were delegated by the competent ministries, other government bodies,
chambers, institutes, faculties, and consumers' associations.
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The Action Plan encompasses a detailed elaboration of activities with indicated institutions in
charge and the deadlines for implementation. The Action Plan was adopted by the Government of
the Republic of Croatia at its session of 10 April 2008.
An extract from the Action Plan is shown in figure 1. The Action Plan includes activities,
institutions competent for implementation, a schedule and deadlines.

Figure 1. Extract from Action Plan to implement European directive on energy performance of
buildings in Croatian legislation
3. Harmonisation of regulations with requirements from the EPBD Directive
Harmonisation of regulations is carried out in phases. The EPBD Directive is transposed through
two acts: the Physical Planning and Building Act (OG 76/07, 38/09 and 55/11) and the Act on
Efficient Energy Use in Direct Consumption (OG 152/08), as well as subordinate legislation
adopted pursuant to these acts. In Figure 2. the subordinate legislation is shown adopted pursuant
to these two acts transposing the EPBD Directive.
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Minimum energy performance
requiremnets
National methodology for
calculating the energy
performance of buildings

•Technical Regulation on Thermal Energy Saving and Heat
Retention in Buildings (OG 110/08 and 89/09)
•Technical Regulation on Thermal Energy Saving and Heat
Retention in Buildings (OG 110/08 and 89/09)
•Ordinance on Energy Certification of Buildings (OG 36/10)

Alternative systems

•Technical Regulation on Thermal Energy Saving and Heat
Retention in Buildings (OG 110/08 and 89/09)

Energy performance
certification

•Ordinance on Energy Certification of Buildings (OG 36/10)
•Ordinance on Requirements and criteria to be met by Energy
Auditors and Anergy Certifiers of Buildings
( OG 113/08 and 89/09)

Inspection of boilers and
heating systems

•Ordinance on Energy Audit in Structures, (OG 5/11)
•Ordinance on Authorisation for Energy Audit (OG 5/11)

Figure 2. Implementation of requirements

3.1. Setting out minimum requirements on the energy performance of buildings
With regard to all new buildings (excluding the allowed exceptions) minimum requirements on
the energy performance of buildings have to be set (the energy performance of a building is the
total amount of energy calculated or actually measured necessary to meet all the needs of the
building associated with its designation, including energy consumption for heating, cooling, hot
water heating and ventilation, and in the tertiary sector also lighting). In order to achieve the
objectives of the EPBD Directive with regard to reducing energy consumption in buildings, it is
necessary to include also measures for energy efficiency increase in existing buildings with a
useful floor area over 1000 m2 which are undergoing major renovation.
This requirement has been transposed into national legislation through the Technical regulation
on thermal energy saving and heat retention in buildings stipulating the maximum specific
consumption of thermal energy for heating. By the limitation of thermal energy consumption for
heating more than 50% of the total energy consumption in buildings is covered.
Other forms of energy consumption like energy demand for cooling, air conditioning, ventilation,
hot water consumption and lighting in the tertiary sector are not included. According to the
Technical regulation on thermal energy saving and heat retention in buildings the thermal energy
necessary for cooling is calculated if the building is cooled, however no requirement with regard
to the indoor temperature to which the building is cooled is set.
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In case of renovation of existing buildings the prescribed requirements meet the requirements set
by the EPBD Directive.
3.2. Establishment of a methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings
The national methodology for calculating the energy performance of buildings shall provide a
procedure with exactly defined steps for the calculation, and shall also encompass national
specific features, such as the coefficient of primary energy transformation. The procedure of
calculation shall include all forms of energy consumption necessary for the standardised use of a
building.
In line with the manner of implementing the requirement of setting minimum energy performance
requirements for buildings, in the Technical regulation on thermal energy saving and heat
retention in buildings also conditions are prescribed for the implementation of Croatian standards
when calculating the thermal energy necessary for heating, the heat loss coefficient, etc.
3.3. Promotion of the application of alternative systems
The application of alternative systems of energy supply based on renewable energy sources for
buildings with a useful floor area over 1000 m2 is foreseen through developing a study of
economic, environmental and energy feasibility which is enclosed to the application for a
building permit or certified main design. The obligation of study development is prescribed by
the Technical regulation on thermal energy saving and heat retention in buildings, and the
obligation to start implementation is conditioned by the adoption of a national methodology for
energy performance calculation.
3.4. Energy certification of buildings
The obligation of carrying out energy certification of buildings is ensured through the Ordinance
on energy certification of buildings, according to which certification is mandatory for all new
buildings prior to the beginning of their use, and of existing buildings when they are sold, rented
out or leased. Buildings for public use of a useful floor area over 1000 m2 shall have the energy
performance certificate publicly displayed. Buildings for public use include buildings of budget
users, as well as a wide range of buildings with other designations which are visited by a large
number of persons, such as buildings for education purposes, health, culture, sports facilities,
hotels, restaurants, shopping malls. The energy class is expressed through the consumption of
thermal energy for heating in reference climates, and the appearance and content of the energy
certificate shall be in compliance with CEN standards.
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3.5. Inspection of boilers and air-conditioning systems
This requirement has been transposed by the Act on Efficient Energy Use in Direct Consumption
and by the regulations: Ordinance on energy audits of structures and Ordinance on authorisation
for energy audit.
3.6. Independent experts
Requirements for experts who shall carry out energy certification of buildings, including both
inspections of buildings for purposes of energy certification and regular inspections of boilers for
heating and of air-conditioning systems, are prescribed by the Ordinance on requirements and
criteria to be met by energy auditors and energy certifiers of buildings and the Ordinance on
authorisation for energy audit. The prescribed competences include university education, a 5-year
professional work experience, the necessary additional training, passed examination covering the
field of the undergone training, and the authorisation by the competent ministry.
4. Requirements from the EPBD II Directive
After several years of preparations, and a year and a half after expiration of the deadline for
implementation of the Directive on Energy Performance of Buildings, the new Directive
2010/31/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy
performance of buildings (recast) (hereinafter: EPBD II Directive) was published. The EPBD II
Directive was adopted with the aim of improving the energy performance of buildings in the
European Union, taking into account climate and local conditions as well as requirements
regarding indoor climate environment and cost-effectiveness. The EPBD II Directive enhances
and extends the scope of the EPBD Directive and introduces strong implementation mechanisms
such as independent control system for energy certificates and reports on the inspection of
heating and air-conditioning systems.
Furthermore, also requirements are set for additional activities for the purpose of promoting
implementation of energy efficiency measures, or supporting the implementation of requirements
also from other European directives which have an impact on the achievement of the goal of
energy consumption reduction, increase in the share of renewable energy sources in total
consumption, or reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
When carrying out the set tasks also the implementation of other European directives has to be
taken into account relating to: setting the framework for ecodesign of energy-related products,
promotion of cogeneration, labelling of energy-consuming products, promotion of use of energy
from renewable sources. When setting requirements with regard to experts carrying out energy
inspections or certification of buildings, recognition of professional qualifications acquired in
other EU Member States shall be taken into account.
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The set time limits for transposition and implementation of the PBD II Directive are 09 July 2012
for publication of all regulations including also laws, and 09 January 2013 or 09 July 2013
respectively for implementation of regulations in practice.
For the fulfilment of the set tasks it shall be necessary to amend the laws transposing certain tasks
and provisions, and the appropriate subordinate legislation, as well as to implement other
activities.
5. Implementation plan for EPBD II Directive
Carrying out of certain tasks under the EPBD II Directive is complex and consists in most cases
of a number of conditioned activities. As an example, the task of setting minimum requirements
for the energy performance of buildings can be indicated, which encompasses a number of
activities. First of all, reference buildings (a total of 9 types of buildings) need to be defined
according to their purpose and age, including regional conditions, indoor and outdoor climate
conditions, geometric features, etc. For the defined reference buildings a package of energy
efficiency and energy supply measures is set in order to achieve cost-optimal performance levels
in the life cycle of buildings. In order to calculate the energy performance of buildings and set the
respective requirements a national methodology is necessary. The financial performance of
buildings is calculated by using the Croatian standard HRN EN 15459.
In the preamble to the EPBD II Directive it is recommended to Member States to develop a
national Plan for EPBD II Directive implementation and to publicise it and comply with it. The
development of such a Plan is particularly important in states in which transposition and
implementation of the EPBD II Directive is under the competence of more than one institution,
since this implies also additional activities of coordination between the competent institutions.
Based on the results achieved in EPBD II Directive implementation, with a view to assist EU
Member States in better fulfilling their obligations, in 2010 the International Energy Agency
(IEA) developed „A Policy Tool to Improve Energy Efficiency“ (Policy Pathway). This tool
includes four essential phases (planning, implementation, monitoring and evaluation), ten critical
elements and a total of 38 steps necessary for supporting and implementing the EPBD II
Directive. In the sense of the recommendations from the mentioned tool, the below indicated
activities arise.
5.1. First activity: plan development
The plan has to contain a list of all the activities foreseen, insurance of the necessary number of
external experts, and all other necessary resources, e.g., administrative capacity and financial
resources. Every individual activity needs to be determined and coordinated with national and
cultural specific features, as well as geographic and climate conditions. An additional element is
the set time frame in line with which all activities have to be planned.
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5.2. Second activity: plan implementation
Plan implementation includes also a number of additional activities among which continuous
expert education and training is of particular importance, especially of designers and experts
carrying out energy inspections of buildings and energy certification of buildings. Their
competence is a precondition for the client's confidence in the designed, achieved or effectively
established energy performance of buildings. During plan implementation continuous attention
shall be paid to general public information and awareness raising.
5.3. Third activity: monitoring of implementation
When monitoring Plan implementation the quality of the issued energy certificates of buildings
needs to be controlled, and a system for resolving appeals and complaints needs to be established.
Strict implementation of enforcement mechanisms such as penalties for lack of quality in the
work of expert persons will support implementation and enhance the confidence of clients
(building owners and users) and public authorities. On the other hand, expert persons carrying out
energy certification of buildings shall be supplied with support instruments which shall unify
their work and ensure the required quality. These instruments may, among other, include also the
availability of tools for the calculation of the energy class of buildings in the form of computer
programmes, manuals on energy inspection of buildings, etc.
5.4. Fourth activity: Evaluation of the established Plan
Based on the monitoring of Plan implementation and of the results arising from the Plan,
activities are to follow which shall revise the previously established Plan in line with the results
obtained by implementation and/or new requirements.
5.5. Proposal of the Plan for EPBD II Directive implementation
The development of the Plan can be approached in such a way that all the tasks indicated in
EPBD II Directive are analysed and that to the effective regulations those activities are linked
which are compatible with the content of these regulations, and that the development of new
regulations and/or special activities in the form of plans, programmes, measures, etc. be foreseen.
First step: analysis of tasks from the EPBD II Directive, and division of activities by competences
of institutions.
Second step: analysis of the compatibility of the content of activities with existing regulations.
Third step: analysis including division of activities into components which can be developed
separately and by the completion of which other activities are conditioned.
Fourth step: distribution of activities within the time frame.
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Figure 3. shows the schematic representation of the institutional framework for EPBD II
transposition and implementation.
DIRECTIVE EPBD II

Ministry of Economy, Labour and
Entrepreneurship
State
Inspectorate

Ministry of Environmental Protection,
Physical Planning and Construction
Croatia
Standardisation
Institute

Building
inspection

Environmental
Protection and
Energy Efficiency
Fund

FZOEU

Department for Construction

Energy efficiency of buildings Department

FZOEU

Authorisation
Harmonisation
Control

Figure 3. Institutional framework for EPBD II transposition and implementation
Transposition of the EPBD II Directive shall be carried out through amendment of existing laws:
Physical Planning and Building Act and Act on Efficient Energy Use in Direct Consumption and
subordinate legislation through which also the EPBD Directive was transposed.
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Amendments shall be developed to:
 Methodology for implementation of energy inspection of buildings
 Feasibility study for alternative systems of energy supply.
According to requirements from the EPBD II Directive, additionally the following needs to be
developed:
 National plan for „Nearly zero-energy buildings“
 List of existing measures and instruments of a financial nature – plan of measures for the
improvement of the energy performance of buildings.
In order to efficiently implement the EPBD Directive II, the following needs to be established
and implemented:
 Information campaigns aimed at awareness raising on implementation of energy
efficiency measures
 Education and training programmes for various target groups involved in EPBD II
Directive implementation
 Independent systems for the control of issued energy certificates of buildings and of
reports on performed inspections of heating and cooling systems of buildings.
In Table 1. an extract from the list of activities for EPBD II Directive transposition and
implementation is shown including: requirements from the EPBD II Directive, a list of
regulations through which individual tasks are transposed, a list of activities which need to be
implemented in order to fulfil these tasks, the institutions competent for implementation and the
set time limits.
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Table 1. Extract from the list of activities for EPBD II implementation
No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

REQUIREMENTS

PIEPBDCL

Harmonisation with
definitions

Adoption of a methodology
for calculation the energy
performance of buildings
Setting of minimum energy
performance requirements
for buildings or building
units- new buildings
Setting of minimum energy
performance requirements
for buildings or building
units- existing buildings
Setting of minimum energy
performance requirements
for building elements

Legend:
PIEPBDCL
PPBA
TRTESHRB
TRVSPACACB
TRHCSB
OECB
ORCBAACB
OEAS
OAEA
AEEUDC
MEPPPC
MELE
CSI
PB

ARTI
CLE

item
36.

2

3

4

4

4

ACTIVITY/PROVISION

PIEPBDCL
PPBA
TRTESHRB
TRVSPACACB
TRHCSB
OECB
ORCBAACB
AEEUDC
OEAS
OAEA
Adoption of Standards
Algorithm
TRTESHRB
Defining reference buildings
Algorithm
Cost-optimal level analysis
TRTESHRB
Defining reference buildings
Algorithm
Cost-optimal level analysis
TRTESHRB
Defining reference buildings
Algorithm
Cost-optimal level analysis
TRTESHRB

PUBLICA
TION
DEADLINE

IMPLEME
NTATION

COMPE
TENCE

09. 2011

2011.

09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012
09.07.2012

09.01.2011
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013
09.01.2013

MEPPPC
MELE
MEPPPC
MEPPPC
MEPPPC
MEPPPC
MEPPPC
MEPPPC
MELE
MELE
MELE

09.07.2012

09.01.2013

09.07.2012

09.07.2012

09.07.2012

09.01.2013
PB
09.07.2013
09.01.2013
PB
09.07.2013
09.01.2013
PB
09.07.2013

MEPPPC
CSI
MEPPPC

MEPPPC

MEPPPC

Plan for Implementation of the EPBD II in Croatian Legislation
Physical Planning and Building Act, Official Gazette 76/07, 39/08 and 55/11
Technical Regulation on Thermal Energy Saving and Heat Retention in Buildings, Official
Gazette 110/08 and 89/09
Technical Regulation on Ventilation Systems, Partial Air-Conditioning and Air-Conditioning of
Buildings, Official Gazette 03/97
Technical Regulation on Heating and Cooling Systems of Buildings, Official Gazette 110/08
Ordinance on Energy Certification of Buildings, Official Gazette 36/10
Ordinance on Requirements and Criteria to be met by Energy Auditors and Energy Certifiers of
Buildings, Official Gazette 113/08 and 89/09
Ordinance on Energy Audit in Structures, Official Gazette 5/11
Ordinance on Authorisation for Energy Audit, Official Gazette 5/11
Act on Efficient Energy Use in Direct Consumption, Official Gazette 152/08
Ministry of Environmental Protection, Physical Planning and Construction
Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship
Croatian Standards Institute
Public Buildings
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Due to the time limit within which these tasks (publication of regulations or development of
certain plans) need to be carried out, appropriate administrative capacities have to be planned
which shall be able to perform these tasks within the given time limits.
6. Conclusion
Energy certification of buildings is a key factor in promoting the increase of energy efficiency of
buildings. For public authorities this is an instrument which assists in achieving the national
target of reducing total energy consumption, reducing emissions of greenhouse gases and
ensuring security of energy supply, along with the concurrent achievement of a longer lifecycle
of buildings and appropriate quality and comfort for building users. The establishment and
implementation of ambitious objectives including high energy standards for new buildings and
for existing buildings which are renovated, and the implementation of certification schemes for
buildings is a complex task requiring good planning, monitoring of implementation and
continuous improvement. Accurately defined activities, realistic time frames and continuous
monitoring of implementation are possible only with sufficient and professional administration,
support by external associates – experts, and good coordination of all those involved and
responsible for implementation.
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Abstract
This paper presents the development of the project Spa & Golf Resort St. Martin, which
is located in the north western Croatia. Today it is a recognizable brand and a spa &
golf resort. The paper elaborates the project from the initial idea and vision until the end
of the penultimate phase, as well as the future plans. Organization and realization of
investments is presented with emphasis on a very interesting architectural and structural
part. Also the project team is presented, the building law participants, as well as all
others and their joint contribution for the implementation of this project. The
development of the project influenced on development of the whole region.
Key words: project, organization, spa, golf
Introduction
Often the articles about construction sites describe significant sites and buildings that
are strategically important for the overall development of Croatia. Therefore, often can
be missed very valuable projects that are important for the development of individual
region or municipality. Very good example for that is gradual development of St.
Martin Resort. It has already highly influenced the development of the local area. In the
future this influence will be certainly much higher. At the same time it is somehow a
good example of private investment in which the interests of capital and the community
together are completely aligned. With the overall development of tourism private
owners in nearby area will benefit. Also all residents of the surrounding villages of the
spa will benefit with provided permanent employments and selling many other tourist
attractions and agricultural products.
Location
MeĎimurje is the northernmost Croatian county situated at the foot of the eastern Alps
and the Pannonian plain, bounded by the river Mura in the north and the river Drava in
the south. With a total area of 730 km2 MeĎimurje is the smallest Croatian county, but
with 126.500 inhabitants is densely populated (173 ctzs/km2). Residents live in three
cities (Čakovec, Prelog and Mursko Središće) and 22 municipalities. Sveti Martin na
Muri is the northernmost Croatian municipality with approximately 3.000 inhabitants in
13 settlements. In this municipality is the location of the northernmost Croatian village
Žabnik with approximately 400 inhabitants, situated along the right bank of the river

Mura. MeĎimurje County has border with Slovenia and Hungary that are part of
European Union and this gives even more strategically place for the St. Martin Resort.

Figure 1. Međimurje county in Croatia
Sveti Martin na Muri is a municipal centre located between the northern hills of
MeĎimurje and the river Mura and it is also one of the oldest parishes and villages in
this part of MeĎimurje. It is important prehistoric archaeological site, located at the
place where the river Mura was crossed by the famous Roman road connecting Ptuj and
Lendava in Slovenia. Many churches, castles and the curies from the period of Middle
Ages are preserved.
Until the independence of Croatia residents of Sveti Martin na Muri and surrounding
villages worked mostly in nearby Slovenia, because in municipality there were only 15
work places. After independence of Croatia in 1991 they all lost their jobs abroad and
the new established municipality had numerous problems. It used to be the least
economically developed area in MeĎimurje County. However, in the meantime
everything has much improved to better. This is beyond any doubt contributed by the
well-known diligence of MeĎimurje residents. Also the urban plan area of the
municipality exists since 1988. Urban plan had some updates in the years that followed.
In the nineties of last century the cadastral maps and land registry were put in order that
is very important for development of every region.
Today in the municipality of Sveti Martin na Muri nearly 300 people are employed,
mostly in the spa. Also, business economic zone was built and is already too small and
must be expanded. The number of employees increases, also in nowadays difficult

times. Moreover, it will be probably necessary to introduce labour from other parts of
MeĎimurjeand Croatia.
The town and municipality of Sveti Martin na Muri is undoubtedly a major tourist
advantage. The development of tourism until 1990 had almost no strategic economic
commitment. Advantages for tourism in this region certainly belongs to the recently
protected landscape of the river Mura at which is possible the rafting. The municipality
has several attractive destinations for rural tourism. Until recently the wine had actually
weekend character and today there are recognizable family names that produce wine
and are well known not only in the local area but also in the other counties and abroad.
But the biggest moment of development of the municipality is St. Martin Resort. It is
large development project and fully supported by the county and municipality that solve
very quickly all administrative problems and issue necessary building permits and build
necessary utility infrastructure – transport, gas, water and electricity.
History
In 1911 English-Hungarian company London Budapest searched for oil in the area of
nowadays spa. Instead of oil they found the thermal water in which the local population
soon discovered healing. Thus in 1936 the small wooden pool was built. Water was also
good for drink and bottled as label named Međimurje Mineral Fountain Vučkovec.

Picture 1. Pool from 1936
Somewhat later a concrete pool was built and was heated with the steam locomotive
that is now located in front of a nearby inn. The water temperature was from 33°C to
34°C and in the meantime never changed. Water has strong balneological properties for
minerals, iodine, fluorine and affordable temperature. Mineralogical research found that
water has the most potassium hydrogen carbonate and sodium chloride. Water is
recommended for the treatment of degenerative joint and spine diseases, inflammatory
rheumatic diseases, joint stiffness with muscle atrophy and other pain and disability.

Unfortunately there were no investments of renovation and reconstruction in the spa for
years and it was eventually almost completely destructed. In the last it was visited by
the workers on holidays, but then almost entirely forgotten. Meanwhile, the spa came to
the ownership of a textile company Modeks. In 1996 they built a new outdoor pool
(today indoor) and a restaurant. In 2003 newly established company Toplice Sveti
Martin Co. bought spa and begun with a thorough renovation and upgrade. The new
company was a wholly owned by five major shareholders and also several smaller.
Construction phases
Outdoor pool was the first investment of the new owner in 2004. In the following year,
the existing pool was reconstructed to the indoor and was enriched with new contents
such as jacuzzi pools, massage, wardrobe, washrooms and snack bar. Also the outdoor
pool was equipped with five water slides and associated facilities. The swimming pools
with thermal water were built and also wellness centre and beauty salon. In the same
period, sports facilities for football, volleyball and basketball courts were constructed,
also four tennis courts (two lighted with artificial lighting), table tennis and trails for
jogging, fitness hall etc. Two restaurants were built and reconstructed. Then a special
reception was built (with a reception, shop and pub Horseshoe) and three smaller
conference halls.
In late 2005 began the construction of apartment complex Regina in two phases. It was
built in the 20 residential buildings, each with 6 apartments. During 2006 all 20
buildings were completed, of which 14 owned by investor and the other 6 were sold to
obtain funds for further construction. The apartment complex has different types of
buildings that are connected by the same formal characteristics.
The following pictures show buildings and pools constructed in the period from 2003 up
to 2007.

Picture 2. Indoor pool (2005)

Picture 3. Outdoor pools (2003-2007)

Picture 4. Regina Apartments (2005-2006)

Picture 5. Pub and reception (2005)

Picture 6. Business building (2007)
All investments from 2003 to 2007 where the basis for the pre-last phase of construction
and development that happened in 2008/2009. It was the most complex investment that
included construction of 4 capital buildings: hotel, sports hall, golf club and golf court
in only one year.
Four stars hotel has total net floor area of 10.650 m2 with 151 rooms and 6 apartments.
It includes wellness centre (906 m2), beauty centre (112 m2), congress halls (540 m2)
and other contents as restaurants, kindergarten, markets, parking garage and trafo
station. It was named Hotel Golfer, connected to the new golf court contents in spa.

Picture 7. Hotel Golfer (2009)
Sports hall has total net floor area of 1.860 m2 and contains major, fitness and minor
sport hall. It provides the possibility for the sports team to come for preparations in
winter time. Also, in the municipality Sveti Martin na Muri doesn’t exist school sports
hall so the pupils come organized by bus to physical education.

Picture 8. Sports hall by night (2009)

Golf club has total net floor area of 1.103 m2. It contains golf equipment market,
restaurant and is the head office of MeĎimurje golf club. It is interesting that in
MeĎimurje County there were even 3 golf clubs without appropriate golf court. When
this golf court was built they united and work today as one club. Golf club has also
indoor golf with simulator that contains the most known courts in the world. Golf court
is built in 90.000 m2 with 9 holes, so it isn’t a real golf court but training ground. It
contains driving range, putting range and chipping green. Its characteristic is that has
heated greens, so golf can be played also in winter time. The reflectors allow night play.
The artificial lake for irrigation was built and is filled with water from little rill almost
the whole year.
Of all the anecdotes related to the construction site and the project the most memorable
to the author of this article is the one on the construction of golf club. Namely, above
the ground floor there was the cantilevered slab of 6 meters and even after the
expiration of one month of concreting the foreman did not dare to remove props
because he didn’t believe that it will stand. Nevertheless, after a lot of talks with
supervising engineer he eventually got the courage to remove the props as it is shown in
the picture 9 and of course everything was all right.

Picture 9. Golf club (2009)

Picture 10. Golf court (2009)

Sports hall
Outdoor sports court
Golf court

Hotel
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Indoor pools
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Outdoor pools

Golf club
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Picture 11. Panorama of the resort
Project organization
Since the 2003 the project manager for the investor is Mr. Rudolf Radiković with his
close associates. The supervision was entrusted to the Međimurje-investa Ltd. Designer
is architect Vedran Pedišić from Sangrad Ltd. The contractors are local companies
Primiko Ltd., Team Co. and Međimurje graditeljstvo Ltd. All firms except the designer
are from MeĎimurje County. Also all subcontractors are from MeĎimurje County,
except some special equipment firms that don’t exist in MeĎimurje County, as
elevators, golf and other specific equipment. The basic organization scheme is presented
in Figure 2. Of course behind every part of project there are numerous team members,
every with the specific project task.

Investor

Design

Sangrad Ltd.

Supervision

Contractors

Figure 2. Organization scheme

Conclusion
This paper described a large and ambitious spa and golf resort complex that although
yet unfinished enjoys a great reputation of visitors and receives prestigious tourism
awards. Behind this project stands well-developed concept of growth, also carefully and
patiently provided with funding because it is difficult to get loans for the new pool
complex worth millions of euros. The only formula of success is the modernization and
development of the entire complex with sports, health and accommodation contents.
The new owner immediately changed the name of the spa and called them St. Martin. In
fact the old name Vučkovec Grkaveščak next Jurovčak really doesn’t sound marketing
attractive. Last year settlement Grkaveščak changed name to Toplice Sveti Martin (St.
Martin Spa). The most astonishing in this project is the mutual respect of investor and
the local community. They just know that they depend one of each other and this fact
connects them to the common interest. Urban plans already exist for the next step of
development that includes golf court with 18 holes, another hotel, entertainment centre
and other. It is important to say that all communal infrastructures are already built and
dimensioned for these future contents. The development of this resort influenced to the
development of whole local region. For example the prices of real estates in nearby area
of spa raised in last few years as the spa developed. Specifically the prices of land close
to spa grew up to 6 times. For the end it is very difficult to describe the beauty of the
resort, it has to be visited and experienced.
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Abstract
Slovakia is a country situated in central Europe, which does not have the access to the ocean
shore. Yet it abounds in water richness, which is peculiar in the sense of diversity and amount.
Peculiar waters are a small group of waters with specified characteristics – increased
mineralization or temperature. Therefore we cannot class peculiar waters with common
drinking waters. There are around 1700 mineral sources registered in Slovakia on the present.
They are also used as natural healing waters in the spas. Natural healing and natural mineral
waters are also filled for the consumers in the trade network. The waters are separated in the
article according to actual legislative. Also there is another diversification based on their
characteristics that give us possibilities for usage in the relation to the healing effects and
pursuit of the spa facilities. In the end, the article evaluates the methods of clearance of the
used natural healing and natural mineral waters.
Key words: ground waters, spas and balneology in Slovakia, current legislation, use of
natural healing and mineral waters
Introduction
Abundance of mineral, healing and thermal water resources in Slovakia is a reflection of
heterogeneous hydrogeological conditions of the Western Carpathians. A variety of types of
these waters results from the conditions of their origination reflecting wide range of dissolved
solid concentrations that are expressed by the total water mineralization. Concerning the
origin of mineral waters they are categorized into atmospherogenic and marinogenic waters
[1].Their specific properties cause particular problems in operation of relevant facilities. The
problems include corrosion, incrustation and turbidity in swimming pools and bathing
facilities. This type of water has to be disposed after the use. Many problems arise in the
process of their disposal. Slovakia is a country rich in groundwater resources. There are about
40 000 springs in the territory of Slovakia. The most of resources is used for drinking water
supply. In addition to drinking water resources there are about 1770 mineral water resources
in Slovakia. These waters are defined under the Water Act as the special types of water. The
most important special types of water are natural healing waters and natural mineral waters
used in spas, balneal medical facilities and mineral water bottling plants.

Legislation
Water resources are categorized into the surface water and groundwater resources in
accordance with the Article 3 of the Act 364/2004 on waters [4]. Water resources defined as
natural healing resources and natural resources of mineral table water (special types of water)
are regulated by this act only in the specific cases in compliance with the special legal
regulation. The goal of the Water Act is to protect water resources including ecosystems as
important elements of environment and irreplaceable resources.
The special legal regulation quoted in the Water Act in relation to special types of water is the
Act 538/2005 on natural healing water, natural spas, balneal health resorts and natural mineral
water (Balneal Act) [5].
Certification of natural healing water and natural mineral water resources
The certification of natural healing waters and natural mineral waters is defined under the Act
538/2005 (Balneal Act). Mineral water can be certified as natural healing water in case the
curative-medical effect of this water in balneological practice is proved for at least five years
and it meets the requirements set under the general legal regulation approved by the Ministry
of Health. Curative-medical effect can be considered proved also in case these effects are
verified by the use of water with similar physical, chemical and physical-chemical properties
in balneology on a long-term basis. The act defines the condition in which it is possible to
recognize mineral water as natural mineral water. Moreover, it defines the period for
monitoring of relevant water resources to verify stability of water in all crucial parameters.

Figure 1: Map of natural health spas in Slovakia
Water can be certified as natural mineral water in case it comes from the resources monitored
at least for three years, proves stability in all of crucial parameters without changes in its
nutrition properties and meets the requirements set under the legal regulation by the Ministry
of Health. In case the user of resources cannot use natural mineral water from the certified
resource due to technical problems, he can ask for certification of natural mineral water of the

same chemical composition coming from new resource of the same hydrogeological aquifer.
In this case the stability of water has to be proved by hydrodynamic test lasting 30 days. Only
natural mineral water defined under this act can be bottled and labelled.
Protection of natural healing water resources and natural mineral waters
Concerning protection of natural healing resources and natural mineral resources the Balneal
Act defines the responsibility to establish the protection zones. The protection of natural
healing resources and natural mineral resources in the territory of Slovakia is set in
accordance with the provisions of the articles 26, 27, 28, 29 of the Act 538/2005. The
protection zones are established at two levels based on expertises and professional documents
elaborated by relevant experts. The boundaries of protection zones, process of regulation,
types of prohibited activities and range of protection measures as well as the process of their
change and cessation are defined in general legal regulation. The regulation also specifies the
requirements concerning proposal and determination of protection zones.
The aim in the protection zone of the 1st level is to protect the spring area or the area
surrounding natural healing resource or natural mineral resource. At the same time the
activities with potential adverse effect on the quality, quantity, safety and well capacity of
natural healing resource and natural mineral resource are prohibited. Costs related to
determination and demarcation of the boundaries of protection zones are covered by the user.
In case there is no user of the resource the cost are covered by the state. The protection is
provided at two levels – internal and external protection.
External protection of resources is provided through the zone of physical protection and by
designating the protection zones. The zone of physical protection serves mainly for protection
of the resource and related surroundings. It is established for each natural healing and natural
mineral resource in the area of 10 x 10 m. Only activities directly connected with the use and
protection of water resource are permitted in the zone of physical protection.
The use of natural healing water resources and natural mineral water resources
In case the certificate recognizing the water as natural healing water or natural mineral water
is already issued, it is possible to ask for permission to use the resources. Natural healing
water resources shall be used in preference for curative-medical purposes and they can be
used only within the extent defined under the permission.
Natural healing water differs from other groundwater resources by its origin, content of
dissolved solids or content of dissolved gaseous substances (more than 1000 mg/l),
concentration of hydrogen sulphide and other trace elements. Water types are categorized
according to several criteria such as total mineralization, prevailing cautions, temperature,
osmotic pressure, etc. The label of bottled mineral water includes all properties analysed in
accredited laboratories.
The use of natural healing water resources and natural mineral water resources is controlled
through the monitoring system defined in the Balneal Act. It is a system used for regime
monitoring of hydrogeological, chemical, physical, microbiological and biological parameters
of natural healing and mineral water resources, monitoring wells, monitoring facilities, and

meteorological parameters of relevant locality. The extent of monitoring of selected regime
measurements for particular resources is defined under the permission to use relevant water
resource. The user of water resource is obliged to implement and operate the monitoring
system of natural healing and mineral water resources and the system of monitoring wells
connected to the central monitoring system of the Ministry of Health in accordance with the
permission to use water resource, provide data for the database of the Ministry and operate
local information system.
Out of approximately 1770 natural mineral water resources in Slovakia, 158 resources in 39
localities are monitored and connected to local information system including 105 resources
that are certified as natural healing or mineral water resources. Data transfer is automatically
connected to the central information system operated by the Inspection of Spas and Mineral
Springs of the Ministry of Health.
History
Water from the depth of the earth bringing its special power to the surface has been known
since ancient times. The ancient Greeks knew the healing effect of mineral water. The most
significant development of spas was in the Ancient Rome. After the fall of the Roman
Empire, the use spas and balneal areas experienced a decline over the centuries in Europe.
The revival of spas and balneal localities began in the early 16th century. Old spas were
reconstructed and new ones were built in the areas of mineral water resources all over Europe.
In our territory, the spas in Piešťany and Trenčianske Teplice were founded at that time. In
the mid 16th century the drinking water treatment and mud baths were used for the first time
in balneotherapy. Other spas and balneal resorts such as Bojnice, Turčianske Teplice and
Bardejov were established in that period in our territory.
The first legislative steps in the field of balneology were done by Maria Theresa through the
development of the register of spas and mineral water resources in the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy. The register included the description of 128 localities in Slovakia. The spas in
Trenčianske Teplice, Piešťany, Turčianske Teplice, Sliač, Bardejovské Kúpele, Rajecké
Teplice, Vyšné Ružbachy and other localities had good reputation in the late 18th century. [2]
The development of natural sciences, namely chemistry, physics and geology, increased the
interest in using and gaining knowledge of mineral water resources. Chemical analyses of
mineral water help medicine doctors describe indications and contra-indications of
balneotherapy for various diseases. In the early 20th century, there were about 80 spas and
health resorts of different size and significance in Slovakia. Unfortunately, most of them were
closed after the World War I.
Slovakia is a country rich in healing mineral and thermal water resources as well as
climatotherapeutic resorts. Its territory includes about 40 000 groundwater springs – 1 spring
of mineral or thermal water per 1 sq.km of the territory.
The Use of Certified Water Resources in Spas
Permission to use natural healing and natural mineral water resources can be granted in case
the water resource is certified as natural healing water or natural mineral water. Natural
healing water resources shall be used primarily for the therapeutic purposes and they can be

used to the extent specified in the permission. The requirements for abstraction, treatment,
bottling, labelling and launching mineral water in the market are defined under the Act
152/1995 on food (Food Act) [6].
Balneotherapy
Balneology comprise activities of specific infrastructure and human resources in the area of
knowledge and practice focused on knowledge of natural healing resources and
implementation of techniques and procedures for the treatment of various health problems.
The overall objective of the balneology and spas is prevention and treatment of human
diseases as well as regeneration and relaxation. Balneology and spa sector use the effect of
natural healing water resources, the beauty of nature and composition of cultural environment.
[14]. Spa therapy can be approved for patients (health policy holders) according to indications
specified under the Act 661/2007. [7] For each diagnosis, the category of
balneotherapeutic/climatotherapeutic stay is defined in the indication register. The current
health insurance policy reimburses only the costs for therapeutic stay of the categories A and
B. The stay of the category A is fully covered by the public health insurance. The stay of the
category B is only partially reimbursed – costs only for therapy are covered by the health
insurance (accommodation and boarding are not reimbursed). Of course, the client himself
can cover the costs for therapy stay in spa.
Table 1: Register of indications for spa therapy [7]
Indications for adult policy holders
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Oncological diseases
Circulatory system diseases
Gastrointestinal diseases
Diseases from failure of
metabolism and endocrine glands

Non-tuberculous diseases of
respiratory system
VI.
Nervous system diseases
VII. Musculoskeletal system diseases
VIII. Urinary diseases
IX.
Mental diseases
X.
Dermatological diseases
XI.
Gynaecological diseases
XII. Occupational diseases

Indications for policy holders under 18 years
old
XXI.
Oncological diseases
XXII.
Circulatory system diseases
XXIII.
Gastrointestinal diseases
XXIV.
Diseases
from
failure
of
metabolism and endocrine glands
XXV.

Non-tuberculous diseases of
respiratory system
XXVI.
Nervous system diseases
XXVII. Musculoskeletal system diseases
XXVIII. Urinary diseases
XXIX.
XXX.

Gynaecological diseases
Dermatological diseases

Permission (licence) to operate natural healing spas and balneal-medical facilities is issued by
the Ministry of Health of the Slovak Republic – National Committee for Spas and
Balneology. The permission is granted based on declared therapeutic effect of the certified
natural healing water resources [10] or climate conditions after meeting minimum personnel
and material-technical requirments for the spa therapy. The owner or operator of spa facilities
shall provide authorities with the documents required under the Balneal Act and declare the
professions of personnel by valid licences to carry out professional activities in the field of
balneotherapy/climatotherapy [9]. After meeting all requirements the applicant is granted

permission according to a decision by the Ministry of Health. Table 2 includes the list of all
licensed operators of spas and balneal-medical facilities in Slovakia. Information about
relevant permissions and licences is available on the website of the Ministry of Health. [12]
Table 2: Current operators of natural spas and balneal-medical facilities in Slovakia
No.
1.

type
NS

2.

B

3.
4.
5.

NS
NS
NS

6.
7.

NS
B

8.

NS

9.

B

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

NS
NS
NS
B
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
B
NS

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

NS
NS
B
NS
NS
NS
B
B
B

Operator: indications (according to the Act 661/2007, Annex 6)
Bardejovské Kúpele a.s.: I., II., III., IV.,V., VII., VIII., XI., XII., XXI.,
XXII., XXIII., XXIV., XXV., XXVII., XXVIII., XXIX.
Kúpeľno-liečebný ústav MV SR Družba, Bardejovské Kúpele: I., II.,
III., IV., V. ,VIII., XII.
Kúpele Bojnice a.s.: VI., VII., VIII., XI., XII.
Kúpele Brusno a.s.: II., III., IV., XII.
Prírodné jódové kúpele Číž, a.s.: VI., VII.(všetky okrem VII/11), XI.,
XII/4,8,9, XXI., XXVI/2, XXV/1,2,3,4,5, XXVI., XXVII.,XXIX/3,4,5
Kúpele Dudince a.s.: II., VI., VII., XII., XVII.
SLOVTHERMAE, Kúpele Diamant Dudince, š.p., Dudince: II., VI.,
VII., XII.
Wellness KOVÁČOVÁ, s.r.o.: III., IV. (AKS), VI., VII., VIII.(AKS),
XI.(AKS), XXVI. (AKS), XXVII.(AKS)
Špecializovaný liečebný ústav Marína, š.p., Kováčová: I., VI., VII.,
XXI., XXVI., XXVII.
Kúpele Lúčky a.s.: I., VI., VII., XI., XII.
Kúpele Nimnica a.s.: I., II., III., IV., V., VII., XI., XII.
Slovenské liečebné kúpele, a.s., Piešťany: VI., VII., XII., XXVI., XXVII.
Vojenské zdravotnícke zariadenia, a.s., Piešťany: VI., VII., XII.
Slovenské liečebné kúpele Rajecké Teplice a.s.: VI., VII., XII.
Kúpele Sliač a.s.: I., II., XI.
Liečebné termálne kúpele a.s., Sklené Teplice: VI., VII., XII.
Slovenské liečebné kúpele Piešťany a.s. – Smrdáky: VII., X., XII., XXX.
Kúpele Trenčianske Teplice, a.s.: VI., VII., X., XII.
KLÚ MV SR ARCO Trenčianske Teplice: VI., VII.
Slovenské liečebné kúpele Turčianske Teplice, a.s.: I., III., VI., VII.,
VIII., XI., XII., XXI., XXIII., XXVI., XXVII., XXVIII., XXIX.
Kúpele Vyšné Ružbachy a.s.: I., II., III., IV., VIII., IX., XI., XII.
Kúpele Lučivná, a.s.: XXV.
KRÚ MV SR BYSTRÁ, Liptovský Ján: I., IV., V., XI., XII.
Kúpele Štós, a.s.: I., IV., V., IX,. XI., XII., XXI., XXIV., XXV.
Kúpele Horný Smokovec s.r.o.: XXV.
Kúpele Nový Smokovec, a.s.: IV., V., IX., XII.
Sanatórium Dr. Guhra n. o., Tatranská Polianka: IV., V.
TATRASAN, s.r.o., Nový Smokovec: V.
Vojenské zdravotnícke zariadenia, a.s., KL v Tatranských Zruboch: V.,
XII/1, XII/5, XII/6, XII/8, XII/10
Sanatórium Tatranská Kotlina, n. o.: V.

30. B
Legend:
NS
– Natural Spa (more than one medical facility)
B
- Balneotherapy (separate medical facility)
AB
– Ambulant balneotherapy

Thermal water
Natural healing waters are divided according to natural temperature of water directly in its
spring (under the Regulation of the Ministry of Health 100/2006 [8]) into the following
categories:
a) cold, water temperature to 20 0C,
b) thermal
1. very low thermal water, water temperature over 20 0C to 30 0C,
2. low thermal water, water temperature over 30 0C to 40 0C,
3. medium thermal water, water temperature over 40 0C to 70 0C,
4. high thermal water, water temperature over 70 0C a do 100 0C,
5. superheated thermal water, water temperature over 100 0C
Natural thermal healing waters are primary intended for medical – balneotherapeutic
purposes. The use of their energetic potential is possible only after utilizing them for curative
purposes or when the particular resources have enormous capacity. It is very difficult to
provide suitable technological conditions for conveying such water to the hydrotherapeutic
facilities. This process causes several problems related to operation of the respective system.
Incrustation of distribution pipes or wastewater pipes is among the most frequent problems.
Disposal of used mineral and thermal water is not an easy process.
Thermal groundwater not certified as healing water is usually used in recreational facilities,
agriculture, for central heating systems of agglomerations (buildings heating and warm water)
and for fish farming. The Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic approves and
specifies the amount of thermal water intended for the use and the regional authorities grant
permissions to use these resources. Geothermal energy is included in the group of
unconventional resources – alternative resources in accordance with the Power Concept of
Slovakia. Power potential of these resources represents about 4 % of the potential of primary
power resources. Natural healing and natural mineral waters with higher temperature are not
included in this amount and they are primary used for medical purposes.
Methods for the Disposal of Special Types of Water
One of the main principles of the Water Act is a disposal of wastewater and special types of
water using the methods which do not pose a risk to quality of surface water and groundwater.
For this reason legislative regulations specify the requirements for discharging wastewater and
special types of water into surface water bodies and groundwater bodies regarding the
concentration of pollutants. These regulations define the types and limit concentrations of
pollutants for surface water and groundwater and separately for water supply streams.
Composition of natural healing and natural mineral waters is determined by the quality of
geological structure – occurrence of dissolved substances and gases. Mineral content of water is
usually obtained by dissolving and leaching processes. These processes are increased by the
effect of higher temperature, higher pressures, and length of outflow paths and residence time
of water under the ground. In addition, vadose water brings several substances form the
atmosphere, mainly carbon dioxide, oxygen, sulphuric acid, nitric acid, ammonium salts, etc.
Dissolved mineral substances are usually dissociated, i.e. in a form of ions (cations and anions).
Mineral water also contains suspended solids – redissociated, forming no ions. Moreover,

mineral water contains gases such as hydrogen sulphide, methane, radon, argon, krypton,
xenon, freon, helium, etc. The composition of mineral thermal waters varies and their
concentrations are listed in literature. The most complete overview on the composition of
mineral waters in Slovakia is contained in the publication by Krahulec et al. [3]. For example,
the total mineralization of mineral waters in neogenic marine sediments of the Carpathian basin
is 35 g.l-1. Higher values of mineralization from 35 to 50 g/l are observed in waters of flysch
structures. Similarly, the mineralization of water in neogenic sediments of the Vienna Basin,
Danube Basin, Southern Slovakia Basin and Eastern Slovakia Basin moves from poorly to
strongly mineralized salt water.
The quality of discharged wastewater is characterized by the concentration of organic and
inorganic substances depending on the origin of special type of waters and amount of
wastewater discharged from the facilities. It is important to treat the water in facilities where the
concentration of the special types of water exceeds the discharge limits. Technologies used for
treatment of special types of water are technically very difficult and expensive. Therefore, it is
appropriate to minimize the amount of such water. Monitoring of flow at the discharge of used
natural healing and mineral waters serves to monitor the effect of produced pollution on surface
stream.
The following methods for the disposal of natural healing water and natural mineral water can
be considered in relation to maximum environmental protection:
 Direct discharge into receiving body. It depends on the disposal capacity of surface stream,
i.e. acceptable concentration of substances in the respective profile of surface stream. The
disposal capacity of water supply stream is lower than the disposal capacity of other surface
streams according to specified parameters of acceptable pollution concentration. Discharge of
special types of water and other thermal waters into water supply stream is limited by the water
management objectives aimed at the use of relevant water supply stream as a resource of
drinking water.
 Discharge into sewerage system. This approach is used in the localities where sewerage
system is built. Anthropogenic activity leads to discharge of large volumes of treated
wastewater into the receiving body. When mixing sewage water with special type of
wastewater, the concentration of particular pollutant parameters shall meet the limit.
 Discharge into receiving body after mixing with groundwater. Disposal of special and
thermal water using mixing with suitable type of groundwater before discharging it into surface
stream (receiving body) is applied in case the nearest water course has insufficient dilution
capacity. Thus, the surface stream has insufficient capacity to eliminate pollution concentration
through the natural purification capacity.
 Direct discharge into surface stream with higher flow. Water is conveyed from other
surface streams and reservoirs.
 Disposal using the re-injection. This process can be considered in case there is no suitable
surface stream for discharging wastewater. Re-injection of special types of water into the
original aquifer is ecologically very suitable approach. However, it is very expensive process.
 Discharge into receiving body after physical-chemical treatment. This approach includes
other methods for the disposal of special waters and other thermal waters: partial
demineralization of water using reverse osmosis, electro-dialysis, distillation, freezing, etc. [10]
Wastewater discharged from toilets of administrative buildings has the features of common
sewage water, sometimes with higher concentration of detergent. This water is treated at
conventional mechanical-biological WWTPs or urban WWTPs. When the sewage water is

mixed with special types of water it is possible to treat it in most cases at conventional
mechanical-biological WWTPs.
The certified natural healing water and natural mineral water are used in natural spas and
balneal medical facilities for inner and outer balneotherapy. In addition, this water is bottled for
consumers. Various compositions of these waters are presented in the following tables
(according to total mineralization). The label of bottled natural healing and mineral water
contains information on composition – total mineralization, cations, anions, important trace
elements, etc. The values of physical-chemical parameters for each certified resource are
included in the Decision of the Ministry of Health concerning the certification of resource and
permission to use it.
Table 3: Certified bottled mineral waters
Natural healing
water
Natural mineral
water

Total mineralization
medium, over 1000 to 5000 mg/l
high, over 5000 to10 000 mg/l

high, over 1500 to 5000 mg/l
medium, over 500 to 1 500 mg/l
low, over 50 to 500 mg/l

Locality
Brusno, Korytnica,
Sulín, Fatra I, Cígeľka
Baldovce, Budiš, Fatra II.,
Čerín, Kláštorná, Lipovce,
Nová Ľubovňa, Trenčianske
Mitice, Tornaľa, Santovka
Matúšov Prameň, Slatina
Maštinec

There are several methods of natural healing water disposal. They depend on many parameters
based on which the local environmental authorities decide on how the water will be disposed.
The temperature and total mineralization are the basic parameters used also in the table 2.
Water becomes wastewater after the use in balneotherapeutic facilities and the users are obliged
to dispose such water in accordance with the decision of the relevant environmental office. In
general, wastewater is discharged into surface streams, sewerage systems and in one locality
they are returned back to the spring.
Curative effect of this water is the basis for indicating the purpose for which the water can be
used. Categorization according to content is defined under the Regulation of the Ministry of
Health of the Slovak Republic 100/2006 establishing the requirements for natural healing
water and natural mineral water; specifications on balneological expertise; categorization of
natural healing water and natural mineral water; extent of monitoring and analyses of natural
healing water and natural mineral water and their products; and registration of the accredited
laboratory in the list of the National Committee for Spas and Health Resorts. [8]. The
facilities defined under the Decision of the National Committee for Spas and Health Resorts
on operating natural spas and health resorts are permitted to use the water for curativemedical purposes. All decisions concerning certification, permission to use natural healing
water and natural mineral water and to provide the operation of natural spas, health resorts
and bottling plants are available on the website of the Ministry of Health of the Slovak
Republic [10].

Table 4: Certified natural healing waters used in natural health resorts
Temperature
cold (to 20°C)
outer, inner balneotherapy
very low thermal (over
20°Cto 30°C)
outer balneotherapy
low thermal (over 30°C to
40°C) outer balneotherapy
medium thermal (over
40°C to 70°C)

Mineralization
medium, over 1000 to 5000
mg/l
high, over 5000 to 10 000
mg/l
very high
over 10 000 mg/l
very high,
over 5000 to 15 000mg/l
medium, over 1000 to 5000
mg/l
low,
to 1000 mg/l
medium, over 1000 to 5000
mg/l
high, over 5000 to 10 000
mg/l,

Natural health resorts
Brusno, Nimnica, Smrdáky,
Vyšné Ružbachy
Bardejovské kúpele,
Číž
Dudince
Rajecké Teplice, Trenčianske
Teplice, Sliač, Lúčky
Bojnice
Kováčová, Piešťany, Sklenné
Teplice, Turčianske Teplice
Čilistov

Conclusion
Concerning the use of thermal water for other than curative-medical purposes, the national
water authorities are obliged to use the outcomes of groundwater surveys and groundwater
quality and quantity assessment as the basis for granting permissions to use water for special
purposes (water abstraction) and for other related decisions and permits. Hydrogeological
survey and groundwater quantity (in the category B) calculation is used for investigating the
occurrence, quantity and quality of groundwater. The Decision of the Ministry of Environment
on the approval of the final hydrogeological survey report within the water legal procedure can
This requirement
be very useful for the national water authorities in making the decisions.
becomes topical especially in relation to the concentration of interests in abstraction of
groundwater in some localities of Slovakia and still more frequent conflicts of interest among
investors. Bottling of mineral and healing waters and their distribution in the market are very
important. This water is suitable nutrition supplement for daily dose of trace elements.
The use of mineral and thermal water has a long-lasting tradition in Slovakia. Much theoretical
and practical experience is gained and it can be applied to the future use of this renewable
resource. Further use mainly in agriculture, house heating, recreation and health resorts is
planned.
Despite all problems caused by the use of natural healing and mineral water resources, the
therapeutic effects of such waters is very valuable and irreplaceable. Currently there is a
revival of spa and health resorts worldwide – a man learns to use the wealth of nature and its
positive healing effects again.

The article was written with the support of the Scientific Grant Agency – project VEGA no.
1/0559/10 dealt with at the Department of Sanitary and Environmental Engineering of the
Slovak University of Technology.
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Abstract
Investment process influences an overall advancement of the property market, which
is reflected also in the proper operation of the financial sector. It is therefore necessary that
the management of investment process process must include such method as facility
management that enable substantial elimination of risks of the given process.
The article defines basic terms, the position of facility manager in an organization
structure of investment process. Stating this position makes it easier to further specify their
tasks and links onto other participants. Their early engagement in the preliminary phase of
investment process helps reduce maintenance costs and it contributes to a more efficient
administration of facility management services in the construction usage stage.
Keywords: investment process, life cycle of a building, facility management, facility
manager, project manager
1. Introduction
One of the basic desirable qualities that an organization should currently display is
that of flexibility enabling a prompt reaction to the market demands. New requirements mean
new approaches which enable a company to enter the market competition successfully.
Permanently changing environment requires that the company´s management be able to take
decisions in limited time space and ground them on true and complete information. This fast
changes of conditions in the company´s environment burden the work of the company´s
management. Decisions that the management board implements must be expeditious and
efficient. Correct decision-making requires the supply of appropriate, precise and timely
information, which may be effected by facility management as a progressive management
tool.
A facility manager is still not considered an integral participant in the investment
process (IP), even despite the fact that his timely involvement in the IP brings lower operating
costs and streamlining of facility management services in the usage phase of the building.
Therefore, his position and tasks must be defined in detail for the business sector, and thus
give guidance to better understanding and clarification of benefits resulting from involving a
facility manager in the IP.

2. Facility management
The job description of a facility manager may be very broad and derives directly from
the definition of facility management.
Facility management (FM) has many different definitions around the globe. One may
say that each country or region adapts its definition according to their wishes but, more or
less, all of these definitions represent an adaptation of the original definition by IFMA1:
Facility management is a profession that encompasses multiple disciplines to ensure
functionality of the built environment by integrating people, place, process and technology.
The goal of facility management is to strengthen those processes, trhough which
employees give best work performances at their workplaces and, ultimately, positively
contribute to the economic growth and the overall success of an organisation. (Vyskočil Štrup, 2003)
The basic purpose of facility management is to create optimal conditions for pursuing
core business of the user.
Real property users, who are the final link in the creation of values, should not be
forgotten, since they invest money into the system as a whole. In a transparent economic
system aimed at a customer, the optimum use of property is the main priority and other coactors should subordinate their interests to this fact. Now we can find out: Who is able to
determine the goal for the optimum use of property? All changes in economic terms do not
substantially affect requirements for the property, because, in fact, it is used by people whose
ergonomic, social and psychological requirements are not short-term. Are we able to precisely
define these factors? Real property should be, first of all, "human". The ambience of a real
property, its premises and functions should be arranged, so that its utilization can be multipurpose and practical. However, we can often see that the concepts of projects do not
consider these ideas, simply because they do not always represent significant construction
work. The aim of an architect is an original construction work. Therefore, architectural
elements do not always reflect the requirements for their utilization, which result in the fact
that some immovables are unsellable. For the reasons above real property should be designed
in such a way that it can be utilized long-term owing to its practicality and "human" character.
From what was mentioned above, it is evident that the problems indicated cannot be
resolved easily and promptly. Facility management is a method to solve them. (Ivanička,
2004)
FM is a method which deals with a great number of issues concerning real property; not only
administration and maintenance, but also relevant supportive activities. FM is a concept of
management which rests on three „columns“ (fig. 1): complexity, life cycle and transparency .
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Fig. 1 FM Concept
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The subject of FM is the arrangement of supportive and service activities of companies and
organizations in the best possible way fig.2. It deals, in particular, with the use of buildings,
areas, equipment, technical erquipment, and also energy consumption, the purchase of
services, provision of services by company, staff, security and other activities, which depend
on the drift of events in FM and applicable terms.
The goal of FM is to channel supportive processes in companies, considering their
organization and economy, which is aimed at effectively supported main production
programmes. It is often neglected that supportive processes, involving costs and results, play
a significant role in the management of companies and their optimisation. Company
management is not often devoted appropriate attention.
The benefits of FM are as follows:
- the reduction of production costs;
- the reduction of space demands;
- a strategic survey of costs planning;
- the utilization of premises;
- accounting specifications;
- the separation of rent and depreciation;
- the optimum use of means;
- the accurate determination of costs.
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Facility management focuses attention on a user of the building. The subject of interest
of building administration is the very building itself. A user, as a person, requires that a
building functions to his full satisfaction (both mentioned professions – building administrator
and facility manager – are identical in this). However, the subject of interest of facility
management is the comprehensive support for the background of the building’s user.
Moreover, facility management ceases to tie itself to an individual building or area and,
moreover, in corporate facility management it introduces comprehensive support to
employees across the company. (Štrup, 2008)
A facility manager must head towards efficient provision of these processes as early as
at the very start of the building’s life cycle, i.e. during this phase he must adapt his tasks,
requirements and proposals to these processes.
3. Investment process
The investment process represents a set of activities, with which a plan to invest is being
created and technically and economically refined, the construction is being prepared,
gradually implemented, the building is put into use and the final evaluation of the work is
done, or possibly also a trial period. It therefore involves a process of preparing and
implementing the new (or extending, modernising or reconstructing the existing) fixed
tangible assets of both production and non-production character. In addition to the very
investment construction, which represents building the individual construction objects and
operating sets, including their handover for use, the investment process also involves the
entire process of investor’s and supplier’s preparation of the construction.
(Petráková - Usačev, 1999)
The investment process represents a part of the building’s life cycle. The life cycle of
the building (object, its part) represents a succession of ongoing project phases from the
project idea, through its preparation, to the creation of final product (building work), its use
and end of the project (its liquidation). (Ivanička and team, 2007)
4. Position of facility manager in the investment process

Investor

Contractor

Project
manager

Architect,
designer

Facility
manager

User

Contractual relations
Non-contractual relations
Fig. 3 Organizational structure of participants in investment process
The individual participants in the investment process have their tasks and obligations
and they are bound to other participants by relations resulting from processes taking place in
the investment process.
The thick line on the picture shows contractual relation between IP participants, while
non-contractual relation is shown by thin line. Those are the following basic relations:
Contractual relations:
investor ↔ project manager – mandate contract,
investor ↔ contractor / architect, designer – contract for work,
investor ↔ user – purchase contract, rental contract,
user ↔ facility manager – mandate contract.
Non-contractual relations:
project manager ↔ contractor / architect, designer / facility manager – coordination of
processes in the project,
contractor ↔ architect, designer – author supervision,
facility manager ↔ architect, designer – comments to the project documentation,
investor ↔ facility manager – mutual consultations, participation of facility manager in
common meetings of IP participants.
The user submits comments to the project documentation to the investor or investor’s
representative, and this to the project manager. Comments may be also submitted by the
facility manager who represents the user in this process. If the investor and user is a same
person, then the mandate contract is signed between the investor (user) with the facility
manager and a contractual relation is established between them.
The relation between the investor and facility manager may be also a contractual one
in the event that the investor rents a building to the user and concludes with the facility
manager a contract for performance of administration after finalisation of the investment
process. In such case, the investor (for instance) may conclude a letter of intent with the FM
during the IP.
5. Facility manager’s tasks in the investment process
As already written in the first part of the document, a facility manager’s tasks result
from the definition of facility management. However, a facility manager must know his tasks
in the phase of building usage as early as in the preparatory phase in order to be able to
formulate his comments in detail.
Including a facility manager at the start of procurement of the construction object as
early as during preparation of the investment plan is necessary from the viewpoint of strategic
goals of an entity (procurer).

A facility manager, as a consultant, should attend the formulation of limit conditions
of the specifications for the design and project phase. A facility manager is able, on the basis
of his experience, to define the requirements for usage from the viewpoint of future basic
operating costs. He specifies the optimal functional programme of the spatial utilisation of the
building (for instance, reduction of unused areas) from the viewpoint of future users, surfaces
of certain structures (walls, floors) from the viewpoint of future maintenance, material
solutions of structures from the viewpoint of future maintenance and repairs, as well as
detailed, infrastructural and technical specifications for technical equipment of the building.
Acceptance of facility manager’s comments through their incorporation to the design and
project of a building may contribute to the efficient management of facility management
services in the usage phase of the building. (Somorová, 2006)

Role of
facility
manager

Creation of
investment plan and
project preparation

Creation of
implementation
projects

Realisation
of
construction

consulting, definition of
requirements for securing
facility management

consultations,
comments to the
project, optimisation
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inspection,
evaluation,
acquaintance
with the
building,
consultations

Official
approval
acceptance of
building, trial
operation,
operating
documentation

Tab. 1 Role of facility manager in the investment process (Rajnoha, 2006)

Based on the experience in operating similar buildings, facility managers are able to
formulate their requirements in investor – client representation.
This particularly involves:
- standard and type of technical equipment of the building,
- standard and type of interior and exterior surfaces in terms of resistance and cleanability of
surfaces,
- opinion on spatial coordination of technology equipment distributors in terms of inspection
and maintenance,
- opinion on the system for secondary measurement and control of utilities,
- opinion on building cleaning – its interior and exterior,
- opinion on possible building security,
- opinion on the operation of waste management,
- opinion on flexibility of premises,
- opinion on possible further development of the building. (Somora, 2006)
Investors as well as developer's organizations can benefit from FM as well. The
application of FM helps them construct buildings of a high practical value with low operating
costs, thereby providing high-quality projects and all services for tenants.
A complete project within FM involves the establishment of consultative teams and
the provision of detailed analyses of all activities and processes taking place in the relevant
organization. The final goal of FM is to create processes enabling staff to give an outstanding
performance and contribute to the success of the company. FM has therefore become a new
concept for companies with a new strategic approach trying to maintain long-term
development. FM is expected to simplify processes, reduce costs, focus on one's own abilities
and improve investment. Thus, the coordination of staff, workplace and processes inside an
organization can be provided.

6. Conclusion
Shortcomings in the disposition and spatial solution, material solution, technical
equipment and non-acceptance of proposals leading to more efficient implementation of
processes in the usage phase may lead to higher operating costs and more difficult provision
of comprehensive support for the user. The usage phase of the building represents a long
period, so these shortcomings will accumulate in time and negatively influence the entire
facility management of the building and the user’s background. Therefore, it is necessary to
define in detail the tasks and position of a facility manager and to accept him as a fullyfledged participant in the investment process.
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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to address the methodological process of a teaching strategy for
training project management complexity in postgraduate programs. The proposal is made up
of different methods —intuitive, comparative, deductive, case study, problem-solving ProjectBased Learning— and different activities inside and outside the classroom. This integration of
methods motivated the current use of the concept of ―
learning strategy‖. The strategy has two
phases: firstly, the integration of the competences —technical, behavioral and contextual—in
real projects; and secondly, the learning activity was oriented in upper level of knowledge, the
evaluating the complexity for projects management in real situations. Both the competences in
the learning strategy and the Project Complexity Evaluation are based on the ICB of IPMA.
The learning strategy is applied in an international Postgraduate Program —Erasmus Mundus
Master of Science— with the participation of five Universities of the European Union. This
master program is fruit of a cooperative experience from one Educative Innovation Group of
the UPM -GIE-Project-, two Research Groups of the UPM and the collaboration with other
external agents to the university. Some reflections on the experience and the main success
factors in the learning strategy were presented in the paper.
Key words: Project Management, Complexity, evaluation models, Project–Based Learning,
competence, engineering higher education.
I. Introduction
Currently, we are involved in a wide-reaching process of reflection and change oriented
toward promoting a qualitative leap in the educational model of the universities of the
European Union stemming from different agreements reached in the EU to construct a
European Higher Education Area (EHEA) to be the basis of a new knowledge-based economy
that responds to the challenges of globalization and to the complexity of the situations
(European Council, 2000; European Commission, 2003a). The Bologna Declaration
(European Commission, 1999) is particularly a key document, which marks a turning point in
the development of European higher education. It was signed by 29 countries which assume
the challenge to attain the Declaration’s objectives and, to that end, engage in coordinating
their policies.
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This new challenge demands new teaching innovation models, based on the competences and
in the aptitudes, and required new designs of the educative programs, new objectives and new
teaching and learning methods. In this challenge context, arises the concept of ―
lifelong
learning‖ (European Council, 2000; European Commission, 2001; 2003b) understood like all
learning activity undertaken throughout life with the objective to improve the knowledge, the
competences and the aptitudes with a personal, civic , social or employability dimension
(European Commission, 2000). The concept is closely linked to continuous education and
continuing professional development.
In numerous disciplines —not only techniques—specific skills and competences on the
project team are necessary for the solution of problems, and to be able to transform the ideas
into a reality. These skills and profiles of the project team need to include: the ability to work
in multidisciplinary teams, imagination and creativity, the ability to think in terms of a longterm future, the ability to stimulate dialogue, and often radical thought, amongst all
individuals involved in the process of foresight, the ability manage complex projects; the
ability to mediate diplomatically between different interest groups and stakeholders without
losing sight of the objectives of the exercise, the flexibility to adapt the process to needs
(European Commission, 2005).
Technological, economic, social, cultural and political changes define new profiles in view of
what the enterprises need from their professionals. In a society characterized by a wide range
of approaches, aspects never before considered are being discovered. To solve the enterprises’
problems, technology is not enough; rather more humanism is necessary (Llano, 1995);
therefore arises, the increasing importance of behavioral competences to manage the
complexity (Winter et al, 2006).
Teaching and learning was identified as a major theme in the international debate on rethinking project management (Cicmil et al, 2006; Winter, Smith, Morris, & Cicmil, 2006).
Understanding the student experience will enable institutions of learning to address pedagogic
and education factors within project management more effectively in the future (Ojiako et al,
2011). Institutions for Project management education and the universities are increasingly
facing new challenges brought on by a number of major disruptive drivers and
methodological changes, with approaches focus on developing behavioral competences
(European Commission, 2005). It’s for that reason that the professional competences —
aptitudes and abilities— according to the demand of the society, constitute a key aspect for
the design of all education programs.
1.1. Competences for project management complexity
Competence is an amplification of the concept of ability and qualification resulting from the
rapid technical evolution in the organization of work and planning activities (Grootings,
1994). The competence of professional action (Delcourt, 1999) is thus the sum of the
competences essential to carrying out a professional task well (Echevarria, 2002). In the
international tendencies in Project management, the competence development approaches is
seen as a key element and include concepts like benchmarking, maturity, certification, and
learning and knowledge management (Winter et al, 2006).
Project management researches (Turner, 1996) have put more emphasis on the rational
models –―
hard systems‖ models— focused on the technical project dimension, especially in
the planning and the control (Morris, 2002; Checkland, 1989; Winch, 2004; Yeo, 1993).
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Other researches prove the importance of social sciences in the models of projects
management, integrating the behavioral competences of the organizations (Hodgson, 2002;
Cazorla et al, 2010; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Galbraith, 1973; Winch, 2004; Cicmil &
Marshall, 2005; Cooke-Davies, 2004; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967; Hodgson, 2002; Gareis,
2010). In addition, other research recognizes the importance of the models of projects
management integrate the contextual competences to consider the exogenous factors that
influence in the projects (Stinchcombe & Heimer, 1985; Morris & Hough, 1987; Miller &
Lessard, 2001; Flyvbjerg, 2002; Morris & Pinto, 2004; Davies & Hobday, 2005).
On the other hand, the importance of complexity to the project management process is widely
acknowledged in the international literature by diverse reasons (Baccarini, 1996): to helps
determine planning, coordination and control requirements (Bubshait & Selen, 1995); project
complexity hinders the clear identification of goals and objectives of major projects (Morris &
Hough, 1987); complexity is an important criteria in the selection of an appropriate project
organizational form (Bennett, 1991); project complexity influences the selection of project
inputs (Baccarini, 1996); complexity is frequently used as a criteria in the selection of a
suitable project procurement arrangement (CIOB, 1991); complexity affects the project
objectives of time, cost and quality (Bennett & Fine, 1980). In the case of sustainable rural
development projects, the numerous socials interactions (Cazorla et al, 2005) and the
complexity of the social networks (Butts, 2001), its usually cause of difficult and complex
situations.
1.2. Social dimension of complexity in project management
Faced with the evidence, the new contexts required training project management professionals
will be more competent at handling complex situations. According to Winter et al (Winter et
al 2006) «we need to develop new models and theories which recognize and illuminate the
complexity of projects – new ontologies and epistemologies – which extend and enrich our
understanding of the actual reality of projects and project management practice».
As previously mentioned, this need requires reconsidering the project cycle from a more
social and human perspective (Linehan & Kavanagh, 2004; Hodgson & Cicmil, 2006).
Definitively, in that moment of deep changes like we are, and due to the complexity of the
situations, the projects management´s role for the next years should be including a strong
social component. The technical and isolated work from a design consultancy outside the
reality should be substitute by multidisciplinary team´s project with the ability addressing
complex cross-cutting social issues as members of different professional and occupational
groups, and with the ability manage complex situations from different points of view (Cazorla
et al, 2010). This social and multidisciplinary perspective, demands leadership models (UhlBien et al, 2007; Müller & Turner, 2010) aligned with the personal values (Selznick, 1957)
and with the role of project management (López et al, 2009). This required increasing the
ethical dimension that includes the conducts and the moral behaviors of the professionals and
the interested parties (IPMA, 2010).
This paper presents the fundaments of a cooperative teaching methodology which integrate
the competences of project management —according to the Internacional Project
Management Association IPMA—, the scientific foundations of Project-Based Learning and
the complexity framework for performance based competency standards for Global Project
Managers (GAPPS, 2007). The methodology is developed —like an innovative pilot
experience— and covers both undergraduate and graduate levels, an entire educational
strategy completely adapted to EHEA.
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II. Research methodology
The results of this research are based on the implementation of one strategy for the
competence development of the people, through a Educational Innovation Program (EIP).
This strategy its part of the adaptation process to the EHEA in the UPM University. In the
previous context of change, the EIP has its origins in the policies adopted by the UPM to
promote, from Educational innovation, the teaching restructuring of university education as a
strategic line of action of all the Technical Colleges of the Technical University of Madrid
(UPM, 2006). For this restructuring, the Technical University of Madrid, within the General
Education Quality Project, decides as the main line of action, the promotion and subsequent
acknowledgement of ―
Educational Innovation Groups‖. This body is established as an
original investment in the current university scene. Within this framework the Government
Council of the UPM approved in May 2005 the Institutional Quality Programme in which the
first pilot announcement of Educational Innovation Projects was included in the
Educational Innovation Programme. After this announcement, the EIG-Project is approved as
a group set up by people that show a career, experience, training and a future project of
sufficient consistency, specifically in the fields of engineering and project management. EIGProject starts with the main objective of conceiving a new teaching dimension around Projects
as educational elements suitable to generate an early professional experience and training
from competences.
In this framework, EIG-Project use the Project-Based Learning (PBL) (Gijselaers, 1996;
Johnson, 1999; Padmanadhan & Katti, 2002; Chinnowsky et al, 2006; De los Ríos et al,
2010), as the most powerful method to obtain an effective competency-based teaching
(Mulcahy, 2000; Parsons et al, 2005; Kelly, 2007). Following the trends in psychology of
knowledge, PBL is grounded in the belief that humans construct new knowledge over a base
of what we already know (Gijselaers, 1996) and of what we have experienced, which we
make available through active participation and interaction with others.
In order to obtain the strategic objective to develop the competences from the perspective of
the international standard (GAPPS, 2007), the EIP has different phases: the Educational
Innovation Projects. These EI Projects may be renewed annually subject to satisfactory
progress and his results. The renovation requires the evaluation of the projects EIP, on the part
of an independent Advisory Committee, incorporating processes of learning with the
application of participative techniques. The judicious use of an external advisory committee,
composed of consultants from outside the program EIP and as part of a participatory learning
process (Whyte, 1991; Patton, 1997), its needed for a renovation project and can be helpful in
providing independent program evaluation.
This EIP approach has also enabled achieve the following objectives: a) making knowledge
and experience of those involved the main source of information for program management
(Argyris & Schön, 1978; Turner et al, 1996) (Nikolaou et al, 2007); b) encourage the learning
of all actors (Rondinelli, 1993; Preskill & Torres, 1999); c) focus changes from the
beneficiaries of the actions viewpoint (Korten, 1980; Uphoff, 1990; Hughes, 2007; Nieminen
& Lehtonen, 2008). The following scheme (Figure 1) shows to the process followed in the
EIP implementation according to the programs management phases: (Pellegrinelli, 1997): (1)
Initiation, (2) Definition and Planning, (3) Projects Delivery and (4) Renewal, (5) dissolution.
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Figure 1. Phases of the Programme of Educational Innovation. GESPLAN-UPM
The EIP main characters fall into two recognized and regulated work structures in the UPM:
Educational Innovation Group (GIE-Project) and a Group I + D + i (GESPLAN). On the one
hand, GIE-Project, has as main goal the development of individuals skills, from the ProjectBased Learning PBL -Thesis and Master Thesis Project- like an appropriate educational tool
to generate professional advance experience strengthening cooperative learning (Bartkus,
2001; Hackett et al, 1998) and gradually address the IPMA project management competence
elements (De los Ríos et al, 2008). Moreover, the Research Group on Planning and
Sustainable Management of Local Rural Development (GESPLAN), develops lines of
research applied in the context of Planning and Management Project of Local Rural
Development, which complements the teach work and extends postgraduate studies.
Many teachers and researchers involved in the Programme of Educational Innovation belong
to both structures, facilitating the teaching-research integration within a learning strategy
around the Project Management Competences (De los Ríos et al, 2010). This methodology
integrates teaching and research in a four levels scheme, giving to students a gradual and
growing formation in the competence fields. The process begins at the undergraduate level
courses in Project 4thand 5th year - developed from (PBL), to end of subject projects. As
training goes this way, it increases the activities complexity, to graduate level: Erasmus
Mundus International Master- REG IPMA ( IPMA Registed Educational Programme)- and
doctoral linked to a Master of research officially recognized. Since 2006 the strategy is
complemented by a graduate seminar "Project Management‖ in collaboration with projects
engineering companies and supported by the Spanish Association of Project Engineering
(AEIPRO). While in level grade gain more weight the technical competence twenty elements
(IPMA, 2010) essentials for project management, at the graduate level is more intensely
considered the competence contextual and behavior elements, and also increase the
complexity of the activities.
The PIE has a variety of educational methods: intuitive, comparative, deductive, case studies,
problem solving and various activities like, group activities, cooperative learning, both inside
and outside the classroom, tutoring virtual and presence, project exhibitions, competition
project teams, etc.-, spanning from undergraduate and graduate levels. All these activities are
part of the Project-Based Learning fundamentals (Gijselaers, 1996; Johnson, 1999;
Padmanadhan & Katti, 2002; Chinnowsky et al, 2006; De los Ríos, et al., 2010) as the best
means to achieve effective competency-based education (Mulcahy, 2000; Parsons et al, 2005;
Kelly, 2007) integrating knowledge, skills and values.
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2.1. Educational Innovation Strategy
Figure 2 shows all the actors involved and the basic work methodology to implement projects
with students. First, the planning team- GESPLAN -is situated on an intermediate position
between the project client -Technical team of the General Directorate of Rural Development
from the Community of Madrid, and the project beneficiaries - population living in rural
areas. Secondly, students are inserted into this framework to participate in a learning process
and solve real problems in a team project. During this process the students are enriched with
external knowledge extracted from the direct contact with various people with whom they
interact. The participation of local people in the process of project formulation and adequacy
of policies plans for local and rural development programs in Madrid are fundamental criteria
for these projects. These relationships and complementary information, allow students to
enrich their knowledge base to build up new knowledge. The innovation strategy extends to
postgraduate education, including other actors- national and international- to be coordinated
and tutored by teachers from GESPLAN Group (De los Ríos et al, 2010).
Business & Companies
Administrations
Public and private

Needs, Problems
and Opportunities

Cooperation agreement
Profesional experience & projects

Project ideas
Terms of Reference

Research
GESPLAN

University
Research &
Teaching

Teaching
Innovation
GIE-Project

Educational Innovation Programme
GRADUATE STUDIES:
• Project subject
• final year project

Project-Based
Learning

POSTGRADUATE STUDIES:
• Master Erasmus Mundus. REP-IPMA
• Final year Project & Master Thesis
• Expert Seminars IPMA

STAR. Case study
CIFTER factors
Complexity Factors

Methodologies
Professional‘
Tutorial

Findings &
Learning

Figure 2. Educational strategy within Educational Innovation Project (PIE)
2.2. Undergraduate activities: Project-Based Learning
At the graduate level, educational activities are based in PBL method. At this level the
methodology of learning consists that students in small groups, planning, design and evaluate
a project that meets real needs for a real client – private or public- coordinated by teachers of
Projects lecture. In this process of approximation to reality group activities and interactive
workshops are made in class for the course project using active methods (Johnson, 1999) to
get the direct involvement of students, similar to a real professional project. In these sessions
the teacher acts as counselor for the tasks performed by the students and the learning incentive
for active absorption of knowledge. The active method of learning by doing (Hackett et al,
1998; Johnson, 1999; Bartkus, 2001;) is presented in the area of project management with
particular relevance, with a huge potential for originality and creativity development that can
be fully assembled with the scientific and technical knowledge. At the end of the lecture
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period, different groups of students must present and defend their projects with teachers and
managers involved.
In this learning process activities are integrated to the knowledge development of 46
competence elements necessary for project management and problem solving. Although there
is more relevance for technical competence (IPMA, 2010) essential for project management,
there are also considered some of contextual and behavioral competence elements. During this
activity, which have been defined as "early professional experience" (Cazorla & De los Rios,
1998) is part of the idea of learning by doing, learn from reality and extract from there
adequate knowledge. Participation in projects with real content, which respond to real needs,
gives students the opportunity to leave the classroom, get in contact with external agents to
solve real problems. This characteristic is a dynamic element for the educational process
where students learn to see how organizations-projects customers (De los Rios et al, 2010).
Learning respond to a logical structure according to the methodology phases for formulating
and evaluating projects (Figure 3). The development of the Projects lectures is basically a
learning process designed to teach methodologies, which have an organic process where
phases and concepts are linked to each other. This logical process follows the following
phases (De los Rios et al, 2008).

PROJECT FORMULATION

State
ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSIS

of the competence
elements

PROJECT DESIGN

Tasks &
Actions

PROJECT EVALUATION

Results

PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

Results
Communications

Figure 3: Project Phases course with the PBL approach
On the preparation stage for the formulation of project (1) the task force are set, terms of
reference are drawn up and work plan prepared. Subsequently, the analysis and diagnosis
phase (2) students role play the different aspects of the specific situation of the project team.
During this phase, students receive training in research techniques and analysis for the
collection and examination of data (analysis) and qualitative and quantitative identify the
main causes of the situation (diagnosis). At the end of this phase, all teams must identify
possible proposals to improve the current situation and to answer the question "has been
understood what needs to be done in the project situation?
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Taking as reference conclusions drawn during the analysis and diagnosis phase, teams
proceed to the project design phase (3) for a more detailed and precise elaboration of the
project to develop an investment proposal. During this phase, students receive training in
design and planning tools in order to address the technical specifications of the project
components. Although the specific level of detail depends on the nature of the project, all
teams should proceed with emphasis on verifying systems, products and technologies
viability. They must also define the project organization structure, its time programming,
resources management, and estimate costs and benefits. The main question that teams must
meet at the end of this phase is ¿are we sure know how to make the project work?.
After completing and documenting the previous phase, multicriteria assessment (4) examine
the effects and impacts that the project could generate when implemented. Results of this
phase should guide the technological, economic, financial, social and environmental viability
of the project. During this phase, the following elements of competence are specifically
addressed: resources, cost and finance, business, safety and environment and ethics. Final
phase is project documentation (5), where deliverables and final report are integrated.
Synthesis capability is critical to knowing how to communicate properly, to teachers, external
stakeholders and colleagues the relevant information, and issue an opinion on the project.
2.3. Activity at the graduate level: STAR method
At postgraduate level students tend to have a higher general knowledge of all competence
elements, and are trained on more complex activities and learning level. At this level
educational activities and instruments used have two phases: a) STAR method using the case
method, b) cooperative learning with the instrument CIFTER.
Graduate level Stage 1: STAR Method
On a first phase, within the lectures of Design and Project Management, the case method is
used as a learning tool to consider on a particular experience. The structure of the cases
follows the method named STAR, used by AEIPRO in the process of competence
certification of IPMA (AEIPRO, 2009). Using this method, the analysis of the IPMA
competence elements is implemented in a real case, considering the following steps: a)
describe a project situation (S) in relation to the competence elements, b) indicate the tasks
(T) and specify the activities (A) proposed to be done in that situation, and d) specify the
possible results (R) to achieve to improve the situation. By using this process, at this first
phase on the graduate level, it is intended to train students on two main aspects: thinking
about implementing a project report by integrating IPMA competences, and master how to
communicate the interaction among competence elements.
Graduate level Stage 2: CIFTER.
Within the same educational program, and on a second phase, students perform a series of
cooperative learning activities (Johnson, 1999) to assess the complexity of the project using
the instrument CIFTER -Crawford-Ishikura Factor Table for Evaluating Roles- under concept
of the Global Alliance for Project Performance Standards (GAPPS, 2007). In these sessions,
same projects that have been considered in the first phase using the STAR method are
analyzed, so that students already have prior knowledge and results to assess the complexity.
In addition to cooperative learning among team members, in the sessions comparisons and
conclusions are drawed jointly, to promote the interdependence of group learning.
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According Crawford-Ishikura Factor Table for Evaluating Roles (CIFTER) there are seven
CIFTER Factors which together define a project's management complexity. The CIFTER
identifies seven factors that affect the complexity of a project management: (1) overall
stability of the project context, (2) number of distinct disciplines, methods, approaches or
involved in performing the project, (3) magnitude of legal, social, or environmental
implications from performing the project, (4) overall expected financial impact (positive or
negative) on the project's stakeholders; (5) strategic importance of the project for the
organisation or involved organisations (6) stakeholder cohesion regarding the characteristics
of the product of the project; (7) number and variety of interfaces between the project and
other organisational entities (GAPPS, 2007). Each factor is rated from 1 to 4 using a
qualitative point scale, and the factors are totaled complexity management to produce a rating
for the project.
In addition to knowing, understanding and analyzing the CIFTER´s factors activities are
carried out using the guidelines for the evaluation of the complexity in projects according
AEIPRO, considering new approaches and complementary concepts (Table 1) (IPMA, 2008).
Criteria
1. Objective, Performance Assessment
Mandate and purpose
Conflicting objectives
Transparency in the mandates and
objectives
objectives Interdependence
2. Stakeholders Integration
Interested parties, pressure groups
Categories of stakeholders
Interrelationships of the stakeholders
Interests of stakeholders
3. Social and cultural context
Contextual Diversity
Cultural variety
Geographical distance
Social Outreach
4. Innovation Degree
Technological innovation degree
Need for creativity
Development field
Public importance
5. Project structure and coordination
Structures to be coordinated
Coordination requirements
Structuring phase
Informing
6. Project Organization
Number of subordinates
Team Structure
Leadership style
Decision-making processes
7. Leadership, teamwork, decisions
Number of subordinates
Team Structure
Leadership style
Decision-making processes

High Complexity
Very high (4)

Low Complexitu
High(3)

Mandate and purpose
Conflicting objectives
Transparency in the mandates and objectives
Interdependency of objectives
Numerous parties
Many different stakeholders
Unknown relationships
divergent interests
diverse
multicultural, unknown
distant, spread
broad, demanding
unknown technology
innovative approach
broad
broad public interest

low (2)

very low (1)
defined, obvious
little conflict
quite transparent
quite independent
low-dimensional

few stakeholders
few standard categories
few and known relationships
low potential opportunities
homogeneous
uniform, well known
close, concentrated
small, easy to handle
known and proven technology
iterative approach
limited
low public interest

numerous structures
demanding and elaborate
overlapping, simultaneous
multidimensional, comprehensive

few structures
simple, direct
sequential
one-dimensional, common

many
indirect, demanding, multiple
multidimensional matrix structure
intensive mutual relations

few
Direct, non-demanding, even
unidimensional, simple
few relationships

Many , wide area control
dynamic team structure
adaptive, variable
many important decisions

Few, small control field
static team structure
constant and uniform
few important decisions
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8. Resources, including finance
Availability of personnel, material, etc.
Financial Resources
Capital Investment
Staff number and diversity
9. Risks and opportunities
Predictability of risks and opportunities
Probability of relevant risk impact
Potential Opportunities
Risk minimization options
10. Tools and techniques
Methods and tools Variety
Standards applications
Assistance availability
Management Proportion

imprecise, changing
many investors and types of resources
large
high

available, known
an investor and a few types of
resources low
low

low, uncertain
potential high risk, high impact
limited options for action
huge opportunities potential

high, pretty sure
low potential risk, low impact
many options for action
low potential opportunities

many, multiple
few common standards applicable
No assistance available
high percentage

few, simple
applicable common standards
much assistance available
low percentage

Table 1: The CIFTER´s factors
III. Findings and results: Implementation of the model to MIDRL

This section describes the model application in the specific case of international competition
on "Project Management of Local Rural Development" as the competences system of IPMA.
This application is made in the Master-Local Rural Development Project Management Agris
Mundus, 60 ECTS, which is inserted since 2005 in EEES like Erasmus Mundus Master of
Science of the EU. In addition to the UPM, INFODAL and the Higher Council for Scientific
Research (CSCI), take part in the Program Projects Companies -IDOM and EPTISA
international- and five universities of the European Union -CNEARC Agropolis Montpellier
(France), Wageningen University and Research Centre (Holland), University of Copenhagen
KVL (Denmark), University of Cork (Ireland), University of Catania (Italy)-. The Program
international dimension is reinforced for two reasons: first for being part of the International
Association NATURA "European Network of Agricultural" related to rural development
projects. Moreover, since 2006, the program reinforces its size internationally through the
"Action 3" of the Erasmus Mundus- establishing a partnership with 8 higher education centers
from third countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America. This action results in a greater
openness to the world, strengthening its global presence and establishing partnerships with
higher education institutions in third countries. Such partnerships encourage students and
academics external mobility making the AgrisMundus Sustainable Development Alliance.
Later, after four years of refinement to the integration of IPMA competences, the programme
is presented for verification at the end of 2008, and mid 2009 the programme gets its
Registration of Competence Development Programmes. This international program is inserted
since 2005 in an UPM Educational Innovation Program (EIP) as a reference point of new
perspective for developing competencies, according to IPMA-NCB, for project management
teaching in engineering higher education (De los Ríos-Carmenado, I.; Ortiz, I.; Díaz-Puente,
J., 2009). This model is applied from the two structures above —Educational Innovation
Groups and R+D+i— recognized and supported by UPM, incorporating teachers and
researchers. In order to facilitate and to make viable the process of establishment of the
model, among the coordinators of the teams of the PIE, there are Managers and Assistant
Managers of the Colleges, as members of the Academic Committees of the new Degree and
Postgraduate qualifications to the ESHE, as well as with members of the Educational
Innovation Committee of the UPM responsible for supporting new educational methodologies
based on competences and aptitudes. The figures show moments of one of the workshops, as
a mean for integration of the IPMA competences within the framework of the ESHE
establishment process (De los Ríos et al, 2010).
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Figure 4: Expert-Multidisciplinary Workshop on concepts of the IPMA model
3.1. Objectives and programme features
The overall objective of the program is designed to validate the individuals’ competences in
their knowledge, experience and attitudes to the Project Management and Rural Development
Programs-Local within the standards of the International Project Management Association
(IPMA). The program features stem from the criteria of the Erasmus Mundus Programmes. It
is therefore a cooperation and mobility programme in higher education, with the aim of
improving the quality of European higher education and promotes intercultural understanding
through cooperation with third countries. With Erasmus Mundus Programme is strengthened
European cooperation and international links in higher education in the field of Project
Management and Rural Development Programs-Local. The MIDR-AM is a master
programme open to any professional interested in the management of development projects,
which is inserted into the international arena.
From the academics years 2004-05 to 2009-10, 137 students from 29 different countries have
been trained with very diverse training (Figure 5). In the program, in addition to UPM,
INFODAL and the Higher Council for Scientific Research (CSCI), are involved five other
universities in the European Union and eight universities from outside the European Union,
Africa, Asia and Latin America.

Figure 5: Masters’ Workshop with Dr. Hans Knoepfel
The PBL methodology has evolved through collaboration agreements between UPM and
public and private institutions for the implementation of integrated rural development-local
projects. These cooperation agreements have been the basis for consolidating an approach to
Project-Based Learning (PBL) that has developed to adapt the methodological issues in
teaching to real problems. The MIDRL program's learning activities begin with an activity of
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competences self-assessment (AEIPRO, 2009) by students, using the same questionnaire as
requested in the IPMA certification process. This activity information is a key concept to
guide the development of learning activities. The following charts show the competence
average performance at the start of graduate school. The data show the value, -between 1 and
4- of the knowledge and experience to each of the elements of contextual and technical
competences. The results correspond to the logic of the developed methodological strategy, as
the grade level activities focus on developing more technical competences (IPMA, 2010),
essential for project management. Graduate levels, is considered more intense learning
activities to develop contextual and behavioural competences, also increasing the complexity
of the tasks. For technical competences, many of the elements, -teamwork, problem solving,
communication, cost and funding, resources, information and documentation, project
organization-, are above average. However there are still many elements that require greater
learning.
3,5

3,0
2,5

2,0
1,5

1,0

CONOIMIENTO

EXPERIENCIA

PROMEDIO

0,5

0,0

Figure 6: Assessment results of the technical competences at the beginning of MIDRL
In assessing contextual competences at the beginning of the program (Figure 6), only the
security, hygiene and environment elements is above average, the rest of the competences are
below. These contextual and behavioural elements, although there was an understanding of
them, are regarded with greater intensity during the graduate level.
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Figure 7: Self-assessment results of the contextual competence at the beginning of MIDRL
As for the problems encountered during this self-assessment phase, perhaps the most
important are the students’ difficulties to reflect on their own knowledge and experience. This
activity has required a gradual effort to sensitize all teachers to see the need of change in the
systems approach to evaluation, - competences assessment rather than knowledge- by the
adaptation exigencies to the EHEA. Generally we can say that there are still some difficulties
in incorporating assessment competence systems in the training programs.
3.2 Experience after using the STAR method of this case from the IPMA competences
Through cases studies it examines the interactions of a large number of the NCB competence
elements (AEIPRO, 2009). The experience so far tested with cases studies, following the PBL
approach and STAR methodology, is ideally suited for students to link the technical and
contextual elements to the rural development projects area, with the productive sector needs
and the real problems at rural areas. From this formative point of view, personal competences
also develop such as, teamwork, communication, leadership, commitment and motivation,
self-control, self-confidence, openness, creativity, results orientation, efficiency, consultation,
assessment values, adaptability and innovation in problem solving (De los Ríos et al, 2010).
Actual cases are chosen so that, there are situations to improve, from which competence
elements are identifies, tasks arise and extracted relations between competence elements from
three dimensions (technical, contextual and behavioural). The case used to analyse the
complexity in the development projects management is the Leader Project, on which students
are familiar with the conceptual basis and have previously visited some of the results during
the field trip. The event takes place in two different contexts, Spain and Mexico, on the same
conceptual complexity framework of the rural development projects. The project objectives
focus on the Leader Programme implementation as an experimental form of addressing rural
development, based on a territorial approach, creation of new local participative government
structures and a decentralized management (Cazorla et al, 2005). The figure 8 show two
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conceptual frameworks developed by a students’ group, representing, according to the
evolution case information of a competence elements series applying the STAR methodology.

Figure 8: Conceptual maps of a students’ group
From an initial situation with significant gaps in the "permanent organization" element, -there
was no local organization to projects management, lack of participation for endogenous
development and centralized the project decision-making- identifies a number of tasks and
actions under the project, -leaders identification in the area, forming Local Action Groups,
way of teamwork normalization, public-private links-, which provide a range of results (R)
that can verify and quantify -the territory operating agents are represented and carried out a
collective strategy to have people with decision-making to manage the budget (GAL),
companies start-ups that affect the endogenous development, decentralized project
management, etc. . -. Other competence elements which, in this case, are analysed and
represented are: creativity, consultation, teamwork, cost and funding, monitoring and
reporting.
In a second phase, inside the same Masters subject —Demonstration and Development
Project Management—, as a specialized workshop, students complete a new cooperative
learning process aimed to deepen the complexity of project management. For this activity,
students use two instruments, the same case study previously discussed –Leader Project, and
CIFTER –Crawford-Ishikura Factor Table for Evaluating Roles (GAPPS, 2007)—. These
instruments are made in work teams with cooperative learning (Hackett et al, 1998). With the
results, each team prepares a report that is communicated orally and is the basis for the
discussion of learning, joint discussions and exchanges. A comparison of team performance,
increases learning, establishing interdependencies between results and conclusions jointly
developed, which affect the development of personal skills (Bartkus, 2001). The graph and
table show the results of the evaluations of two projects for each team, according to the
factors considered in the complexity evaluation.
Case nº1
Leader Project Madrid
Complexity Evaluation Factors
C1. Objectives, outcomes
C2. Stakeholders, integration
C3. Socio cultural Context
C4. Innovation Grade
C5. Project structure, coordination needed

G1 G2 G3

Average

Case nº2
Leader Project Mexico
G1 G2 G3

Average

2

3

2

2,33

2

3

2

2,33

3

3

3

3,00

4

4

3

3,67

2

2

2

2,00

4

4

3

3,67

3

4

3

3,33

4

3

3

3,33

3

3

2

2,67

4

3

4

3,67
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C6. Project organization
C7. Leadership, work team, decisions making
C8. Resources
C9. Risk and opportunities
C10. Methods, tools and management techniques

3

4

3

3,33

4

4

3

3,67

3

3

3

3,00

4

4

3

3,67

2

3

2

2,33

3

3

3

3,00

3

2

1

2,00

4

3

2

3,00

3

3

2

2,67

3

2

3

2,67

27

30

23

26,67

36

33

29

32,66

Note: very high (4), high (3), low (2), very low (1)
Table 2: Assessments results of the project complexity by each team

There highlights similarities in the team results. With regard to objective and outcome criteria
(C1), the teams argue that the complexity of both projects is similar and is motivated by the
interdependence between objectives: The aim of the GAL partnership formation is essential to
achieve other objectives and results of regional programs. In addition to interdependence,
teams believe that in both cases the goals are broad and multidimensional, to achieve an
integrated approach to development: economic, physical capital, human capital and social
capital development.
Factor in the case of stakeholders, integration (C2) factor, all teams considered high (3)
complexity in the Madrid case, arguing that stakeholders are numerous and from different
categories, the European Union, the National Government, the Madrid regional government,
local governments and the private sector in the form of bonded Local Action Group. In the
project Leader case in Mexico this factor increases the complexity (3.67), arguing the groups
that relations between the parties were less familiar with divergent interests at the project
beginning and the pressure groups existence against targets thereof. On this point, some
reports quotes of learning teams of students are:
"Stakeholders are very numerous and from different categories. An important part is
the GAL, the affected population formalization participation".
"At the beginning of the programme implementation, municipalities' interests were
divergent on the model application."
Another similar result by groups is socio-cultural context assessing (C3). All groups agreed
that according to this factor the Madrid project has a lower complexity (2), that of Mexico.
The scope of the Mexico project is dispersed in five municipalities in the states of San Luis
Potosi, State of Mexico and Veracruz. All teams agree that context diversity -territorial,
social, ecological and political-, multiculturalism, geographic dispersion and social broad
scope are aspects that affect the shares complexity. In the project areas different biogeographical means are located -semiarid, highland, tropical forest evergreen- with different
production systems and social ownership extension -from ejidos in the jungle, even ejidos in
semi-arid zones. Moreover, the geographical distance between project teams is another area
highlighted by all groups for their impact on complexity.
"Within the socio-cultural context, there are criteria that show high complexity, such
as the social scope of the project, which is very broad."
Regarding the innovation grade (C4), all teams agree in assessing both projects with high
complexity (3.33). The reasons they argue, that the actions were aimed at finding new
solutions to rural problems, promoting the diversification and multi-sectoral and multifunctional links. All teams emphasize that the main difficulty, for its innovation, has focused
on the processes and actions to consolidate the GAL, and new structures to manage projects.
Creativity in the territories has been the basis for implementing rural innovation projects
promoting new exploitation forms of resources and offering new products, -tourism, cultural
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and environmental tourism- reinforcing local identity. These actions have required
technological innovations in relation to the recovery of local products, business creation and
enhancement environmental heritage. Summaries from the reports are:
"The introduction of new working methods and constructing criteria for a endogenous
development model, implies that the project development, the director and his team
face the need to maintain an continues innovative approach"
"Consider that the project has a high impact of public interest because the matter it
develops."
About the factor analysis, project structure (C5), the teams agree in evaluate the Madrid
project with medium complexity (2.67), while Mexico's case is evaluated as very high (3.67).
The main arguments to assess the complexity are: the need for coordination between distant
groups, between Spain and Mexico, and the new structures form need (GAL) on new concepts
are to be coordinated. Furthermore, in the Mexico case, it has many multidimensional
overlapping actions, from the formation of local structures for self-management, legalization
of civil associations, skills acquisition processes and skills development for project
management.
"The structures that must be coordinated are numerous, there are also many
stakeholders involved, which increases the complexity"
Project organization (C6) is rated with a high complexity (3.33) in the Madrid case, and very
high (3.67) in Mexico. The main arguments of this assessment are need for numerous teams
in positions and responsibilities -in each of the GAL-, different structures and multiple
decision-making processes. In the Mexico case, GAL was made -and local organizations for
the projects management-, by different actors in the territory, - community representatives,
city officers, City Councils, Municipal Councils for Sustainable Development, companieswith different interests and relationships. Each of these organizations defines their own
distribution system of legal powers, its administrative rules, governance framework and
management system.
Some quotes from the students learning teams reports are:
"The local action groups are regarded as subordinate in this case, raising enough the
complexity degree, increasing the number of people, in unknown preparation, training
or inclination"
"The structure team is multiple, no direct, so it becomes the project more complex”
"The style leadership is clearly multidimensional, although some basic guidelines are
developed, then have to generate multiple decision nodes in the other institutions and
groups involved."
The leadership, teamwork and making factor (C7), also is measured with high complexity
(3) in the Madrid case, and very high (3.67) in Mexico. In this case, indicate that learning
from the program direction promotes a leadership style that respects the specificities of each
GAL Governing Body in different areas, to achieve expression of the Association will to
integrate all actors’ partnership. These scenarios generate different teams and processes for
decision making project. Some quotes from the students learning teams reports of are:
"The project forms part of rural development under a prism participatory and social
learning. This implies an increase in the teamwork complexity between the various
parties involved. Moreover, the idea behind the concept of partnership -translated
Local Action Group- to build an alliance or association related to a common
commitment to teamwork, make this factor has a high complexity."
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"In relation to decision making, identify complex interrelationships that increase the
complexity of project management."
Regarding the resources factor (C8), it is noteworthy that the financial resources in the Leader
model are oriented to find a local management, since the decisions decentralization and
partnership local presence (Cazorla et al., 2005). In the Madrid case, to be EU funds managed
from the GAL, the complexity is rated as low (2.33), while is a consensus that Mexico
increases the complexity (3): - funding resources for GAL projects must be achieved
according to the allocation policies of each state. The availability of partners private resources
must be managed with the project development companies in different ways, generating
inaccurate and changes in their availability. The human resources availability -staffing
requirements for the GAL operation- has a greater complexity in the Mexico case for the
experience lack and diversity of contexts. In both cases, Madrid and Mexico, the GAL have a
management team, -with an average size of 20 members-, with the main function of providing
technical support to projects developers, prepare records and reports and monitor projects
formulated from the organizations.
"While crews and technicians involved are permanent with a known configuration, the
existence of a wide range of staff and the pursuit of public-private financing brings a
complexity to the process."
Regarding the risks and opportunities factor: (C9) the complexity is rated low (2) in Madrid
and high (3) in Mexico. After these years the implementing results of the Project Leader in
Mexico, validate a new approach to management development based on social learning, and
open opportunities to promote participatory processes. The novel notion of local action
groups in Mexico, it is viewed as an great potential element for joint programs-rural
development projects and building local capacity for genuine endogenous development. Some
quotes from the students learning teams reports are:
"The risks in this project can be identified by the following: a) high number of parties
involved and interested; b) The interrelationship and interdependence between the
various parties, c) wide range of projects and action areas'
"With the model, there is an opportunity to change the way we manage rural
development projects in Mexico and begin to develop the necessary methodologies to
achieve the new policies and rural development programs success."
Finally, regarding the methods, tools and management techniques (C10) the complexity is
rated as medium-high (2.67). To facilitate coordination applied standards regarding how to
manage the projects, followed. The GAL formation in Mexico has parallel developed with
different methods and processes for acquiring skills and developing competences in project
management; -Doctoral Program combined GESPLAN UPM-CP Planning and Project
Management for Sustainable Development (2003-2010), Thematic Network on Professional
Competencies for Participatory Development (2008-2010), IPMA LACC Project Plan
Membership and Certification-, which has increased complexity. The availability of have
technical assistance in the international aid context from the Spanish Agency for International
Development (AECID), between years 2005-2010, is an added element which increases the
complexity. Some quotes from the learning teams’ students reports are:
"The management methods and tools are new to the concerned region. These tools for
applying social learning model and partnerships creation, add an extra complexity in
the project development you need to know to handle by the project manager."
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The table 3 summarizes the assessment results of knowledge acquired by students after
learning methodology.
TECHNICAL COMPETENCES
No knowledge
Some basic knowledge
Average knowledge
A good knowledge
BEHAVIOURAL COMPETENCES
No knowledge
Some basic knowledge
Average knowledge
A good knowledge
CONTEXTUAL COMPETENCES
No knowledge
Some basic knowledge
Average knowledge
A good knowledge

INITIAL
18%
42%
26%
14%

Level of knowledge
FINAL
VARIATION
0%
-18%
18%
-24%
55%
30%
27%
13%

6%
17%
51%
26%

0%
8%
50%
42%

-6%
-9%
-1%
16%

36%
39%
20%
6%

2%
23%
50%
24%

-34%
-16%
30%
19%

Table 3: Summary of the evaluation of acquired knowledge by students
The program has a system of quality assurance, using learning valuation processes from the
participants in the Masters. This process is structured around two axes: a process of
continuous evaluation of students' individual character, a participatory assessment of
character group to contrast and discuss individual assessments made collectively. It consists
of two sessions, with students first and a second with the Master management team. Moreover
since the European Commission, the program has been evaluated in the framework of
Erasmus Mundus (ECOTEC, 2009). Analysis and reflection on the proposals and conclusions
of this process can be drawn a series of "lessons learned" to keep improving the competencies
integration in future editions. On the other hand it also performs an anonymous selfassessment -limited at program start and end-training activities- in order to verify the training
process based on the NCB Competences and compare the results.
IV. Conclusions
The concept of project management complexity is widely reported in international literature.
However, the learning and training processes on project management complexity have
received little attention. The methodology described is the result of an experience of Project
Based Learning (Project Base Learning) that has been validated and specifically suited for the
development of technical, contextual and behavioral competences necessary to understand the
key elements of project management complexity. The learning methodology links teaching
with the professional background, and is founded in cooperation, active participation and
interaction, offering multiple possibilities for the competence development in the global and
international context.
Experience shows, as a first conclusion, that the success of a learning process focused on
project management complexity is required to generate learning processes where students are
not passive recipients of knowledge, but become engaged in an experience with real content.
This pre-professional experience promotes students to integrate the knowledge they have
learned and apply the new knowledge in a developed project.
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A second conclusion would be the need to integrate processes and activities that help develop
personal competences, learning to work together, enhancing their personality and bringing
them closer to the reality of complex situations. These processes foster the spirit of innovative
research and, creative ability to generate new knowledge, increase their motivation and
eagerness to learn and solve problems. The strategy and its instruments- agreements with
institutions, PBL, STAR methodology, CIFTER, interaction with external actors- open new
spaces for educational innovation and competence development (estimated 43%
improvement), behavior (with a 15% improvement) and context (with a 49% improvement).
As a third conclusion is that the EHEA and competency-based approach has shown to be an
opportunity for educational innovation, establishing new connections among the university
and professional world, taking as reference standards which are internationally recognized
professional in the field of complexity project management. The fundamentals of GAPPS and
the International Project Management Association (IPMA) are inserted into the higher
education programs to facilitate this international framework of competence-based training.
This integration also allows linking training with professional certification systems, offering
greater employability of future graduates.
Finally, we emphasize the qualitative leap that has been made from isolated methodologies,
with individual work on subjects by teachers to more global strategies, supported by complex
structures and effective as Educational Innovation Program (EIP), linking research groups
(GESPLAN) and groups of Innovative Education (GIE-project) which allows integration
between teaching and applied research, developing a whole educational strategy from
undergraduate to graduate level.
Moreover, from the assessments made during the evaluation process allow to draw some
general conclusions from a series of "lessons learned" to refine the strategy. Main difficulties
are related to competence assessment mainly for the different beliefs of each teacher, the
greatest burden of work involved in ongoing evaluation, and because students are not used to
this evaluation system. It is highly valued and considered one of the main strengths the
multidisciplinary and multicultural character of participants at Master´s level enriched by the
presence of professionals from various disciplines. The development of behavioral
competence with cooperative learning activities is especially valued and considered necessary
to successfully address the complexity of the projects.
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Abstract
An undergraduate degree in civil engineering is the most common credential for jobs in
construction management. In the last five years, almost all civil engineering university
graduates have found employment in the construction market in Croatia, since they were
offered a variety of jobs, respected positions and good financial deals. Considering the
diversity of employment opportunities, it is important to impart knowledge to students and
develop their necessary skills, so as to ensure that graduates are able to perform different tasks
and find jobs in civil engineering contracting, site management and project management. The
delivery of Construction Management courses mainly consists of lectures, exercises and field
visits. However, the numerous possibilities of e-learning also bring fundamental changes in
today's teaching and learning methods, which are briefly described in the paper.
Keywords: construction management, undergraduate study, students, e-learning
1. Introduction
The concept of study programs in civil engineering faculties in Croatia follows the tradition of
high-quality university education of civil engineers in the region, which is also coordinated
with modern European trends. New educational technology provides challenges but at the
same time potentialities to develop working practices in higher education (Jalonen et al.,
2011). The undergraduate university study programs in Croatian civil engineering faculties
include courses in Construction Management. During the course, students are educated in
project control and development, site planning, construction methods, cost estimating,
building codes and standards and information technology. Since modern engineering is such a
complex field of learning, it is important to develop students’ skills and competences at the
undergraduate level so that they can be entrusted with the management of small projects or
smaller parts of more complex projects. According to the Act on Architectural and
Engineering Activities in Physical Planning and Building (Official Gazette 152/08), graduates
are not able to become licensed engineers.
Generally, the delivery of courses consists of lectures, exercises and field visits. Assessment
is carried out in the form of assignments, seminars and exams. To improve the education
process lectures, the professors of Construction Management course at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Zagreb have started using an e-learning tool during the academic year
2009/2010, so as to enhance the traditional learning methods and to increase students’

collaborative work and active engagement throughout the teaching process. The field of
construction management has never had an adequate role in educational and research
programmes at the faculties of civil engineering, especially in the former socialist countries
where all the attention was directed to the technical aspects of engineering. (Cerić and
Radujković, 2007). Introduction of new ways of working like distributed team work,
increasing emphasis placed on producing new knowledge as well as recent sociotechnical
innovations like wikis and weblogs have driven knowledge workers to adopt new practices of
working with knowledge (Jalonen et al., 2011).
2. Courses of Construction Management at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb
and Osijek
2.1. Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb
Construction Management is a compulsory course subject taught in the third year of
undergraduate studies in engineering, during the VI (summer) semester at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Zagreb. On average, 328 students sign up for the course each academic year.
(Figure 1). In the last four academic years, 30 % of those students are repeaters1. Classes are
held in 4 forms: classic lectures, exercises, constructive exercises and e-learning. Students are
required to produce a Construction and Planning Organization design for a given project
(individually), an essay on Construction project management (as part of a team of 3 or 4
members). They also have to pass their written and oral exams. The requirements of the exam
can also be fulfilled via colloquium during the seminars (there are 3 during the semester). At
the Figure 3 the average grade of colloquium is given. Furthermore, 100% attendance at
lectures (Figure 2) gives additional points which can raise the grade of those who pass the
exam via colloquium.

Figure 1: Number of students entering the course of Construction Management at the Faculty
of Civil Engineering in Zagreb

The reason for the high percentage of repeaters is the premature signing up for the course. Students then do not
have the time to solve their previous obligations for the old and new courses. Usually, in the first third of the
semester they drop out from the course for the academic year.
1

Number of students

According to the monitoring results of student performance and taking the tests (colloquium),
it can be seen that since the academic year of 2009/2010, there is a marked rise in the number
of students who use this opportunity to alleviate their passing of exams.

Figure 2: 100% Lectures presence by
students at the Faculty of Civil Engineering
in Zagreb

Figure 3: Average grade of colloquium at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb

2.2. Faculty of Civil Engineering in Osijek
Similar as in Zagreb, at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Osijek, the Construction
Management course program is executed during the third year of university undergraduate
studies, in the VI semester (summer). Annually, an average of 100 students signs up for the
course (Figure 4). In regards to content, the course covers topics on development, the
specifics of building production, application of systems analysis, decision-making considering
the cost, time and quality, and the organization of a construction schedule.
Classes are carried out in the form of lectures, auditory and constructive exercises and
independent field research. During the semester course, students produce a seminar paper
which consists of 3 parts: the development of schemes for a construction site (as a result of
independent field research), the development of a project according to the designated template
of a small building structure, and the development of the statement amounts according to the
student’s own program from the Roads course.
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Figure 4: Number of students entering the course of Construction Management I at the
Faculty of Civil Engineering Osijek
The students can pass one part of the Construction Management exam (the written test) via
colloquium (2 tests during the semester). Colloquia are planned and executed according to
schedule exams which are published at the beginning of the semester on the website of the
Faculty (available at www.gfos.hr/portal/index.php/nastava/raspored-nastave-i-ispita.html).
The average grade achieved during the mentioned written examination is 3.20 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Average grade of tests (colloquium) at the Faculty of Civil Engineering Osijek
3. The content of Construction Management course exercises
Students make the program based on the examples and data from the exercises. The program
consists of technical descriptions, bills of quantities, cost analysis and cost estimates for a
given conceptual design of a smaller building. Bills of quantities are prepared for all project
construction work, while the scope of price analysis preparation (along with the cost
estimates) is somewhat smaller. Price analysis is prepared for 3 given types of work.
While preparing the program, the accuracy of budget drafting bills of quantities is especially
checked, because in that way it can be determined whether the students know the constructive
elements of the given construction. Furthermore, it can be determined whether the students
can identify the types of work and explain the structure components. Creating a cost analysis
determines whether students can identify the basic elements of the calculation: the necessary
materials, labor and human machine operation; also the use of standards to analyze and
calculate the unit price for an item defined quantities. While preparing the cost analysis,
students are instructed to study various construction technologies. Gaining that knowledge
will enable them to choose the proper type of technology which depends on the location
conditions, construction design, the available machinery and human resources. For the
preparation of the bill, the detailed description of the items is required, in order to provide
unambiguous descriptions of the projected work.
The most common basis for the development of a program is a conceptual design of surface
structures, on the basis of which bills of measures are produced, along with cost analysis and
cost estimates for the works in construction. The same program is later used in the
Construction Management II course, as a basis for the creation of the dynamic plan. So far

within this course, and in the other areas of civil engineering (geotechnical engineering,
railways, hydraulic engineering), the issues of cost analysis and cost estimates preparation in
roads construction were not covered in detail. Since graduating students work within a wide
range of jobs in construction, the professors are trying to solve this problem (a drawback)
within the specified course timetable. Figure 6 shows overview of the students’ obligations
during Construction Management course.

Obligations
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Enrollment
CPO delivery on
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Seminar
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Additional
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1st way:
Successfully solved Colloquiums - release
from exams

Start of implementation the acquired
knowledge

Start

Figure 6: Overview of the students’ obligations during Construction Management course

3.1. Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb
According to the study program and the implementation plan, at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Zagreb, the Construction Management course exercises and lectures are
performed as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Construction Management course exercises at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in
Zagreb
Week

Type of Exercise

Description

Lectures

1.

Auditory exercises

Introduction

Introduction, About
Systems & Projects

2.

Auditory exercises

3.

Auditory exercises (2h)
Constructive exercise (1h)

4.

Constructive exercise

Unit 1. Input Data- Guidelines for
organization and planning design, bills
of quantities and quantities of materials
Unit 2. Construction Technology equipment and machinery solution with
performance calculations
Unit 2. Construction Technology

Construction Organization
& Planning Design
Work processes
organization
Work processes
organization / Construction
Site organization

5.

Auditory exercises (2h)
Constructive exercise (1h)

6.

Constructive exercise

Unit 3. Construction planning –
Activities & Budget defining, network
diagram (PDM Method), Gantt Chart,
histograms & S-curves for performance,
materials & workers
Unit 3. Construction Planning

7.

Constructive exercise

Unit 3. Construction Planning

8.

Constructive exercise

Unit 4. Construction Site organization

Construction Calculations

9.

Auditory exercises (2h)
Constructive exercise (2h)

Unit 5. Calculations – Price analysis &
Cost estimates

Project Stakeholders

10.

Constructive exercise

Unit 5. Calculations

Construction Regulations

11.

Auditory exercises (1h)
Constructive exercise (2h)

Unit 6. Construction Management
Concept

Safety at work

1214.

Seminar papers

Theme: Construction Management

Construction Management

15.

Final delivery

Organization & Planning design
Delivery
(Printed & Binded)

Guest lecturers on
construction management
from practice

Construction Planning
Construction Planning
Construction Site
organization

In order to successfully complete the course, students must meet the required deadlines and:
-

deliver the Construction and Planning Organization (CPO) design for a given project
(individually), based on a given input data (content of it is denoted at the third column of
table 1, Description)
deliver a Project Management seminar paper which is to be presented at the end of the
semester, in teams of 3 or 4 students
take tests (colloquium) which is optional. If successful, the student does not have to pass
the final exam
pass the exam (written and oral), if the student did not pass it before via colloquium.

3.2. Faculty of Civil Engineering in Osijek
Similar as in Zagreb, during Construction Management course exercises at the Civil
Engineering Faculty in Osijek, special attention is placed on processing examples of tasks
related to site restoration, bills of quantities, cost analysis and cost estimates.
Divided into groups of approximately 10 persons, students are set the task related to site
restoration. They are sent to construction sites in the city and the surrounding area in order to
acquire knowledge in the field of temporary structures design and the most important
elements of construction management, supervision and control over these activities (Figures
7, 8, 9 and 10).

Figure 7: A visit to the facility for the
manufacturing of concrete in Osijek (2011)

Figure 8: A visit to the construction site at the
Faculty of Agriculture in Osijek (2010)

Figure 9: A visit to the Kappa commercial
building site in Osijek (2010)

Figure 10: Construction site visit – PTC
Portanova in Osijek (2010)

After visiting the construction site and completing independent field work on the development
of planning schemes, each group presents their findings and solutions for construction site
management to other students (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Field work and research presentation on the topic of construction site management
In Zagreb the construction site visits are organized during other subject.
4. Teaching methods and organization of teaching
One of the most frequent criticisms of educational technology is that it is driven more by the
imperatives of the technology than by sound pedagogical reasons (Graham, 2011). Each
education field has some particularities that make them more suitable for the use of certain
methodologies and technologies (Martin et al., 2011).
At the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb, organization of teaching in terms of course
timetable consists of:
-

Traditional classroom lectures (3 hours per week)
Auditory and constructive exercises (3 hours per week)
Consultations (3 hours per week, optional).

In order to achieve the goals of the mentioned time-table, the following teaching methods are
being employed:
-

F2F (face to face, Classical Lectures)
Multimedia content (text, audio, video)
On-line 3A (Anytime, Anywhere, Any place):
o Computer based teaching (CBT) with elements of online mentoring (e-tutoring)
o Distance teaching (distance education) with the support of technology
o Application of different pedagogical models with CBT use.

Such a choice of teaching methods is the result of a search for the best suited medium when
considering the teaching objectives, the type of educational content, the chosen pedagogical
model chosen and the students’ needs.
5. E-learning at the Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb
Slim (2007) grouped E-Learning critical success factors into 4 categories namely instructor,
student, Information Technology (IT) and university support. There are many readiness
factors for E-learning implementation, as technical infrastructures, organizational readiness
and social readiness (Keramati et al, 2011). It seems that Croatia is quite ready for it. At the

Faculty of Civil Engineering in Zagreb, from the academic year 2009/2010, an e-learning
course was established for the purposes of the Construction Management course. E-Learning
tools have profoundly transformed modern pedagogical approaches (Hsieh & Cho, 2011).
Earlier, the materials from the lectures could be downloaded in “pdf.” format on Moodle
(2009). The main motivation for e-learning were:
-

Large groups of students
Students did not adapt well to the necessary integration of previously acquired knowledge
gained in other subjects
Low motivation for learning, but a relatively large volume of material
Low number of students who have successfully passed their exams, and low achievement
of learning outcomes while using conventional teaching methods ("F2F").
INTRODUCTION
MAIN BLOCK
THEMATIC BLOCK
-

10 THEMES
- + EXERCISES

Figure 12: Construction Management e-learning structure
Monitoring student progress and work during the semester is improved using “Merlin”
(similar to open source platform “Moodle”) through the introduction of static and dynamic
resources. Books, bookmarks, links, forums, questions, wiki, dictionary, tests, advanced tasks
and games are used. MP4 videos and independent MacromediaFlash files are used, in addition
to the free "iSpring" software that converts PowerPoint presentations into MacromediaFlash
(“.swf”) files. Figure 12 shows Construction Management e-learning structure.
According to the situation, students are divided in groups A, B, C, D, E and F, with associated
assistants, so that the assistants can work independently on the students’ work report. After
the classification into A-F groups, Merlin itself does the sub classification of students in
teams which work on seminar papers and who will start exchanging data via the wiki
application mid-semester.
This e-learning course is designed as a dynamic course in which at least once every two
weeks certain visual content needs to be refreshed so as to gain the trust and keep the
students’ interest.
Students of the Construction Management course can deliver their advance lectures tasks, and
as parts of the team they can exchange data while preparing the seminar paper. They can also
pass their tests (colloquium) online. To help them in their studies, additional learning tools are
offered: from the multimedia content to games (hangman, puzzles, millionaire, etc.), all of
which are used to help them successfully master the Construction Management course
materials.

THEMATIC BLOCK
- PICTURE &
QUESTIONS
 LEARNING
OUTCOMES
- LECTURES
- OPTIONAL ITEMS
+LECTURE TEST
- NEXT LECTURE
PREPARATION

Figure 13: The book of lectures and auditory
exercises

Figure 14: Thematic block

E-learning is organized using a thematic approach – through lessons 1-10 and exercises 1-6,
which follow the lectures and classical forms of teaching. The concept of e-learning consists
of three basic parts: introduction, general block and units (10 units), and a set of auditory
exercises that cover the material needed to produce a given Construction Management course
(Figure 13, Figure 14).
Questions are categorized according to units, and each lesson has one proficiency test that is
not assessed for the final grade. It is actually used by students so that they can evaluate their
acquired knowledge and their readiness to pass the tests (colloquium).
In the first phase of the implementation of Merlin, at the Construction Management course the
following was resolved:
- The possibility to download course materials via on-line applications
- Downloading the inputs for Construction Management tasks during semester
- Testing knowledge through lessons (using the test application)
- Passing the tests (colloquium)
- On-line consultation
- Team information-sharing for the purposes of writing seminars papers
- Forum and news
- Avanced lectures tasks delivery (parts of the program, in a timely manner)
- System of assessment based on all defined deliveries.
As a result of the innovations introduced by e-learning during the course, a more active
student involvement is expected in the area of tasks, projects, discussions and other activities
that support learning, as well as the positive atmosphere that facilitates the participation of
students in various interactive activities, more effective team work which involves the mutual
interaction of students and faculty staff, and all those engaging experiences will have a
positive impact on students’ motivation and success in mastering the course content.
Administration is reduced and the notification system is simplified because students receive
all relevant information via e-mail.

6. Conclusion
Unlike the former construction management education concepts oriented to the technical
aspects of project management, we now witness ever-present and new concept in construction
management education. (Radujković and Nahod, 2010). Due to the positive experience with
e-learning practice during the Construction Management course at the Faculty of Civil
Engineering in Zagreb, it seems that this good practice will expand to other engineering
faculties in Croatia. The development of e-learning courses is recognized as the best way to
improve learning and better didactic scenarios. It is also an opportunity to coordinate learning
outcomes at the Construction Management courses among faculties. The power and
possibilities of e-education includes interaction, collaboration and systematic support of
learning processes. Certainly, numerous possibilities of e-learning and e-teaching will bring
fundamental changes to today's teaching and learning methods.
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Abstract
Indirect costs of construction projects cannot be directly booked to an activity or project, but
are required to keep the company operational.
Indirect costs consist of two parts : fixed costs and time related costs.
Fixed part of the indirect cost are divided into 2 part, one of them is company headquarter’s
cost which is consisted of administration salaries,staff transportation/accomodations, office
utilities, research, promotions, bank commisions. taxes etc.
The other one is related the project which is consisted of fixed part cost of foreigner workers
like visa, working and residential permit, taxes, flight tickets, fixed facilities, warehouses,
dormitory buildings, WC Buildings, transportations related site mobilizaton, all work and
residential permits, mobilization expenses, site security infrastructure, site lightening,
inventories for safety, security, health and environmental activities, site fence, site cleaning
and evacuation of debris, which aren’t increased or decreased according to duration. They are
the same in every month.
Time consuming indirect costs according to spend of contract duration, such as: salaries of
the personel, accodomation, food, transportation, rental equipments , fuel- oil, gasoline,
electricity consume, water consume, communication consumes, car rentals, apartment rentals,
credits etc.
Case study:
The beneficiar of “ X “ Residential Project removed from the contract that was signed with
the construction company all interior finishing works except all walls and electrical and
mechanical substructures behind the wall and the ceiling, in the middle of the Project.
Moreover, Structure of one Building has been cancelled.
The beneficiar has been declared that all the cancellations was done because of the global
financial recession in 2008.
The construction company made a claim regarding diminishing of the contractual scope in 4
different total contract amount.

The Company asked not to cancel remarkable percentage of the scope, because it will start to
lose money from indirect cost.
Loss of the contractor according to various reduced scope are emphasized below:
 If scope is reduced in 39,75%, total loss of indirect cost will be 25,9 % of total indirect
cost.
 If scope is reduced in 38,44%, total loss of indirect cost will be 24,3% of total indirect
cost.
 If scope is reduced in 27,96%, total loss of indirect cost will be 11,4% of total indirect
cost.
 If scope is reduced in 21,41%, total loss of indirect cost will be 3,5% of total indirect
cost.
As a result of the claim, the beneficiar simply diminished around 20% of the scope. In
addition the contractor compensated around 50.000 EURO of its loss under good
collaboration.
Key words : Indirect costs, Fixed costs, Time related costs, Variance analysis, claim
Introduction
Salaries, food and accomodation as a part of indirect cost contains all the indirect people
(Office and site personnel, managers, engineers, architects, technicians, surveyors,
electricians, plumbers, formans, operators, drivers, bookkeepers, administrative personnel,
security guards, safety-security-health-environmental personnel etc., meaning not to execute
construction activities such as pooring concrete, mounting rebar, making wall etc.), who work
for the project contract ,full time or part time .
The amount of mentioned above item consists of all gross salaries (net salary, all the taxes,
insurance, transportation, accomodation, food, working and residential permit expenses,
premium of retirement etc.)
The other one of indirect cost is company headquarter’s cost which consists of administration
salaries,staff transportation/accomodations, office utilities, research, promotions, bank
commisions. taxes etc.
Machineries, equipments, vehicles, which are not used in direct execution such as ceramic
laying equipment, cement plaster pumping for rendering etc.. But all of them support
mobilization activities and help site facilities under negative climate conditions.
For example loader, trucks, vans, bobcats, crane-trucks, cars are rented for supporting to the
project activities.
A number of the prefabricated buildings and heating systems are bought for using of the site
facilities in order to stay people on the site and store materials in safe and tidy conditions.
Nowadays, this purchasing is done usually with bank leasing methods. Purchasing values put
in the cost control statements with taking care of their depreciation percantage.

İn some countries the indirect costs are calculate like a percantage of the direct cost;in such
case the diminish of the scope of contract act direct on them , but this is not the reality .In our
example ,a real one ,indirect costs ,initial where calculate to keep the project on the line .The
fix part of this cost are not depending of the scope of work only the time indirect cost are
afected .We want to demonstrate that for a small % of reducing of the scope of work the
indirect costs remain the same and can be demonstrate to the beneficiary .

1 ) Case study (Indirect cost loss of X Project)
Facade, interior finishing works, club building structural works of X Residential Project
Contract was signed an amount of 15,269 Million EURO + TVA.
According to the contract total price breakdown is:
Total cost:

11,621 Million EURO + TVA

Indirect cost:

2,443 Million EURO + TVA

Profit:

1,205 Million EURO + TVA

Total amount : 15,269 Million EURO + TVA
The most important point is to seperate 2 category of indirect cost as fixed and time related
cost in order to make an effective analysis.

Indirect cost

Fixed cost

Time related cost

1.1 ) Fixed costs

Fixed part of the indirect cost belongs to the project, which are Romania Visa, working and
residential permit, taxes, flight ticket costs for Turkish and Moldovan workers which are fixed
cost, Warehouses, dormitory buildings with central heating system, WC Buildings, fixed part
of letters of Guarantee expenses, fixed part of insurance premiums, equipment and tools, bank
commissions, transportations related site mobilizaton, all work and residential permits,
mobilization expenses, telephone, IT, Internet network systems, site electrical pannels and
related infrastructure, office equipments (Computers, printers, plotters, fax, photocopier
machines, scanners etc), pumps and tanks for potable water, site security infrastructure, site
lightening, inventories for safety, security, health and environmental activities, site fence, site
cleaning and evacuation of debris, do not increase or decrease according to duration.
The contractor must pay fixed cost for each activities even though duration of the project is 5
months, 13 months or 17 months. Project needs are defined and the contractor starts to spend
them.

Also there is some percentage of fixed cost of the company head office belongs to the project
without controlling of project manager such as administration salaries,staff
transportation/accomodations, office utilities, research, promotions, bank commisions. taxes
etc.
Despite, the company fixed cost related the project were ignored and weren’ t put to the claim
calculation. The idea was the part of mentioned cost would be realized 100% under
diminishing of the scope in the wide range even 50%. Because it was fixed .
1.2 ) Time related costs
Consuming indirect costs according to spend time such as rental expenses, fuel oil, gasoline,
electricity consume, water consume, communication consumes, car rentals, apartment rentals,
travel expenses, consultancy, hardware, quality control, custom clearance expenses,
maintenance, consumables (cleaning materials, beverages), representation expenses, fines,
translation expenses, security company expenses are paid according to time period. If duration
of the project decreases, time related cost will be diminished accordingly.
All the time related and fixed indirect cost items are given in the next tables.

2 ) Diminishing scope of the contract
Amount of the parts of the indirect costs according to the original contract:
Time related indirect costs : 1,939 K EURO
Fixed indirect costs :

504 K EURO

The beneficiar of X Project removed all interior finishing works except gypsumboard wall
and electrical and mechanical substructures behind the wall and the ceiling, in the middle of
the project. Moreover, Structure of the Club Building was cancelled.
The beneficiar has been declared that all the cancellations was done because of the global
financial recession.
The construction company made a claim study regarding diminishing of the contractual scope
according to international approach.
The Company asked not to cancel big percantage of the scope, because it will start to loose
money from indirect cost part.
The attachements in the next pages, shows potential losses of the indirect cost of the company
in 4 different diminished total contract amount.
Increasing of the losses according to total contract amount is shown at the diagram in the
below.
Unique reason of appearance of the losses is fixed indirect costs.

Losses of the contractor according to various reduced scope are emphasized below:
 If scope is reduced in 39,75%, total loss of indirect cost will be 25,9 % of total indirect
cost.
 If scope is reduced in 38,44%, total loss of indirect cost will be 24,3% of total indirect
cost.
If scope is reduced in 27,96%, total loss of indirect cost will be 11,4% of total indirect
cost.
 If scope is reduced in 21,41%, total loss of indirect cost will be 3,5% of total indirect
cost.
As a result of the claim, the beneficiar simply diminished around 20% of the scope. In
addition the contractor compensated around 50.000 EURO of its loss under good
collaboration.
3 ) Result
Contractor must have make a comprehensive evaluation and ask penetrating questions, detect
unstated assumptions on the draft contract during bidding stage.
If it is possible, minus and plus percantage limits must be put to the contract and if exceed
minus limit for instant 10%, the beneficiar have to pay some money for loosing overhead. At
the other hand if the percentage exceeds to the top limit the contractor can leave from the
project or continue new and valid prices, also the beneficiar can make a decision to terminate
the contract or approve new price and conditions for over part of the project.
İn addition, to put breakdown of all the indirect cost to the contract may be useful to the
contractor by giving an opportunity to verify its losses coming from reducing of the scope.
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Abstract:
With an exceptional effort, organization and responsibility from all members of the
construction process, one complex structure and a considerable number of procedures can be
successfully controlled. This way the common objective of all parties involved will be easily
achieved - a quality performance of the product for the ultimate user in accordance with the
deadlines and the code of practice.
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1. Introduction
Veli Vrh is a suburban settlement in the city of Pula. Beginning of 80s of last century, this
settlement was intensively urbanized and populated mostly by young families. These
circumstances led to a necessity of a construction of an elementary school. The elementary
school Veli Vrh was built 1982 as a prefabricated building with 8 classrooms in total, and
with associated secondary rooms. A gymnasium was built in the next few years, next to the
school, which was placed at the hearth of the pine wood, and in 2003 an outdoor sports
ground was built as well.
In the night of 24.02.2008, there was a fire at the school facility, which then completely
burned out. The fire service was able to save the most of the pine wood and gymnasium
due to their timely and properly intervention. But even before the fire the school was
becoming insufficient in relation to the growth of the settlement. This states the fact that a
branch school had to be opened in the settlement near by, with extra classrooms. Since there
were already some reflections about building a new school even before the fire, this incident
just accelerated these plans.

Pic 1.1 Veli vrh after the fire and the new school
The new school building was formally opened on 06.09.2010. The whole process from an
idea through designing to construction was completed in a very short period from 2,5
years. The construction its self lasted 13 months.
2. Technical characteristics and specifics of the building
The solution offered by the architectural office Randić-Turato d.o.o. from Rijeka was
chosen during the architectural competition in 2008 for designing of the new school. The
parcel of about 26.000 m2 was divided in three parts, which constitute one unit, so three
building permits had to be obtained due to administrative reasons: for the buildings of a
preschool, a local committee and the school. The school consists of 6 facilities as follows:
-subject teaching
-lower elementary education
-gymnasium
-common rooms
-hall
-outdoor sports grounds and environment

In the facilities of subject teaching and lower primary education there are 28 classrooms with
secondary rooms (offices for teachers, exam rooms, secondary teacher’s lounges…). All facilities
are connected to the hall. In a five-storey facility located is a kitchen, a dining room, offices, a
teacher’s lounge, library and a viewpoint. The kitchen is being used as a central distribution
kitchen for all other preschools in Pula and for the students of the school. Within a modern
equipped library there is also a multimedia classroom. Located on the top of the building is a
viewpoint, which at this point is the highest spot in the city of Pula.
The corridor leads to a three-part- hall with the capacity of 500 seats, which is being rented
to various sports associations and in which numerous sports events are being organized. Outdoor
sports grounds also dispose of seats for over 1500 people.
Specific objects are the local committee building and the preschool building. The local
committee building is actually the central building of the entire project, since engine rooms are
located in that facility, and from that point the energy for the whole school is being distributed
and controlled. The preschool building consists of 5 special preschool units and has the capacity
for 125 children, disposes of its own kitchen and dining room.
There are daily 700 children in these new facilities, 600 children in the school and 100 in the
preschool.

3. Organization of construction process according to standards of Strabag group
The name of the process: BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
The manager of the process: Director (Project Manager is being nominated for each project)
Objective: - to comply with the requirements of clients, market and all interested parties
regarding their actual and presumable needs
An ongoing review and improvement of the process towards the project development
incomming - requirements of clients, legal provisions,
provisions of the group
Requirements:
outgoing – a quality performance and take over of the object,
compliance with the actual and presumable requirements of the
client, legal provisions and other interested parties.
inside -

owners and all employees

Result users :
outside - all of our current and future clients, entire society
Development steps:

Terms:

01 Receiving of enquiries and elaboration of an offer
02 Contracting with the client and execution preparation
03 Preparation works and contracting with subcontractors and suppliers
04 Building construction
05 Take over
06 Analysis
The building construction process is an extremely complex process. The basic objective is to
reduce the number of controlled processes. These processes are shown on the following chart:

PROCESS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
DYNAMIC PROCESS MODEL
ORGANIZATIONAL
PART

MILESTONES

STEP 1.

RECEIVING OF ENQUIRIES
AND ELABORATION OF AN
OFFER

STEP 2.

CONTRACTING WITH THE
CLIENT AND EXECUTION
PREPARATION

STEP 3.

PREPARATION WORKS AND
CONTRACTING WITH
SUBCONTRACTORS AND
SUPPLIERS

STEP 4.
BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION
STEP 5.
TAKE OVER

STEP 6.
ANALYSIS

MANAGEMENT

LEGAL
SERVICE

CALCULATI
ONS

ACCOUNTING

PROJECT
MANAGER'S
OFFICE

SITE
MANAGER'S
OFFICE- SITE

CLIENT

SUBCONTRACTOR
OR
SUPPLIER

STATE
INSTITUTIONS
AND
BANKS

4. Team formation
After contracting phase and defining of costs, which is the responsibility of the
department for calculations, the next step is to form a team, who will manage the site. This
procedure begins with the appointment of the project manager, who then has the right to form the
team, consulting the company management as well.
The team, who will manage the project, is being formed depending on the size and
volume of the project. It consists mostly of a technical and commercial section. The site team has
responsibility towards the company management concerning deadlines, technical and commercial
issues. At his disposal the team has all the company resources and it’s the team’s obligation to
use them (machines, equipment, people, know how etc). The team consists of:


PROJECT MANAGER
- controlling of budget, deadlines, quality, coordination of all construction
parties (general overview)



MANAGERS OF CONSTRUCTION SECTIONS
-construction works
-electrical installations
-mechanical and thermo-technical installations
-sub-contracting, control of budget, deadlines and quality for an individual
segment of works regarding every detail, in coordination with the project
manager and merchandiser



MERCHANDISER
-contracting, payments, supply, budget control in coordination with the
project manager

5. ORGANIZATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION SITE VELI VRH
After a detailed analysis of all relevant technical, commercial and legal inputs, the
organization of the site was carried out as shown on this chart:
THE SITE TEAM
PROJECT
MANAGER

MERCHANDISER

2:
MANAGER OF
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
1:
•EXCAVATIONS
•WATER INSTALLATIONS
•INTERIORS
•EQUIPMENT

MANAGER OF
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
2:
•STEEL
•FACADE
•ALUMINUM, GLAS

MANAGER OF
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
3:
•RC WORKS

MANAGER OF
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
4:
•ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATIONS

MANAGER OF
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
5:
•MECHANICAL
INSTALLATIONS
•THERMO-TECHNICAL
INSTALLATIONS
•WATER AND SEWERAGE

5.1. Site organizational chart
Due to an extremely complex and ramified structure of underground installations in the
environment, it was necessary to plan in detail and to develop a site organizational chart in order
to prevent a continuous relocation of material and machines.

5.2. Dynamical construction plan
•

Adjusted due to numerous of reasons:
- phased contracting with the Employer (all final contracting deadlines of an individual
project phase are defined on the basis of the plan)
-during excavations of the common rooms a clay pocket has been found, and a completely
new static calculation and foundation model of this highest building were to be revised.
-consequences:
» delay of 4 months on this segment
» the use of the crane was reduced for over 70% on this segment (financial damage), the
other crane was overloaded, truck cranes introduced
» change of the dynamic site plan: an individual dynamic plan was developed for each
facility (one main plan and two secondary plans, and additional plans for
each construction section separately as well)

5.3. Site coordination-meetings
Due to a large amount of information and the necessity to exchange those informations, the
only appropriate way to solve the problems were the site coordination-meetings. These meetings
were held every week with required attendance from the part of:

•
•
•

Site management
Supervisory engineers
Main designer (designer’s supervision)
Employer's representatives

The meeting protocol was an obligation for all parties. In the protocol were defined
responsibilities of each member, and dates for the execution of these responsibilities.
Consequences were defined as well. Topics were discussed in a hierarchical order.

6. Advantages and faults of the organizational structure using the example of
foundations of common rooms
During excavation of common rooms foundations and partially of the gymnasium
as well, even though the previous tests indicated to a rocky ground, the ground was
inappropriate for foundations. This reason led to a variety of changes within the
foundation of the building. It was more then obvious that this problem became the critical
point of the entire project. In relation to the nature of the project, a multitude of different
problems emerged, causing technical, financial and even political consequences.
All advantages of a multi-member-team and company’s organizational structure
reveal themselves in situations like this. One member of the team was responsible only
for the problem of foundations and at his disposal were all company’s resources, while his
other duties were distributed between the rest of the team, who then had to adjust the
execution dynamics and all other procedures to this new emerged situation.
It was also of extreme importance to take part in designing of a new solution with
the designer. The financial and timely damage to the contractor and employer as well was
in this way reduced. By being involved in the designing process we had the possibility to
choose solutions regarding reinforcing, since the complete reinforcement was already
ordered, bended and delivered to the site months ago. Important was also a term issue.
The designer and employer were acquainted at any time with the current execution phase
of all other facilities at the site, and with the final deadlines of delivery even of the
smallest drawings in order to avoid complete delay, since that would be of course fatal to
the whole project.
By reorganizing the team and involving it in all procedures we have managed to
prevent a significant damage to all parties. All advantages of a multi-member- team reveal
themselves on this example. Using this type of process segmentation, we can also achieve
more detailed structuring and analysis of the problem, due to the fact that the volume of
the tasks of an individual has been reduced.
A flaw of this type of work is of course the communication within the team and
towards others. There is a necessity of daily coordination- meetings within the team. An
important fact is also the trust of the project manager towards an individual team member.
The project manager receives only essential informations about an individual segment of
works, which he later communicates to the employer and supervisory engineer. Therefore,
if a team member doesn’t recognize the concrete problem in time, this can cause
difficulties. Situations like this are always a responsibility of the project manager.
7. Conclusion
With an exceptional effort, organization and responsibility from all members of
the construction process, one complex structure and a considerable number of procedures
can be successfully controlled. This way the common objective of all parties involved will
be easily achieved - a quality performance of the product for the ultimate user in
accordance with the deadlines and the code of practice.
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Abstract
The article under the above title will describe some recently acquired knowledge and
experiences in construction project management through application of basic and specific
project procedures.
The project procedures are laid down in order to prevent project entropy due to uncontrolled
raids into the project, on one hand and, on the other, to ensure uniformity of preparation,
processing and utilization of project information. For that reason it is vital for each particular
project to introduce and agree upon the process of preparation, approval and application of
specific project procedures.
The basis for success, albeit not a sufficient condition for the success of a construction
project, is project discipline. The level of project discipline is manifested through the
established relationship of realized and accomplished project parameters. The crucial impact
on the degree of project success is opened up by the field of implementation activities in
interaction with the field of generation, processing and transfer of information. The size,
abundance and action dynamics of the said fields must be defined in advance, and that is done
by establishing the project procedures. The article provides general guidelines for laying
down appropriate procedures in the implementation of a construction project.
Keywords:

construction projects; information channel; project procedures; construction
project risks; project management

Introduction
A construction project management can be understood as managing material and human
resource and managing relevant risks.
A prerequisite for successful management of any project, especially a construction project, is
to set clear goal at the very outset of the project, to identify risks and to establish relationships
within the project team and between the project team and the project environment.
In order to preserve the initial preconditions for project development, it is vital to ensure
project discipline during implementation. The precondition of discipline, or the establishment
of communication rules, is achieved by introducing project procedures.
Project procedures are developed and applied in project implementation with an aim to
establish clear limitations and restrictions in respect of the rights and duties of the participants
in project implementation.
Project procedures are not an end in itself, they are not laid down merely for the sake of the
project’s administrative requirements. Their purpose is to ensure uniform and, at the same
time, inventive behavior of project participants and to prevent irregular raids into the project,
such as may cause disruptions in project development. The result of a disruption may range
from a harmless excess without adverse effects on the project, to the entropy of the project.

1. Construction project risks
1.1.

Construction project management risks in general

Risk is understood as a chance or probability of a loss or adverse consequences. A risk
involves two independent components: risk probability and risk impact on the project. Both
of these components should be quantified for each particular risk, so that different risks could
be analyzed and mutually compared, all on the basis of individual priorities defined by the
client.
The probability of the occurrence of a risk, as well as the intensity of a disruption in the
implementation of a project caused by the occurrence of the risk should be determined on the
basis of statistically processed history data on similar realized projects in similar or
approximate conditions being expected in the environment of the planned project.
If no relevant database is available, as is mostly the case, risk probability is defined
subjectively, based on accessible information, and will in many respects depend on the
experience and knowledge of the project manager who assesses the probability of risk
occurrence.
If more usable information is available, risk probability can be estimated numerically at a
value within the interval from 0 to 1.
If little or very little information is available, an intuitive, but meaningful, descriptive risk
probability assessment is made rated as small, medium and/or great probability.
Viewed with mathematical exactness, risk probability, i.e., the probability that an adverse
event happens is an accidental variable which has its distribution function and for which the
event probability, expectation, dispersion, confidence interval and any other statistically
significant parameters can be calculated by using statistical methods.
This requires comprehensive, statistically relevant database on similar events in the past, on
the basis of which the distribution function will be formed.
In practice it is very difficult to achieve, because a relevant database exists for very few
potentially risky events. All this generates a practice where we decide between small or
medium or great probability of risk occurrence.
Risk quantification must include the probability of a risk and the impact of a risk on
the project by introducing the concept risk exposure that represents the product of risk
probability and risk impact on the project:
IR = VPR x URP
where:
- IR
- risk exposure
- VPR - risk probability
- URP - risk impact on the project (weighted risk).
Risk exposure involving a particular risk hasn’t got some usable value. If in a project
realization phase only one risk were taken into consideration, it would suffice to calculate its
probability and impact on the project.
However, if there is a possibility of the appearance of two or more risks, then risk exposure
becomes highly usable when it comes to comparing risks and deciding how to respond to a
particular risk.

For each particular risk it can be decided that a certain risk exposure value be linked
with a corresponding risk category and thereby with the proposed risk management plan.
Risk management consists of three elements:
- risk identification,
- risk analysis, and
- risk response.
Out of the conceptual phase, the project enters the phase of preliminary concreteness
by defining expected risks, whereas the success of the project is assessed on the basis of
indices showing the relationship between planned and realized elements, or planned and
realized resources utilized in risk management.
The initial resources needed for risk management contain a high degree of uncertainty, since
the planned risks are defined on the basis of the client’s expectations, which in turn are based
on available information, existing experience, previous research and limited fund approved
for that phase of the project.
What risk management amounts to with well planned projects is balancing of project-related
and external impacts. With projects not so well planned it is necessary, subject to the existing
limited resources, to embark on an analysis of the success of risk management that may result
in an adjustment or change in the planned objective.
Project implementation, especially the construction work itself, including the preparation of
project documentation, is a highly complex process determined by multilayered relationships.
The services of architects, engineers, consultants are intertwined with the interests of
contractors, while everything must be made subservient to the client’s interests.
Each element of the project must contain ideas about all possible sub-elements and links with
other elements that will have to be realized for the planned element to be materialized in
accordance with the planned goal that defines and streamlines it.
With some minor simplifications, in the analysis and risk management seven process
development degrees can be singled out:
1. understanding the types and phases of risk,
2. assessing them risk and intensity of the cause of a project disruption at a certain stage
of the project,
3. risk analysis relative to project limitations,
4. defining risk response strategies,
5. selecting the optimal procurement procedure, the appropriate form or type of contracts
for the purchase of services and award of works,
6. selection procedure and criteria and final choice of designers, consultants (experts)
and contractors,
7. project implementation monitoring
When project requirements are approved by the client, his expectations are encumbered
with uncertainty in the sense that there is no guarantee that the project results will match his
expectations, in other words, that he will get an acceptable product, because his notion of the
product is limited by knowledge of recent date. As the project progresses, the client is coming
to better understanding of what he is going to get and thus acquires a basis for seeking
adjustments with a view to ensuring an optimal result of the project.

As basic risks of construction projects (although reference can also be made to expected or
risky project objectives) we can distinguish: quality risk, time risk and cost risk, while as a
derived risk we find client satisfaction risk.
In analyzing the success of a construction project, subject to the specific requirements of the
client or the project, it will also be necessary to tackle some of the following secondary risks
of a construction project, such as, without limitation:
 Availability of information of relevance to the project,
 The client’s organizational structure (hierarchical or matrix organization),
 Material resources, existing and expected (contractors’ equipment, installation
materials, means of work, ..),
 Limitations of material infrastructure,
 Human resources – capacities, training, qualifications, reliability, credibility,
motivation (of clients, consultants, designers project managers, resident engineers,
contractors),
 Priorities in resource utilization,
 Fair price and positive negotiation atmosphere before and during the fulfilment of
contractual obligations,
 Method of contract administration,
 Climatic, social and political conditions in the project environment.
Further analyzed below will be the basic risks involved in a construction project. This will
include the basic conditions influencing the risk structure, as well as secondary risks that may
appear or are already at work within the basic project risk.
Keeping records of dominant, potential, probable or unavoidable impacts and evaluation of
their effects on the reached degree of the realization of the client’s final requirements in terms
of quality, time and cost, are of special importance for the project result(s).
1.2.

Quality risk

Very often in practice, if not regularly, the project specifications (cost estimates
containing planned quantities of works and quality requirements) are understood and treated
as the designer’s requests, which is completely wrong. The designer’s task is, in line with the
client’s expectations and instructions (constituting the project task that a consultant prepares
for the client), and the limitations and requirements imposed by the environment of the
planned project, to prepare proposed specifications for the client to accept. Once accepted by
the client, specifications together with pertaining graphic and written project documentation
wholly become the client’s requirements.
The client’s requirements form a basis for defining contractual and relationships within the
project team.
a) The quality risk structure of a project is based on:
 prior program terms being defined by the client,
 regulatory conditions in the environment,
 applicable standards,
 designed quantities and relations,
 implementation limitations of the project and its environment,
 risk optimization based on the set goal and the limitation functions.

b) In managing the construction project specifications the project manager must be
guided by the following principles:
1. Improve risk status through continuous activity,
2. Organize the project team in a way to ensure that it will be focused on the
realization of the client’s expectations,
3. Run the project purposefully in order to attain the planned goals, to eliminate risks
or alleviate the effects of project disruptions caused by the appearance of a risk,
4. Include the staff in a timely and efficient manner in order to make them fully
informed as required,
5. Concentrate on the essential elements influencing project growth in the process of
implementation,
6. Develop such a relationship with the suppliers that the job will be perceived as a
mutual asset,
7. Make decisions based on relevant information about the measure of success in risk
management,
8. Encourage the client to facilitate project growth through specific corporate
processes.
c) The attained quality relative to the required/expected quality of the construction
project is directly influenced by:
 Applied project procedures and the degree to which they are observed or implemented,
 Degree of challenge, conditionality, articulation, concreteness, clearness, argumented
specifications of works and equipment,
 Frequency, timeliness, scope and scale of the impact of requested, approved and
implemented changes,
 Degree of organization, available production capacities, sources of materials, total and
available human resources and applied job performance technologies,
 Quality control program and its strict application in job performance control,
 Occupations represented, specific knowledge and sensitivity to changed supervision
engineers,
 Continuous and true exercise of technical supervision,
 Palliative cost-cutting decisions without in-depth analysis of impacts on other risks.
1.3.

Time risk

Depending on the above mentioned client’s requirements, the agreed time schedules of
works and services almost regularly represent a set of unrealistic wishes, not a firm basis for
future interpretations of contractual relations.
In spelling out his time schedule requirements, the client must start from a realistic calculation
of time needed for the realization of a particular requirement, and for his needs relative to the
overall expected time of project completion he must also make allowance for a time reserve
that his sole prerogative, one that is never delegated to a third party without a pressing reason.
When in preparing the offer the time is calculated which is needed to fulfill the client’s
requirements, the consultants and contractors ought to act in unison.
For successful project realization it is hence necessary to act with maximum caution when
negotiating time schedules, without losing sight of the structure of risks determining the
suitability, credibility and attainability of the time interval in which the provision of services
or the performance of works is expected.

That is why the client should not state his time schedule requirement as fixed, he should state
it instead as desirable. However, before that the client must do a calculation aimed to protect
himself from possible future excesses that may result from uncontrolled contract negotiations.
a) Time risk structure, subject to previous conditions, is defined by:
 fixed time limit – final project completion date fixed by the client, or
 expected project implementation time taken from the previous feasibility study,
where the time schedule is subject to adjustments, or
 conditional time, where the project implementation time is a result of the measure
of success in managing other risks, or
 risk optimization based on the set goal and the limitation functions.
Planning and control of time required for the realization of project elements and of the project
as a whole is a basis and prerequisite for efficient project management.
“While the clients are inclined to impose tight schedules on us, they often contribute to delays
with their slowness in reviewing the materials given to them by the project team and in
issuing approvals to go ahead with works”.
That happens frequently and the team members have a feeling that their clients apply double
standards: expecting from the team to adhere to time schedules, while themselves being
unaware of their own obligations under the schedules. Superficial interpretation of such a
tendency may lead the team members to a conclusion that their clients are unorganized
procrastinators.
b) The attained quality relative to the required/expected quality of the construction
project is directly influenced by:
 Applied project procedures and the degree to which they are observed or applied,
 Planning, especially a clear structure of higher-order plans allowing direct links with
lower-order plans,
 Planning discipline,
 Planning tools,
 Available tools and required project monitoring procedures,
 Client/contractor relationship,
 Distribution of responsibilities through contracts and implementation,
 Impact of works exceeding the cost estimate.
1.4.

Cost risk

Cost as a measurable value generally thought to be influenceable during the project
development, especially in the construction phase, is actually the most sensitive indicator of
the success of the project. Cost also shows the success of quality and time management. It is
therefore crucial to ensure control mechanisms for the project which will prevent responses to
some risks through cost adjustment.
In calculating the expected costs, potential framework costs must be anticipated that may arise
due to currency value changes and fluctuations in the abundance and pricing of resources, as
well as the costs that may arise from the need to provide services or perform works
unforeseen in contract specifications.
The unforeseen costs, structured through two groups, are unnamed and unapproved costs, for
the activation of which special decisions ought to be made. A decision specifies the known or
expected costs and the existing cost reserve is reduced by their amount, i.e., the decision

converts the unforeseen costs into expected costs without increasing the total amount of the
project’s budget.
It means that budget rebalancing is undertaken, where some existing specification items are
increased or some new introduced, all on account of unforeseen costs.
a) The cost risk structure is determined through:
 Predefined framework project specification,
 Exploring potential and expected impacts of resource abundance,
 Market conditions of procurement,
 Risk optimization based on the set goal and the limitation functions, where
optimization can be carried out with the following limitations:
- Rigid framework, where cost is an exclusive priority risk with deliberate
underestimation of other risks,
- Framework cost, where a partially limited risk is combined with another
limited risk,
- Conditional cost, where cost is a result of the measure of success in managing
other risks.
A typical reaction to cost overrun is an endeavor to bring down the remaining costs at any
price regardless of possible effects on other project risks.
What should be done, however, is to analyze the remaining costs and by acceptable
modifications of technical solutions to try and rationally reduce the expected further costs of
project implementation.
If the technical modifications, cost analysis and revision are not expected to help reach the
planned cost, it is reasonable to consider a decision relinquishing the job.
b) The realized cost in relation to the planned cost of project implementation is directly
influenced by:
 Project procedures,
 Project discipline,
 Cost calculation at a different project level,
 Imperative of staying within total costs as determined in the preceding phase,
 Additional works,
 Appraisal of unforeseen costs,
 Modifications – impact of a particular price cut on other costs,
 Delay-related costs,
 Priorities in risk management – cost is always a reference index of the risk
management method
1.5.

Client satisfaction risk

As already noted, quality, schedule and time may be treated as risky or insecure project
objectives, the accomplishment of which is the task of the project manager and the project
team. Interdependence makes them individually sensitive to changes or disruptions which are
a result of particular responses to changed conditions or requirements in relation to the
existing secondary risks.
The project manager is always in a situation where he may reach the set goals with efficient
risk management, while the client is not wholly satisfied with the results. A discrepancy

emerges between the objective project success indices and the project success score given by
the client.
Client satisfaction as an objectively derived risk can be impartially shown as a resultant of
the three above mentioned risks.
Client satisfaction is calculated on the basis of a linear sum of three risks or by weights that
take account of (client’s) project preferences.
a) Risk management success measure (MUUR)
If the relation between the realized and planned goal is introduced as the risk
management success measure (MUUR), then:
Quality MUUR
«k» = ks / kp, where
ks – realized quality,
kp – planned quality,
Cost MUUR

«e» = ep / es, where
ep – planned cost,
es – realized cost,

Time MUUR

«t» = tp / ts, where
tp – planned schedule,
ts – realized schedule,

MUUR of expected client satisfaction can be calculated as:
- linear sum
«s» = «k» + «e» + «t», or
- optimum
where given as a goal is a maximized MUUR for a particular risk, with acceptable
MUURs for other risks (as a goal limitation):
«s» = max «k» + («e» + «t»)f(max «k»), or
«s» = max «e» + («k» + «t»)f(max «e»), or
«s» = max «t» + («k» + «e»)f(max «t»), or
- sum of success measures
regarding risk management, with expected risk preferences taken into account through
weight influences of particular success measures of quality, cost and time risk
management to the client’s satisfaction:
«s» = fk «k» + fe «e» + ft «t», where
fk, fe, ft – preference weights of particular risks
where fk + fe + ft = 3.
The client’s satisfaction directly depends on the client’s partial interests.
b) Client satisfaction risk, when it comes to a construction project, is directly influenced
by:
 Applied project procedures,
 Project aims, methods of their determination and degree of sustainability,
 Objective risks and their interrelationship as a basis for assessing potential client
satisfaction,
 Subjective opinion/impression and selective approach to previously established
priorities,

 Change in general relations, conflicts within the team resulting from procedural
excesses,
 (Sub)optimally planned distribution of rights and responsibilities,
 Disruptions in the planned distribution of rights and responsibilities,
 Quality of relationships in the project team,
 Hierarchy’s planned activities
 Hierarchy’s excesses.
2. Risk management
The field of project risk management is defined by the relation of time (abscissa) and cost
(ordinate). They define
- PPE – planned cost field in planned time (T),
with limitations by:
- POR – field of decision-making on the need of risk streamlining, and
- PPR – field of decision-making on risk streamlining),
as directly shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Field of project risk management

The symbols have the following meanings:
E
- planned project cost (ordinate)
RE
- attained project cost (ordinate)
T
- planned project time (abscissa)
RT
- attained project time
I.
II.
III.
IV.

preliminary project phase (IFP)
preparatory project phase (PFP)
project implementation phase (PRFP)
final project phase (ZFP)

According to Fig. 1, a construction project (up to the exploitation phase) undergoes the
following development phases:
I.

Preliminary project phase (IFP)

 Review of the project idea;
 Analysis of possible alternatives through intuitive approach and selection of possible
lines of project development;
 Collection of information about similar projects;
 Projection of framework parameters;
 Preparation of preliminary feasibility studies;
 Deciding on whether to renounce the idea or to proceed with project development;
 If decided to proceed with project development, framework definition of the expected
objectives of the project.
II.



















Preparatory project phase (PFP)

Based on the decisions taken in the preceding project development phase, this phase
involves:
Investigation of potential project locations;
Performance of basic exploratory works;
Checking of the assumptions arrived at in the preceding phase;
Placing orders for urban development & architectural studies;
Preparation of a preliminary environmental impact study;
Technical and economic analyses of potential locations;
Decision (yes or no) on the choice of optimum location; and
Decision (yes or no) on further project development.

III.
Project implementation phase (PRFP)
Commencement of land purchase procedure;
Procurement of services;
Preparation of preliminary designs;
Detailed site investigation works;
Procedures to obtain location terms and conditions;
Preparation of technical documentation,
Procedures to obtain building licenses;
Award of construction contracts;
Execution of construction works and outfitting of the constructed building.
IV.

Final project phase (ZFP)

In this project development phase that some authors, when discussing the three project
development phases, designate as phase III, the following activities are carried out:
 Determining the degree of quantity and quality completion of the project;
 Drawing up a defect elimination plan;
 Dealing with guarantees;
 Conducting partial and complete acceptance procedures for works carried out;
 Making arrangements for trial run, if appropriate;
 Outfitting of interiors with chattels;

 Detailed furbishing of individual spaces and elimination of damage, if any, caused by
handling;
 Conducting the procedure of handing over the premises to users;
 Final settlement of completed works;
 Submission of the final report on completed construction works, including an analysis
of realized and planned project risks,
 Drawing up of detailed business plans based on the realized project.
The network of arrows in Fig. 1 between POR and PPR determines the events of making
directional decisions (deviation from the plan – horizontal arrows) and their efficiency
(intensity of the impact of a directional decision on further project development – oblique
arrows).
Project status and necessity of taking a certain decision are obtained from the size relationship
between PPE and PPR fields:
 for PPE / PPR > 1 project status is unfavorable and
 requires a directional decision,
 for PPE / PPR < 1 project status is favorable, previous decisions were correct and
 carried out with a result which is more favorable than planned,
 for PPE / PPR = 1 the project is being realized within planned margins and decisions
made
 in frequency, quality and hierarchy as planned/required.
Fig. 2 Optimal decision-making field in the construction project implementation

In the decision field it is vital according to Fig. 2 to identify and adopt the following facts:
 the decision rank should match the degree of project development and the
corresponding decision hierarchy, i.e., it should be inside the optimal decision-making
field;
 the frequency of decision-making grows with the falling hierarchy level of decisionmaking;
 higher-order decisions at a later project development stage are indicative of:

lacking understanding of the project on the part of the client and other project
participants. and/or
o
inadequate planning, and/or
o
implementation difficulties;
 operative decisions (OPO) and working decisions (ROD) are executive decisions of
varying rank; and
 are made in project development phases II, III and IV;
 strategic decisions (STO) outside phase II of project development are decisions
revising the planned project objective.
.
o

3. Project procedures
Project procedures represent a basis for establishing clear and unequivocal relations
within the project team tasked to realize the project.
Project procedures are laid down at the very outset of the project and they prescribe, without
limitation, the following:












technology, tools and conditions of devising project plans,
method of monitoring project values (planned/realized),
basic content and scope of information,
required reporting levels,
method of aggregating information according to reporting levels,
reporting vector, or required flow of information,
method of information processing in accordance with the expected requirements of
information users,
conditions of reporting restrictions in relation to users,
method and frequency of decision-making,
distribution of rights and responsibilities,
information feedback.

The task of the project procedures is to safeguard the project’s system against irregular
“raids” from any side into the project.
In order to ensure optimum project implementation conditions in project management, the
project procedures must include, without limitation, the following:







client’s name,
project’s name,
project’s location,
client’s rights and obligations: list of decisions (rate and schedules) to be made in
connection with the project, method and rate of receiving information, permanent
and occasional sources of information, ways of communicating with project
functions,
rights and obligations of the client’s project control: description of work, position
relative to other project functions, method of information processing and directions
of information distribution, list of decisions (rate and schedules) to be made in
connection with the project, method and rate of receiving information, permanent
and occasional sources of information, ways of communicating with project
functions,





















rights and obligations of external monitoring: description of work, position
relative to the client and the project functions, information collection method,
information processing method and information distribution directions, ways of
communicating with project functions,
rights and obligations of the client’s monitoring: description of work, position
relative to other project functions, information collection method, information
processing method and information distribution directions, permanent and
occasional sources of information, ways of communicating with project functions,
rights and obligations of project control: description of work, position relative to
other project functions, list of decisions (rate and schedules) to be made in
connection with the project, method and rate of receiving information, permanent
and occasional sources of information, ways of communicating with project
functions,
rights and obligations of project monitoring: description of work, position
relative to project functions, information collection method, information
processing method and information distribution directions, permanent and
occasional sources of information, ways of communicating with other project
functions,
rights and obligations of the planning function: description of work, position
relative to project functions, method of collecting information relevant to project
planning, planning techniques, available or required planning tools, methods of
making required project status analyses, ways of communicating with other project
functions,
rights and obligations of the project team: description of work, position relative
to other project functions, list of implementation decisions (rate and schedules) to
be made in connection with the project, method and frequency of giving and
receiving information permanent and occasional sources of information, ways of
communicating with other project functions,
method and progress of staffing the project team – available own resources,
recruitment plan, plan for engaging services.
established decision-making levels – which decisions and who in the project
hierarchy makes them in the project preparation process and the project
implementation process,
ways of demanding decision-making – channels and forms of making demands,
who makes demands, to whom they can be made (standard form of demanding a
decision),
decision-making timeframe – for groups of decisions or where assessed as
necessary, define the longest available decision-making time and what happens in
the event of untimely decision-making,
method of making and distributing decisions – standard decision forms: type of
decision, expected effects of the decision, to whom the decision is addressed, to
whom information about the decision is delivered,
method of issuing requests for feedback information about the effects of the
decision,
obligation to report on the implementation of a decision and its consequences, as
well as the impact on project development: who files the report, submission
deadline, to whom it is forwarded for notice, whether the report covers the course
of implementation of the decision or its final execution, the impact of the decision
on the project, standard forms of decision implementation report,























scope and form of the information document and the rate of regular informing on
the status of the project,
information generation – on which project structure level information is formed
for a certain level and for which level, in what ways and in which form
information is forwarded to the required level,
ways of dealing with changes relative to the planned project objectives (a change
is an unplanned event that has taken place on the project), who notifies, who is
notified, notification about the consequences for the project, method of compiling
and delivering proposed remedial measures,
method of carrying out changes in planned project activities (changes are
proposed activities designed to improve matters, or proposed ways of reaching the
project objectives), to whom the proposed changes, to whom the notification about
the proposed changes are submitted, method of dealing with the proposal and
deciding on it, feedback information for the proponent of changes, feedback
information about the result of effected changes (standard form for handling
changes),
dealing with the implementing instructions – standard implementing instructions
– when and how they are sought, who seeks them, from whom they are sought,
expected time of issuing instructions, anticipation of their consequences, request
for feedback information (standard form for issuing instructions),
obligation to report on the implementation of instructions, its consequences or
impact on project development - who, when, to whom (standard form of
instruction implementation report),
method of drawing up project plans of varying level – depending on the project’s
size, complexity, duration, available or accessible tools,
techniques of monitoring and keeping records of the project’s status for different
project development phases, standard monitoring forms, instructions for
monitoring extraordinary events,
techniques of filing project status reports: standard report forms, instructions for
filing standard reports, instructions for filing extraordinary reports,
techniques of filing higher level reports – method of information collection,
method of information processing, instructions for filing extraordinary reports,
procurement plan – techniques and methods of preparing and establishing by
procurement packages, method of designating a procurement package, choice of
the procurement method for particular packages, planned activities in the package
procurement process, authorized negotiators in package procurement,
general and special rules of procurement – compliance with the sponsor’s rules,
the client’s rules, the consultant’s proposals, the public procurement act, rules
specially developed for the project in question,
longlists and shortlists of suppliers and contractors – methods of compiling, who
proposes the longlist of bidders, letter of interest for particular procurements,
criteria for shortlist qualification procedure, method of compiling and altering the
shortlist,
method of evaluating the bids – suited to the applied procurement procedure,
types of general or special contracts planned for use on the project – standard
contracts, repetitive contracts, unrepetitive contracts,
contract negotiation methods – with and without negotiation, who is authorized to
negotiate, way of acting when negotiations are deadlocked,






other conditions of procurements of services and award of works in accordance
with special requirements of the project or the client,
specific conditions of particular projects – according to special requirements,
the client’s particular requirements,
other possible requirements.

Project procedures are defined through graphic (flow charts, block diagrams, organigrams,
concerted organigrams, process maps, ..) and textual conditions and guidelines for project
activities of different project participants.
4. Conclusion
The author’s experience in the implementation of construction projects suggests that in
our project implementation practice new approaches gradually assert themselves through
attempted introduction of project organization, but, at the same time, the presence of the
practice of occasional or permanent renouncement of project procedures is strongly felt, for
which a dual explanation is found:
o project procedures hamper us with their inaccessibility, or
o project procedures should be different.
When it comes to a change in project priority objectives (which must be known beforehand to
all project participants), the change must be carried out in accordance with the procedures that
ensure the project’s stability.
Changes in project priority objectives during project execution need not always require a
revision of the project, however, that will surely require adjustments in some of the project
objectives.
When it happens on a project regulated by project procedures, changes are controlled, a need
for them is detected in a timely manner and decisions are made within a timeframe and to an
extent which will ensure that the project further develops in a direction acceptable to the
client.
Thereby a possible situation is avoided where it is expected that without directional action
“things will get sorted out by themselves”. And that is, as a rule, not the case.
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Abstract
Civil engineering is one of the most active industries in both Croatia and abroad, especially in
developed countries. As such, it represents ''litmus'' of financial indicators of a country. It is
well known that civil engineering industry is the first to identify a recession, but it also comes
out of it first after normalization of the situation. The paper presents statistical data on civil
engineering in the period from 2000 – 2010. Analysis and comparison of the data was made to
get a more complete picture of trends in construction activity in the last ten years. The paper
used solely publications and databases published by the Central Bureau of Statistics.
Keywords: Croatia, civil engineering, statistical data
Introduction
In the recent history of Croatia the Croatian economy went through two recessions. The first
recession ended in mid 1999, and the second recession began in 2008 and, according to the
available data, it still did not end by the end of 2010. During the nine years between the two
recessions economic activity was in a long period of expansion. Accordingly, the construction
industry in Croatia experienced a real boom at the beginning of the last decade. In the
oncoming years construction was very intensive; civil engineering and infrastructure projects
were especially developed and carried out.
The year 2003 will be remembered as unique in the recent Croatian history, because in that
year the foreseen value of the performed civil engineering works (based on permits issued for
construction) exceeded the predicted value of building construction works for the first and
only time. Naturally, the new situation drastically affected the increase in the number of
construction operations, as well as mechanization, i.e. increase productivity. In this so called
''golden period'' of Croatian construction industry, hundreds of kilometres of highway were
built and dozens of bridges and tunnels were designed and built. Also, the construction of
more than 200.000 housing units should not be disregarded.
Unfortunately, in recent years, many factors influenced the change of the situation, and
preservation of the upward trend proved to be unsustainable. The paper presents data relevant
for construction industry for the period from 2000-2010, where the author uses only official
data collected from the database of the Central Bureau of Statistics; and as such are available
to the public.

Employment and Wages in Construction Industry
Compared with other European countries, Croatia has one of the lowest ratios of employees
to the number of inhabitants: in 2010 the annual average of total employed was 1,432,454,
which is nearly eight percent less than two years earlier. With regard to the number of
employees in the construction industry, very rapid growth was present in almost the entire
decade, and in 2009 there was a decline that resulted in reducing the number of employees by
more than 15% in just two years, and as such still continues.

Year

Annual
average of
total number
of employees

Unemployed

1999.
2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

1.263.509
1.341.000
1.348.000
1.359.015
1.392.514
1.409.634
1.420.574
1.467.876
1.516.909
1.554.805
1.463.489
1.432.454

321.866
357.872
380.195
389.741
329.799
309.875
308.738
291.616
264.448
236.741
263.174
302.425

Active
population

Unemployment
rate*

1.686.361
1.698.827
1.728.505
1.748.756
1.722.313
1.719.509
1.729.312
1.759.492
1.781.357
1.791.546

19
21
22
22
19
18
18
17
15
13
15
17

1.761.958

1.747.000

Total
number of
employed in
construction
industry
71.302
65.222
65.782
71.788
78.276
81.893
85.025
93.297
99.257
106.427
104.978
91.052

% of
employed in
construction
of total
number of
employed
5,64
4,86
4,88
5,28
5,62
5,81
5,99
6,36
6,54
6,85
7,17
6,36

* Unemployment rate is the percentage of unemployed in active population (labour force).
Table 1. The average annual total employment, unemployment and total employment in
construction industry
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Figure 1. Comparison of data on total employment and total employment in construction
industry

By analyzing Table 2 it can be concluded that there is a downward trend of average wages in
Croatia in construction industry, so that in 2010 the wages in construction were by 14% lower
than average. Within the field of civil engineering, average salaries range in a fairly large
extent depending on the type of building. Average wages in building construction, civil
engineering and specialist construction industry are shown - the average wage in the
construction of building is only 75% of the average wage in civil engineering construction.
Their falling trends (Figure 3) are also most pronounced in building construction, which is not
surprising, given that investors are mostly privately owned companies.

Year

Average
wage (net)

Average
wage in
constructio
n industrynet

Average
wageconstruction
of buildings

Average wage
–civil
engineering
construction

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

3.326,00
3.541,00
3.720,00
3.940,00
4.173,00
4.376,00
4.603,00
4.841,00
5.178,00
5.311,00
5.343,00

2.597,00
2.869,00
3.232,00
3.501,00
3.636,00
3.733,00
3.966,00
4.265,00
4.397,00
4.567,00
4.446,00

2.253,00
2.493,00
2.717,00
2.951,00
3.079,00
3.266,00
3.492,00
3.809,00
3.976,00
4.041,00
3.860,00

2.874,00
3.144,00
3.616,00
3.969,00
4.110,00
4.166,00
4.444,00
4.737,00
5.149,00
5.160,00
5.092,00

Average wagespecialized
construction
activities

Average wage
in Public
Administration
- net

2.429,00
2.685,00
2.877,00
2.990,00
3.383,00
3.607,00
3.769,00
4.008,00
4.223,00
4.180,00
4.151,00

4.214,00
4.108,00
4.182,00
4.472,00
4.611,00
4.749,00
4.964,00
5.332,00
6.084,00
6.086,00
6.111,00

Table 2. Average wages in Croatia in the period 2000 – 2010
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Figure 2. Graphical presentation of the relationship between net wages in the period 2000 –
2010
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Figure 3. Net wages in construction industry depending on type of structure
Total number of permits issued for construction
In the last ten years a total of 137.094 permits were issued for construction (Table 3). The
largest number of permits was issued in the five-year period from 2002 until 2006, where the
number of permits for construction of buildings leads. The largest increase in building permits
is related to the construction of transport infrastructure, which nearly tripled in 2005
compared to 2000. The expected value of construction works in the construction of transport
infrastructure (based on the issued building permits) shows two exceptionally upward trends
(Figure 4) – in 2002 and 2003; and in 2007 and 2008 – the foreseen value of works for those
four years only was 42.376.190.000 kuna. An interesting fact is that in 2010 the expected
value of works on transport infrastructure and construction of pipelines, communication and
power lines increased compared to the previous year 2009.

Year
2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

Issued building
permits –
pipelines,
communication
and power lines

Issued building
permits – complex
industrial
structures

148

856

20

205

1.132

12

11.613

273

1.179

22

13.647

11.977

391

1.187

22

12.741

11.203

345

1.093

29

13.818

12.253

392

1.061

31

13.575

12.135

336

999

24

12.801

11.378

355

951

27

12.281

10.889

355

933

32

11.736

10.317

390

960

33

10.087

8.629

379

995

23

Total number of
issued building
permits

Permits issued
for construction
- buildings

Issued buildings
permits- transport
infrastructure

10.354

9.253

12.869

11.428

13.185

Table 3. Total issued building permits

Year

2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

Expected value
of works
(thousand
kuna) –
transport
infrastructure

Expected value of
works (thousand
kuna) – pipelines,
communication
and power lines

Expected value of
works (thousand
kuna) – complex
industrial structures

1.130.848,00
1.541.778,00
9.962.998,00
13.326.441,00
3.751.718,00
5.093.824,00
5.082.461,00
7.659.507,00
11.427.244,00

1.071.944,00
1.360.133,00
1.703.861,00
2.223.087,00
2.526.120,00
2.508.789,00
2.003.800,00
2.124.149,00
2.866.000,00

161.468,00
142.130,00
138.668,00
141.319,00
413.530,00
728.555,00
271.790,00
607.556,00
3.412.796,00

19.272.775,00

6.958.414,00

3.777.020,00

2.007.179,00

16.129.633,00

7.393.762,00

4.650.835,00

1.091.665,00

Expected
value of
works
(thousand
kuna)

Expected value
of works
(thousand
kuna) buildings

8.479.949,00
12.735.943,00
23.303.151,00
29.935.340,00
21.864.021,00
24.557.224,00
26.682.576,00
33.500.580,00
41.389.582,00

6.028.177,00
9.647.443,00
11.387.704,00
14.129.304,00
14.985.066,00
15.999.039,00
19.272.373,00
22.830.532,00
23.479.531,00

32.201.579,00
29.636.903,00

Table 4. Expected value of construction works depending on type of structure
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Figure 4. Graphical presentation of expected value of construction works depending on type
of structure
A large decline is also evident in housing construction, in 2010 the usable area of flats and
their number was smaller almost by half compared to 2006. Average prices of new flats sold
in 2010 amounted to 10.971 kuna, returning to the level of 2007, with a further tendency to
fall. The fact that a large number of unsold flats, still waiting for buyers, is present on the
market, certainly contributes to this.

Building size of buildings and flats for which building permits were issued
(only new buildings and annexes)

Year

2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

Total area of
buildings
(m2)

Number of flats

Usable area of
flats
(m2)

Average price of
sold new flats per
m2 (kn)

2.182.816
3.191.988
3.596.308
4.103.471
4.202.942
4.773.236
5.155.445
5.524.936
5.156.169

12.187
18.088
19.549
21.245
20.358
23.484
25.517
24.877
24.585

1.064.168
1.552.475
1.679.263
1.765.469
1.700.479
1.982.425
2.150.055
2.088.495
1.994.128

4.028.377
3.251.415

17.018
12.226

1.581.068
1.172.644

8.688
8.306
8.366
8.569
8.978
8.912
8.939
11.252
12.095
11.944
10.971

Table 5. Data on building sizes of buildings and flats for which building permits were issued
(only new buildings and annexes)
Construction activity of legal entities with 5 or more employees
With regard to the methodology for data collecting, grouping and analysis of the Croatian
Bureau of Statistics, the data related to the construction business of entities with 5 or more
employees were especially processed, although unfortunately no data was published for 2010
(Table 6), due to which we don’t have the insight of the last trends.

Year

Average
number of
workers on
construction
sites

Hours
worked on
site
(thousand
hours)

Total value
of works
(thousand
kuna)

Productivity
per worker
(thousand
kuna)

2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.

39.213
39.766
44.015
52.977
53.783
54.682
57.770
62.327
67.887
64.610

74.261
77.726
85.975
105.129
107.348
107.017
113.885
124.663
137.144
125.251

7.059.309
8.694.280
11.411.334
16.018.270
16.708.793
17.633.430
21.259.556
24.115.455
27.552.458
24.158.917

180
219
259
302
311
322
368
387
406
374

Table 6. Construction activities of legal entities with 5 or more employees

The performed work hours on the site are roughly proportional to the average number of
workers on site (Table 6), which is not the case for the total value of works performed in the
same period (2000-2009). The answer may be in greater mechanization, therefore productivity
was twice as big as in the last few years compared to 2000. Consequently, the data show that
the average number of workers on construction sites in 2009 compared to 2000 was only 52%
higher, while the total value of construction works increased by more than 300%
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Figure 5. Average number of workers on the site and their productivity
Employed in legal entities according to the forms of ownership
There are currently 15.090 active legal entities in Croatia, who perform tasks related to
construction industry (Table 7). The largest number of them is privately owned - 14 696,
while only 2.6% of the total number of active entities are in the state, cooperative and mixed
ownership. It is interesting that the number of active entities is still increasing while the
number of employees has a downward trend (Figure 6). Table 9 shows that the majority of the
active entities do not have a single employee, while 5.852 legal entities in construction
industry have 1-9 employees. Only 16 construction companies have more than 500
employees.

Year
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.

Total
6.955
7.521
8.205
8.088
9.837
10.806
12.268
15.090

State
97
93
91
90
94
94
96
96

Private
6.615
7.184
7.867
7.777
9.494
10.450
11.886
14.696

Cooperative
60
67
74
85
111
135
159
170

Mixed
172
167
163
127
130
126
126
127

Table 7. Structure of active legal entities according to types of ownership – construction
industry

Year

Total

State
ownership

Private
ownership

Cooperative
ownership

Mixed
ownership

2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.

69.486
76.687
82.024
83.403
91.845
98.551
106.080
107.653

10.613
8.920
9.328
9.237
9.516
9.386
9.249
8.977

47.752
57.963
64.380
61.661
73.087
80.758
88.895
90.617

147
143
170
283
181
150
167
203

10.974
9.661
8.146
12.222
9.061
8.257
7.769
7.856

Table 8. Analysis of the employed in legal entities according to type of ownership
(construction industry)
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Figure 6. Active legal entities and total number of employed in construction industry

Year
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

Number of employees
0

1-9

10 - 50

50 - 249

250 - 499

500 and more

1.640
2.399
2.980
3.660
3.003
4.894
5.277
6.713
7.397
8.124

3 406
3 538
3 523
3 537
3 750
3 616
4 061
4 105
5 884
5 852

806
818
817
809
1.090
1.080
1.175
1.161
1.466
1.461

167
171
172
170
205
211
256
252
292
292

15
15
15
15
23
22
24
25
36
36

13
14
14
14
17
14
13
12
15
16

Table 9. Active legal entities in relation to the number of employees
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Figure 7. Graphical presentation of active legal entities by the number of employees
The share of civil engineering industry in GDP
In 2010 the Croatian GDP amounted to 45.830,68 million EURO and as such was almost
identical to the gross external debt. Although the growth rate of GDP still has a negative
trend, this cannot be said for the share of construction industry in GDP. The share of
construction industry in GDP in 2010 was 7%, and the positive trend has been present since
2002. On the other hand, after a relative stagnation (2003-2005) and ascent (2006-2009), the
index of physical volume of construction works experienced a decline of 16% in 2010,
compared to the previous year. 1995 is used as the base year.
Based on the analysis of data from Table 10, it can be concluded that the situation in other
industries is even more critical than in construction industry, which certainly is not a reason
for optimism, despite the upward trend of construction industry share in GDP.

Year

GDP (mil.
EUR)

Growth
rate of
GDP

Gross external
debt
(mil. EUR)

Share of
construction
industry in
GDP

Index of physical
volume of construction
works
(1995=100)

2000.
2001.
2002.
2003.
2004.
2005.
2006.
2007.
2008.
2009.
2010.

20.892,99
22.690,34
24.826,15
31.360,55
33.894,25
36.527,67
39.869,04
43.603,84
46.871,10
45.625,07
45.830,68

2,90
4,40
5,60
5,40
4,1
4,30
4,90
5,10
2,40
-5,80
-1,40

10.106,10
13.458,30
15.054,80
19.810,60
22.675,40
25.761,10
29.273,90
32.929,20
39.950,20
44.590,50
45.896,00

4,5
3,9
4,1
4,5
5,4
5,7
5,6
5,9
6
6,2
7

107,5
111,4
125,7
154,4
157,5
156,3
170,9
175,1
195,8
183,0
153,5

Table 10. GDP, share of construction industry in GDP and index of physical volume of
construction works
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Figure 8. The growth of index of physical volume of construction works from 1995. – 2010.
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Figure 9. Graphical presentation of GDP and share of construction industry in GDP
Conclusion
In the last three years Croatian economy, and therefore the construction industry, has been
going through its most dramatic period in recent Croatian history. Although there were
periods of crisis before, it is difficult to predict the consequences of these negative economic
trends and identify their current developmental stage. It is expected, however, that in the next
two years at the latest, the situation will crystallize and that conditions will be created that will
ensure exit from the recession.
The paper presents general financial data of the country, such GDP, growth rate of GDP,
national income, gross external debt, etc. while at the same time data related exclusively to
construction industry have been collected and analysed (employment, gross and net wages,
permits issued for construction of active legal entities, etc.). All data are taken from the
Central Bureau of Statistics.
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Abstract
The estimation of concrete pavement productivity is intricate because of several factors, such
as the available working width and length, the concrete layer thickness, the construction
methodology, automation capabilities and the working conditions. This study intends to
assess the productivity and cost of the concrete pavement operations by taking into
consideration the effect of the above factors using the regression analysis technique. In
regression models, one dependent variable (productivity) is considered against several
independent variables (width, length, working conditions, health & safety level). Direct
observation, site visits and video recording of actual concrete pavement activities on a
construction site over a period of four months has been used for data collection. The
regression relationships are plotted, so as to derive empirical nomographs and correction
coefficients which can be used to adjust actual productivity againsts theoretical baselines. In
this sense, process-oriented estimation methodologies for specific construction operations can
be developed, by which each factor's contribution to productivity can be estimated. The
results indicate that the variations in the working area affect the productivity in a magnitude
of more than 50% for a given concrete layer thickness. The estimated correction factors fit the
actual measurements in a statistically significant fashion, however their predicitve capability
is expected to improve as the study sample increases.
Keywords: Concrete paving, Cost, Model, Productivity, Regression

Introduction
Concrete pavement layering is a process that requires the combination of labor- and machineintensive operations. As such, the implications and the interactions of the affecting factors
pose a significant research interest, given that published productivity or cost data are scarce
and based mainly on road-building research efforts (Yiang and Wu, 2007). This paper aims to
(i) identify the relationship of concrete paving productivity for specific operational factors, (ii)
explore the variation of productivity in relation to the working efficiency and the Health and
Safety (H&S) status, (iii) create productivity estimation models and (iv) generate new estimation
methodologies in the form of empirical relations or nomographs showing the sensitivity of
achieved productivity in relation to production variables.

The structure of the paper is as follows: First, the concrete paving operations are described along
with the main factors that affect their productivity. Subsequently, the research methodology is
explained followed by the presentation of the analysis’ results stemming from field measurement
of actual paving operations. The main inferences emerging from the study are discussed and,
finally, the main conclusions and future directions of research are delineated.
2. Background
Concrete pavement construction within the scope of this paper regards the layering of readymixed concrete for the construction of heavy duty surfaces in external areas, which are
intended to be operated by large scale machinery (e.g. airports, harbours etc.) (Knutson et al.,
2008). The activities that have to be executed for the completion of a given surface of
concrete pavements are depicted on Figure 1, accompanied by a list of the required resources
that have to be deployed. A short description of the illustrated tasks follows.
Tasks
Area marking /
preparation
1

Ready-mixed
concrete
pouring 2

Concrete
layering

Surveyor, GPS
equipment

Concrete-truck

Laser screed,
Slipform paver

Concrete
finishing

3

Joints cutting
4

Power trowel,
Float/texturing
brush

5

Joints sawing
machine

Resources

Figure 1: Concrete pavement construction tasks and resources
First, a survey line is established in the working area to facilitate setting forms at proper grade
and alignment. Consequently, ready-mixed concrete is poured from trucks, whereas specialised
equipment is utilized for concrete layering and screeding in its final position. There are three
options available for concrete screeding: (a) using hand screeds, (b) using GPS-guided laser
screeders and (c) utilising slipform paving equipment. After having reached the desired thickness
in the pavement layer, power trowel (“helicopters”) equipment is used for finishing the surface
and a float/texturing brush is used in order to acquire a rough final surface with increased traction.
The final task is the contraction and expantion joints cutting on a given grid (e.g. every 7-8m)
which takes place after initial curing of the concrete. Each one of these tasks can be completed at
a certain theoretical productivity level. However, it is evident that each project is different and,
thus, deviations from theoretical values are expected, leading to the actually effective productivity
achieved on site. The effective productivity of paving operations can be formalised by Equation 1
as shown below:
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where: Qeff / th = effective/theoretical productivity for paving (P) [m2/h], layering (L) [m2/h],
finishing (F) [m2/h] and joints cutting (C) operations [m/h]; f i = productivity factor of i
variables for the adjustment of theoretical to effective productivity.

As shown in the above mentioned equations, productivity of concrete paving operations is
affected by factors which may reflect environmental conditions (weather conditions, ambient
temperature) (Yiang and Wu, 2007), structural features (pavement thickness, joint spacing,
construction methods) (Vandenbossche et al., 2011), as well as managerial influences
(management efficiency, health and safety status) (Nunally, 2007). However, pertinent research in
the field has been concentrated mainly on asphalt paving operations (Miller et al., 2011), within
urban areas (Lee et al., 2000) which poses challenges in terms of the lane-closing strategy and the
interactions with the heavy road traffic (Hassan and Gruber, 2008). This paper adopts a different
approach, by scrutinising micro-level factors which are believed to influence achieved
productivity. Therefore, concrete paving operations are examined by taking into account the
working width and length, the health and safety status and working efficiency. It is evident that
each one of the aforementioned factors holds a certain set of attributes. The working width (w)
holds a minimum value of 4m which represents the min working range of both the slipform paver
and the laser screed. The working length (l) has no certain limitation and represents the maximum
length of the lane that is worked by a crew on a given workday. The efficiency factor generally
represents the ratio of the actual working time of a resource considering any operational delays to
the ideal 60-min working hour (Panas and Pantouvakis, 2010b). In our case, the efficiency factor
denotes the delays caused due to the abnormal shape of the working area in comparison to a pure
rectangular shape. In other words, it is assumed that any deviation from the rectangular working
surface causes more delays in the working cycle due to the need for micro-movements of the
equipment as well as the crews. The health and safety status can be evaluated by implementing
both quantitative (Hallowell and Gambatese, 2009) as well as qualitative approaches (Mitropoulos
et al., 2009). Within the framework of this research a qualitative approach has been adopted based
on a job hazard analysis. For simplicity reasons, the main criterion that has been taken into
account was the execution of concrete paving operations in the proximity or concurrently with
other construction activities. The latter increases the H&S risk, since there is a danger of collision
with other vehicles circulating on the site. In addition, paving operations take place adjacent to
building works, which increases the risk of objects falling from a height.
Factors
Working width (w [m])
Working length (l [m])
Efficiency (n [min/min])
Health and Safety (H&S) status (hs [-])

Attributes (min, max)
4,00m-32,00m
27,00m-210,00m
Qualitative (Adequate, Non-adequate)
Qualitative (Acceptable, Non-acceptable)

Table 1. Paving operations factors and their attributes
On the basis of the variables described before, the collected data have been divided respectively
according to their attributes in specific clusters which enables their computational processing.
More details on the data management strategy and the research methodology are provided in the
next section.
3. Methodology
The study methodology is depicted on Figure 2. Each phase of the research methodology is
explained in the following paragraphs.
3.1. Data elicitation
Data were collected through work studies of actual paving operations within a five month period.
Direct observation and video recording were used as primary data elicitation instruments.
Secondary data were gathered by open interviews with senior project management staff,

construction managers and site personnel as well as studying of project documentation (drawings,
quantity take-offs, progress payment orders, labour hours logs). The quantitative and qualitative
data have been used for the selection of the variables described in the previous chapter. In total, 24
data points have been collected representing on-site workday measurements. One data cluster has
been specified for each variable as shown in Table 1. The limits of each cluster are denoted by the
minimum and maximum values or the ordinal values for every quantitative and qualitative factor
respectively. In this way, a valid experimental framework is established which will consequently
help the categorization and the in-depth analysis of the data within the regression models (Panas
and Pantouvakis, 2010a).
I. Data elicitation

START

Variables
selection

III. Model validation
Validation charts
& sensitivity
analysis

FINISH

II. Regression model generation
Model
parameters
selection

Field
measurements

NO
YES
Model valid?

Validation of derived
estimation models

Regression
models building

YES
Statistical
checks valid?
NO

IV. New estimation methodologies development
Baseline Reference
Conditions (BRC)

Baseline Reference
Metrics (BRM)

Productivity / cost
coefficients’ charts

Empirical models
for productivity /
cost estimation

Development of
new estimation
methodologies

Comparative
evaluation of results

Figure 2: Research methodology
3.2. Regression model generation
Regression models are based on a data-oriented technique, where the collected data are directly
associated with each other, without considering the process behind this data. The general form of
a multiple linear regression model is given in Equation 2 below:
Y
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b

X

...

b

X
o
1
1
2
2
k
k (2)
Xk = explanatory, independent or
where: Y = dependent or response variable; X1,X2,...,
predictor variables; bo = intercept; b1,b2,...,bk = regression coefficients

For this study, multiple linear regression has been performed, in order to generate productivity
regression models. The working width and length are the explanatory variables, whereas
productivity is the dependent variable. Three types of models are created: (a) concrete layering,
(b) concrete finishing and (c) joint cutting productivity models. A variety of metrics and statistical
procedures has been applied in order to ensure the statistical validity and robustness of all the
models and their parameters. At first, scatter diagrams have been prepared and checked visually
for the detection of any possible outliers. Then, statistical checks based on the residual and
standardised residual information in the regression model statistical outputs were performed. The
p value of t-test for the coefficients of the regression models has been calculated to evaluate their
fit. Probabilities less than 0.05 are considered as significant evidence that the coefficients are not
zero. The statistical features used to check the models' robustness as a whole were (a) R-square,

(b) Adjusted R-square and (c) Root mean square error. The reader is recommended to consult
Kutner et al. (2005) or any other regression references for the definition of each criterion. The
JMP® version 9 software developed by SAS® has been used to build and validate all the models.
3.3. Model validation
The validation process was performed by comparing the outputs of the developed models to the
actual collected data. For this reason the data sample has been divided in a model building (70%)
and a validation set (30%) by random selection. At this point it should be highlighted that the
variance of the estimated regression coefficients based on the model-building set is generally
larger than the variance if the entire set was going to be used. Therefore, after model validation,
the final regression model is calculated based on the entire set. In addition, irrespective of their
significance, the models' results have to be validated and compared with real world data to ensure
that the designed models are good enough for real construction practice use. Hence, the validation
process includes the substitution of validation data inputs to the designed models so as to compare
predicted results of productivity models to collected data. The results of the validation process are
illustrated in validation charts which will be presented in the next sections.
3.4. New estimation methodologies development
This section serves the main objectives of the study, in terms of the research contribution. The
first step is the definition of the “baseline reference conditions” (BRC), namely the operational
conditions under which every operational coefficient can be neglected, as it is supposed that it
does not affect productivity. On a theoretical basis, this means that when certain conditions are
1
,00
,
i

(see Equation 1), and, consequently, theoretical and effective
met, then fi 
productivities coincide. For further information the reader is referred to Panas and Pantouvakis
(2010b). When the BRC are established, the “Baseline Reference Metrics” (BRM) are defined,
namely the initial productivity values against which actual measurements are going to be
benchmarked. BRMs can be extracted from estimation handbooks or from a company’s historical
record. The variation of the theoretical BRMs to the actual data is visualised by the creation of
charts which facilitate the comparative analysis of the studied operations and, ultimately, enable
the formulation of new estimation methodologies, which are not computationally complicated, but
rather simple and useful estimation tools. The latter can be achieved by estimating the values of
Q

fi. Finally, after having

eff
th
the f i , thus yielding empirical models in the form of Q
ensured that the produced regression models are validated statistically and in practice, they can be
directly applied in the estimation process.
4. Analysis
This section presents the results of the analysis for all three types of productivity regression
models which are built: (a) concrete layering, (b) finishing, (c) joints cutting.
4.1. Concrete layering regression models
Productivity regression models have been developed for the last three tasks of Figure 1,
(concrete layering, finishing, joints cutting). For brevity reasons, only the concrete layering
regression model development process will be presented in detail, since the methodology for
the formulation of the other two models is the same. Working width and length are the
primary variables selected for the model. The first step would be the scanning of the data for
outlying values and examine them to see if they are valid observations. A scatterplot 3D graph
has been plotted (Figure 3) which can detect trivariate outliers in three-dimensional space.

Figure 3: Scatterplot 3D graph for trivariate outliers detection
Since all the data lie within the designated margins of Table 1, the next step is the multiple
regression model generation, with working width and length being the predictor variables and
layering productivity considered as the response variable. The results of the model fitting
process are displayed in Figure 4 below. The first three graphs are called leverage plots
because they convey the idea of the data points pulling on the lines representing the fitted
model. Thus, the strength of the effect is shown by how strongly the line of fit is suspended
away from the horizontal by the points. Since in all three graphs the 95% confidence curve
crosses the horizontal reference line, the effect is considered to be significant. The summary
of fit table shows that the model has an R-square value 0,87347, which represents the
coefficient of multiple determination that measures the proportional reduction of total
variation in producitivity using working width and length as independent variables. In other
words, it represents the total variability in productivity explained by working width and
length. R-squares values of >0,80 imply that data vary little around the fitted models and,
thus, are generally acceptable (Kutner et al., 2005). The analysis of variance table shows that
width and length have an observed significance probability (Prob > F) of <0,0001, which is
significant at the 0,05 level. The parameters estimates table shows the estimated of the
regression coefficients in the linear model and a t-test for the hypothesis that each parameter
is zero. The Prob>|t| metric is 0,0076 for the intercept and <0,0001 for the working width and
length respectively, which means that bo ≠ 0, b1 ≠ 0 and b2 ≠ 0 at 99% confidence.
Ultimately, the following productivity model is used (Equation 3):
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Figure 5a illustrates the plotted regression model as a function of working length, for different
width values. The respective validation chart (Figure 5b) shows that the model values fit
actual productivity data adequately. A sensitivity analysis has also been undertaken to
investigate the model’s variation to a change in the working efficiency level (n) as well as the
Health and Safety status (hs) (see Table 1). Both factors have been modelled as binary values
taking the value X=1,00 if efficiency is adequate and the H&S status is acceptable, and
X=0,00 for non-efficient working conditions or non-adequate H&S status.

Figure 4: Productivity layering regression model results
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Figure 5b: Concrete layering productivity
validation chart

Hence, theoretically the four combinations of the factors’ values (n=1; n=0; hs=1; hs=0) may
yield four different regression models. However, the application of the experimental
framework described in the research methodology section concluded that valid and adequate
data points were found only for the n=1 and hs=0 cases. The developed regression models as
well as their statistical features are shown in Table 2.
Concrete layering
Prob>|t|
Prob>|t|
Prob>|t|
productivity model
Prob > F
R-square
intercept
width
length
-14,95629 +
0,0313
0,82
0,1261a
0,0269
0,0130
0,7800604x[Width] +
0,1155696x[Length]
2
hs=0
-4,593776 +
0,0013
0,93
0,0545
0,0005
0,0010
0,4864072x[Width] +
0,0663698x[Length]
a
This outcome indicates statistical invalidity for the intercept in these models, but the models are still valid
because the p-value for the models as a whole is <0,05, even though there is some statistical inconsistency with
the intercept.
No.
1

Case
n=1

Table 2: Sensitivity analysis regression models for working efficiency and H&S status

Since the productivity model has been validated, the estimation methodology development
process initiates. First, the data clusters for each of the two basic variables (width, length) are
specified in detail, so that the collected data are divided in each cluster. From the 24 collected
data points, 17 correspond to the “GPS-guided laser screeder” technique. Therefore, for
statistical validity reasons the analysis is conducted for this operation only and the data
division is as follows (Table 3):
Width
0m-6m
6m-9m
9m-17m
>17m

Length
0-55
10
11, 12, 18

55-80
5
17, 19, 22

>80
6, 9, 15, 16
7, 8
13, 14, 21

fwidth
1,00
1,69
2,06

Table 3: Division of collected data points in the specified clusters
The BRC scenario is set according to the preferences of the estimator. In this case, the BRC
scenario is defined as the one corresponding to a working width of 0-6m and working length
of >80m. This choice is justified by the fact that the maximum operating width of the laser
screeder’s blade is around 6m long whereas in most cases the pavement lane to be constructed
had a length of over 80m. Therefore, the BRM for concrete layering is established as the
average of data points 6, 9, 15 and 16, which is 9,27m2/h. Since two variables are taken into
account (i=2), then two productivity factors are defined f1=fwidth and f2=flength. The lack of
adequate amount of data points in the first row of Table 3 (no data points in the 0-55m cluster
and only 1 data point in the 55-80 cluster) means that flength cannot be calculated in a
statistically valid fashion. This is not the case however for the fwidth factor, whose estimation
is shown in Equations 4a,b,c. The analysis denotes essentially that for a working length
greater than 80m, effective productivity in the 9m-17m working width will be slightly more
than double than the equivalent value for a 0m-6m width of operation.
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For example, if it is assumed that a concrete paving operation is going to take place with a
working width of 9-17m, in a length of more than 80m then the effective productivity for the
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concrete layering task would be given by the relationship Q
 19,10 [m2/h]. For validation purposes, data point 13, which corresponds to the previously
described scenario, yielded an actual measured productivity of 19,95m2/h. So, the estimation
of the produced model seems to be a very good prediction. It should be noted, though, that the
correction factors have been derived from a rather small sample. It is logical, that as more
data points are being added to the sample, the predictive capability of the correction factors is
going to be improved. However, the validity of the estimation process per se is independent of
the sample size and should only abide with the statistical inferences of the experimental
framework, as described in the research methodology.

4.2. Finishing and joints cutting regression models
This section briefly presents the analysis results for the rest of the studied tasks, namely the
finishing and joints cutting operations. For brevity reasons, the final results of the produced
models along with their statistical properties are going to be presented, since the applied
methodology remains the same as in section 4.1. The regression models for the finishing and
joints cutting operations are shown in Table 4, whereas the productivity and validation charts
are illustrated on Figures 6a/b and 7a/b respectively.
Prob>|t|
Prob>|t|
Prob>|t|
Productivity model
Prob > F
R-square
intercept
width
length
-23,64306 +
0,0001
0,85
0,0111
0,0001
0,0001
2,3417823 * [Width] +
0,2037962 * [Length]
2
Joints
-5,613561 +
0,0023
0,70a
0,6541b
0,0007
0,0099
cutting
2,2789522 * [Width] +
0,1695937 * [Length]
a,b
This outcome indicates statistical invalidity, but the models are still valid because the p-value for the models as
a whole is <0,05, even though there is some statistical inconsistency with the intercept and R-square.
No.
1

Case
Finishing

80

80

70

70
Finishing productivity (m2 /h)

Finishing productivity (m2 /h)

Table 4: Finishing and joints cutting productivity models
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Figure 6b: Pavement finishing productivity
validation chart
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Figure 7b: Joints cutting productivity validation
chart

A summary of the estimated fwidth factors is shown in Table 5 below.
Width
0m-6m
6m-9m
9m-17m

Length >80m
Layering
1,00
1,69
2,06

Finishing
1,00
1,39
2,39

Joints cutting
1,00
1,06
2,28

Table 5: Correction factor fwidth for paving operations
5. Discussion
The analysis and all the aforementioned regression models have been based on the laser
screed layering method. It is interesting to examine what the resulting productivity will be for
a changed working method, by looking into two alternatives: (i) concrete layering by hand
and (ii) slipform paving technique. For concrete layering by hand, it seems that there is a
significant change in productivity. Indicative field measurements indicate a decrease of more
than 50%. This fact may be attributed to the increase in the required time for finishing, since
the accuracy of work is severely affected in relation to the automated working method of the
laser screed. Thus, it is logical that inclinations in the magnitude of 1/1000 are not easily
reached by hand.
On the contrary, the productivity variation for the slipform paving technique seems to be
rather small, more specifically in the region of ±5%. This can be explained as follows: The
analysis takes into account the time required for the actual pouring, screeding and finishing of
the concrete. In that sense, both methods are close in terms of production output, however, it
should be noted that the slipform paver is limited at a working width of 4m, whereas the laser
screed works freely. The main difference though lies in the preparation activities before the
concrete pouring, which relates to the time that is needed by the surveyor in order to mark the
layering region, indicate the required altitudes etc.
In total, the difference of current study with other approaches lies in that the applied
methodology is not limited in the generation of forecasting models, but rather identifies the
relationship of specific operational factors regarding the achieved productivity. As such,
process-oriented estimation methodologies can be developed to cover for any lack of previous
data or grounded theory behind specific construction operations.
6 Conclusions
This study has presented an integrated approach to (i) analyse construction operations, (ii)
comprehend the factors that affect their productivity, (iii) establish a valid methodology for
quantifying their impact, (iv) conduct sensitivity analysis in relation to selected variables, (v)
develop statistically valid regression estimation models and (vi) develop new, processoriented estimation methodologies to be applied in future projects. The research is both
relevant to industry practitioners, since it comprises an estimation tool that can be easily
adapted to an organisation's cost management objectives, as well as researchers, since it
provides the framework upon which every construction operation, can be decomposed it its
constituting tasks and, consequently, analysed in depth. Despite its limitations in scope, the
research results have been validated and the achieved accuracy is satisfactory. A possible
extension of the current study could be (a) on the breadth of the analysis, where cost
regression models may be similarly developed to indicate variations in unit costs and (b) on

the applied methodology, where a departure from deterministic methods towards the adoption
of stochastic, simulation-based analysis may enhance the models' validity.
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Abstract
As most construction projects are large and costly, collaborative working through the use of a
common information model called BIM may streamline efforts and resources to be used more
effectively and efficiently. The usability of such a BIM can be evaluated by considering three
interrelated perspectives: the technological, organizational, and social; and of these the key
issue is to improve productivity and enable innovation through the empowerment and
motivation of people. This paper provides insights for researchers and practitioners in the
construction industry into the potential use, development and limitations of current BIM
technologies and practices.
Key words
Construction; Construction Management; Building Information Modelling; Collaborative
working.
Introduction
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the process of generating and managing building
data during its life cycle (Lee et al., 2006). Typically it uses three-dimensional, real-time,
dynamic building modeling software to increase productivity in building design and
construction (Holness, 2008). The process produces the Building Information Model (also
abbreviated BIM), which encompasses building geometry, spatial relationships, geographic
information, and quantities and properties of building components.
BIM may be used to demonstrate the entire building life cycle, including the processes of
construction and facility operation. Quantities, properties of materials and scopes of work can
be isolated and defined. Systems, assemblies and sequences can be shown in a relative scale
with the entire facility or group of facilities. BIM goes beyond geometry and addresses issues
such as Cost Management, Project Management and concurrency of work on most aspects
during the life cycle.
Implementing BIM goes beyond switching to a new software. It requires changes to the
definition of traditional architectural phases and more data sharing than most architects and
engineers are used to. BIM requires consistent modeling representations of the actual parts
being used to construct a building (McGraw Hill Construction, 2009). This is a substantial
shift from the traditional computer aided drafting method of drawing with vector file-based
lines that combine to represent objects.

There have been attempts at creating a BIM for older, pre-existing facilities. They generally
reference key metrics such as the Facility Condition Index, or FCI. The validity of these
models will need to be monitored over time, because trying to model a building constructed
in, say 1927, requires numerous assumptions about design standards, building codes,
construction methods, materials, etc., and therefore is far more complex than building a BIM
at time of initial design.
The American Institute of Architects has further defined BIM as "a model-based technology
linked with a database of project information" (Lee et al., 2006), and this reflects the general
reliance on database technology as the foundation. In the future, structured text documents
such as specifications may be able to be searched and linked to regional, national, and
international standards.
BIM is a relatively new technology in an industry typically slow to adopt change. Yet many
early adopters are confident that BIM will grow to play an even more crucial role in building
documentation (Qiping et al., 2009).
The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC/ifcXML) are an open specification for BIMs and are
used to share and exchange data and information in a neutral format among various software
applications. Green Building XML (gbXML) is an emerging schema, a subset of the Building
Information.
It is believed that the emergence of BIM together with related technologies (such as virtual
prototyping) represents a new way of working in construction which will be widely adopted
in the next 15-20 years. BIMs have already been embraced by numerous clients, designers
and contractors worldwide. The benefits that may be accrued offer a new paradigm for
information management, which although requires a significant effort to set up, it is expected
to pay dividents. The new technologies have the potential to revolutionize the construction
industry and enhance collaborative working across disciplines, locations and organizations.
In this paper we review briefly the BIM components and present a success story from BIM
implementation in an actual project in Hong Kong.
1. BIM Components
A building may be thought of as consisting of objects, each of which may have a boundaryspanning role. Such objects include product models, CAD drawings and plans used to
describe the product (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2009) and process charts and project management
tools used to negotiate the process (Yakura, 2002). The different categories of objects that
may be useful in different types of knowledge boundaries, and as such as useful in BIMs can
be thought of as (Carlile, 2002; 2004):
Objects, models and maps such as drawings, engineering calculations and other objects
used to describe the product and the process of its delivery.
 Standardized forms that allow for standardization of methods in distributed work
processes.
 Repocitories, i.e. piles of catalogued data as in a library of CAD
Where the latter is addressed by modern database technologies, it has proved the hardest part
to address as data and inter-relationships are industry and legislation dependent, both of which
are highly fragmented and diverse across different countries (esp. in Europe).


The major issues involved and the strategy for resolution are summarized in Table 1 below.
Issues
Quantity take-off at different levels of detail.
Interoperability
Multiple data views
Information digging
Information filtering

Strategy of resolution
Consistent model at different levels of detail
as design evolves.
Single database schema. Use of IFC to
exchange data with external software
Plug-in technologies to allow different
reporting and visualization outputs.
Keep consistent views of data and information
in different formats so that roles can deal with
all related information
Allow users to built different filters
(preferably in a high level – almost naturalquery language

Table 1 BIM issues and strategy of resolution (adapted from Qiping et al. (2009))
The major plug-ins required are: An automatic scheduler, a design specification checker, an
integrated facilities management module, an automated take-off and estimating module, a
design checker and an area calculation module (Qiping et al., 2009). The underlying data
module can be developed in Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) which is integrated with
UML and W3C Object Constraint Language (OCL) providing rule checking and mapping
facilities (Steinberg et al., 2009; Eclipse Modeling Framwork Project, 2010).
2. From theory to practice – A case study of BIM implementation
The Swire Properties Limited One Island East (OIE) Tower design and construction project in
Hong Kong is one of the most substantial BIM impementations ever undertaken. The owner
put into place a robust BIM to lower the cost of construction by enhancing efficiency and
reducing waste across the entire process. The development of BIM revealed over 2,000 design
clashes which were resolved prior to tender. As such, the returned tenders were lower than
originally envisaged and withing close proximity to one another.
The winning contractor assumed full responsibility for the BIM during construction and
ensured that all 2D information that went to site was first vetted in the virtual 3D prototype.
This enhanced coordination and allowed timely drawing production and constuction
methodology simulation (Gehry Technologies, 2010).
During construction, the BIM became the central management tool identifying and
coordinating construction sequence issues and clashes prior to the problems reaching the site.
All project participants have had timely real-time information and visibility in the entire
building lifecycle process.
Once the project was completed (in May 2008), it was found that substantial time and costs
have been saved. The BIM was developed during the 12-month period used for finalizing the
designs and its cost was entirely justified by the overall cost savings of the project. More
specifically, BIM development was equal to 1% of the total construction cost, whereas the
accrued construction cost reduction was estimated around 8%.

Fig. 1 The OIE project – BIM model output (left) and actual construction (right).

Fig. 2 Example BIM screens where different views of the data (left) and objects (right) can
be seen.
Conclusion
For champions of building information modeling, the value proposition is clear. The vast
majority of users report seeing positive returns on their investment in BIM. For the time and
expense put into making BIM part of their practice, users gain a range of benefits that could
include improved productivity, enhanced quality, increased opportunities for new business
and overall better project outcomes. The more benefits a user reaps, the higher the perceived
value.The benefits gained from BIM are greater than many users believe. Those who formally

measure ROI on BIM report higher returns than those who estimate returns based on
perception.
With experience, users can see more value. Experts prove that, as users gain proficiency, they
will find ways to leverage the technology to their benefit. Given that BIM is still an emerging
process, this trend should gain momentum as more users master it and software providers
develop additional tools (McGraw Hill Construction, 2009).





63% of BIM users say they see positive ROI on their overall investment in BIM.
72% of users who formally measure their ROI on BIM report positive returns,
compared to 53% of users who estimate returns based on perception.
87% of expert users see positive ROI with BIM compared to 38% of beginners.
93% of BIM users believe that, compared to today, there is potential to gain more
value from BIM in the future..
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Abstract
Project Management (PM) literature is by end large English, diverse and context related.
Hundreds of new books are published every year that some criticize for being "too
mathematical", "too vague" or "lacking practical application/validity in a particular context".
The European approach to project management is fragmented, described by a multiplicity of
laws and directives and is often undertaken ex-officio by professional engineers. Human
factors and labor issues, ethics and cultural aspects play an important role, albeit they are
usually left out from relevant curricula. Experience plays a profound role; but how can it fit in
project management learning? The IPMA E&T Board based on the project management
competencies and taxonomy as described in the ICB and the collective knowledge of the
IPMA Member Associations (MAs) spanning 50+ countries in 5 continents has already
collected literature resources as proposed by the various MAs. Perhaps this should be taken
into account by those designing or implementing project management courses. Also, it will be
very welcome to communicate your views, problems and suggestions to the IPMA E&T
Board; Understanding and aligning on this issue will help as all to become better trainees,
educators, researchers and professionals!
Keywords: IPMA, Project Management, Education, Training, Literature, Recourses

Introduction
The ICB (IPMA Competence Baseline) (IPMA, 2006) provides the official definition of the
competences expected from project management personnel by the IPMA (International
Project Management Association – www.ipma.ch) for certification using the universal IPMA
four-level-certification system (Fig.1).
The IPMA Member Associations throughout the world (Fig. 2) have been actively involved
throughout the development of ICB. Their contributions have ensured that the text reflects
their requirements and practices in assessing project management competence.
The IPMA Competence Baseline (Fig. 3) is the common framework document that all IPMA
Member Associations and Certification Bodies abide by to ensure that consistent and
harmonised standards are applied.

Figure 1: The universal IPMA four-level certification system (from the PM training &
certification brochure)

Figure 2: IPMA Member Associations in five continents (darker colour)

Figure 3: The ICB (IPMA Competence Baseline for Project Management) (IPMA, 2006)
As such, the majority of its content focuses on the description of the competence elements. To
meet the needs of those interested in the practical application of the ICB, the certification
process is described for each level (Fig. 4), together with taxonomy (Fig. 5) and a selfassessment sheet (Fig. 6).

(a)

IPMA Level C requirements

(b) IPMA Level C weighting of
competence elements

(c) IPMA Level C score requirements

Figure 4: IPMA Level C (Certified Project Manager) certification description.

Figure 5: The ICB Taxonomy

Figure 6: ICB Self-Assessment Sheet (extract)

Professional project management is broken down into technical competences for project
management; behavioural competences of project personnel; and the contextual competences
of projects, programmes and portfolios. The eye of competence represents the integration of
all the elements of project management as seen through the eyes of the project manager when
evaluating a specific situation. The eye also represents clarity and vision (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: The IPMA eye of competence
Further, technical competences are broken down in 20 elements; behavioural competences in
15 elements; and the contextual competences in 11 elements (Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Project Management competences
After processing the information received, the competent and responsible professional in
project management takes appropriate action. The IPMA Competence Baseline is the basis for
certification by the certification bodies of the Member Associations, who use these
competence elements in assessing candidates. National cultural differences are addressed in

National Competence Baselines by adding specific competence elements and content to the
ICB. Validation of the National Competence Baselines by IPMA ensures their conformity to
the ICB and the global recognition of certificates awarded by the national certification
systems.
The ICB should be of most use to individuals and assessors when undertaking an assessment.
However, it can also be used as a guide for the preparation of training materials, for research
purposes and as a general reference document for people seeking information about applied
project management.
2. IPMA Project Management Education and training
According to ICB a full separation between certification, education, and training is required.
The assessor’s task is limited to assessing the existing competence of the candidate. As a
matter of course the candidates need education and training in project management to be
successful in the certification process. However, no specific kind of education or training is
required for the certification. Although no direct relationship exists, the education and training
institutions probably want to improve the chance of their scholars, students or course
participants achieving a certain certificate, for example:
 The project management programme of an advanced professional school or a training
course aspires to prepare its students well for the IPMA Level D certification.
 A project management master programme or postgraduate course wants to ensure that
its candidates are well prepared to pass the IPMA Level C (or B) certification.
In relation to the second example, it should be noted that education and training cannot
replace the individual having an adequate level of experience that is necessary for passing the
certification of IPMA Levels C to A.
IPMA publishes professional literature references for the certification on its website
(http://www.ipma.ch/edutcationtraining/pages/default.aspx). Each certification body publishes
a professional literature list which is useful for acquiring and updating knowledge in project
management. IPMA is collaborating with the International Journal of Project Management
published by Elsevier (http://www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_home/
30435/description#description). Several member associations are publishing regional or
national journals and magazines on Project Management.
3. IPMA Education & Training Board
The Education & Training Board (E&T Board) addresses the complex relationships between
education, training and employment in professional project management. Although the E&T
Board does not offer training courses, it assists in the development of resources for use by
students and professionals.
The main current activities of the E&T Board include the IPMA Registration Programme
(IPMA REG) where relevant organizations may register with IPMA training courses and
programmes, IPMA Advanced Courses which offer opportunities for expanding project and
programme management competencies, Recommended Literature with proposals of selected
books for further developing professional project management skills, Training Aid
Programmes where training courses on project management either at an introductory level or

oriented towards project management certification are offered via non-profit organizations to
countries with no national project management association and Cooperation Programmes with
other related organizations.
The persons comprising the current E&T Board are presented briefly below (table. 1)
Table 1: Short presentation of the Members of the IPMA E&T Board
IPMA Education and Training Board Chair (2011-12):
Constanta-Nicoleta Bodea (Romania) is Professor of Economic
Cybernetics and Informatics at the Faculty of Cybernetics, Statistics and
Economic Informatics, Academy of Economic Study Bucharest. She
teaches Project Management, Artificial Intelligence, and Information
Systems She has managed research projects addressing competence
management systems, technology enhanced learning and collaborative
systems. She is the author of 21 books and more than 150 papers on
Project Management, Information Systems, and Artificial Intelligence,
being honoured by IPMA with the Outstanding Research Contribution
in 2007.
IPMA Education & Training Board Members (2011-12):
Jesus Martinez-Almela, (Spain) PhD, Professional Engineer
(Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering), Certified Projects Director
(IPMA-A), is the Principal of Bioagroprojects Biotech and PMO
Director of Intercoop Foundation (based in Spain, active in Easter
Europe and LACC), visiting professor at the Polytechnic Universities of
Madrid, Valladolid and Valencia in Spain and in a few countries in
Central and Southern America. He is also the 1st Vice President of
AEIPRO, and OCDP Chairman (Spanish IPMA MA and CB). He also is
the IPMA Programme Director for LACC, member of the IPMA EU
Task Force in Brussels and IPMA-CVMB Validator.
Ruchira Jain, (India) Director, Centre for Excellence in Project
Management holds a Bachelor of Arts and is the first IPMA Level B
certified in India. Was actively involved to steer the development of
online eLearning for varied project and program related topics. Has
developed Project Management courses based on ICB 3, trained over
4000 professionals across 50 companies and been invited as keynote
speaker in forums like IEEE. As one of the architects in strengthening
PM in India has been actively associated with PMA, India since its
inception in 1993 and was involved in organizing the IPMA Congress
2005 in New Delhi.

Morten Fangel, (Denmark) PhD, is Director & Senior Consultant at
Fangel Consulting A.S established in 1975. He is a Civil Engineer
(Building), Technical University of Denmark (1967), holds a Diploma
in Organization, Copenhagen Business School (1970) and an Industrial
PhD, Academy of Technical Sciences (1973). Past IPMA Vice
President (1985-91), President (1991-94) and Chairman of the IPMA
Council (1994-96), Chairman of the IPMA Course Committee since
1996. He is the co-founder (1981) of the NORDNET (Network for
Nordic Project Associations) and Secretary since 1995. He has served as
Chairman of the Danish Project Association (1979-85), Network
Facilitator (1986-94) and Administrator and board member since 1995.
Chairman of various international, Nordic and Danish congresses on
project management.
John-Paris Pantouvakis, (Greece) PhD, is an Associate Professor of
Construction Management and the Director of both the Department of
Construction Engineering & Management and the Centre for
Construction Innovation at the National Technical University of Athens.
He is the President of PM-Greece, the Greek IPMA Member and a First
Assessor for IPMA Certification in Greece. He also serves as an
International Editorial Advisor for PMForum & PM World Today.
More information is available at his personal website
(http://paris.pantouvakis.gr)
Giovanni Francesco Salamone, (Italy) holds a University degree in
Electronic Engineering and has served as a Manager of General Electric,
Italtel, Siemens AG and as a senior Management Consultant. He is a
First Assessor of the Italian Certification Body. Author of ICB 3 and
ICRG in the Italian language. He also coordinates and teaches Project
Management Courses, based on ICB diffusing Project Management
learning into Italian companies, Universities and Business Schools. He
is responsible for promoting the IPMA Education Registration System
in Italy and for the Italian version of the REG Guidelines. Past-President
of “ANIMP-Italian Project Management Association”.
The Member of the IPMA Executive Board responsible for the E&T Board is the VicePresident for Education and Training & Research Management Board Prof. Mladen
Radujkovic
(University
of
Zagreb,
Croatia,
http://www.grad.unizg.hr/mba/
CV/CV_Radujkovic.pdf ).
4. Project Management Education & Training principles
The informed and systematic development of new programs is vital to attracting adult
learners, who not only have more options but also insist on value and flexibility (Meister,
2001). Adults often engage in work through multidisciplinary project teams rather than
through individual effort (Bodea and Mogos, 2009). Effective project management is a critical
competency for anyone participating in project teams (Kerzner, 2001). Cox and Osguthorpe
(2003) report that professionals spend more time in managing and administrating projects

(35%) than they spend engaged in original design work (30%).
According to Morris (2007), project management should emphasize the importance of a
broader business context and strategy as well as the leadership of people. Project management
competency is just as complex, requiring the acquisition of a variety of knowledge and skill
sets (Fig. 9) that often cross areas of expertise, including general management, supporting
disciplines (e.g. information technology), and special knowledge domains (Cleland, 1995;
Kerzner, 2001). Institutions offering educational programs in project management must
address this complexity in order to ensure that these programs are attractive and, more
important, useful to working adults across disciplines: an argument for informed, systematic
program development that takes into account the needs of diverse learners.

Figure 9: Project Management and related areas
The relevant literature tends to offer recommendations (Phillips, 2001), checklists (Brown,
1978), templates (Yang et al., 1995), and even models (Allen & Erickson, 1986; Greer, 1992;
Gustafson & Branch, 2002) for addressing project management. These resources, however
useful, are not grounded in research. In turning to a broader literature base on project
management–manager competencies, we noted two significant strands of ongoing work that
may prove useful to professionals, (a) the establishment of standards for project management
by a number of national and international professional organizations (such as IPMA, PMI,
PRINCE2, AIPM etc) and (b) reports of empirical research into project management
competencies, although often bounded by discipline, and diverse in their focus (Crawford,
2004). Morris, Crawford, and others (Blackburn, 2002; Cleland, 1995; Crawford, 2004;
Morris, 2001, 2007; Morris, Patel, & Wearne, 2000) recognized the efforts of project
management organizations to collect, organize, and convey best practices in project
management as useful; they criticized these bodies of knowledge for promoting confusion
within the profession and putting forth inadequate models of project management
competence. Morris and his colleagues viewed these inadequacies in current project
management standards as significant in that they affect how we conceptualize project
management and project management competence, which has implications for how we learn
and teach about it (Morris, 2007). In fact, rather than begin with standards, Morris (2001)

recommended that one “start with a clean sheet of paper and . . . seek to discover . . . what are
the competencies required of professional project managers”. Crawford (2004) also identified
recognized project management standards as inadequate for developing and assessing project
managers for two main reasons. First, she criticized recognized standards for representing
insufficient models of competence. Drawing on the work of Boyatzis (1982) and Spencer and
Spencer (1993), Crawford put forth a model of competence that integrates knowledge, skills,
demonstrable performance, and core personality characteristics, noting the last, personality
characteristics, as challenging to develop and assess through training. She argued that two of
the most influential project management standards (i.e. IPMA and PMI) address only the
knowledge aspect of competence, while a third, Australia’s National Competency Standards,
draws from knowledge but focuses only on demonstrable performance. Second, Crawford
noted that most standards are not based in empirical research but rather in an “assumption that
there is a positive relationship between standards and effective workplace performance”.
In terms of project management skills, the ability to communicate, ability to meet project
objectives and make decisions are the most important skills needed. In contrast, ability to use
computer/project management software and ability to manage legal issues are the least
important skills. In terms of current skills, the older managers, with the exception of the use
of computer/project management software, have a greater degree of project management
skills than their younger counterparts. The biggest gap between skills needed and skills
possessed is in communication.
The issues and skills that a project manager should be aware of and possess in the foreseeable
future were found to comprise industrial relations, workplace health and safety,
environmental issues, adaptability/innovative/flexibility, stakeholders management skill,
coaching/transfer of knowledge skill, client related skill, networking skill and business skill.
As such, the proposal of a comprehensive literature list is an interesting research topic in its
own right, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, can we propose a basic list
of literature aligned with the IPMA standard? This was the task of the “E&T Recommended
Literature” (abbrev. RLP) project presented in the following paragraphs.
5. IPMA E&T Literature – Who is interested / concerned?
In a recent marketing survey (Goff, 2011) performed in the frame of the marketing remit, the
potential users of the RLP outcome have been identified as shown in Table 2
Table 2. Potential users of the outcome of the RLP project
1. Who is interested / concerned for the RLP outcome?
a. Business Executives
b. Government Officials, Executives
c. Global Companies
d. Functional and Middle Managers (including key influencers)
e. The “Intelligent Client” (Internal Sponsor, Customer of Project
f. PMO Managers and Consultants
g. PM Practitioners (program and project managers, team members)
i. PM Consultants

j. PM Trainers
k. PM Product Vendors (e.g.: Software)
l. Deans and Instructors at Educational institutions
m. Students at Universities
n. PM Researchers
o. Business and PM Journalists
p. Certification candidates
q. IPMA Members: Those who are Members of our MAs
r. The PM Profession
s. Project-related Professionals in other Disciplines: Engineers, Bus. Devel.
Mgrs, Product Mgrs.
t. Member Associations, who sell or provide to some of the above
Legend
j. PM Trainers
l. Deans and Instructors
k. PM Product Vendors (e.g.: Software)

Most interested / concerned
Interested / concerned
Least interested / concerned

From the same survey, a further description of the RLP outcome is presented briefly in Table
3 below.
Table 3. Description of the RLP outcome
1. Why do they (or should they) want E&T Literature?
Because we need more than ICB! We need to understand the context of each
competence area in the level of detail necessary to develop courses, speak about project
management, assist certification candidates etc
2. How is it priced? High Cost, Low Volume, or Low Cost, High Volume?
No cost - open to everyone concerned. By products (e.g. PM toolkit; training curricula
etc) may be produced and sold at some future time
3. What Cross-selling or Follow-on Marketing Successes can you identify with this
product?
Certification; advanced courses; TAP LACC
4.

Who pays for it? Who influences the decision? Who benefits from it?
Voluntary work; E&T Board; PM community

5.

How is it Marketed (e.g.: how does our targeted customer become a “warm lead”)?
Through IPMA website

6.

How is it sold? Direct by IPMA? By Member Associations? By qualified third
parties?
It is free to anyone concerned

7.

Who is our competition for this product? What are their strengths? Their
weaknesses?
National MA (e.g. APM), other literature lists

8.

Is the Value Proposition for this product clear on our Website and in Marketing
materials?
No

9.

What search phrases would seekers use to find this product’s information?
IPMA Literature

10. Where do we rank in the various search engines for those search terms?
1st
11. What are the greatest Marketing, Sales and Fulfillment challenges for this
product?
Guidance to PM professionals, certification candidates, PM consultants. Guidance further collaboration with authors, editors and publishers; Greater IPMA visibility
through bookstores, books, publications
12. Additional comments...
Proved a very difficult task; so far we have assembled all literature from all MA
websites. More work is needed. Should project be modified?
In conclusion, the RLP project (IPMA Recommended Literature Project) is of particular interest
to students, trainers/professors and certification candidates but also of some interest to other
categories of PM professionals. The need for the RLP project stems form the concise nature of
ICB which needs additional resources – mainly literature but also drills, exercises, case studies etc
to be of greater value. The RLP outcome is intended to be available free to anybody concerned
through the IPMA website. Additional by-products (e.g. templates, toolkits, example curricula)
which may become offered at a later date, may be available at a cost.
6. E&T Recommended Literature – A primer
The RLP (Recommended Literature Project) assembled all published literature from the
IPMA MAs (http://www.ipma.ch/membership/memberassociations/Pages/default.aspx) and
Certification Bodies (CBs) websites (http://www.ipma.ch/certification/operation/Pages/
NationalCertificationBodies.aspx).
In all, 22 countries have published relevant literature, consisting of about 900 books1 in 15
different languages. The fact alone proves the multinational / multilingual nature of IPMA. It
should be noted that the recommended books included various editions of the same book (i.e.
version 3 was published in some websites, whereas version 4 in some others) and translations
of a book in another language (e.g. a book translated from German to English). Also, some
sites included relevant standards (e.g. ISO 9001, BS 6079-1, BS EN 9200 etc), European
Commission guidelines (e.g. Project Cycle Management: Handbook EuropeAid Co-operation
Office) and standards published by other organizations (PMI, PRINCE2, Six Sigma etc).
It seems that the task of editing a concise list of reference works is not simple and, perhaps,
could be assisted by developing common actions with the Certification Validation
Management Board (CVMB) or the MAs/CBs themselves2.

1
2

Not including literature lists – as for example that published by ANIMP (Italy) from the World Congress in
Rome (2008) http://www.animp.it/IPMA/pubblicazioni.aspx.
Although contradictory in principle – see paragraph 2 of this paper.

In any case, a basic list of 45 books published in English is presented in Table 4 below.
Table 4. Selected Project Management books in English
Author(s)

Year

Title

Publisher

Borg, J.

2004

Persuasion: The Art of Influencing People

Prentice Hall

Briner, W., Hastings,
C. & Geddes, M.

1996

Project Leadership, 2nd edition

Gower
Publishing
Limited

Brinkman, R. &
Kirschner, R.

2002

Dealing with People You Can't Stand:
How to Bring Out the Best in People at
their Worst

McGraw-Hill
Education

Burke, R.

2003

Project Management: Planning and
Control Techniques, 4th edn

Chapman, C. B. &
Ward, S. C.

2003

Cleland, D. & King W.

Published in

ISBN

London, UK

0273688383
0-566-08603-4

New York, USA

0071379444

Wiley

Hoboken, NJ

0470851244

Project Risk Management: Processes,
Techniques and Insights, 2nd edn

Wiley

Chichester

0470853557

1988

Project Management Handbook

Van Nostrand
Reinhold

New York, USA

0-442-22114-2

Cleland, D.I. & Gareis,
R.

2006

Global Project Managemet Handbook –
Planning, Organizing, and Controlling
International Projects

McGraw-Hill
International
Edition

USA

0-07-146045-4

Cleland, D.I. & Ireland
L.R.

2008

Project Manager's Handbook – Applying
Best Practices across Global Industries

McGraw-Hill
International
Edition

USA

0-07-148442-8,
0-07-148442-6

Commission of the
European Com.

2001

Project Cycle Management: Manual
EuropeAid Co-operation Office

DE Janasz, S.C.,
Dowd, K.O. &
Schneider, B.Z.

2006

Interpersonal Skills in Organizations

McGraw-Hill
International
Edition

Elliott, C. & Quinn, F.

2005

Contract Law, 5th edn

Longman

European
Commission

2002

Project Cycle Management Handbook

European
Commission

Gardiner, P. D.

2005

Project Management: A Strategic
Planning Approach

Palgrave
Macmillan

Gareis, R.

2006

Happy Projects, 3rd edition

MANZ

Gordon, J. and
Lockyer, K.

2005

Project Management and Project
Planning

FT Prentice Hall

London, UK

0273693786

Hamilton, A.

2004

Handbook Of Project Management
Procedures

Thomas Telford

London, UK

0727732587

Haugan, G. T.

2002

Effective Work Breakdown Structures

Management
Concepts

Vienna, Austria

Health and Safety
Executive

2001

Managing Health and Safety in
Construction

HSE Books

London, UK

0717621391

Hill, G. M.

2003

The Complete Project Management Office
Handbook

Auerbach
Publications

Boco Raton, FL

0849321735

Institute of Leadership
& Management

2003

Project and Report Writing

Pergamon

Oxford, UK

0750658762

Katzenbach, J. R. &
Smith, D. K.

2003

The Wisdom of Teams

HarperBusiness

New York, USA

0060522003

Brussels,
Belgium
New York, USA

007-124435-2

Harlow

1405807105

Basingstoke

0333982228
3-214-08438-0

Author(s)

Year

Title

Publisher

Published in

ISBN

J. Ross
Publishing

Fort
Lauderdale, FL,
CA

1932159029

New York, USA

0 8144 5043 1

Kendall, G. I. &
Rollins, S. C.

2003

Advanced Project Portfolio Management
and the PMO: Multiplying ROI at Warp
Speed

Kerzner, H.

2005

Project Management: A Systems
Approach to Planning, Scheduling …

Knutson, J. & Bitz, I.

1991

How to manage successful projects

AMA

Levine, H.A.

2005

Project portfolio Management

John Wiley &
Sons Inc

UK

0-7879-7754-3

Lewis, J. P.

2002

Project Leadership

McGraw-Hill

New York, USA

0071388672

Lock, D.

2003

Project Management, 8th edn

Gower

Aldershort

0566085518

Love, P. , Fong, P. &
Irani, Z.

2005

Management of Knowledge in Project
Environments

ButterworthHeinemann

Oxford, UK

0750662514

Maddux, R.

1994

Team Building - An Exercise in
Leadership

Kogan Page

London, UK

0-7494-1411-1

Maylor, H.

2005

Project Management

FT Prentice Hall

London, UK

0273704311

Meredith, J. R. and
Mantel, S. M.

2003

Project Management: A Managerial
Approach

Wiley

Chichester, UK

0471073237

Ministry of Defence
(MOD)

2005

The Acquisition Handbook. A Guide to
Achieving Defence Capability, Faster,
Cheaper, Better and More Effectively
Integrated, 6th Edn

Ministry of
Defence

Morris, P. W. G. and
Jamieson, H. A.

2004

Translating Corporate Strategy into
Project strategy

PMI

Newton, R.

2005

Project Management and Project
Planning

Office of Government
Commerce

2005

Pennypacker, J. S.
and Dye, L. D. (eds)

London, UK

Newton Square,
PA

1930699379

FT Prentice Hall

London, UK

0273693786

Managing Successful Projects with
PRINCE2

HMSO

London, UK

0113309465

2002

Managing Multiple Projects: Planning,
Scheduling, and Allocating Resources For
Competitive Advantage

Marcel Dekker

New York, USA

0824706803

Pennypacker, J.S.

2005

Project portfolio Management Maturity
Model

CBP

UK

1-929576-17-X

Project Management
Institute, PMI

2006

The Standard for Program Management

PMI

USA

1-930699-54-9

Reiss, G.

1996

Programme Management Demystified

Spon

London, UK

0419213503

Reiss, G., Anthony,
M., Chapman, J.,
Leigh G., Pyne A. &
Rayner, P.

2006

Gower Handbook of Programme
Management

Gower
Publishing
Limited

Taylor, J. C.

2005

Project Cost Estimating Tools, Tchniques
and Perspectives

St Lucie Press

Thompson, P. B. &
McHugh, D.

2003

Work Organisations: Critical Introduction,
3rd edn

Turner, J.R.

2003

Webb, A.
Wideman, R.M.

0-566-07785-X

Boco Raton, FL

1574443429

Palgrave
Macmillan

Basingstoke

0333949919

People in Project Management

Gower

Aldershot, UK

2003

Using Earned Value: A PM’s Guide

Gower

Aldershort

056608533X

2004

A Management Framework for Project,
Program and Portfolio Integration

Trafford
Publishing

UK

1-4120-2786-1

The list can form a primer for those involved in teaching project management courses or
designing relevant education & training programmes.
More work is needed, especially in categorizing literature in relation to ICB elements, before
the project can be considered to have reached an adequate maturity level. The effort is ongoing, and we at the E& T Board are looking forward to your suggestions, proposals and
critiques. Please do not hesitate to contact me by e-mail (jpp@central.ntua.gr) on this or other
related issues.
7. Conclusions
The issue of developing a thorough project management literature list, in accordance with the
provisions of ICB (see also paragraph 2 of this paper) has proved a very difficult task to tackle.
Nonetheless, initial findings are reported in this paper, consisting of: (a) a wider understanding of
project management that that provided in published standards (such as ICB, PMI, PRINCE2 etc)
where the prevailing assumption is (paraphrasing Crawford, 2004) that “there is a positive
relationship between ICB elements and effective workplace performance without being based
on sound empirical research” and (b) an initial list of recommended books in English.
The viewpoint that one should start with a “clean-sheet” (Morris, 2001) is not corroborated
herein; it is too time consuming and expensive to attempt to develop PM competencies from
scratch. Perhaps building upon standards, by expanding or summarizing competence elements
(a provision already made in ICB), is a more effective way. In any case, one should clearly
make the distinction between professional and academic requirements.
In conclusion, people involved as trainers and/or students may benefit from the list of
literature presented in this paper, taking into account the limitations already discussed. In any
case, the work presented in this paper is preliminary; more work is needed in the future.
Disclaimer
The views expressed in this paper are those of the author, which do not necessarily reflect
those of the IPMA Education & Training Board or those of IPMA (International Project
Management Association).
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Abstract
Construction as a major sector of the economy contributes significantly to a substantial threat
to the environment. The building no longer meet only etstetické and functional requirements,
but to be energy-saving with as little environmental impact. The aim of designers is to use
materials from renewable sources, using technologies with low energy consumption and CO2
production. This trend is known as sustainable architecture and significantly contributes to the
environmental design. The article shows the possibility of non-traditional building materials
for construction of houses from renewable sources. These materials also have a significant
impact on the volume of construction and demolition waste, which can be easily recycled.
Keywords: environmental design, sustainable construction, construction and demolition
waste
Introduction
Construction is always in all economies, an important indicator of the overall state economy
and its further development. I tis significantly contributes to GDP. At the same time
construction industry is the main consumer of raw materials and energy sources. It is
estimated that within the EU construction industry consumes approximately 40% of total
energy, produces about 30% of CO2 emissions, and produces about 40% of all waste. 1
The CR was business waste across all sectors in 2009 from the main part consists of
construction and demolition waste. In the year amounted to waste Group 17 total 12.4 million
tons, the prevailing soil and stones (170,504 - 7.3 million tonnes), iron and steel (170,405 1.1 million tonnes) and concrete (170,101 - 0.8 million tons).

1

http://www.substance.cz - tropní konstrukce s vložkami z recyklovaných materiálů

Graf no.1 – The composition of corporate waste under the Waste Catalogue.2
The aim of sustainable construction is to reduce the impact of construction activities on the
environment while improving their quality with regard to aesthetic qualities and maximum
lifespan, with emphasis on the economics of the problem.
Sustainable construction points in particular:
• Ensuring the return of the materials through recycling
• Integration of renewable energy sources into the design of buildings.
• Reducing material and energy intensity
• Increasing utilization of renewable raw materials
In practice, sustainable construction means:
• Reducing the negative impact sites (noise, dust, repetitive tasks).
• Integration of renewable energy sources at the design stage.
• Use of recycled materials in construction in order to protect natural resources.
• Reducing emissions of CO2 in the production of building materials and construction
alone.
• Controlled aging buildings.
• Recycling of materials and structures for demolition.
• Designing low-cost residential buildings
Sustainable construction practices can be applied throughout the building lifecycle, from
project preparation - choosing materials to the recycling of demolition and construction waste
generated.
2.

Influence of structures on the environment - environmental design

As people act on their immediate surroundings and environment, and conversely how it
affects the environment of civilization, these are questions which should match the different
indicators used in statistical methods. All these indicators should determine how sustainable
our life-styles. But how to measure sustainability of lifestyle? Canadian Villiam Rees is one
of the co-authors of the theory of "ecological footprint". This theory converts the biologically
2

Český statististický úřad

productive area necessary for the continuous provision of all the resources we need to present
lifestyle and disposal of waste when it is emitted. Because we can not indefinitely increase the
active area of the country, but we do not want to reduce the level of our lifestyles, the only
way to maintain balance is to design products that the proposal also includes aspects of
environmental protection. This process is called environmental design and ecodesign.
Environmental design can be defined as a systematic process of design and product
development, which in addition to traditional features such as functionality, cost
effectiveness, technical feasibility, aesthetics and so on., Places great emphasis on achieving a
minimum negative impact of environmental performance, both in terms of his entire life
cycle.
The emergence of environmental design can be dated to the 70th and 80 years of the 20th
century. The environmental approach, the reported number of scientists and activists from
many fields and not a little influenced post-modern architecture. In the early days of
environmental design is especially favored products from natural materials. Today, thanks to
technological advances in organic materials can be regarded as those which we can easily
recycle and znovuvyužívat.
The word design is used in Czech mostly in relation to the aesthetic appearance of the
product. English meaning, however, expresses its own design and manufacturing process.
Environmental design focuses not only on the product itself, but also the possibilities of
recycling, interferes with the management and optimization of production processes and
assessed in terms of product lifecycle. The aim of such a design is as long as you keep
konstruční materials inside a closed cycle manimalizovat material and energy inputs mainly
from non-renewable resources and minimize the amount of negative environmental impacts.

3.

Environmental design of residential buildings

Environmental Design offers a combination of modern architecture, art, economics, ecology
and especially efficiency. Among the building professionals is said that the so-called green
building is about 17% more challenging economic compared with conventional buildings.
Experience shows that the total cost of a house I move about 5% beyond the normal price. As
an example of mostly low-energy house organic materials, or "House in Furs" at Mlada
Boleslav from the architect engineer or architect Peter Suskeho Haus Braun by Werner
Schmidt, Mag. Arch. in Switzerland. Both houses combines the use of natural materials in
unfinished buildings, mainly straw as a thermal-insulating material, beautiful architecture and
the simple use of passive solar gain. Nevertheless, these two structures are different. One is
the flat lowlands and the other rises in the Swiss Alps slope. Other differences can be found,
and to some extent this relates to different legislation in the design of the system. One uses as
a carrier timber and the second uses straw as a self-supporting.

Fig.2. House in Furs - source: http://www.ateliersea.com/slamcz.htm

Fig.3. Haus Braun - sourcej: http://www.atelierwernerschmidt.ch/Braun.html
Let us now focus on materials and technologies used in the House in a fur coat. The base plate
of the house is made up of concrete, the core of a miniature house is built of brick and
chimney serving as part of the roof support system is made of galvanized iron roof membrane
is in the category of architecture. Other materials are natural. The supporting system consists
of a heavy wooden skeleton. The reason is heat-and humidity-walled storage nepálenými
bricks, followed by vapor barrier, and then a large straw bales as insulation. Is also insulated
with straw roof. The interior is dominated by wood and clay plaster in contrast with
galvanized panels and railings pochozími grids. The house remained plastered on the outside.

Fig.4. House in coat - source: http://www.ateliersea.com/slamcz.htm
This architect Werner Schmidt, goes even further and the supporting part of a house built
almost entirely of natural material. Leaving aside the metal base combined with concrete,
which brings home the terrain slope, it is a straw in the vertical supporting structures and
load-bearing horizontal timber in constructions. Plasters are used lime, which can be
attributed to lack of suitable clay in the mountains and its climate drsnějšímu.

Fig.5. Haus Braun - source: http://www.atelierwernerschmidt.ch/Braun.html
If we focus on the life cycle of materials used in rough construction of both houses, it is clear
that the dominating materials are easy recyclability. Here represents the largest volume of
straw, which we replaced the mineral wool or polystyrene. Straw can be recycled in two
ways, either as a nutrient plowing back into arable land or thermal energy recycling. In terms
of volume of waste is placed on the second rung of wood. Wood is recycled either
znovuvyužitím, the conversion of the sheet material based on wood, composting or thermal

energy recycling. Clay in the form of bricks or plaster is the best 100% recycled
znovuvyužitím. This recycling surpasses even the famous perfectly 100% material recycling
of glass and in ways necessary for energy, which is significantly lower. As seems to be
inappropriate storage on arable land or garden with a view of the higher clay content. It can be
used as inert waste - IO layers in landfill reclamation. Lime plasters are problematic, but to
some extent we can say that this is still a natural material. Most often we store the dump, but I
imagine that would be crushed applied to de-acidification of soil, which is a sand and lime
mortar, which is alkaline. Careful dosage should be, because lime is extracted from the clay
and sand mortar "clogs the soil."
Other materials are recycled as normal waste materials from the building industry. Iron
returns to the steel mills for remelting of brick to create a recycled brick, concrete, concrete,
glass, as has been said to melt.
Distributions remain problematic especially HVAC and electrical particularly where power
alternatives appear. Materials in the MEP, in principle, be divided into metals and plastics.
Metals are a secondary raw material, however, plastics are often only suitable for thermal
energy recycling, but where there is a certain amount of hazardous waste - NO, the deposit
can not be considered a final solution.
In this example, it can be clearly demonstrated that the construction of the finished product
can be almost totally recyclable and produce minutes. amount of waste that we can not
eliminate other than landfilling.
4. Conclusion
The term environmental architecture, most of the public present low-energy houses. In this
spirit, education and public works grants (eg green savings). The result is still construction
with thicker insulation. This will reduce heat loss of structure, but the less we are interested in
energy intensity of production of thermal insulating material, and we do not intend on what
happens with the insulator to expire. Although recycling technology advances are recorded
daily, so most of the materials you will find its secondary use, the problem remains separece.
The condition of recycling technology is the purity of the material intended for secondary
processing. When I return back to the example of thermal insulator, so the biggest problem is
the separation of KZS plaster from heat izolce. The materials we recycle each separately, but
as with polystyrene, in which the fiberglass fabric with silicate plaster? A similar problem is
encountered in the shackles of other materials commonly poižívanách on site. Environmental
design should avoid such problems. Learning professionals and the general public to pay
attention to all aspects, not to focus only on one side of the gentle treatment of the
environment. With rising energy prices and diminishing reserves of nonrenewable resources
is an effective tool for environmental design:
•
•
•
•
•

environmental protection and sustainable development
to address ethical issues related to environmental damage associated with the
consumerist lifestyle
to reduce waste production
to increase the percentage of recycling
planning to reuse parts of the structure

Environmental design is a way to use friendlier materials and manufacturing processes to the
environment, seeking and finding savings where it makes sense to investigate and bring
quality where it is desirable. Each theoretically and experimentally proven construction
technology or construction, based on the principle of sustainable development, will serve as
an argument when considering the necessary legislative changes. Without major legislative
changes because we can not expect significant changes in the construction sector leading to
the reduction of negative impacts on the environment.
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Abstract
Illegal construction in the most SEE countries in expansion is during the nineties as a result
of the political events and socio-economic conditions. Solving the problem in South Eastern
Europe is joined after 2004, when it was due to integration into the European Union signed
the Vienna Declaration on national and regional policies and programs for the informal
settlements in southeastern Europe. The signatories of the Vienna Declaration were ministers
from Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia all in order to protect the space as a
limited and non-renewable resource. Croatia has also defined the procedure of solving the
same problem. This paper presents a comparison of the system and solving the problem of
illegally built structures in Montenegro, Serbia, Croatia and the Republic of Macedonia, with
reference to the adopted legislation and approved procedures.
Keywords: Illegal structures, informal settlements, legalization, law
1. Introduction
Construction of informal settlements in Montenegro, as in the most countries of Southeast
Europe in expansion is during the nineties as a result of the political events and socioeconomic conditions. Solving the problem of informal settlements in South East Europe is
joined after 2004 when it was due to integration into the European Union signed the Vienna
Declaration on national and regional policies and programs for the informal settlements in
Southeast Europe. The signatories of the Vienna Declaration were ministers from Albania,
Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia. Troubleshooting informal construction aims to protect
the area as a limited and non-renewable resource, and to reduce the impact of the damage has
already been made.
The plan of converting the informal settlements and regularization of the formal structures
with special emphasis on seismic challenges gives the following definition of the informal
construction "informal construction in the long term permanent changes and destroys the
space directly to reducing the current and future development opportunities. In a legal sense
and is considered illegal construction which is not possible to get a building permit, and

illegal construction could include the construction of which it is possible to get a building
permit, the investor is not required ".
2. Solving the problem of informal settlements illegally built structures
2.1. Problem solving and problem of informal settlements in Montenegro
The causes that have contributed to the emergence of informal construction are social,
economic, professional, zoning and administrative law, in Montenegro almost exclusively
social and professional town planning. Social causes are a result of severe political and
economic situation in the nineties, a professional urban causes resulting from the lack of
spatial planning documents.
Informal construction has brought a number of consequences, some of which are sociological
demographic changes, changes in property law, urban planning changes, changes in
inspection, changes in the utility equipment, changes in the field of cultural heritage
protection, changes in environmental, quality of construction changes structures. The plan of
converting the informal settlements and regularization of the formal structures with special
emphasis on seismic challenges in Montenegro is in line with the postulates of the National
Strategy for Sustainable Development of Montenegro and the Tourism Development Strategy
2020, as well as with applicable laws in the field of environmental protection, spatial
planning and construction, property law and criminal law.
According to the data registered in the cadastre of the real estate in Montenegro has 39,922
illegally built structure, with the largest number in Podgorica (16,430 or 41.15%), followed
by the coastal municipalities (Ulcinj - 5000 Bar - 3200, Tivat - 2400, Budva - 1,100).In the
north of Montenegro was maximum of illegal buildings in the municipality of Bijelo Polje
(1,900) in the municipality of Pljevlja (1600). According to the Law on Spatial Planning and
Construction in the real estate of the Real Estate Montenegro, it was possible to enter only
with the issued building approval documents, so that the number of informal structures is
significantly higher and the projections is about 100,000.
In a situation where there is evidently a significant number of illegal buildings there is a
question of level of living conditions in them, rather, about safety. In particular, the existence
of significant utility infrastructure facilities, such kind, in order to protect health and prevent
infectious diseases, but also the security of facilities in terms of stability, especially for
Montenegro to seismic effects. Analysis of the utility infrastructure of informal settlements
and illegal buildings, it was concluded that the majority of installations equipped for water
supply and electricity supply, but no system for collecting waste water. Most buildings have
individual wastewater collection. Removal of solid waste is regulated by different
municipalities, and locations. The same goes for road connection.
Current situation of informal settlements characterized by the question of quality in terms of
seismic risk (lack of project documentation, quality control and construction materials), lack
of urban planning and organization of space, lack of communal space equipment, nonexistent and inadequate transportation network, the lower quality of life, lack of adequate
public and social institutions, violation of environmental standards, the risk to human health
and the usurpation of state land.

The plan of converting the informal settlements and formal regularization of buildings with
special emphasis on seismic risks, given the methodology of solving problems for the
realization of which is necessary to provide updated background of the current situation in the
area. It is an essential prerequisite to the introduction of the legal system of illegally built
structures. The first next step is to divide structures into two groups, the structures for which
there is spatial planning documents and structures for which there is no spatial planning
documents.
Structures for which there are spatial planning documents are classified into the following
categories:
1. Structures for which there is spatial planning documents, and the owners still want to
retain the informal status of the facility;
2. Structures for which there is spatial planning documents and the owners want to
regulate the status of the structure;
3. Structures for which there is spatial planning documents, and they are not verified
through it.
In order to regulate the legalization of the first group of structures, for which there is spatial
planning documents, and the owners want to retain the informal status of the facility, the state
can apply pressure from two mechanisms - the exclusion of the infrastructure network (the
last instrument of pressure) and the tax pressure (high tax rate coax owners to legalize the
building - began making changes to the Law on Property Tax). According to the assessment
of local self-government in Montenegro is about 15 thousand structures that belong to this
group, only a small number of owners has settled his obligations to the state, so as to thereby
substantially fill the budget of local governments.
Structures from the second group, which is necessary for spatial planning documents and the
owners want to regulate the status, it is necessary amendments to the Law on Spatial Planning
and Construction to define the procedure of issuing building and occupancy permits for
buildings constructed informally. Since this is already built facilities to simplify procedures,
to connect the building and use permit in one. If the owner who meets the requirements of
filing a statement of planning documents of a company licensed to build facilities that the
facility is built in accordance with technical regulations, norms and standards for design and
construction of structures, building-use permit could be issued without prior investigation of
security structures. If the owner does not submit such a certificate, it is necessary to control
the structure (stability, seismic safety, quality of materials) in accordance with the criteria of
a spatial plan, which is done after the classification of structures into three categories:
1. Secure facilities that meet the requirements of stability, seismic safety and spatial
planning;
2. Structures that require reconstruction and
3. Facilities for removing.
For structures from the category of secure facilities to be issued a use permit in accordance
with the procedure laid down amendments to the Law on Spatial Planning and Construction.
Owners of buildings that need to be restructured to making the project of reconstruction of
the structure upon which to issuing building permits. The content of this type of project of
reconstruction of buildings and other documentation for the purposes of issuing building
permits would be provided for amendments to the Law on Spatial Planning and Construction.
After reconstruction of the building would be issued a use permit. Structures that are found to
have intended to destroy, destroyed to the procedures specified by the regulations to be made.

If the building meets the requirements of spatial planning documents and, if constructed the
building in a company licensed to build, or if it is based on the analysis classified into the
category of secure facilities, issuing building and occupancy permits would take place
according to a procedure that begins by submitting an application for a building -use permit
to which is attached:

The building as built;

A statement of the company or institution that carried out the testing facility in the
classification of the facility safe and suitable for use or if the subject property been
derived by a company licensed to build the same statement that the facility is safe
and suitable for use;

Proof of ownership of construction land as well as proof of the facility;

Proof of payment of fees for municipal construction land;

Proof of payment of administrative fees for the incorporation of structure.
The competent authority building-use permit issued by a single solution. May occur when the
following cases:

facility meets the requirements of the planning document and the category of secure
facilities, but not completely built, issued the first building, later in the standard
procedure and the use permit.

The building does not meet the requirements of the planning document, or if it is
based on the analysis of structures classified into the category of demolition must be
removed.
If the building meets the requirements of spatial planning document and if it is based on the
analysis of structures classified in a category where intervention is required in terms of
reconstruction or repair, should make revision and reconstruction of the existing building
based on the project of reconstruction of the existing building. The application for a building
permit must submit the following documents:

reconstruction of the building project,

proof of ownership on construction land, and proof of right to structure;

proof of payment of fees for municipal construction land,

proof of payment of fees for the incorporation administarivnoj structure.
The deadline for the legalization of informal buildings for which there is a need spatial
planning documentation was 5 years, after which the remaining nonlegalization structures
must be removed. For facilities that are located in places where there is a need spatial
planning documents, but there is no possibility of fitting and verification of structures through
the same, shall be issued on the removal of buildings or to continue with the procedure if they
were already conducted by the inspection body.
Resolving the status of the structures for which there is no spatial planning documents go first
through the adoption of spatial planning documents under applicable law, then followed after
checking the possibility of their classification in a category of structures for which there is
spatial planning documents.
There is a division of facilities and the facilities built on their own and the state-owned land.
In terms of facilities that are built on state land, it shall apply Article 40 Law on state
property to which it is possible to find a solution in two ways: by providing long-term lease
of land to the owner of the informal structure (the amount of monthly rent of land would not
further burden the living standards of the informal builders, and would be a safe local

government revenue), the purchase of state land that would was financed by credit
arrangements with foreign financial institutions at reasonable interest rates).
Action Plan of converting of informal settlements and formal regularization of buildings with
special emphasis on seismic challenges includes the following steps: Creating and
implementing PR and marketing strategies; Creating a legal basis (amendment to existing
regulations or adoption of a special regulation); Preparation of updated topographic and
cadastral maps north-photo images, recording facilities and test static and seismic stability of
the same; Creating a database, the planning document, Implementation plan, urban redesign.
Expected results of solving the problem of informal settlements are: organization of
settlements in which life is safe; Scheduled and urban landscaping, construction and
organization of infrastructure conditions, building schools, libraries, health centers, post
office, banks and other necessary social and public institutions, reducing the harmful effects
on the environment, environment in which there is a high risk to human health, increase the
value of buildings; Construction as an industry would get a significant job.
2.2. Solving the problem of informal settlements in the Republic of Serbia
Law on Construction in the Republic of Serbia adopted the 2009th was recognized in its
content, the legalization of informal structures and defines it as "a later issue of the
construction and use permit for the facility, or parts of the building constructed or
reconstructed without a building permit." The same law is defined and that the building
permit will be considered for all informally constructed, reconstructed or enlarged structures
whose existence is evidenced by the entry into force of the Act, as well as for buildings
whose owners apply for legalization within six months from the date into force of this Act. In
the process of legalization of same structures valid authority to issue building and occupancy
permits as the construction of legal structures (local government - Department of Land and
the competent Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning for the structures of importance
to the state).
Legislation in the part of solving the problem of informal settlements in Serbia Ordinance
amending the criteria for determining the benefits of legalization in procedures, criteria for
facilities that can not issue a building permit, as well as the content of technical
documentation and the content and manner of issuing building and occupancy permits for
structures that are the subject of legalization.
Law on Construction in Article 187 defines the conditions in which the structures can not
issue building permit, and if the facility:
1. built or rebuilt on the land for the construction of an unfavourable (landslides,
wetlands, etc.);
2. constructed, or reconstructed from materials that provide durability and safety of the
facility;
3. built in areas of public use and areas planned for development or construction of
public buildings or public areas which are determined by the general interest, in
accordance with the law;
4. constructed, or reconstructed in the zone of protection of natural and cultural
resources;
5. constructed, or reconstructed with the purpose of which is contrary to the predominant
use in that zone;

6. constructed, or reconstructed at a distance to the neighboring building that is less than
the distance stipulated by the Ordinance on General Conditions of the lots and
building and contents, conditions and procedure of issuance of the planning
conditions for the structures for which the building permit issued by the municipal or
city government (official journal "Službeni glasnik Republike Srbije" No. 75/03)
relating to the distance between structures;
7. constructed, or reconstructed so that the height of the building is greater than the
amount prescribed by the Regulations on general conditions of the lots and building
and contents, conditions and procedure of issuance of the planning conditions for the
structures for which the building permit issued by the municipal or city government
(official journal "Službeni glasnik Republike Srbije" No. 75/03) relating to building
height.
Legalization of informal structures in the Republic of Serbia is done according to the Rules
adopted by the following steps:
1. Applying for legalization;
2. The competent authority shall review the submitted documentation and determine
whether the content corresponds to the regulations set out in the Act and Regulations.
If documentation is not satisfactory, requires the amendment and correction within 60
days. If after the expiry of the period the applicant fails to submit documentation that
meets the criteria, the competent authority rejects the request and takes further action
by the competent building inspection. If the submitted documentation is complete, the
competent authority shall decide on the possibility of legalizing the subject property.
If the competent authority decides that there is no possibility of legalization issue a
decision on rejecting the application and further proceedings not responsible building
inspection. If the competent authority determines that there is a possibility of
legalization, it shall inform the applicant and submit his information on the amount
you should pay within 60 days of receipt of the notice.
3. Within 60 days the applicant shall sign a contract on the legalization of the
Directorate of Land, after which the same shall submit to the authority that within 15
days issue a decision about the use and building permits.
Documents to be submitted in the process of legalization of informal structures and rules are
defined depending on the type of structure. According to the types of structures are grouped
into the following categories:

Family housing up to 100m2 GBA, apartments in residential buildings and 100m2 of
net usable floor area and residential buildings over 100m2 with a resident;

Residential buildings with more apartments, residential and commercial buildings,
offices and production facilities;

Auxiliary facilities;

Structures built from the Republic of Serbia, autonomous provinces and local
governments;

Structures for which the approval was granted for the construction of the regulations
in force before the entry into force of the planning and construction, and that the
changes were of the issued and confirmed the main construction project.
For family residential building with up to 100m2 GBA, apartments in residential buildings up
to 100m2 of net usable floor area and residential buildings over 100m2 with one resident
should be submitted:

request for additional building permit;







proof of ownership / proof of construction land lease / proof of ownership of
property;
photographs of the property;
a technical report on the condition of the building, installation, network
infrastructure and external decoration, which contains the land survey facility to
copy the lot with reported gross building area of the underlying structure;
proof of payment of fees.

For residential buildings with more apartments, residential and commercial buildings,
business and production facilities required to submit:

request for additional building permit;

proof of ownership / proof of construction land lease / proof of ownership of
property;

photographs of the property;

minutes of the completed testimony about meeting the requirements for use of the
facility with the specification of separate physical parts, which contains the land
survey facility to copy the lot, with reported gross building area is made of an
authorized legal person;

proof of payment fees.
The request for subsequent issuance of building permits for residential buildings with more
apartments, residential and commercial buildings, business and production facilities may be
filed by every owner of a particular physical structure, and the decision on issuance of
building permits will be issued for the entire facility, with specification of separate physical
parts.
For buildings built with the budget of the Republic of Serbia, autonomous provinces and
local governments should be submitted:

request for additional building permit;

minutes of the completed testimony about the technical correctness and compliance
with requirements for use of the facility with the specification of separate physical
parts, which contains the land survey facility to copy the lot, with reported GBA
basically build facility by authorized legal persons;

proof of payment of administrative fees.
Technical report on the condition of the building, installation, network infrastructure and
planning in addition to surveying the external recording facility to copy the lot with reported
gross building area contains a technical description which are given:

Data about investor and an authorized person who prepared the report;

description of the location structure with the necessary zoning regulations;

a description of the structure with the conclusion of the perceived quality of
completed work and meeting the requirements for use in terms of stability and
security;

description and condition of plumbing and sewage, as well as how to connect to the
external network;

description and condition of wiring, as well as evidence on the connection structure
to the external network, or evidence of a meter;

description and condition of the installation of heating, type of heating system
(heating, remote, etc.), and the method of connection to the external network;

sketches and tabulation of areas for each level of the functional units;



a statement of the degree of completeness and usability of the facility.

Built design includes a general, textual and graphical part. The general part of the data on the
Investor, the location of the facility and the company are prepared the technical
documentation. Text of the project includes technical reports on the state of the building,
installation, network infrastructure and external decoration. Technical report on the condition
of the building include: a description of the structural system, information on funding
requirements, information on climate zone and seismic zone, information on installed
materials, information onstage of completion of the facility and the perceived quality of the
works, with special emphasis on the state of construction and fulfilment of the requirements
for use in terms of stability and security. If you are installing in the house according to the
issued derivative terms, or consent or contract with a public company or body, not attached to
the project of those installations. The correctness of the works to verify the reports prepared
by authorized companies or other entities. Graphic part of the project includes site plan, the
basics of foundation, roof and floor plans, cross sections and characteristic appearances of the
facility required.
2.3. Problem solving and problem of informal settlements in Croatia
Informal settlements and informal areas are a problem that is present in Croatia, in order to
solve this problem through the Law on Spatial Planning and Construction in 2007. was made
possible by their legalization. Legalization is available only for facilities that are consistent
with regional plans and the form of the building as built. Licensing of these facilities is the
responsibility of local governments of cities and municipalities which comprise more than 35
thousand inhabitants.
Institute building as built, as well as documentation for legalization is defined by the Spatial
Planning and Construction in article 198 and 199 and in Articles 240 to 248th The owner
who belongs to a group of informal structures in the process of legalization of the first phase
of preparation goes documentation goes include:

making the architectural project as built facility by a licensed architect. The
architect who created the project has an obligation to make a statement that the
facility is built in accordance with applicable regional planning documents. Project
documentation is made on special geodetic surveyor authorized by the right;

extract from the cadastre parcel of property. Abstract should include a parcel
marked adjacent and neighbouring buildings;

deed.
The decision on the state derivative is issued for buildings whose gross area of less than or
equal to 400m2 and the facilities used exclusively for agricultural activity and have a gross
area that is less than or equal to 600m2. Confirmation of thederived condition is issued for
buildings with a gross area greater than 400m2 and facilities usedexclusively for agricultural
activity and has broth surface that is larger than 600m2. To obtain absolution or confirmation
of the constructed condition of the building, after obtaining a location permit is required to
pay and community contributions, contributions of water, building taxes and penalty for nonformal constructed building (50% of municipal contributions).
The owner with the request for issuance of derivative condition attached:

Three copies of the architectural project as-built condition of the building;

evidence about the performance requirements of mechanical resistance and stability

in the building made by the authorized person;

proof of construction on the plot of the structure.
After completing the first part of making and collecting the documents, the owner of which is
issued on the derived condition, the competent authority requires the issuance of "location"
license. With the application must include:

extract from the cadastre;

Three copies of the project as built to the situation shown on the corresponding
surface contour and a statement that the facility is built in accordance with
applicable regional planning documents;

proof of legal interest of the applicant for the issuance of building permits.
After obtaining a location permit, the owner shall apply for the certificate of the derived
condition of the building, with the following documents:

final site permit;

Three copies of the architectural project as built with evidence of meeting the most
important requests, made by an authorized person;

inspection reports filed with the most evidence of construction requirements, if such
control is required;

studies on the geotechnical and other investigations, technology, traffic and other
studies if the data from them used for the project as built;

proof of construction on the plot of the structure.
When it is determined that the submitted documentation is valid, and if the owner to provide
evidence on paid duties, the Authority issued its decision or confirmation of the derived
condition of the building. If it is determined that the facility was not built in accordance with
the architectural projects-built condition of the building, the Authority will refuse to issue a
decision or confirmation of the derived condition of the building.
2.4. Legalization of illegal constructions in the Republic of Macedonia
As many other countries, the Republic of Macedonia also have an unsolved issues concerning
the illegal constructions built in the past. That is why, starting from this year, a new Law for
dealing with illegal structures has been written, law that will probably help solving the
current problems that are issued by many illegal constructions that were/are build in the
country.
The Law for dealing with illegal structures has been published in the official journal of the
Republic of Macedonia, “Služben vesnik” number 23, on 24.02.2011 and the same became
officially binding on 03.03.2011. After the law became official, the procedure for legalization
of illegal constructions has begun.
In the process of formulation of this Law, many meetings have been organized during which
public presentations were held about the suggested solutions. Also public gatherings were
held in which representatives from the local communities, the municipality mayors, ZELS,
Chambers of commerce, USAID and representatives from other relevant institutions
participated.
The expression “illegal structure” refers to the structures (as a whole or some parts of it) that
were constructed without the required construction permission or in contrary to that
permission. The subject-matter of this Law are illegal structures that have the civil
engineering and installation works completed before the law become legally binding.

According to the Law, the process of legalization begins by submittal of a legalization
request by the owner of the illegal structure, and to the adequate institution which is
responsible for this subject. The deadline for the submittal of these requests is 6 months after
the Law has become legally binding.
The documents that need to be submitted with the request are the following:
1. Certificate of citizenship or copy of a personal ID (for Macedonian nationals), i.e.
permit for permanent stay (for foreign nationals); and for Macedonian or foreign
companies, certificate that the company has been registered in Republic of
Macedonia or in adequate institution in the country where that company has its
headquarter.
2. Proof for connection to the local utility services and/or recent bill for public services
(electricity, water etc.). If the illegal construction does not have any connection to the
utility services than an official statement is required that will confirm that the illegal
structure is constructed before the Law has become legally binding.
3. Geodetic elaborate for confirming the actual status of the illegal structure, together
with the property documentation.
The municipality units that are responsible for urbanism planning, have to determine the legal
status of the constructions, not longer than six months after the request was accepted. Within
three months of the request submission, representatives from the municipality units have to
visit the site and give their approval, together with the document for payment. The amount
that has to be paid for determination of the legal status is set to 1 Euro for 1 square meter, for
apartment houses and buildings. The payment amount for other types of constructions is
calculated by different procedure according to the regulations given by the municipality units,
apart from the public and state structures for which there is no payment fee. Within five days
of the payment, the municipality will submit an approval that the structure can be legalized. If
the construction fulfills the required conditions (written and specified in the Law for dealing
with illegal structures) they will give their consent so that the construction can be included in
the urban plans. However, when that’s not the case, they can reject the request for
determination of the legal status of an illegal construction. The procedure is the same, for
individuals and companies, except for the payment amount that has been set in the
Regulations.
Additional legal regulations concerning the form and content of the request for legalization,
the required conditions that need to be fulfilled in order to get the legal status of the structure,
the documentation that needs to be provided etc., have been set out and published in the
official journal of the Republic of Macedonia, “Sluzben vesnik” number 26 on 02.03.2011.
Those regulations and the general information about this Law are also available on the
official web-site of the Ministry for transport and communications: www.mtc.gov.mk.
According to the Ministry for transport and communications, the expectation is that the first
legalization approval will be given some when in April and that the new training procedures,
for the public administration, will begin in May. The Minister himself attended many public
gatherings and meetings, in many municipalities in Macedonia, presenting the most important
aspects of this Law. According to the Ministry, there are more than 310.000 illegal structures
in Macedonia, that are located mainly in Skopje – the capital city of Macedonia and in the
western part of the country.
This Law for dealing with an illegal structures, as an very important ongoing project, is the
final solution for the issue of illegal constructing which has been a problem Macedonia was
facing many years back.

3. Conclusion
The problem of informal settlements illegally built structures has been recognized in
Montenegro, Croatia, Serbia and Macedonia and access to its resolution for several reasons:
convergence towards EU standards and requirements that must be met to access the same,
preserving space as a limited resources, improving quality of life and safety of the population
exploited illegally constructed buildings. Implementation of activities to address the problem
of informal settlements illegally built structures in the region is underway and results will be
able to analyze for several years.
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Abstract
The issue of preliminary estimation of time and costs necessary for construction of a building
presents one of the most significant segments in the process of preparing project
documentation. In order to perform the most rapid and accurate estimation of time and costs,
it is necessary to apply contemporary tools. One of the tools for modeling are neural networks,
which require high quality data bases as a starting point in their training and further
application. This paper presents the problem of analysis and preparation of data, aimed at the
most efficient training of neural networks for the purpose of estimating time and costs of
construction. The approach of data values normalization shown in the paper is based on the
mean value and standard deviation. Analysis and preparation of data was performed on a civil
engineering building example, more precisely on city road networks and landscaping. A
conclusion was drawn that the offered approach of data preparation should be regarded as
functional, offering the possibility for equal consideration of all the input and output data.
Keywords: business proposal, neural networks, costs estimation, time estimation,
normalization, evaluation

1. Introduction
Successful business achievements of construction companies rely upon realization of
contracted works, for which the basic precondition presents a comprehensive and wellconceptualized business proposal. Potential participation in a certain business and
consideration of the amount of work from the aspect of a contractor begins with receiving a
request from the investor. The main parameters which should be analyzed in order for
potential works to be acceptable for the contractor are the time and costs of works. The
analysis of the above mentioned parameters undergoes several stages, starting from a
conceptual estimation, through a detailed one, all the way to a definite and final estimation
(Al-Tabtabai et al., 1999). The mentioned analysis should be performed within the shortest
possible period of time and with lowest costs possible. Average costs of defining costs in
building construction range from 0.25% to 1.00% of the total estimated value of works
(Stewart et al., 1995).
Practice has shown that deviations often occur when it comes to the estimated time snd costs
in relation to final costs and time of works. This fact implies that it is highly useful to create
internal data bases within a construction company which could subsequently be used in
estimating future works. Data bases should include data from the project documentation
provided by the investor, then the offered prices and deadlines for completion of works, as
well as the actual costs of works realization and the time of its completion. Such data bases
would largely facilitate formation of conceptual estimation of potential business. Conceptual
estimation has the purpose to asses justifiability of a potential business,i.e. to decide whether
or not to give a business proposal. Considering the fact that in the preliminary estimation
contractors are only provided with deficient data on the business itself, it is highly important
to use contemporary methods of prediction, where neural networks make one of these
methods.
Application of neural networks for data bases analysis, i.e. their application in forming
conceptual estimation, would considerably contribute to shortening of time as well as
reduction of costs in data processing. Using data bases, where the estimation of potential
business would include historical data of actual costs and time of performed works, would
result in a more accurate estimation of time and value of a potential business, making it easier
for a contractor to make a decision about their potential involvement in its realization.
2. Neural networks
The origins of the development of neural-computing are related to the article “A logical
calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity” (McCulloch et al., 1943). Considering the
fact that neural networks have begun their development and in particular their wider
application only recently, it is understandable that a uniformed definition that explains them
entirely still does not exist. One of the offered definitions in modern works on the subject is
the following:
“Artificial neural networks are physical cellular systems able to learn, memorize and use
experimental knowledge“(Zurada, 1992).
A neural network can be observed as any other system, i.e. it has inputs, which are then
processed, resulting in a system output (fig. 1).

Input

Neural
Network

Output

Fig. 1 System – Neural Network
When creating a neural network, it is extremely important to take care of defining a neurel
network structure (number of layers, number of neurons in layers, backward or forward
propagation), type of training (weight or structure training) as well as training algorythm
(with monitoring, without monitoring, with a critic).
Apart from the parameters mentioned above, it is of crucial significance for a neural network
to function properly to have an adequate preparation of data for its training, verification and
further application.
3. Overview of the analyzed data base
The analyzed data base comprises successfully realized works for the same investor (130
realized works in total) who also defined the content of tender documentation. The realized
works relate to construction of new as well as reconstruction of the existing road networks,
including also landscaping works. The most important element of tender documentation for
the purpose of analyzing, carried out within this paper is the works estimate, which classifies
works as following:
-

traffic signalization works (TS)

-

drainage works (DW)

-

road building works and landscaping works (RW and LW)

-

earthworks (EW)

-

preparation works (PW).

In order to define the most significant works regarding the costs within each of the realized
work groups separately, so that more attention should be paid to them while processing them
by using neural networks, the analysis of realization costs according to work types was done.
The analysis of realization costs according to work types, contained in the data base, brings us
to a conclusion that the costs of roadbuilding and landscaping works make the largest part of
total work costs value.
Smaller portion of costs relates to preparation and earthworks, as well as drainage works and
traffic signalization works. The proportion of costs according to work types is given in figure
2.

Fig. 2 Diagram of percent proportion of costs according to work types
It can clearly be seen based on the diagram that the adequate proposal, i.e. the proposal
acceptable both for the investor as well as the contractor primarily depends on the
roadbuilding works and landscaping. Having this in mind, it is crucial to assign greatest
significance to these particular works when forming a neural network. Of course, in order for
the proposal to be comprehensive, other types of work must not be neglected either, despite
their smaller percent proportion in total costs.
Roadbuilding and landscaping works should be analyzed in more detail when forming a
neural network. In order to meet this condition, reducing the number of input data to the
smallest level possible, input data which relate to the works mentioned above are defined
based on the amount of basic material:
-

amount of crushed stone [m3],

-

amount of concrete kerbs [m1],

-

amount of bituminous wearing course (BWC) ) [t],

-

amount of AC (asphalt concrete ) [t],

-

amount of pressed concrete slabs [m2].

Preparation works, earthworks, drainage and traffic signalization works are comprised in the
analysis according to their participation and complexity within the total amount of works.
Complexity of works was determined by the expert analysis of the proposal-giving party, i.e.
based on the works involved according to the data provided by the investor. In order to
facilitate the classification necessary for a neura lnetwork formation, a five-level classification
was suggested, depending on the amount of the above mentioned works.
Table 1. Work amount levels
Level 0
Levl 1
Levl 2
Level 3
Level 4

Works are not present
Regular amount of works
Slightly increased amount of works
Medium increase in the amount of works
Considerably increased amount of works

To sum up, according to the statements given above, the input data for the neural network are
the following:
-

amount of crushed stone [m3],

-

amount of concrete kerbs [m1],

-

amount of BWC (bituminous wearing course) [t],

-

amount of AC (asphalt concrete ) [t],

-

amount of pressed concrete slabs [m2],

-

preparation works (0-4),

-

earthworks (0-4),

-

drainage works (0-4),

-

traffic signalization works (0-4).

Accordingy, the following make the output data of the neural network:
-

total costs of work realization [€],

-

total time reqirred for the completion of works [calendar days].

The following table gives an overview of minimum and maximum input data values
Table 2. Neural network input data interval
INPUT DATA
Amount of crushed stone
Amount of concrete kerbs
Amount of BWC (bitumenous wearing course)
Amount of AC (asphalt-concrete)
Amount of pressed concrete slabs
Preparation works
Earthworks
Drainage works
Traffic signalization works

Measure unit
3

m
m1
t
t
m2
-

min

max

0,00
28,00
0,00
0,00
94,50
1
1
0
0

7.130,70
12.470,00
1.890,00
1.171,35
18.167,50
4
4
4
4

Based on the table, it can be clearly observed that certain values are not present in all the
works. Furthermore, it can be noted that the measure units are different, and most importantly,
the order of magnitude is also different (from 0 to 103), which can lead to problems in training
of the neural network. This problem reflects in the fact that the neural network will not treat
all the input data equally during the training, primarily due to the order of magnitude, but also
due to the fact that the neural network does not recognize units of measure. The following
figure shows the chart of all input data according to works.

Fig. 3 Input data graph
The same problem occurs regarding the output data as well, which is shown in the following
table.
Table 3. Neural network output data interval
OUTPUT DATA
Total costs of works realization
Total time required for works realization

Unit of
measure
€
Cal. day

min

max

9.211,46
8,00

506.762,94
62,00

Based on the table given above, it can be noted that the difference in the output data unit of
measure is even more obvious, ranging from 10 to 105, which can be clearly observed in the
graph that follows.

Fig. 4 Output data graph

To sum up, according to the analysis presented above, it is clear that preparation of input and
output data should be carried out in advance, before training the neural network, in order for
the data to be equally analyzed.
4. Preparation of data to be processed by using a neural network
Preparation of data to be processed by using a neural network includes such preparation
which provides equal consideration of all the input and output data during the training process.
The first condition to be met is setting the input and output values to the same order of
magnitude. This can be performed by scaling the magnitudes within the interval of -1 to 1, i.e.
a wide range of input values will be reduced to a small interval of the resulting range.
Apart from setting to the same order of magnitude, it is also necessary to consider all the data
within a single parameter equally.
Normalization of data was carried out in this paper by using the"Z -Score" transformation.
Transformation of values was done in the distribution where the arithmetic mean is (μ) 0, and
the standard deviation (σ) 1 (Wu et al., 2005). By using this transformation, both of the
conditions stated above were met. Normalization of input and output data was carried out by
applying the following expression:

X ij   i

(1)
i
where the following are:

Sij =

Sij –normalized data value
Xij – actual data value
μi – arithmetic mean of distribution
σi – standard deviation of distribution
i – input (i = u1, u2,…., u9) or output (i = i1, i2) data
j – number of combination (j = 1, 2,……, n); n – number of data sets for network training.

Fig. 5 Graph of normalized input and output data
Based on the graph, it can be clearly seen that the input and output data are ballanced after the
normalization. This statement is particularly distinctive when it comes to the output data,
where it clearly shows, after the normalization, that the increase in price goes hand in hand

with the longer deadline for completion of works (fig. 5), which was not the case before the
normalization (fig. 4).
Tables 4. and 5. show minimum and maximum values of the input and output data after the
normalization.
Table 4. Interval of normalized input data in the neural network
INPUT DATA

min

max

Amount of crushed stone
Amount of concrete kerbs
Amount of BWC (bitumenous wearing course)
Amount of AC (asphalt-concrete)
Amount of pressed concrete slabs
Preparation works
Earthworks
Drainage works
Traffic signalization works

-0,76
-0,87
-0,69
-0,70
-0,84
-1,28
-1,88
-1,06
-1,59

5,76
5,06
5,03
5,31
4,77
1,78
1,22
2,93
2,31

Table 5. Interval of normalized output data in the neural network
OUTPUT DATA

min

max

Total costs of works realization
Total time required for works realization

-1,15
-1,87

2,87
2,36

Training of the network with a normalized set of input and output values implies that the
neural network outputs have the same order of magnitude as the set used for the training. In
order to be able to gain a real picture about the output data which are generated by using the
neural network, it is necessary to define by using the expression (2) their real values in
adequate units of measure.
real

NN

X ij  S ij   i  i (2)

Where the following are:
SNNij – normalized data value as the output of the neural network
Xreal ij – real data value obtained based on SNNij
μi – arithmetic mean of distribution
σi – standard deviation of distribution
i – output data (i = i1, i2)
j – number of combination (j = 1, 2,..., m); m – number of data sets for verification.
Only when the real values of output , Xreal ij, ( total costs and total time requred for realization
of works) are obtained, it is possible to verify the neural network, i.e. to compare the output
obtained by the neural network with the expected output.

5. Conclusion
Preparation of data is of crucial importance for a high quality training, and further on the
application of a neural network. Valid application of data enables us to take into consideration
all necessary parameters during the training. It can often happen that some extremely
important data for training and further application of a neural network for prediction, have
much smaller order of magnitude than data which can even be neglected in the raining process.
Normalization provides the opportunity of equal consideration of all input and output data
during the training phase. During the training process a conclusion could be drawn that some
input data are less important, and have no impact on the results, so can therefore be neglected.
Normalization made it possible to consider such data during the first iteration of the traning
process, without being neglected immediately owing to their order of magnitude.
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Abstract: Construction equipment is a key resource in the realization of construction projects.
Correct and careful planning in the usage of construction equipment plays a vital role in the
economic success of every construction project and has a key impact on the profitability of
construction companies. Due to the lack of scientificaly based approach and undeveloped
practical methods for construction equipment selection and optimization, the choice of
equipment is mainly based on the manufacturer’s recommendations and the contractor’s
intuition in selecting the type, brand and model of equipment.
This paper discusses a model for selection of an optimal set of construction machines. The
optimization is based on a multi criterion method – the Analytical Hierarchy Process or AHP.
The selection of the optimal combination starts by forming a set of all the technologically
possible combinations, generated by CESAD software. Thereby forming a method for
selection of the optimal combination of equipment. The method is based on the mutual
comparison of alternatives by using the selected criteria functions which are defined by the
user at the start of each optimization.
The proposed method has been tested on a real case – earthworks for construction of
embankment on a highway section on Corridor X in Serbia between Nis and Dimitrovgrad.
Possible combinations were generated by CESAD software. The criteria functions in this case
were based on output, unit price and profit per unit of embankment. A sensitivity analysis was
performed to check the sensitivity of the final decision subject to minor changes in the criteria
functions.
Key words: construction equipment, optimization, AHP method, CESAD
1 Introduction
The problem of selection of construction machinery is often a weak point in construction
planning. Due to the lack of scientific approach to this problem and accessible method of
choice and optimization in this area, the selection of machines is mainly based on the
recommendations of the manufacturer, contractor and intuition in selecting the type, brand
and model of equipment to be used.
The selection process includes the selection of optimum machinery, among several
alternatives, which requires both technical and economic analysis. To obtain the optimal
choice of machinery, it is necessary to consider all relevant influences.
Optimizing selection of construction machinery group belongs to group of formulated
mathematical problems with more variables, static and discreet variables. It is based on

models for cost calculation of working hours of machines, calculation of output of machines
and calculation of characteristics of machines in a working group.
The goal of optimization is to choose a combination machine that meets one or more criteria,
whose mutual importance can vary. These are clearly defined, mathematically formulated, the
objective function for each of the criteria. The criteria are (usually):
• product price per unit,
• realized profit per unit and / or
• achieved effect
In the process of optimization of selection of construction machinery, variables are a
combinations of groups of machines, whose number can vary depending on the constraints
(predefined output, limited labor front, pre-mobilized machinery, etc. ...). The assumption is
that over time, variables and objective function does not change its characteristics.
Optimizing selection of construction machinery is by nature a multi criteria. The criteria can
be defined by technological conditions, techno economic parameters, etc. In process of
machine selection, it is possible to reduce somewhat the number of criteria by using the
technological limitations. The final selection of machines is based on a comparison of a
combination of groups of machines that give the best techno - economic characteristics: the
best price per unit of processed material, achieved maximum profit per unit and maximum
production.
By using an appropriate computer program (CESAD) it is possible, from many of
combinations, to get those that meet all the technical criteria, which have the best selected
techno-economic parameters . In general (in practice it is usually the case) a combination of
those machines that best-in-one parameters are not optimal in all other parameters. Therefore,
combinations that have the greatest profit, for example, provide less productivity than other
combinations. Therefore, it is not possible, in general, using the technological limitations, to
get a combination that will have maximum output, minimum cost per unit and the maximum
profit per unit of measure. Selection of the optimal combination is, in fact, the selection
procedure that groups of machines that will provides the optimum combination of parameters.
Optimization problem of selection of construction machinery is a multi criteria optimization
problem. For the final selection of machinery, in this paper has been accepted method of AHP
(Analytic Hierarchy Process - AHP).
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a technique used in the field multicriterial decision
making. It is based on the decomposition of a complex problem into a hierarchy, where the
top is the goal, while the criteria, subcriteria and alternatives formed on more levels. the
decision-maker benchmarks elements in pairs at each hierarchical level relative to the element
at a higher level, using so-called Saty scale. The result of comparing the vectors of relative
importance (priority) of criteria and alternatives relative to the goal.
The central place in the evaluation of hierarchy of elements by the AHP method are obtained
by comparing the matrix of transformation from the semantic values by decision-maker on the
mutual importance of the elements in numeric values. Thus, relative to each element of the
hierarchy, the higher level is formed by a matrix of comparisons A, evaluation of elements of
the observed levels of the hierarchy. From each such matrix should get priority vector
elements can be denoted as W.

2. The mathematical basis of AHP method
Mathematical and conceptual foundations of the AHP method is defined by Thomas Saaty
[Saaty, 1980]. This method belong to a class of methods of soft optimization. AHP is a tool
for creating and analyzing decision making hierarchy carried out in four steps:
1. The first step is to develop a hierarchical model of decision problems with a view at the
top, criteria and sub criteria at lower levels and alternatives at the bottom of the hierarchy.
2. After defining the hierarchy (skeleton), at every level of the hierarchical structure of one
another in pairs and comparing the elements of the structure with the expressed preferences of
the decision-maker with the help of an appropriate scale (Saaty scale relative importance),
which has five degrees and four interstage verbally described the intensity and corresponding
numerical values for ranking them from 1 to 9 (Table 1).
3. Based on estimates of the relative importance of elements by the appropriate level of the
hierarchical structure of the problem using appropriate mathematical model to calculate the
local priorities (weights) of criteria, subcriteria and alternatives, which are then grouped into
the overall priorities of alternatives
4. The final step is to conduct sensitivity analysis solutions.
Hierarchically structured decision making model, in general, consists of objective criteria,
several levels of subcriteria and alternatives (Figure 1). The goal is at the top skeletons of the
hierarchy and it does not compare to others. On to the next level is the criteria, which are in
pairs, with one another, compared directly against the parent element at a higher level.
Number of comparison is n * (n-1) / 2. The same procedure is repeated at all hierarchical
levels, until the last (lowest) level (k-th level).
In the works (Saaty, 1986; Aphonce, 1997; Harker and Vargas, 1987) is set the mathematical
model of calculations defined by the axioms on which AHP is based.
Comparison of two elements of the hierarchy is done using Saaty scale:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S   , , , , , , , ,1, 2,3, 4,5, 6, 7,8,9
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Intensity Definition

Explanation

1
3

Equal importance
Weak dominance

5

Strong dominance

7

Very strong
dominance

9

Absolutely dominace

2,4,6,8

Intermediate
Values

Two factors contribute equally to the objective
Experience and judgement slightly favour one over
the other.
Experience and judgement strongly favour one over
the other
Experience and judgement very strongly favour one
over the other. Its importance is demonstrated in
practice.
The evidence favouring one over the other is of the
highest possible validity.
When compromise is needed

Table 1 – The Saaty Rating Scale

Results of comparison of elements at one level of the hierarchy is stored in the comparison
matrix A. At the same, the element aij is the ratio of the criteria i and the criteria j. If there are
n criteria, the comparison matrix is the dimension n x n. To preserve the consistency of
reasoning, the elements of the reciprocal value of the units have the appropriate elements aij
and diagonal matrix elements are equal to first
In "perfect world", which corresponds with an ideal consistent evaluation, comparison matrix
A, given to the relationship of the relative weights of criteria as follow:
 w1 / w1
w /w
A 2 1
 ...

 wn1 / w1

w1 / w2
w2 / w2
...
w1 / w1

... w1 / wn   a11
... w2 / wn   a11

...
...   ...
 
... w1 / w1   a11

a12
a11
...
a11

... a1n 
... a11 
... ... 

... a11 

Where wi is the relative weight of the element i.
These pairwise comparisons are carried out for all factors to be considered, usually not more
than 7, and the matrix is completed. The matrix is of a very particular form which neatly
supports the calculations which then ensue (Saaty was a very distinguished mathematician).
The next step is the calculation of a list of the relative weights, importance, or value, of the
factors, such as cost and operability, which are relevant to the problem in question. The final
stage is to calculate a Consistency Ratio (CR) to measure how consistent the judgements has
been relative to large samples of purely random judgements. If the CR is over the excess of
0.1 the judgements are untrustworthy because they are too close for comfort to randomness
and the exercise is valueless or must be repeated. It is easy to make a minimum number of
judgements after which the rest can be calculated to enforce a perhaps unrealistically perfect
consistency.

3. Optimizing of construction machinery selection using AHP method
AHP is an one of the most popular method of scenario analysis and decision making through
the process of evaluating alternatives in a hierarchy consisting of objective criteria, subcriteria
and alternatives. This method is suitable for use in optimizing the selection of construction
machinery for many reasons:







There are many criteria by which one can evaluates the alternatives. Criterion
functions are usually well-structured mathematically, so it is possible to precisely
defined evaluation of alternatives.
It is often necessary to change the relations among criteria. These changes can easily
to cover the budget.
In the process of optimization there can be many calculations.
Each alternative can be accurately evaluated by each of the criteria.
Consistency of decisions is usually satisfied, since there is no subjective evaluation of
alternatives.
Based on the calculation method of AHP, has been clearly defined hierarchy of
alternatives to the set goal.

A hierarchical model of AHP method for optimization of construction machinery selection is
shown in Figure 1. The goal of optimization is selection of optimal combinations of machines.
Criteria for the evaluation of alternatives shall include:

1. Achievable production (output) of each combination
2. Profit per unit for each combination of
3. Price per unit of processed material
Criteria for performance and profits requires the maximum of the function, while the cost per
unit requires a minimum function.

Criterion 1:
PRODUCTION (OUTPUT)

Criterion 2:
PROFIT PER UNIT

Criterion 3:
PRICE PER UNIT

Alternative
Alternative
Alternative

Alternative
Alternative
Alternative

Alternative
Alternative
Alternative

Figure 1 – A hierarchical model of AHP method to optimize selection of construction
machinery
The evaluated alternatives are the combinations of machines generated through the program
CESAD or otherwise. In the following example were selected by three of the best
combinations of for each of the criteria. However, it is possible to choose other options and n
combinations, say, two or four is best for each of the criteria, or the best n combinations a
random number for each of the criteria. AHP method can be applied in the same manner and
to arbitrarily selected n combinations n, regardless of their valuation relative to the criteria.
After the selected alternative, it is necessary to define a measure for comparison of each of
alternatives on each criterion with the expressed preference of alternatives with the
appropriate scale (Saaty scale of relative importance), which has five degrees and four
interstage verbally described and corresponding numerical values for them between one to
nine (Table 1).
Based on estimates of the relative importance of the criteria described by the mathematical
model to calculate the local priorities (weights) of criteria, subcriteria and alternatives, which
are then grouped into the overall priorities calculations.
4. Optimization of selection machinery at the earthworks
The methodology of optimization of selection of construction machinery is shown in the
example of machine selection at the position of "Mechanical excavation of earth material
category III and IV with loading, unloading and transport with transport in situ, hauling up to
1000m and construction of embankment" the project the highway E-80, Nis - Dimitrovgrad,
Section 1: Prosek - Bancarevo. The amount of material to be processed is 1.454.499m3.
This position is characteristic of the presentation of machine selection optimization method
for the following reasons:


The amount of material is enormous. The entire embankment has 1.454.499m3
materials that has to be installed so that any savings in cost per unit of material has a





greater influence on the final cost of works. Optimization of these positions are always
profitable, no matter which method is applied.
Considering the type of work (earthwork, a variety of machine selection ....) There are
many possible combinations that can be tested. In these situations it is very difficult to
obtain an optimum combination without the use of some of the methods of
optimization.
This position has a dominant machine cost (no material costs), which also increases
the importance of optimizing machinery.

Calculation of the combination of machine parameters is performed by CESAD program. The
analyzed variations of technology work, digging is done by an excavator, trucks transport and
unload, graders and rollers made spreading and compacting of soil. Combinations are formed
with the prerequisite that in one position can be at most two different models of machines. Of
the total combination of 2418, the program CESAD singled out three criteria for the best
combination of performance, cost per unit of measure and the profit per unit. Recap of
combination obtained is shown in Table 2:
No.

Output [m3/h] Price/unit [€/m3]

Combination

1
1057
2
1070
3
1073
4
2016
5
2017
6
2025
7
2418
8
2417
9
2416
Average
Standard deviation
Standard Deviation / Average

113,46
113,46
142,58
104,27
122,28
146,54
170,8
171,25
142,13
136,31
24,64
17%

6,77
6,77
6,78
9,25
9,24
9,22
7,80
7,73
7,72
7,92
1,07
13%

Profit/unit [€/m3]
1,56
1,56
1,56
2,13
2,13
2,12
1,80
1,78
1,78
1,82
0,25
13%

Table 2 – Recap of machine combinations
Comparison of the output of combination shown in Figure 2. The cell ij represents the
difference of the output among cell i and j:
aij = Up,i – Up,j
It is shown only half of the table, since the second half of the table is equal to the first with
opposite sign.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0,00

0,00
0,00

-29,12
-29,12
0,00

9,19
-8,82
38,31
0,00

-8,82
-8,82
20,30
-18,01
0,00

-33,08
-33,08
-3,96
-42,27
-24,26
0,00

-57,34
-57,34
-28,22
-66,53
-48,52
-24,26
0,00

-57,79
-57,79
-28,67
-66,98
-48,97
-24,71
-0,45
0,00

-28,67
-28,67
0,45
-37,86
-19,85
4,41
28,67
29,12
0,00

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Figure 2 - comparing of combinations by output.
Comparison of of combination on the unit price and the realized profit is made in a similar
way.
4.1 Comparing the alternatives
The criteria under which are compared the combinations are in different sizes and different
nature of data To perform the evaluation , it is necessary to define the measure of their
evaluation. The AHP method allows to combine different types of criteria, provided that all
criteria defining a common measure. The measure is represented by Satie's scale, as shown in
Table 1.
The main problem in balancing criteria is the comparing of differences shown in table 2
according to the value of Saaty scale. The proposed solution is to first defines "strong
dominance" of one alternative over another by one criterion. The adopted measure of
comparing two alternatives are value of standard deviation on that criterion. So, by one
criterion, alternative i is "very dominant" relative to variant j if their difference is equals to the
standard deviation of criteria. When is defined a measure "a strong dominance", the entire
interval of values of the difference of combination is divided into equal parts and the award
values are measure the scale of Satie.
Saaty value

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Output

0

1%

5%

9%

13%

17%

21%

25%

29%

100%

Price per unit

0

1%

4%

7%

10%

13%

16%

19%

22%

100%

Profit per unit

0

1%

4%

7%

10%

13%

16%

19%

22%

100%

Table 4 – define criteria to the significance based on Saaty scale
Finally, comparisons of alternatives according to criteria of output, cost and profit, according
with the values from Saaty scale are shown in the following figure:
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CI=0,1470, CR=0,1014, λ=10,1757
Figure 3 - comparisons of alternatives according to criteria of output, according with the
values from Satie scale
In the same way the matrix of comparision is formated based on unit cost and unit profit
4.2 Calculation of the ranking alternatives
If all criteria have equal weight, the alternatives are ranked as follow:

Figure 4– Ranking of alternatives showing the relative importance in relation to the goal
The calculation gets the optimal combination of No. 8 (w8 = 0.155), and it is very close to a
combination No. 7 (w7 = 0.153). The degree of consistency is 0.02, since the result of less
than a tolerant limit of 0.1, the result can be considered consistent.
Note that the best combination of machines ranked no. 8 is only the best in their individual
criteria, while according to other criteria below other alternatives. Also, the best combination
with minimum cost per unit (combination No. 1) is only the seventh place ranking
combinations, while the combination with favors its profits (combination No. 4) only slightly
better and is ranked the sixth place.

Figure 5 – ranking of a combination of the individual criteria and overall.
4.3 Sensitivity analysis
Optimizing the choice among various combinations rarely assume equal weights for all
criteria. With one dominant criterion, the choice is trivial – the optimal is a combination of
extreme values of the required criteria, and the optimization of the choice comes down to
solving one criteria function. Area for optimization is the case where the maximum output
requires a combination that will bring maximum profit, while achieving a minimum price per
unit. The actual weight of individual criteria depend on the phase of optimization (initial
phases of Project, making deals, creating a global plan or operational planning ...) as well as
the overall goal of the project limits and conditions.
In the present case, the combination of 6, 7 and 8 are the best ranked, belong with the
combinations that have the maximum affect. If the importance of the criteria of "output"
increases compared to the criterion "Price per Unit" and the criteria of "Profit per Unit" rank
"low-dominant" (3 according to Saaty scale), the position of these combinations will be even
more dominant (with CI = 0, 06).

Figure 6 – Ranking of alternatives with factorized criteria "Output"
In the initial ranking, a combination of the minimum price per unit (combinations 1, 2 and 3)
were ranked lowest. If these criteria are awarded the "weak predominance" relative to the
other two criteria, one best combination according to this criterion becomes the best overall

ranking (combination No. 3) while the other two best combinations according to these criteria
take fourth and five place in the overall ranking (with CI = 0.08).

Figure 7 – Ranking of alternatives with factorized criteria "Price per unit"
The best combinations according to the criterion "Price per unit" will become the best overall
ranking only after the award criterion "predominance" in the Saaty scale, compared to the
other two criteria.
If the criterion of "Profit per unit" assigned "weak predominance" in bringing the other two
criteria, which combination is best for this criterion, it will become the overall top-ranked
combination (with CI = 0.04)

Figure 8 – Ranking of alternatives with factorized criteria "Profit per unit"
In the present case, the measure of comparing the two combinations used by the standard
deviation. When evaluating, it was assumed that if the difference of two alternatives for the
criterion is equal to the standard deviation , "better" alternative is, according to Saaty scale, a
measure of the "strong dominance" and marked on a scale of values from the 5th
Such a criterion of evaluation of alternatives leads to a lot of comparing alternatives with a
high degree of differences and the relationship among "extreme dominance - 9" or "very
strong dominance - 7".
To determine the stability of solutions and an analysis of the sensitivity of solution, it is
necessary to carry out previous calculation which a partially changed the criterion value. For
the new criteria value that the difference of two alternatives for the standard deviation is a
deviation which will be "better" alternative to be described, not as a "very dominant - 5" as in
the previous case, but as either "poor predominant - 3". All values between these, as well as
out of bounds, will be divided proportionately.
Based on these defined the new criteria, new measures of significance for comparison of
alternatives to Saaty scale, are shown in Table 5.
By applying such criteria of evaluation of pairs of alternatives, we get results that are more
equal distributed

Saaty value

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Output

0

3%

10%

17%

24%

31%

38%

45%

52%

100%

Price per unit

0

2%

7%

12%

17%

22%

27%

32%

37%

100%

Profit per unit

0

2%

7%

12%

17%

22%

27%

32%

37%

100%

Table 5 – new alternative measure of value comparisons by Saaty scale
When the ranking of alternatives carry out by the AHP method, according with the newly
defined criteria, we get the ranking shown in Figure 9:

Figure 9 – Ranking of alternatives with new defined criteria of comparing
Tested is the case when all criteria have equal importance. The calculation gets that the
optimal combination of no. 8 (w8 = 0.150), and a combination no. 7 (w7 = 0.150). The degree
of consistency is 0.02 so that, given the fact that less than a tolerant limit of 0.1, the result can
be considered consistent.
Comparative evaluation of an alternative view, according to individual criteria and overall
rankings are shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10 - ranking of a combination of the individual criteria and overall according to new
defined criteria

The results are very close to those obtained by previous criteria evaluation of alternatives. By
changing the criteria of evaluation of alternatives ranking the degree of consistency has not
significantly changed, so that the solution gained a stable and consistent.
4.4 The results of the optimization
The presented optimization procedure is carried out in two stages: in the first stage of finding
best solutions for one criterion (price per unit, profit per unit or production), while in second
phase finds the optimal solution from a set of best solution by one criterion. Currently the
practice is to select machines by one criterion (most often - the price per unit). In this
example, based on the results of calculations in CESAD can be seen that the combination of
the total 2418 average value per unit price of € 7.68 / m3, the average value of profits per unit
€ 1.77 / m3, a mean value of output is 105.3 m3 / h. The total amount of work is
1.454.499m3. If we assume that randomly selected a combination that has a mean of output,
prices or profits, comparing with the optimal combinations can be shown what savings can be
achieved by selecting the optimal combination.
Best combination by the criteria of cost per unit is a combination br.1057 with a value of €
6.77/m3. Implementation of this combination of machines are selected leads to a lower total
cost of works of € 1,326,196.
Best combination the criterion of profits per unit is a combination br.2016 with a value of
2.13 €/m3. Implementation of this combination of machines are selected leads to an increase
of profits of € 521,208.
Application of by the optimum combination of output criteria (combination no. 2418)
compared the combination to the value in time saves workers from 665 - days (with 8-hour
day).
Comparison of multi criteria optimization with the results of the selection of one of three
randomly selected combination is hard to determine precisely, given that these are different
dimensions of decision-making difficult and the comparable categories. However, if you
prefer one criterion, it becomes dominant with the best combination of value on this criterion,
and advantages of this the selection machines are selected can be viewed through the above
best values and the comparisons of mean values.

5 Conclusion
Since the selection of construction machinery needed to meet more of the set criteria, it is
necessary to adapt a method of multi criteria optimization. AHP is one of the most scientific
method of scenario analysis and decision making consistent valuation hierarchy whose
elements are the objectives, criteria, subcriteria and alternatives.
Input data in the optimization processes are pre-defined combination of machines with their
parameters - price per unit, output and profit per unit. The methodology of calculation of these
characteristics are described in previous chapters. Calculation of each combination parameters
and selection of combinations that will enters the optimization process can be performed
using CESAD.
Criteria for evaluating alternatives are based on their relationship. Since the criterion
functions are different by nature, method for comparison of alternatives should be defined. It
is therefore adapted measure that alternative is "very dominant" over another, according to

certain criteria, if the criterion function values differ by more than the standard deviation of
the criterion function of all alternatives.
The order of ranking of alternatives depends directly on the weights which were set criteria.
This fact is expected. If there are several similar alternatives, placing greater weight to certain
criteria will directly effect the preferential criteria.
If the criterion of mutual evaluation of alternatives change so that the difference among the
two alternatives according to certain criteria in the size of the standard deviation is rated as
"weak dominant" rather than "very dominating", it will have the great influence on the
ranking order of alternatives. The ranking is consistent and stable to small changes of
assessment criteria. However, further reduction of criteria leads to several similarities among
alternatives and the results would not be appropriate.
Based on all these assumptions and the results of optimization, it can be concluded that the
AHP method, as provided in this paper, can be fully applied to optimize the choice of
construction machinery. In addition, criterion functions can be defined differently: the number
of machines, machine type, energy consumption, maintenance of machines, as well as their
combinations, are just some of the criteria which can also be applied in the optimization of
their choice. Application of the results of the selection machine optimization has a concrete
and practical results in the planning of construction works.
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ABSTRACT
The future of our civil engineering depends on acieving a higer level of productivity
on a working place i.e. „Labour productivity“. It also means use of computer
programas for operational construction. To make it efective, a new expert wil be
necessary. His function would be „Construction manager of the organization“
INTRODUCTION
That we are in deep crisis, so far unknown proportions, it is now clear to
everyone. The builders were among the first to experience the crisis, which does
not mean they will be the first to get out of it. Even more it
seems that in our profession it will bring permanent
consequences. Site tours and interviews with highly classified managers do not show
any change in the business mode. They all work the same way, using the benefits of
bad regulations,the advantages of good building lots
locations, purchased in "good times" and connections with the main investor,
i.e. government. There are a number of tricks that exist for the moment but that does
not ensure a prosperous future. Good building lots will vanish, halflegal tricks will be suspended with entering in Europe Union. Those who were
clever will drein out of reserves and then will apper the question of how to continue.
Do we have to wait to get to the fully weaken potential of our construction business,
so that the new competition, the Western performers began to seek out? It is known
of a very poor cooperation of Civil engineerig faculty and operative. Can this
be changed, and bring out some answers? Should we look at the Western
companies and see what they are doing better than us? There are many
questions and little time for making high-quality solutions.
PROBLEM
It is a known fact that for example hourly rate for German workers is 3 to 4 times
higher, that the technology is similar, and that in the end price of m2 for apartment is
equal or similar. It is true that there are better regulations and registers, that
municipal dues and taxes are smaller, but designers, machinery and equipment are
more expensive. If we know that the cost of materials is similar and that mechanical
equipment (ME) of construction area does not significantly differ, remains our
conclusion that there are differences in organization and productivity. To be able to
talk about the organization of work, it is necessary to clarify where are the boundaries
between technology and organization.
Construction work by some technology means performing standardized work
procedures and workplace. Technology bricklaying, plastering, concreting is the

same, regardless of whether it is performed on the first or fifth floor. The standardized
workplace includes and its transport (TRM). In order to procede unhindered
technological process on the first or fifth floor, we need an organization that cares
about the deliver of materials, equipment i.e. all that is needed.
If we have a good organization, all needed equipment, materials and knowledge
similar to that example with Germany, it still does not mean that it will work just as
effectively. If we wish to equate in efficacy, we need the same work productivity. New
formwork or a machine can significantly speed up the process of building and create
the illusion of increased productivity. With the same formwork can be run faster or
slower, better or worse i.e. be more or less productive. New technologies and
equipment (as part of technology) have significantly reduced the number of workers
on site. This decrease is equal in all countries and it is not in the direct relation with
the labor productivity.
In the diagram below we can visually see how in the last 40 years in our country was
varied impact of technology and labor productivity.
100 % workers, 100% time
Year 1970
Technology

60% workers

Today in Croatia
30%

Technology

30%

70% time

Orga.

20%

50% workers

Save thru organization

50% time

Pic 1 Role of technolohy and organization

At the end of 70’s we needed for example 10 workers and we had only basic
technology and machinery to create a product. In 2010, for the same product, we
needed 6 workers and 60% of the time. For the same product in Germany is needed
4-5 workers and 40 - 50% of the time. The difference is realized precisely in higher
productivity. The above percentages and the number of workers are not always the
same but they are sufficient to understand relation.

PRODUCTIVITY
Everything indicates that the productivity is the one that gives priority to the
developed construction. Productivity is the result of several kinds of effects that can
result as:
Social Productivity
A1 General social (development of society in social and legal sense)
A2 Practical social (applying technology in the social environment)
General productivity
B1 General organization (degree of production in a community)
B2 General Technology (development of resources of production)
Labor productivity
C1 Practical organization (at the level of facilities and construction sites)
C2 Practical technology (at site)
We see that on the final labor productivity affects the entire hierarchy and leaves a
mark on it. In practice, we have statistical data on productivity at all these levels
which is pretty unreliable. At the level of general social and productive activity
technology is not separated from the organization, which is bad, if you want to know
exactly about productivity.
Only at the level of productivity is made separation between organization and
technology, and productivity can be specifically controlled (measured).
In the West to control of labor productivity is given great attention. Among the many
ways three modes of control are characteristic:
Comparison of planned and executed
This process is particularly applicable to American sites. The principle is such that
each site has a strong planning service (NPP Krško 7 planners, Bechtel na Dalmatiini
8) which develops general timetable in Primavera or MS Project.
Worked out 3 to 5 weeks in advance, with the proviso that it threatens the deadline
agreed with the investor. Planners who have worked out (executive) three-week
gantogram, at the end of each week, check what is accomplished of planned. At the
beginning of the current week (usually Monday morning) they report about
accomplished in the last week. If there was any delay, the cause is analyzed and
repair is arranged. The reality of the plan for current and next week is checked.
Planning is based on the experience of planners and within the master plan.
Planners are professional and uncompromising in check of accomplished. Usually
they are relatively independent. This method is very efficient but requires great
planning services, more expensive project, but due to the short deadlines that are
obtained, it regularly worth.
Theoretically speaking, this way production is monitored, not productivity. But

through the production is necessarily get a picture of productivity. Here, productivity
is not exactly stated, because it is not visible with how many workers the process
occurs.
Increased control of the workers
At the German sites, timetables are monitored (Gantt often) but are not raised to the
level of dogma, which is the case with Americans. On the other hand, in the German
norms the total work hours required for a unit of the products is visible, but
cumulatively, i.e. without specifying the workers. Instead of measuring the time spent
or the realized amount on their sites, it is common to work with smaller groups of 710 workers led by the headman. If necessary, the headman (polier) works with
employees also. Here is the mainstay on the experience of headmans i.e. the
empirical way. Timetable is naturally, monitored, with minor involvement of
planners. Workers are constantly working, but this does not mean they are always
productive. From here comes the saying, " Langsam aber sicher ".
In this mode, you can not see exactly the kind of productivity worked with, because
mainly, the intensity of the workers is controlled.
Control of time (incidence)
In the area of the former common state, we used (and still) well-designed “average
standards in construction ". The standards were very detailed and gave the
information about necessary materials, machinery, equipment and workers per unit of
product.

Pic 2

Example of federal norms

They were too detailed with a large number of measuring, what is today
impractical. They are used today, although no one is updating. Today it is useful

about 35% of the content of these standards. It is still used, because in Croatia we
still haven’t decided how to continue regarding the norms i.e. standards.
In those standards with the particular time of each worker, on the right there is a
column(dark coloration) where total time of all workers is registered (for a unit of
product)
When measuring the effect of a brigade at the end of the month, all the jobs done by
brigade are listed. Sum of work quantity (in units of quantity) with standardized
cumulative time (per unit) the necessary time for the whole month was obtained. The
sum of working hours for all workers present in the brigade during the month is
divided by the required time from the norm. In this quotient was seen in what
percentage was achieved performance, i.e. what was the productivity. Otherwise,
the well designed procedure did not function in reality. It was impossible to prove
after a month what possibly interfered workers to achieve the standard. A recent
attempt with a period of 10 days was not much better.
Partly because of outdated norms, partly due to favorable price m2 in the market, our
builders have largely left control of work productivity and in most cases, workers are
working in so-called directing. Such approach has, among other things, led to the
current crisis.
DAILY WORK ORDERS (DRN)
It is clear that today's organizations on our sites should be changed because foreign
competitors will call them off. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of the
described method, we are drawn to the following conclusions.
Comparison of planned and achieved, a quality required time frame, the increased
number of planners on the site and a long hierarchy of responsibilities at the site. It
seems that it would be difficult to perform such a change in our country.
Increased control of the workers seems simpler and more easily enforceable. Here
we come to a problem of training headmans who oversee teams. There is a
qualification between brigadier and the standard headmen. Such qualifications we do
not have in our school system and it would be difficult to introduce.
Control spent time (a month or 10 a day) is abandoned, because the standards that
we practically use are inapplicable for this purpose.
The actual measurement of productivity at various construction sites have led to a
cognition that productivity measurement should be undertaken on a daily
basis. Terms of the sites change from day to day and that same productivity can not
always be achieved every day. On the other hand, at the end of the day one can be
ascertained of the causes that affected productivity, such as: weather conditions,
logistics, organization, or safety at work. It has always been controversial after 30
days.
The principle is as follows. Every day in the morning teams are formed (the default
structure is in the standards). This is performed with use of a program or the standard
way. For each team DRN is made, which defines the standard daily output. This
effect can be immediately (in the morning) reduced (5 - 30%) if there are objective
obstacles. At the end of the day, generated and standardized are compared and
percentage of execution is determined, i.e. labor productivity.
All the teams may be controlled, some teams only, continuously, sporadically, in
agreement or not. Processes i.e. jobs can be started / selected via schedule, over
items of expense or through the free selection processes.
Labor productivity measuring can be made "on foot", i.e. using the book "The

standards of productivity in construction" or using the computer program "Agra". In
both variants for around 2750 processes ( norms ) there is a daily teams effect for
8,9,10 or 12 hours. There are two groups of standards, the first one is based on the
old federal "Average standards in the construction industry" and the other groups on
measures of “Agra”.
It is predictable that on the smaller sites with productivity the site manager can deal.
For medium and larger sites there should be introduced a place for "construction
manager of the organization." Such an expert, who should be taken in consideration
in school program, can perform a number of tasks for which the site manager usually
has no time nor interest.
CONCLUSION
If the results of measuring productivity correlate with the salary, then the effects of
increased production can be achieved. On the other hand, when workers realize that
the increase in productivity can get them better salary, they become more interested
in such organization in site which will not interfere with their work. This leads to
fundamental change. Now workers not welcome the changes, because during a halt
they can rest and have no consequences. In th case of measuring productivity, they
become interested party. They draw attention to weaknesses in the organization and
thus improve.
Through the standards of productivity can be seen the optimal number of workers in
each team, it is evident that the extension of working hours to 10 or 12 due to fatigue
there is a loss in workers productivity and decisions whether the extended work hours
are efficient.
So far there are made the productivity standards for: earth, carpentry, concrete and
masonry works. Craft and installation work norms are in preparation.
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Abstract
Screed is a thin top layer of the floor, or more precisely complex of layers providing
flooring base. The final quality of screed and the fulfilment of the investor's requests are
influenced by the overall project of design structure of floor in connection with horizontal
bearing constructions.
The article discusses the cementitious screed and mentions the possible risks in the
planning work process that influences the execution, future consigning of construction to
investors and the utility of the building itself. The architect has to consider the requirements
of the investor, legislative and normative constraints while designing the screed, and specify
the screed in the project regarding its material composition, thickness, solidity etc.
accordingly.
Keywords: floor, quality, planning work, risks

1. Introduction
This article presents the current state of the cementitious screeds and floor production topic.
In practice, we encounter various floor related problems, due to incorrect design, realization
or treatment of floor layers. The first part of the article is focused on the general
characteristics of floors and floor screeds. The second part contains the analysis of the
individual risks that occur particularly during the planning work phase of the screed
realization process. The overview of acquired knowledge is presented in the conclusion.
2. Floors
2.1 Floor characteristics
Floors are distinguished according to field of use into floors of dwelling and industrial
buildings. In any of these environments different features and purposes of the floors are
required. Floor is assembled by multiple layers providing required functional properties. It is
mounted on supporting structure especially ceiling.
Specific floor layer functions are:
 thermal insulation (these features are set separately for civil and dwelling building (in
term of STN 73 0540) and industrial buildings (according to STN 73 0560)),
 acoustic insulation (footfall sound insulation),



damp-proof membrane (vapour barrier).

Floors have to fulfill following technical requirements:
 flatness of surface,
 abrasion resistance,
 statical and mechanical (compression strength),
 proof load.
Other important floor requirements are: technical, safety, hygienic and also aesthetic.
Floor together with flooring significantly influence overall impression of interior.
Sufficient thermal conductivity is one of the important parameters of screed, when underfloor
heating system is used. Set of these conditions puts a high claim on each floor layer. The
mentioned conditions need to be satisfied by the whole floor construction.
Particular floor layers are divided in compliance with their purpose into main and auxiliary.
According to type the layers are divided to walkway surface, screeding and insulating. All
requirements are defined respecting articles of STN 74 4505 Floors, common regulations.
2.2 Screed design
STN 74 4505 defines screed as a layer of hardened cementitious, polymer modified
cementitious, anhydrite or other mortar. Screed is made on base using technology of
screeding and smoothing or flowing (flowing screed). Screed has levelling or walkway floor
layer functionality.
Floors are designed with regard to function and purpose of room, for which they are assigned
and also in consideration of technical requirements. Architect’s design of floor specified in
construction documentation of building adduces type of the floor, individual layers and
materials used for their constructing. Every layer has to be defined with its thickness.
Movement joints of bearing construction (ceiling) have to be respected in floor construction.
Joints enable the movement of individual construction units and should be permanently
flexible due to structural, isolating or thermal insulating reasons. The project deals also with
perimeter, movement, induced contraction and construction joints.
2.3 Screed types
Cementitious screed is traditional material, unlikely to anhydrite flowing screeds it is dampproof and also frost-proof. Disadvantages of cementitious screed are more complicated
treatment, more work-intensive in-situ laying and the necessity of induced contraction joint
cutting. Materials based on anhydrite and calcium sulfate demand shorter time period and less
intensive treatment without the need of induced contraction joint creating. There are also
asphalt screeds that allow speed-up of construction. However, they put a higher claim on
surrounding materials, which should resist temperature up to 250°C. Screeds based on
synthetic resin and magnesite are used only occasionally. Nowadays, it is possible to replace
screed layer by dry production: mounted or prefabricated layer consisting of connected slabs.
Article 4 of STN EN 13 318 states following screed types:
 monolithic screed
 bonded screed
 unbonded screed








floating screed
screed laid on separating layer
precast tile or slab flooring
reinforced screed
heated screed
in-situ screed

Fig. 1 Screed Types
Further sections are dedicated to bonded screed, screed laid on separating layer, floating
screed and heated screed (screed with underfloor heating system).
Bonded screed (fig. 1, left) – is laid directly on base layer. The screed should be separated
from vertical constructions by perimeter isolating strips, in order to allow vertical screed
movement. This type of screed is not self-supporting construction and copies all features of
base. It is used mostly as levelling layer or for improvement of flooring characteristics.
Unbonded screed (fig. 1, middle)– is separated from base by separating layer. It is suitable for
elimination of projection of base defects into screed. This type of screed enables deforming in
horizontal direction independently from base. It is supported by base in vertical direction.
Floating screed (fig. 1, right) – is laid on acoustic and thermal insulation that is fully separated
from other adjacent constructions. Floating screed is designed for floors with thermal or
acoustic insulative requirements, especially in dwelling and civil buildings. Bearing capacity
of this kind of screed is defined by screed compression strength, screed thickness and
insulation rigidity.

Fig. 2 Underfloor heating system scheme

Screed with underfloor heating system (fig. 2) – is floating screed with built-in underfloor
heating pipeline. Laying underfloor heating pipe lines and also heat accumulation capability
determines the sufficient thickness of this kind of screed.
3. Cementitios screed risks analysis
In order to avoid risks during the planning work of cementitious screed it is necessary to meet
the complex of requirements by all participants entering the building process. The architect,
who is author of the project, is responsible for its correct and complete execution, during all
its phases.
3.1 Project’s risks
The great responsibility of architect lies in his obligation to consider all investor’s (intending
user’s) requirements. The requirements should be in compliance with valid legislative and
standards.
Design of load bearing structure and other construction units should be harmonized with
design and set of pipe lines (e.g.: water piping, heating piping, electrical wiring …). In these
days architect designs the building only from architectonic and structural point of view
considering general principles of designing. All other project parts are elaborated by
specialists in specific profession (e.g. structural designer, heat and water service designer,
HVAC designer, …). Because more specialists participate in execution of project, the project
author has to manage the coordination of these specialists. Without coordination huge amount
of problems occur during the realization phase. Pipes and pipelines use to be laid in walls or
in floors, under surface. These pipes and pipelines worsen attributes of construction and
therefore it is necessary to take them into account already in planning work phase.
STN 01 3420 Construction drawings. General principles and presentation – determines the
need of all floor layers defining. Individual layers have to be characterized and their thickness
has to be defined (Article 2.5.5). According to the mentioned article it is possible to state the
list of layers directly on drawing, or on extra drawing (Articles 2.5.6 to 2.5.8).
The thickness of cementitious floating screed layer with built-in underfloor heating system is
minimum 45 mm above top of heating pipes.
All of the pipelines in the future floor construction above base layer have to be carried out
before laying of cementitious screed. If minimal designed thickness of screed equals 40 mm
and pipelines have their diameter, and are insulated, pipelines won’t be covered with the
screed of sufficient thickness, or will be covered by screed only partly. This problem is even
more significant at the place of pipeline crossing.
For floating screed with thermal insulation mainly providing footfall sound insulation
between base and screed layer is pipeline installed in the insulative layer. Architect designing
minimal thickness of screed in terms of valid STN and in compliance with producer’s
recommendations, applies probably the same rules for calculation of insulation thickness.
For improvement of floor insulating parameters it is possible to utilize thicker than minimal
insulative layer. The thickness of insulation is increased to fit all the pipelines, so the screed
has sufficient thickness in all its area. Despite of this fact, sound and thermal insulation
parameters could be seriously degraded.

Possible solution of this risk is design of additional levelling layer (e.g. polystyrene concrete).
Another solution is increasing of the cementitious screed thickness which assures also the
levelling layer functionality. This design is non-economical and also inconvenient due to load
of base by its weight. Other, also non-economical work out of mentioned risk is thicker
insulating layer design, insulating parameters are improved in addition.
Because of the existence of new materials especially of isolation that can, evaluating the
footfall sound insulation with their only few millimeters thickness substitute many more
centimeters thicker materials. Their usage is preferred especially to re-designing of floors with
mentioned problems. Unfortunately, their implementation occurs as lately as during the
realization part of the construction process. Also the screed could be produced of smaller than
standardized thickness, though only when being reinforced with special fibers. However, the
mentioned material is called fiber reinforced concrete, and does not belong to cementitious
screed anymore, so it is not analyzed in further sections of the article.
Another example of risk related project solving is infringement of cementitous screeds
labeling. For architect it is necessary to describe cementitious screed in terms of STN EN
13813 according to section 7 – Description (in terms of Articles STN 01 3420 mentioned
above). Labeling such as: “screed – cementitious mortar B20”, or “screed – cementitious
mortar C16/20” is not satisfactory.
It is necessary to label cementitious screed using abbreviations and signs in term of mentioned
standard (e.g. “EN 13813 CT-C20-F4”).
This kind of labels uniquely determines the characteristics of cementitious screeds’ purpose
and compression strength. CT is an abbreviation used by STN EN 13818 and means
cementitious screed, compression strength is labelled by letter C (Compression) and by
strength class [N/mm2], and F (Flexural) marks class of tensile strength and flexural strength.
Description of screeds has another specifications and attributes, for instance abrasion
resistance that is labelled by letter A (Abrasion) and by the amount of abrased material
[cm3/50 cm2] in compliance with corresponding table defined by standard.
Using correct screed labelling determines the choice of screed kind and characteristics that is
obvious for contractor.
It is necessary to consider not only the minimal thickness during designing the screed
thickness, but it has to consider also geometric deviation of base layer levelness and flatness.
For flatness of base designed as monolithic reinforced concrete slab STN 73 0210-2 and STN
73 2400 are valid.
Levelness and flatness tolerances of ceiling span up to 4 m are 6 mm. Unfinished surface of
ceiling has acceptable tolerance of local flatness for 2 m long laid 5 mm. However acceptable
tolerance of local flatness according to particular articles of STN 74 4505 for living rooms
floors is 2 mm. Therefore using of levelling layer for living rooms is necessity.
Floor designed by architect made on concrete slab construction have to contain levelling layer
in its design, or the thickness defined as a minimal have to be increased of corresponding
deviation.
If architect had designed minimal ground clearance of room in term of STN 73 4301
Dwelling buildings and also if designed a floor and ceiling layers ignoring the risks associated
with the geometric deviations of the structure, it would be necessary to design mentioned
additional levelling layers, or increase the thickness, what would result into non-compliance
with the prescribed minimum ground clearance.

3.2 Planning work risks
Contractor, who has quality management system implemented in terms of STN EN ISO 9001,
has duty to administrate and continuously update technical documentation. Technological
Procedure, Inspection and Test Plan and site diary are the most important documents.
Company dealing with realization of screeds and has worked-out technological procedure for
cementitious screed process, that contains Inspection and Test Plan which defines control
quantity parameters, test and taking samples rate, should be Certificate of Conformity
proven. This Certificate confirms that the contractor is competent to realize cementitious
screeds within certificate of conformity defined parameters using abbreviations and signs in
term of STN EN 13813.
Appropriate test methods are presented in short, because on site some of these would be
required. For cementitious screeds with thickness from 60 mm (70 mm), the compression
strength can be measured with Schmidt Test Hammer type L in according to article 5 of the
STN 73 1373 from 15 to 50 MPa range. The same standard specifies also the moisture of
tested screed for mentioned hammer.
The flexural strength in relation to STN EN 13892-2 can be examined on test objects with
dimensions 40 x 40 x 160 mm produced in-situ during laying the screed, or destructively
directly from the screed layer. The standard defines amount of samples respecting the area of
surface, at least 3 samples. Testing samples got broken in flexural test machinery and
compression strength can be measured on residual fragments. Experience has shown that the
size of the flexural strength is at about twice the tensile strength of concrete. This knowledge
can be used to test tensile strength assessment using a special device – pull of tester for
detaching the target bonded on grinded screed. The standard STN 74 4505 provides a
laboratory test in which the test sample, removed from the screed, is dried at 105 to 110 ° C in
laboratory drier. This test procedure is set by STN 73 1316. The main disadvantages of this
test are significant damage to the screed and that this test is time-consuming. We know also
other methods for determining moisture in the screed like: carbide method (CM – test),
methods based on measurement of electrical parameters (conductivity, capacitance,
resistance).
4. Conclusion
The aim of this article was to point out risks and faults during planning works of cementitious
screeds. As a prerequisite for creating quality screed, as one of floor layers complex, it is
necessary to put the accent on the project’s design in planning work phase, that should
consider all the mentioned risks.
Type of screed needs to be clearly determined by an architect. Screed’s thickness is defined
by an architect who considers position of all piping lines and their potential crossings, so that
none of floor parameters is violated. The choice of screed’s thickness (as levelling layer)
depends on requirements of the load-bearing base’s flatness. Minimum screed thickness
should be defined according to the thickest flooring, in order to consolidate the flooring
levelness.
Cementitious screed’s contractor, who has quality management system implemented in terms
of ISO 9001, is required to administrate and update technical documentation. Organization
should have documents as Technological Procedure and Inspection and Test Plan, defining
the frequency and repetition of inspections.

Contractor should carry out only those screeds, for which he has a valid Certificate of
Conformity. Only properly designed and properly produced floor performs its function
during time of usage.
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INTRODUCTION
Construction management in the Croatian practice is defined in 2008 by the Law on
Architectural and Engineering Activities in Space Planning and Construction. For the first
time the requirements for the project manager were defined. Although the previous Building
Law defined the conditions to be met by an individual person in order to be a chief engineer
and site engineer as well as a manager of individual tasks, In praxis Croatian companies are
still not fully aware of the need to hand over the management of construction to professionals
who are trained for it. So even today we can see that the leaders of certain types of works are
unskilled persons without the necessary qualifications to perform these tasks.
However, there are companies appearing in Croatia that have recognized the need to manage
construction projects in the manner described in this paper with all the advantages and
disadvantages faced by project managers in such organizational structure.
PROJECT MENAGER
The project manager is the person in the project who has the most activities. Of course, the
project manager should not be the person who will work the most in realization of project.
The person leading the project must successfully coordinate all processes in project, then
make a good implementation plan and coordinate all project participants. He is a person who
must always know in what stage is the project and what is the deviation from the planed
budget. Project manager is a person who is willing to bear criticism from the environment, be
responsible for the entire project, even failure. He is the person who will coordinate all the
project participants. He must have the ability to remove some participants from the project
because of disobedience, noncompliance with the work plan or ignorance. Project manager is
sometimes a person who will not enjoy all the love of the participants in project.
At the beginning of the project the person who will be the manager of project must know the
difference between managers and leaders. At first it may not seem as if there are major
differences, but basically when we look a little deeper into these two terms we see that they
have nothing to do with each other. Manager is usually a democrat, an associate, a friend, he
accepts criticism, takes suggestions of colleagues into account and co-ordinates the work of
the whole team. The leader is a solo player, the man who from all the tasks of a manager
accepts only the commanding, and is not able to coordinate the team. The leader can never be
a successful project manager. So for the successful implementation of the project the most
responsible person must be a manager, not a leader. Furthermore there is another definition
that I personally liked, and I found it browsing the internet: the leader-emotional person. If a

person cannot organize a team (and as a leader he cannot), he will react by completing all the
tasks: "Well, no one can? No problem, everything will be solved, I will solve it myself ". After
some time project is led into disaster and he is justifying himself in a way: “Of course that the
project is in problems because I had to do it all myself”. Leader-emotional person is a
sarcastic person who often ruins the whole project just because he gives leverage to emotions
over reason.
Project manager has many responsibilities and liabilities, maybe too many. He has to be a
planner, organizer, lead all communication in project. Manager is the person who solves
certain problems using his knowledge and understanding the project as a complete whole. The
project manager has to be a link between the successful implementation of project and
participants and on the other side the foreign policy. He has to reduce the noise that is created
around the project. He has to be the person who will implement all necessary measures to
complete the project, he is the one that will calm passion. At the end the project manager has
to be a great trader.
At the end we can conclude that a good manager is a person with a lot of skills, from the
basics of project management, business management, he has to have specific technical
knowledge and be good at communication. He needs to have leadership skills. However, it is
not necessary that he possesses all the knowledge and skills, but they are certainly of
advantage and can only be useful for the project and to all participants in the project.
This paper will present the project manager in construction who should be specialized and
have technical knowledge in the field of construction, as well as be familiar with the market
situation in the construction industry in order to better coordinate construction projects.
Two real projects will be compared with advantages and disadvantages during the
construction to determine the major challenges for the project manager in construction in the
real conditions of their realization. Projects are selected on the basis of categorization and
function of participants in the project. The various cases of involvement of participants will
be presented (Supervisor and Designer is the same and in other project is not the same, etc.).
At the end of the paper we will provide guidelines and specific recommendations for
effectively dealing with the challenges of project management in construction in real Croatian
conditions.
ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE
TEAM Inc., a construction company, was established in 1991 as a company with mixed
capital in Čakovec, Međimurje, region in the northern part near the Croatian border with
Slovenia and Hungary. It was founded by a small group of owners with big experience in
construction. Initially, the company was mainly making valuation studies of companies in the
process of privatization. In proceeding years it entered construction market in order to
develop a construction activity.
Concurrently with the emergence on the domestic construction market because of vanishing
investment activity caused by the war in Croatia, in cooperation with a Slovenian partner, the
company has started searching for job sites abroad - Russia, Ukraine and neighboring
Slovenia. Already in the early years TEAM had more than hundred employees on the
domestic and foreign sites. This development was accompanied by efforts to create an
efficient organizational structure of the company, able to accomplish contract activities, and
continually adapt to the dynamics and needs of the construction market. TEAM had a clear
business vision and strategy - the desire for affirmation of the distinctive tradition of
Međimurje region in construction. Even though the deadlines were extremely short, highquality work was presented at competitive prices. On this basis in the first few years of

TEAM a well-organized engineering and construction firm with more than 120 professionally
trained and highly mobile employees was created.
Rapid changes of conditions for business in Croatia - especially those generated by the
Croatian War for Independence and the fundamental changes in the finance regulation triggered a new stage of adaptation of the organization. TEAM established production
facilities in Mursko Središće as follows: Section for producing PVC and ALU carpentry,
reinforcement section, metal processing section and section for interior works of gypsum
cardboard panels. These sections are generally structured as a unit that through its products
follow the business of construction sector of company and cover the needs of companies for
such products on the projects that are performed.
The company TEAM Inc. entered the new century as a mature company, technological,
organizational and personnel structured for the successful construction and complex objects
with a clear position on the market. This contributed to the introduction of quality systems
(2002) according to ISO 9001:2000 and certification of the same 2005, 2008 and 2011. These
internationally recognized systems guarantee high quality services and construction.
Twenty years of experience and development on the field of project management in the
construction industry has resulted in development and implementation of organizational
structure that is revealed as the most effective in managing projects in the existing market
terms.
Functioning in terms of managing construction projects starts with the tender documents for
offering. First the commercial services are included that compose the initial bid. In the stage
when the negotiations with potential Investor are close to end a project manager is being
included together with the technical section and final preparations are made in the bidding
documents. After getting a job the Project Manager with the technical section develops a set
of plans and implementation of construction projects. They define the required resources, and
the commercial procurement tenders are made for the works carried out in cooperation with
subcontractors. In developing the plans all disciplines are involved depending on the
specialization (Building, Electrician and Mechanic engineers) and they are trying to find the
possible optimizations for the project. A project team is formed to manage the project, where
project manager leads the team, and executive function on site is given to the construction site
manager with an assistant to run the construction site. The Project Manager has to be familiar
with all relevant details of the project in a technical sense, and together with the Financial
Manager of the project monitors performance in financial terms. Throughout the project, the
Project Manager has to act quickly and "catch" as many opportunities as possible for
optimization and improvement of project to finish project more effectively in the financial
point and as shortly as possible. At the end of the project all aspects of the project are being
analysed to distinguish all problems and to reduce them maximally on the next project.

Figure 1. Organization structure

Communication paths are clearly defined, while the use of all the technology and
telecommunications paths are combined. All communication paths are the key to success of
the project. All information are going through the project manager. Because of this aspect of
the organization structure the project manager has to have the authority to decide in all
domains. Reactions and decisions have to be fast, efficient and solid.
COMMUNICATION ISSUES BETWEEN PARTIES INVOLVED IN
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
To describe communication issues between four parties involved in construction projects:
project owner, contractor, and their project managers, a part of paper of Mrs. Cerić „The
impact of asymmetric information on communication risk in construction projects” published
in 2010, is used.
Good communication between key participants is essential for the success of every
construction project. This involves sharing relevant information between them. It is
commonly assumed that all participants cooperate and exchange information in order to
achieve project’s goals. However, there is a potential conflict of interests between participants
because they all have their own interests, as well. Also, the project owner and the contractor
do not have access to all information available to their project managers and vice versa. The
two project managers will share information only when they are willing to do so. This
situation, in which one of two parties is better informed than the other, is known in economics
as the principal-agent problem. The most important communication issues are between the
project owner and his or her project manager, the contractor and his or her project manager, as
well as between the two project managers. These are the four key parties in any construction
project. In construction projects, the principal-agent problem is even more pronounced than is
usually the case because of their short-term employment relationship.
Good communication between project participants is crucial for project success. Poor
communication is one of the most common project risks (Ceric, 2003; Zerjav and Ceric,
2009). Communication within construction projects is a multifaceted phenomenon spanning
multiple disciplinary levels, multiple organization levels, and multiple perspectives and
interpretations. Participants need to collaborate, share, collate and integrate significant
amounts of information to realize project objectives (Emmitt and Gorse, 2006; Emmitt 2010).
The situation in which one of the two parties is better informed than the other is well known
in economics as the principal-agent problem (e.g., Jäger, 2008). Delegation of tasks
establishes a principal-agent relationship between owner and manager, where the principal
(project owner) depends on the agent (contractor or project manager) to undertake a task on
the principal’s behalf (Müller and Turner, 2005). One can act on assumption that an agent will
try to maximize his or her own benefit even when that may involve a higher damage to the
client (Schieg, 2008). Of course, other participants may play important roles in construction
projects. These include consultants, such as designers, supervisors and sub-contractors.
The project owner and the contractor delegate their tasks to their project managers. Therefore,
there are four different parties involved in the project even before its execution starts (Figure
2). It should be noted that the contractor’s project manager is understood here as the person
who is in overall charge of a particular project on contractor’s behalf irrespective of his or her
title. Namely, in some business environments this role is played by consultants.

Figure 2. Relationships between key project participants
However, it is important to note that project owner’s and contractor’s project managers play
important roles in any construction project even though they are not in a contractual
relationship with each other (Figure 3). They can be praised or blamed for success or failure
of the project and they thus have a great moral responsibility (Corvellec and Macheridas,
2010).

Figure 3. Relationship between project managers
It is commonly assumed that all participants in the project will work smoothly together in
order to achieve the same goal. However, there is a potential conflict of interest between the
participants because they all have their self interests, too.
Also there is a relationship between the other major participants in the project ie. the
supervisory engineer and designer. Because they are hired directly by the Investor they act in
the interest of Investor although as required by law they should be independent persons to
protect the interests of the profession and to be an independent person in the project.
In the communication of the Investor and the Contractor some communication problems were
the inability of Investor to clearly explain to the Contractor what is exactly expected to do.
The Investor is hiding information, and calculates the moment to release certain information.
Also there is a significant problem of undetermined text of Contract and incomplete project
documentation, and inconsistent management of changes in the project during the
construction of the building.
Throughout the project the most important is communication between the project manager of
the Investor and the project manager of the Contractor. However, there is a problem where the

project manager of the Investor does not have clearly defined responsibilities for quick
decision making. On the other side the project manager of the Contractor should be
determined by the Board directly in order to better assess the risks of possible conflicts and to
alert senior management in time.
The exchange between project managers of Investor and Contractor should have the same
level of deciding, otherwise the decision making process can have a negative impact on the
project. The greatest risks for communication are Investor’s requests for improvements in the
project for which he considers are included when the Contractor considers that the same
should be paid extra.
In the entire project, an important role in communication and risk communication have the
Supervising Engineers and Designers, as well as subcontractors’ who with their interests in
the project can lead to conflict.
Furthermore, in this paper we will describe two case studies with different settings of the
Contract with a foreign and domestic Investor. We will also show the problems and benefits
when the Supervising engineer and the Designer are the same person as well as when they are
two different people.
PROJECT A
This project is a project of reconstruction and upgrading the building for domestic investors in
the industrial complex that serves to manage the complete industrial plant from one central
place. The building has an area of approx. 3,500 m2 with a term of execution of nine months.
The contract defines the calculation of the works actually executed by the quantities. The
project itself was a part of a larger project, worth around 50 million Euros, and as a part of a
larger project deadlines were associated with other parts of the project. The project has
established a project team management in accordance with the anticipated organizational
structure including: project managers, construction site managers, construction site assistant
managers in the execution phase of construction and engineering manager and head
electrician.
Given the state of design documents and cost estimates based on them, changes to design
documents during construction were inevitable. Supervision appointed by the Employer in
this case was from the same legal entity as the designer and during the course of works he
tried to reduce errors in design with a quick reaction and rapid development of solutions.
During the execution, designers were fully available and they accepted suggestions from the
Contractor in terms of selection of better technical solutions than projected. Thus the
contractor got a chance to increase the financial benefits due to the contracted items. Good
cooperation with subcontractors as well as technologists in individual works was able to
present the designers with correct and better solutions. Those solutions are presented by
designers through the supervision to the Investor. After the adoption of new solutions, as well
as materials from the Investors, Constructor in the bid for the additional works increased the
contract amount by more than 10%.
The communication itself between the participants involved in the project was satisfactory
and the participants respected each other and worked towards a common goal. Due to
additional changes in design there was an extension of one month on the agreed deadline. The
extension was not in dispute at any time since it was caused by changes in the project and
other projects that are part of a general project were in the final stage.

The costs of prolonged construction did not have a major impact on the financial side of the
project with regard to increasing the Contract value created sufficient reserves to extend the
deadline.
The closing image of the project is positive, where with the good governance of the project
the planned realisation is done in frameworks larger than planned.
PROJEKT B
The project B is a Project of building an administration building of a foreign supermarket
chain by the contract system "turnkey". The size of the building is approximately 6,000 m2,
with the term construction of 6.5 months.
The project team consisted of the project manager, site manager, site manager's assistant and
construction foreman in the execution phase of construction, and mechanical engineering
manager, head electrician and additional construction foreman in the execution stage of craft
works.
Already at the beginning of the project main contractor was forbidden any communication
with the designers. The investor wanted to stay the only person who can decide on solutions
implemented in the project, which he was warned to be inadequate or inappropriate.
All communication between the investor - the engineers - contractor was directed by the
supervisory engineer of the project as a central person responsible for conveying information
in both directions.
As well as designers, the investor has emphasized that the supervising engineer as a
professional person is authorized to make technical decisions. Although the idea was well
conceived, in terms of the project it was proved to be a very bad decision. Inertness of
supervision, lack of expertise, fear of making decisions that carry also a financial changes and
focusing on irrelevant facts caused slowness in making decisions that are directly reflected in
the project implementation. Problems that had to be solved directly on the site were raised to
the level of investor which wasted valuable time. Technical solutions which had to be
submitted by designers were transferred to the liability of the main contractor. The roles of
supervising engineers have grown into the role of clerk i.e. Copyist.
We note that in this project, the contractor was given correctly specified materials for
installation. The same had been selected by designer and certified by investor, so the
contractor had no room to propose other solutions. Despite the foregoing, the investor had
required for each selected material a sample to be brought for approval before ordering, which
made contractors their part of the job a lot more difficult.
Although the project was contracted by the system "turnkey", the contractor submitted a bid
for the additional construction of more than 5% of the contracted value works. Large part of
the subsequent works resulted from the mismatch of projects, which the investor considers
unreasonable, and also due to changes of the projects by designer / investor in the
implementation phase of the project. Changes in one part of the design documents were
neither adjusted to other parts, nor accompanied by a new cost estimate by the Designers, but
have also become an obligation of the principal contractor, as did any failure that has resulted
from it.
Supervisor's inclination to investor, from whose side he was appointed, as well as decisionmaking under the influence of the same, resulted in several occasions with the prohibition of
certain types of works and created an additional expense to the contractor.
Given the tight deadline of the works, no place for error, i.e. deviation from the planned
execution deadline was s allowed, however, due to the constant change of project documents
by the investor and designer, as well as procedures and poor communication between the

main participants in the project, there was a three month extension of the deadline for the
execution. All unanticipated deviations from the project and entering the winter period to
build the facility meant the inevitable extension and the additional costs, which is the reason
why the project has not been completed in planned scope either in terms of time schedule or
finances.
ANALYSIS OF CHALLENGES OF LEADING A PROJECT
In both examples presented it was noted that communication between the participants in the
project with their expert knowledge are the most important for successful project
implementation. The trust established between the participants, especially among the leaders
of the project by the Employer and the Contractor's project manager (project manager of
construction) is the most important for the project. Trust that is established and the exchange
of crucial information between them greatly influences the success of the project, and if
confidence in sharing information is established then the implementation itself will be
successful for both sides. The supervisory engineer can have a big role in the project and it is
extremely important how large the powers he has are. If he is not given the authority to make
quick and important decisions, then his role in the project poses a potential threat to the
success of the project in the given frameworks. The designer also influences the realization of
the project, which is most evident in works’ deadlines. If the designer is co-operative and
involved in the project in full measure during the works, in terms of resolution and detail
changes that investor demands during construction, the implementation itself can be
accelerated. While on the other hand, slow reactions of designers can cause a loss of precious
time which greatly affects the terms, and thus the financial side of the project, leading to
dissatisfaction with the contractor and the introduction of tension among the participants in
the project. The role of project manager is to coordinate all project participants and to
establish good communication between them in order to increase the benefits.
CONCLUSION
It is necessary to improve communication and exchange of experience on projects. There are
mechanisms that enable the exchange of information from ongoing projects, thus enabling
learning from the previous, already implemented projects, but such learning concerns the
closed system of organizations which are implementing projects.
It came to a public perception that unwillingness to exchange experience damages the
profession and favours the deepening of the global crisis in the construction industry. A few
months ago people recognizes a possible solution and protection system of project
construction manager and the Association of certified building managers (UOVG) was
established. The purpose of the association is gathering and mutual cooperation between the
responsible managers of construction to promote the dignity of the head of construction in
relation to other construction participants, care of vocational ethics of construction
professionals, especially construction and work managers, and encouraging the development
of young engineers who run work sites and other.
UOVG should primarily be a medium for exchange of experiences of project managers and
construction managers. both in terms of project management and in terms of exchange of
technical knowledge.
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Abstract
Buildings with historical value are regional cultural assets worth preserving. At times, they
also represent a potential source of revenue and stimulus for the economical revitalization of
their neighbourhoods. The building preservation and restoration is a multidisciplinary activity
which makes it difficult to establish rules and codes, and this leaves the designers tapping in
the dark. Lack of clear guidelines can easily lead to ambiguities and weakly funded decisions
based on past experiences that may also be phallic.
Recently, earth has on numerous occasions shown its power of nature and natural forces by
earthquakes. Replacing the existing buildings with “earthquake-resistant houses” is neither
feasible nor desirable. Giving the building occupants a fair chance of escape in the once-in-alifetime event of a large earthquake should be in everyone‟s interest.
Seismic retrofitting of buildings is still a new activity for most structural engineers, and in
many countries still a quite neglected topic. This article is presenting the structural renovation
theory for historical buildings. The needed approach to the challenge of retrofitting a
historical building is shown. Due to length restrictions the theory is supported by a historical
building example strengthened keeping reversibility of retrofitting in mind with only several
examples.
Keywords: retrofitting, historical building, conservation, reversible methods

1. Introduction
Buildings with historical value are regional cultural assets worth preserving. At times, they
also represent a potential source of revenue and stimulus for the economical revitalization of
their neighbourhoods. The factors used to classify a building as historical may vary in
different countries and cultures, so obviously not every aged building falls into historical or
monumental category. Though restoration and retrofitting aged buildings is always a
challenge.
Retrofitting is a general term that may involve a list of treatments including preservation,
rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. Keeping that in mind renovating built heritage
requires a multidisciplinary approach involving a variety of professionals. The combination of
disciplines makes it difficult to establish rules and codes, which leaves the designers tapping
in the dark. Lack of clear guidelines can easily lead to ambiguities and weakly funded
decisions based on past experiences that may also be phallic.
Built heritage conservation on the other hand has also some clear recommendations like:
- Therapy should address root causes rather than symptoms.
- No actions should be undertaken without demonstrating that they are indispensable
- The design of any intervention should be based on a full understanding of the kinds of
action (forces, accelerations, deformations etc) that have caused the damage or decay
and of those that will act in the future.
- Where possible, any measures adopted should be “reversible” so that they can be
removed and replaced with more suitable measures if new knowledge is acquired.
Where they are not completely reversible, interventions should not compromise later
interventions.
- etc...
As the time evolves the change in materials and techniques is changing rapidly. This article
presents reversible retrofitting techniques used on previous experiences.
2. Building materials and structure evaluation
Recently, earth has on numerous occasions shown its power of nature and natural forces by
earthquakes. Casualties and damage associated with older buildings, which were designed and
constructed using codes that are now known to provide inadequate safety, are far worse than
that for newer buildings which have been designed and built in accordance with strict code
requirements. In most cities older buildings built before 1980‟s are more numerous than the
newer once, built to resist seismic forces.
Planning of interventions on a historical building differs from that of new ones in an
important aspect: the existing construction is basis for all planning and building efforts. The
conventional upgrading techniques usually include the addition of walls and foundations and
frame strengthening. Most of these techniques often lead to costly consequences such as
heavy demolition, lengthy construction time and occupant relocation. Such costly and
intrusive approach associated with conventional techniques often deters building owners from
preventive retrofitting of their buildings.
The replacement of existing buildings with „earthquake-resistant houses‟ is neither feasible
nor desirable. But preventive upgrading of traditional structures, with the aim of limiting
damage caused by average earthquakes and giving their occupants a good chance of escape in
the once-in-a-lifetime event of a large earthquake should be in everyone‟s interest.

Each building is unique in its own way and hides different problems. Therefore a unique
retrofitting approach cannot be specified. When approaching an old building one should be
aware that repair and retrofitting techniques should always respect the original state of
existence. Any intervention not respectful of the original construction and materials, can
create incompatibility in the structure and result with destruction.
Relatively speaking, seismic retrofitting of buildings is still a new activity for most structural
engineers, and in many countries still a quite neglected topic. The past earthquakes around
Croatia, like Turkey and Italy were mostly not so much destructive to leave only ruins, but
their intensity was such that many errors and mistakes were stressed out.
In fact, most of the failures were due to lack of knowledge of the materials and of building
construction details, which caused a wrong choice of the repair technique and, very
frequently, the poor application of it. It is safe to say that there are no bad techniques, but only
inappropriate and poor applications due to lack of knowledge and of application skills.
Intelligently planned intrusions into the building‟s structure can preserve the architectural and
the artistic expression of the building.
3. Retrofit planning
If assumed that the structural evaluation is done and the decision to upgrade the existing
building has already been reached, identifying the existing problem in the structure is the
finest work. A big role in identifying the weak points in an existing structure plays the
analysis, which if done correctly can suggest how and what part of the structure to upgrade.
The key to a successful project is determining early in the planning process which areas of the
historical property can be altered and to what extent, without causing loss of significance or
integrity. In order to do this, historical property owners, working together with preservation
professionals, need to identify accurately the property‟s character-defining features and the
specific work needed to achieve accessibility. The retrofit design may not be a one man
decision.
The next step towards retrofitting is creating an exact insight into the existing state of the
building to be retrofitted. This way the wide range of retrofitting methods can be narrowed
down to the specific ones that are compatible with the building and can be tailored and
adjusted to the buildings state and shape. To do this next steps could advised:
- Limited destructive investigation - Evidence of previous earthquake damage or other
conditions which may be camouflaged by cosmetic repairs. It might be advisable to
perform a limited removal of wall renderings in order to understand the past events
that effected the state of the structure since the future retrofit may damage the
structure even more.
-

Testing – numerous non-destructive testing systems may provide additional
information about the structure behaviour, which simplifies the procedure of designing
the retrofit by modelling a finite element models. These tests may also include tests to
analyze mortar, adobe, foundation surveying, or fired bricks to determine their
material properties and geotechnical testing.

-

Critical conditions – These are special circumstances that need to be attended as soon
as possible in order to prevent collapse of the building. Serious building conditions
that require attention are basal erosion, poor site drainage, excessive moisture in the

walls, missing bearing walls, evidences of previous earthquakes that were only
cosmetically repaired.
4. Structure strengthening on example structures
Curia Hrašće is situated in a village Svetičko Hrašće near Ozalj in the central Croatia. The
character of the building clearly states its central position within the property. The curia is
rectangular shaped with 3 floors. The house has a highlighted entrance area with a steep roof.
Under the southern building area there is an arched basement.
The change of the house owner started the process of the adjustment of the house to the
countryside. All the guidelines from the local conservation office were followed. The narrow
area of the Curia was covered with the restoration design/1/.
The renovation start was marked with a house in a seriously bad shape (Fig.1) which had
numerous and serious cracks and damages which were documented in detail in the
architectural survey of the building (Fig.2). Main reasons for that level of structural
degradation of the building were years of no maintenance, series of design errors, weak soil
under a part of the house, and an earthquake during the 20‟s of the past century.

Figure 1: Hrašće curia in the original state
Architectural surveying of the building was the foundation for the research of the historical
development of the house and for the renovation design. According to the findings at least
three development phases of the house can be identified. The thorough investigations led to
the conclusion that all the layers of the house, from its baroque body to the upgrades from the
late 19th century are equally important. Therefore the last developing phase was going to be

preserved as the representing one, taking in account every detail, but removing the design
deficiencies which greatly endangered the construction.

Figure 2: Architectural survey of the curia Hrašće, main facade
Retrofit of the Hrašće curia was extremely demanding. The retrofit fully respected the
heritage with a special care to the high earthquake activities zone. Almost instantly after
commencement of the works a problem presented itself. The basement had almost no
foundations, so it was necessary to additionally derive new foundations. The counterfort on
the south side additionally endangered the building due to a bad original design, so it had to
be stringed with steel strings.

Figure 3: Coupling of the wooden floor structure with a lightweight concrete plate and
anchorage of the floor structure
The physical unity of the vaults was achieved by filling the vaults with lightweight concrete
and hereby was the stresses on the side walls reduced. The whole building was constrained
though walls in the floor levels. The dynamic unity of the walls was achieved by turning the
oak wood floors into a stiff structure by coupling the wooden floor structure with a reinforced
concrete plate on its top, and anchoring the floor structure into the walls (Fig.3 and Fig.4).
The coupling of the wooden flooring and the reinforced concrete plate was achieved by a high
strength, structural epoxy adhesive. The walls were additionally injected with a mixture of
hydrated lime, crushed brick, bentonite and white cement. The wall corners and T-junctures
were prestressed and anchored whereby the behaviour of confined masonry was achieved.
The roof-walls were partially reconstructed due to low quality of the original walls, and the
roofing was constructed completely from scratch, due to a bad original design.

Figure 4: Floor to wall anchorage and floor-level embracement; floor plan
5. Conclusion
Planning of interventions on historical buildings differs from that of new ones in an important
aspect: the existing construction is basis for all planning and building efforts.
Each building is unique in its own way and hides a different problem created during time and
due to different design rules of the past. Therefore a unique retrofitting approach cannot be
specified. When approaching an old building one should be aware that repair and retrofitting
techniques should always respect the original existence of materials, and design. Most of the
failures in an unexpected event happen due to lack of knowledge of the materials and of
building construction details, which mainly cause a wrong choice of the repairing technique
and, very frequently, the poor application of it. The incompatibility of any intervention not
respectful of the original construction and materials can create incompatibility in the structure
and resulting with even worst state of the structure endangering not only the stability of the
heritage but also human lives.
In retrofit of historical buildings these guidelines may come in handy:
- Interventions should address root causes rather than symptoms.
- No actions should be undertaken without demonstrating that they are indispensable
- The design of any intervention should be based on a full understanding of actions that
have caused the damage and of those that will act in the future.
- Where possible, any measures adopted should be “reversible” so that they can be
removed and replaced with more suitable measures, if new knowledge is acquired.
Where they are not completely reversible, interventions should not compromise later
interventions.
- The interventions should respect the historical heritage in extents that are known and
possible
- A close collaboration of a architectural and civil engineering specialist is advisable in
order to achieve best results
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Abstract
Performance-based contracts differ significantly from method-based contracts that have been
traditionally used to maintain roads. PBC is a type of contract in which payments for the
management and maintenance of road assets are explicitly linked to the contractor successfully
meeting or exceeding certain clearly defined minimum performance indicators. In traditional
method-based contracts, the road agency as a client normally specifies techniques, technologies,
materials and quantities of materials to be used, together with the time period during which the
maintenance works should be executed. The payment to the contractor is based on the amount of
inputs. In performance-based contracting the client does not specify any method or material
requirements. Instead he specifies performance indicators that the contractor is required to meet
when delivering maintenance services. Failure to comply with the performance indicators or to
promptly rectify revealed deficiencies adversely affects the contractor's payment through a series
of clearly defined penalties. In case of compliance the payment is regularly made, usually in
equal monthly installments.
Keywords: road maintenance, contract, performance-based contract
Introduction
Performance based contracting (PBC) is a significant shift away from more traditional
approaches of delivery of road maintenance. It is neither input or output focused, but rather
focuses on key outcomes which the client wishes to achieve. Input focused delivery is prevalent
in force account type operations, where maintenance crews are supplied with equipment,
materials and labor as necessary to perform maintenance, without there being a defined focus on
any output.
Output focused delivery has been typical in many countries, and improves efficiency compared
with input focused maintenance. Works are performed based on a schedule of unit prices and
estimates of quantities and payments are based on executed measured works. By adopting
payment based on rates for work outputs, the contractor has an incentive to be efficient, but his
objectives are not necessarily aligned with those of the client. For example, the long term
objective of the client to minimize whole of life costs of pavement repairs is not transferred to a

contractor who is merely being paid for repairing the defects as they occur – the contractor is not
required to think about how to minimize their recurrence.
Outcome focused delivery is encapsulated in PBC contracts. The contractor must inspect, plan,
design, organize and deliver road maintenance services such that all assets are in a condition
which is fit for purpose and in accordance with specified asset condition standards for a fixed
lump sum price. For example, rather than being provided with a schedule of resurfacing lengths
and locations over the term of the contract, the contractor contracts to maintain a network at a
defined level of roughness, rutting (or whatever other indicators the client considers important)
for the contract duration.
Nevertheless, if the outcomes become too complex to specify, the client may choose to include
some output specified work in the contract. For example, if some significant rehabilitation work
is required to bring the road to a standard which is acceptable; this might be specified to be
completed within a given timeframe at the start of the contract, after which the performance
standards will be adopted.
The first PBC of road maintenance was piloted in Canada, in 1988, and later, in 1995, Australia
launched its first PBC to maintain urban roads in Sydney. In 1998 a PBC was introduced in New
Zealand where at present, 15% of the national network is covered under this type of contract. A
PBC was first introduced in the USA in Virginia State in 1996. In the developing world Latin
America was the pioneer in developing and adopting its own performance-based contracting
model. In 1995, Argentina introduced performance-based contracts, and later Uruguay, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico and Peru. Gradually, this trend has spread to other
developed and developing countries in Europe, Africa and Asia. Some of the above countries
use “pure” performance-based contracts, while others use “hybrid” contracts.
2. PBC coverage
A PBC may cover either only individual assets (e.g., only traffic signs, only bridges) or all road
assets within a road corridor. Rehabilitation is normally not a component of a PBC.
PBC within the road sector can be "pure" or "hybrid". The latter combines feature of both
method- and performance-based contracts. Some services are paid on a unit rate basis, while
others are linked to meeting performance indicators.
Table 1. Payments under PBC
ACTIVITY

PAYMENT BASIS

Management & Maintenance

Lumpsum per km-month
(Output-based)

Emergency Works

Based on unit prices, for works agreed case
by case

Rehabilitation Works

Lumpsum or quantities x unit prices

3. Advantages of PBC
Road agencies have moved towards a PBC approach because it offers several advantages over
more traditional approaches: (a) cost savings in managing and maintaining road assets; (b) greater
expenditure certainty for road agencies; (c) ability to manage the road network with fewer agency
staff; (d) better customer satisfaction with road service and conditions; and (e) stable multi-year
financing of maintenance.
The PBC aims to align client objectives more closely with those of the contractor, defined by the
contract, by:
o requiring the contractor to ensure the road network meets agreed performance criteria;
o leaving the decision as to the work required to the contractor, thus promoting innovation;
o giving the contractor a long term contract for a fixed lump sum, so that it is in the
contractor’s interest to provide quality work at optimal cost;
o giving the contractor responsibility for all assets in the road corridor, so that the client has
one single point of contact for quality on the network. This avoids situations where a
client, who might have various different contractors operating on the network, is unable to
clearly allocate responsibility for defective work on the network.
Table 2. Example of performance specifications for highway pavement patching and crack
sealing: Case of British Columbia, Canada.
Performance Time Frames
SUMMER HIGHWAY CLASSIFICATION
PAVEMENT DEFICIENCY
Pothole on traveled lane or
inner shoulder of curved
highway sections
Pothole on outside shoulder of
curved highway sections and
tangents
Pothole on right edge of
divided highway in the
directions of travel
Pothole on left edge of divided
highway in the directions of
travel
Bleeding on traveled lane, or
inside shoulder of curved
highway sections
Distortions presenting a safety
hazards

SEVERITY

1&2

3

4

5

6&7

High

24 hours

2 days

3 days

7 days

14 days

High

3 days

7 days

10 days

21 days

45 days

High

24 hours

2 days

3 days

7 days

14 days

High

3 days

7 days

10 days

21 days

45 days

High

24 hours

2 days

3 days

7 days

14 days

High

24 hours

2 days

3 days

7 days

14 days

Source: B.C. MOT 2005.

The PBC can lead to cost savings through:
o incentives to the private sector for innovation and higher productivity;

o reduction in administrative expenses and road agency overheads, due to better packaging of
contracts, requiring fewer agency personnel to administer and supervise contracts;
o significantly greater flexibility in the private sector (than in the public sector) to reward
performance and react quickly against non-performers.
The PBC can deliver higher customer satisfaction by aligning contractor payments with the needs
of the customer/road users. For example, winter maintenance performance specifications spell out
the depth of snow that is permitted to remain on the roads.
In a PBC is that the contractor is assigned a number of the responsibilities and risks that used to
be borne by the owner agency under traditional method-based contracts. On the one hand, the
contractor is not tied down by the contracting agency in making his decisions regarding “what to
do”, “when to do” and “how to do”. He is free to innovate with techniques and technologies to
reduce his own costs, as long as the level of service specified in the bidding documents is
achieved.
4. Selection of contractors
When deciding on the use of a PBC several factors have to be examined in order to define:
o sufficient reasons to consider move towards a PBC approach;
o does the existing legislation enables PBC;
o capacity and knowledge of the road agency for implementing a PBC;
o capacity and unionization of the contracting industry;
o conditions of the road network;
o performance indicators;
o methodology to measure performance indicators;
o quality assurance program;
o payment conditions;
o contract conditions.
The PBC procurement process can be based on several criteria:
o the price only or price and non-price criteria;
o pre-qualification of bidders;
o evaluation of proposals of short-listed of bidders based on the evaluation results of
technical and financial proposals;
Table 3. Weight of price and non-price criteria in
the PBC procurement process in different
countries.
Country

Australia
Sydney, WA and
Tasmania,
Alberta, Canada
British Columbia,
Canada
Ontario, Canada

Weight of Selection Criteria
50% - price,
50% - others
(varies with territory)
78% - price,
22% - others
40% - price,
60% - others
90% - price,

England
Finland
New Zealand
Sweden
USA
Source: Pakkala 2002.

10% - others
30-40% - price,
60-70% - others
75% - price,
25% - others
50% - price,
50% - technical criteria
90% - price,
10% - others
50% - price,
50% - others and negotiated

If selection is based on several criteria, a weight factor should be assigned to each of the criteria.
5. Main challenges
The following key success factors have become apparent as experience develops, and will need to
be considered in any move to PBC:
o Contracts should aim to be comprehensive in their coverage of the different assets (e.g.
signs, pavements, culverts etc), for the reasons stated above;
o Contracts should be for as longer term as possible to promote innovation and ownership.
Terms can been reduced to fit local issues with budgeting, but the experience has still
suggested that longer terms would be preferred;
o A positive approach to cooperation and partnership between the client and contractor is
required, as performance requirements might still be evolving and developing as
experience is gained;
o A rigorous review of performance standards for all the assets is required, to ensure they
are achievable and meet client objectives. Successful standards are transparent and not
overly complicated, and where it becomes to difficult to specify outcomes / standards, the
contract might revert to output based specifications, particularly when addressing work
backlog;
o A thorough knowledge of all assets is required (quantified and objective) so that
contractors can price the work;
o The procurement process must be transparent and comprehensive in terms of ensuring
tenderers are aware of their obligations under the contract;
o Risks must be clearly identified, equitably shared, and defined so that each party is aware
of its responsibilities under the contract;
o A capable contracting industry must be available, and be ready to take on the
responsibilities of long term asset management;
o To ensure competitive prices, it is helpful for the industry to be aware of the long term
potential market for such work. Also, given the significant cost of tendering for such
work, contracts must be of a significant value;
o Clients must have a capacity to manage the contract as auditors, and not expect to
interfere with management decisions of the contractor on the network;
o Contractors must be able to establish clear systems for compliance monitoring.
Main challenges that road agencies face when introducing and expanding PBC include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How to best allocate risks?
Establishing a “partnering” relationship between the contractor and client.
Need to acquire a new set of skills and expertise.
Downsizing of the agency.
Choosing a PBC format that is consistent with the contracting industry capacity available
in the country.
Definition of appropriate performance indicators.
Design of an incentive payment mechanism that encourages the contractor to increase
productivity and introduce innovations.
Assured long-term funding for multi-year PBCs.
Determination of the liability and indemnity of the contractor and client, particularly, in
relation to incidents, accidents and emergencies caused by force majeure events.
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Abstract
Nowadays, when the trend of reducing the consumption of energies viewed from the
aspect of costs as well as from the standpoint of the accessibility of their sources comes to the
fore, this up-to-date requirement is satisfied by green buildings. Besides the positive
influence on the environment they enable the necessary energetic effectiveness to be
achieved. One of the assumptions of the energetic effectiveness of green buildings is the
application of the facility management implemented not only during the operation, but already
during
their
designing.
The
paper
is
aimed
to
define
the principles of applying the facility management in green buildings for the purpose to
acquire the desirable energetic effectiveness.
Keywords: green buildings, environment, energy efficiency, facility management, technical
administration
Introduction
The word crisis has become perhaps the most frequently used term of today. Its impact is felt
especially in the sphere of energy. The rising tendency of prices for the energy-providing
raw-materials and, at the same time, their decreasing amount are an object of greater attention
in the sphere of energy saving.
In conformity with the Guidelines of the European Parliament and Council No. 2010/31/EU
concerned with the control of the energy demand of buildings [1] a share of buildings in the
total energy consumption in the European Union is cca 40 %. The buildings producing
during their life-time as much as 30 % of CO2 emissions. The branch of civil engineering
industry has been continuously extending, which results in the increased energy consumption
and in the production of CO2 emissions. This leads to the constant deterioration of the
environment [2]. From the aspect of reducing the negative impacts of the environment the
inevitable aim is to save energies.
In relation to the environment an unavoidable requirement is the sustainability of buildings.
In this connection it is necessary to make a comprehensive assessment of claims for their
construction, using as well as for their liquidation performed from the material and energetic
point of view.
From the aspect of environmental sustainability a primary role is attributed to the strategy of
lowering the energy demand and CO2 emissions from buildings during all their life-time
cycle. One of the possibilities is the construction of economical buildings – green buildings.

The green buildings can be defined as ecologically optimum buildings, the aim of which is to
minimize their global influence on the environment, starting from the phase of designing and
realization up to their putting into operation and use.
Fundamental principles characterizing the green buildings are:


integration into the environment- The architecture of green buildings should be
harmoniously incorporated into the country, taking into account the particular
environmental conditions, such as: building location and orientation, climate (rains,
winds, temperature, humidity, dazzle), terrain and flora;



application of the ecologically effective building materials – In the process of the
construction of green buildings natural local materials are used. In this way the
pollution of the environment is prevented and the energy consumption needed for
their transportation from the more remote source to a building site is minimized. The
other material reducing the adverse impacts of the building construction on the
environment is the recycled material [3]. The constructions of green buildings are
mostly made of materials which are recyclable and enable the undesirable emissions
and adverse effects on the environment to be reduced. As an example can serve a
metal which is used for building constructions and has besides its recycling ability
also excellent solar reflex advantages, particularly for the roof and peripheral building
constructions [4]. During the implementation of the building construction some local
natural materials are used to prevent the environmental pollution and achieve the
energy minimization;



energy effectiveness – Effectiveness in a wide sense of the word expresses a degree of
the achievement of the planned purpose (effect). In the case of energies expended for
green buildings an effect is obtained by lowering the energy consumption associated
with a decrease of costs for energies. The green buildings are in essence energetically
effective and have the minimum negative influence on the environment. The basic
criteria of the energy effectiveness of green buildings are:
economy of water
energetically effective lighting
exploitation of sunlight on using passive and active solar techniques
the photovoltaic technique
using plants and trees on green roofs.



optimum operation – From among the ecologically harmful emissions from buildings
more than 80 % results from the energy consumption expended during their operation.
Therefore the primary goal of green buildings, similarly as that of low-energy
buildings, is the energy saving or the energy effectiveness achieved during the
operation of both types of buildings. As a result, by reducing the energy consumption
the amount of carbon monoxide emissions, which release into the environment, is also
subsequently reduced.

Facility management and green buildings
One of the assumptions of achieving the more effective aims of green buildings, i.e. of
reducing the energy effectiveness and diminishing the CO2 emissions into the atmosphere is

the application of the facility management implemented in the designing process and in the
operational stage of the above-indicated buildings.
The designing of green buildings – The less significant impacts on the environment can be
attained already during the designing of buildings, for example, by a proposal of the
ecologically effective building materials. The future consumption of energies must be taken
into consideration already in the process of designing the green buildings. The
architect/designer´s proposal for the future shape of the building should consider also
technical and material solutions, namely from the aspect of the time action, renovation and
replacement.
points:
-

The conceptual solution of the green building should involve mainly the following
insulation of the peripheral jacket, walls, floors and ceilings,
automatic control of ventilation,
control of illumination utilizing the natural light,
control of illumination utilizing sensors,
system of the use of rain water and
high-powered heating unit (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 The conceptual solution of the green building [5]
In the process of designing the aspect of lowering the energy demand of buildings should
be considered, paying attention to:
-

technological equipments for heating and air-conditioning,
energy utilization from renewable resources,
elements of passive heating and cooling, and also shielding,

-

quality of the internal surrounding air,
corresponding daylight, etc.

The utilization of air-conditioning equipments causes many problems mainly at the time
of the maximum loading. This increases the costs for electricity and disturbs the energy
balance. The architect/designer should solve in his design of green buildings the shape,
material and construction which would prevent overheating in the summer season. This can
be ensured by the sufficient heat capacity of the construction of green buildings, or by the
application of the passive cooling technique [1]. The energy consumption is associated with
operational costs. The highest percent proportion of the overall operational costs is created by
costs expended for heating and cooling, i.e. ca 65 %. The crucial influence on the energy
consumption for heating and cooling is exerted by:
-

spatial solution of the building (compactness of the mass of the building),
material solution of peripheral constructions and openings (heat bridges, glazing of
windows). The material solution of peripheral constructions predetermines the
energetic demand of the building and its operational maintenance [6],
- heating technology (source of heating).
The energy consumption for heating and cooling is influenced, to a large extent, mainly
by solving the heating technology. The future housekeeper of the building, who is a provider
of the facility management services in the area of the operation of heating sources, can
identify and specify, on the basis of his experience, the overall rationalization conditions of
the energy consumption and estimate potential draw-backs during the future operation [7].
The collaboration of the architect/designer and the facility manager should lead, for
example, to the optimum specification of the proposal for heating not only from the technical
and technological point of view but also from the viewpoint of the future influence on the
environment.
The next important point which must be taken into account already in the process of
designing is the maintenance of constructions. The consultant of the company Colliers
International Reality Estate and Facility Management CEO Bill Ward maintains that the
practical aspect of the administration and the maintenance of buildings must not be neglected
already during the designing of green buildings. He is of the opinion that ecological
technologies used in buildings must be accessible and practical for maintenance workers. For
example, the extensive application of glass for peripheral constructions which can contribute
to the increase of natural light in the space may cause some problems during their cleaning, if,
of course, maintenance workers do not have any access to the glass-covered areas.
Architects who want to create buildings in a sustainable way are confronted with the
following questions: How recyclable are the materials I use during the process of
construction? How much primary energy is spent in my building? How big is the carbon
footprint? Are the environmental impacts considered in my planning throughout the whole
life cycle and are they revealed correspondingly? When does a decision for a more ecological
option pay for itself? [2]
The operation of green buildings – During the operation of buildings several natural sources
are effectively utilized, such as energy, water and other sources, for example, mainly by
exploiting the sunlight by means of passive and active solar techniques and the photovoltaic
technique, or by applying plants and trees on the green roofs. A role of the facility
management during the use of buildings is to ensure primarily the failure-free run of the
energy-supplying technical and technological equipments. Their failure-free operation and
maintenance are ensured by the technical administration which is part of the technical

infrastructure in accordance with STN EN 15221-1 Facility management. Within the
technical administration of green buildings, the facility manager must adhere to the
preventive maintenance of heating equipments in the same way as in the case of ordinary
buildings and observe regulations concerned with their revisions. The aim of the maintenance
is to ensure a lower frequency of defects, longer lifetime, and excellently functioning
technical and technological equipments. The management of the maintenance needs planning
and determining the schedule of regular preventive maintenance works at regular time
intervals.
The technical administration must involve also:
-

detection of disorders,
ensuring the early recall of maintenance workers to avoid subsequent damages after
the occurred disorders,
- monitoring the technical and technological equipments and
- receiving the requirements for services, for example, through a help disk or service
line.
For the analysis and evaluation of the performed maintenance it is always necessary to put
down the information about its implementation. The evaluation is aimed also at the number of
employees required for the realization of works, for the necessary material and spare parts.
On the basis of the information the next planning of the technological procedure of regular
maintenance works is possible, including the technological procedure of repair works and the
distribution of individual working steps. [7]
In accordance with the Guidelines of the European Parliament and Council No.
2010/31/EU “the regular maintenance and inspection of heating and air-conditioning systems
enables the optimum performance from the environmental, safety and energetic point of view.
They should be carried out during their life cycle at regular intervals, but especially before
their exchange or modernization.”
According to the Guidelines giving instructions about the optimum exploitation of energy
from the technical system of green buildings the member countries should establish the
system requirements for the overall energetic demand made on the technical system.
The system requirements relate especially to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

heating systems,
systems for the preparation of warm water,
air-conditioning systems and
extensive ventilation systems and their combination.

During the operation of buildings their administration supervised by the facility
management is of great importance. Besides the care of green buildings, which includes the
operation, maintenance and also technical and technological equipments, the facility
management concentrates its attention also on a user. The user claims such a building which
would be functioning to his satisfaction. The task of the facility manager is to register all
demands of employees made on the working environment. Therefore the facility management
is interested in the full support from a side of the user.
What is the difference between the technical administration of ordinary buildings and the
technical administration of green buildings? The technical administration of green buildings
has more sophisticated technical and technological equipments at its disposal. The application
of the facility management in green buildings enables the facility manager to be more
effective and more responsible at his work.

Criteria for evaluation of the sustainability of buildings
The evaluation of the sustainability of buildings rests in assessing the claims of
buildings for their creation, operation and demolition, and also for the liquidation of wastes.
The common feature of the evaluation should be the requirement for harmony with the
generally formulated requirement for the sustainability where, besides the satisfactory
environment and the low production of harmful substances, also the incorporation of social
and economic problems is suitable.
For the evaluation of the sustainability the following criteria can be used:







choice of the land – orientation with regard to the point of the compass, location,
territorial solution,
energy consumption – thermal consumption for heating, cooling, heating of water,
energy for light, etc.,
environmental loading – energy sources, CO2 emissions; heat saving via the
maximum exploitation of the sun energy,
quality of the internal environment – temperature of the internal air and wall
surfaces, humidity, exchange of air, etc.; insulation and accumulation properties of
covering constructions, shape of the house, disposition solution,
functionality, effectiveness and regularity of the main functions – operative
regulation of the internal climate, simplicity and the price for the maintenance and
exchange of constructions and technological equipments and
social aspects – price accessibility; operational costs. [8]

Conclusion:
More than 80 % of the ecologically harmful emissions from buildings are produced as
a consequence of the energy consumption during the operation of buildings. Therefore
similarly as in the case of low-energy buildings the primary goal of green buildings is the
energy saving or energy effectiveness of their operation. Both the energy effectiveness and
economic effectiveness of green buildings are substantially determined already in the
proposed phase of designing. The application of principles of minimizing the negative
influence on the environment (diminishing of the energy consumption for heating and cooling
as well as the reducing of emissions) by accepting the comments of the facility manager and
by their incorporation into the proposal and design of the building can lead to the
multiplication effect of the energy effectiveness. Its influence will show itself by lowering
and optimizing the energy consumption during the operation of green buildings. A decrease
of the energy consumption gives rise to a decrease of the carbon monoxide emissions
escaping into the environment. The operation of buildings calls for the high-level technical
administration. In this way the facility management will become one of the significant
instruments of the sustainability of green buildings.
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Abstract
There is an urgent issue on huge quantities of wastage generation in construction.
Construction waste is considered as one of the main factors having an impact on the
environment. The increasing environmental impact from the construction becomes a serious
problem that can cause significant damage, not only to ecosystems but also to the health and
wellbeing of field workers and nearby residents of construction sites. Therefore, is necessary
to approach and continuous effort within the industry in order to achieve the objectives
sustainable construction and reducing of the environmental impacts of construction. A recent
study shows that construction is the third largest industry sector in terms of environmental
pollution and construction waste presents 25% of the total waste volume. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider possibilities for reduce of construction waste origin, whether
conventional or unconventional ways.
One of the possible solutions is the use of ”new construction technologies” - modern methods
of construction (MMC) that offer significant potential to minimise construction waste. The
submitted paper describes the current opportunities to exploit the MMC. There is described a
few researches in this field. Modern methods of construction primarily involve the
manufacture of construction in factories, with potential benefits such as faster construction,
fewer housing defects, and reductions in energy use and waste. The paper is focused on the
researches of reduce construction waste through the using of modern methods of panels or
modules construction in this field. Conclusion of paper monitors the conditions of waste
management in Slovak republic and selected countries and describes a situation in the field of
prefabrication use considering the specifics of construction in Slovakia.
Keywords: modern methods of construction (MMC), construction, construction waste, waste
reduction

Introduction
A recent study shows that construction is the third larges industry sector in terms of
environmental pollution (Li et al., 2009). The construction industry produces a significant
amount of construction and demolition waste. According information of European
Environmental Agency (EEA), the stream of construction and demolition waste (CDW)
presents 22% of the total generated waste. In the conditions of Slovak Republic it presents

25% of the total generated waste. Construction waste is defined as the by-product generated
and removed from construction, renovation and demolition workplaces or sites of building
and civil engineering structure (Cheung, 1993). Waste reduction is increasingly important
factor of sustainable construction and presents a process which avoids, eliminates or reduces
waste at its source. Reduction at the source for new buildings construction involves design
concept and building technology and material selection. With the increasing demands in
implementing major infrastructure projects, together with many commercial buildings and
housing redevelopment programmes, a large amount of construction waste is being produced
(Tam et al., 2007). Waste management in construction activities had been promoted for
protecting the environment in line with the recognition that the wastes from construction
works contribute significantly to the polluted environment. Construction activity
approximately generates 20–30% of all wastes deposited in Australian landfills; 29% of the
solid-waste stream in the USA is construction waste and more than 50% of the waste
deposited in a typical landfill in UK comes from construction waste (Tam et al., 2007).
Therefore is necessary to adopt new, progressive construction technologies and methods
which are able to reduce construction waste. One of the effectively ways is the adoption of
modern methods of construction. There is currently a call for the construction industry to look
for new ways of avoiding, minimizing, reusing, recycling and handling construction and
demolition waste (Baldwin et al., 2009). One of the effectively ways is the adoption of
modern methods of construction.
1. Modern methods of construction
Modern methods of construction (MMC) primarily involves the manufacture of constructions
in factories, with potential benefits such as faster construction, fewer housing defects,
reductions in energy use and waste (Postnote, 2003) and offer significant potential to
minimise construction waste (WRAP, 2007) and construction safety risks (Struková, 2009).
In the present, are used the term MMC in preference to the term offsite manufacturing
(OSM). This is because this term is increasingly being used instead of OSM and because it
also includes several important new types of construction methods that involve some element
of fabrication on site.
Modern methods of construction have been shown to achieve a dramatic reduction in the
waste generated on site. MMC is reasonably common in building construction but are less
often used in civil engineering. For civil engineering projects, MMC can include use to precast (pre-fabricated) components or preassembled structure.
Prefabrication can be defined as a manufacturing process, generally taking place at a
specialized facility, in which various materials are joined to form a component part of a final
installation (Haas et al., 2007).
A common definition for preassembly is a process by which various materials, prefabricated
components, and/or equipment are joined together at a remote location for subsequent
installation as a unit. The preassembly may be completed at the job site in a location other
than the place of final installation. The preassembly process can involve adapting sequential
activities into ones that are parallel. A preassembly often contains only portions of systems,
and work from a variety of crafts is typically necessary. Preassembly is generally considered
to be a combination of prefabrication and modularization. It may use fabricated components
made offsite and then assembled near the site. These units can then be installed at the site,
similar to modules (Haas et al., 2007).

Typically MMC involves the manufacture of construction parts offsite in a specially designed
factory. The two main products of MMC are:
 Panels – including ready-made walls, floors and roofs. These are transported to the site
and assembled quickly, often within a day. Some panels have wiring and plumbing
already inside them, making construction even faster.
 Modules – ready-made rooms or their parts, which can be pieced together to make a
whole house or flat but are used most frequently for bathrooms or kitchens, where all
the fittings are added in the factory. Also known as „pods‟.
MMC can also include innovative site-based methods, such as use of concrete moulds. A
range of materials is used for MMC, the most common being wood, steel and concrete.
1.1. Product review of modern methods of construction
According authors of study “Current practices and future potential in modern methods of
construction” (WRAP, 2007), the MMC product groups can be divided into these categories:
a) Volumetric modular – presents a key MMC technology for inclusion on the grounds
that it substitutes several on-site product applications that typically generate
significant waste volumes. These include roof and external wall insulation, roof tiling,
brick & blockwork, drylining, on-site cladding and all associated packaging. The
technology is well established and there are new developments in high-volume
production.
b) Timber frame and steel frame flat packs – (Fig.1.) these are mainly used in housing
and are mainly displacing the use of concrete blockwork used for the construction of
external wall inner leafs and party walls. The other reasons for including timber frame
systems is that demand is growing fast, underpinned by housing shortages in parts of
the country, with public sector specification an important influence on demand.
c) Prefabricated kitchen & bathroom pods – this is a growing market, underpinned by
demand in fast growing sectors of the single living accommodation (SLA) market
which includes student residences and high-rise apartment blocks.
d) Composite/insulated/sandwich (non load-bearing) panels - used for walls and roofing.
These are mostly profiled steel products used on commercial and industrial
applications, although there are newer products made from other materials such as
concrete and GRP suitable for residential use.
e) Light steel frame (LSF) systems (Fig.2.) are one of the more recent developments in
MMC, used for building façade construction.
f) Pre-cast structural panels (Fig.3.) - external and party wall panels increasingly being
supplied as part of panellised building systems in conjunction with floor components
and other components such as pre-cast staircases, basement units and roofing.
g) Pre-cast hollow-core flooring - there are indications of an increase in the specification
of hollowcore flooring on ground floors and second floors on residential and
commercial applications, in substitution for in-situ concrete flooring and timber
flooring
h) Structural insulated panels (SIPS) – these differ from composite panels in that they are
load-bearing.
i) Pre-cast concrete cladding is typically manufactured, supplied and installed under
bespoke supply and fix contracts.
j) Tunnel form construction is a system is well established in several other Western
European countries. Although it is not an MMC product it is recognised as one of the
most significant of the new MMC.

k) Insulating concrete formwork is a factory made formwork system comprising twinwall expanded polystyrene (EPS) blocks or panels, which are assembled to create the
external walls of a building. Ready mix concrete is subsequently poured into the gaps.

Fig. 1: Modern method of construction through timber frames (www.trada.co.uk/Timber
frame)

Fig. 2: Modern method of construction through light steel frame (Lawson et al., 2008)

Fig. 3: Modern method of construction through pre-cast structural panels
(www.apexbuildingsystems.com.au/Pre-Cast and Tilt-Slab Concrete Panel Construction)

MMC can result in changes to on – site practice and may require different teams of specialist
contractors; for example, compare operational needs on site to place large precast concrete
components (handling areas, cranes and operators) with the demands of cast in – situ concrete
(erection and striking of shuttering, temperature monitoring/control of large pours). To gain
the waste benefits of MMC and to facilitate the resulting construction process, consideration
at the design stage is essential.
1.2. Modern methods of construction and its current use
The majority of constructions are still constructed using traditional technology (masonry,
concreting). However, in the UK within the last few years there has been increased use of
MMC for housing, driven by a range of factors including demands for faster construction and
skills shortages. In the UK, a few large private house builders have recently invested in MMC
factories so production will increase. It is estimated by the National House Building Council
that about 10% of new UK homes are built using timber frames, and 5% using other MMC.
On the other hand, there are differences within the UK, most notably in Scotland, where
timber frames have long been referred, comprising around 60% of new housing. There we can
see an interest of the UK Government in promoting prefabricated housing. They believe that
greater use of prefabrication could help rectify the problem of shortage of building, for
example because prefabrication can increase the speed of house building, reducing the time
speed on the construction site by approximately half. Therefore, there has been a governmentdriven effort to avoid use of the term “prefabrication” and refer to factory-based construction
in-stead as “modern methods of construction”. Figure 1 indicates an example of UK
government – promoted shifts in discourse about prefabrication.

Fig. 4: Examples of UK goverment – promoted shifts in discourse about prefabrication
(Lovell, Smith, 2010)
The table 1 provides a survey of the drivers and barriers for use of MMC in the construction
in UK. A survey of UK prefabrication manufacturers identified lack of market demand and
public perception as the two most important limitations on expansion. The negative public
attitudes about prefabrication homes are the third most significant barrier to more widespread
adoption. The public (69%) regards a brick-built home would fetch and better price.
Other countries already make greater use of MMC than the UK. In Japan 40% of new housing
uses MMC. In other European countries there is also much greater use of MMC, particularly
in Scandinavia and Germany. Indeed, some house building companies in Europe have started
to export their houses to the UK; for example, one UK Housing Association is importing
modules from Poland.

The reasons for greater use of MMC in these countries are uncertain, but suggestions have
included (Postnote, 2003):
- in colder climates the building season is short due to bad weather – use of MMC allows
quick construction,
- MMC building materials, such as timber, are more readily available,
- there is a greater tradition of self build housing. MMC appeals because faster construction
reduces disruption to neighbours and allows earlier occupancy,
- there are cultural preferences for certain house styles, e.g. timber frame in Scandinavia.
DRIVERS
Faster construction time
Industry skills shortages
Better quality product
Health and safety benefits
Increases profits
Easy to comply with building regulations
Environmental benefits

BARIERS
More expensive than masonry
High upfront capital costs
Public attitude
Durability of prefabricated unproven
Uncertainty about demand
Attitude of house building industry
Lack of prefabricated construction skills

Tab. 1: Drivers and barriers for use of modern methods of construction in UK (Lovell, Smith,
2010)
1.3

Cost analysis of modern methods of construction

According the authors Baldwin et al., the cost within cost analysis of prefab techniques
includes:
 material cost which includes raw materials, moulds/formwork, cast in items and
finishes;
 manufacturing cost which includes labour, concrete curing, quality control/supervision
and mock-up;
 storage cost incurred by additional land taken up by on- or off-site storage;
 off-site and on-site inspection and testing cost;
 transportation cost including delivery and protection;
 installation cost, which should include cost for special lifting provisions e.g. hoist and
cranes.
Based on the comparison of structural components, slab, staircase, external walls and partition
walls, the cost is difference between the prefabricated and conventional cast-in-situ method
ranges from 25% to 35%. However the cost of prefabrication can be more competitive when
the following factors are considered (Baldwin et al., 2009):
 there is an overall manpower saving of 30% in productivity in precast resulting in less
labour cost due to reduction of site supervision staff on site.
 prefabrication results in saving in wooden formwork, cement, plastering, stone, sand,
steel and timber
 saving in scaffolding if facade units have been pre-finished at factories
 there can be substantial saving in concrete and reinforcement for prefab work due to
the elimination of concrete dumping on site and optimized use of reinforcement in
mass factory production. In precast floor slab, there are 28% and 45% savings over
conventional in-situ construction for concrete quantity and steel quantity respectively
whilst 60% and 65% respectively for precast pre-stressed concrete beams.

The cost difference can be adjusted to about 3%–5% when the analysis of the cost difference
between MMC technique and conventional cast-in-situ method is based on the total
construction cost.
Authors Baldwin et al. also claim that although the initial setting up cost is higher than castin-situ construction, MMC can be carried out in countries who have both developed prefab
techniques and cheaper labour costs. This can result in significant reductions in production
cost.
1.4

Advantages and disadvantages of modern methods of construction use

Many of the benefits of using MMC for housing are as yet unproven or contentious. On the
other hand, the advantages and disadvantages are closely related to drivers and barriers of
prefabrication use.
We can suggest the main advantages of MMC are (Baldwin et al., 2009, Postnote 2003):
▪ economic – MMC houses typically have fewer defects and can be built more quickly,
components provide a better quality and standards, the construction process can be
speeded up by the mass production of prefab components in the factories,
▪ environmental – the houses can be more energy efficient, may involve less transport of
materials, and produce less waste,
▪ social – there may be fewer accidents and less impact on local residents during
construction, reduces labour intensive activities and provides a safer working
environment, designers from different disciplines can work closely together in the early
design state to help to reduce abortive work.
The MMC use also has limitations and disadvantages. It requires longer lead – in time in the
design and production processes and longer approval procedures are also normally required.
Higher investment cost is imposed on contractors especially when there is an insufficient
volume of work to sustain running costs and/or frequent changes of design. MMC is not cost
effective for small projects because the extra cost of manufacturing the mouldings cannot be
recovered on a satisfactory unit cost basis. Prefabrication is not suitable for small construction
sites as a larger site area than normal is required for storage of the units and maneuvering of
handling vehicles. This is obviously a problem in major urban environments. Protection to
prefab elements is required during transportation and storage (Baldwin et al., 2009).
Next part of the paper is focused on environmental benefits of MMC which can be divided
into these three main groups:
i. Energy savings – houses built using MMC typically require less energy to heat because
of increased levels of insulation fitted in the walls and roof, and also less air leakage from
the building.
ii. Construction waste – construction and demolition waste comprises 25% of EU waste.
The amount of waste produced using MMC is likely to be reduced because factory
materials can be ordered to exact specifications, and there is a lower risk of on-site
spoilage, e.g. through wet weather. However, there is little research confirming such
reductions.
iii. Transport – building constructions in factories may reduce the total number of trips to a
building site. This is of growing importance as more house building takes place on
„brownfield‟ sites in inner-city areas. Little detailed analysis has been conducted to date
on transport benefits, but they are likely to vary considerably depending on the distance
between the building site and the factory.

2. Reducing of construction waste through modern methods of construction
Modern methods of construction have been shown to achieve a dramatic reduction in the
waste generated on site. MMC is reasonably common in building construction but is less
often used in civil engineering. The following part of paper deals with the analysis of 4
selected studies intended in reduction of CDW by MMC and the comparison of conventional
and modern method of construction.
2.1

Study of City University of Hong Kong and Shanghai Jiaotong University, China

According the authors Tam et al. the modern method of construction (prefabrication) presents
an effective and efficient procedure for waste minimization. MMC technique can be applied
for all of the construction projects; however, no research has been done on the effectiveness
of implementing MMC on various types of construction projects. Tam and all processed a
research, in order to explore wastage reduction by adopting prefabrication, 30 construction
projects adopting conventional construction and modern construction (prefabrication) have
been measured.
Although wastage levels may vary from different types or natures of project, the wastage
levels are believed to be affected by the adoption of conventional in situ and modern
construction methods (prefabrication). A structured survey was conducted to measure the
wastage level for the different construction methods. The average wastage level (in per cent)
for various construction trades, namely, concreting, rebar fixing, bricklaying, drywall,
plastering, screeding and tiling, are measured for the two groups of projects adopting
conventional in situ trades and modern method (prefabrication) in table 2., fig. 5.

Tab. 2: Wastage level between conventional and modern method of construction (Tam et al.,
2007)
The percentage of waste reduction, is calculated by obtaining the difference between the
average wastage level in conventional and modern (prefabrication) construction methods by
the ratio of the waste reduction over the average wastage level for the conventional
construction method.
According to the findings on the average wastage levels for the major construction activities
carried out on site, it is noted that the most effective waste reduction trade is plastering, which
can have 100% of wastage reduction after adopting prefabrication. It can be explained that
plastering can be avoided since the concrete surface of the precast items is smooth and even
enough for receiving tile or subsequent finishes. During the interview (Tam et al., 2007), the
contractors argued that tiling was directly applied to the concrete surface after formwork
striking, while for painting, only a layer of 1–2 mm thick skim coat is required instead of 15–
20 mm plastering.

Fig. 5: Wastage level between conventional and modern method of construction (Tam et al.,
2007)
According to table 2, the average wastage level of the conventional construction method is
much higher than that of prefabrication in the trades of concreting, rebar fixing, plastering and
tiling. This result shows that the wastage levels vary with different trades when prefabricated
(modern) building components are adopted; therefore, the standardized designs of building
can reduce the wastage levels effectively. The private housing projects generate the highest
wastage levels especially for steel reinforcement, which may reflect from the nonstandardized building structures resulting in different sizes of formwork, reinforcement, and
brick/block work that generate higher levels of material wastage.
2.2

Study of Tsinghua University, China and The Pennsylvania State University, USA

Authors Chen et al. according their research claim, that MMC (prefabrication) has many
environmental benefits during construction as well as the life cycle phase of buildings. Waste
reduction was thought to be one of the most significant environmental benefits when adopting
MMC (prefabrication) in many previous studies. Most of the work is conducted at the
manufacturing plant, where tight control of quantities of constituent materials is achieved and
waste materials are more readily reused/recycled, resulting in effective waste reduction.
The use of MMC (prefabrication) reduces waste arising from plastering by about 100%,
timber formwork 74%–87% and concrete works 51%–60% (Chen et al., 2010). Although the
magnitude of waste reduction depends on the level of using MMC (prefabrication), waste
levels have an average reduction of 65% and up to 70% when compared with on-site
construction method in the research of authors (Chen et al., 2010).
2.3

Study of The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong

Next research has been developed by the authors Jailon et al. based on the questionnaire
survey which was aimed to establish the general industry perspective after the implementation
of the incentives to promote the use of prefabrication in buildings. A questionnaire was
developed to 354 professionals (contractors, architects, engineers, building surveyors, quality
surveyors) in the building industry in Hong Kong. The questionnaire was aimed to a
prefabrication and design, benefits and impediments to prefabrication and as well waste
reduction through the prefabrication. The survey reaffirmed that the industry paid less
attention towards waste reduction than other issues (time, cost, quality,…). According to the
respondents, the most waste producing construction work components are formwork,
packaging and protection, finish work, masonry work, scaffolding, concrete work and

material handling. This indicates that waste generation on building sites may mostly be
related to the construction method selection, the availability of on-site sorting and recycling
facilities for construction waste. The survey shows that timber formwork was the major
contributor to construction waste, accounting for 30% of the total identified waste. Wet
trades, such as concreting, masonry, plastering and tiling on-site were considered as the
second major waste generator, accounting for 20% of the total on-site waste generated. In
view of this, prefabrication appears to be an advantageous solution to tackle the major causes
of waste during both the design and the construction stages.
The results of surveys demonstrated that waste reduction was significant when using precast
concrete elements. The amount of waste reduction on building sites by using precast
construction when compared with conventional construction was about 10–20% whereas
some interviewees felt that the waste reduction level when using prefabrication techniques
would be over 30%.
The objectives of this study were to compare prefabrication with conventional construction
with regard to waste reduction as well. According the survey, the respondents believe that
waste reduction and improved quality control were the most important benefits when using
MMC compared with traditional in-situ construction. In addition, the results showed that
respondents were predominantly satisfied with waste reduction when using precast concrete
(see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Respondents´ satisfaction level when using prefabrication concrete construction
(Jailon et al., 2009)
Note: The means of the factors were calculated based on the following weightings: i. Least
important (was given a -2 weight), ii. Less important (was assigned a -1 weight), iii. Neutral
(was given a 0 weight), iv. Important (was assigned a +1 weight), v. Most important (was
given a +2).
2.4

Study of Waste and Resources Action Programme

The last analysed research (WRAP, 2007) presents a result of survey of British organization –
Waste and Resources Action Programme. The first phase was to develop a detailed

assessment of the current level of MMC and usage in different construction markets (health,
education, housing,…), identifying positive and negative factors influencing take-up and
identifying markets where significant gains can be made.
The primary objective of the second phase of the research was to identify and prioritise the
potential of different sectors of construction to adopt MMC to reduce construction material
wastage. This phase of the project, therefore, focused on identifying key sectors and
government initiatives where the potential to increase MMC is highest and provides the best
opportunities for material waste reduction.
Modern methods of construction
(MMC)

Estimated %
reduction

Level of confidence

Volumetric building systems

70-90

Reasonable

Timber frame systems

20-40

Concrete panel systems

20-30

Broad estimate - depends upon the level
of prefabrication
Broad estimate

Steel frame housing systems

40-50

Broad estimate

OSB SIPS

50-60

Composite panels

20-30

Broad estimate - depends upon the level
of prefabrication
Broad estimate

Pre-cast cladding

40-50

Broad estimate

LSF systems

40-70

Bathroom/shower and kitchen pods

40-50

Broad estimate - depends upon the level
of prefabrication
Broad estimate

Pre-cast flooring

30-40

Broad estimate

Thin joint masonry

30-40

Broad estimate

Insulating concrete formwork

40-50

Broad estimate

Tunnel form construction

50-60

Broad estimate

Tab. 3: Modern methods of construction vs. traditional construction methods – construction
waste reduction (WRAP, 2007)
In addition, the report includes a market assessment of future potential for MMC in key
sectors and provides recommendations on key areas of focus for WRAP to deliver a decrease
in material wastage through the use of offsite construction. In considering the key waste
arising and the construction activities generating them, there has been developed a list of
MMC products that could possibly make a contribution towards reducing construction site
waste where they are substituted for traditional building methods and materials. To date, the
use of MMC products has been fairly limited, reflected in the fact that the MMC sector
accounts for around 7 - 8 % of the total UK markets for building materials and products.
The one of research results was the estimates of waste reduction through substitution MMC
for traditional building methods. The table 3 illustrates estimates the levels of site waste
reduced using these types of MMC compared to equivalent traditional construction methods.
They are not indications of the levels of contribution to total waste reduction. For example, it
is estimated that using bathroom pods saves up to 50% of the waste typically generated from
fitting out a bathroom the traditional way.

2.5

Waste management and conditions for implementation of modern method of
construction in Slovakia

The development in the field of construction production has a significant impact to production
of waste derived from the construction industry. Slovak construction industry achieves the
best results and valuation in the years 2006 – 2008. On the other hand, we were the witnesses
a significant decrease of total construction production in 2009 influenced the global financial
crisis.
The trend in the field of waste generation in the analysed period (2000 – 2009) has a
decreasing tendency. Construction and demolition waste presents 17,54% of the total waste
production in Slovakia. Important is the fact, that the proportion of hazardous waste within
CDW presents 1 – 5%. Thus, CDW is suitable for reusing or recycling and does not require a
special treatment and disposal. Table 4 illustrates a CDW generation and management in
Slovakia in the context of state in the selected countries.
Country

Slovakia (2008)
Germany
UK
France
Italy
Spain
Netherlands
Belgium
Austria
Portugal
Denmark
Greece
Sweden
Finland
Ireland
Luxembourg
USA (1996)

Construction and
demolition waste
[mil. t]

% Recycled /
Reused

% Landfilled

4,4
59
30
24
20
13
11
7
5
3
3
2
2
1
1
0
136

49
85
51
15
9
<5
90
87
76
<5
81
<5
21
45
<5
na
30

31
15
40
85
91
>95
10
13
15
>95
13
>95
79
55
>95
na
70

Tab. 4: Construction and demolition waste generation and management in the selected
countries (Jaillon et al. and authors)
Currently, the issue of waste disposal is interesting for the government and public. The
recovery – reusing and recycling is supported by government in accordance the environmental
policy of EU. Although, almost all financial funds are directed to supporting of the separation,
reusing and recycling of waste, the landfilling presents a main form of waste disposal (see tab.
4).
In Slovakia, the majority of the buildings are constructed with traditional cast in-situ concrete,
using timber formworks. 50s in the former Czechoslovakia established an appropriate base for
the application of progressive construction methods. There was successfully implemented the
technology of prefabricated construction – blocks of flats. 730 000 of flats has built for 40
years, in period 1950 – 1993. In the present, the prefabrication is mainly used in the
manufacture of concrete and steel construction elements, particular the construction of

business and logistic centres and realization of hotel and administrative buildings (Kozlovská,
Urva, 2010).
In Slovakia, the proportion of the prefabrication and prefabricated elements is no established.
Currently at the Institute of Construction Technology and Management, Technical University
of Košice, the research in the field of prefabrication and ways of reducing of CDW is
developed on the based of the analyzed studies. The research is aimed to determine of the
degree of prefabrication and measure of its occupation within the construction in Slovak
conditions (Kozlovská, Urva, 2011). The further part of research deals with the determination
of the amount of generated construction waste in term of use of traditional and modern
methods of construction and their comparison. Based on this analysis will be monitored a
potential of the reducing of CDW by the MMC use and we will develop a methodology for
the determination of prefabrication degree and its impact on the waste reduction, as well as
the construction duration, reductions in energy use and construction safety risks.
Conclusion
Waste management is becoming an important issue in the construction industry. Modern
method of construction can provide a better solution to the problems in huge waste generation
on site activities. Adoption of MMC has potential in the construction industry though there
are still many problems in the applications on prefabrication. Although there are many
barriers to prefabrication, supervision can lead to achieving better environment and quality,
what is a huge challenge for today´s public.
Finally, it should be noted that the important is the detailed design of construction as well.
Recent studies demonstrated that the major causes of waste during the design changes.
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Abstract
Complexity and interdisciplinary nature of processes carried out within construction projects
without appropriate information support can cause a construction company to mismanage its
projects resulting in lower financial outputs.
Knowledge and selection of construction technology, understanding of potential risks as well
as financial output of a project are crucial at design, planning and execution of construction.
The main challenges occur at information management level, as the quantity and complexity
of information increases with the project size, total number of projects being executed, project
group size and the total number of project participants. Due to simultaneous execution of
various processes in different project phases, unambiguous information, comprehensive
reporting system and quality analysis of execution are crucial when priorities are determined
at all management levels of projects and organization.
In order to support construction project management, a comprehensive project information
system XPERT has been developed. This software supports the processes in the preconstruction stage as well as during project execution. As such, it bridges the gap between
business, CAD and technical software solutions, and its application enables appropriate
technological, organizational and financial decisions while ensuring process transparency.
Keywords: project information system, construction project management, construction
economics, project monitoring
Introduction

Different information tools that facilitate design and construction process monitoring are
being used today by the majority of construction project participants in individual
construction project stages. Due to the specific features of the construction sector, the
majority of tools are not interoperable, resulting in non-transparent data that is hard to
exchange. Also, the quality and safety of data may be questionable.
Several BIM (Building Information Modelling) system solutions already exist in the field of
integrated construction, e.g. Vicosoftware (www.vicosoftware.com). Their development has
been focused to information integration in the design stage, more precisely, to the integration
of information between architectural and structural design, where product model of the
building is being created. During transition between the design and pre-construction planning
phase, however, the data exchange is not completely integrated due to different views upon
the object under consideration, and new »dimensions« (time, money) that appear at the onset
of the construction phase. In this stage, the product model is being transformed into a
production model that is being defined by the technology selection, conditions and limitations
anticipated during construction, availability of resources and construction works execution
evolvement with time. Construction contracting company is in this stage interested
predominantly in integration of information from the fields of technology, organization and
execution of construction works with time. In addition, a link with business information
system of the contracting company is required to ensure efficient project monitoring and
control.
Construction sector typically consists of companies of different sizes, with a few large
companies, a large proportion of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and a number of
specialized micro companies (Šelih, 2007). Contracting SMEs typically carry out construction
works on their own and subcontract specialized works to competent subcontracting
enterprises, or form consortia with companies with complementary expertise and references.
In most cases, the scope and complexity of works within a construction project is large and
therefore requires coordination of large number of activities and associated resources. In
addition, often, works are performed simultaneously which causes additional problems in the
field of project management, as well as controlling cash flow in the enterprise (Hegazy,
2003).
Due to simultaneous execution of processes (that are in different stages and of various
complexity levels), unambiguous information, single reporting system and quality analysis of
the performed work are of key importance when priorities are determined, and decisions are
being made on both project and company level. Key directions to be pursued in a construction
company are therefore systematic business processes, concurrent work, direct communication
of several users within project group and enabling cooperation between various project groups
within the same environment.
In order to ensure better project overview and control, and consequently significantly
diminished probability of faults and higher business performance, implementation of
comprehensive information support for project management and control is essential. The final
goal of this support is process optimization and enhanced competitive advantage of the
contracting company.
The objective of this R&D work was therefore to establish a conceptual framework for a
comprehensive information system that enables simultaneous management and control of a
single construction project, as well as a bundle of several complex projects. The system has to

integrate all functions required for controlling key elements in a construction company. Full
support has to be available, and acting within execution processes as well as business
functions has to be enabled. Real-time overview of the project performance, analysis of
requiring special attention and appropriate acting has to be ensured for both direct project
participants and top executives. In addition, support in change management during execution
and control over subcontractors has to be ensured for relevant project participants. In order to
ensure comprehensive performance of the system, linking with business, project and
documentation systems has to be enabled (Rus, 2006; Rus, 2007)
As a result of this effort, the information system XPERT (Planning, Evaluation, Realization,
Timing) was produced.
2. The XPERT concept
XPERT is a comprehensive information system for construction project management and
control. The system supports a single construction project management as well as a portfolio
of projects. Two important features are interoperability with other business and document
systems (e.g. ERPs) that are currently being used by the construction enterprises, and user
account system. Both features are important for smooth system integration into the company's
business processes, possibility of its use in a variety of projects and proper and efficient
assignment of user rights and associated access to individual contents.
2.1. Construction project phases and XPERT
Controlling all phases of construction project and the role of the proposed conceptual solution
with respect to fundamental processes are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of the process support in individual construction project
phases provided by XPERT (Rus and Strah, 2008).
A large quantity of diverse and sometimes interrelated data is being generated during
construction project execution. The data refers to activities and resources, as well as to other
project elements. In order to ensure its management, efficiency of the information system is

crucial. The first step to ensure this efficiency is to provide reliable data input to the system as
well as output. Management of such large data quantity cannot be assigned to a human
individual, despite being the only »intelligent« element in the system and having the potential
for intuitive decision making, based on many years of experience. The whole process has to
aim to establish an information system that is able to take over transformation and analysis of
this large quantity of (diverse) data, while the user takes over the responsibility for accurate
data input and decisions (Rus et al, 2010). This is clearly presented in Table 1, where the most
common reasons for business failure in construction projects are presented. The table also
outlines the solutions to these causes.
Table 1: Six capital causes for business failure in construction projects, from: Standard &
Poor’s 2006, sample of 10.000 construction companies in the EU and US for the period 1997
– 2005.
CAUSE
1. Inadequate material management system.
2. No cost and cash flow monitoring both on project
and enterprise level, or incapability of appropriate
business data based decision.
3. Execution of works beyond the contractual scope.
4. Excessive use of mechanization (poor organization
of work)
5. Poor control over subcontractors work.

6. Inappropriate cost assumptions in tendering stage.

SOLUTION INCORPORATED INTO THE
SOFTWARE
Enables accurate planning, monitoring and use of
materials and other resources.
Ensures credible cost planning, monitoring and
simulation of individual projects and project
portfolios in all construction project phases.
Already in the planning phase, the solution
identifies contractual limitations, and provides
warnings related to contractual discrepancies.
With the help of calculations and equipment
resource planning, it offers optimal organization
and use of these resources.
System integrates all subcontractors who are
obliged to report on executed works and their
alignment with project goals.
An advanced environment for calculations (based
on standardized descriptions of works and items),
that can substantially reduce the error in the
estimate of required resources, is provided.

The use of the XPERT system removes the most common causes for process inadequacies in
construction companies. It comprehensively manages large data quantities and consequently
enables up-to-date notification of users regarding key project scope and cost information, as
well as all critical elements within the project and the company. By removing the burden of
tedious daily tasks from the shoulders of the individual user, he/she is able to focus to
ensuring appropriate input data (i.e. correct calculation bases, material coding etc.) and proper
decision-making regarding subcontractors, planning and calculations).
2.2 Construction project phases, modules and documents
XPERT covers the following construction project phases: preparation of the bill of quantities,
preparation of the offer and execution monitoring. In each of these stages, a set of documents
is being created: the bill of quantities, the offer, contract, project plan, tenders (for
subcontracting work), and documents proving the works being executed in a specified time
period.

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of construction project phases, modules and documents and
their dependencies.
The software is designed to incorporate any number of basic documents (bills of quantity,
associated offers and subsequent contracts). Every offer/contract is system supported by
several functions that are exhibited in separate documents. Consistency of documents is
ensured by establishing relations to the basic document.
2.3 Team work
When the conceptual framework of the new system was established, teamwork was
considered as one of the key starting points, particularly for the construction phase. However,
during initial testing of the system, this element has proven to bring an additional value also
in the stage of bid preparation, especially for the design and build type of projects. These
project types require significant coordination within the project team (that consists of
structural designers, individuals preparing the bill of quantity and item costs, and individuals
responsible for technology and sales). If all team members do not use the same data source,
their outcome may become inconsistent and their work thus highly unproductive. Only a
unified database and careful allocation of user rights enables controlled and efficient team
work.
2.4 Controlling complex structure projects
2.4.1 Internal division of works

Organizational division within a single project depends upon the preferences of the team
members. For each cluster of works within the project, special user rights can be assigned,
time schedules and monthly bills can be prepared, and project success can be measured by
pre-determined indicators. Where large construction works are encompassed in a single
contract with the client (e.g. a part of a highway construction), internal division can be
established (e.g. to tunnels, bridges, road sections) by using meaningful sets and subsets. By
using this division, works encompassed in a single construction contract is divided into
controllable units, while the single link to the original contract remains. This single link
enables single, one-channel correspondence with the Engineer, and can the basis for
establishing joint monthly bills to the client.
2.4.2 Division of works in the case of Joint Venture (JV) Consortia
One of the possible ways to procure construction works is through signing the contract with a
joint venture. From the client perspective, all JV partners have equal contractual status. Each
of the partners has the total structure of the contractual bill of quantities, and quantities carried
out of each partner are divided according to the pre-determined rules. Monthly bills are issued
for each partner, and they are linked to the contract between JV and the client. The described
business model ensures that the information required to establish the guarantee bonds (where
proportions of actually executed works have to be taken into the account) is properly collected
along with the database of references for each JV partner. The rules for sharing the works are
defined by the JV share-table. This manner is flexible and enables fast adaptation and
analyses in the bidding stage as well as later on, in the construction phase, when adaptation to
the actual progress of works within project is required.
2.4.3 Subcontracted works
Theoretically, every offer submitted to the client by the potential contractor may contain
unlimited number of subcontractors. The contracts between the main contracting company
and subcontractors, requires monitoring of performed works and monthly bills as well. From
the contractor's point of view, transparency of subcontracted works has to be ensured in the
same way as transparency of contractual works in the client-contractor relationship. XPERT
system provides a strong analytical tool that enables monitoring of individual subcontractors,
clearly presents the cost differences, monthly bill dynamics etc.
3. Integration with operational planning tools
Integration of two commercially available software planning tools was recognized as
necessary if a fully functional tool was to be produced.
3.1 Direct connection with MS Project Server
By establishing a two-way connection and subsequent integration of MS Project Server with
the system XPERT, an efficient and comprehensive tool for project planning was introduced.
This conceptual solution is extremely efficient, as it employs well established software (used
by the majority of contracting companies) and does not create any additional needs for
software development and implementation.
3.2 Connection with Tilos

Although MS Project has many advantages, it has not proved to be sufficiently efficient in
certain types of construction projects, such as longer line projects (the majority of traffic
infrastructure projects, i.e. roads, railways, water and sewage networks, gas pipelines, longer
bridges and tunnels). In this project types, the plan prepared with MS Project does not give us
a clear presentation of the project status. Orthogonal planning is far more suitable for this type
of projects as it provides an overview of the sequence of activity execution together with its
location. (Ahuja, Dozzi and Abourizk 1994; Nučič and Rus 2010) Among several software
solutions
available
on
the
market,
software
package
Tilos
6
(http://www.astadev.com/software/tilos/index.asp) was selected to be integrated into the
XPERT tool. The main advantage of this connection lies in the fact that the total calculation
prepared in XPERT environment can be simultaneously analysed in the linear planning tool
and consequently the plan and associated cost calculation are optimized. The described way
can also be an efficient visual tool to be used in actual execution and agreements that need to
be made on site.
.

Figure 4: Linear planning – an example of plan for line infrastructure
4. Monitoring and control of execution
During project execution, the monthly payment is usually carried out on the basis of the
partial bill issued at the end of the month. In this document, both planned (contractual) and
actually executed quantities of executed works are being displayed, for the month under
consideration as well as the cumulative quantity. The quantities have to be confirmed by the
Engineer. The sum requested from the client is calculated on this basis and the prices per unit
that are defined in the contract. XPERT system provides an integrated solution for billing in
all contractual relationships; among client and contractor, contractor and subcontractors. The
bills are interlinked and enable data transfer. For partners who are not directly included in the
project system, input data is enabled by using standardized controlled MS Excel files.
The billing system is also the basis for the earned value calculation by EVM (Nagrecha,
2002). Although reasonable complex, the Earned Value Method embedded in the XPERT
solution does not require additional work, and yields reliable results. The method is usually
used to monitor costs and deadlines, but it can be used to monitor other key elements, such as
working hours, material quantities etc. as well.
The project cannot be efficiently monitored if data regarding actually used resources are not
available. For this purpose, an interface that enables connection to a given business
information system and transfer of enterprise business data into XPERT has been developed
as well.

Figure 5: EVM – an example of S curve and Kiviat diagram
5. Document synchronization between project and business systems
A major advantage of an integral information environment is no duplication of data, while the
data input takes place at different subsystems. Complex procedures that ensure singularity of
data in different systems have been therefore prepared. In some cases, the hierarchical roles of
»subordinates« (i.e. persons who have the rights to view the document only) and »superiors«
(i.e. persons having the right to input and modify data) are being interconnected. Data
exchange interface is prepared for offers, contracts, orders and monthly situations. The current
situation presented is the foundation for success rate calculation and project monitoring
according to EVM.
An important step in XPERT system implementation is integration of tabular data. These data
are being used by all systems in an enterprise, and their singularity is the key condition for
data transfer from one to another (sub) system. In addition so simple lists, e.g. measuring
units, business partners or personnel data, more complex data lists have to be provided, such
as equipment and material inventory, bases for the unit price calculation etc.
Further, a database of normative times and standard technology descriptions is required along
with the primary tabular data. The main features of the database are
 Each entity has a »tree« and »web« view
 Pictures can be stored along with a selected records
 Possibility of linking the database with web sources (where more detailed information
can be found)
 Support regarding a set of parameters in norms and technologies (based on input
values and pre-defined algorithms, final values for norms can be calculated)
6. Conclusions
Regardless of the general socio-economic and company conditions, construction projects have
to be efficiently managed. Due to contemporary complexity of this type of projects,
information technology solutions have to be used in order to ensure successful completion of
the project and satisfaction of both client and contractor.
XPERT information system has been developed to facilitate management of construction in
the preparation and execution stage by providing an efficient tool for monitoring and

analysing the project. All project participants can use it, although it is particularly targeted to
contracting organizations.
The main advantages and added value of the proposed IT solution are comprehensive
information solution, up-to-date information technology, user right system defining the access
and manipulation right with respect to the project stage, interconnectivity with external
systems (business, document, etc.), management of a single project, or a portfolio of projects,
applicability in complex projects, specific features to be employed by different personnel
(calculations, sales, management, ...), build-up of the so called knowledge base (that consists
of norms, standards, parameter support), specialized »vertical« solution suitable to needs of
construction industry, standardization of work processes, procedures and communication,
transparent and easy-to-use user interface, innovative construction project management
solution and possibility for further development due to openness of the system concept.
The system yields the best results and highest added value to large construction and
engineering companies employing a significant number of engineers who take part in various
complex projects. The underlying assumption is that the more complex the projects, the more
expensive they are, and consequently, they bring more profit to the contracting company. For
such projects, the savings arising from the use of an efficient IT solution can be significant.
Two main potential users of the software have been identified: medium to large contracting
companies, and engineering companies. However, regardless of the size and organization type
of the company, the system is predominantly to be used by the following user types: company
management, project manager, site manager, technologist, planner, sales engineer and
accountant.
Lack of quality and comprehensive IT solution in the field of construction project
management was forcing the project participants in Slovenia to create their own systems (that
were more or less efficient) to manage, monitor and measure the success rate of the project
during execution. The stereotype that construction industry is not able to implement an
integral information solution, capable to cover the entire execution stage, while being flexible
enough, is still present in Slovenia. Some individuals still doubt into information support and
are not willing to invest sufficient potential in information education.
By developing the described IT solution, we have attempted to remove this stereotype and
empower the construction companies by a tool that helps them to manage the projects more
efficiently. Implementation of the novel information system offers support to technological
and business decisions while ensuring transparency of project management. The use of
XPERT facilitates work especially in multi-project environments, where projects run
simultaneously and share the same resources.
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Abstract
Conflicts between interacting individuals, groups or organizations tremendously influence
human behavior and their resolution, which can either be “win-win”, “win-lose”, “lose-win”,
or “lose-lose”, may seriously affect the outcomes in all aspects of human life. Conflicts,
especially in case of coalitions, usually occur when two or more stakeholders presume that
through their collaboration is impossible to obtain mutual benefits for all involved parties. As
PPPs concept is focused on the fact that both public and private sector form alliances by
sharing their skills, capabilities and resources in order to provide goods and services
traditionally offered by the public sector, any sort of dispute is likely to raise any time during
the project‟s coalition. The paper aims at providing a standardized approach in dealing
successfully with conflict situations in PPP construction coalition formations by using the
framework of Graph Model for Stakeholders‟ Conflict Resolution developed by Inohara and
Hipel (2008). Based on PPP key performance indicators‟ (KPIs) context identified in
literature, an optimum solution is intended to be found in order to compromise the
stakeholders‟ objective optimization problems. By means of a real-life case, this of Votanicos
area regeneration in Athens, the aforementioned approach is going to be applied and assessed
regarding the efficacy of the actual consensus team decision.

Keywords: Graph Model for Stakeholders‟ Conflict Resolution, Public – Private
Partnerships, construction industry, Key Performance Indicators.

Introduction
Differences of opinions in most cases, disputes and in a lesser degree conflicts usually appear
between interacting individuals, groups or organizations in a wide spectrum of human endeavour
as a result of apparent or direct opposition of needs, values and interests between the involved
parties. Disputes or conflicts may broadly occur either between family members or among nations
at international level and their formation can accordingly be diversified from simply a verbal
anxiety and frustration expressed by the involved individual to aggressive and violent actions and

attacks performed by military troops. Meanwhile, the ways of addressing conflict can be
distinguished in five dominant styles (Thomas and Kilmann, 1976) of dealing with it: the
accommodative approach; the controversial method of avoidance; the recursive process of
collaboration; the moderate compromising method; and finally the fierce manner of competition.
Despite the styles and circumstances, conflict has either a destructive effect on the individuals and
groups involved or a positive effect on them to increase their capacity in dealing with problems
more effectively. Therefore, it can be used as a motivating force toward innovation and change.
Whatever the case is, conflict still remains an issue that constantly stimulates extensive academic
research in a vast variety of disciplines.
For the past two decades, public private partnerships (PPPs) are considered as an emerging
practice for infrastructure development by governments‟ administration worldwide due to intense
requirements resulting from the size and scale of necessary large infrastructure projects, the
central governments‟ budgetary deficit, the continuously increasing financial crisis observed in
lending transactions and the decreased capacity in exterior lending. The main concept of this form
of public procurement is the formation of strategic and organizational coalitions which intent to
improve performance by aligning long-term interests and increasing trust between project
participants, mainly the public and private sector. However, in recent years, various problems
have been encountered in executing PPP projects and their implementation is considered quite
restricted due to lack of relevant experience and expertise in dealing with complicated schemes
and complex assignments, long implementation time schedules which incorporate high degree of
uncertainty, elevated tendering costs, essential multifaceted negotiations, possible budget
limitations and conflicting objectives among project stakeholders (Akintoye et al. 2001a).
Currently, extensive academic research acknowledges and demonstrates that PPPs success or
failure is being determined by an important number of factors which combine during the projects‟
life cycle. Therefore, the aforementioned factors which reflect the different and usually conflicting
and ambiguous stakeholders‟ objectives determine critically the attractiveness or performance of
PPPs in terms of their effectiveness, efficiency and quality. Hence, PPPs performance
measurement depends mainly on the appropriate key performance indicators which derive by
converting these conflicting objectives into a series of unique performance objectives. Based on
PPP key performance indicators‟ (KPIs) framework which was recently identified in literature by
Yuan et al. (2009), an optimum and balanced solution is sought to be chosen in order to
compromise the stakeholders‟ conflicting objective – constrained optimization problems.
In a consensus team decision-making process for the delivery of well performed potential PPP
schemes, the required issue is that the stakeholders should arrive at a mutually beneficial and
satisfying solution or strategy by unanimous agreement. However, this can be considered as the
ideal case as often for the formation of the aforementioned consensus agreement one can either
detect behind-the-scene maneuvers between the involved parties exerting in this way their
influence or threats to advance their benefits and interests or note their clear opposition in some
clauses of this agreement. Hence, how this agreement should be made functional and operational?
The paper is aiming at answering this question by applying a standardized approach in
successfully resolving conflict situations in PPP construction coalition formations by using the
Graph model developed by Inohara and Hipel (2008) for n stakeholders and m feasible scenarios
related to l identified key performance indicators (KPIs) of PPP schemes. Specifically, this paper
attempts to identify the best possible scenario for the continuum cases of „win-win‟, „win-lose‟,
„lose-win‟ and „lose-lose‟ outcomes of the stakeholders‟ objectives in which stability will occur.
This continuum of stakeholders‟ objectives outcomes and their strategy selections in dealing and
resolving their conflict on KPIs is then further exemplified by means of a real-life case example.
The findings are used as standard benchmarks to assess the efficacy of the actual consensus team
decision on the delivery of well performed potential PPP schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 exhibits the landscape of PPPs
with a special focus on the presentation of the literature review findings regarding the identified
key performance objectives in PPP schemes and consequently the derived conceptual
performance indicator system. Chapter 3 moves on into a review of the development of the Graph
Model for Stakeholders‟ Conflict Resolution (GMSCR). Chapter 4 attempts to pose the
stakeholders‟ conflicting objective problem within the framework of GMSCR regarding the
stakeholders‟ management on PPP schemes. Chapter 5 illustrates the aforementioned approach in
a real case example and finally Chapter 6 deals with some concluding remarks on the contribution
of the current research and proposals on future work.
2. The PPP Key Performance Index system (KPIs)
As the PPPs cognitive field is quite broad and dynamic, certain key aspects have been
investigated, identified, studied and documented to some extent throughout the years by
academics and researchers. Therefore, the existing literature, especially the one timely restricted
on the first decade of PPPs contemporary implementation (1990s), was mainly focused on those
factors responsible for their rise in popularity within government administration as well as on
examining and evaluating their implementation status in countries with specific social, economic
and political features, primarily countries perceived as emerging markets. As the terra incognita of
the PPPs implementation started to be explored more systematically, the interest was gradually
shifted to examining PPPs regarding their implementation at a broad social and organizational
level. Hence, contractual relationships, structural and legal arrangements as well as stakeholder
relationships (El-Gohary et al. 2006) and relational integration management became critical
research aspects. In the meantime, as the first PPP outcomes started to become visible, a deeper
research and discussion on the results was forwarded in the direction of identifying the
attractiveness/benefits of successful PPPs, possible barriers for their further development,
advantages/disadvantages of their broad practice regarding their positive or negative contribution
to the end-users, public economy and technology. The aforementioned research was further
concentrated and elaborated on issues related to performance of successful PPP schemes and the
way the latter are influenced by having an insight into financial management, risk analysis and
management (Zhang et al. 1998; Xenidis and Angelides 2005), inter-organizational management,
governance issues and process control (Devapriya 2006). Meanwhile, special interest was focused
to the resolution of decision making problems on a wide spectrum of factors influencing the PPP
performance at all stages of a PPP scheme execution, such as the selection of the best possible
procurement method (Ng et al. 2002; Chan 2007), the selection of the stakeholders‟ team
(Kumaraswamy et al. 2007) and the choice of tender /project team (Kumaraswamy and Anvuur
2008). Moreover, many prior researches concentrated on critical success factors (CSFs) of PPP
projects (e.g. Tiong et al. 1992; Qiao et al. 2001; Zhang 2005). The related researches influence
policy development towards PPPs and can be considered as the guideline for the development of
PPPs in general (Li et al. 2005a). However, in this context, a knowledge gap was depicted and
identified by Yuan et al. (2009) regarding the identification of PPP projects‟ performance
objectives and therefore a conceptual model of PPP project performance indicators, which was
lacking, was established in order to add to the relevant cognitive field. The conceptual framework
is a representation of the implementation of PPP projects, and serves as the foundation for the
development of a KPIs framework.
The philosophy and structure of the conceptual model of PPP project performance indicators is
based on the fact that a number of factors – indicators, static or dynamic, interact together during
the projects‟ whole life-cycle reflecting the stakeholders‟ expectations. Therefore they influence
and affect three major dimensions (Yuan et al., 2009) responsible for the outcome of PPP

schemes: (1) the physical characteristics of projects which vary according to scale, size and scope;
(2) the requirements of stakeholders targeting on financing and marketing issues, innovation and
learning aspects and the stakeholders themselves as individuals; and finally (3) the project process
regarding the sound technical solutions, the environmental policies that are taken into account, the
risk allocation and organizational issues.
The first dimension by default influences the projects‟ performance during the conception or
planning stage. The physical characteristics of the projects, which comprise the inputs, determine
a priori any deviation or deficiency in its progress. They are considered as static or fixed as they
usually do not change during the life cycle of the projects, but they could have a strong impact on
the concessionaire selection, concession agreement, risk allocation and to what extent the project
will achieve success in given economic, legal and political circumstances in the host country of
the project. The second dimension focuses on financial and marketing aspects of the projects,
innovation and learning issues as well as stakeholders‟ requirements as far as their benefits and
interests are concerned. Its indicators can be described more dynamic and measurable during the
whole projects‟ life cycle. Last but not least, the third dimension is considered as quite crucial
since it comprises of factors that may affect the product requirements, customers‟ or end users‟
satisfaction, efficiency, business success and future potential of the projects.
Within the aforementioned conceptual framework and after a systematic and extensive research
methodology, Yuan et al. (2009) identified and evaluated forty eight key performance indicators
classifying them into five major categories:
1. Indicators from the perspective of physical characteristics of projects such as: level of
design and construction complexity, public and private sector‟s knowledge of PPPs,
general public / social support, project technical feasibility, stable and favorable legal
environment, standard PPP contract with enough flexibility;
2. Indicators from the perspective of financing and marketing such as sound financial
analysis, insurance cover, construction and concession period, realistic schedule,
sustainable profitability;
3. Indicators from the perspective of innovation and learning such as investment in research
and development, technology innovation, financial innovation;
4. Indicators from the perspective of stakeholders such as public clients‟ satisfaction, general
public social satisfaction, good relationship in project team ;
5. Indicators from the perspective of project process high quality control, environment
protection, risk management system, contract management, cost management, good
governance etc.
The aforementioned categories and their key performance objectives interact with each other
constantly and may generate a conflict between different stakeholders. Specifically, indicators
which are derived from the external environment and have a more qualitative orientation and
dimension such as environmental protection, general public / social support and satisfaction as
well as stable and favorable legal and political environment are likely to create instability in the
project coalition.
3. Graph Model for Stakeholders’ Conflict Resolution (GMSCR)
Taking into consideration the aforementioned stakeholders‟ conflicting key performance
objectives for the delivery of successful PPP schemes, the problem to be resolved is to find the
“best solution” acceptable by each involved party. In conflicting situations, common rational
orders the dominance of four outcomes corresponding to their resolution: the “win-win” principle,
the “lose-lose” one, the “win-lose” and finally the “lose-win”. However, real life experience has
shown that usually more than one way or solution exists. That means that each solution has its

own rational justification and it may be more advantageous to one of the parties than to the other.
The possible combinations of the aforementioned outcomes comprise the main idea of game
theory. Although the mathematical approach to game theory is traced back to Von Neumann and
Morgenstern (1947), due to the great importance of formation and stability of project coalitions in
day to day operations, an extensive academic research takes place throughout all those years
concerning the development and expansion of various models within this framework. Van
Deemen (1997) investigated the attributes of simple games in coalition formation while Burani
and Zwicker (2003) introduced the notion of ordinal preferences in the case of strategic alliances.
Frameworks regarding the coalition formation and modelling were initially established by MecaMartinez et al. (1988) by employing the concept of strong equilibrium. At this stage, it should be
noted that traditional applications of game theory attempt to find equilibrium in these situations.
In an equilibrium phase, each player of the game has adopted a strategy that they are unlikely to
change. Many equilibrium concepts have been developed with most famously the Nash
equilibrium in an attempt to capture this idea. These equilibrium concepts are motivated
differently depending on the field of application, although they often overlap or coincide. In this
spirit, Ray (2007) has proceeded in the development of a dual framework of game theory, this of a
traditional non cooperative game which is used in writing binding agreements and this of
cooperative games. Relevant research has been taken place regarding either the development of
the first one (Okada 1996; Perry and Reny 1993) or the latter one (Levy 2004; Konishi and Ray
2003).
Another method or framework which was developed and utilized into day-to-day operations is
that of the Graph Model for Conflict Resolution (Fang et al. 1993; Kilgour et al. 1987) (GMCR).
Although it has some connections to game theory as it uses the notion of equilibrium, it consists
more a tool of coalition analysis (Fraser and Hipel 1984). The GMCR focuses on the assumption
that in a coalition formation one or more of the involved parties could end up in dispute but they
would remain fixed throughout the conflict period. This may happen in real life situations and
especially in military alliances as these can often remain intact for a significant period of time in
warfare conditions, although they may disintegrate as one side starts to lose. Kuhn et al. (1983)
formulated a model which may predict possible coalition formations and therefore they proceeded
further and developed an algorithm for ascertaining the relative preferences of a coalition based
upon the ordinal preferences among feasible scenarios of the coalition members. The main design
concept of the GMCR is the fact that involved parties who have more similar preferences with
respect to the conflict under investigation are more likely to form a coalition. In order to achieve
equilibrium in the aforementioned stage of the conflict, a stability analysis is carried out to
calculate the stable scenarios and equilibria. The GMCR algorithm, consists of two main steps.
First, stable scenarios for each involved party participating in a dispute, as well as equilibria, are
calculated according to the existing stability concepts. The basic idea behind these stability
concepts is that at a given state a party may be tempted to unilaterally improve to a more preferred
state, if possible, by changing his or her strategy selection. However, if sanctioning procedure will
be followed by the other parties as defined in the stability concept under consideration, then first
party is in a less preferred position and therefore the original unilateral improvement is effectively
blocked. When all possible unilateral improvements from the initial state can be sanctioned, the
scenario is stable for the involved party according to the stability definition being entertained.
When the scenario is stable for all of the involved parties in the dispute, it forms an equilibrium
according to that stability concept. Within the second step of their algorithm, Kilgour et al. (2001)
check if two or more Decision Makers (DMs) or stakeholders are tempted to form a coalition in
order to jointly move from a non cooperative equilibrium to an equilibrium that is more preferred
by all coalition members. This type of joint improvement for coalition members from one
equilibrium state to another is called an equilibrium jump. When an equilibrium jump exists, the
non cooperative equilibrium being considered is said to be vulnerable.

4. The GMCR Theoretical Approach
The Graph Model for Conflict Resolution is described as a sequence of the following four (4)
sets:
N the set of the Stakeholders – Decision Makers assuming that this set includes at least two
subsets: the subset p which contains at least one coalition and another subset which contains the
rest of the stakeholders;
S the set of all feasible scenarios which appear during the conflict period. It must be noted that |S|
≥ 2;
is the relative preferences of the stakeholders
For i N, (S, ) i‟ s graph for the stakeholders preferences can be created (see fig.2 for
Votanicos conflict) for which S is the set of all vertices and
is the set of all arcs.
Also, it should be noted that i‟ s stakeholders preferences are represented by a pair of binary
relationships ( , ) on the set of feasible scenarios S. For k, l
means that the
stakeholders prefer scenario k to l, while k l indicates that the stakeholders‟ preference is
indifferent between k and l.
As far as the relative preferences are concerned, the following assumptions should be made:

is asymmetric, for all k, l
and l k cannot hold true simultaneously

is reflexive; that means that for any k
,k k
is symmetric; that means that for any k, l
, if k l, then l k

 ( , ) is complete; therefore for all k, l
one of
, l k, or k l is true.
5. Illustrated Example – The case of Votanicos area regeneration in Athens
The key objective of the following illustrated example is to present formal procedures for
modelling and analyzing coalition formation within the framework of the Graph Model for
Conflict Resolution (Fang et al., 1993). Therefore, in order to proceed to strategic analyses of a
conflict, the initial approach is to determine how well each Decision Maker or in our case each
PPP stakeholder can do on his or her own and then to further investigate and determine how well
each of them can cooperate with others in coalitions taking into consideration the satisfaction of
certain PPP key performance indicators that correspond to the particular case study.
The Graph Model developed by Inohara and Hipel (2008) is going to be applied in order to
resolve the intense and for the past three years ongoing stakeholders‟ conflict which concerns the
most ambitious PPP urban development project in Athens, this of the double regeneration areas of
Votanikos and Alexandra Avenue. The project aims to completely makeover the two
aforementioned Athens locations including the relocation of the historic Panathinaikos Football
Stadium from Alexandra Avenue to Votanicos and to transform these deprived and abandoned
areas to modern and functional urban and business centres.
Votanicos is a 2,250 acres area characterized by population desertion, lack and unsuitability of
basic urban structures and services, social segregation as well as environmental damage and
aggravation of the conditions and quality of life of surrounding areas. Meanwhile, Alexandra
Avenue shows serious signs of deterioration in terms of environmental surrounding, building and
housing which cannot be solved by usual urban planning procedures. Therefore, the Municipality
of Athens and the SPV (Special Purpose Vehicle) company under the name “Double
Regeneration SA”, which is designated for the purpose of the illustrated graph model example as
the private sector (PI), have joined their forces in order to financially develop, as well as revive
socially and environmentally both areas through creation of green belts, parks, business and
athletic centers, parking areas and up-to date infrastructures. It should be noted that the
Municipality of Athens represents the public sector (PS) and the National Bank of Greece, which

is a private legal entity consists the lending organization (L). The Contractor (C), who is also the
real estate owner of Votanicos area is going to undertake the engineering works of the urban
development.
Under the Law 3481/2006 (GOG A‟ 162/1-08-2006) ratified by the Greek Parliament, a contract
for the aforementioned PPP scheme was awarded in 2006. However, some months later, 131
Votanicos local citizens, referred to as Society (S), appealed to the Supreme Administrative Court
against the awarded contract expressing their concerns on the process followed for the specific
award. Particularly, they stated that several key performance objectives of the project as these are
indicated in the KPIs framework developed by Yuan et al. (2009), especially the static ones, were
not satisfied during the negotiation and design phase of the project. The key performance
indicators which are not satisfied by the PPP Votanicos scheme are presented in fig. 1.
Financing and
marketing indicators

 Sustainable profitability
The perspective of
physical characteristics
of projects
 Type of construction
 Knowledge of PPPs by
the concessionaire
 Knowledge of PPPs by
the government
 Flexible standard PPP
contract
 General public/social
support
 Project technical
feasibility,
constructionability and
maintainability
 Appropriate risk
allocation, risk sharing
and risk transfer

Process indicators

Innovation and learning
indicators
 Financial innovation

 Health control
 Environment
protection
 Effective risk
management
system
 Stress/conflicts
management
 Contract
management

Stakeholders’ indicators
 Public Client‟s
satisfaction
 General public /social
satisfaction
 Good relationship
among the stakeholders

Figure 1. Unsatisfied Yuan et al. (2009) Key Performance indicators system of Votanicos
regeneration area scheme.
The government administration was further accused of on purpose omitting the scheme
consultation with the public, a pre-requisite for the development of such scale and size projects.
Also, the citizens turned against the Ministry of Environment (E) stating that environmental
permissions were given without examining thoroughly the specific terms of building layout,
violating thus the existing regulations and legislation as construction works regarding the specific

project were designed by taking into consideration an increased height factor rather than the one
set in regulations. According to their view, such actions immediately lead in further degrading of
the environment of the specific location. Also, they strongly believed that the area of green belts
was not designed proportionally to the actual size of the urban development as a third of it would
accommodate services such as parking areas. The aforementioned design undoubtedly works
favourably in terms of the contractor‟s (C) profitability provoking simultaneously extensive area‟s
transportation load from the new additional and intensive uses. Finally, the scope of the specific
urban development would lead in activities of tertiary sector degrading further instead of
developing the social aspect of the areas.
The Supreme Administrative Court accepted the aforementioned civil objections and issued a
decision with no 3059/2009 stating that indeed the Law ratified by the Greek Parliament can be
regarded as anti-constitutional and therefore immediate actions should be taken.
In response to the aforementioned decision of the Supreme Administrative Court, the central
government and specifically the Ministry of Environment (E) proposed to modify the relevant
Law 3481/2006 as far as the following clauses are concerned:
 reduction of the relevant building area design factor by determining a new one which would
not exceed 1.2. In this way a reduction of 60% of the total building area or of 66,000 sq. m. is
achieved. It should be noted that the current design factor is 1.6;
 increase of the total green belt areas by additional 30.000 sq.m.;
 Panathinaikos indoor basketball and volleyball court will not be constructed;
 The Municipality of Athens multifunctional building will not be constructed.
Therefore, PI and C must revise their PPP project plan according to the Ministry‟s (E) proposal
and execute the works under the supervision of the Municipality of Athens services. Immediately
thereafter, C expressed its desire either to abandon the scheme or to pressurize further by
demanding compensation regarding the land estate of Votanicos area which is estimated to cost
approximately 280 million Euros and of which he is the owner. At the same time, various
interested groups were formed and attempted to influence the process through lobbying and other
means. Of particular importance was the independent group of local residents (S) above
mentioned who first appealed in the Administrative Supreme Court and took positions in the
dispute. The negotiations of the involved parties hardly started a year ago. However, as these are
at a very embryonic stage and will continue for some time in the future, it is quite challenging to
apply the particular graph model and its assumptions in the particular case study in order to carry
out strategic analyses for the outcome of the conflict as well as to demonstrate which KPIs went
wrong from the beginning and what sort of benefits can be gained by coalition members.
First, it should be emphasized the fact that both E and S comprise the external environment of the
PPP scheme. However, their views and actions strongly influence the whole project‟s life cycle as
well as its implementation process. The real involved parties that should take the final decision are
PI and C.
Indeed, from the first meeting of the involved parties, it was apparent that E and PS have a
common and positive reaction as far as the Law modification is concerned. Therefore, the
coalition mapping, which is formulated as follows:
 E‟s goal is to execute the Court‟s mandate,
 PI accepts the Court‟s decision,
 C wants to apply pressure or to rescind or finally to appeal to EU relevant services or to the
EU court in case of financial burden, while
 S wishes to protect the health of the area residents and to preserve environmentally the area
stimulates research on coalition formation within the structure of the Graph Model for Conflict
Resolution (Inohara and Hipel 2008). When employing the methodology of the Graph Model, it is
important to define the feasible scenarios or options in a dispute and therefore the strategy options
that each stakeholder will follow in order to model the possible subsystems.

The first study of Votanicos potential conflict should have been executed within the period 20052006 while the negotiations were underway prior to the contract award. However, by that time,
both public and private sector were extremely enthusiastic regarding the implementation of their
ambitious investment scheme and their prosperous perspective collaboration that no one took into
consideration possible negative reaction by the society and hence the key performance indicator
of stress/conflict management was ignored by the involved parties. Therefore, there was no
expert, either a knowledge expert or a domain one, to primarily detect and identify a potential
conflict or dispute and to further analyze it and report it. However, as soon as the original feeling
of the outcome of the project has been altered due to the public reaction, it would be useful to
model and analyze strategic coalition formation within the framework of the Graph Model for
Conflict Resolution.
To illustrate the aforementioned outlined conflict into the Graph Model previously presented
according to the facts derived after the decision of the Supreme Administrative Court regarding
the modification of the relevant law, the set of stakeholders should be listed in the left column of
Table 1 and it is denoted as N = {E, PI, C, S}. This means that there are fourteen possible
coalitions respectively: {E}, {PI}, {C}, {S}, {E, PI}, {E, C}, {E, S}, {PI, C}, {PI, S}, {E,PI,C}, {
E, PI, S}, {PI, C, S} { E, PI, S}, {E, PI, S, C}. The set of seventeen possible scenarios in
Votanicos conflict is listed on the right in Table 1 and given as S = {1, 2, …, 17}. At this point, it
should be mentioned that the exact number of the possible conflict scenarios is twenty five.
However, due to the fact that several combinations lead into same result, it has been estimated that
the number of the scenarios set is seventeen. The meaning of the aforementioned scenarios could
be retrieved from the definitions of the strategies followed initially by each stakeholder in Table 1.
In order to be more concise, in Table 1, the Decision Makers (DMs), who are the PPP
stakeholders, along with the alternative strategy that they wish to follow, are presented in the left
column while the right column provides a list of the seventeen feasible strategy scenarios that can
be obtained using the GMCR. Whatever the case, each column on the right represents one
scenario in which a “Y” indicates “yes” (the option opposite the Y is selected by the stakeholder
controlling it) and an “N” means “no” (the option is not taken). For example, scenario 12
represents the option in which E proceeds to the modification of Law, PI accepts this result and C
continues to apply pressure by requesting land acquisition‟s compensation avoiding thus the will
to abandon the scheme. Meanwhile, S continues to insist the project not to be implemented.
Figure 2 presents the total Graph Model for Votanicos conflict. Vertices which correspond to the
strategies chosen by stakeholder S are denoted with red colour, with green colour strategies which
correspond to the stakeholder C are denoted, while with blue colour the strategies which
correspond to the stakeholder PI and finally with black colour the strategies which correspond to
the stakeholder E. For example, regarding the strategy followed by stakeholder E, the
modification of law (contract) was not in its intension before the decision of the Supreme
Administrative Court. Therefore, the stakeholder E can evolve his strategy from feasible scenario
1 to scenario 2 as it is shown in Table 1 and figure 2. Obviously, if another stakeholder changes
his strategy, e.g. stakeholder C changes from scenario 1 to scenario 5 after the decision of the
Supreme Administrative Court, it can also be stated that stakeholder E can evolve its strategy to
scenario 6. Table 2 shows the ranking of feasible scenarios from most preferred on the left to the
least preferred on the right for the stakeholders. For instance, regarding the stakeholder C, the
most preferred scenario is 1 in which C expects that E will not proceed to law modification, PI
will not further accept the situation, S will insist that the project should proceed and therefore C
will increase his pressure under these circumstances.
As the objectives of the Graph Model application regarding the feasible scenarios that
stakeholders should follow in order to exceed the state of conflict and form a coalition are
closer to Decision Theory than Game Theory, the possibility of obtaining data which is
objectively correct is quite limited. Therefore, a normative analysis would be required for.

Table 1. Stakeholders‟ conflict alternatives and feasible scenarios
STAKEHOLDERS’
CONFLICT
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(MINISTRY OF
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3481/2006
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C
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Y

S
(SOCIETY)
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Table 2. Stakeholders‟ preferences in terms of feasible scenarios
Ordering of Feasible Scenarios

STAKEHOLDERS
More preferred

Less preferred

E
(MINISTRY OF
ENVIRONMENT)

7
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8

16

3

4

11
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5

6

13
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1

2

9
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17
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1
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8
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CONTRACTOR

1

9
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11
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3
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S
SOCIETY

7
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8

3

11
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4

12

17

16

5

6

13

10

2

1

9

The most common way to perform an analysis within a graph model is to evaluate the
stability of every feasible scenario from the point of view of every stakeholder involved and

moreover to proceed to the analysis of certain simple games developed between the several
scenarios generated from the graph model.
As seen by the Graph Model, a strategic conflict begins when the initial strategy is set up, and
therefore transitions from scenario to scenario start to evolve. Consequently, the assumptions
made regarding the games developed during transitions from strategy to strategy are the
following:
 the current strategy is known to all stakeholders at all times;
 a stakeholder who can cause a transition from the current strategy to some other
strategy may choose to do so at any time;
 if several stakeholders have the opportunity to move on to another strategy, no
assumption is made as to which one will seize the initiative;
 if a stakeholder has several possible alternative strategies, no assumption is made as to
which one will be selected;
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Figure 2. Graph Model for Votanicos conflict.


a particular strategy is said to be stable for a particular stakeholder if that stakeholder
would not strictly prefer to move away from it unilaterally;

 a strategy is stable for a stakeholder who cannot move away from it.
Hence, the main question of stability analysis is whether a particular stakeholder who can
move away from a particular strategy would choose not to do so. The concept of stability
definition, which is an extensive-form game, will assist the interested parties to predict the
rational or irrational possible movements of the stakeholders in terms of a conflict or a
dispute. However, it should be noted that stability definitions may differ in their attributes and
this is due to the fact that during the construction of the strategy games different rules may
apply and different strategic decision styles may be imposed, from conservative to
manipulative, from low knowledge to high knowledge, and from low foresight to high
foresight or even to infinite foresight. As stability definitions under the Graph Model are
extensive forms of games which should offer complete information, their application should
provide a well-defined solution or in other words a perfect equilibrium in order the decision to
be stable for all the involved stakeholders and any disputes or conflicts to end up. In practice,
a model may have many equilibria states, so it may be to a stakeholders‟ advantage to be
aware of the situation so as to move toward an equilibrium it prefers.
In terms of implementing GMCR, it is crucial to determine the stability of all strategic
scenarios for all the involved stakeholders. In order to succeed the aforementioned goal, a
basic prerequisite is to create an integrated list of possible combinations of strategic scenarios
in order to explore potential stability equilibrium between the stakeholders. With respect to
Table 3. Reachable coalition feasible scenarios after improvement
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Votanicos conflict case, table 3 provides this list and for example one can see that the
integrated list REC (9) of the coalition EC from scenario 9 is {10,13,14,17}.The integrated list
is created as follows:
For k, l S, (k, l)
means that stakeholders i may shift the scenario of the conflict from
state k to state l.
For I N and k S, the stakeholders‟ integrated list from scenario k is defined as the set
, denoted by Ri(s).
In order to apply Nash stability the following definition should be used in our case study:
For i N, scenario k S is Nash stable for stakeholders i denoted by k Si if and only if Ri (s)
= φ.
Therefore, table 4 shows the stability for the case of Votanicos conflict. The first column on
the left lists the four stakeholders participating in the dispute. In the row opposite the name of
each stakeholder is a scenario ranking which lists the scenarios from most preferred on the
left to least preferred on the right. Unilateral improvements of a stakeholder from a given
scenario appear below the scenario in the same column as the scenario in the ranking of the
stakeholder. For example, both scenarios 8 and 17 are unilateral improvements of C from
scenario 4. The asterisk means that there is no sanction against the improvement. In cases that
there is a sanction against an improvement, this is denoted by the sign “ – “. For example
scenario 17 is a sanction against unilateral improvement 7 by S from scenario 11.
Table 4. Nash Stability and Sequential Stability for Votanicos Conflict
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When a scenario is rational for every stakeholder, it constitutes a Nash equilibrium. In the first
row in table 4, an equilibrium is indicated by stating an “E” above the scenarios in E‟s ordering
of scenarios, while an “X” indicates that a scenario is not in equilibrium. The analysis shows that
8, 16 and 17 are equilibria according to Nash stability. This means that each stable scenario is
rather strong in the sense that there is no unilateral improvement for any stakeholder.
Additionally, one can easily show that scenarios 1,2,10,4,11,12 and 3 are equilibria for both
general metarationality and symmetric metarationality (Inohara & Hipel, 2008).
6. Conclusions
The primary goal of this work is to provide a standardized approach in dealing successfully and
systematically with modelling and analyzing conflict situations in PPP construction coalition
formations by using the paradigm of Graph Model developed by Inohara and Hipel (2008) and
Nash equilibrium concept with regard to PPP key performance indicators‟ (KPIs) framework
identified by Yuan et al. (2009). As Public-Private Partnerships are quite broad, dynamic and
complex coalitions, the application of GMCR accurately reflects the adversarial nature of the
relationship of stakeholders in regard to key performance objectives especially to static ones,
showing that different objectives‟ orientation at a very early stage of a PPP project may cause lack
of faith and trust between the involved parties and consequently delays in its execution and further
insufficiency in its implementation. Also, the application shows how difficult is for stakeholders
to constantly try to arrive at a mutually beneficial and satisfying solution or strategy by unanimous
agreement when they are influenced by several external and internal factors, and how society
reacts when it comes to the implementation of a PPP infrastructure project. It represents a first
step towards developing better consensus partnering situations which should aid identification and
analysis of ways to align the stakeholders‟ interests with external environment and behavior. The
approach suggests that partnering can only reach its full potential if mainly qualitative
performance objectives can be shared equitably, in a way that makes it in the short-term interests
of all parties actively to foster collaborative behavior and achieve partnering stability.
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Abstract
POPbeton® is a new type of cement-free concrete with a binder consisting exclusively of fly
ash. As the existing common term of fly-ash concrete stands for cement-based concrete with
fly ash admixtures as a fine inert component complementing the filler, this new type of
concrete has been named POPbeton / POPconcrete. POPbeton has ambitions to become a new
construction material reusing some other waste materials such as slag, metakaoline, fine glass
waste, as well, or a material for the solidification of some hazardous wastes. As was
confirmed by the tests, activated brown coal fly ash is less reactive, and the resulting mix has
worse properties than a mix where only black coal fly ash is used. The verifying tests
performed on black coal fly ashes manifested higher fly ash reactivity and thus better
resulting properties of POPbeton, comparable or superior to the results achieved abroad. The
principal advantage of this material, therefore, consists in reducing the ecological burden on
the environment by reusing waste materials. This is also connected with favourable prices of
input materials, more cost-effective in comparison to traditional concrete binders. The
persisting disadvantage is the necessity of tempering fly ash together with alkaline activators
to set off fly ash activation.
Keywords: Fly-Ash, Cement-free Concrete, Alkali Activation, Alumosilicate Polymer

Introduction
The exposure of aluminosilicate bodies of the type cement clinker, slag, fly ash or thermally
activated substances to very alkaline environments (hydroxides, silicates) gives rise to the
formation of new materials – alumosilicate polymers characterized by a two- to threedimensional Si-O-Al structure. Substantial attention has been given to these new materials,
for instance, at symposia 1-7 .Such contributions deal not only with the results obtained
during the investigation into the synthesis of alumosilicate polymers and their microstructure
but also with their possible applications particularly in conjunction with the valorization of

inorganic rejects (first of all, fly ashes).
Our previous work 8 in the field of alumo-silicate polymers on the basis of Czech brown coal
fly ash focused on the microstructure and properties of slurries and mortars.
There are only few published data dealing with the properties of concretes on the basis of
alumosilicate polymers 9,10,11. Therefore, the present paper deals with the investigation into
the properties of the concretes on the basis of alumosilicate polymers 12,13.
2. Experimental Part
Brown coal fly ashes from Czech power plants were used for investigation. Their specific surface
area ranged from 210 to 300 m2/kg (Blaine). The chemical composition of the fly ashes is given in
tab. 1.
Wt %
Fly ash

Tab. 1: Chemical composition of Czech brown coal fly-ash (Opatovice)
SiO2
53.7

Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO
32.9
5.5
1.84

MgO
0.92

SO3
0.46

K2O
1.76

Na2O
0.37

TiO2
2.1

P2O5
0.15

The differences in the compositions of individual fly ashes fluctuated by ± 5 % (relative). The
concrete was prepared by mixing fine-grained and coarse-grained crushed quarry aggregate
with the grainsize ranging from 0 to 16 mm, fly ash and other ingredients with the solution of
an alkaline activating agent (see Fig. 1).

Preparation of geopolymer concrete
Fly
ash

Alkaline activator

NaOH + Na silicate („water glass“)
Ms=1.0-1.6, Na2O 6-10%, w=0.30 – 0.40

Aggregate
Geopolymeration
60-80oC 6-12 hours
open atmosphere

Storage

or at 20-25oC
open atmosphere

Fig. 1 Procedure used for the preparation of alumosilicate polymer materials
The SiO2-to-Na2O ratio (MS modulus) in the alkaline activating agent was adjusted by
adding NaOH to soluble glass in order to obtain MS values ranging from 1 to 1.6. The overall
concentration of the alkaline activating agent varied in the range of 6 to 10 % Na2O
(expressed as percentage of the fly ash weight). The experiments were carried out by using
concretes characterized by the water coefficient (the H2O-to-fly ash ratio) w = 0.30 - 0.40.

The aggregate was composed of three fractions; the main goal was to approach - as much as
possible - the exemplary spline cumulative grain size curve recommended in the standard
DIN/ISO 3310-1 (Fig.2). The curve was modified partially to suit the alumosilicate polymer
concretes. Concrete mixtures were prepared with different fly ash quantity within the range of
200 -700 kg/m3 of concrete mixture.
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Fig. 2 Spline aggregate gradation 0/4, 4/8, 8/16 in comparing to exemplary spline
The mix prepared by mixing lasting about 2 to 5 minutes and poured into molds having the
dimensions of 100 x 100 x 100 mm and 100 x 100 x 500 mm was subjected to vibrations for 2
to 4 minutes.
The concrete samples (labeled "tempered") obtained in the above way were subjected to a
heat treatment process under “dry conditions”: the samples were kept in a dryer at a
temperature ranging from 40 to 90 oC (in the open atmosphere) for 6 to 24 hours. The
concrete samples after heating were kept in open atmosphere at temperature 20-25°C and
50% relative humidity. The part of “tempered” concrete were after 24 hours put in water basin
left in water until the strength tests.
In another procedure (labeled "ambient"), the concrete samples were kept free in ambient air
at temperature 20-25°C and 50% relative humidity. In these cases, the hardening accelerator
of alumosilicate polymers was used (eg. Ca(OH)2 and others). These samples of ambient aircured concrete were after 28 days put in water basin and were left in water until the strength
tests. All concrete samples were measured volume changes depending on the time. The
samples dimensions were regularly measured before any strength test.
3. Results and discussion
3.1.Rheoligical properties
Rheological properties of the fresh fly-composition are dependent on the fly ash content in the
mixture. In comparison with the fresh cement concretes, the mixtures containing higher
percentages of fly ash exhibit a different rheological behavior.

Fig. 3 Character of the fresh alumosilicate polymer concrete
Viscosity of the alumosilicate polymer paste is substantially higher in comparison with
Portland cement paste (Fig. 3). Therefore, longer treatments by vibration or by other
techniques are required in both cases and the aggregate setup (i.e. the solid components of the
mixture) must be selected with great care. Despite the higher viscosity and a rather
pronounced adhesion ability of the fresh composition coarser and heavier grains of the
aggregate start settling at higher values of the water coefficient; this process is accompanied
by the displacement of the mortar and the paste towards the surface of the processed fresh
concrete mix. This situation occurs not only during an intense dynamic treatment by vibration
but also during a simple free deposition of the cast composition of the fresh alumosilicate
polymer concrete. Solid fine-grained additives, e.g. ground limestone, ground slag, milled
silica powder, etc. yielded good results in this case.
3.2. Properties of hardened concrete
The strength values of concretes of the alumosilicate polymer on the basis of fly ashes show
an increasing trend after 2 -140 days from the moment of their preparation (Fig. 4).

Compressive strength (MPa)
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Ambient 20oC
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0
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Fig.4 Compressive strength of “tempered” and “ambient” concrete vs. time (fly ash content
in the mixture 400 kg/m3)
The concretes prepared following the “tempered” mode attain high strength values after their
preparations; such values are comparable with those characterizing the concretes on the basis

Compressive strength [MPa]

of Portland cement. The strength development typical for “ambient” mode concretes is
substantially less steep but, nevertheless, the strength values achieved after about 60 days are
practically identical with those observed with the “tempered” mode concretes. The slow
strength development in the “ambient” mode concretes is due to the poor reaction ability of
the Czech brown coal fly ash. The concretes representing both preparation modes exhibited an
additional very slow growth in their strength, which is in agreement with the strength data
published for slurries and mortars 11 as well as with the data showing the long-term strength
of concretes 9,10,11 , Fig. 5 – 6.
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Fig. 5 Compressive strength of “tempered” concrete
The strength of the concretes on the basis of alumosilicate polymers are dependent on the fly
ash content. The content of 300 kg of fly ash per 1 m3 is sufficient for achieving optimum
results.
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Fig.6 Compressive strength of “ambient” concrete
The density concretes on the basis of alumo-silicate polymers is smaller than that of the
concretes on the basis of Portland cement Fig. 7, 8.
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Fig.7 Density of concrete (”ambient”)
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Fig. 8 Density of concrete (“tempered”)
The shrinkage of concretes prepared by short-time heating is very small as compared with the
concretes allowed to harden spontaneously (Fig. 9); the shrinkage of latter concretes is larger
than that of the concretes on the basis of Portland cement.
An ordinary cement-based concrete, eg that prepared by using the cement belonging to the
52.5 R class, exhibits more or less constant values of the modulus of elasticity at an age of 7
to 130 days elapsed from the production day. On the contrary, the concrete on the basis of an
alumo-silicate polymer is characterized by a slow increase in its strength and, hence, by a
slow growth of its modulus of elasticity (Fig. 10). The values of the static modulus of
elasticity at an age of 130 days amounted to about 66 percent of the values of the modulus of
elasticity of an ordinary concrete.
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Fig.9 Shrinkage of concrete “ambient”

Fig. 10 Modulus of elasticity vs. time
4. Conclusions
The concretes on the basis of the alumosilicate polymer can be prepared by alkali activation
(NaOH, sodium water glass) of brown coal fly ash. The concretes can be prepared either by a
short-term heating (80 oC) of the concrete mix or by letting the mix harden spontaneously at a
temperature of 20 oC. The rheological properties of concretes on the basis of alumosilicate
polymers are dependent on the content of the fly ash. The concretes obtained by a short-term
heating attain high strength values after their preparation; such values are comparable with
those characterizing the concretes on the basis of Portland cement. The strength development
observed for concretes hardening at 20 oC is substantially less steep but, nevertheless, such
concretes attain practically same strength values after about 60 days as those exposed to a
short-term heating. A slow increase in the modulus of elasticity also takes place in the

concretes allowed to harden spontaneously. A slow development in the strength values
characterizing the concretes allowed to harden spontaneously is due to a poor reaction ability
of the Czech brown coal fly ash used for the concrete preparation. An ulterior increase in the
strength could be observed in concretes. The density concretes on the basis of alumo-silicate
polymers is smaller than that of the concretes on the basis of Portland cement. The rheological
properties and the strength of the concretes on the basis of alumosilicate polymers are
dependent on the fly ash content. The content of 300 kg of fly ash per 1 m3 is sufficient for
achieving optimum results. A concrete with a low content of water and a high content of fly
ash can be prepared without impairing the required workability. The contraction of concretes
prepared by short-term heating is very small whereas the shrinkage of the concretes allowed
to harden spontaneously is larger than that characterizing the concretes on the basis of
Portland cement. The concretes on the basis of alumo-silicate polymers exhibit a substantially
better resistance to the action of corrosive environments as compared with the behavior of the
concretes on the basis of Portland cement.
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Abstract
Construction and demolition waste, although usually inert in its nature, poses a considerable
risk to the environment due to its large quantities. At the same time it could be considered as a
valuable resource which could be reused for another purpose following the concept “cradle to
cradle”. Its management should be efficient and effective on a particular construction site as
well as on the national level.
As required by the European Commission, Republic of Slovenia has adopted the European
legislature in the field of construction and demolition (C&D) waste management. The target
currently considered by the Commission is that 70% of the C&D waste by weight of nonhazardous waste should be prepared for re-use, recycled or recovered by 2020.
The majority of Slovenian legislative framework was adopted in 2004, including the C&D
waste management operational programme for the period 2004-2008. The main purpose of
this programme was to increase the recycling rate of C&D waste, in order to decrease the
quantity of disposed waste. One of the major goals was also to increase the level of
surveillance upon C&D waste management implementation, and to decrease the C&D waste
quantity disposed at illegal sites. C&D waste collecting, managing and removal facilities were
to be registered by the Ministry of Environment and Space, and mass flows were assigned to
be tracked in order to identify the final disposal of this type of waste.
In 2010, the Court of Audit of the Republic of Slovenia, the highest body for supervising the
state accounts, has issued a revision report on the state of mitigation of industrial waste loads
and illegal C&D waste disposals. The main recommendations of this report related to C&D
waste address the ways of reporting is carried out by the C&D waste collecting, managing and
removal facilities. This should be done is a manner that enables waste mass flows in all
facilites, and consequently a better surveillance upon actual management of this waste type.

Keywords: construction and demolition waste, waste management, legislation,
implementation

Introduction
Construction and demolition waste represents by far the largest share of the total waste
produced in a modern society. European Commission has set the priority action on this type
of waste by establishing the Construction and Demolition Project Group in 1992. This could
be recognized as the starting date for the organized approach towards the C&D waste
management within the European Union. The following legislation, the directive 2008/98/EC
– Waste Framework Directive set an ambitious goal to increase the level of re-use, recycling
and other material recovery, including backfilling operations using waste to substitute other
materials of non- hazardous construction and demolition waste excluding naturally occurring
material defined in category 17 05 04 in the list of waste shall be increased to a minimum of
70% by weight.
This relatively simple statement is not so easy to implement when an attempt to address the
entire waste production flow occurring in the construction and demolition process is planned.
It should encompass several aspects in the C&D waste management in order to be able to
manage it comprehensively:
- Construction industry, its inputs and outputs, specific features of the construction
industry and national specifics that are largely related to different types of
constructions adopted in the country under consideration.
- Primary Aggregate Consumption as important indicator for the (possible/actual) use of
the processed C&D waste
- Definition of the term “naturally occurring material” and management framework for
this category (permitting process for the disposition, tracking of mass flows of
naturally occurring material etc.)
- Core C&D Waste – in its relationship to the other types of waste produced at the
construction site.
- Economically feasible transportation costs of the C&D Waste and construction
materials (aggregates and others), economics of C&D processing and re-use.
- Legally induced requirements addressing the reduction of the non-processed C&D
waste.
- Other dimensions that affect generation, processing and re-use of C&D waste.
In order to follow up the above listed requirements, especially the target concerning the legal
requirements of high level reduction of non-processed C&D waste, different EU countries
have developed specific permitting and reporting systems aimed at following up the C&D
waste mass flows and mechanisms that are leading towards the set objectives. These
permitting and reporting systems are providing basic framework for the management of the
C&D waste, but this framework is far from satisfactory. It should include other measures such
as viable economic framework, adequate supervision and identification of mass flows and
potential losses of mass flow in unplanned directions.
The purpose of this paper is therefore to review the current legal framework, and identify the
key limitations hindering the achievement of high level of processing of C&D waste. In the
second part the methodology is proposed by which these key limitations could be surpassed.

1.1. Construction and demolition waste management in Slovenia
Construction and demolition waste was in Slovenia first addressed by the regulation on waste
produced by the construction activities in 2004, which was upgraded in 2008. Both are based
upon the Operative programme for the C&D waste management in Slovenia, adopted in 2004.
The Operation programme has set a framework for the implementation of the tasks of different
stakeholders that are necessary to develop an efficient and effective national C&D waste
management system. The implementation resulted in the system that implemented permitting and
reporting procedures for construction/demolition sites on one hand and C&D waste processing
companies on other hand.
In 2010, the Court of Audit of the Republic of Slovenia performed an auditing procedure
addressing remediation of old industrial waste dumps and illegal dumping of C&D waste (Court
2010). Illegal dumping of C&D was recognized as important part of the existing C&D
management that was not addressed by the responsible governmental agencies. The auditing
procedure also identified lack of control of the reporting procedures that may cause the risk of
inadequate data regarding C&D waste; how it is produced, processed (recovery procedures) and
disposed.
2. C&D Waste Reporting Systems
The waste management reporting systems in the entire EU are based upon the European
Comission’s decision 2000/532/EC introducing the European Waste Catalogue (effective January
1, 2002). The Catalogue identifies the two digit classification system of all waste assigning the
two-digit code “17”to the construction and demolition wastes (including road construction). This
catalogue of waste types is the basis for all national waste management (follow-up and reporting)
systems. The official data on the EU level are nevertheless missing with the information on the
EUROSTAT page: construction and demolition waste: “No statistics or data are currently
available at a European wide level”, with explanation: “The available data for the C&D sector
is generally incomparable due to the current lack of any statistical reporting at a European
level. However, since the introduction of mandatory waste management plans across many
Member States, the quality of C&D waste reporting is likely to improve over time.”
The risk of difficult management of C&D waste data is therefore already identified on EU level,
and could be confirmed also by the data on the C&D waste generated/processed for selected EU
countries as presented in the Figures 1 and 2.

Fig. 1: Amount of the C&D waste generated per capita in “new” EU countries (Fischer 2009)
(Right figure for Malta is 5,5 tonnes)

Fig. 2: Amount of the C&D waste generated per capita in “old” EU countries (Fischer 2009) –
(Right figure for Luxembourg is 15,2 tonnes)
The analysis of data presented in Figures 1 and 2 exhibits large differences among member
countries. Based on this finding, one should open the discussion on methodology of the reporting,
data management and comparison of the information gathered. This could be verified also by the
comparison of the data on procession of C&D waste presented in the figure 3.

Figure 3: Proportion of processed C&D waste by the types in selected EU countries (2005-2006),
Fischer 2009.
Figure 3 clearly shows that C&D waste is managed and processed in different EU countries in
very different manners, as the proportions of individual C&D waste types vary considerably
among members. Despite the fact that data was gained for analytical purpose, as confirmed by
EUROSTAT, one can seriously doubt whether an objective comparison of this data is feasible.
The results of the final balance clearly show that there is lots of room for the discussion. The
wide range of C&D waste generation and different results in its processing should be
thoroughly discussed. One should carefully consider whether the data presented in Fig.2 and 3
are obtained in comparable ways, and can be presented in a single table or figure.
3. Modelling supported C&D Waste Reporting System
Faced with the reality that the C&D waste reporting system is still quite an open issue, we
have developed a conceptual framework for the development and verification of the C&D
waste management. The conceptual framework is based upon the basic system analysis that is
recognizing the system, abstracting the sub-system, developing the modelling paradigm,
boundary conditions and processes, along with a clear identification of modelling purpose.
The idea is that the reporting system of any type is not a reporting system per-se, but it should
be used as a calibration for the model representing the behaviour of the system in a way that
provides efficiently and effectively the information regarding the system. The model should
be able to identify the construction and demolition waste stream on the basis of several input
parameters, where the exiting reporting system on the C&D waste flow represents only a
portion of the entire model. The construction sites which perform reporting on C&D waste
and C&D waste processing units are providing the calibration parameters for the C&D waste
management model. The model itself should be able to provide the estimated information on
the C&D waste flow even without the reporting upon construction sites and C&D waste

processing units. This information could be therefore verified by the model on one hand, and
used for the calibration purpose on the other hand.
Modeling of C&D waste flow was already addressed by several authors with different
objectives. Modeling of the C&D with the purpose of optimal deconstruction and recovery
process of end-of-life building was performed by Aidonis (2008) who dedicated the modeling
effort to the improvement of decision making on a single construction site level. Another
modeling effort was performed by Hao (2007), who developed a simulation model for
strategic planning of C&D waste in Hong Kong by incorporating the relationship of major
activities inherently involved in C&D waste management. The modelling framework is
proposed also for the management of the C&D waste in Slovenia.
Basic entities of the proposed model are:
- Construction sites – individual sources of C&D waste – related to investors as legal
units;
- Construction companies – aggregated information on economics and statistical
reporting units for construction activities;
- Construction material trading companies;
- C&D waste processing and management companies including storage of C&D waste –
processed and non-processed;
- C&D waste transport entities;
- Users of processed C&D waste;
Basic processes of the model are:
- Modeling of immediate sources of C&D waste (by aggregates, buildings, excavations,
construction materials sold), existing constructions are all potential sources of C&D
waste and they represent the “potential” for the C&D waste source;
- Modeling of the “storage” of potential is each year strengthened by the quantity of
construction material sold (concrete, bricks, tiles, adhesives, cement, aggregates,
windows (glass), wood, insulation, plastics etc. The “bank” is each year depleted by a
certain amount of demolition, reconstruction, refurbishment;
- Modeling of the C&D waste transports and transactions, where the economics of the
C&D waste plays a very important role;
- Modeling the outputs of the C&D waste processing and sinks of C&D waste;
The model is being developed on the basis of the information from the national registries and
existing reporting systems. The model will therefore integrate the information from the
reporting systems that already exist and connect them by modeling to the C&D waste
reporting system. Key
- Combined Nomenclature (2011) – providing detailed information on the mass flows of
products such as tiles, concrete, roofing material, windows, etc;
- Statistical reporting framework for construction activities (national and Eurostat
reporting system GRAD);
- High resolution terrain model of the Republic of Slovenia (LIDAR based);
- Other information and estimates necessary for the modeling of the key processes in the
C&D waste management.
Three layer based model is proposed encompassing on one layer technical and physical
phenomenon of the C&D waste management as described above. Other two layers provide

framework for the modeling of:
- Financial flows related to the C&D waste management, including the C&D waste
economics, with special attention to opportunity and external costs related to the C&D
waste management;
- The effects of legal framework determining the relationships among different
stakeholders and legal border conditions in the C&D waste management system.
On the figure 4 the conceptual framework is presented for the C&D waste management which
integrates the reporting data from target C&D waste reporting with other information relative
to this domain and provides framework for the C&D waste modeling. The financial,
economic, and legal dimensions are not shown on the figure.

Figure 4: Proposed conceptual framework for the I/O modelling supported C&D Waste Reporting
System
The resulting model shall provide input-output modelling with release factors based upon the
verified standardized construction C&D waste management reports. Based upon different
inputs of verified information the model could and should be permanently self–calibrated and
modeling uncertainties addressed. It is also clear that the inert non-hazardous excavated
material should be addressed by the model as it has strong interactions with the C&D waste
flow. This is addressing the mobility of excavated soil and aggregates on the level of
construction to construction site being operated by single construction company or investor.
4. Conclusions
The performed analysis of C&D waste management reporting data by different authors
shows, that the reporting on C&D waste is rather inadequate, especially regarding the crosscountry comparison of the C&D waste mass flows. Similar is the case for the country level
reporting systems where it is clear that relatively largest source of waste does not have a firm
follow-up system, resulting in different deviations in the reported data. Some dimensions like
illegal dumping of C&D waste and low level of use of processed C&D waste are also difficult
to address by the existing reporting systems.

By the article it is stipulated that only reporting based follow-up of the C&D waste flow does
not provide enough information for the necessary decision making process and provision of
necessary administrative/economic measures imposed by the governance structures aiming at
achieving the target status of processing/recycling of C&D waste. The proposed solution is
based upon the classical modelling concept where the model should follow the modelling
paradigm and provide adequate representation for the system. Without models representing
the reality of C&D waste production (sources), processing and sinks the reporting
data/information could namely not be verified.
We could envisage that modeling-based reporting system should be strongly endorsed by
different levels of administrations, as some opposition to the implementation of such system
might be expected from the parties which prefer the non-transparent environment in the field
of C&D waste.
Modeling can provide a strong back-bone for the development of DSS in the field of C&D
waste management. It should be namely stipulated that different measures could be tested on
the model avoiding the necessity to test those measures on the real (live) C&D waste
management system.
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Abstract
Global situation in construction industry indicate the requirements for cooperation of all
stakeholders. The owner is often unaware that project success or failure is in his hands.
He has major influence on the selection of other project participants, to determine the method
of cooperation between them and the contractual coverage of all relevant factors for high
quality and efficient delivery of the project. This issue is currently the priority topics for
research and innovation in construction industry. Since 2006, was defined a couple of
approaches that integrate effectively the various participants and their activities. Benefits of
this integration have already been established (enhancing the quality of construction, cost
reduction, opportunities for industrialization, reducing waste, ...).
On the American continent, through The American Institute of Architects, is the principle of
project management concept known as Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). On the European
continent through the International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and
Construction (CIB), develops a global theme Integrated Design & Delivery Solutions (IDDS).
Like all new approaches, also these have in early stage certain restrictions limiting their use.
In such cases there are technical and technological assumptions (environment for the
integration of the project), but the weaknesses of the collaboration is the willingness of the
participants work as one organization , in many cases supported by lack experiences of
working in that environment. The aim of our research work is participate on development and
application of this system for construction projects and highlight his potential for improving
economic, social and environmental aspects of construction.
Keywords: lean construction, BIM, project design, project delivery
Introduction
Construction industry as one of the few industries remained long time at same level.
Comparing with electrical or mechanical engineering is lagging behind in the field of
integrating innovation and less of productivity suffers. Current problems in building
construction industry are: delays, over budget, negative relationships between participants in
construction. To take steps forward is necessary to look behind for example to other industry
from non-farm category. The Key to success is Lean production.
Between years 1948 and 1975 was developed by Taiichi Ohno, Shigeo Shingo and Eiji
Toyoda new integrated socio-technical system called Toyota production system (TPS). The
founders of Toyota drew heavily on the work of W. Edwards Deming and the writings of
Henry Ford. They gave a rise to more general system – Lean Production.

The use of the term "Lean", in a business or manufacturing environment, describes a
philosophy that incorporates a collection of tools and techniques into the business processes to
optimize time, human resources, assets, and productivity, while improving the quality level of
products and services to their customers. Becoming "Lean" is a commitment to a process and
a tremendous learning experience should you attempt to implement Lean principles and
practices into your organization (Becker, 2006).
Lean Production derivate for construction industry is Lean Construction. Lean construction
accepts the Ohno’s production system design criteria as a standard of perfection. But how
does the Toyota system, lean production, apply in construction? The construction industry has
rejected many ideas from manufacturing because of the belief that construction is different.
Manufacturers make parts that go into projects but the design and construction of unique and
complex projects in highly uncertain environments under great time and schedule pressure is
fundamentally different from making tin cans. Lean production invites a closer look.
Certainly the goal of a delivering a project meeting specific customer requirements in zero
time sounds like the objective for every project, and the evidence of waste in Ohno’s terms is
overwhelming. Waste in construction and manufacturing arises from the same activitycentered thinking, “Keep intense pressure for production on every activity because reducing
the cost and duration of each step is the key to improvement.” Ohno knew there was a better
way to design and make things. Managing construction under Lean is different from typical
contemporary practice (Howell, 1999) because it:
- has a clear set of objectives for the delivery process,
- is aimed at maximizing performance for the customer at the project level,
- designs concurrently product and process, and
- applies production control throughout the life of the project.
Using the principes of lean construction with integrated practice and workteams We can
define new design and delivery solutions to accomplish the goal better buildings, better prices,
better value
1. Project Design & Delivery
The design, construction, and commissioning sectors repeatedly analysed as inefficient
(Latham, 1994; Egan, 1998; Gallaher et al., 2004). Actual Design tools and Delivery solutions
for building projects are:
- unproductive,
- uncomunicative,
- over time and budget.
Traditional Design and Delivery tools of construction projects must undergo a fundamental
structural change. We need redefine entire building process (Fig.1). The potential for new
approaches represents Building Information Modeling (BIM).
1.1 Project Design
Building Information Modeling is a technology tool for creating three dimensional, objectbased building designs that contain embedded information about the products and assemblies
included in the building (Ostanik, 2010).

Fig.1 Project components
Penn State’s CIC Research Group defines building information modeling as the “process of
designing, analyzing, integrating, and documenting a building’s lifecycle by developing an
intelligent virtual prototype of the building using a database of information”. Through BIM
authoring software, building information is input and stored in a database through a modeling
interface. The information and model are then used to create various analyses, such as
quantifying building components (Bazjanac, 2003). The analyses may be inherent to the
authoring software or may require a separate analysis tool. The model can also be used as a
tool to share information throughout the design, construction, and operation of the building
(BIM FAQ, 2007). The importance is in the information which accompanies the geometry and
the ability for analyses gained through this information.

Fig.2 Building Information Modeling, Example Building (Bermark)
Through the development of the model, the research team was able to recognize some of the
benefits associated with using BIM. One of the main benefits observed was the creation of a
central model. The central model allowed many users to work on different aspects of a model
concurrently. The central model made it very easy to divide the model into different
components or systems.
1.2 Project Delivery
Design-Bid-Build (DBB) is the traditional, most frequently used construction delivery
method; however, it also may deliver the least value. While DBB can work for new

construction, and certain owner/contractor/architect groups, it has been largely to blame for
the uniquely low productivity and high waste associated with the construction and AEC
(Architectural Construction and Engineering sectors.( Construction Delivery Methods – Part
of the BIM Process) In this traditional methods Owner hire Architect and Contractor
separately that means no contract exists between architect and contractor, instead there is a
requirement to exchange informations, which can be complicated (Fig.3).

Fig.3 Current industry practice without integration
Integrated Project Delivery is higher level of collaboration among owners, architects, and
contractors where team members are connected to virtual organization where all risks and
rewards are shared, see figure 4.The American Institute of Architects (AIA) defines Integrated
Project Delivery (IPD) as a approach that integrates people, systems, business structures and
practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all
participants to reduce waste and optimize efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication
and construction. Integrated Project Delivery principles can be applied to a variety of
contractual arrangements and Integrated Project Delivery teams will usually include members
well beyond the basic triad of owner, architect, and contractor.
At a minimum, though, an Integrated Project includes tight collaboration between the owner,
the architect, and the general contractor ultimately responsible for construction of the project,
from early design through project handover.
Integrated Project Delivery has become a new method that really starts to grasp the full
potential of Building Information Modeling and true integrated practice. BIM enabled Virtual
Construction is allowing for the high level of convergence between project stakeholders
required to solve this issue of productivity. The full potential of IPD is unlocked through
BIM, as it introduces unprecedented levels coordination and efficiency to the industry. Using
Building information model in Integrated project delivery is divided to five steps:
1. Conceptualization: The construction and design team participates in a brainstorming
session selecting key factors and making important decisions. This will create a
predictable less-complicated process, with the main goal set to reduce errors and
minimize re-design problems.
2. Design: All evaluations from stage one must be incorporated in the design process.
Sustainability goals will be set and construction code regulations will be incorporated
into the design process. Planning a project carefully with the Integrated Project
Delivery will reduce waste and produce potential savings to all participants.

3. Implementation: After a careful design process, the implementation of the project
starts with computer modeling and design data analysis. All proposed systems must be
analyzed and virtually tested to ensure, that design performance will be achieved.
4. Construction: After all three previous steps are carefully completed, the construction
of the project can start. The Construction phase is where the benefits of the integrated
model are realized. The project will normally run smoothly, without delays, reducing
design conflicts, extra works, change orders, waste, and will be completed on time and
within budget.
5. Operation: Initial goals are achieved, reducing operational costs, rental or
maintenance costs and will provide great benefits for surrounding neighbors.

Fig.4 Current industry practice with integration
1.3 Integrated project delivery Case Studies
American Institute of architects (AIA) developed case studies that examine real-world,
completed building projects that used Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) in as pure a form as
possible.
AIA demonstrate successful application of Integrated Project Delivery on six studies. The
reported Six case studies:
-

Autodesk inc. Aec solutions division headquarters
Sutter health fairfield medical office building
Cardinal glennon children´s hospital expansion
St. Clare health center
Encircle health ambulatory care center
Walter cronkite school of journalism, arisona state university

All selected studies was based on their compliance with criteria of IPD:
- Early Involvement of Key Participants
- Shared Risk/Reward
- Multi-Party Contract
- Collaborative Decision Making/Control
- Liability Waivers Among Key Participants
- Jointly Developed/Validated Targets

Tab.1: Showing the extent to which each case study project embodied the six
characteristics identified as fundamental to IPD.(AIA California 2010)

1

There was a provision in the contract enabling participants to create a shared “pain and
gain” scheme but it was not used.
2

Project was underway when IPD was adopted. Budget and program were established by
project team in earlier master plan.
3

The original budget was established by an independent program manager. Subsequently
the owner, architect, and builder developed and validated a new budget as part of IPD
process.

Tab.2: Case studies schedule and cost results.
Inital schedule

Budget cost

Contract cost

Final cost

Design

Construction

Design

Construction

Design

Construction

Occupancy:
1/23/09

50,000 SF

55,000 SF
(program
breakdown)

N/A

N/A

$1,231,000

$12,223,000

$1,221,000

$12,117,000

10/05 - 10/06 8/06 - 11/07 10/05 - 10/06 8/06 - 11/07

67106SF

69948SF

NOT
SUPLIED

$19,017,180

NOT
SUPLIED

$19,573,035

NOT
SUPLIED

$19,462,103

NOT
SUPLIED

138,000 SF

NOT
SUPLIED

$47,000,000

NOT
SUPLIED

$45,572,449

NOT
SUPLIED

$45,572,449

430,000 SF

430,000 SF

$8,847,857 $141,000,000 $8,847,857 $148,300,000 $8,947,000 $148,300,000

May 2006
May 2006
September
July 2008 thru
thru January
thru January 2008 thru
150,000 SF
July 2009
2009
2009
October 2009

157,000 SF

$2,657,820

Cardinal glennon
children´shospital
expansion

NOT
SUPLIED

St. Claire health
center

April 2005
thru August
2007

Encircle health
ambulatory center

GSF
Final GSF

Construction

Autodesk inc. Aec
Occupancy:
solutions division Start: 4/23/08
12/16/08
headquarters
Sutter health
fairfield medical
office building

Achieved schedule

Programmed
GSF

Design

Walter cronkite
10.8 months
school of journalism

August 2005
to October 1
2007

Design
Start: 5/1/08

NOT
SUPLIED

Construction

August 2005
to August
2007

August 2007 April 2005 August 2007
thru Sept thru October thru January
2008
2008
2009

16 months

9.4 months

15 months

$34,094,999

$2,901,071

$34,977,404

$3,185,917

$35,408,131

200,000 to
230,000 GSF $16,022,000 $54,978,000
260,000 GSF

$7,910,994

$57,957,728

$8,276,450

$63,822,794

The Result: The projects was allmost under budget and within schedule. (Tab.2)
Change orders were virtually eliminated.Subcontractors found that more intense effort is
required up front than in negotiated or design-assist projects, but the payback comes later with
rework almost completely eliminated. The early commitment inherent in IPD allows them to
devote these resources to the preconstruction phase.

2. Integrated Design and Delivery Solution
International Council for Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB) association whose objectives is to stimulate and facilitate international cooperation and
information exchange between governmental research institutes in the building and
construction sector, with an emphasis on those institutes engaged in technical fields of
research. Primary goal for association in 2010 was one of four priority ideas – Integrated
Design and Delivery Solutions (IDDS). One of results was establishment of the new Task
Group TG80 - Legal and Regulatory Aspects of BIM, whose mission is help to define areas
of scientific interest in IDDS.
According to Owen (Owen, 2009) Integrated Design and Delivery Solutions establishes the
framework for an integrated and coordinated merger of people, processes and technology
issues able to enact a radical and sustained transformation of the construction industries. This
framework takes advantage of the technological solutions becoming available, such as BIM.

Fig.5 The Evolution of IDDS (Owen, 2009)
As we see in figure 5 IDDS is the next logical progression for the improvement of
construction sector performance, particularly in the light of whole-life sustainability
imperatives, new facilitating technologies, and emerging skills. These precursors include
product modelling and computer-aided engineering, ISO 10303 (also known as STEP:
Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), and
Building Information Modelling (BIM).
Integrated Design and Delivery Solution (IDDS) use collaborative work processes, enhanced
skills, integrated data, information and knowledge management. IDDS is minimizing
structural and process inefficiencies to enhance the value delivered during design, build and
operation across projects. This global priority theme is aimed to transforming the construction
sector through the rapid adoption of new collaborative processes, such as Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) together with Building Information Modelling (BIM) and automation
technologies, using people with enhanced skills in more productive environments.
Main elements of IDDS (Owen, 2009):
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Collaborative Processes
Enhanced Skills
Integrated Information and Automation Systems
Knowledge Management

Following the CIB White Paper on IDDS, Owen (Owen, 2010) describes for each elements
current conditions and a brief summary of the expected future path to achieving IDDS

2.1 Recommented activity for IDDS extention
For active IDDS application in practice, is necessary to confront his elements with real
production environment, includes system aspects: processes, technology and people (Fig.6).

Processes

Technology

People

Collaborative processes
Enhanced Skills
Integrated Information
and Automation Systems
Knowledge Management

Fig.6 Impact of 4 key IDDS elements on industry Processes, Technology and People
(
direct,
indirect)
For further development of IDDS is necessary to know possible barriers and requiremends
aspects of system function. Recommented actions in the short, medium and long terms for
their implementation are summarized in Tab 1.- 3. (processed by CIB White Paper on IDDS
and Outputs from the CIB IDS 2009 Workshop).

Processes

Tab. 3 Possible barriers, requiremend enablers and recommented actions in Processes
Possible barriers
- current project management tools
- lack of understanding
- too little evidence
- current contract models
- current roles and practices
- rigid legislative
- risk avoidance …

Required enablers
- dissemination/ understanding of process
benefits
- successful case studies
- visionaries who think out of the box
- believers in change
- higher profit margins that allow
experimentation
- environmental and energy demands …

Recommented actions
 Experiment with modifying existing system
 Identify best practices
 Processes are model-based
 Demonstrate best practices and show impact
 New procurement models
 Process efficiency analysis
 Professional guiding societies that include best practices
 Processes are driven by project information and action need

Technologies

Tab. 4 Possible barriers, required enablers and recommented actions in Technology
Possible barriers
Required enablers
- competitive commercial interests versus
- demanding client
open source and knowledge sharing
- organization and regulation of rules and
- too many standards
function
- too much focus on technology and not
- collaboration between different stakeholders
construction
- convergence of standards
- short term business relationships
- experimentalists …
- legacy solution …
Recommented actions
 Identify appropriate standards
 Simulation and experimentation
 Product model
 Standard data models and interfacesSolution for flexible and adaptable architecture
 Develop a holistic framework supporting flexible processes and modular tools
 Development of technology that interacts with the user
 Develop interfase to standards
 Information models for the Build Environment will support the full integrated decision
making over the full lifecycle
 Open BIM

People

Tab. 5 Possible barriers, required enablers and recommented actions in People
Possible barriers
Required enablers
- narrow mindedness
- incentives for learning
- lack of motivation
- demonstration projects
- conservatism
- trade organisations
- professional communities lobby to
- education
preserve traditional roles
- life-long learning
- lack of “practice-oriented” inertia in
universities
Recommented actions
 Inform people
 Educate and encourage to experiment
 Incentives for oal orientation
 Publicise financial benefits of working together
 Life-long learning
 Education on systems integration and holistic ways of thinking
 Encourage to implement ond review
 Companies nurture new competencies
 Develop tools to support the formation of generalists using education as a priority task
 Stakeholder engagement in use of tools and visualization of results
 Encourage to demand
 Collaborative social workspaces
 New career path
 Create core group of people with deep and broad skills in delivering IDDS
 Encourage to demand training and tools for IDDS

Large discussion about IDS (First International Conference on Improving Construction and
Use through Integrated Design Solutions, CIB IDS 2009) and IDDS shows the need of
involving stakeholders to realise wholelife value. That value can only be measured in context
of these stakeholders and will take the form of savings in time, costs, and materials; improved
quality and performance of the facility; product optimisation/customisation; and enhanced
reputation. However, this improved delivered value will not come automatically or without
significant challenges (Owen, 2009).
2.2 Our role in dissemination/understanding of IDDS
The Civil Engineering Faculty, Technical University of Košice provides an education for
whole spectrum of civil engineers who are engaged in design, planning, preparation and
realization of building project. In term of individual construction participants, the graduates
get into the classical or special job positions, such as: architects, designer of construction,
structural engineers, MEP systems engineers, budget manager, contractor, OSH manager,
investor, developer, project manager, contractor company manager, etc.
Institute of Construction Technology and Management is actively engaged in addressing this
topic within the projects:
 KEGA No. 124-038TUKE-4/2010 „Skills development for virtual design and
management of construction based 5D technologies“
 Project of Slovak Agency for the Structural Funds of the EU „ ITMS 26220120018
Support of excellent integrated research centre of progressive building construction,
material and technology“
 VEGA No.1/0840/11 “Multi–dimensional approaches supporting integrated design
and management of construction projects”
Currently, the education of individual specialists for desing, projecting and management of
activities related to building-up process took place in the individual subjects through software
environment without marked connection and support of teamwork among the particular
students. In the present, it is necessary to emphasize collaboration idea among the participants
of construction process. It will be also reflected into the innovative pedagogical process as
soon as possible. There will include the latest trends in design and management of
construction such as: Building Information Modeling.
The goal of educational project „Skills development for virtual design and management of
construction based 5D technologies“ is to develop the students professional and
communication skills in the working teams very early stage of education. The students will
work as a profiling experts involved in solving of mutual problems related to specific
construction projects.
The aim of the VEGA project “Multi–dimensional approaches supporting integrated design
and management of construction projects” is the contribution to research of relatively new
approaches supporting the integrated environment for design and management of construction
projects including their use. In theoretical level of the project will be examined opportunities
and restrictions on this new philosophy that connects on the base of integrated information
(BIM) structural, material, technological, realisation and costs parameters besides in context
with phase of construction use. Development of virtual environment for collaboration of
engineering and structural solutions that allows identification and reduction of structural,
material, technological and economic risks in phase of the building constructions design, will
be the result of the project solving. By proposed multi-dimensional approaches (4D, 5D
virtual construction …) forecast ability and efficiency of construction solutions will rise.
Concerning on the latest trend in field of design and management of construction projects, one
of the contributions of the project solving will be the direct participation in creation of

template of sustainable planning and management of the building-up in worldwide context.
Participation at the workshops meeting the visions of integrated design and management of
the building product in adoption of new philosophy by all interested is premised. Main thesis
of new integrated approach focused to integration in the construction processes,
predisposition and using of BIM will be monitored and confronted with conditions in Slovak
eventually central
European environment. There are presented expected particular
contributions:
- development of predictions of conditions, gaps for integrated design improvement,
collaboration and strategies load
- development of integrated map of relations among decisive dimensions and construction
project parameters (BIM interactions)
- development of the models (methodologies) of integrated solutions collaboration among
concerned participants
- within particular building elements will be made the methodology for parametrisation of
structural, material and technological solution including financial severity
- development of methodology including software solution for optimisation of structural,
material and technological solution
- development of the methodology including software solution (on the basis of BIM) for
optimisation of site problems (supplying, resources draw)
- development of the methodology including software solution (on the basis of BIM) for
optimisation of the building process risks
- development of knowledge database of projected solutions for next optimisation of the
future processes
The premises for the project goals performance and its contributions is characterised also by
complementary infrastructure eventually technical background for the project realisation as
well as previous experiences in the problems solved by proposed members of the team at
national and international level. The initial situation for development of high virtual
environment for integrated research is predicted by level of economic environment where
researches suggest insufficient motivation environment for implementation of the newest ICT
to environment of building constructions research and development. Existing Laboratory of
the building structures interactions simulation established within Centre of excellent research
of progressive building constructions, material and technologies at the Civil Engineering
Faculty on Technical University of Košice (supported by project of Slovak Agency for the
Structural Funds of the EU ) is equipped by hardware and software for design of constructions
with BIM technologies application more than 133 thousands EUR.
The outputs of these projects will fully support the activity for dissemination and
understanding of IDDS in Central Europe.
Conclusion
The current situation requires fast design and high-quality projects. To increase the design,
time and economic efficiency it is necessary to start thinking integrated. The project must be
as efficient as possible, detailed and architecturally sophisticated.
Design and delivery of projects undergoes restructuring. Integrated design and delivery
solutions IDDS builds upon recent trends in the construction industries that have seen the
widespread adoption of technologies such as building information modelling (BIM) and
innovative processes such as integrated project delivery.
IDDS requires strong linkages between researchers and stakeholders to cooperatively
recognize specific needs. Full potential of this progressive tools will not be achieved without

adopting structural changes to existing methods. Implementation of building information
modeling and integrated project delivery is needed in all phases of the project. This new
integrated approach radically improve the performance of the construction industries.
This article presents a partial result of project KEGA nr.124-038TUKE-4/2010 Development
of skills for virtual designing and building management on the basis of 5D technologie,
project VEGA nr.1/0840/11 Multi-dimensional approaches supporting integrated design and
delivery of construction projects and project of Slovak Agency for the Structural Funds of the
EU „ ITMS 26220120018 Support of excellent integrated research centre of progressive
building construction, material and technology“.
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Abstract
A new Unit VI of the Thermal Power Plant in Šoštanj is at the moment one of the greatest
projects under construction in Slovenia. Because of the limited ground space, very difficult
and demanding activities including demolition of two old cooling towers were performed.
The foundation structure for a new 160.0 m high cooling tower is based on a large number of
piles. To lower the costs of foundations the possibility of running shorter piles (18.00 m)
instead of originally planned 30.00 m long ones was investigated. Therefore, a static loading
test of a pile was performed to obtain as much information as possible about soil-structure
interaction. An innovative approach of instrumentation of pile was introduced and the
analysis of measured results gave very interesting results which are presented in our paper.
Keywords: measurement technology, loading tests, pile foundations

1. Introduction
The implementation of deep foundations is relatively expensive, therefore in cases where a
large number of piles is foreseen to assure the sufficient bearing capacity of structure
foundations it is wise to consider whether it is possible to rationalize the foundation
construction. Direct savings of costs can be achieved in the case of length and/or diameter
reduction of pile foundations. When the length of certain pile is reduced, its base is no longer
in solid material, and therefore the bearing capacity of pile shaft becomes more important.
Although the pile design analysis generally involves the calculation of bearing capacity
(composed of shaft and base bearing capacity) and the estimation of the possible deformations
under working loads, the important characteristics of particular soil-pile interaction can be
reliably assessed only if the actual field loading test is carried out. The load test should
simulate the real load history as accurately as possible, but on the other hand it has to be
performed as quickly as possible to be efficient and useful. Several testing methods have been
designed to respond to both opposite requirements. Two mostly used of them are dynamic and
static load test.
The dynamic load test consists of a set of the falling mass that drops upon the pile head.
Transducers (strain gauges and accelerometers) are placed along the pile shaft next to the pile
head. A pile-soil model is used to interpret the dynamic event in terms of an equivalent static

load-settlement curve. The main advantages of this load test are obviously the economical and
accurate way to evaluate the hammer-pile-soil system based on force and velocity
measurements and to check the integrity and performance of the foundation. The models used
in the dynamic pile testing procedure take into account further elements assuming to be
representative for the static part, the viscous part, the radiation term of soil reaction and the
hysteretic loss of energy through the soil. It is possible to estimate the ultimate resistance of
the soil under the static conditions but often the soil mobilization during a test does provide
sufficient data to fulfill this requirement. A considerable experience is however required,
especially to quantify the dumping factor often used to take all the mentioned terms except
the static term into account.
Static tests are the most commonly used in the general practice. This testing method is
characterized by a set of stages where a constant load is applied on the pile head during a
given duration. The load is monotonically increased until reaching the maximum load. After
that the applied load is progressively unloaded to zero. The load is applied by hydraulic jacks,
weighted platform or adjacent tension piles or soil anchors are used to provide the reaction for
the load applied on the pile. The dial gages are fixed on a reference frame to perform
displacement measurements of pile head. The applied load is simultaneously measured using
load cells or calculated from the known pressure values of the jack system. Since a loading
test should provide useful information about pile shaft bearing capacity, the improvement of
the measurement technology is needed. This improvement includes additional strain sensors
distributed along the pile longitudinal axis.
2. Vertical loading test
The test pile was conducted outside the extent of future cooling tower. As the load was
provided by hydraulic jacks (Fig.2) and not by kentledge 1 , it was necessary to assure
sufficient spatial rigid reaction frame, which served as a support for hydraulic jacks used for
the implementation of planned phases of loading. The reaction frame was made of two
concrete mutually perpendicular 3.00 m high and 0.50 m wide beams crossing each other at
the middle of their spans. (Fig.1). The intersection of the beams was situated directly above
the head of a test pile. Both beams were connected on each of their ends to a 30.00 m long
tension pile in order to assure enough anchoring capacity during the loading process.

Fig.1: Testing site with reaction frame

1

Fig.2: Hydraulic jacks installed between the
reaction frame and the pile head

a mass of heavy material placed on a platform constructed on the head of a pile

The maximum load capacity of hydraulic jacks used for vertical loading of a pile was
23400 kN, which was also the achieved ultimate load level. The loading procedure started
with the 2600 kN of preload. When the settlements calmed down, the pile was unloaded.
After 30 min, the incremental loading started in steps of 2600 kN. The duration of each
loading step was 45 minutes until the ultimate value was reached. Unloading took place
following the same steps, but in shorter time intervals (15 to 20 min).
3. Pile instrumentation
During the load test, vertical displacements of the test pile head were electronically measured
at two points positioned on two opposite sides of pile head (Fig.3). The vertical displacements
of an intersection of two beams composing the reaction frame were also measured at two
measurement points (Fig.4). To exclude the influence of soil surface deformation on
measurement results, the inductive displacement transducers used for pile head and reference
frame displacements measurements were attached to the separate scaffold construction made
of steel tubes, supported outside the area of the testing site.

Fig.3: Inductive displacement transducer
during measurements of vertical displacements of the pile head

Fig.4: Inductive displacement transducer
during displacement measurements of the
reaction frame above the pile head

The vertical displacements of a pile head and a reaction frame were also geodetically
measured using digital levellers. Since geodetic measurements were not continuous, the exact
time of measuring was recorded together with measurement results in order to synchronize
and compare the geodetic and electronic displacement measurement results.
The test pile was also instrumented with sixteen special strain sensors 2 distributed in two
vertical rows of eight sensors. They were built in the pile body in eight levels on two opposite
sides of the pile to measure the normal strains in axial direction. The basis for strain sensors is
a standard reinforcement bar of length about 150 cm and diameter 16 mm. The middle surface
of the reinforcement bar is grinded on both opposite sides. A strain gauge connected in a
quarter Wheatstone bridge was applied on each of so prepared surfaces. Therefore, each
sensor has actually two measuring points and a correct value of a strain given by sensor is an
average value of both measured values. In this way the impact of bending is excluded. The
connecting cable is protected by a PE tube and fixed to the reinforcement bar as seen in Fig.5.
The protection coatings consist of two layers of PU warmish, a layer of special silicone putty
and a layer of permanently plastic sealant putty coated by aluminium foil. This combination
2
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of protection was tested and remained waterproof even 30 m under the water surface. The
final layer represents the physical protection made of PE tube (Fig.6).

Fig.5: The measurement area of the strain
sensor before application of protection coatings: 1 - reinforcement bar; 2 - strain gage
with solder points; 3 - connection cable; 4 PE tube for cable protection; 5 - PE binding

Fig.6: The final look of the strain sensor after
application of protection coatings and PE
protection tube: 1 - reinforcement bar; 4 - PE
tube for cable protection; 6 - PE protection
tube

Fig.8: Strain sensor mounted on the pile
reinforcement

Fig.7: The disposition of strain sensors on
both sides of the pile body

Fig.9: Pile reinforcement with mounted strain
sensors placed in the pile pit

Before pile concreting sensors were attached to the main reinforcement bars so that the first
pair of sensors was 0.75 m above the pile toe, the next three pairs of sensors were positioned
equidistantly 2.50 m from each other, followed by two pairs of sensors at a distance of
2.00 m. The last two pairs of sensors were installed at distances of two times 2.50 m. With
eight levels of strain sensors the entire length of a pile from a pile toe to pile head was
covered. The disposition of sensors is shown in Fig.7.
The intensity of loading was also continuously measured through all loading and unloading
stages by pressure gauges attached to the hydraulic system. To obtain the force intensity, the
measured pressure values were multiplied by known value of surface area of pistons in
hydraulic jacks. The results of force measurements were also synchronized with
displacements and strain measurements.
For data acquisition the HBM 3 MGCPlus device was used. It was controlled by a laptop
computer with the licensed software Catman 4.5. Sampling frequency during all
measurements was 1.0 Hz.
4. Analysis of measurement results
All measurement results concerning the vertical load test and their processing in numerical
and graphical form are shown in the following figures and tables. Fig.10 shows the vertical
displacement of pile head versus time as well as displacements of reaction frame and the time
history of loading. Since the vertical displacements of pile head and reaction frame were also
geodetically measured the results of these measurements were also shown as discrete values
signed with small circles in Fig.10. The agreement of geodetic and electronic displacement
measurements is very good. The integration of measured strain along the pile length gave the
value of pile contraction. The subtraction of this value from the value of pile head vertical
displacements gave a very good estimation of pile toe vertical displacements which is also
shown in Fig.10.

Fig.10: Time history of loading and vertical displacements
3
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Since strains were measured by sixteen sensors (two on each of eight levels) and in each
sensor two independent values were measured, the final value for each of eight levels was
obtained as an average value of four measured values. In Fig.11 the diagram of strains versus
time for all eight levels is shown.

Fig.11: Time history of average measured strains for all eight levels
A very interesting interpretation of measured results is represented by a diagram where the
maximum strain values for each loading step versus depth of the pile are shown (Fig.12). The
values from Fig.12 are also shown numerically in Tab.1.

Fig.12: Average values of maximum strains versus distance from pile toe

The Fig.12 shows the average values of maximum strains versus distance from pile toe. It can
be seen that between two highest levels (14.75 m and 17.25 m above the pile toe) the
measured strains significantly increased. The friction along the upper part of the pile shaft is
low due to the poor quality of the upper soil layer and smooth pile shaft surface, yet, this was
not expected. The possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the quality of the concrete
of the upper part of a pile is poor because it was in contact with ground water during the
process of concreting.
Tab.1: Average values of maximum strains for all loading steps (all strain values in μm/m)

In the beginning, the linear constitutive relation between the measured strains and normal
stresses in axial direction of pile was presumed. Regarding declared concrete quality the
expected value of Young modulus was 35.00 GPa. It appeared that in this case the normal
stress calculated from the strain measured at the highest level (0.75 m below the pile head)
exceeded the value of the load applied on the pile head at all load levels. Since this is not
possible, we proceeded as follows. At the highest level, where strains were measured, we set
the equilibrium condition: Since at the top of the pile the friction on the pile shaft cannot
occur, we set the condition that the force calculated from the measured strain should be in
balance with the action force applied at the top of the pile. In this calculation the unknown
quantity was the Young modulus of the concrete. The results of this calculation are shown
numerically in Tab.2 and graphically in Fig.13.
Tab.2: Values of Young modulus calculated from the equilibrium condition on top of the pile

It is obvious that the Young modulus obtained from this condition is not a constant value for
all measured strains. From the graphical representation of stresses calculated from acting
forces versus measured strains (Fig.14) it can be seen that the constitutive relationship
between strains and stresses is not linear and is very similar to relationships known from the
literature. From Tab.2 and Fig.13 it was found out that the Young modulus had higher values
at lower level of loading and lower values at higher level of loading. Using appropriate
approximation, also the functional relationship between the Young modulus and strains was
determined. By using this relationship from Table of strains (Tab.1), the corresponding table

of Young modules was calculated. In the case of small strain values according to above
relation, the Young modulus exceeded 35.00 GPa, so this value was taken as relevant. By this
procedure the linear part of the constitutional relation between strains and stresses was
defined as well.

Fig.13: Young modulus of concrete versus Fig.14: Nonlinear constitutive relationship
strain
between stress and strain
The unevenness of concrete quality was also estimated (Tab.3). It was taken into account
through multiplying each column of the Young modules table with the second row of Tab.3.
The result of this multiplication is represented by the table of final values of Young modulus
depending on depth and loading intensity or strains (Tab.4).
Tab.3: Table of estimated unevenness of concrete quality

Tab.4: Table of Young modulus (all values in GPa)

These values are also presented in graphical form in Fig.15.

Fig.15: Graphical representation of changing of Young modulus in dependence of distance
from pile toe and load intensity
To obtain the correct values of normal stresses along the pile axis the cells in table of strain
values (Tab.1) were multiplied by corresponding cells from Tab.4. The stress values are
represented numerically in Tab.5 and graphically in Fig.16.
Tab.5: Average values of maximum normal stresses in axial direction for all loading steps (all
stress values in MPa)

The shape of each curve representing normal stresses in axial direction of the pile for certain
loading step is now in accordance to expectations of known soil characteristics. Along the
upper part of the pile the changes of normal stresses are not distinctive, but along the lower
part of the pile, where the soil mechanical characteristics are better, the changes of normal
stresses are significantly more pronounced. From the known state of normal stresses using
equilibrium condition on each level of the pile, the corresponding average shear stresses on

the pile-soil contact surface were calculated. They are represented numerically for each
loading step in Tab.6 and graphically in Fig.17.

Fig.16: Average values of maximum normal stresses in axial direction versus distance from
pile toe

Fig.17: Average values of maximum shear stresses along the pile shaft versus distance from
pile toe
At the end of analysis the average friction force was calculated as an integral of shear stresses
along the pile shaft surface for each loading step. The resultant normal force on the contact
surface under the pile toe was calculated for each loading step as a product of average normal
stress under the pile toe and the area of the pile cross-section. As for each loading step the

sum of average friction force along the pile shaft and average normal force under the pile toe
equals the external acting force, thus the equilibrium condition is fulfilled. From the last
calculation the average ratio between the pile shaft capacity and the general pile capacity was
estimated as well. For the presented testing pile the pile shaft capacity represents about 80%
of entire pile capacity through all loading steps.
Tab.6: Average values of maximum shear stresses along the pile shaft for all loading steps (all
stress values in kPa)

5. Comparative computer simulation
The results of the field investigations were compared with a set of numerical analyses using
the finite-element method (FEM). In the analyses an 18.00 m long pile placed in a 40.0 m
deep layered soil model was considered. The first 5.0 m thick layer consisted of silt and clay,
the second 13.0 m thick layer of silty marly clay and the third one consisted of marly claystone. The level of ground water included in the model was 3.0 m below the surface. The
reinforced concrete of the pile was considered to be linear elastic with an average value of
Young’s modulus E = 28.0 GPa, a Poisson’s ratio  = 0.2 and a unit weight  = 25 kN/m3. The
strength properties of the ground were determined on the basis of the laboratory and fieldtesting results of additional sound samples. The meshed soil and pile model used for computer
simulation is shown in Fig.18.
The soil half-space can be designed in numerical methods using different material models. In
the paper, it was designed by the Hardening-Soil material model with isotropic hardening
using PLAXIS software – Brinkgrave and Vermeer, 1998). This model considers the
nonlinear elastic hyperbolic dependence between the stresses and strains; it enables a
consideration of the increasing soil yielding as a function of ground stresses, dilatation and
cap yield surface, and is not based on the theory of plasticity (Brinkgrave and Vermeer,
1998). The parameters in the elasto-plastic Hardening-Soil model Eoedref = E50ref and Eurref = 3
E50ref, where Eoedref is the tangent stiffness for the primary oedometer loading at the reference
pressure, and Eurref is the unloading/reloading stiffness (Brinkgrave and Vermeer, 1998).
Maximum measured vertical displacement of the pile head at full load was 63.2 mm. Since
the contraction of pile calculated from measured strains was 12.6 mm, the displacement of a
pile toe (-50.6 mm) was easily obtained. The results for computer simulation using program
PLAXIS were: 76.0 mm for vertical displacement of a pile head, 62.0 mm for displacement of
a pile toe and 14.0 mm for pile contraction. Relative shear stress calculated by the software
package PLAXIS shows a similar distribution as those obtained by measurement. The results
of calculations and values obtained on the basis of measured quantities are comparable.

Fig.18: The meshed soil and pile model prepared for simulation of vertical loading test
6. Conclusions
The described improvement of standard measurement technology of static load tests of piles
proved itself as a very reliable and the additional information about pile and soil behaviour
obtained by measurements contribute significantly to better understanding of the problems
occurring at pile foundation design and construction. The correct interpretation of measured
results is also important to obtain more accurate estimation of the stress state in the pile and in
the surrounding soil. Moreover, the results of presented pile test contributed to important
savings in foundation construction without the reduction of safety level.
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Abstract
The majority of construction processes are heavily based on traditional means of
communication among project participants. Hence, the success of construction projects
mostly depends on timely transfer of information and on accurate information. During the last
decade the great advance of ICT and the availability of a wide range of SW tools have
brought many changes in the construction processes. In order to establish efficient project
communication between project team and assured projects aims, today’s construction practice
uses several communication software tools e.g. project management systems, time and cost
management, 4D modelling systems, web-based service platforms, electronic meeting
systems. In the paper, the special stress will be on using a web-based project management
system, e.g. Project portal during lifetime of construction projects. Several benefits and
challenges of web-based project portal application are represented.
Keywords: construction projects, communication and information technologies, building
information modelling, Vico Software, performance measurement

Introduction
The performance of construction projects goes through many phases. It generally starts out as
an idea defined as a set of needs specified by an owner. When the idea is combined with
money, the project is born. Next, the project is developed as drawing and specifications. Then
the object is built. When it is completed, it is turned over to the owner and is occupied and
maintained. In life cycle of construction project many expert and specialists from different
sub disciplines are involved. In designing process the designers create a conceptual solution
and the participation of individuals, e.g. architects, engineers and other consultants in project
team, is needed. In a construction process the contractor builds the object with subcontractors
and suppliers while similar project team participation with team members is required. Hence,
the efficient collaboration between project participants is one of the most important functions
for project success. There is always a lead person e.g. leading designer or leading constructor.
Therefore, for complex construction projects the owner hires the construction manager to
1

assist the construction-related issues. He/she takes care for assembling of design/construction
team and its cooperation.
Communication and collaboration among designers, engineers and building contractor during
the design/construction processes depend not only on function of the expertise of the
individual experts and team working, but also on their effective cooperation. During the last
decade, design practice has changed due to globalization. To establish efficient project
collaboration between project teams, today’s construction practice uses several collaboration
and communication software tools e.g. project management systems, time and cost
management, web-based service platforms, application sharing, e-mail, electronic meeting
systems. Thus, for comprehensive managing time and costs of construction projects during
construction phase, the 4D and 5D modelling systems are used.
The great advance in using communication and information technologies (CIT) and the
availability of wide range of software tools in recent years have brought new opportunities to
manage designing/construction processes. The great advance is in timely transfer of accurate
information
within
the
project
team.
For
managing
and
coordinating
Architectural/Engineering/Construction (AEC) projects companies apply different project
portal SW application e.g. Aconex, Autodesk’s Buzzsaw, 4Project, etc. Within the
implementation of suitable project, portal companies have sought opportunity in increasing
efficiency and reducing administrative costs.
2. Significance of ICT tools during the construction process
In construction industry, the collaborative software tools with the aim to enable effective
sharing of project-related information between geographically dispersed members of a
construction project team are often developed through web-based software as a service
platform. Over the last decade emerging construction ICT has focused on computer-supported
communication such as e-mail, the web, document management systems, etc. Construction
industry has implemented these new tools while core features still emerge, and business
processes still adapt. Over the past decade there are many construction ICT researches and the
development has focused not only on individual applications or transactions, but also on the
potential for uniting all tools into a cohesive overall system through integration, building
modelling, e.g. 4D CAD systems (Fischer and Kam, 2002) or even 5D system (Popov et al,
2010) and organizational simulation (Levitt, 2008). This emerging ICT has seen some
impressive innovative use in industry but has yet to reach mainstream application.
2.1 Modelling software tools
In recent years, the designing phase of construction projects has increasingly used modelling
software, which builds up a model of the construction rather than leaving it in the form of
traditional 2D plans. When a construction model incorporates fuller information, it is called a
building information model (BIM) (Eastman et al, 2008).
There are various types of modelling software, of which the most famous are ArchiCAD
(Graphisoft), Revit (Autodesk), Tekla (Tekla Corporation), Allplan (Nemetschek) and Vico
Software (Vico Software, Inc.). The latter is the leading one in the comprehensive
management of construction projects. It allows the user to create a 3D construction model
with the basic design elements that are put together with composite materials, and thus
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provides basic information about the construction. Such a 3D construction model can be made
with the module Vico Software Constructor, and a practical example is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: 3D construction model
The lead designer, in collaboration with various experts in related fields, develops the
construction model to meet the requirements of the owner. When the thinking of the architect
and the owner has converged, the construction model is made. At this stage, the question
comes up 'How long will it take to build this?' along with the question 'What will it cost?'
These two factors, in addition to quality, are fundamental in deciding the project outcome.
With the module Vico Software Control we can add a further dimension to the basic 3D
model, bringing in the factor of time for building, and thus making a 4D construction model.
This leads to a schedule plan for the construction work, such as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Schedule plan of building construction or 4D model
If we take this 4D model one stage further and also bring in information about the anticipated
building costs, we reach the so-called 5D construction model. The main elements of the costs
are the resources used in the work, including material, machine costs and labour costs. Using
the module Vico Software Estimator, these direct costs, along with indirect costs are
calculated for a construction project. The costs for this example are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Cost of building construction or 5D model
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Such treatment of a construction project gives us a building information model with all the
necessary information for the project to be realized. Furthermore, it is possible to introduce an
example of this through using the module Vico Software 5D Presenter. A practical example is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Animation of building construction

2.2. Collaboration and communication software tool
»Collaboration is a creative process undertaken by two or more interested individuals,
sharing their collective skills, expertise, understanding and knowledge in an atmosphere of
openness, honest, trust and mutual respect, to jointly deliver the best solution that meets their
common goal.” (Wilkinson, 2005). Lang et al (2002) have defined the collaboration during
the design process as an activity in which the main task is carried out by the design team.
Chiu (2002) defines the collaborative design as an activity that requires participation of
individuals for sharing information and organizing design tasks and resources. Consequently,
development of design/construction activities depends on design/construction communication.
The effectiveness of communication changes from ability of sharing information into
decision-making and coordinating design tasks.
Successful collaboration during the design/construction processes is widely seen as a valuable
goal especially nowadays when collaboration is established between geographically
distributed, multidisciplinary teams and it is becoming standard practice in the AEC projects.
In last decades the adoptions of Collaboration Software Systems have been posited as
solutions to the poor levels of communication and information exchange between team
members.
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Hence, for interconnection of geographically distributed project participants the potentials of
mobile ICT employment seems as appropriate solutions. Effects of using such potentials are
in speeding up participate interconnection and improving their locally unlimited access to
project information systems. Serious studies of mobile computing in construction appeared
after 2000, when the review of prototype solutions rose – such as, for example, navigation
through drawings (Reinhardt and Scherer, 2000), web-based punch-list-like application
(Menzel et al., 2002), dynamic data-driven web application (Chassiakos and Sakellaropoulos,
2008) and dynamic communication environment-DyCE (Rebolj et al, 2008).
This paper addresses the effects of implementation of collaboration tools that is supported by
mobile ICT. In this point of view the implementation of web based project portal named
Autodesk Buzzsaw is applied as collaboration software tool for managing complex
construction projects during the design process.
2.3. Web based Project Portal
During the design/construction processes the enormous amount of information in various
forms are exchanged (detailed drawings, owners’ request, contract documents…). Next
significant fact during the construction processes is communication that flows among many
different people and where each has a set of experts looking at the same problem with a
different approach. Therefore, the great significance should be on timely transfer of
information and efficient communication among the design/construction project team.
Importance lies also in suitable communication and information flow between Investor/Owner
and Designer or Contractor. Effective project team communication spans the entire project
lifecycle and touches all team members. The scheme of an information flow by using project
portal is presented in figure 5.

Figure 5: Information flow by using project portal
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Applied online collaboration tool Autodesk Buzzsaw is web based project portal designed to
manage construction projects and improve project communication. It is an effective
management tool for project information while users can reduce times and increase control
and team accountability. Design team members can store and share project drawings,
documents and information in a central location. In this point of view portal represents
unified, centralized library documents and information such as: project drawings and
specifications, instructions, protocols, arrangements, contracts, etc. Furthermore, they can
access to the current project information and status anytime, from anywhere via the Internet.
All project team members get instant access to the latest project documents and designs at any
time.
Portal also defines organizational charts in order to manage the project and assure consistent
verification of all changes made in documentation. Using the project portal we can assure:

Publishing of protocols, reports and other documents on unified, centralized web-site
location;

Informing with e-mails of all team members inside of unified system, within assured
tracking of correspondence;

Publishing of project drawings, specifications and instructions along with the tracking
is assured and confirmation of contents is defined.
Documents could be published in different formats such as: all normal formats of computer
files, all Office files, PDF, DWG and DWF files. Reviewing of documentation content is
possible within the project portal without application of special SW. Thus, documentation is
always accessible to all team members if they can access to portal. DWF format also enables
inserting comment, mark-ups, discussions, verifications, saving comments and discussions
and checking dimensions in electronic drawings. Figure 6 presents possibility of mark-ups
checking in project portal Buzzsaw.

Figure 6: Markups checking in Project Portal Buzzsaw
3. Effects and barriers of using Project Portal
With the help of web based project portal online collaboration tools such as Buzzsaw,
construction projects are being managed efficiently in regards to time and expense than ever
before. With suitable and settled employment of project portal we can assure:

Suitable and up-to-date informed project team members;

Tracking of project documentation;

Up-to-date project documentation.
In addition to providing efficient managing of construction projects during
design/construction and improving project communication within using online collaboration
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tool, the project management has been improved at all levels and a new level of efficiency and
productivity has been achieved. Hence, the significant time/cost savings could be
accomplished as follows:
Time Savings:

The total time necessary for designing, managing and coordinating
design/construction processes is reduced;

Regardless their location, team members always have instant, anytime access to the
project drawings, documents and information in a central location, which thus allows
them to ascertain the most appropriate solution more swiftly and expediently;

With on-line access to common databases, intranets and the Internet, the time required
to obtain accurate and real information is diminished;

The amount of administrative work is substantially reduced;

The integration of modern mobile ICT services facilitates has influence on automation
of communication, processes and data processing.
Cost Savings:

Reduced transaction costs;

Reduced manpower costs - salaries and overtime expenses;

Reduced rental fees - lower costs for plant and equipment as well as services;

Reduced overhead expenses.
Yet, in construction practice the most problems arise from the users at implementation of
contemporary ICT concepts. Several users e.g. project team participants still don’t have
proper knowledge or investors don’t have enough strength, authority, knowledge or interest
for using suitable project portal. From the viewpoint of project viability for implementation of
project portal the price for renting portal (e.g. for Buzzsaw from 10.000 €/year) is globally
acceptable and depends on numbers of participants and size of rented space.

4. Conclusion
More than ever before, the construction industry is oriented towards the implementation of
diverse ICT solutions aimed at further facilitation of communication and information transfer.
The use of communication software tools e.g. project management systems, time and cost
management, 4D modelling systems, web-based service platforms, electronic meeting
systems within a network of project team members exhibits exceptional potential for
established efficient project communication. For comprehensive managing of construction
project regarding to time and costs we present the modelling SW tool named Vico Software
within 4D and 5D construction model. The following collaboration and communication SW
tools are represented with the aim of enabling effective sharing of project-related information
and supported by mobile devices and applications. Such technology allows geographically
distributed team members to be involved in a construction project. The presented web-based
project portal Autodesk Buzzsaw is an effective tool to help facilitate communication and
collaboration between all project team participants from their offices, as well as outside
sources, including architects, engineers, consultants, building contractor and subcontractors.
By adopting the suitable online collaboration and communication tools the project
management could be improved at all levels and a new level of efficiency could be achieved.
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Abstract
Construction has always been regulated by several rules. In this article we address the
development of these rules during the period of Austro-Hungary (1866 - 1918) until 1949
when it was first building the law applicable to the entire territory of the Slovak Republic. In
this article contain such procedures are generally governed by the construction in this period.
Keywords: construction law, construction permits, land use planning,

Introduction
As you would say “History repeat itself” – therefore this was one of the reasons why we have
immersed into the civil rights history on the territory of present Slovak Republic to find out
what awaits us in the future in this field. We will not go too deep into the history (the oldest
law is from 1886) only to the time when the authorization process was regulated by the law
that we can show at least one of similar process as is used today. Looking back into history in
the legislative process even in the future could certainly be significant benefit whether we are
talking about planning of the land usage, construction permitting or criminal terms.

1

1. General historical information

1.1. Year 1866 - 1918 Austria-Hungary

Austria-Hungary was established after lost Austro-Prussian War in 1866. Austrian empire was
transformed in 1867 by so-called Austro-Hungarian settlement into real union of two state
units (so-called dualism monarchy was created).
One of the borders in this part was the river Litava (in German Leitha) , right-hand tributary
of the Danube, thanks to which both units were given un - official names:
“Front-litavsko” (in German Cisleithanien ) (Austria, official Kingdoms and countries
represented at the imperial council)
“Over-litavsko (in German Transleithanien) (Hungary, official countries of St’Stephan
Hungarian Crown - Kingdom of Hungary)
These units were connected by hereditary ruler of Habsburg-Lotrinsk dynasty, with the joint
State Department, war and the imperial finances. Each of these units had its own parliament
(Imperial Council in Austria, Hungary concilium in Hungary).
Common authorities had indications c.a.k (Imperial and Royal) , “Front-litavian ” had
indications c.k. (Royal imperial – upon czech, not hungarian kingdom ) and Over-litavian m.k
(Hungarian king) [1]

1.2. Year 1918 - 1938 The first Czech-Slovak Republic
(pre-Munich Czech-Slovakia)

This state was created based on of Austria-Hungary ruins. Czech-Slovak independence was
declared on the 28th of October 1918 by Czech-Slovak National Committee in Prague. On the
30th of October joint signatories of the Declaration of Martin in Slovakia signed to the state
as well. In this newly created State were several ethnic groups with different historical,
political and economic traditions. Czech-Slovakia border constituted natural history (at the
time of creation of the Austrian) Crown Countries of Bohemia, Moravia and Czech Silesia,
Slovakia and Ruthenia were defined by natural border between the counties of Upperhungary and historical areas of Holic (Poland) from the north foot of the Carpathians,
southern part of the Danube, Ipeľ (until Velky Ipeľ) and the smaller part of the Tisza
(especially Ruthenia). Southern Slovakia and Ruthenia were determined by Trianon Peace
Agreements as of 1919 (entered into force in 1920) but since there wasnt a historic threshold
like in the Czech lands, negotiations were complicated and the defense of this borders had to
be repeatedly done by the military. [2]
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1.3. Year 1938 - 1939 Second Czech-Slovak Republic
(post-munich Czecho -Slovakia)

This is the traditional name of the historic part of Czech-Slovakia after the Munich
Agreement (from October 1st, 1938) or from the declaration of Slovak autonomy ( from
October 6th, 1938until the dissolution of the Czech-Slovakia on 15 March 1939. Historically
there is a link to a sharp increase of tensions in Europe and also the events that led to the
impoverishment and disintegration of Czechoslovakia. [3]

1.4. Year 1939 - 1945 First Slovak Republic (so-called
Slovak State, the official Slovak Republic)

This was public formation in the territory of present Slovakia in 1939-1945. It was the first
independent Slovak state in modern history. The official name which was adopted by the
Constitution 21st July 1939 was the Slovak Republic, until then the state was unofficially
called Slovak state (first with small s, then with big S). In socialist Czecho-Slovakia name
Slovak state was used , but for example in Encyclopedia of Slovakia or in History of the
Slovak National Uprising 1944 published by Slovak Academy of Sciences they referred to the
state as "Slovak Republic". Attribute “first” is used to distinguish it from the current (second)
Slovak Republic. This was created on the territory of current Slovakia (excluding areas that
belonged to the First Vienna arbitration in Hungary, even without small parts with belonged
to Poland) On the 14th of March 1939 following a previous interview with Hitler (after
agreement or more like warning) with Jozef Tiso and Ferdinant Durciansky on the 13 th of
March 1939 in Berlin. All together 27 states accepted this new state , including Soviet Union.
Formation of the first Slovak Republic was rated by some groups positively by some
negatively. Still it was a historic milestone.
During this period same civil statutes within the construction were still in place as mentioned
in the previous sections. [4]
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Picture no. 1 map of Austria-Hungary, year 1911 (the paragraph. No. 01.01)
Source: http://sk.wikipedia.org/wiki/S% C3% Babor: Austria_hungary_1911.jpg

Picture no. 2 Two successor states of Austria-Hungary (the paragraph. No. 1.1 and 1.2)
Source: AlphaCentauri
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Picture no. 3 Map of the First Czech-Slovak Republic (the paragraph. No. 02.01)
Source: Mariusz Pazdziora

Picture no. 4 Map of the Second Czech-Slovak Republic (the paragraph. No. 01.03)
Source: Aktron
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Picture no. 5 Map of the First Slovak Republic (the paragraph. No. 01.04)
Source: XrysD

tab. no. 1st historical development of legislation
Source: author of the article
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2. Legislation in the period from 1866 to 1940.
During the first Czech-Slovak Republic (Or pre-Munich Czech-Slovakia) upon its inception in
1918 until Munich Agreement on the 30th September 1938 or alternatively until declaration of
Slovak autonomy on 6th October 1938 on its territory were applied construction statutes
Issued under § § 21 & 22 statutory Article no. XXII/1886 of Municipalities which have been
modified and supplemented by sub-regulations.
Quote from lawful article:
III. paragraph
The rights and obligations of municipalities
§ 21 Municipalities:
decides on matters of government and creates appointment (status);
a resolution of out community leaders and representatives;
decides on the property of the municipality;
levies and collects municipal taxes;
takes care purely of general roads and other transport facilities;
takes care of general education and other similar institutions;
g) administrates the Rural Affairs, fire and police force and social affairs;
h) exercises all the rights and fulfills all legal obligations related to municipalities;
§ 22 Cities with the council but outside of the law rights referred to in § 21:
a) governed by the needs of local gendarmerie – market, mountain, construction and public
health;
b) addressing the cause of industry, disputes between reeve and their servants within the
meaning of the law;
These established the basic principles and procedures for public construction law as is
currently understood. Basic legal concepts were created and they have set the rules for
authorizing of the construction, reporting construction modifications, the control on the
implementation of construction and inspection of the completed buildings. These rules
functioned as meritorious legislation, which paid attention to these activities as well as the
technical requirements of buildings, structures and selected construction materials. Establish
rights and responsibilities of building offices and also modified the punishment for offenses
against the law. During the first Czech-Slovak Republic they started legislative work on new
nationwide building code but these were interrupted by World War II.
Construction statutes issued either municipals pursuant to § 11, Act. Art. XIV/1876 about the
public health:
quote from lawful article:
First Part
Health measures
II. paragraph
Measurements to maintain public health and the forward displacement
7

§ 11 In the construction of residential buildings there are taken into account the conditions of
public health, the rules of construction, related to new buildings, in regards of local
conditions and based on public health aspects with hearing of the Health Committee,
determines the legal authority through rules and regulations. In the cities may be allowed
living in newly built or rebuilt rooms to satisfactory inspection of medical police.
Immediate evacuation of dangerous dwellings can be officially ordered. Homes, buildings
and accessories above and below ground, which existed before the law which are not
compliant with medical conditions, will be converted by the owner after notice given from
the Office within one year taking into account the health aspects or if it was not doable its use
is forbidden and even after this they would have harmful effects through expropriation will be
disposed.
Same as the city with the right municipals (municipal cities in fact replaced the royal
boroughs units at the county level – meaning municipal cities, independent counties and some
other special municipal districts) same as principals (Counties or cities with established City
Hall). Building status issued by the City which had the municipal right had covered the
circumference of this city. Constructions institute issued by committee governed construction
law, either for all municipalities(Cities with established City Hall, large village, small village)
located in the commits district, or just for all large and small municipalities located in the or
just for all large and small municipalities located in the district commits district. In some
commits there were issued several statutes, where always one was for each individual section
commits. Building status issued by municipal was subject to the approval by the competent
minister (Home Office minister) Construction status issued by the City with of established
Municipality was subject to the approval of municipal respectively if it was an offenses this
also had to approved by the Home Office Minister.
Picture no. 6 map Slovak Committee 1918
Source: Wikipedia (Kristian slug)

Construction statutes which are valid in the current territory of the Slovak Republic and
Ruthenia, based on the revolution from 28th October 1918 (The area went to the Czechoslovak
Republic) and because of the Act. 11/1918 Coll.
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Czechoslovak National Committee on the establishment of an independent state of
Czechoslovakia became part of the Czechoslovak legal system:
Quote from the Act:
Independent Czechoslovak State came into life. To maintain the existing relationship with the
state law with the new, in order to prevent confusion
and modified and undisturbed state transition to the new life, orders on behalf of the
Czechoslovak National Committee of the executor of the nation as a state sovereignty as
follows:
Art. 1 The state form shall be assessed by the Czechoslovakian National Assembly with
understanding of the Czechoslovakian Council in Paris. The body of the unanimous will of the
nation and also its executor state sovereignty is the National Committee.
Art. 2 . 2 All existing terrestrial and imperial laws and regulations will remain valid for now.
Art. 3 All autonomous offices, state and county, Constitution State, provincial and in
particular municipal district are under the National Committee and for now they acting based
on current applicable laws and regulations.
Art. 4 Act will take effect as of today.
Art. 5 National Committee is required to carry out this Act.
These statutes come from different periods and they do not differ too much from each other
and not only in the scale and systematic, but as well as the content of standards but both
material and procedural law. Some statutes applicable especially to cities with municipals law
and for the city with City Hall contain detailed rules governing the construction law and they
interfere with the history. In reverse other statutes are limited to terse rules. Most statutes
standardize much more then technical aspects such as legal page. Even at this time same
principle was applied and that’s the right to build the land although is influenced by the
property right but permission is restricted respectively, regulated by the public law which
means that project which indicates this statute as construction is possible to action only if
competent administrative authority determined , that project is in legislation with public
statutes.
Competences in the matters of “pure construction” were in statuses modified in different
ways. A wide adjustment of the statutory competencies was modified few times by the
government of Czechoslovakia, which were due to the reforms in the administrative
organization of Slovakia and Ruthenia.
Under Law no. 125/1927 Coll. About the organization of political conduct in Slovakia and
Ruthenia were competences of building offices and government authorities to:
In I. in cities with established City Hall (in Slovakia it was Bratislava and Kosice, Ruthenia
Užhorod a Mukačevo) municipal notary office (§ 10 of the Act. No. 243/1922, § 1 of the Act.
No. 62/1925 and Act § 3. No. 125/1927 Coll.)
In II. Joint land offices (§ 5 and Art. 8 law. no. 125/1927 Coll.)
Exceptionally were special cases assigned to other departments. For example establishing of
management plan, adjustment to the width of the street, permit of parcels belongs within the
scope of urban or municipal councils which provisions are subject to approval by higher
authorities, in the matters of this kind it works as a board, offices are acting as repository in
which urban or municipal councils are acting. An important matter of the building
construction are according to the status of "special commission, which are established in
towns and villages, differently clustered (Members of the city or Municipal council,
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respectively by people commanded by prosecutor, of the official doctors and technicians
Eventually by firemen commander and representatives of the associations). To the scope of
these committees belongs the acquisition of construction documents for decisive functions of
building offices, especially examination of construction projects, building permit proceedings
investigations were done by builder and neighbors, they supervise on the proper
implementation of building and they are detecting structural condition of existing buildings.
In these cases they are carrying out building proposals. Building Commission have only the
nature of professional bodies of the building offices, decision-making power doesn’t belong
to them, building Authority is not bound by the draft of designed commission. Building office
are using term "special commission" to indicate the building Committee, authority as well as
the indication of the board of the Construction Commission as an institution. Neither
competence in matters of punishment of building construction were not done jointly. Together
brought legislative act Art. XX/1901 about simplifying administrative procedures, which
competences of provisions were contained in § 13 and they were brought into newer statuses.
Quote from the lawful article:
I. legal remedy
II. police criminal decision
§ 13 The police decision-making in criminal cases of infringement proceedings falling within
the competences of the government authorities (if not selected by the special law):
On the I. stage:
1 - in small and large towns or major
2 - in cities with an organized board entrusted with the rights of judicial office Police
captain, respectively. his representative, in the case of for the prevention of the other board
authorized for this task;
On the II. Stage:
1 - in small and large villages and towns with council arranged by “podžupan”
2 - in cities with the rights of the judiciary council offices
On the III. stage:
competent minister (Interior, Agriculture, Defense, Foreign Trade)
During the government of the Czechoslovak Republic competence of the statutory law
changes took place as a result of the above reforms in public administration and also due to
the establishment of national police authorities. Effectiveness of l aw no. 125/1927 Coll. Of
the organization of political administrations out competence in the matters of punishment of
offenses construction offices:
- In I - in cities with established City Hall, state police authorities (in Bratislava, Kosice
and Uzhorod it was police headquarters, in Mukacev it was police commissary ) in
other municipalities there were police headquarters and district offices;
- In II – Joint Land offices
In number of building statutes it was converted to precise stratification of construction
procedure in several stages (Procedure for allocation of land for building site or the
conversion of land plot to a construction plot, procedure for establishing a building line and
niveau, proceeding with construction permits) same as it is under the building code in force in
the historical lands.
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Procedural rules contained in the statutes of construction (very diverse) confessed (except the
poles of the rules changes) in some direction of change also still born. no. 8 / 1928 Coll. the
proceedings concerning the scope appropriate political authorities - to act appropriately with
regards to the proceedings on building out of municipal notary office, district offices and
provincial offices (except for criminal proceedings), and such. for all appeals to decisions of
the municipal notary office and the decision of district authorities in matters of building valid
period of 15 days is provided for in § 75 of the cited regulations and it is possible to appeal
under § 76 of the cited file with the Office of the where case was decided in the first place.
The rules of procedure contained in Reg. no. 8 / 1928 Coll. shall not apply to proceedings
conducted in the building or city matters particularly municipal council.
For criminal proceedings in matters of construction law statutes paying Hungary Criminal
Police Procedure (born former. Uh. Min. No interior. RT No. 65000/1909. 136/1909).
Not all statutes contain provisions on plots dividing, respectively conversion of land plot for
construction, the obligation to refer the village hold sharer a free area needed to create the
street. Nor are contained in all statutes, regulations and drawing up and approval of regulatory
plans, the obligations of the landowner to take over the village (for compensation) a surface
view of the maintenance building line.
Bratislava city status, unlike some other statutes construction division of land reserved for
construction sites and determine the building line to a special procedure that must be made
before submitting a request for permission to build. In this procedure neighbours parcels are
concerned party. The building authority can oblige the builder to include some free time stop
part of the parcel under the sanction, otherwise this part of the plot or into community
property. Landowners have no right to neighbouring land parcelling, where the time allowed,
not to his advantage as. Essential it is for the municipality the right to determine the
regulatory plan that includes setting up layout of streets and public spaces, touching the
interests of the community as a master and the owner of a public good. The village is
legitimized to complain to the verdict of Appeal bench, which was contrary to the statement I
stool expressed that the developer is not bound by the future, yet finally disapproved
regulatory line. Until authorizing the new management plan applies to the old building
authority binding regulatory plan, and ther can not be hindered by regulatory building office
plan, which is only intended respectively. proposed but not approved yet.
Construction statutes have different rules about which buildings need planning permission.
For example, some statutes are building requiring authorization exhaustively calculated (new
buildings, alterations, repair material) that moths have an impact on the interests and rights of
neighbours, the stability of the building, fire safety etc. Building a smaller scale by some
statutes do not require permission, but had to be communicated to the building authority.
Building Authority in its decision to grant planning permission examined whether the project
is not contrary to public regulation in terms of protecting public interests in the police
building. In the interests of public construction statutes marked especially public safety, fire
safety, public health, possibly aesthetic interests of the city. But the village itself is not
legitimized to defend the interests of the aesthetics of the village, respectively.
this interest is not elevated to a subjective right of the village. Proceedings of the Parties to
grant planning permission be initiated upon written (sometimes oral) application developer,
properly instructed and supported by a particular building plans and descriptions. The request
is usually held local commission inquiry which conducted a special body - the Building
Committee with the participation of neighbours, builder, or other stakeholders (eg
representatives of the authorities managing public roads, railways, etc..) Experts and the
person can to carry out the construction. Procedural rules of the statutes, contemplate
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neighbours do not apply to the owner respectively. co-owner of the land on which the project
is done. Owner respectively.
co-owner of the land or its ownership can be. co-ownership to defend against unauthorized
builder at any time before civil courts. Renter room in the building on which construction not
changed by the party concerned in the proceedings for a building permit. Neighbours have the
opportunity to object in particular that the project contradicts their private rights. The
application of public interest are neighbours only if negligent legitimation of these concerns
and also their own sphere of interest, so a breach of public interest Involve also a violation of
their individual interest recognized by individual civil status law for the public right
neighbourhood. Neighbour is not entitled to the benefit of an effective opposition of Verena
transport. The village is not entitled to appeal the decision on the application for planning
permission if the claim that there is a breach of their right neighbourhood or rights pertaining
to the trustee as a public good. Concentration principle controlling procedure according to
consensus building in order expression did not reach the historic building in all statutes. In
some it is established that the neighbours have their objections under the effects of timebarred in the present investigations by the local building committee. Under some statutes are
neighbours of an objection under the effects of time-barred, either present in the said local
investigations or at least within a specified period after construction administration. The
consequences of being time-barred to be under some statutes expressly warned the neighbours
to attend the local inquiry. In some statutes stipulated that neighbours have the right to
exercise its opposition even if the conduct on the spot absent. Building Commission is obliged
to content objections raised by neighbours in her local investigations carried out to ensure
protocol and try to deal with the objections by agreement. Building Commission shall forward
the file along with the proposed building authority that is authorized by several statutes
respectively. required to make through their bodies for the new local inquiry. Building
Authority on the basis of investigations conducted by the local building committee
respectively. also on the basis of a new investigation, conducted by its authorities decide
whether to grant planning permission, and decide on objections of public neighbours. In
contrast, there is essentially building authority entitled to decide on the objections of private
neighbours. Only exceptionally, some statutes provided that the Building Authority may grant
permission for the construction of bet, which affects private rights, if a neighbour is serviced
said Prince or other official documents and evidence entered. Under some statutes the
building authority when not assessed to the project as abusive in terms of public interest and
there is no public opposition to the project's neighbours, to grant planning permission, while
private neighbours object to refer to the trial. In other construction statutes provide that a
private building office objections made to the trial and at the same time imperative to
determine the period in which the opposition party applying to present evidence of the
building authority to refer matters to civil court. If a party fails to comply with the Building
Authority will decide the period for a building permit regardless of the opposition. In other
statutes were determined that the private object, it can be shown to the trial, however, a
building permit can not decide if it is a private dispute finally ended. In other statutes the
provision that if builder uses granted planning permission despite the fact that they were
against the project raised objections private, dependent on the final trial before the end of the
dispute, does so at their own risk. Some of the Statute occurred provision that the
administration has in the event that raised private objection dependent on trial, expressly
decide whether the possible construction began, somewhere in the decision to stop the
construction in these cases, the court reserved.
Building permits are granted special authorities in I. faeces. Suspension úrad high stool to
examine planning permission granted by the Office I. faeces only within the legitimisation of
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the appeal, but they will not intervene in the supervisory power. The extraordinary change
stool entitled Appeal says I. stand against the appellant referred to § 81, para. 2 of the Act.
Reg. no. 8 / 1928 Coll. the proceedings concerning in the scope of belonging political offices
- administrative proceedings. Building permit expires if the construction did not begin until
some time (in the statutes of the period be appointing different) the validity of building
permits.
Supervision of works carried out on drawing up rules for building Commission, which
oversaw mainly to the construction was done according to building permits respectively.
according to plans approved for granting planning permission and to carry out the
construction of a person who is entitled to under the relevant rules of trade law.
Construction statutes also have different regulations on the construction process of approval
and granted the permission to be in certain buildings (especially in residential buildings).
If the process of approval is found that the structure, respectively. Parts of it were made under
or building permits. according to approved building plans, according to some statutes can bet
the proposal to the Office Building Commission ordered the removal of buildings where the
builder fails to recover the additional approval of deviations from the approved drawings
respectively. additional building permits. In a number of statutes also contained provisions
that the building office may order the correction and after the event and demolished buildings,
which are in dilapidated condition threatening the security of life and property, but also the
regulations of the statutes are very diverse.
Construction statutes have very different regulations on the punishment for offenses builders.
Some statuses calculated by acts or omissions of facts constitute violations punishable by civil
status, other statuses establish that the offense committed by the police who bypass the
measures and procedures provided for in certain sections of the Statute. The statutes are also
crime rates. The rules in the Statute provides that the punishment takes place under a statute
unless it can be punished under §§ 117, 119, 124 and 125 of Act. Art. XL/1879 of the Laws of
the Hungarian criminal law for misdemeanours.
quote from that article lawful:
The first part
IX. Part - Article
Offences against public health and the health of the individual against
§ 117 of who violates the rules issued in terms of safety in the construction, repair or
demolition to a building or the construction and dismantling of
scaffolding will be fined close to a month and a fine up to two hundred forints.
The same penalty that the person who hit their crumbling building on the instructions will not
destroy at the specified time or pursuant to instructions of the
authorities and can not be repaired until fails to measure in terms of safety of the life.
§ 119 will be fined up to fifty forints a person who in another city or town:
3. is restricting the free traffic or is limiting by violation of the rules on the street or is storing
on the square or is storing goods, barrels, boxes, fuel or timber or other materials in greater
volume, or
4. in the case that is allowed to store these goods and doesn’t put warning signs
5. these warning signs will bear down or takes away, if this is lamp it will switch off
6. in the case of an imposition of these objects will not take them away in time given by the
office
13
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Abstract
Quality control and safety represent increasingly important concerns for project managers.
Defects or failures in constructed facilities can result in very large costs. Even with minor
defects, re-construction may be required and facility operations impaired. Increased costs
and delays are the result. In the worst case, failures may cause personal injuries or fatalities.
Good project managers try to ensure that the job is done right the first time and that no major
accidents occur on the project. Safety during the construction project is also influenced in
large part by decisions made during the planning and design process. Some designs or
construction plans are inherently difficult and dangerous to implement, whereas other,
comparable plans may considerably reduce the possibility of accidents. Beyond design
decisions, safety largely depends upon education, vigilance and cooperation during the
construction process. Workers should be constantly alert to the possibilities of accidents and
avoid taken unnecessary risks. In our contribution will be analyzed the issue of hazards and
risks in construction company, their monitoring and assessment.

Keywords: health and safety, management, risk, construction

Introduction
A valuable part of a health and safety program in a construction company is an effective
method or system of identifying and controlling hazards in the workplace. A workplace
hazard can be any activity, condition or substance that has the potential to harm a worker.
Hazards are generally divided into two categories: safety hazards and; health hazards.
Tasks that expose workers to a high degree of personal risk require special planning. For these
tasks, management, Health and Safety Representative, and affected workers in the
construction company as applicable, should complete a job or task hazard analysis. The
analysis and precautions to control or reduce the hazard must be communicated to workers
prior to performing the tasks.

2. Requirements
2.1. Hazards
Many different hazards may be encountered or created by construction activity. An effective
system:





Monitors the workplace for hazards or potential hazards
Requires all employees to report hazards
Implements appropriate controls
Ensures corrective action is taken

Many different hazards may be encountered or created by construction activity. Typical major
risks that should be addressed include:
When developing a hazard analysis program, remember that workers are a valuable source of
information about hazards in the workplace. Encourage timely reporting, document hazards
and monitor controls for effectiveness.












Falls
Reversing vehicles and equipment
Working around mobile equipment
Overhead power line contact
Trench collapse
Working in confined spaces
Working with toxic materials (eg. asbestos, lead)
Manual material handling
Housekeeping
Use of power tools
Electrical hazards

2.2. Rules
Companies often develop a set of rules specific to their operations and sector. These rules
normally reflect legislative requirements such as mandatory training and the use of personal
protective equipment, such as fall arrest systems.
Many companies however, go beyond the requirements of the law and develop additional
rules, such as mandatory eye protection and worker orientation. Hazard, accident and injury
reporting procedures could also form part of the company rules. Other rules could address
such items as the company non-conformance/disciplinary procedure, smoking in the
workplace, alcohol and other drugs, horseplay, use of defective tools or equipment, etc.
Companies should establish rules to govern the conduct and actions of their employees. These
rules should leave no room for discretion and argument. The rules must be enforced and
action should be taken every time a rule is violated. Since safety programs already contain the
assignment of responsibilities and safe work practices/procedures, rules should be kept to a
minimum.

General rules – examples










All accidents must be reported immediately to your supervisor/foreman, and prior to
leaving the workplace.
All workers must have proof of training indicating that they are trained in health and
safety program.
Workers must wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) when and where
required.
Workers must perform all work following safe work practices and safe job procedures.
Workers must maintain good housekeeping.
No fighting or horseplay is permitted at the workplace.
No theft or vandalism will be tolerated at the workplace.
No possession or consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs is permitted while at the
workplace.
Workers are not permitted to arrive or remain at work if their ability to perform the job
safely is impaired.

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is the last line of defense for protecting workers. Health
and safety hazards should be eliminated at the source (if possible) through engineering
controls.
2.3. Risk assessment and risk reducing methods

tab. 1 The flow of the risk-reducing method specified by ISO12100

The area enclosed by a broken line corresponds to the risk assessment specified by ISO14121.
The risk assessment steps (1 to 4) are explained as follows:
1. Specify the specifications of the target machine
Limit the specifications of the target machine. In other words, limit the machine usage,
installation environment, and time.
2. Identify the sources of hazard
Identify the sources of hazard specified by ISO12100-1 within the scope specified in step 1
3. Estimate the risk.
After the sources of hazard are identified, estimate the risk by determining risk factors for
each source of hazard risk factor can be determined from the combination of the level of
injury (severity) and the probability of occurrence.
4. Evaluate the risk
Evaluate the necessity of risk reduction and the achievement of safety for the risk estimated in
step 3. If risk reduction is necessary, take concrete risk-reducing measures.
The second line of defense should involve intervention along the path, that is, adjustment of
the work procedure itself and/or the introduction of PPE to minimize the exposure of workers
to occupational health or safety hazards. The implementation of safe work practices and safe
job procedures should also include the proper selections care and use of PPE.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is widely used in construction because the hazards
cannot be effectively controlled by using engineering or administrative controls. An example
of an engineering controls is designing the job/task/tool to eliminate the risk. An example of
an administrative control is posting signs to restrict access to an area.
Companies should have clear requirements regarding the provision and use of PPE. These
requirements should be effectively communicated to all affected employees. The company
should have a program in place to ensure that the requirements are being met.
Most construction companies have basic requirements for PPE. For example, all persons on
site should be required to wear:





Safety Footwear
Hard Hat/Helmet
Safety Glasses
Specialized requirements

Additional PPE or specialized PPE is often required. In some cases specialized PPE requires
specific training as well as regular maintenance and inspection. This may include:








Safety Vests
Face Shields
Goggles
Gloves
Respiratory Protection
Safety Harnesses
Hearing Protection

2.4. Inspections
Inspecting construction sites to ensure that appropriate controls are in place is another key
element of an effective health and safety program. Informal inspections should be done by all
supervisors whenever they are out on site. Formal documented inspections must be done
weekly by supervisors and monthly by health and safety representatives or Joint Health and
Safety Committee members.
Even where inspections are not legally required, a well-managed inspection program can help
to identify problems and assess risks before accidents or injuries occur. A proper inspection
program can:
1.
2.
3.
4.

identify potential problems.
identify deficiencies in equipment and/or machinery.
assess and determine the degree of compliance.
demonstrate management support for the health and safety program.

The range of things to inspect can vary, depending on the kind of construction activity
undertaken by the company. The person/people conducting the inspection should be
knowledgeable about the kinds of hazards that may be present and the legal requirements that
apply as well as the requirements of the company's health and safety program.
Any health and safety deficiencies identified during the inspection should be noted and
corrective action should be taken. Follow up to see that the corrective action has been taken
and that the hazard has been effectively dealt with. Where inspections are being done by the
company's health and safety coordinator/director or the site health and safety representative,
the site supervisor should normally accompany them so that any corrective action needed can
be implemented as soon as possible.
The results of the inspections should be effectively communicated to the appropriate
supervisor(s) and a copy should be kept on file on site and also forwarded to the company's
head office for review and retention.
The company's program should address the following points:







frequency of inspections
who conducts the inspection
use of inspection checklists
communication of inspection results
follow up on corrective actions required
retention/forwarding of inspection reports

Inspection checklist should contain:
- On site there is published the OHS policy for all staff and these following preventive
activities:
 All construction workers are actively involved in identifying hazards (register) and
determining the security risks
 On the site are applicable only valid legislative documents on safety and fire
protection, which guarantees safety techniques and fire protection























On the construction must be placed a Traumatology Plan, which includes information
on first aid for various types of injuries.
On the construction there must be placed construction kit containing, in accordance
with the Traumatology Plan
On-site there must be a person/people who are professionally trained to provide first
aid for various types of injuries.
All construction workers have undergone a medical examination carried out by
occupational medical service.
All workers on site must pass health and safety training held by safety ands fire
protection technician .
All workers (contractor and suppliers) must use protective personal, safety and
working equipment (PPE) prescribed for a particular type of work. This task will be
carried out daily by site manager and in breach of this obligation will be drawn
financial penalty and disciplinary proceedings
All construction site visitors (inspection and supervisory authorities, students on
excursions) must be before entering the site knowledgable of OSH safety and have
the basic personal protective equipment – vests and helmets.
On the construction site it is forbidden to smoke and drink alcoholic beverages.
Site manager, foremen and project construction processes must comply with security
measures resulting from the construction safety and health plan prepared in
accordance with current legislation
Site managers, foremen and contractors must meet health and safety performance
indicators and targets which are set the construction due to valid legislative.
Site managers have to make in monthly intervals records into the control and test plan.
In case of an accident at work, site manager has to secure first aid immediately and
inform the boss, medical services, firefighters and police about threats and in
cooperation with security technicians take a corrective action
The construction site is properly and securely fenced, so it is not accessible to
unauthorized people and to adequately protect the assets of the organization
Coordinator of OSH in terms of valid legislation must be named for each building.
Alcohol testers are calibrated.
According to fire protection instructions, at all locations must be are placed suitable
fire extinguishers and construction manager in collaboration with fire protection
technician have to examine the validity of their review.
Consistently keep attendance records of all safety and fire prevention
training activities.
Shelves capacity in storages must be indicated and may not be exceeded.
In case of fire an evacuation plan and person trained in fire protection must be present
on site. In case of fire, firefighters, boss and health service are immediately informed.
At construction site- in the office of construction manager and also must be posted on
a conspicuous place significant numbers to ensure the safety and fire prevention (boss,
police, health services, firemen, etc.).

All organizations need a practical emergency plan to minimize injuries and property damage
that may result from accidents and emergencies, including personal injuries, fire, explosion,
toxic chemical spills, gas leaks and natural disasters. Emergency plans are based on the best
available information about possible emergencies and their potential for personal injury and
property damage. This information serves as the basis for drafting procedures, assigning
responsibilities, acquiring necessary equipment, and providing the training needed to respond
effectively and quickly to any emergency.

Planning for emergencies must begin before any work commences on the project. A quick
and efficient response to an emergency will:






prevent the present situation from getting worse
protect workers and the public from further danger and injury
provide first aid to injured workers
protect material and equipment from further damage
isolate and secure the area to ensure that nothing is disturbed.

2.5. Emergency response plan
The following items should be addressed when preparing your emergency response plan:








hazard identification/assessment
emergency resources
communication system
administration of plan
emergency response procedure
communication of procedure
debriefing and post-traumatic stress procedure

Regarding the other key points, the company's emergency plan should identify
responsibilities, and any special training requirements.
Emergency response plan should contain documents to help companies prepare for site
emergencies. These include emergency response steps and a checklist to identify the resources
required on sites. It is important to note that all sites are different so site specific plans must
be established.
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Abstract
Bulk density and moisture content are factors that significantly affect the thermal conductivity
and other thermo-technical characteristics of aerated autoclaved concrete (AAC). This article
shows the results of measurements of thermal conductivity of AAC (based on fly ash) at
different bulk density and variable moisture content of the material. The ISOMET 2104, a
portable measuring device was used in this experiment. Acquired results demonstrate
dependence of thermal conductivity of AAC on bulk density and moisture content. The
reliability and accuracy of the method of measuring was also shown.
Key words:

aerated autoclaved concrete, thermal conductivity, bulk density, moisture
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Introduction
The thermal conductivity coefficient λ belongs to basic thermo-technical parameters of
building materials, including aerated autoclaved concrete (AAC) [1,2,3]. The manufacturers
of building materials indicate the value of λ usually defined on dried material. In praxis,
however, the materials always have a certain moisture content which causes impairment of its
thermo-technical properties. Therefore it is important to know the value of λ at different
moisture content. Stationary measurement methods (characterized by long-term thermal stress
of tested sample) do not allow to measure the λ of materials containing moisture. On the other
hand, there are also other methods (e.g. hot wire method) that enable measuring λ on
materials with relatively higher moisture content. This method is also used in the "ISOMET"
device which was used in this study.
The issue of the effect of bulk density of AAC on coefficient λ is quite adequately processed
in scientific literature. According to many authors [4,5], the relationship between bulk density
and λ is nonlinear. In other words, the thermal conductivity of a material remarkably increases
with increasing value of bulk density of the material. At higher bulk densities, the curvature
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of the function is very small and at certain relatively narrow interval of bulk densities, this
relation can be considered to be linear.
There is less information about the exact effect of moisture content on the coefficient of
thermal conductivity λ. Even though the influence of moisture content on λ is widely known,
literary information is often limited only to general definition of this relation, without specific
numerical data or mathematical functional relationships.
Generally, the coefficient λ increases with increasing moisture content. Some authors report
that this function is also nonlinear. However, it is often simplified to linear [6,7].
The paper presents results acquired by measurements of thermal conductivity coefficient λ of
AAC at various bulk density and moisture content, made by ISOMET 2104 device. The goal
of experiment was to gain dependencies of thermal conductivity coefficient λ from moisture
content at different bulk density of fly-ash AAC.
The article came to existence on the base of research results of project VEGA Nr. 1/0472/11
with name: „Correlative relations among characteristics of aerated autoclaved concrete and
their use in process of quality management in constructions.“
Used material and modification of samples
The fly-ash AAC produced by PORFIX, Inc. Zemianske Kostoľany was the subject of the
measurement. The producer prepared samples of AAC with various bulk density - 479, 517,
559 and 614 kg/m3 in a dry state. Samples had cube shape of 100 mm edge. The material
moisture content was modified before the measurement. Needed amount of water was
calculated for mass moisture content of 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 %. Consequently, calculated
amount of water was applied on the sample surfaces and let to penetrate into the sample. Each
test sample was then packed in sealable PE bag and stored in sealing PE box for 2 weeks to
obtain homogeneous moisture distribution in the sample. After that, thermal characteristics of
samples were measured. Just prior to the measurement and after the measurement, the real
moisture content of samples was checked by gravimetric method. Basic characteristics of
used AAC are shown in table 1.
Table 1 Basic characteristics of used AAC
-3
Bulk density in dry state ρv
[kg.m ]
Compressive strength Rc
[MPa]

479

517

559

614

2,76

3,65

4,04

5,14

Measurement methods
Measuring of thermal parameters was made by ISOMET 2104 with superficial sensor. It is a
portable device for measurement of thermal conductivity coefficient, specific volume thermal
capacity, thermal diffusivity, and the temperatures of isotropic materials by changeable needle
and superficial sensors. It applies a dynamic method which allows to reduce measure time to
10-16 minutes.
The measurement itself is based on analysis of thermal response of examined material to the
impulses of thermal flow. Thermal flow is induced by Joul losses on resistance wire in sensor,
which is in direct thermal contact with tested sample. The quantification of thermal
conductivity coefficient and coefficient of specific volume thermal capacity is based on
evaluation of periodically sampled temperature records as time function. Wide measure range
of device allows to test various materials with different mechanical characteristics.
The superficial sensor, intended for hard and solid materials, was used by measuring of
thermal characteristics of AAC. This type of sensor requires surface diameter at least 60 mm.
Tested samples surface has to be modified to secure good thermal contact with sensor.
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Figure 1 ISOMET 2104 with superficial sensor
Table 2 Thermal characteristics of AAC
Bulk density in dry
state ρv
[kg/m3]

479

517

559

614

Mass
moisture
content
Vhm [%]
0%
5%
10%
20%
0%
5%
10%
20%
0%
5%
10%
20%
0%
5%
10%
20%

Thermal
conductivity
coefficient λ
[W/m.K]
0,090
0,107
0,136
0,205
0,098
0,121
0,145
0,227
0,117
0,136
0,164
0,217
0,122
0,148
0,172
0,237

Specific volume
thermal capacity
c.ρ [J/m3.K]
4,54 . 105
5,75 . 105
7,54 . 105
10,82 . 105
4,75 . 105
6,19 . 105
7,41 . 105
11,54 . 105
5,82 . 105
7,39 . 105
9,06 . 105
12,60 . 105
6,20 . 105
7,95 . 105
9,61 . 105
12,72 . 105

Thermal
diffusivity
a [m2/s]
1,91 . 10-7
1,87 . 10-7
1,80 . 10-7
1,90 . 10-7
2,06 . 10-7
1,86 . 10-7
1,89 . 10-7
1,98 . 10-7
2,01 . 10-7
1,75 . 10-7
1,81 . 10-7
1,73 . 10-7
1,90 . 10-7
1,86 . 10-7
1,81 . 10-7
1,88 . 10-7

Test results
The results of measurements of thermo-technical characteristics of AAC are shown in table 2.
The dependency of the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ on moisture content is
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λ[W/m.K]

graphically shown in figure 2. The dependency of the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ on
bulk density is shown in figure 3.
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Equations of correlation curves
 λ = 0,00010Vhm2+ 0,004Vhm + 0,1215;
▲ λ = 0,00009Vhm2+ 0,004Vhm + 0,1102;
 λ = 0,00007Vhm2+ 0,004Vhm + 0,0975;
 λ = 0,00007Vhm2+ 0,004Vhm + 0,0880;

R2=0,999
R2=0,9964
R2=0,999
R2=0,9995

bulk density 614 kg/m3
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bulk density 517 kg/m3
bulk density 479 kg/m3
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Figure 2 The relation between the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ and mass moisture
content Vhm of AAC at different bulk densities.
Evaluation of the results
The results of the measurements proved dominant effect of moisture content on the
coefficient of thermal conductivity of AAC. The value of λ increased rapidly as the moisture
content of the material increased. For example, dried AAC with bulk density of 479 kg/m3
showed the value of λ approximately of 0.09 W/m.K. At 5% moisture content of the material,
the value of λ was equal to 0.11W/m.K, at 10% moisture content λ=0.14W/m.K, at 30%
moisture content λ=0.27W/m.K. AAC with higher bulk densities showed similar tendency. It
is documented in figure 2.
The relation between the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ and moisture content is
nonlinear. Quadratic function, which most accurately copied measured values, was proved to
be the most suitable function. However, the curvature of these functional relations is
relatively small - close to linear function. The equations of correlation curves are shown in
figure 2.
These results correspond with literary information. Various authors [1,2,3,6,7] indicate linear
relation between thermal conductivity and moisture content of the material. However, studies
with nonlinear relations are also published [4,5]. Obtained results confirm that the relation is
slightly nonlinear and we can consider it to be linear at certain, relatively narrow, interval of
moisture content.
The influence of bulk density on thermal conductivity of AAC is also significant. The factor
of thermal conductivity remarkably increased when the bulk density increased. For example,
4

the AAC in dried condition with bulk density of 479 kg/m3 showed λ=0.09 W/m.K. The AAC
with bulk density of 517 kg/m3 had λ=0.1 W/m.K, the λ was equal to 0.11 W/m.K at 559
kg/m3, and at 614 kg/m3 the λ=0.12 W/m.K. These differences became greater when moisture
content increased.
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Figure 3 The relationship between the thermal conductivity and bulk density of AAC (in dried
state) at different levels of moisture content.
According to the literature [1,2,3,6,7], the relation between bulk density and thermal
conductivity is nonlinear. However, this tendency is clearly indicated only in wide enough
spectrum of bulk densities, while the greater curvature is in the area of smaller bulk densities.
The results presented in figure 3 document only very slight curvature of functional relation.
They can be considered linear in given interval of bulk densities of AAC. Various authors
wrote about this relation [4,5].
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Moisture content of AAC also remarkably influenced its volume thermal capacity (table 2).
As the moisture content increased, the values of volume thermal capacity also increased. We
can allege that the results (volume thermal capacity) correspond with the coefficient of
thermal conductivity results. Both of these characteristics are highly dependent on the degree
of saturation of pores by water (moisture content). Since water is much better conductor of
heat than air and also has much higher thermal capacity, the values of given characteristics
increased with increasing of moisture content, as expected.
Conclusions
Achieved results show the effect of bulk density and moisture content on the basic thermotechnical properties of aerated autoclaved concrete. Significant negative effect of moisture
content on the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ was confirmed.
The results enable to establish the functional dependencies between coefficient of thermal
conductivity and moisture content of AAC.
Device ISOMET 2104 allows to measure the value of the coefficient λ even at high moisture
content of materials. Other methods, e.g. hot plate method does not allow such measurements.
This ability of the device along with the simplicity of measurement creates premises for mass
usage of the device as in scientific research as in everyday practice.
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Abstract
The department of Civil Engineering at the Polytechnic of Zagreb has always tried to prepare
the students in the best possible way for the future experiences and problems which they may
expect in the processes of building civil engineering constructions.
One of the frequent problems that the civil engineering experts have to deal with, during the
planning of the building process, is to define the scope of construction pit excavation. The
most common method to solve this problem is to use the so-called elevational projection. The
elevational projection is studied in the courses „Descriptive geometry in Civil Engineering I“
and „Descriptive geometry in Civil Engineering II“, and its application in the courses
„Construction organisation“, and „Construction site organisation“.
The aim of this paper is to show the possibilities of applying the elevational projection in
defining the scope of construction pit excavation. We will try to show the implementation of
the elevational projection into the teaching process on the professional study of Civil
engineering at the Polytechnic of Zagreb. In the end we will also try to give a possible method
for students, on how to define the scope depending on the specific conditions and limitations
(i.e. building plans, soil type, surrounding buildings, etc.).
Keywords: Construction pit excavation, elevational projection, teaching process
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Introduction

In most cases of new building construction, there is a need for some kind of construction pit
excavation. The approximate amount of material excavated is calculated in the making of
building designs. This amount is based on various known facts and assumptions. The facts
which are known at this early stage are terrain configuration, building dimensions, type of
soil, neighbouring objects, construction and safety regulations, etc. The assumptions that are
known are associated with the specific contractor company which will perform the building
construction. These assumptions are primarily construction methods and technologies used, or
available company resources like machines and available experts. To successfully perform the
needed excavations it is necessary to take all of these things into account.

Because the planning of construction pit excavation works is a complex process, in this paper
we will try to address it from a more simplified aspect, which is more comprehensible to
students with no or some experience in these kinds of works. Planning of construction pit
excavation works is taught to students at the Polytechnic of Zagreb in the courses
„Construction organisation“, and „Construction site organisation“ during the fifth semester of
the professional study programme of Civil engineering. To better accept the knowledge given
in this courses, students have to apply the knowledge about the elevational projection from
the first and second semester courses „Descriptive geometry in Civil Engineering I“ and
„Descriptive geometry in Civil Engineering II”.
2

Elevational projection on the professional study programme

2.1. Introduction
Elevational projection is a method in which we depict objects using only their orthogonal
projection on a plane and their contour lines, similar to the projection of terrains on maps.
2.2. Point
We take an imaginary plane, assume that it is horizontal and on a mean sea level and say that
this plane and all its points have an elevation 0. This plane is called the projection plane. For
any point in space, we take an orthogonal projection to this plane and call this projection the
ground plan of the point. Every point in space has the unique ground plan, but the converse is
not true. Namely, only from the ground plan of a point, we cannot be sure about the exact
position of this point in the space. So we measure the distance (preferably in meters) from this
point to the projection plane and we call this distance the elevation of the point (fig. 1). The
elevation is positive if the point is above the projection plane and negative if the point is
under the projection plane. The method of orthogonal projection where the point in space is
represented by its ground plan and its elevation is called the elevational projection.
A
Height – 3 meters

A'(3)
P0

Figure 1. – a point

2.3. Lines and planes
To project a straight line, it is enough that we project two of its points, both given by their
ground plans and elevations (fig. 2).
p

A

B
A'(3)
P0

B'(1,5)

p'

Figure 2. – a line
We show a projection of a plane in such a way that we project at least two of its special
straight lines called the contour lines. Contour lines of a plane are the straight lines in this
plane which are parallel to the projection plane. We may think of them as being the
intersections of a plane with horizontal planes called level – planes (being horizontal, it is
clear that the level – planes are parallel to our projection plane). All the points on a contour
line of a plane have the same elevation (fig. 3).
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Figure 3. – a plane
2.4. Line that lies in a plane
Given a straight line p and a plane P, how do we recognize in the elevational projection if this
straight line lies in the plane? This is true if the points of the straight line lay on the contour
lines of the plane with the respective elevations, i.e. for example, the point A of the straight
line with the elevation 1 lies on the contour line 1 of the plane etc. (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. – a line that lies in a plane
2.5. Intersection of two planes
One of the basic tasks that we teach the students is how to draw the intersection of two planes.
It is well known that the intersection of two planes is generally one straight line which we call
the intersection line of two planes. It is the straight line that lies in both planes. So if we are
looking for the intersection line of two planes, it is clear that, for example, the point of the
straight line with the elevation 1 lies on the contour lines 1 of the both planes etc. We show
this in Figure 5 and how does it look like in the elevational projection in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. – intersection of two planes
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Figure 6. – intersection of two planes in elevational projection

2.6. Intersection of a terrain and a plane
Another basic task is: A terrain is usually not a perfect plane, but is represented with a
topographic map which shows its contour lines. How do we draw its intersection with a
plane? It’s similar to finding the intersection of two planes, just searching for the intersections
of the contour lines on the map and contour lines of the plane having the same elevation (fig.
7).

Figure 7. – intersection of a plane and a terrain in elevational projection
2.7. Refinement on straight lines
As explained before, the elevation of a point is the distance (preferably in meters) from this
point to the projection plane. Until now, we have depicted elevations as integers, but
sometimes we have to be more precise and need points with decimal elevation. For example,
if we need a refinement on the straight line p, we have to find its actual spatial dimension and
calculate in the scale of the picture, and the elevation of the point that we are looking for (fig.
8).
7m

6,4m
0,4m

6m
p

1m

Figure 8. – refinement on the straight line p

2.8. Cones and other geometrical structures
Geometrical structures such as spheres, cones or cylinders can also be depicted in elevational
projection, but for the purpose of displaying the construction pit excavation works we will
explain only the display of cones. We consider the cone having the axis perpendicular to our
projection plane and the vertex heading down or up. The contour lines of such cones are
circles and they are parallel to the projection plane, and for that reason it is rather easy to
depict these cones in elevational projection (fig. 9). If a cone does not have its axis
perpendicular to the projection plane, the contour lines could be lines, ellipses, parabolas or
hyperbolas, and that would be very hard to depict. Fortunately, the presentation of cones with
their axis perpendicular to the projection plane is sufficient for the task of depicting
construction pit excavation works.

1

2

3

3

2

1

Figure 9. – cone with its vertex pointing down (left) and vertex pointing up (right)
Other than the standard geometrical structures, there are only a few specific surfaces needed
for the presentation of construction pit excavation works. These are some types of spiral
surfaces and quadric surfaces, but their use is very rare and is not needed for the purpose of
this paper.
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Construction pit excavation works on the professional study programme

3.1. Introduction
Every construction pit excavation is a unique problem with a unique solution. The teaching
process is conceptualized in a way that the students learn on a series of examples ranging
from simple to complex. Regardless of the type of construction pit excavation, the solving
process always has these steps: (1) building plan analysis; (2) analyse additional data and
information; (3) on that basis determine the scope of construction pit excavation works.
3.2. Building plan analysis
Before anything can be done it is necessary to analyse the building plans. Analysing the
building plans can help determine the shape and depth of the construction pit bottom, or
whether the excavation will be done in one or more phases, or if there are any special features
required.
In complex cases, it is almost always necessary to excavate the pit in phases, especially if the
depth of the excavation is too large to be done entirely from ground level. That depends

mostly on the type of machinery used, and in such cases one must anticipate all of the
necessary requirements, for example ramps for trucks.
3.3. Additional data and information
There is various additional information and data for the defining of construction pit
excavation scope. The most important ones are: (1) type of soil; (2) terrain configuration; (3)
size and shape of the construction site; (4) existing objects – buildings, roads, trees; (5) new
and temporary objects – buildings, roads.
3.3.1. Type of soil
The type of soil determines several things, and the most important one for the defining of
construction pit excavation is the slope gradient. If the material is loose (i.e. gravel, sand,
etc.), the slope gradient is 45 degrees or less (measured between the horizontal plane and
slope plane). If the material is firm and strong (i.e. various types of rocks, or soil which
contains parts of clay, etc.) the slope gradient is 45 degrees or more. The exact slope gradient
which is safe from caving in must be determined with geological surveys.
3.3.2. Terrain configuration
Terrain configuration determines the shape and depth of the excavation pit. If the terrain is
horizontal it does not affect the excavation much, but if it is sloped, then it mainly affects the
depth of the excavation pit.
3.3.3. Size and shape of the construction site
The size and shape of the construction site affects primarily the excavation pit size. If, for
example the edge of the construction site is too near to the new object, it could be necessary
to modify the slope gradient of the construction pit, or if needed to completely or partially
replace the slope of the construction pit with a protective barrier (reinforced concrete walls,
etc.).
3.3.4. Objects – existing, new or temporary
Any object, new or existing, neighbouring or on site, temporary or permanent must be taken
into consideration when defining the scope of construction pit excavation. For example if any
object is too near to the edge of the excavation pit (i.e. temporary roads, existing neighbouring
objects, cranes, etc.) then one must take necessary precautions to prevent potential hazardous
situations.
3.4. Defining the scope of construction pit excavation
The final step is to define the scope of construction pit excavation. The students learn this on
six separate examples. The examples cover most of the potential situations which can occur in
real life. For easier understanding in all examples, the building has a flat bottom excavation
pit, the soil gradient is 45 degrees or 1:1 (1 horizontal length segment : 1 vertical length
segment), the shape and size of the construction site do not affect the excavation pit, there are
no neighbouring objects, and the excavation is done in one phase.

3.4.1. Example 1
In the first example the building is a simple rectangular shape measuring 20 meters by 15
meters. The terrain is horizontal and 4 meters above the bottom of the excavation pit. The
construction pit excavation can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. – Example 1 – construction pit excavation
3.4.2. Example 2
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In the second example the building is the same shape and size as it was in the first example,
only the terrain is sloped, flat, and presented with its contour lines. The construction pit
excavation can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. – Example 2 – construction pit excavation
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3.4.3. Example 3
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The third example is the same as the second, only that there is a ramp for vehicles added on
the left side. The ramp is 3 meters wide, and has a slope of 25% (4:1). The construction pit
excavation can be seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. – Example 3 – construction pit excavation
3.4.4. Example 4
The fourth example is the same as the first, only that the upper left corner of the building is
rounded with a radius of 10 meters. In this case the excavation pit has a conical shaped slope.
The construction pit excavation can be seen in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. – Example 4 – construction pit excavation
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3.4.5. Example 5
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The fifth example is the same as the fourth, only the terrain is sloped, flat, and presented with
its contour lines. The construction pit excavation can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. – Example 5 – construction pit excavation
3.4.6. Example 6
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The sixth example is the same as the fifth, only that there is a ramp for vehicles added on the
left side. The ramp is 3 meters wide, and has a slope of 25% (4:1). The construction pit
excavation can be seen in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. – Example 6 – construction pit excavation
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Conclusion

The process of defining the scope of construction pit excavation is in most cases very
complex and requires a lot of experience and knowledge. Nevertheless, there is a possible
method of defining the scope which can be taught to students with no or some previous
experience in this kind of works. On the professional study programme of Civil engineering
we try to teach students from the very beginning various methods which can help them in
their future learning process. For example we adapt the knowledge on first and second
semester courses to best suit the needs of courses on later semesters.
This paper has shown a possible method of defining the scope of construction pit excavation
using the elevational projection, and its integration in the learning process on the professional
study programme of Civil engineering at the Polytechnic of Zagreb. The method can easily be
used to solve a vast majority of the problems which are occurring in Civil engineering
practice. It can easily be taught to students because of its simplicity and it presents a great
value for them in the preparation for their future working experience.
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Abstract
It is a rare situation when accessible technical potentials of innovation are anticipating
recognized needs. Construction site is an ideal field for multi-dimensional modelling of
objects and processes. Construction site is the point where 3D space, time, cost, power are
meeting each-other together with countless other dimensions of completion. Vision of
managers and craftsmen walking along a construction site negotiating and disputing while
moving in a half-real half-virtual space projected on a small translucent screen attached to
their safety helmet tends to be less and less destined to the world of video games and of outof-reach day-dreams. The paper is addressed to some special aspects of Construction
Modelling and to the question why technical possibilities of virtual construction (multidimensional construction modelling) seem to be rather a threat in eyes of (some) stakeholders of construction projects than a vivid tool to be utilized.
Keywords:

construction modelling, computer applications, education
(Construction Planning and Organization)

Preface
University tutors and practicing managers having more ten years of experiences in fields of
construction and not rarely in use of extensive computer applications, can approve the age old
phrase saying: „Nothing new is under the Sun”. Multidimensional modelling is also not a new
development or idea either it is said 3D or 6D or XD. Colourful animated presentations are
common tools to persuade stakeholders or to demonstrate declared or implied aims of project
activities. We have seen a lot and not a few of us had produced numerous ones of that kind.
Theoretical and practical capabilities and available facilities of up-to-date computer
applications are less and less astounding us – especially knowing the enormous bulk of work,
the millions of working hours endeavour of thousands of engineers. And at the end, seeing
clearly that brilliant inventions have frequently turned to a pure financial question – better
said to a selling or not selling product on the Market – our enthusiasm keeps fading on.
Ultimate inspiration to study these tools of planning and representation again has been laid on
us by seeing elementary need and industry of our young students to use or to have access to a
virtual world that gives them opportunities to „realize” their imaginations, to „play the game”,
to visualize that can be visualized, to manipulate, to create, to communicate, etc..
Their desire of this kind has a great distinction compared with natural curiosty and similar
wishes of any children ever lived on Earth: Now, it can be turned to reality…

1. The 6D+ space
When discussing developing potentials of computer applications at modelling construction in
a multidimensional space we do interpret the six dimensions proposed in the heading of this
paper as follows:
3D represents the building, the object, the entity itself that is the aim of planning and/or of
construction activities.
Time is interpreted as extent or moment of time during completion, aging of material and of
structure, or the whole life-cycle of the given investment – from the smallest to the widest
extent. It represents the general dynamism of changes in characteristics under consideration;
Force (Power) dimension – in different contexts – can be read as all internal and external
effects such as natural and/or social forces and behaviours acting on the building (both in
object and in process sense). It can represent either deadloads or loadbearing capacities of the
structure or of its close neighbourhood, or – in the widest context – it can embrace all charges
the structure itself or its operation exposes on the environment;

fig.1: The six dimensions and sample areas of education in the 6D space
Cost+ incorporates – beyond direct financial resources – all other efforts that is needed for
completion of the construction project. Indulging some contradiction with definition of
resources – such as: „resource is anything and everything that is needed and is limited in
access”, that is being to be managed, in which context space, time and force may also act as

resources – we may consider all human, material, mechanical and mental resources essential
for completion, but being within the competence of Contractors contributing to execution.
The „six(plus)” dimensions are desperately matching each-other at the site and phase of
completion. Though this earlier is an age-old recognition – due to mainly didactic reasons –
syllabi and education at universities are organized around some slices or sections of this
multidimensional space (see fig.1). Strictly limited financial- and time-frames of education –
with less and less capacities for practial experiences during training courses – are also not
promoting the development of required comprehensive multy-dimensional approach and
problem-solving abilities of young professionals.
2. Available tools of modelling
Computer Techniques, Telemetry and Telecommunication have developed much within half a
century providing world of more and more reality-like virtual reality (say: „modelling”).
Scientific and practical achievements of various disciplines are rapidly incorporating to everyday practice.
- That had been a gentle desire – all students to have their own personal computer or laptop
with unlimited access to the world wide web – some years ago, now is a tangible reality;
- Nearly all scientific and algorithmic problems and models have been adapted to and built
in computer applications;
- Electronics – as a kind of artificial intelligence – is integrated in appliances of every-day
use (sensors, controllers, processors);
- Some years ago still unimaginable amount of information can be stored and is accessible
in hardly a sensible short time;
- Scientific and economic databases are interlinked to each-other in international networks;
- Standardized software applications are assisting daily life. Communication throughout the
whole economy and at administration is going to be totally computerized;
- Global – and engaging local satellite – positioning systems do provide exact localization
within the range of centimeters;
- Fast and accurate devices serve sharp and vivid visualization (either printed or projected);
- International programs are promoting student and staff exchanges for technical
experiences and research co-operations;
- Education systems and professional certificates are tending to be standardized moving
toward global communities of practitioners;
- Globalization – and within that, european integration – keep eliminating shackles of
spreading technical innovations, know-hows and technologies;
- etc..
Nowadays not an architectural design or an engineeric drawing can be delivered (approved
and accepted) without using some kind of CAD system. Bids (cost estimates) and invoices
(surveys, audits) are nearly exclusively processed by some standard computer applications.
Telemetry at site surveys is commonly used. GPS, Laser Navigation and Remote Control are
real options for operating fleets of heavy equipment (at extensive earthworks). Automated,
self-controlled equipments – such as (tunnel-) boring machines, welding machines, computer
assisted cranes, unmanned production lines, robotics (at manufacturing) – are also common
tools in Construction Industry too.

Not one single CAD system developed for architects and engineers is furnished with features
to handle more and more aspects of a Design Project either in 5D (e.g. GraphiSoft ArchiCad
[1], AutoDesk AutoCad [2]). Sophisticated applications are assisting structural design (Axis,
FEM Design), time- and cost estimates (spreadsheets, databases), project planning (Primavera
[10], MS Project [9]), and so on.
So, the 6D+ space is deeply elaborated, studied, controlled and monitored by tools of up-todate computer technology – albeit not always in 6D+ integrity, but in slices … until start of
completion … till the end of design phase. Processes of execution (completion) is rarely
modelled (simulated) in such a deep detail, in such a comprehensive context.
How is that above results are not integrated and are not commonly used at construction sites,
during execution of building projects? Construction is widely known one of the most power
(resource/effort) consuming industries of the economy, with the highest potentials of any
savings. What is the problem?
3. Troubles of application
Interviews and consultations with experts and contractors practicing in Construction had
pointed at manifold aspects of diffuculties with above mentioned applications at construction
sites. Their most frequent objections are:
First of all, contractors usually do not have staff for such a job. „Who would pay for that?” –
they say. (Albeit site engineers nowadays are using computer applications almost each day,
and costs of necessary software and hardware system is generally dwarfed by overall costs of
typical construction projects.)
Secondly, this kind of investment would be financed from the overheads, that is from the
profit of contractors, and increased overhead costs are rarely accepted by the Client. So, it can
be considered at above a given project size and/or at above a given level of risks. (For routine
works, for simple jobs modelling technique of this kind hardly has any advantages.)
Thirdly, this kind of models would have any use only if tracking progression of works would
be managed also by these tools. That would lay an extra „administrative” load on local staff.
(Site engineers do have a lot of administrative jobs when registering daily progression in
building records. It also tends to be general that Clients require daily photos and web-cameras
installed on tower cranes to review and to check progression of project from a far location.)
Fourth is, typical clients are usually impatient and are reluctant to pay more time and cash for
such a preliminary job i.e. for modelling completion in advance and/or simultaneously.
(During only the last year the author had met three great reconstrution projects in and around
Budapest where site management had been one of the key aspects of evaluation of bids during
preliminary procuremet procedures.)
It is also a significant burden on contractors, that computer applications (hardware elements
and software systems) are rapidly and permanently changing generating high regular costs of
upgrading and updating. Higher level of such expences excludes small – even middle – range

companies from competition on the market. (Use of sophisticated modelling and/or so called
„experts systems” can be expected rather at bigger companies.)
Next is, plans are frequently changing during period of completion (due to the relatively long
time, providing opportunities for decision makers and for the Client to change their minds in
various aspects of the building itself or its future utilization), and are not rarely not finished
(parallel planning), or inappropriate for multidimensional modelling. (That is exactly the
reason why computer aided multidimensional modelling would be desired and be essential.
Especially, considering the fact that in our days nearly all designs, plans and documents are
processed and communicated by some computer applications.)
Furthermore: What new information could be gained via these „new ways” of monitoring or
modelling, more than experiences of professionals having been in Construction for more tens
of years? Assuming acceptance of these needs have all the time and work been estimated by
anybody that is likely necessary for to elaborate a „multidimensional” model of completion of
this kind – including temporary conditions, structures, equipment and other considerations
within a relatively short time? Moreover, managers, participants and decision makers are
occasionally not ready to make any decision since they are not always in possession of the
knowledge of all necessary data and circumstances to pro-act or counter-act properly.
Multidimensional models – such as any models – must never be the aim, but the tool of
problem solving!
Our purpose with this research is primarily to test abilities and capabilities of available tools
and applications of modelling. We also would like to answer the question if we have really
arrived or not at the age when integrating available modelling techniques we can help
efficiency of on-site management, minimizing potential risks and losses or any disputes and
conflicts during and after completion. We would like to find real reasons why the so called
modern electronic tools of visualization have not conquered the building site yet, and seeing
potentials in them we are trying to find the most effective way of overcoming these barriers.
4. Attacking upon barriers
Introducing multidimensional (6D+) approach and modelling into daily practice of education
and hopefully later to reality of Construction – just like any project – necessiates thorough
studies and proper designs of tools, processes, and states of development. At Department of
Construction Technology and Management of Budapest University of Technology and
Economics (BUTE DCT&M) a new co-operation is forming between students and staff
members to prepare a platform for future development. Areas of our efforts can be arranged to
six main groups as listed below.
4.1 Modelling equipment, tools, products and technologies, forming a free database of 3D
construction models
Since students do learn use of computer applications such as MicroSoft Office, AoutoCad,
ArchiCad and so on by the curricula [4] of the university they are frequently using these
softwares when elaborating their assignments of construction management and site layout
design too. And they are also employing past results of such design activities (of students of
previous years) but copying and accepting them frequently without essential critiques and

prudence. A lot of improper solutions, misproportional and false drawings, incorrect
descriptions do keep returning in their homeworks without any change year by year, despite
of all and any correction, warning or menace performed by the tutors. (It was the ultimate
reason why we had joined to the popular movement of 3D – read: „multidimensional” –
modelling).
As part of preparatory work we do offer for capable students – as an alternative assignment
(sub-task) – to elaborate correct 3D model of a single equipment or arrangement typical at
construction sites. Correct representations resulting from their thorough work revised and
tutored by staff memebers of BUTE DCT&M are (will be) uploaded to home page of the
Department. We do expect these uploads to serve as reliable schemes and as a free database
later to be opened to the wide Public (e.g. published via Google Sketchup Fans’ Community).
4.2 Developing standards for modelling and for elaboration of details for to develop effective
computer models (considering processing time versus storage capacity)
A significant lesson of our modelling efforts is that we have to determine sufficient size
(details) of elements of models to be elaborated. An over-elaborate element may disutilize the
whole model by slowening re-generation of images, making motions broken or freezing the
computer. A detailed 3D model of a heavy construction equipment – for example – can be
demonstrative when the aim is to study the architecture and abilities of the given equipment,
but inserting that model in a site layout design in series or in plants may result in corruption of
the software application due to overloaded processor or surcharged operative memory.
It is also a recent endeavour to harmonize standards systems throughout the whole European
Community and over the Global Economy. Properly constructed and widely accepted free
representations of this kind may form a basis for elaborating standards of 3D (or even more
dimensional) notation of tools, equipment and other elements (reflecting their features,
needed room of operation, working abilities) when integrating them in construction models.
4.3 Analyzing and searching algorithms for modelling temporary conditions and behaviour of
structures and equipment for to develope interactive construction modelling systems.
The most challenging task in the program is modelling behaviour of temporary structures and
developing algorithms for to describe motion and progression of equipment, strutures,
components, etc.. We can consider either the location and shape of a ditch for foundation
works or a trench for public utility works. It can progress, move, reshape, decline. Ramps or
walls of it may have some loadbearing capacity, humidity and stability – permanently
changing by time. A scaffolding or a formwork can also evolve and move along the structure
while – at the end – it is removed. Walls of high-rise buildings can be built horizontally,
vertically, in sections, or as curtain walls, etc..
4.4 Searching data structures to find communication interfaces between software systems
Early results and experiences of our research indicate that efforts on developing a supersized
„almighty” software system would hardly produce positive return on invested resources.
Specialization of skills on our domains and industries contributing to construction projects are
too deep and too wide to integrate them in one single system.

It seems to be a more promising way of integration to find proper interfaces between modules
of high quality specialized software systems and to develop a kind of common platform for
software applications.
Also a meaningful lesson of studying recent online applications is that most effective way of
developing extensive knowledge bases and data sets is utilization of creative potentials of the
Public. We can consider the enormous knowledge treasury accumulated in (and by) free
online applications like Wikipedia, Strukturae, Google Earth – and their satellite applications
like Panoramio, Sketchup, etc.. (This very last appears to be a promising tool for developing
and manipulating 3D objects when modelling construction sites [6])
4.5 Testing potential utilization of 6D+ models at real construction projects
It is a sub-task of the research program best fitting scientific interests of our Department and
our curricula sith typical diploma works of our students are aiming at development of time
and/or cost estimates, site layout designs, and analysis of some selected aspects of completion
of a real on-going construction project. Students do have to study technical documentation,
visit the site, consult on-site experts, make photos, develop variants of technical solutions.
This spring was the third semester when more students had voluntarily applied tools of
multidimensional modelling as a facility of elaboration or as special field to study [3,8,12].
4.6 Testing and quantifying benefits and synergy of multidimensional models
This assignment within the program is not for to prove utility of multidimensional modelling.
We are sure of that. Main expectations of this activity is to find and highlight the most
effective ways of developing and using multidimensional (6D+) models. Findings would be
aggregated in guidelines and suggestions where, when and what to elaborate in wat a detail.
Evaluation of results necessiates more – say statistical – experiences of real applications. It is
a research job – we think – for the future.
5. Potential (expected/aimed) utilizations
Since „a human is a visual being” we see countless fields of utilization within Constructionrelated specialities (professions, interests) too. To suggest some examples of them:
5.1 Training and Education
As university tutors of construction management we do frequently face the phenomenon that
young students with slight experiences are eagerly needing visual demonstration of technical
and managerial situations. Pure words – even engineeric drawings – are usually not enough to
persuade them.
The earliest and the most influential achievements of multidimensional (6D+) modelling are
expected on fields of education. The most enthusiastic consumers, users and employers of
these techniques will surely grow up from students of new generations having met these tools
in early years of their studies, in the most determinant period of their professional career.

fig.2: Site-layout details from diploma work by Tibor Bajkai
student of Civil Engineering, BUTE DCT&M, 2010
(original drawing, using facilities of AutoDesk AutoCad)
5.2 Design and Architecture
Visual nature of architecture is out of question. Nowadays it is also a trend that architects do
use solely computer softwares to elaborate details of any architectural drawings. Free-hand
drawings tend to be restricted to free consultations or sketching up concepts only. Problems
with the earlier drawings is that users are frequently focusing their attentions to the final
product (to the final structure), while processes and potential technical conflicts of their
execution are not rarely covered by the spectacular images. „3D concept” (6D+ approach) is
practically not extended to the period of completion [1,2].
It is another kind of problem that computerization of design processes gives designers a kind
of freedom to change (details of) their plans quickly, without difficulties. Despite of – or due
to – electronic linkage between contributors of design process plans (architecture, statics,
building mechanics, electric works, HVAC system) are frequently not synchronized and/or
changes are not thoroughly transfered to all related drawings. Lack of synchronization and
conflicts of plans and those of specifications are frequently revealing as evidence too late,
during completion, on the building site.
5.3 Controlling and Monitoring
The highest break-through power of applying comprehensive multidimensional models we do
expect in fields of Controlling and Monitoring when progression and variances of execution is
traced in a real-time manner, permanently. Instead of reading endless lists of alpha-numerical
data and charts, planned and actual progression can be projected either in the same view,
where variances could be displayed in the most eye-catching way. Key question is the
efficiency of processing the huge amount of data that also can be improved by applying dataprocessing systems widely applied at manufacturing, and at forwarding industries.
Displaying 6D+ on a 2D screen of a computer can be managed more handily and with less
difficulties than one would guess it at the first sight. The following arrangement proved to be
efficient for clear understanding: Actual view of the first three dimensions (Euclidean space)
is displayed on a 2D screen while 3D „feeling” is provided by motion. Position of the „2D
camera” can be set optionally. This facility is provided by all 3D modelling softwares

typically used by constructors and architects. Positioning the camera by motions of the head
of the user and projecting the proper view on a translucent screen (head-up display) attached
to a helmet for to provide the sense of a virtual space is already an available technical
solution. 4th – and usually the ruling – dimension is Time. Assigning time position can be
managed by simply moving a pointer along an appropriate time-scale displayed on the screen.
5th dimension is Force (typically loadbearing capacity or aging of structure) indicated by
colours (e.g. red highlights the most problematic zone, yellow indicates be careful, green
reads everything is OK). It proved to be expressive indication of potential problems at
foundation works, earthworks and structural works. Conventional color coding system used at
stress- or strain diagrams are also applicable. 6th+ dimensions are resources (human,
mechanical, material, financial, etc.) quantified either in natural units or cash and displayed on
traditional barcharts or hystograms at a separate area of the screen [8].

fig.3: 6D Schedule-representation details from diploma work by Viktor Horváth
student of Civil Engineering, BUTE DCT&M, 2010
(original drawing, using facilities of Graphisoft Archicad)
Also a great challenge of research is how to relate the five other dimensions to the ruling one.
That is, how to generate automatic update of views when, for example, position of time
pointer (or any significant aspect of the project) is changed – including image of the building
(sorrounded by temporary structures and equipment) together with other characteristics, such
as location, size, age, strength, deformation, temperature, humidity, etc. of it.
5.4 Risk Analyses
Comprehensive (6D+) models are most of all expected to predict and to indicate potential
conflicts for to provide possibilities to plan counter-actions, to minimize chance of risk events
and/or to minimize unintended consequences of them. It is an age-old recognition that the
seemingly least problematic factor may inhere the most destructive danger („misleading sense
of safety”). Up-to-date Risk Management embraces analyses of the whole project from
emerging the idea through design and completion to life-long utilization [11].
Construction projects are exposed to any risk most of all during the period of execution. The
highest stresses are exposed on structures during completion. Any failure then has the highest
potential to cause serious damages in property or in life. (See statistics of building failures and
accidents [5])

5.5 Optimization
6D+ modelling implies seeking „under-surface” and „behind-curtain” mechanisms, effects
and motivations too. Developing logic of a model may advance understanding cross-relations
and interactions between/among particles of the whole. Beyond integrating up-to-date results
of Management Science (Operations Research) new tools of comprehension and of evaluation
potentially encourage experts and scientists to develop new methods, techniques, algorithms
and functions to increase utilization of available resources, targeting on the minimum of really
necessary efforts. New optimization models and problems can be composed and interpreted.
(Multi-Criteria Optimization, Decision Support.) [7,13]
5.6 Quality and Change Management
Site managers are responsible for coordination of contractors, sub-contractors, craftsmen and
labourers having different skills, interests and education. Unambiguous communication
(demonstration and representation) of aims and details of the project surely promote
achievement of declared and/or implied goals.
A typical Client is usually not an expert of construction. Confronting him/her with difficulties
of his/her newer and newer ideas of modifying plans of a contracted ongoing construction can
help to keep the project on track, and to avoid future disputes over unintended results [11].
5.7 Health and Safety Management
New concept of on-site Health and Safety Management extends labour safety consideration
back to planning phase when designs of structural elements are being elaborated. After the
new profession of „health and safety coordinator” [5] has been brought to practice – as a
consultant from basic functional concepts to management of constructed facility – designers
also have to consider feasibility of execution of their plans. 6D+ project models may draw
increased interest in safety aspects of Construction too.
5.8 Conflict Management
Construction projects generally expose high loads (traffic, vibration, noise, etc.) on the close
and near environment of construction site. Careful design of logistics and of temporary
conditions together with overwhelming communication of project goals to the public are main
tools of conflict management as preventive means. Explaining and introducing processes of
construction (what is going on, why, and during what a period) may anticipate resistance and
hostility of social environment especially of the close neighbourhood [11].
5.9 Site Management
New possibilities of using high performance materials and equipment inspire clients and
designers to build extravagant structures (enormous spans, surrealistic forms, false
imbalances). Erection of structures of this kind usually includes lifting and manipulating
irregularly heavy or oversized loads. Sometimes existing adjoining structures or the close
neighbourhood expose extra risks on construction processes, such as narrow site, underground
works, protected architectural heritage, sensitive or dangreous conditions, limited accesses,
maneouvering heavy equipment in a dense area usually under heavy traffic, and so on.
Detecting or – as intended – indicating potential technical conflicts and difficulties in advance

can effectively contribute to determination of appropriate solutions and helps to avoid
embarrassing on-site improvisations and unnecessary idle times.

fig.4: Site-layout details from diploma work by Beatrix Strauss
student of Civil Engineering, BUTE DCT&M, 2011
(using facilities of Google Sketchup, equipment models downloaded from INTERNET)
Summary
In this paper we intended to report of our endeavours to develop a free interface and a free
open database for to assist education and practice of Construction Management. Introducing
term of 6D+ modelling we had reviewed potential utilizations and frequent objections against
multidimensional representations during period of execution (completion).
Work has just begun. Here we do take the opportunity to call potential partners accepting the
above aims to co-operate in developing fundamentals of a hopefully comprehensive and free
open database for modelling on-site construction situations and processes. We hope by these
tools we can increase efficiency of study, education and practice of our common profession,
Construction Management.
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Abstract
In our towns and cities we have several hundred-thousand square meters of historic facade
surface as significant part of our built heritage and our visual environment. Despite the
newest results of the modern construction industry, we have to deal with different challenges
regarding to technology, regulations and performance in the field of the monument
preservation. Maintenance and restoration of historic facades needs adequate preparation
work with the proper analyses of different technical data regarding to every single building.
The age and state of the surfaces, the ingredients of mortars, the originally applied
technology are all different in each case. Even the legal environment is altering in case of
listed monuments and in case of non-protected historic buildings. To select the technology
and material for the proper and durable execution the decisions have to be based on all these
technical data, the legal status, the function of the building and the aim of the restoration
work. In the present paper an attempt has been made to collect the most relevant information
on the treatment of facades and organize it into a system helping the decision making in the
field of maintenance and restoration.
Keywords: historic façades, historic mortars, rendering, plastering, pargeting

Introduction
Sustainable development and energy-effectiveness have a great significance in the
contemporary architectural design. Using durable materials and applying energy-effective and
long-lasting building structures and installations are the common aspect of sustainability. In
consequence of the world-wild economic crisis another aspect of sustainability also come to
the front, namely the maintenance of the existing building stock with a highlight of the most
complicated cases, the maintenance of historic buildings and protected monuments involving
the technical aspects of the restoration work.
Regarding to maintenance and restoration we have to distinguish traditional and modern
building structure systems (fig. 1.). In case of traditional building structure system the thermal
insulation of the building is ensured by the mass of the structural material, the moisture able
to get into the structure, and the system is designed so, that the continuous evaporation is
possible. Traditional building structure systems have to be restored with traditional material
and technology. In case of modern building structure the thermal insulation is performed by a
coating of insulation materials, the moisture is closed out form the structure by the
construction of a water proof layer of enveloping structures. Modern system has to be restored
with modern techniques.

If a maintenance or restoration plan is made, the system of the building structures has to be
taken into consideration. Every single alteration has to be seriously considered. Reasonable
alterations should be performed with a holistic approach, not to compose self-destroying
constructions.

Figure 1. – The moisture and vapour treatment method in case of traditional and modern
building structure system
Maintaining and restoring rendered façades of historic buildings is a significant field of the
preservation of our built heritage. In most cases we have to deal with technical challenges of a
complex system.
1.

Material and technique

Among historic building façades, we find mostly natural stone, brick and plaster as material.
According to the ingredients of the mortar we can distinguish five different categories of
façade plaster: lime mortars, lime mortars with Portland cement, Portland cement mortars,
Roman cement mortars, and other hydraulic mortars. The later one is the rarest category that
usually means either natural hydraulic lime mortars or simple lime mortars mixed with some
hydraulic agents like brickdust, Trass or Pozzolan.
The decorative elements of the façades are made of carved stone, special brick, ceramics,
metal or plaster. The later one is either pre-casted or in-situ mortar work. There are several
historic technology related to rendered outdoor façade decoration like the fabrication of
patterned plaster surface, artificial marble, fresco, pargeting work, plaster inlay, plaster relief,
or etchwork in plaster. Unique, high value decorations, that either very old or has artistic
value, strictly have to be treated by restoration specialists, but most cases façades are restored
by non-specialist tradespeople. From our point of view this later case is the more interesting.

2. Preservation principals and restoration technology
According to the principals of the international documents of monument conservation and
preservation the most of the original fabric have to be preserved and every effort has to be
made to apply authentic materials and technologies. (Román, 2002) Every situation has to be
analysed, and regarding to the applied materials every effort has to be made for the most
important characteristics (composition, texture, appearance, porosity, vapour transport
capacity, strength etc.) to correspond with the ones of the original material. Usually the
original fabric didactically required to be differentiated from new one on close scrutiny
(Fawcett, 2001), but the performance of the building structures (e.g. the strength of the
plasters) should not increased if the result causes problems like the further decay of the
original material. (Bossi, 2009)
The most common failures of the façades are cracking, efflorescence, damp and material
decay. In case of a moisture problem, a cure has to be performed before further restoration of
the façade proceeded. The moisture management is a very important topic of preservation, but
its detailed discussion would exceed the limits of the present paper.
2.1. Stone surfaces and stone façade elements
In case of stone façade elements the restoration starts with the detailed state analyses. The
most common failures of stone are cracks, flaking, and surface deposits. Minor cracks can be
cured by filling with lime mortar. In case of need it can be coloured with the use of crushed
stone as aggregate. Where is no alternative, the replacement of the stone elements has to be
performed. The new stone should match the original as far as possible in its geological origin,
texture, colour, porosity, and weathering characteristics. If the source of the original stone is
not accessible, second hand stone is also an acceptable solution. The use of artificial materials
as reconstituted or plastic stones is not recommended, because those long term weathering
characteristics are likely to be different. The replacement stones should be finished the same
way as the original was, but those appearance have to be distinguishable on close scrutiny.
New stones have to be the same size as the original had. The replacement of two or more
originals with one new stone is inaccurate. Partial replacement is also not recommended, only
if the remaining part of a damaged original stone plays an important documentation role. The
form of replacement stone – without knowing the exact details of the original – should follow
the tangential form of the adjacent stones, though in each case have to pay an attention not to
cause a future damage with improper form (e.g. with a ledge where rainwater can lie). In case
of ancient, protected monuments, all changes regarding to stone replacement must be properly
recorded for the future. (Fawcett, 2001)
The use of stone preservatives is not suggested unless it is evidently necessary. It may alter
the colour of the surface and some cases it brings harmful chemicals into the stone. These
interventions are irreversible, and there is insufficient knowledge on their long-term effects.
Sacrificial or reversible adhesives for preventing the loss of flaking stone can be applied by
expert specialists when it is necessary. (Fawcett, 2001)
The cleaning of stone surface recommended only with sound conservation reasons. Most
techniques carry some risk for the stone, so professional advice is needed from qualified
conservator for the cleaning. (Fawcett, 2001; HS INFORM, 2005b) In simple cases stone can
be cleaned from chemically not bound dirt (e.g. mud) by the use of a bristle but by no means
with a wire brush. (Fawcett, 2001)

2.2. Brick surfaces
The most common failures of a brick wall are cracking, efflorescence and material decay.
Minor cracking on the wall are to be healed by mortar filling. In case of spalling the unsound
bricks have to be replaced. The situation is similar in case of structural crack, if the stability
of the wall makes the replacement reasonable. By replacement any damage of the surrounding
area is have to be avoided. Replacement bricks should match the original as close as possible
(colour, texture, size, porosity, etc.). Early bricks were rarely standardized. This case
replacement bricks have to be specially manufactured. In case of standard brick size, second
hand bricks are proper for restoration work, but those state have to be carefully controlled,
especially the ones that are used for load bearing structures. In this case strength tests have to
be executed as well. Regarding to sizes in Hungary from the second half of the 19th century up
to the World War I the standard brick size was 29 x 14 x 6.5 cm (Austro-Hungarian standard).
After the World War I the 25 x 12 x 6.5 cm size became the standard. Stamped bricks have
authentic information on those origins, and by luck can be replaced with ones form the same
source. The use of artificially weathered bricks is not recommended. Weathering has to be go
off by its unaffected, natural way. (HS INFORM, 2005a)
In case of efflorescence salt should be regularly brushed from the surface to prevent major
deposits and avoid serious damage. Surface cleaning of brick façades should be performed by
water and bristle brush. For the cleaning of brick façades most high-pressure tools are not
recommended, because forcing water too deep into the structure can be harmful. (HS
INFORM, 2005a)
2.3. Rendered surfaces
Maintenance and restoration works of the plastered façades have to start with the analyses of
the state and the occurrent damages of the surface. If there is no moisture problem at the most
exposed zones (e.g. footing, the zone around rainwater goods and under the cornices), the
plaster can be restored. As a first step all lose parts have to be removed, making special effort
to preserve as many from the original facture as possible. The mortar used for the completion
have to be as close to the original in composition and appearance as it is possible, though the
new plaster and the original one has to be differing on close scrutiny. It can be performed for
instance by the use of slightly different aggregate.
Up to the 18th century lime mortars have been the most common materials of façade
renderings. Lime mortars are porous and soft materials with relative high vapour transport
capacity and relative low strength. In case of restoring lime mortars the use of high
performance mortars (e.g. Portland cement mortar) is inadequate. The application of this
relative hard material leads to the decay of the softer original material in the surrounding area,
and it also works as an obstacle for vapour, that can cause damping problems in the wall. (HS
INFORM, 2007)
Roman cement is an almost forgotten historic binder that played a determining role regarding
to rendered and decorated façades in the 19th and early 20th century. As a definition it is
rapidly binding natural cement that is free of lime and was burnt on a relative low
temperature. The sometime frequently used material is a very important mean for restoration
works at our present days as well for some historic façade. As a result of the ROCEM project
there are guidelines for the preservation and the restoration of façades with Roman cement
plasterwork or precast elements. Surfaces with cavity can be treated by simple Roman cement
slurry. (Weber at. al., 2007)
From the end of the 19th century Portland cement (or lime mortar with Portland cement)
became the most frequently used material for outdoor plastering. (Bereczki-Reichard, 1970) If

the original fabric was made of Portland cement, this is exactly the material that have to be
used for restoring work, thought it have to be mentioned here that early and modern Portland
cement are somewhat different material, because at the beginning this product likely to
Roman cement was not burn over shrinkage temperature, that causes a relative different
material regarding to the microstructure of the cement mortar.
Preservation of other hydraulic mortars can be prosecuted similarly to the case of Roman
cement. If the origin of the historic material is not detectable after proper analyses the most
similar material can be applied.
In order to help the restoration work of different mortars information is collected in table 1.
As a first rule the use of the composition of the analysed original plaster is recommended. The
values in the table are the most common values for the ratio of the constituents.
Table 1. – The treatment of plastered facades
Material /
Surface

Lime plaster

Lime plaster
with Portland
cement

Portland
cement plaster

Roman cement
plaster

Other hydraulic
plaster
hydraulic
mortar plaster
(with 1:3
cement -sand
ratio)

Simple plaster

lime mortar
(with 1:3 limesand ratio)

lime mortar
with PC
(with 1:3 limesand ratio + 30100kg/m3
Portland
cement)

Portland cement
mortar
(with 1: 3
cement-sand
ratio)

Roman cement
mortar (with
1:2-3 cement sand ratio)

Plaster with
pargeting work
(mouldings,
window
frames,
cornices etc.)

lime mortar
(with 1:1 limesand ratio +
reinforcement
e.g. reed,
animal hair,
mesh etc. )

Portland cement
mortar
(with 1:1
cement -sand
ratio + mesh
reinforcement)

Portland cement
mortar
(with 1:1
cement -sand
ratio + mesh
reinforcement)

Roman cement
mortar (with
1:1(1,5) cement
-sand ratio)

Fine decorated
façade (e.g.
fresco,
sgraffito, etc.)

requires the advice and work of specialist conservator

If pargeting work has to be applied on the façade as a restoration activity the soundness of the
existing parts has to be controlled. The plasterwork of the mouldings is usually built on a
timber, brick, metal, pre-casted cement or ceramic base. If the base has to be reconstructed, it
is recommended to use the same material that originally has been used. Modern materials like
plastic foams are not recommended for completions because the different mechanical
characteristics of the material can cause cracking and dislodgement on the surface. If the base
is sound, new coatings – usually a base and a finishing coat – can be applied on the original
structure. If we know all the necessary information on the original structure and form, it can
be simply reconstructed. If there is no authentic information on the missing parts, the form of
the new mouldings has to follow the tangential form of the adjacent structures. Long, straight
cornices are to be restored with moulding templates. If some of the original structure is sound,
negative form can be taken from the surface for the preparation of the template. Complex
forms have to be restored by restoration specialists.

2.4. Repointing
The treatment of the joints of a historic brick or stone facades requires similar approach as the
restoration of plasterwork. If repointing is required the raking out of the joints has to be
prosecuted by hand tools not to damage façade elements. (HS INFORM, 2005a) By the raking
out of the old mortar attention has to be paid not to widen the joints. (Fawcett, 2001)
The repointing should performed by the original material and technique not to change the
appearance of the surface. In case of the original fabric is lime mortar, the application of lime
mortar for restoration works is the optimal solution, although its performance is lower than
modern plasters’. If a high performance material like Portland cement is used for the repointing, it can lead to the decay of the surface of the brick or stone elements if some
moisture can penetrated into the wall (e.g. if the wall is not insulated horizontally). In this
case the vapour transport capacity of the stone or brick elements is higher than the mortar’s,
consequently the evaporation is likely to go through the wall elements and in case of freeze
the decay of those surfaces is inevitable (fig. 2). If lime mortar applied, the “sacrifice”
material is the mortar itself that can be easily maintained by regular re-pointing. If the
building originally was made of cement plaster, the vapour transport is low in its whole
structure, and the vapour transport capacity at the surface is not changed by the application of
the same material. (Fawcett, 2001; HS INFORM, 2007)

Figure 2. – The moisture movement of repointed façade in case of lime and cement mortar
2.5. Paintings
The restoration of paintings also has to follow the same principals as the restoration of the
other layers behind it. If the original painting is at least partially exists – it should be analysed
regarding to its colour, ingredients, etc. If there are no information on the original painting,
and a new paint system is selected, the vapour transport capacity have to be the same or

higher than the wall structure’s. In case of traditional buildings breathing (e.g. lime or silicate)
paint systems have to be applied.
3. Challenges of missing standards and inconvenient prescriptions
Related to maintaining and restoring historic buildings we have to face some non-technical
problems as well.
According to the legal prescriptions in Hungary CE marking or ETA but at least national
(ÉME) qualification of the building material is required for the application of each product.
Exception is acceptable only in case of listed monuments (that has protection on state level).
Of course the proper restoration method is not a question of legal protection consequently in
case of restoration of non-protected historic buildings we have limited opportunities.
One of the most significant problems is the restoration habits of the owners. Owners usually
dislike the mess and the cost-load of construction and maintaining works that results plenty of
our building is neglected for years after the last restoration. In many countries programs have
been started to convince owners on the advantages of the continuous maintenance.
(Verpoestet-Stulens, 2006; Cantell, 2003) One of our research programs on restoration and
maintenance costs also aims to demonstrate the benefit of the regularly executed maintenance
activities.
In our Central European region the owners’ limited budget is also has to be taken into
consideration. If some restoration action is financially affordable, but the proper treatment is
out of reach, it can cause serious problems some years later, mainly related to material
incompatibility or damping, because of the unholistic approach of the restoration activity.
Establishing guidelines and standards, and convincing construction companies and
tradespeople not to apply improper and cheap solutions will improve this situation.
Governmental financial and legal support also required in a form of passive (e.g. tax
reduction) or active (e.g. grants) actions.
4. Summary
Finally we have to admit, that monument preservation is the interest of the community and in
several points it is in contrast with the interest of the individual owner, if the legal
environment does not make it advantageous for them. Technical database is the essential but
not the only condition of the proper maintenance and restoration. Up-to-date technical
background and the prosperous legal and economic environment are equally crucial factors.
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Abstract
Along with the health service, education and pension schemes housing belongs to the most
monitored spheres of the public life in Slovakia. It is quite logical, as the problem of housing
concerns a large number of people in our country.
My contribution deals with the legislative conditions of living in residential houses in
Slovakia. The valid legal amendment allows the utilization of flats in residential buildings in
accordance with the proprietary rights and provides the owner with a wide scale of rights of
disposal. Another alternative of flat utilization is tenancy housing based on the tenancy
agreement. Tenancy housing is utilized by the citizens who do not have sufficient financial
resources to build or buy their own house or flat.
The contribution describes the basic rights and duties of the legal entities (the owners and
tenants) during the period the flat is being used, and points out its advantages and
disadvantages, as well as the problems and risks of living in the owned or rented flats in the
Slovak Republic.
Keywords: property, residential house, flats ownership, tenancy housing
Introduction
The problem of living is concerning of everybody of us, becasue everybody of us has to live.
Not only of those, who have they sufficiency financial resources on purchase apartment or
house in ownership, but also of those, who don’t have those resources and possibilties. And
despite of grant from of the state and more available mortgages always stays group of people
with average revenues or low revenues, for those is the procuration of independent housing
unreachable. It is not the problem only of those social feeblest, but concern this e.g . too
young educated people, who at of their professional life don't have erection background
following of absent years of specialized practice, but also of those people, who be compelled
to migrate for work into big cities. Residential construction of investors with offer of possessive
apartments is able to content requisites of first group of people, then of those solvent. Second group
of Slovak inhabitants however create those, who also need to live, but they don't have
sufficient financial resources on purchase apartment. For those group of inhabitants, that
needs to live, but they can't own the housing from various reasons, is real solution rent living
at residential houses.

1. Residential construction in Slovakia and its development
Slovakia belongs between countries, those development in the area of housing politics and
with it too social housing, was markedly affected by already in the late 2. world war or by
year 1948, when Communist Party took over the power. Among general practician concerning
of housing problem belonged in those time nationalizing of apartments and houses as well as
soil into common state ownership. Declarative aim of nationalizing and deprive and
consecutive rationing of apartments and houses to inhabitants by then criterions was to cover
insufficient places for housing caused by 2. world war. In Slovakia, as like in other countries of
eastern block, was centralized planned economy, didn't work free market i.e. offer and demand were
checking by state. Existence of any social housing at this time is very controversial, because

with the exception of very small proportion of private building-up, was all housing offering
and financing exclusively by the state (Hegedüs, 2007).
Globally the period from the end of 2. world war into the fall of communist regime in the year
1989 can divide into five terms (Michalovic,1992):
1. 1948 – 1955,
2. 1956 – 1963,
3. 1964 – 1970,
4. 1971 – 1980,
5. 1981 – 1988.
The first period is characteristics of increase housing building-up, at which modal was “...state
(communal) building-up and individual building-up, which oneself centered above all into the
country” (Špirková-Ivanička-Finka, 2009). Individual building-up did not exist at all in towns.
Half of 60 years, i.e. the second period, was tinged by expressive migration of inhabitant into
the cities, what had subsequently influence on increase of demand of housing, therefore was
accepted program of industrialization in building industry in the year 1955 (Michalovic,
1992). At the same time the first implication of pre-war poor quality building-up started to
manifest, though orientation to building-up of new apartments is hold over, instead of
restoration old housing unit fund. The quality of housing is heighten and the first decisions of
individual building-up in towns are detected. In the year 1959 come into being two new molds
of building-up – cooperative and establishment building-up. Early in 80. years the legal
regulations were accepted, which adapted the housing specifications, housing with
apartments etc. At this time also there is a change of passing onto new technologies – socalled paneled system and housing policy oneself case shifts primarily on fast home building
in highest quantities (Špirková-Ivanička-Finka, 2009). The end of this term is typical of
expressive difference in individual building-up in Slovakia and in Czech, even though that
created one state. While houses building-up in Slovakia created till 60 % of general buildingup in Czech it was only 15 %. This difference was caused primarily by absence of formal
style of building-up and by effort of inhabitants to provide for themselves more perfectly
housing in bid by mass home building. How Michalovic states, it also caused "...traditional
value orientation of Slovak population, for whom the owning of house symbolized basic
social status“ (Michalovic, 1992).
This uncontrolled building-up however caused too many negatives as for example
„...violation of architecture, infrastructure and aesthetics at several regions of Slovakia"
(Špirková-Ivanička-Finka, 2009).
Throughout 80 years, i.e. at fourth term, housing building - up digest the top, in towns come
into being big housing development and peak achieving establishment residential construction
too from the reason of workers stabilization in towns.
However financing sidelong of the state is reducing, what subsequently cause fall of housing
building-up in last the fifth term. Shortage finance makes itself felt on building-up, need of

restoration and so-called rehabilitation of housing unit fund, inequality between towns and
country in number of applicants for apartment (in towns immense sums of applicants so far in
the village stay vacancy housing) (Michalovic, 1992).
Period after 2nd world war very negative influenced policy making habitation on long years
and some negatives hold over up to this day. State monopoly in this politics incurred
expressive bipolarity of housing unit fund, where aside existed in a body erected flats of low
qualities in uniform housing development, and on the other hand markedly advanced quality
live at houses, that created only ultralow interest from the total housing unit fund (ŠpirkováIvanička-Finka, 2009). The absence of functioning market with housing, state fixing the price
of housing or directive specified heigth of rent, absolutely didn't reflect real spending on
building-up, what caused incalculable casualties for economy and immense liabilities. The
consequences was markedly corrupt and devastated housing fund in the late 90 years.
How we can see from antecedent text, problem of housing oneself was concentrated only on
housing unit building-up, which was stark controlled sidelong of the state and didn't reflect
real requisites citizen of Slovakia though. As state controled side of selects and side of
demand, it didn't allow generation of natural market, didn't uprise groups of inhabitants, those
access to the decision of living could have one's limits from financial reasons.
By the year 1989 was then housing policy centralized and state guarded the housing for all
inhabitants – state central guarded building-up in a variety of ways, allocated all sorts of
habitation, operated residential buildings primarily of state and cooperative apartments
and dominated centralized administrative system of apartments redistributing.
Situation oneself changed after fall of communist regime - housing unit building - up in
Slovakia started to transform. The previous rationing was replaced by cemmercial, which
emanated from idea that flats are goods and are separated on base of supply and demand
(Stanek, 2008). As state had not financial resources on renewal of housing unit fund, alienated
this property on communes and cities, through those was further from-marketed to original
tenants to ownership in very profitable sideline costs. These housing however were in
considerably inconvenient condition, what exact from new owners no small investments in
repair. In that time also assumed, that arrival of private investments is focusing on purchase
whole objects, of which oneself subsequently become lodgings. These assumes oneself
however underflow and great mass of housing unit fund was taken by privatization, what
caused that even though that by conception of habitation from the year 1994 had to exist 20 %
housing unit fund keeping on provision habitation for social worse off groups of inhabitants,
datas from the year 2000 state, that in lands of communes stayed only 6,2 % of rental housing
units (on comparison in country EC achieving share of public rent housing unit fund cca 18 %
(Zapletalová-Antalíková-Smatanová, 2003). Besides considerable expensiveness on repair
housing unit fund, at what state had not sufficiency financial resources, cause massively
privatization too legislative as favoritism owners of apartments as tenants.
Since 1993, when come into being self-employed Slovak republic, arrived into the area of
habitation and housing building-up to many changes. State in that time needed quite anew to
build politics of habitation. One of important decisions of politicians, was division of tasks
within politics of habitation on three levels (central, regional and local). State stayed
important person involved, which oneself however desisted to involve in housing buildingup, but acceptanced upon yourself task of creator of skeleton documents, through those
oneself striven to define fundamental principles and rules, in which oneself will be housing of
Slovakia further to move.
From creation of independent Slovak republic was the problem of habitation well-known
under concept of housing, determinated by several legislative documents and otherwise by
conception of state housing unit politics working-out on a regular basis on quinquennium. The
first conception comes from of the year 1994 and was working-out on period years of 1994 –

2000, in November 1995 however was bypassing by first Conception of state housing unit
policy on period years of 1995 – 2000 which „...identificated issues in housing and formulated
economic instruments of housing assistances and their main connections" (Špirková-IvaničkaFinka, 2009). The conceptions working out of state housing unit politics included with by
other task in this area, department come under Ministry of construction and regional
development SR, section of housing politics. Since 1994 have been working-out globally five
conceptions, of which the latest was approved in the year 2010 with horizon by the year 2015.
Interesting index which characterizes housing unit building-up in Slovak republic is intensity
of housing unit building-up, which express number of completion apartments on 1000
inhabitants and in the year 2009 reached worth 3,47, what introduce historic uppermost worth
hereof index since 1993 (least was in the year 1995, when oneself build only 1,15 apartment
on 1000 inhabitants). And concerning of uppermost worth of this index in the year 2009,
always they are not these attributes on such level as with majority countries of European
union.
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Graph 1 Intensity of housing unit building-up in Slovak Republic in period from 1995 to 2009
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For comparison for example in the year 2004 had mentioned indicator value 4,0 in
Netherlands 4,9 in Denmark 5,2 in Austria 5,8 at Finland 6,0 in France 12,6 in Spain and
19,0 in Ireland. In countries that passed similar transformation process as Slovak republic,
had the intensity of housing unit building-up in the year 2004 worth 2,8 in Poland, 3,2 in
Czech republic, 3,5 in Slovenia and 4,3 in Hungary (by publication Housing statistics in the
European Union 2005/2006).
2. Property housing
In the past was problem of using apartments in Slovakia working out in prevalent measure
through rent habitation following legal modifications inclusion in Civil Code. Situation
oneself markedly changed in 1993, after law acception about ownerships of apartments and
non - residential premises, which oneself opened possibility of apartments acquirement in
flat-buildings in ownerships, at which in preference right to acquirement apartments in
ownerships had tenantries of those apartments. Aside oneself thereby widen right of disposal
users of apartments, because like apartment owners they have much more decisions to load
with their apartments following their own decision, on the other hand state transfered to
owners of this apartments duties and burden of responsibility for sustaining of housing unit
fund, wich settle onto owners in a very neglect status.
In any case however the possessive habitation brought alongs certainly too bigger look-out
and decisions of exercitation own requests and conceptions at selection of apartment how rent

habitation, where tenant was in a position of recipient of allot a flat, under the conditions that
were determine in rently agreement by renter.
In present time the possessive housing in Slovakia presents most widespread form of housing.
At summation of inhabitants, homes and apartments in the year 2001 were from total number
of apartments in Slovak republic 75,9 % apartments at citizen ownerships (cca 50 % in
houses and 26 % in flat - buildings), at ownerships of housing associations were 14,9 %
apartments and at ownerships by other subjects were cca 9,2 % apartments. By foundations
received from statistic finding about ownerships housing unit fund to 31.12.2008 and by
following educated guess possessive housing in Slovakia representing to introduction term
cca 94,5 % steady occupated apartments. Property housing is generally budget for housing of
central and higher earnings group of population.
2.1 Acquirement of apartments ownerships
If has somebody sufficiency financial resources, is able to oneself decide solve one's housing
unit question thereby, that acquire in one's ownerships apartment in housing unit house. At the
same time it depends on single prospective owner, whether will be choosing apartment in
ownerships in old home houses, or decides for purchase brand - new apartment in new
building house.
Ownership of apartment or non-residental premises is possible acquire by following way:
 on the strength of the contract about assignment of apartment. This agreement enclose
documentary assignee of ownerships with house owner or with juridical person, who
has the right of house management or with apartment owner, eventually of nonresidental premises.
 on the strength of the contract about building-up, inbuilt or superstructure of the
house. Agreement in writing includes exact determination of mutual discretions and
duties of builders at building-up house.
 by Inheritance under the provision § 460 and subsequently Civil Code as amended. By
this manner is possible to acquire apartment or non-residential premises in housing
unit house into ownerships only in case, if benefactor was the owner of apartment or
non-residental premises. Heritage is acquired by death of benefactor. Certificate about
heritage and resolution about heritage are basis of record of possessive law in land
registry of immovable properties. Ownership of apartment isn't possible to acquire by
inheritance, if benefactor was only tenantry of cooperative apartment or tenantry of
apartment at ownerships of the state, associate, commercial company, etc.
 By decision of governmental instrumentality, (for example following decision of the
court), namely by day designation in this statutum. In case, that in statutum isn't
particular day given, by day of acquirement of legal force introduction arrangements.
At inscription way of acquirement possessive laws along with ownership of apartment in
housing unit house acquire always also part owners concern in common sections, common
machinery housing unit house and on accessories and generally even part owners concern in
grounds, on that is flat - building built and in some cases part owners concern in adjacency
grounds.
At the same time it is necessary call attention to important reality, that on contractual
acquirement of possessive laws to flats and non-residental premises in housing unit house by
contemporary legal modifications oneself claim fulfillment of two assumption. One of them
is bargain in written form with all of prescribe appropriateness, at which utterances of party to
a contract must fall to the same document. Valid contract transfer of apartment ownerships or
non-residental premises however herself still hasn't in consequence acquirement, or transfer of

possessive law. The additional factum juridicum must come up to her, namely deposit into
land register of personal estates, that have constitutive effects. By deposit in land register of
personal estates oneself acquire ownership of apartment and non-residental premises ( of all
personal estates) and agreement oneself becomes effective.
2.2. Discretions and duties of apartment owners
With the ownership of apartment or non-residental premises in housing unit house the owner
acquires specific laws, but at the same time goes through himself not small quantity of duties.
One from basic laws of owner is right to treat with flat by one's own reflection and
arrangements. This right however isn't illimitable. On one's side the owner of apartment is
able to do with flat „what he wants", but only insofar, as far as in the assertion and
performance one's possessive law laisser-faire into laws of others apartment owners in
housing unit house. Owner of apartment is rightful lead through one's apartment and laws
therewith coupled on other physically or juridical person, at which does not need to upon this
transfer none agreement neither permission. Mentioned is valid in case, that owner has one's
apartment in separali and on apartment are no liabilities, right of using neither another legal
constraints ordered in profit the third part (for example lien on credits of creditor, whom
apartment owner owe financial resources). With flat like this the owner is able to freely load.
It means, that he can sell it, to give, commute into another apartment, eventually in others
property, establish testament about it for case of his deaths. Is able to lease apartment for a
limited period of time or on indefinite time to other physically or juridical person, eventually
give only certain part of the flat in sublease to other person. Owner is able to one's apartment
use to ensure of financial receivables (safety of borrowings or loan) and establish on
apartment lien into credits of creditor (e.g . banks).
In case of, that apartment owner acquired apartment during marriage, belongs this into shared
property condominia of husbands and near performance of possessive law to apartment be
needed regard thought and arrangements both of them like co-owners.
To own apartment indoors menas to have also part owners reference to common property.
Owner has not only responsibilities to apartment, which belongs to him, but also towards
common property. Between ground responsibilities of apartment owner and non-residental
premises then belong duty in due course and in time to pay fee for filling connection with
ingestion of apartments, as well as stipulate monthly contribution into fund operations,
maintainance and depreciation reserve and providing house administration through manager
too stipulate fee for this administration.
Ownership of apartments in residental buildings is individual in those, that owner of
apartment can't guard alone as individual some filling connection with ownership of
apartment. It's going primarily on lighting of common sections of house, waste disposal,
cleaning cesspool, using elevator, delivery of warmths and warm water, supply of water
from water companies and waste-water discharge. As well be needed in housing unit house
guard even additional activities, how's e.g . working, maintainance, repairs and sustaining of
common sections and common appointments, contiguous grounds and accessories, working
of an account of house at the bank, exaction of claims and arrears at fund operations,
maintainance and depreciation reserve and other arrears, as well as different activities directly
relative with ingestion of house en bloc. On control mentioned common business of all
owners in housing unit house oneself erigimus by operatin of law administration of housing
unit house. Administration of housing unit house takes place of duplicity way:
 by founding the community of apartment owner,
 by closed contract about performance administration with manager.

On administration is not allowed of existing together several molds of administration. On
administration in one house can be bargain only with one manager or only one contract for
community. In case, that owner acquire apartment in housing unit house, where already owns
have they sufferance form administration, new owner owes come up to this form of
administration, who elected majority of apartment owners and non-residental premises in
housing unit house.
Owner apartment has discretions and duties attend on administration of house and determine
vote how co-owner common sections, common furnished, accessories and grounds about
progress connection with administration of common property, with its working, maintainance
and repair, eventually of modernization housing unit house. At vote at the meeting owner
oneself determine generally more than a half by the majority of votes all of owners of
apartment and non-residental premises indoors. If number of accessary owners non-allows
an hour after begun meetings owner legal vote, decides more than a half generally accessary
owners. It however default in cases, when is concerned decision about capital questions.
If is concerned decision about credit and about secured loan, about contract for inbuilt or
superstructure apartment and non-residental premises indoors and about change molds
performance administration, decides always at the meeting of owners, a to two-thirds by the
majority of votes of all owners of apartments and non-residental premises indoors.
To control farming has owner accordingly right look in documents relative oneself
administration of house and evacuation fund operations, maintainance and depreciation
reserve. At exercise rights owner in housing unit house oneself go out on principle straight of
all owners, namely regardless of this, whether to own apartment or non-residental premises
indoors is person, corporate entity, housing association or village.
Ownership apartment in housing unit house oneself mark thereby, that owner apartment
obligatory near used by one's apartment have regard for of others owner apartment in housing
unit house. Every one of them has namely too right to undisturbed ingestion ownerships of
apartment. If some owner for example lease one's apartment, non-absolving oneself one's
responsibility connection with ownership apartment and has to oneself alone as before in it,
that tenant one's behaviour do not disturb of others owners and that don't demage strange
neither common property. Providing, that tenant inflict damage in housing unit house, owner
apartment is responsible and shall it too replace, who conclusion of lease agreement with
irresponsible tenantry.
Law about ownerships apartment and non-residental premises is saving owner duty to keep
apartment and non-residental premises in the state of competence on in due course ingestion.
Therefore owner has to in due course and on time guard maintainance and repairs in
apartment, how's repair timing in apartment, sewage waste, repair of fusible radiators, aloud
groundsmen of malfunction water-gauge. Repairs in owner apartment oneself however are not
payed from fund operations, maintainance and repair, but charges incurred is paying every
owner alone.
In applying possessive laws to apartment in housing unit house is actual even question,
whether owner apartment has to access the strange person of entrance into his apartment. Law
imposes to owner duty to access apartment or non-home space, or allow on demand entrance
in apartment or non-home space to deputies of community, groundsmen and person warranty
to execute repair and maintainance. He must make it only on inevitable time and only
inevitable measure in vindication case, how's for example installation and maintainance of
consumption meter warmths and waters in apartment and specification of measure out
calibres.
Abidance of responsibilities go towards undisturbed and peaceful coexistence of owners in
housing unit house, what should be behalf of all owners, that be living in pleasant environs. If
resort to broad breach duties, If owner offhand harms apartment or non-home space, common

sections of house, common house devices, common non-residential premises, facilities, If
digestedly violation staid housing of other owners apartment or if jeopardy safeness and
infringe good manners indoors, is able on base of lex judicialis to loose on his ownership
apartment.
3. Rental housing
Rental housing in Slovakia is one of key problems, that are be needed solve, namely from
look it's physically as well as quotation availability. By educated guesses is on the present at
ownerships of associates and of the state cca 2,7 % of apartments. In countries of European
union oneself share of rental apartments moves from 19 % into 62 %, at the same time public
tenemental sector presents at a discount the average 18 % from housing unit fund. Of these
realia results, that access to the rent habitation in Slovakia is very limited, therefore be
needed present sidelong of the state increase attention its development, namely nevertheless at
public rental sector, as well as in private rental sector.
Public rental sector should serve above all for safety of social housing, and then should be
exploited by like this inhabitants, who can't procure housing on free market. From
introduction reason should this sector operate on principle of not-profit-making, that
management with him was it not lossy, but at the same time thatof such housing to have been
quotation available. Rent herein sector should cover all expenses connection with reservation
and working tenemental apartment near recognized principle what least first costs. Complying
with this principle yourself claim, that to have been too habitation bid associate and gainless
organization with straight or indirectly participation of financial sources of the state near its
building-up.
Private tenemental sector is slack developed, namely primarily in consequence of antecedent
exercitation quotation regulation treble rent, as well as excess wardships tenantry implicit
from valid civil modifications finds of apartment. This sector should guard offer of habitation
primarily from look of working mobility and flexibility to those inhabitants, who need rather
for a short term solution of habitation.
Rent in this sector should not have been fcontrolled from now and creation of new residental
units should exist sidelong of the state supported by primarily indirect economic tools.
In the connection be needed, that has been in on-coming term to be done the problem of
relation of private proprietors and tenantry of apartments, in those oneself apply controlled
price finds, namely conformable with principle from material „ Proposal conception way of
arrangement relations private proprietors of residential homes and tenantry apartment
aggrieved deregulation of price finds apartment", hearing by government of SR and sanctions
of governments resolution num. 640/2009.
With reference to problem of rent, has to oneself in another terms in-solve form its regulation,
as well as circle of apartments and tenantry, those oneself has to affect. At creation of
legislative frame is at the same time needs to respect principles listed above at bloch of public
and private rental sector, at which advantages from live at quotation controlled sector should
utilize only those tenantry, who they will be verify criterion pertaining to heigth their
earnings, eventually property.
Prominent task at development of rental sector is making enactment of relation owner and
tenantry. In this regard be needed in on-coming terms recodification of Civil Code preserve
institute of protection finds apartment, though near each other compensation of status owners
and tenantry. Aim of changes in purview of government sanctions legislative intention of
Civil Code should stretch operation of market with apartments, whose legal nature rests in
temporal surrender ingestion of apartment other person in payment. Changes in purview
government sanctions legislative intention of Civil Code could oneself had to concern above

all of passage finds in the event of death tenant, changes of apartments, home replacement and
quits of finds apartment by statement sidelong renter. Is going mainly about those factors, that
limited owner at disposing with his property and make possible lingering of negative
implication in antecedent terms exercitation social not pointing regulation of price finds
apartments.
Aforesaid principles, that be needed to be respected at modification of legislative frames for
area of rent live at another terms, are fully conformable with recommendation of OECD to
this problem in material „Economic survey of Slovak republic" from February 2009.
3.1 Rent of apartment
Below concept of rent apartment it is necessary understand contractual relation, following
whose renter for-he leaves to tenantry flat to ingestion for rent, namely by either for a limited
period of time or without designation era of ingestion and tenant is paying rent to renter.
Legal basis of ingestion apartment is of lease contract, from which tenant derives his freedom
susceptible him economic appropriation himself utility attributes of apartment as unknown
thing, i.e. thing, which possessive belongs to other (generally renter). Renter can be owner of
apartment in housing unit house, owner of housing unit house, village. Tenant can be person
or corporate entity, who needs apartment for example for his staff.
Rental contract has to contain:
 exact designation of contractual take sides, it means name, surname, birthdate and
permanent address of renter and tenant,
 height of rent and height of settlement in filling connection with using of apartment or
way it's calculation, as well as term of their expiration,
 era, on which is apartment rented. If term of leas no be in agreement action, it is
assumed, that agreement was closed with indeterminate duration.
Rental contract between renter and tenantry could contain too description of apartment
accessories and description of apartment conditions.
Designation another content of agreement is in disposition of contractual take sides. In
agreements is convenient to include also additional appurtenances, as are for example right of
renter in certain conditions to enter in apartment in action terms in order to status check
apartment and abidance of purpose finds. It is important in agreement to arrange that, who
pays possible repairs or reconstruction of apartment. Current operating costs pays tenant all
by himself, some repairs and modifications in apartment dispensation upon the understanding
of renter oneself can they count towards costs finds, eventually by convention is owner
apartment able to or renter pay to tenantry after over finds relative part of bookkeeping
attributes investments. In case of fixed-term contract is possible and profitable sideline in to
agreement include term, what time is tenant obligatory oneself from apartment evacuate and
arrange too effective sanctions in breach of action term handing-over apartment to renter.
3.2 Discretions and duties of rent relation subjects
Between renter and tenantry of apartment come into being on base of rently agreement
different discretions and duties. These discretions and duties are mutual and together
corresponding, what practically stands for, that one party to contract (e.g . Renter) hasn't only
laws and the second party to contract (tenant) only responsibilities. Each from contractual
take sides has not only laws, but has to fill even responsibilities, at which warranty one’s
contractual party correspond duty second contractual party (for example renter has a right to
payment rent and tenant is paying rent to renter in term action in agreement).

Renter owes to hand over to tenantry apartment in the state of competence on understood
using, i. E. functional apartment and provide for tenantry full and undisturbed exercise of
rights, connected with ingestion of apartment. Tenant of apartment included persons, who are
with him maintain a common household, has right use not only apartment, but also common
area and facilities of house. Though these persons at performance one's laws implicit from
rent relation are not allowed to limit and infringe upon the rights of others tenantry in housing
unit house. Without agreement of renter tenant is not allowed give apartment further in
sublease and not allowed in apartment without agreement to execute construction works,
namely neither on their total cost.
From creation of finds till his abort is tenant paying to renter rent and payment in services,
that are be with using of apartment coupled (e.g . payment forlift, for house cleaning, lighting
of common space indoors, controling and cleaning chimney and below.). If tenant is
undisciplined at abidance action term and non-payment of rent or payment for filling offered
with using of apartment in five days after its maturity, owe pay to renter charge from delay.
In case, that renter himself default his responsibilities implicit from rent relation towards
tenantry, tenant is able to apply right to adequate discount from rent, If following defect in
apartment or indoors, eventually following of bad delivering services to resort towards
worsening ingestion of apartment. Tenant has however right only on adequate discount,no on
forgiveness entire rent. Adequacy of discounts depends on things of particulare case and if
about it's miscarry to accommodation between renter and tenantry, its heigth providing
argument judges court.
3.3 Expiration of apartment finds
Discretions and duties at rental living can become extinct by following several legal realia.
Rent, which was aranged for a limited period of time, finishes by expiration action era.
Rent of apartment is able to become extinct by written agreement between renter and tenantry,
at which impulse on its conclusion is able to give any of concractual side.
If miscarry between contractual sides to agreement about over finds, is possible determine a
lease of apartment by written statement, that can give tenant and even renter. Concerning of,
that rent of apartment is protected, renter can't depose of lease agreement from any reason or
without give the reason. Reasons of finds quits by statement sidelong of renter, are
enumerating every item determinated in § 711 of Civil Code as amended.. Statement of renter
must be done in written form and delivered to tenantry. In case of written quits rent of
apartment ends by expiration cancellation terms. Cancellation is quarterly, but renter is able
to tenantry assign in written form longer cancellation term.
Tenant is able to apply on court invalidity of quits by three months from the day of delivery
quits. If tenant in introduction term reverses on court, effects quits come into being pending
acquired legal force decision of the court, by which is disallowing proposal to determine
invalidity of quits of finds apartment.
If tenant is not giving the proposal for court, rent ends by expiration of cancellation term, that
is of quarterly. Tenant is not required to emigrate from apartment and apartment clear of,
while for it is not safety equivalent of housing unit replacement according to law. Law and
order of Slovak republic adjusts three kinds of housing replacement, namely: substitute
apartment, alternate accommodation and housing.
Tenant, who has apartment clear of, is due to close contract for housing unit replacement in
30 days from delivery of written statements about secure housing unit replacement; If he
unbounded rent contract for nothing, his pretension to housing unit replacement becomes
extinct.

Rental relation become extinct for tenantry even by following deaths, though in this case
resorts to passage finds apartment to the next persons enumeration in law. If renter thinks, that
transition conditions of finds apartment were not completes , is able to oneself on schedule of
three months from the day, when he learned about them, at latest but on schedule of three
years from the day of tenant deaths, claim on court, that assign, that to passing of apartment
finds didn't come.
Conclusion
Habitation is appreciated as one of basic humane needs, that would had be satisfying up to
the mark of adequate general grades of sociability-economic development society.
Declaration of habitation as one from basic humane laws forms important obligation for
public subjects (state, villages), that hands-on at it's solution. Accordingly social differncies of
society forms claim to involvement of public terminals in areas of habitation. In our state are
namely even of such parties of population, that are in concideration of apartment character as
goods are no able for themselves to procure adequate habitation. Intervention of the state into
habitation, his aggregate support to individual groups of population is solving by adoption
and in the assertion of housing policy.
As shown in the long term experience of developed European countries with market-oriented
economy, the best means of tackling the housing problem is the creation of the housing
market. Addressing issues such as:
 accessibility to adequate habitation,
 quotation availability of habitation,
 quality of habitation
isn't possible provide without certain interventions of the state and other public terminal on
the market with apartments.
At generated of conditions for the development of habitation cause even in Slovakia several
subjects with of it's specific activity, namely: citizen, state, self-government and private
sector. In marketer economy primary responsibility for reservation of own habitation carries
citizen, who must guard all activities and activities related with preparation and
dispensationof investments and at the same time solve all problems related with ingestion of
apartment (safety of financial sources, administration and working, maintainance and repairs).
Activity of the state must be bearing primarily on creation of necessary legislative frames for
single subjects in sector of habitation, creation of economic tools of allocating, credit and tax
policys, as well as on inevitable methodical activity in this area.
Between important responsibilities of the state in the area of habitation development belong
even formation of conditions for raising performance economies, decreasing unemployment
and growth real income consumer sector how fundamental prerequisite for improvement of
habitation levels, his availability for inhabitants and shortening temporal terms necessary for
safety of own habitation.
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Abstract
For building constructions, a new philosophy of their design has been formulated. According
to this, a building construction of optimal design should have required standard and the
minimum sum costs to build construction and running cost during the anticipated service life
of a building. The thermal insulation property of external walls, windows and other external
constructions has an important impact on building’s operating cost. In this paper we describe
only optimizing of external walls, roofs and ground floors of buildings.
Keywords: costs to build construction, operating costs, service life of the building and
constructions, optimal thickness of the thermal insulation, increasing energy costs.
1. Optimization of building structures
Recently, optimization of building structures is important research topic, while increasing
energy costs is very important issue for this solution. The service life of building elements
should be, if possible, equal to service life of the building itself. This requirement cannot be
fulfilled with some constructions on the present level of scientific development. For example,
the service life of some types of facades, textile floors, additional thermal insulation,
windows, etc. is usually shorter than the service life of the building. That’s why their
replacement, maintenance, repair, etc is necessary. It has influence on the operating costs of
the building.
While designing certain constructions it is necessary to take into account not only
construction costs, but also the operating costs during the anticipated service life of the
building. For that reason I have defined a new philosophy of the building construction design.
A building construction of optimal design should - during the service life of a building - be
characterized by the sum of construction costs as well as operating costs, whilst keeping the
required standard, as low as possible. The sum of construction costs and operating cost has
been defined by the term of "overall costs during the service life of a building".(Next in text
only “overall costs”). The overall building costs have become the most decisive criterion for
building constructions design. The verification calculations have proven that the operating
costs during the service life of a building may be several times higher than the construction
costs. That is why the operating costs play an important part at designing and dimensioning of
building constructions against unfavorable influences during the service life of a building. In
that case, the construction is being dimensioned also according to its corrosion-resistance, its
resistance against the impacts of polluted air, etc., during the whole service life.

The thermal insulation has significant impact on running cost by external walls, windows and
other external constructions. In this paper we describe optimizing of external walls only. The
running cost of the optimized layer, constituting between indoor air temperature and outdoor
air temperature are:
 The cost of energy leaking from the interior to the exterior,
 The cost of cleaning and maintenance of the constructions,
 The cost of replacement of constructions with shorter service life than the building itself,
 The cost of repairs.
Several experts say that the costs of energies could rise in the next 10 years. During the input
of the data (row n. 13 of Table 1. below) this factor should be taken into consideration. Other
costs may rise as well, but not so significantly.
2. Application in computer program ZAMUE
For computing of the insulation optimal thickness we used following equation :
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where:
d – calculated thickness optimized thermal insulation layer [m],
hi – heat transfer coefficient on internal side of the construction [W/(m2●K)],
he - heat transfer coefficient on external side of the construction [W/(m2●K)],
do(i) – thickness of the i-th layer of the existing construction [m],
λo(i) – thermal conductivity coefficient of the i-th layer of the existing construction
[W/(m●K)],
λ - thermal conductivity coefficient of optimized layer [W/(m●K)],
Fk – size of the cooled walls area [m2],
ΔΘ –difference of indoor and outdoor air temperature [K],
z – service life of building [year],
Pd – number of heated days in the year depending on climatic conditions [days/year],
Ke – the cost of energy equivalent to 1 J [€/GJ●10-9 ],
86400 – number of seconds in one day [s / day],
F – total area of insulated walls [m2],
Kv – the average cost of 1 m3 insulation (sometimes the built-up space of 1 m3) [€/m3],
C4(i) – the first replacement cycle of structure [year],
C(i) – the next cycle exchange structure [year],
A – round-up constant in the transfer of real to integer value (normally 0.2) [-],
Fu – the area for repair and maintenance [m2],

Kr(i) – cost of 1 m3 exchange structure [€/m3],

For operational practical use computer software called ZAMUE was designed. The software
program is designed for optimizing the thickness or the additional thermal insulation of
building, so as to achieve minimal overall costs during the service life of a building.
If you want to optimize the thermal insulation of your building, you can order the calculation
by the author.
3. Input data to computer program
First step is to fill up input data for external walls roofs and ground floor. In this contribution
only input data for external walls is presented.
Table 1 Input data for optimization of the thermal insulation thickness for exterior wall
DECISION BLOCK

Code for exterior wall
1
Code for roof covering
1
Code for the lower level
1
If the code of the corresponding structure = 1, the structure is icluded into the calculation. For this structure
a table of input data has to be filled out and the data has to be counted into the calculation. If the code = 0 the
corresponding structure and data is not included into the calculation.
No.
Type
Length
Input text
of input
Data name

3

1
2

4

4.1
4.2
4.3

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Comment
Text
Comment
Text
Number of layers in the
exterior wall without the Integer
calculated layer
Layer name of the Thermal
existent
conductivity
construction
coefficient
W/(mK)
Inside plaster
(1) 1)
Bricks
(2) 1)
Outside plaster
(3 ) 1)
Name of the input data

75
75

Thermal insulation - Polystyrene
text in red color is input data

I2

3

Type

Input

Layer thickness [m]
source project or
measured

Type

Input

R
R
R

0.8
0.86
0.93

do(1)
do(2)
do(3)

R
R
R
Type

0.025
0.45
0.03
Input

2)
2)
2)

hi– Surface coefficient of heat transfer at internal surface of the structure
W/(m2K)
he– Surface coefficient of heat transfer at external surface of the structure
W/(m2K)
 – Thermal conductivity coefficient for the optimized layer W/(mK)
1)
Fk – Cooled (heated) surface of the optimized layer of the exterior wall m2
Fu – Wall surface under maintenance for the optimized layer m2
Zj – Durability of the building years
θ- Average difference between indoor air temperature and outdoor
air temperature, during the heated (cooled) season K
5)
Pd – Number of heated (cooled) days per year day
6)
Ke– Energy costs € /GJ
Kv –Costs for the built-up space of the given building €/m3
Ku –Costs for maintenance of the optimized layer during one year €/m2year
Zf – Year in the beginning of the period for the output document (current year)
year

R

6.0

R

23.

R
R
R
R
R

0.039
213.
213.
100.
18.6

R
R
R
R
R

212.
14.516
322.58
0.
1.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Name of the input data
Zl – Year in the end of the period for the output document year
N4 – Number of types of changes made in the optimized layer structure -
C4(i) – Period till first renewal of the optimized layer structure year
C(i) – Period between the first and the following renewals of the optimized layer
structure year
Kn(i)– Costs of renewing i-type optimized layer €/m3 for the type of renewing
from (i) = 1 to N4
A – Factor used to round up to whole number, eventually a factor to round up the
period of the last maintenance before Zl -
N4 – Number of types of surface maintenance for the optimized layer -
C5(i) – Period of the first surface maintenance for the optimized layer year
Cf(i) – Period between the first and the following surface maintenance for the
optimized layer year
Kn(i)– Costs of i-type surface maintenance €/m2of the type of surface maintenance
for the optimized layer (i)= 1 to N5

Type
R
R
R
R

Input
100.
1.
40.
40.

R

390.323

R

0.2

R
R

1.
20.
20.

R

10.323

Note:
1)  – Thermal conductivity coefficient W/(mK). Source STN (Slovak Technical
Standard) 730540 – 3.
2) d - Thickness of the layers [m] according to the project.
3) hi - Heat transfer coefficient at the inner surface W/(m2K). Source STN 730540 – 3,
tab. 10.
4) he– Heat transfer coefficient at the outer surface W/(m2K). Source STN 730540 – 3,
tab. 10.
5) θ- Average temperature difference between int. and ext. during the heated (cooled)
season K, source Tab. 1, Notification 625/2006 Slovak Republic. The rates
change according to the climate zone and elevation above the sea-level.
6) Pd – Number of heated (cooled) days during the heated (cooled) season day, source
tab. 1, Notification 625/2006 Slovak Republic. The rates change according to the
climate zone and elevation above the sea-level.
I have prepared an example of the output of the program for you to be more informed about
how the program works.
4. Output from computer program
EVALUATION OF OPTIMUM THICKNESS OF THERMAL INSULATION
AND CALCULATIONS IN OPTIMUM THICKNESS CASE
Input: K7.dat,Output K7out
Family house
EXTERNAL WALLS:
Optimum thickness of the optimized layer =

10.114 cm

Rounded up value for the next calculation =

10.00 cm

Estimated life of the building =

100. years

Saving of expenses in one year with the

Optimum thickness of the insulation=

773. Euro

Return of insulation expenses =

8.88 years

Layers of primary construction external walls:
Nr.

Material
Thickness Lambda
W/(m.K)
title
(m)
-------------------------------------------------1 inside_plaster
.025
.800
2 Bricks
.450
.860
3 Outside_plaster
.030
.930
Cost

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

(x1000 Euro)
70
98
126
|--------------------------------------------------------------------|
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|
*
|----------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------|

70
98
126
PICTURE 1: GRAPH OF COSTS AT CONSTANT TIME APPLICATION THE BUILDING 100
YEARS BY VARIABLE THICKNESS OF THE THERMAL INSULATION.
In picture 1 optimal thickness thermal insulation is 10 cm

In picture 1, the highest running costs increase occurs between 10 cm and 0 cm, but the
highest construction costs increase occurs between 10 cm and 20 cm.
RESULTS WITH OPTIMAL LAYER THICKNESS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------OPTIMAL
RETURN OF
SAVINGS OF
ANNUAL SAVING ANNUAL SAVING OF
THICK.(CM) EXPENCES(Y) EXPENCES(Euro) OF ENERGY(kWh) CO2 EMISSION(kg)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------WALLS
10.
8.9
773.
19297.
4506.
ROOF
7.
11.7
406.
11087.
2589.
FLOOR
18.
18.5
345.
7833.
1829.
------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL
1524.
38217.
8924.
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Conclusion
With increasing energy costs optimization of building structures is very important. Energy
costs have important influence to the operating costs. A building construction of optimal
design should - during the building service life - be characterized by the lowest possible sum
of construction costs and operating costs whilst keeping the required standard. The sum of
construction costs and operating costs has been defined by the term of "overall costs during
the service life of a building". For building constructions design the overall building cost was
the most decisive criterion. The verification calculations have proven that the operating cost
during the service life of a building may be several times higher than the construction costs.
That is why the operating cost plays an important part at designing and dimensioning of
building constructions. The thermal insulation placed at external walls, windows and other
external constructions plays an important role for the height of the operating cost. The
operating costs of the optimized layer, constituting between indoor air temperature and
outdoor air temperature are:
 The cost of energy leaking from the interior to the environment,
 The cost of cleaning and maintenance of the constructions,
 The cost of replacement of constructions with shorter service life than the building
itself,
 The repair cost,
For operational practical use the computer software called ZAMUE was designed. The
software program is designed for optimizing the thickness or the additional thermal insulation
of building, so as to achieve minimal overall cost during the service life of a building.
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Abstract
Delays are universally the most common, the most expensive, and the most risky problems in
structures’ construction. They are almost always followed by costs increasing. This combination
has negative impact on partners’ relationships (owner-contractor-consultant), general feeling of
mistrust, litigations, cash problems, and in some cases, contractors’ downfall. Delays can be
prevented or decreased by identifying reasons for their occurrence. Due to that, investigation was
made in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Seventy one structures were covered by the investigation.
Contracted construction terms, realized construction terms and reasons for contracted
construction terms delaying were the key data that were collected. The investigated structures
were roads, structures on roads and water supply systems. Their technical documentation and
performed construction works were analyzed. The investigation results show that uncompleted
and not punctual technical documentation and, also the new technical solutions are the most risk
factor for construction delaying.
Keywords: contracted construction terms, delays, causes, risk factors, technical documentation.
1. Introduction
Failure to comply the contractual terms almost always goes along with the increase in
construction costs. All together has the negative influence on partnership (investor – contractor consultant). Generally it occurs a feeling of anxiety among them, resulting, not infrequently, a
long litigation, and contractor’s downfall.
The problem of exceeding the deadline of construction and its causes are topic of numerous
scientific studies. Researches in USA, in Florida [4] have shown that the most common causes
are contained in five categories:

 legislator (approval of various permits, agreements, changes in laws, safety regulations
etc);
 main project (changes in the designs, specifications, incompleteness and inaccuracy);
 conditions of funding (advance, delay in payment, currency, inflation etc);
 managerial ability (proper decision-making, planning and organization, changes to the
contract);
 “Force Majeure” (adverse climatic factors, natural disasters, etc.).
The research of causes for delaying contracted construction terms in Croatia [2, 3] on a sample of
100 construction projects have resulted in findings that the highest risk factor present technical
documents, then the natural factors, supply and logistics, legal factors, etc.
All these delays whether they operate individually or integrally identified as the most expensive
and most common form of cost overruns. However, it is never the result of a single event, but a
consequence of many small delays that are not paying attention until their cumulative financial
effect is visible.
2. Previous studies in Bosnia and Herzegovina
There have been analyzed 53 buildings constructed in the Federation in the period from 1995 till
2006, of which 29 newly constructed buildings and 24 buildings have been reconstructed [5, 6,
8]. The data are related to:
 Contracted and realized time of construction;
 The causes of delays or risk factors.
Results showed that:
 20 buildings are completed within the contracted deadline;
 28 buildings with overrun of the contracted deadline;
 5 buildings completed before the deadline.
On figures 1 and 2 is given a graphical representation of buildings in relation on the contracted
deadline of construction.
3%
31%

objects completed within a
deadline
objects with deadline overrun
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Fig.2 Share of reconstructed objects in relation to the contracted deadline
Risk factors were classified into the following groups [3, 1]:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Legal (local regulations, approvals and permits, changes in laws, standards);
Political (policy change, elections, war, current agreements);
Economics (regulations, price increases, currency exchange rate, financing conditions);
Social (education, culture, seasonal work, strike, fluctuation of people);
Natural (climate, soil, underground water, natural disasters);
Contracting (unrealistic deadline, unrealistic price);
Technical Documentation (delays, incompleteness, inaccuracy, new solutions);
Organization (poor management, poor organization);
Technology (poor technical solutions, outdated technology);
Resources (lack of people, lack of machinery, malfunctions, delays of materials);
Human factors (productivity, sick leave, motivation, errors and omissions).

For buildings - new construction occurs seven risk factors:
c - Economics (occurs at 1 construction),
f - Contracting (occurs at 1 construction),
h - Organization (occurs at 1 construction),
k - Human factors (occurs at 1 construction),
a - Legal (occurs at 4 constructions),
e - Natural (occurs at 3 constructions),
g - Technical Documentation (occurs at 16 constructions),
and one factor that affects the reduction of contracted deadline:
h*- Organization (occurs at 1 construction).
The strongest by intensity is a risk factor g - technical documentation where summarized is
185.05%, and the weakest risk factor is k - human factor which is 6.67%.
For buildings - reconstruction occurs three risk factors:
e - Natural (occurs at 2 constructions),

f - Contracting (occurs at 3 constructions),
g - Technical Documentation (occurs at 12 constructions),
and two factors that affects the reduction of contracted deadline:
h* - Organization (occurs at 1 construction) and
f* - Contracting (occurs at 3 constructions).
The strongest by intensity is a risk factor g - technical documentation where summarized is
424.50%, and the weakest risk factor is e- natural which is 14.45%.
On figures 3 and 4 is given a graphical representation of individual risk factors in relation to
deviations from contracted deadline of construction.
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Fig.4 Share of risk factors for reconstructed objects
The results indicate that the highest prevalence is inaccurate and incomplete technical
documentation, as well as new technical solutions that derived from these, for new construction
structures and reconstruction of structures.

3. Data collection
As a continuation of previous research in Bosnia and Herzegovina, there have been analyzed 71
buildings constructed between 1995 and 2006 in Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina [5, 7].
Out of that:
 Structures on roads (bridges, tunnels, overpasses)
 Roads
 Water supply systems

20 objects
23 objects
28 objects

The collected data are related to:
 Contracted and realized time of construction;
 The causes of delays or risk factors.
Risk factors are classified by the above specified classification.
4. Analysis of collected data
Analysis of collected data was conducted in two directions:
 relation: “time of construction - construction price” or disregard of the contracted time
and contracted price;
 relation: overrun of the contracted time of construction - risk factors that affect this
overrun.
4.1. Relation: "time of construction - construction price"
On figures 5, 6 and 7 is given a graphical representation of the share of facilities in relation to
contract time of construction.
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Fig.7 Share of water supply objects in relation to the contracted deadline
As the focus of review is on deviations from the contract value, have been calculated basic
statistical indicators in relation to deviations from the contracted deadline: average, median,
minimum and maximum, first and third quartile, interquartile range, standard deviation and
variance. Statistical indicators are presented in table 1.
Statistical
indicators
Average
Median
Minimum
Maximum
First quartile
Third quartile
Interquartile range
Standard deviation
variance

Objects on
roads
3,83
0,00
-20,00
35,71
0,00
6,25
6,25
11,99
143,84

Group of objects
Roads
67,75
1,73
-30,00
500,00
0,00
50,00
50,00
133,47
17813,55

Water
supply sis.
33,29
11,67
0,00
150,00
0,00
33,33
33,33
45,47
2068,02

Table 1: Basic statistical indicators in relation to deviations from of the contracted deadline

4.1.1. Structures on roads
From a total of 20 facilities disregard of the contracted deadline was registered at 6 of them
(30%), while at the same time overrun and the contracted deadline and the contracted price was
recorded only at one facility (5%).
Maximum overrun of the contracted deadline is 35.71% and price for 185.61%, while on average
contract deadline was exceeded for 3.83% and price for 9.56%.
4.1.2. Roads
From a total of 23 facilities disregard of the contracted deadline was recorded in 12 of them
(52.17%), while at the same time overrun of the contracted deadline and the contracted price was
recorded at 4 objects (17.39%). Three facilities were started and never finished due to unresolved
property rights and the lack of financial resources, which indicates a poor starting judgments and
frivolous approach to all participants in the project of implementation started investments. The
maximum overrun of the contracted deadline is 500% and the price 26.79%, while the average
contract deadline exceeded by 67.75% and price for 1.14%. Such a discrepancy overdraft the time
and price points to the conclusion that the investor (which is mainly the Ministry for Roads) does
not admit the contractor indirect costs (secure construction site, a one-time expense of machinery,
etc.) caused by delay in which the contractor is actually damaged.
4.1.3.

Water supply systems

From a total of 28 facilities disregard of the contracted deadline was recorded in 19 of them
(67.86%), while at the same time overrun of the contracted deadline and the contracted price was
recorded at 12 objects (42.86%). The maximum overrun of the contracted deadline is 150% and
the price 42.62%, while the average contract deadline exceeded by 33.29% and price for 3.82%.
4.2.

Relation: overrun of the contracted time of construction - risk factors that affect this
overrun

4.2.1. Structures on roads
For civil engineering constructions - bridges, tunnels and overpasses occurs a total of 5 risk
factors:
a - Legal (occurs at 2 constructions),
h - Organization (occurs at 1 construction),
f - Contracting (occurs at 2 constructions),
e - Natural (occurs at 3 constructions),
g - Technical Documentation (occurs at 4 constructions)
and one factor that affects the reduction of contracted deadline: h*- Organization (occurs at 2
constructions).
The strongest by intensity is a risk factor g - technical documentation which summarized is
43.69%. The weakest risk factor is h - organization factor which is 7.28%.

On Figure 8 is given graphical representation of the share of individual risk factors in relation to
deviations from the contracted time of construction.
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Fig.8 Preview share of risk factors on objects on roads
4.2.2. Roads
For civil engineering constructions - roads occurs a total of 3 risk factors:
e - Natural (occurs at 4 constructions),
a - Legal (occurs at 7 constructions),
g - Technical Documentation (occurs at 9 constructions)
and one factor that affects the reduction of contracted deadline: h*- Organization (occurs at 2
constructions).
The strongest by intensity is a risk factor g - technical documentation where summarized is
850%. The weakest risk factor is e - natural factor which is 76.39%. The average overdraft is
135.50%.
On Figure 9 is given graphical representation of the share of individual risk factors in relation to
deviations from the contracted time of construction.
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Fig.9 Preview share of risk factors on roads

4.2.3. Water supply systems
For civil engineering constructions – water supply systems occurs a total of 5 risk factors:
c - Economics (occurs at 1 construction),
j - Resources (occurs at 4 constructions),
e - Natural (occurs at 7 constructions),
a - Legal (occurs at 9 constructions),
g - Technical Documentation (occurs at 11 constructions).
There have been no cases of reducing the contracted deadline.
The strongest by intensity is a risk factor g-technical documentation which summarized is
366.19%.

risk f actors

On Figure 10 is given graphical representation of the share of individual risk factors in relation to
deviations from the contracted time of construction.
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Fig.10 Preview share of risk factors on water supply objects
4.3.

Assessment of results

The results indicate that the highest prevalence is inaccurate and incomplete technical
documentation, as well as new technical solutions that derived from these, for new construction
structures and reconstruction of structures. Such a bad situation in designing can only be
understood from the aspect of the position of Bosnia and Herzegovina after the war, since the
collected data refer to the period from 1995 till 2006:
 Shortly after the war, while widely ruled the chaos in all segments of society, engineers
with experience were insufficient, and many things have been entrusted to non-eligible
individuals who were not able to adequately respond.
 Most projects were financed by donor resources that were awarded on the basis of
appropriate technical documentation. Preparation of that documentation, in impoverished
country and in a stage when it is not known whether it will be granted funds for its
implementation, was often below the level of the main project. And with such incomplete
project would be, not infrequently, after obtaining the material assets, deliberately went in

the construction because there would be no time for its processing from various political
reasons.
 The war and the situation immediately after the war has produced numerous “false
engineers” who should not even be by the expertise or of their morals participate in
revision of project documentation, that are required by law. So it happens to be a positive
audit report for the project documentation that is either incomplete, inaccurate or both.
 Politics has a great influence on the awarding of projects.
Despite the above mentioned reasons, the authors refuse to believe that solely culprits, as a
consequence, are civil engineers. For each reader of this paper ignorant of developments in the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina would acquire opinion that it is engineers that bear sole
responsibility for penetrating the deadlines of construction and a range of negative consequences
arising from it.
A part of the responsibility is certainly on them (part that refers to the professionalism and the
profession), second, greater share of responsibility is complex and relates to the wider community
as a field of different political interests, and the third part of the responsibility could potentially
be on interviewed contractors who reluctantly admit their mistake as the reason for penetrating
contracted deadlines.
Second in representation for structures new construction is a risk factor – legal, specifically the
part that refers to approvals and permits. And this is a reflection of deep crisis in the competent
institutions whose origins should be sought on wider level. For objects in reconstruction, second
in representation is a risk factor – contracting (unrealistically defined contracted deadline)
suggesting that the survey of the current state of the objects provided for the reconstruction must
be performed by a professional team with experience in the same or similar objects.
5. Conclusion
The paper presents data about causes of penetration contracted deadlines for 71 buildings
constructed in the postwar period in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Given information says that the highest risk factor is incomplete and inaccurate technical
documentation, as well as new technical solutions that derived from these. It is expected that the
delay causes, primarily increase of costs construction. It is not said by chance "time is money".
The delay can be eliminated or reduced only if its causes are identified. Judging by this analysis
that indicates an alarming fact about technical documentation as a factor with the highest
percentage of risk, then it is on those responsible (design engineers, auditors, and the general
political community) to immediately react in order to repear this problem.
The authors believe that it should gather a new database with multiple constructed objects for the
purpose of comparing the results of further analysis of with results presented in this paper.
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